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It gives me plea.~ure·to introduc~ this tex~~book .Qn. Engineering Drawing by
Prof. N•. D;. Bhattofthe BirlaVishvakarmaMahavidyalaya to stu.dents of Engineering;
Prof. Bhatt ha~ been teaching this subject for over twenty years and has deservedly
earned. the}$!ptttation of being. one 4)f the best teachers in the subject.
This book coyers the
prescribed for the Pre-engineering and
FirstY~ar of the Degree
course:5 ln Engineering and deals with the
Jundafoental
subj~ct which have been')re·ate!l by
ProCBhatt
lucidity. ·
·

.June 6, '1958.

From the very early days, man realized that if he had to construct any structure or
machine correctly and methodically, he must first record his ideas before starting construction
work. These recorded ideas become more vivid and forceful if they are shown on paper in
form of a drawing of the structure or machine. Such a drawing will be of very great help
to the man who looks after the construction of this structure or machine.
Indeed, "technical drawing is the language of engineering Without the good kmJwledge
of drawing, an engineer is nowhere and he could not have constructed the various magnificent
structures .or intricate machines. Evidently, any one connected in any way, with engineering
construction must understand this language of engineers. Technical drawing is, therefore,
indispensable today and shall continue to be so as long as engineering and technology
continue to be of use in the activities of man.
By means of drawing, the shape, size,. finish, colour and construction of any object
(no matter how complex) can be de$~f.iP:la~f'iicCurately and clearly. The engineer should
develop his skill, in two phases of. \~~lj~it,1 ~r~~i11g; first, he must be. able to draw dearly
..
must be proficient in drawing to
and rapidly, the freehand technis~:~~,tcnes; $~.
scale the instrumental dra"".illgts'1~~]pu~~e>$e of, .. ·. ,pre1,ent volume is to give the basic
;;: /• \;
principles of the instrum.~r;i'~~L~K~~tng ?lllY· •·
The book covers ~e syllabi in fngipe~ring JJ)ra.wir,ig otc•ri;i~ny University Colleges and
Polytechnics in lndi.,l'and has been, writte~.k · fo · in view the difficulties of a beginner
in the subject of ;Engineering Drawing; I <a~ ..
. hopeful that;this book will serve its
purpose very welf; for young and •buddiog engineers.
\•
I am highly.ipdebted to Prindpal S.B, . Junnarkar for his valualll~ guidance and for his
kindness to wri~ a suitable foreword f?r thebook, I am also thankf~l to Prof. V. B. Priyani
of Birla Vishvak~rma Mahavidyalaya. fe>rgoing througti thejriitial man~script .and for offering
grate£ul· Jo the f~Uowing: !~
constructive su~estions. Fi11ally,
(i) The authot;ities of the.Universities of Bombay, Poprta and Gujarijt, and the Department
of Technical Edu~ation, Boml:!ay, fol' t~eir kind percn:iission to inclu(Je a few questions set
at their examinatiQ!ls. (ii) Mr. N•• M. Paqc~al and Mi'. ~- D. Bhatt fQi' their help in preparing
pencil sketches. (iii) Mr. L O~ Bhatt for pr · ing the excellent typed manuscript;
(iv) Mr. Ramanbhai ·.C. Patel ()f Charcitar. Book .. . foc.carefu\,proof-reading and for his
efforts to see the boq~ out in Pf()P~f tjftle: M ..Jlie ~~~.~· Presf,:authorities for the care and
interest shown Jf! the' printing arid set·t1r:vof
,b061t '(vi) Tfi~ Prabhat Process Studio for
the promptn~ss and good worlc 9f bJ~k".ma •.. . ; .
8
Any suggestion to improve the value. of ·this bo~k will be gratefullyt•received and will
be incorpo~~ted
subsequent> e.clitions aft~r due s.crµtiny~
·
0

•

9:~

J.,i~el

June

u:: ::p:liffton,, ihe

furidamenil::.n:.

D~.:~:

inspiration of the Indian
stries in a large measure have
switched on to the third-angle projection system. So have a vast majority of Technical
Institutions. "Elementary Engineering Drawing", too, must keep step with the changes. There
was a phased change-over beginning with the .seventh edition. This edition .has completed
the change. Nevertheless, the first-angle projection system has not been altogether discarded.
The fundamentals of both the systems· are juxtaposed and elucidated.
The chapters on (i) · Development of surfaces, (ii) Isometric projection and (iii) Conversion
of pictorial views into orthographic views have been treated in some greater depth. This
and the increase of the illustrative problems and practice exercises have evidently enlarged
the size of the book and inevitably led to a little rise in price.
I should not miss this opportunity to record my gratitude to the numerous teachers
for their very useful suggestions and the students for their excellent response to the book,
without which this edition should not have come into being.
January 26, 1970
N. D. BHATT

vii

The first edition was originally published in 1958 and now has entered in its 42nd
Edition during 42 years, proves its popularity and utility among the teachers as well as the
students of Engineering Institutions of our country.
This edition has been entirely revised and enlarged by adding the following four chapters:
(1) Screw Threads (2) Screwed Fastenings (3) Riveted Joints and Welded Joints
(4) Computer Aided Drafting.
It was thought desirable to include this fourth chapter on 'Computer Aided Drafting'
which has now acquired an important place in this subject. We are thankful to Or. S. S. Khandare
of Y. C. College of Engineering, Nagpur for contributing this chapter. We are also highly
obliged to Shri R. C. Patel of Charotar Publishing House, Anand for correcting the Proofs.
This book provides a wealth of inforrriati~n a,nd describes an exciting new paradigm and
is also a valuable tool for all the Engine<"!ri~g s~udents, who wish to deepen and acquire
a sound knowledge of this important subject. (language of Engineers) without which a really
satisfactory progress c~nnot be achieved in an)': l:>ranch of Engineering.
We shall feel obliged .to receive comments, suggestions and opinions from the readers
·
to enhance the utility of the book.
N. Q. BHATT
August 15, 2000
V. M. PANCHAL

HFTH:TH
We are inundated with joy to present before you the FIFTIETH ED1t.ION of this most
stan.dard text~book. At the outset, we would like to mention that splendid response to
eai'Uer editions .is pr()digious. Despite such favourable responses, it was feltJhat .the utility
of the book could be .further enhanced. This is one of the most comprehensive revisions
since the book was first published. As a result, all the drawings have b~en ,redrawn with
utmost. intelligibility. Many. new· examples, drawings .are incorporated along with .. ~Q,tle new
text matter. This text-book is thoroughly revised, extensively. enlarged, comple~~fyt updated.
Chapter on. Computer Aided Drafting (CAOr) is entirely rewritten with inclusion of fO ~Jf{Jnteraetive
and self-leamingpractice modules, Jhis book accompaniea by a computenco as a novel
pedagogical cone.ept, containing 51 sele<I~ed audiovisual ;mimation module~, presented for
the. subject of Engineering •Or~vvin~: . }
better visualization and understanding
We take this opportunity to thank Prof; \f. •M1 Panchal, Former Professof.in •Nlechanical
Engineering, Faculty of Technology and Engineering, M. S. University of Bare>da f~r revising
the entire book and adding man.y\rew typical examples; We express OU,(, hearty,, gratitud~
to Prof. Pramod R. Ingle, ~eftµrer in Mechanical Engineering, B and B lnstit~fe of Technology,
Vallabh Vidyanagar . f()r ·redraw all the drawings with !)tecision, rewriti~g· the chapter on
Computer Aide~ /Drafting (CAOr) and revising t~e entire book.
·
We are also indebted to Prof. R. S. Bhatt, Associate Professor i.n M~chanica! Engineering,
Birla Vishvakarma Mahavidyalaya {Engineering Colle,ge), Vallabh Vidyanagar,. Anand;
Prof. .Mukesh A. Bulsara, Assistant Professor in Mechanical Engineering, G. H. Patel College
of Engineering and Technology (GCET), Vallabh Vidyanagar, Prof. N. V. Patel, Ex~Professor,
L 0. Engineering College, Ahmedabad who were kind enough to send their suggestions to
us for the improvement of the book. We are also grateful to Prof. S. H. Makwaoa, lecturer
in Mechanical Engineering, B & B Institute of Technology, Vallabh Vidyanagar, who spared
no efforts in the..tedious task of diligently correcting the final proofs. We are sincerely
thankful to Cognifront, Nasik for preparing a unique CO and Repro India ltd., Mumbai for
their hearty co-operation and excellent printing of the book.
In spite of all the pains taken, it is possible that some errors may have escaped our attention.
We shall be grateful if they are brought to our notice by sending e-mail at charotar@cphbooks.com,
so that they can be corrected in subsequent edition. We strongly urge the readers to send
their comments, suggestions and opinions to enhance the utility of the book.
August 24, 2010
PUBLISHERS
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Drawing instruments are used to prepare drawings easily and accurately. The
accuracy of the drawings depends largely on the quality of instruments. With
instruments of good quality, desirable accuracy can be attained with ease. It is,
therefore, essential to procure instruments of as superior quality as possible.
Below is the list of minimum drawing instruments and other drawing materials
which every student must possess:
1 . Drawing board
2. T-square
3. Set-squares -

45° and 30°- 60°

4. Drawing instrument box, containing:
(i) Large-size compass with inter-changeable pencil and pen legs
(ii) Lengthening bar
(iii) Small bow compass
(iv) Large-size divider
(v) Small bow divider
(vi) Small bow ink-pen
(vii) Inking pen
5. Scales
6. Protractor
7. French curves
8. Drawing papers
9. Drawing pencils
10. Sand-paper block
11. Eraser (Rubber)
12. Drawing pins, clips or adhesive tapes
13. Duster
14. Drafting machine
15. Roll-n-draw.
We shall now describe each of the above in details with their uses:
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This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 1 for Introduction
of the subject and various drawing instruments.

1
Drawing board is rectangular in shape and is made of strips of well-seasoned soft
wood about 25 mm thick. It is cleated at the back by two battens to prevent warping.
One of the edges of the board is used as the working edge, on which the T-square is
made to slide. It should, therefore, be perfectly straight. In some boards, this edge is
grooved throughout its length and a perfectly straight ebony edge is fitted inside this
groove. This provides a true and more durable guide for the T-square to slide on.

TABLE 1-1
SIZES Of DRAWING BOARDS

BO
81
82

83

1000 X 1500
700 X 1000
500 X 700
350 X 500

FIG. '1-'l

Drawing board is made in various sizes. Its selection depends upon the size
of the drawing paper to be used. The sizes of drawing boards recommended by
the Bureau of Indian Standards (IS:1444-1989) are tabulated in table 1-1.
For use in schools and colleges, the last two sizes of the drawing boards are
more convenient. Large-size boards are used in drawing offices of engineers and
engineering firms. The drawing board is placed on the table in front of the student,
with its working edge on his left side. It is more convenient if the table-top is
sloping downwards towards the student. If such a table is not available, the necessary
slope can be obtained by placing a suitable block of wood under the distant longer
edge of the board.

A T-square is made up of hard-quality wood. It consists of two parts - the stock
and the blade - joined together at right angles to each other by means of screws
and pins. The stock is placed adjoining the working edge of the board and is made
to slide on it as and when required. The blade lies on the surface of the board.
Its distant edge which is generally bevelled, is used as the working edge and
hence, it should be perfectly straight. The nearer edge of the blade is never used.
The length of the blade is selected so as to suit the size of the drawing board.
Now-a-days T-square is also available of celluloid or plastic with engraved scale.

Drawing Instruments and Their Uses
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FIG. 1-2
Uses:
(i)

The T-square is used for drawing horizontal lines. The stock of the T-square
is held firmly with the left hand against the working edge of the board,
and the line is drawn from left to right as shown in fig. 1-3. The pencil
should be held slightly inclined in the direction of the line (i.e. to the
right) while the pencil point should be as close as possible to the working
edge of the blade. Horizontal parallel fines are drawn by sliding the stock
to the desired positions.

FIG. 1-3
(ii)

The working edge of the T-square is also used as a base for set-squares
to draw vertical, inclined or mutually parallel lines. A pencil must be
rotated while drawing lines for uniform wear of lead. The T-square should
never be used on edge other than the working edge of the board. It
should always be kept on the board even when not in use.

(iii) Testing the straightness of the working edge of the T-square: Mark any two
points A and B (fig. 1-4) spaced wide apart and through them, carefully
draw a line with the working edge. Turn the T-square upside down as shown
by dashed lines and with the same edge, draw another line passing through
the same two points. If the edge is defective the lines will not coincide.
The error should be rectified by planing or sand-papering the defective edge.

[Ch. 1
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FIG. 1-4
1

The set-squares are made of wood, tin, celluloid or plastic. Those made of transparent
celluloid or plastic are commonly used as they retain their shape and accuracy for
a longer time. Two forms of set-squares are in general use. A set-square is triangular
in shape with one of the angle as right angle. The 30°-60° set-square of 250 mm
length and 45° set-square of 200 mm length are convenient sizes for use in
schools and colleges.

r
8
N

L
FIG. 1-5

(i)

Set-squares are used for drawing all straight lines except the horizontal
lines which are usually drawn with the T-square. Vertical lines can be
drawn with the T-square and the set-square.

(ii) In combination with the T-square, lines at 30° or 60° angle with vertical or
horizontal lines can be drawn with 30°- 60° set-square and 45° angle with
45° set-square. The two set-squares used simultaneously along with the
T-square will produce lines making angles of 15°, 75°, 105° etc.
(iii) Parallel straight lines in any position, not very far apart, as well as lines
perpendicular to any line from any given point within or outside it, can also
be drawn with the two set-squares.
(iv) A circle can be divided in six, eight, twelve and twenty four equal parts by
using set-squares and T-square.

Art. 1-4]
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Problem 1-1. To draw a fine perpendicular to a given horizontal line from a given
point within it.

(i)

Place the T-square a little below the
given line (fig. 1-6).

(ii) Arrange any one set-square with one
of the edges containing the right
angle touching the working edge of
the T-square, and the other edge
passing through the given point.
(iii) Hold the T-square and the set-square in
this position firmly with the left hand.
(iv) With the right hand, draw the
required line through the given point
in the upward direction as shown
by the arrow. The pencil point should
always be in contact with the edge
of the set-square. A perpendicular
from any given point outside the
FIG. ·1 -6
line can also be drawn in the same manner. Vertical parallel lines may be
drawn by sliding the set-square along the edge of the T-square to the required
positions.

Problem 1-2. To draw a line inclined at 45", 30° or 60° to a given horizontal line
from a given point
(i)

Place the edge containing
the right angle of the 45°
set-square on the edge of
the T-square (fig. 1-7).

(ii) Slide it so that its longest
edge (hypotenuse) passes
through the given point and
then draw the required line.
The same line will make 45°
angle with the vertical line
passing through that point.

FIG. 1-7

FIG. ·1-8

(iii) By turning the set-square
upside down, the line
making 45° angle in the
other direction will be
drawn. The lines can also
be drawn by placing the
FIG. 1-9
FIG. 1-10
set-square so that its longest edge coincides with the edge of the T-square
and the other edge passes through the given point. A circle can similarly be
divided into eight equal parts by lines passing through its centre (fig. 1-8).
Lines inclined at 30° or 60° to a given horizontal line can similarly be drawn with
the aid of a 30°- 60° set-square (fig. 1-9). A circle may be divided into twelve equal
divisions in the same manner (fig. 1-10).

6
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Problem 1-3. To draw a line inclined at 15° to a given horizontal line from a
given point.
(i)

Place the 30°-60° set-square with its longer edge containing the right angle,
coinciding with the edge of the T-square (fig. 1-11 ).

(ii) Arrange the 45° set-square with its
longest edge on the longest edge of the
30°-60° set-square.
(iii) Slide the 45° set-square so that one of
its edges containing the right angle passes
through the given point, and draw the
required line. The line drawn with the
other edge will make 15° angle with the
vertical line and 105° or 75° angles with
the horizontal line. A circle may thus be

divided into 24 equal parts with the aid
of the set-squares (fig. 1-12).

FIG. 1-12

FIG. 1-11

FIG. 1-13

Fig. 1-13 shows methods of drawing lines (with the aid of the T-square and
set-squares) making angles with the horizontal line in multiples of 15° upto 180°.

Problem 1-4. To draw a line parallel to a given straight line through a given point.
The line AB and the point P are given (fig. 1-14).
(i)

Arrange an edge of a set-square
coinciding with AB.

B

(ii) Place the other set-square as a base
for the first.
(iii) Hold the second set-square firmly
and slide the first, till its arranged
edge is along the point P.
(iv) Draw the line CD through P. CD is
the required parallel line.
By keeping the edge of the T-square as
base for the set-square, parallel lines, long
distances apart, can be drawn.

FIG. 1-14
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1-5. To draw a line perpendicular to a given line through a point within

or outside it.
The line PQ and the point Oare given (fig. 1-15).
Method J:

(i)

Arrange the longest edge of one set-square
along PQ.

(ii)

Place the second set-square or T-square
as base along one of the edges containing
the right angle.

(iii) Holding the base set-square firmly, rotate
the first set-square so that its other
edge containing the right angle coincides
with the edge of the base set-square.

FIG. 1-15

(iv) Slide the first set-square till its longest
edge is on the point O and draw the
required line AB.
Method II:

(i)

Arrange one ,set-square with an edge
containing the right angle along the line
PQ (fig. 1-16).

(ii)

Place the second set-square or T-square
as a base under the longest edge.

8

(iii) Slide the first set-square on the second
till the other edge containing the right
angle is on the point O and draw the
required line AB.

FIG. ·1--16

Problem 1-6. To draw a line parallel to a given straight
line al a given distance, say 20 mrn from it (fig. 1-1 7).

D

Let AB be the given line.

B

(i)

From any point Pin AB, draw a line PQ perpendicular
to AB (Problem 1-5).

(ii)

Mark a point R such that PR

=

20 mm.

(iii) Through R, draw the required line CD parallel to
AB (Problem 1-4).

A
FIG. 'l -17

The drawing instrument box contains the following as mentioned earlier:
(1)

Large-size compass with interchangeable pencil and pen legs

(2)

Lengthening bar

(5)

Small bow divider

(3)

Small bow compass

(6)

Small bow ink-pen

(4)

Large-size divider

(7)

Inking pen.

8 Engineering
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(1) large-size compass with interchangeable pencil and pen legs (fig. 1-18):
The compass is used for drawing circles and arcs of circles. It consists of two
legs hinged together at its upper end. A pointed needle is fitted at the lower end
of one leg, while a pencil lead is inserted at the end of the other leg. The lower
part of the pencil leg is detachable and it can be interchanged with a similar
piece containing an inking pen. Both the legs are provided with knee joints.
Circles upto about 120 mm diameter can be drawn with the legs of the compass
kept straight. For drawing larger circles, both the legs should be bent at the knee
joints so that they are perpendicular to the surface of the paper (fig. 1-19).

©

FIG. 1-18

FIG. 1-19

FIG. 1-20

As the needle is required to be inserted slightly inside the paper, it is kept
longer than the lead point. The setting of the pencil-lead relative to the needle,

and the shape to which the lead should be ground are shown in fig. 1-20.
To draw a circle, adjust the opening of the legs of the compass to the
required radius. Hold the compass with the thumb and the first two fingers
of the right hand and place the needle point lightly on the centre, with the
help of the left hand. Bring the pencil point down on the paper and swing
the compass about the needle-leg with a twist of the thumb and the two
fingers, in clockwise ..;) direction, until the circle is completed. The compass
should be kept slightly inclined in the direction of its rotation. While drawing

concentric circles, beginning should be made with the smallest circle.
(2) lengthening bar: Circles of more than 150 mm radius are drawn with the
aid of the lengthening bar. The lower part of the pencil leg is detached and the
lengthening bar is inserted in its place. The detached part is then fitted at the end
of the lengthening bar, thu's increasing the length of the pencil leg (fig. 1-21 ).
It is often necessary to guide the pencil leg with the other hand, while drawing
large circles.
(3) Small bow compass: For drawing small circles and arcs of less than
25 mm radius and particularly, when a large number of small circles of the same
diameter are to be drawn, small bow compass is used (fig. 1-22).

Art. 1-5]
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Curves drawn with the compass should be of the same darkness
as that of the straight lines. It is difficult to exert the same amount
of pressure on the lead in the compass as on a pencil.

It is, therefore, desirable to use slightly softer variety of lead (about
one grade lower, HB or HJ in the compass than the pencil used for
drawing straight lines, to maintain uniform darkness in all the lines.
LENGTHENING BAR

\
FIG.

1-21

FIG. 1-22

FIG.

1-23

(4) large-size divider: The divider has two legs hinged at the upper end and
is provided with steel pins at both the lower ends, but it does not have the knee
joints (fig. 1-23).
In most of the instrument boxes, a needle attachment is also provided
which can be interchanged with the pencil part of the compass, thus converting it
into a divider.
The dividers are used:
(i)

to divide curved or straight lines into desired number of equal parts,

(ii) to transfer dimensions from one part
of the drawing to another part, and
(iii) to set-off given distances from the
scale to the drawing.
They are very convenient for setting-off
points at equal distances around a given
point or along a given line.

(5) Small bow divider: The small bow
divider is adjusted by a nut and is very
convenient for marking minute divisions
and large number of short equal distances.
Problem 1-7. To divide a straight line
into a number of equal parts - say 3.

,,,,.,----

The straight line AB is given (fig. 1-24).
/

(i)

Set the legs of the divider so that
the steel pins are approximately
} of the length of the line apart.

A

'

~---------.,,..
FIG. 1-24

/B
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(ii) Step this distance lightly from one end of the line, say B, turning the
divider first in one direction and then in the other. If the last division falls

1

short, increase the set distance by approximately
of the difference by
means of the nut, keeping the other point of the divider on the paper. If
the last division goes beyond the end of the line, decrease the set distance
by

i

of the difference.

(iii) Re-space the line, beginning from the starting point, and adjusting the
divider until the required setting is obtained.
With some practice, it will be possible to obtain the desired result with less trials
and in short time. The trial divisions should be set-off as lightly as possible so that
the paper is not pricked with large and unnecessary holes.
Any arc or a circle can similarly be divided into any number of equal divisions.

(6)

It is used for drawing small circles and arcs in ink.

bow

(7)
pen (fig. 1
This is used for drawing
straight lines and non-circular arcs in ink. It consists of
a pair of steel nibs fitted to a holder made of metal or
ivory. Ink is filled between the two nibs to about 6 mm
length by means of a quill which is usually fitted to the
cork of the ink bottle. The gap between the nibs through
which the ink flows and upon which the thickness of
the line depends ·is adjusted by means of the screw 5.

The pen should be kept sloping at about 60° with
the paper in the direction of drawing the line and the
ends of the nibs should be slightly away from the
edge of the T-square or set-square. The screw should
be on the side, farther from the T-square.
As the ink dries rapidly, the pen should be used
immediately after it is filled. The inside faces of the nibs
should be frequently cleaned for the ink to flow freely
and to maintain uniformity in thickness of lines. Ink
should never be allowed to dry within the pen. There
should be no ink on the outside of the nibs and hence,
the pen should never be dipped in ink.

FIG. 1-25

For drawing large circles and circular arcs, inking attachment should be fitted
in place of the pencil leg in the compass.
1

Scales are made of wood, steel, celluloid or plastic or card board. Stainless-steel
scales are more durable. Scales may be flat or of triangular cross-section. 15 cm
long and 2 cm wide or 30 cm long and 3 cm wide flat scales are in common
use. They are usually about 1 mm thick. Scales of greater thickness have their
longer edges bevelled. This helps in marking measurements from the scale to the
drawing paper accurately. Both the longer edges of the scales are marked with
divisions of centimetres, which are sub-divided into millimetres.

Art. 1-6]
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FIG. 1-26

Various other types of scales are described in chapter 4.
The scale is used to transfer the true or relative dimensions of an object to the
drawing. It is placed with its edge on the line on which measurements are to be
marked and, looking from exactly above the required division, the marking is done
with a fine pencil point. The scale should never be used as a straight-edge for drawing

lines. The card-board scales are available in a set of eight scales. They are designated
from M7 to MB as shown in table 7-2.
TABLE 1-2
STANDARD SCALES

cm to a metre
cmto a metre

M3
_ _ _ ...,.M _ _ _

20

cm to a metre

10

cm ·to a metre

1:10

5

to a metre

2

cm to a metre

--·1:20

1

cm to a metre

1::100

5

mm to a metre

1:200

,~·"'

M4
MS

'

1:5.0

,

__

mm to a metre

M7

mm to a metre

1:300

1.66

mm to a metre

1;600

.2:5

mm to a metre

1 :400

1.25
M8

to a metre

1 :800

1

mm to a metre

1 :1000

0.5

mm to a metre

1 :2000
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Protractor is made of wood, tin or celluloid. Protractors of transparent celluloid
are in common use. They are flat and circular or semi-circular in shape. The
commonest type of protractor is semi-circular and of about 100 mm diameter. Its
circumferential edge is graduated to 1° divisions, is numbered at every 10° interval
and is readable from both the ends. The diameter of the semi-circle (viz. straight
line 0-180°) is called the base of the protractor and its centre O is marked by
a line perpendicular to it.

A

B

FIG. 1-27

The protractor is used to draw or measure such angles
as cannot be drawn with the set-squares. A circle can be
divided into any number of equal parts by means of the
protractor.

Problem 1-8. To draw a line making an angle of 73°
with a given line through a given point in it.
Let AB be the line and C the point in it.

1

D

,/

0

B
C
FtG. ·f -28

(i)

Set the protractor with its base coinciding with
AB (fig. 1-28) and its centre exactly on the point C.

(ii)

Mark a point O opposite to the 73° division and join C with 0. Then LACD = 73°
(fig. 1-28). Another point O' can be marked against the reading from the
other side. In this case LBCD' = 73° while LACD' = 107°.

French curves are made of wood,
plastic or celluloid. They are made in
various shapes, one of which is shown
in fig. 1-29. Some set-squares also
have these curves cut in their middle.
French curves are used for
drawing curves which cannot be
drawn with a compass. Faint freehand
curve is first drawn through the

FtG. 1-29

PASKM MAT
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known points. Longest possible curves exactly coinciding with the freehand curve
are then found out from the french curve. Finally, neat continuous curve is drawn
with the aid of the french curve. Care should be taken to see that no corner is
formed anywhere within the drawn curve.

A5 (148 mm x 210 mm)

Drawing papers are available in many
varieties. For ordinary pencil-drawings,
the paper selected should be tough
and strong. It should be uniform in
thickness and as white as possible.
When the rubber eraser is used on it,
its fibres should not disintegrate. Good
quality of paper with smooth surface
should be selected for drawings which
are to be inked and preserved for a
long time. It should be such that the
ink does not spread. Thin and cheap
quality paper may be used for drawings
from which tracings are to be prepared.~~
The standard sizes of drawing papers
; ~
recommended by the Bureau of Indian
:
i
Standards (B.I.S.). are given in table 2-1.

A4 (210 mm x 297 mm)
A3 (297 mm x 420 mm)
A2 (420 mm x 594 mm

A1 (594 mm x 841 mm)

1

Surface area of AO size is one square
metre. Successive format sizes (from AO
to AS) are obtained by halving along the
length or doubling along the width. The
areas of the two supsequent sizes are in
the ratio 1 :2. See fig. 1-30.

AO (841 mm

x

1189 mm)

~
FIG. 1-30

1
The accuracy and appearance of a drawing depend very largely on the quality of
the pencils used. With cheap and low-quality pencils, it is very difficult to draw
lines of uniform shade and thickness. The grade of a pencil lead is usually shown
by figures and letters marked at one of its ends. Letters HB denote the medium
grade. The increase in hardness is shown by the value of the figure put in front
of the letter H, viz. 2H, 3H, 4H etc. Similarly, the grade becomes softer according
to the figure placed in front of the letter B, viz. 28, 38, 48 etc.
Beginning of a drawing should be made with H or 2H pencil using it very
lightly, so that the lines are faint, and unnecessary or extra lines can be easily
erased. The final fair work may be done with harder pencils, e.g. 3H and upwards.
Lines of uniform thickness and darkness can be more easily drawn with hardgrade pencils.
H and HB pencils are more suitable for lettering and dimensioning. For freehand
sketching, where considerable erasing is required to be done, soft-grade pencils
such as HB should be used.
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Great care should be taken in mending the pencil and sharpening the lead, as
the uniformity in thickness of lines depends largely on this. The lead may be
sharpened to two different forms:
(i)
(ii)

Conical point and
Chisel edge.

The conical point is used in sketch work and
for lettering etc. With the chisel edge, long thin
lines of uniform thickness can be easily drawn
and hence, it is suitable for drawing work.
To prepare the pencil lead for drawing work,
the wood around the lead from the end, other
than that on which the grade is marked, is removed
with a pen-knife, leaving about 10 mm of lead
projecting out, as shown in fig. 1-31 (a).

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1-31

The chisel edge [fig. 1-31 (b)] is prepared by rubbing the lead on a sand-paper
block, making it flat, first on one side and then on the other by turning the
pencil through a half circle. For making the conical end [fig. 1-31 (c)] the
pencil should be rotated between the thumb and fingers, while rubbing the lead.
The pencil lead should occasionally be rubbed on the sand-paper block (while doing
the drawing work) to maintain the sharpness of the chisel edge or the pointed end.
Instead of wooden pencils, Mechanical clutch pencils with a different lead size
and grade like 5 mm, 4 mm and H, 2H, HB etc., are also available. Sharpening
is not required in such pencils.

1
Soft India-rubber is the most suitable kind of eraser for pencil drawings. It should
be such as not to spoil the surface of the paper. Frequent use of rubber should
be avoided by careful planning.

These are used to fix the drawing paper on the drawing board. The needle part
of the pin is generally made of steel, while the head may be of plated mild steel
or brass. Pins of about 15 mm to 20 mm diameter and about 1 mm thick flat
heads made of brass are quite convenient, as they do not rust. Pins should be
so inserted that the heads sit on the surface of the paper. Clips or adhesive tapes
are often used instead of the pins. (Refer fig. 1-32).

(a)

(b)
FIG. 1-32

(c)

Drawing Instruments and Their Uses
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1
It consists of a wooden block about 150 mm
x 50 mm x 12 mm thick with a piece of
sand-paper pasted or nailed on about half of
its length, as shown in fig. 1-33.
The sand-paper, should be replaced
by another, when it becomes dirty or worn
out. This block should always be kept
within easy reach for sharpening the pencil
lead every few minutes.

FIG. '1-33

1
Duster should preferably be of towel cloth of convenient size. Before starting
work, all the instruments and materials should be thoroughly cleaned with the
duster. The rubber crumbs formed after the use of the rubber should be swept
away by the duster and not by hand. The underside of the T-square and the
set-squares or the drafting machine which continuously rub against the paper
should be frequently cleaned.

1
The uses and advantages of the T-square, set-squares, scales and the protractor are
combined in the drafting machine. Its one end is clamped by means of a screw,
to the distant longer edge of the drawing board. At its other end, an adjustable
head having protractor markings is fitted. Two blades of transparent celluloid accurately
set at right angles to each other are attached to the head.
DRAWING BOARD

•

CLAMP

/
DRAWING SHEET

PARALLEL ARM BARS

ADJUSTABLE PROTRACTOR HEAD

•
FIG. 1-34
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The machine has a mechanism which keeps the two blades always parallel to
their respective original position, wherever they may be moved on the board. The
blades have scales marked on them and are used as straight edges. In some
machines, the blades are removable and hence a variety of scales can be used. The
blades may be set at any desired angle with the help of the protractor markings.
Thus, by means of this machine, horizontal, vertical or inclined parallel lines of
desired lengths can be drawn anywhere on the sheet with considerable ease and
saving of time. Drafting machines are common among the college students and
draughtsmen.

It consists of graduated roller, scale of 16 centimeter and protactor. It is ideal
for drawing vertical lines, horizontal lines, parallel lines, angles and circles.

FIG. 1-35

~~
~~.
(1) Cleaning the instruments: Clean the drawing board and the T-square and
place them on the table, with the working edge of the board on your left-hand side
and the stock of the T-square attached to that working edge. Clean all other
instruments and materials and place them on a neat piece of paper by the side of
the board. When a drafting machine is used, clean the drafting machine before
fixing on drawing board.
EDGE OF PAPER

--,

I

'

+
0

•

•
••

I
I
I

I
I

0

J

..__

FIG. 1-36
(2) Pinning the paper to the drawing board: Place the paper at about equal
distances from the top and bottom edges of the board and one of its shorter
edges at about 25 mm from the working edge of the board. When the paper is

Art. 1-17]
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of a much smaller size than that of the board, it may be placed with its lower
edge at about 50 mm from the bottom edge of the board. Insert a pin in the lefthand top corner of the paper and at about 10 mm from its edges. Adjust the
paper with the right hand, bringing its upper edge in line with the working edge
of the T-square (fig. 1-36).
Stretch the paper gently to make it perfectly flat and insert the second pin at the
right-hand bottom corner. In the same manner, fix two more pins at the remaining
corners. Push the pins down firmly till their heads touch the surface of the paper.
(3) Border lines: Perfectly rectangular working space is determined by drawing
the border lines. These may be drawn at equal distances of about 20 mm to
25 mm from the top, bottom and right-hand edges of the paper and at about
25 mm to 40 mm from the left-hand edge. More space on the left-hand side is
provided to facilitate binding of the drawing sheets in a book-form, if so desired.

To draw the border lines (fig. 1-3 7): [Dimensions shown are in mm.]
(i)

Mark points along the left-hand
edge of the paper at required
distances from the top and
bottom edges and through them,
draw horizontal lines with the
T-square or by mini-drafter.

(ii)

Along the upper horizontal line,
mark two points at required
distances from the left-hand and
right-hand edges, and draw
vertical lines through them by
mini-drafter.

I

oT

120

I'

I

120

~f ~·------------..•.
(4

.II

I

FIG.

I'/

1-37

(iii) Erase the extra lengths of lines beyond the points of intersection.
(iv) One more horizontal line at about 10 mm to 20 mm from the bottom
border line may also be drawn and the space divided into three blocks. A
title block as shown in fig. 2-2 must be drawn in left-hand bottom corner
above block-3; in which
(a)

name of the institution,

(b) title of the drawing, and
(c)

name, class etc. of the student may be written.

(4) Spacing of drawings: When only one drawing or figure is to be drawn
on a sheet, it should be drawn in the centre of the working space. For more than
one figure, the space should be divided into suitable blocks and each figure
should be drawn in the centre of its respective block.

Important: The subject of Engineering Drawing cannot be learnt only by reading
the book. The student must have practice in drawing. With more practice he can
attain not only the knowledge of the subject but also the speed. He may possess
drawing instruments of the best quality. But to gain proficiency in the subject he
should pay a lot of attention to accuracy, draftsmanship i.e. uniformity in thickness
and shade of lines according to its type, nice lettering and above all general neatness.
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1.

In an A2 size sheet, copy fig. 1-38(a) to fig. 1-38(g) as per layout shown in
fig. 1-39. [All dimensions are in mm.]

K - - - - - -150
---->-1

150

L .....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
FIG. 1-38(a)

FIG. ·J -38(b)

60°
FIG. 1-38(d)

FIG. 1-38(c)

0100

FIG. 1-38(e)

r.:-.-------------:,.

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

(e)

(f)

(g)
I

FIG. 1-38(f)

2.

FIG. 1-38(g)

•

FIG. 1-39

Draw a circle of 75 mm diameter. With the aid of T-square and set-squares
only, draw lines passing through its centre, dividing it into
(i) eight,

(ii) twelve and

(iii) twenty four equal parts.

Instruments and Their Uses
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Without using a protractor, draw triangles having following base angles on a
75 mm long line as base:
(i) 75° and 15°,

(ii) 60° and 75°,

(iii) 135° and 15°,

(iv) 105° and 45°.

4.

Draw a line 125 mm long and divide it into seven equal parts by means of a divider.

5.

Copy fig. 1-40(a) to fig. 1-40(d) as per layout shown in fig. 1-41.
[All dimensions are in mm.]
S0100

g
g
0

(')

0

(')

135

I(

.1

FIG. ·1-40(b)

FIG.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

•

1-40(d)

•
FIG. 1-41

6.

Draw lines (using the protractor) meeting at the end A of a line AB and making
with it the angles: (1) 27°, (2) 49°, (3) 115°, (4) 151°.

7.

Draw a straight line AB of any length. Mark any point O on it. Through 0, draw
all possible angles in multiples of 15°, with the aid of the T-square and set-squares;

8.

Fill up the blanks with appropriate words selected from the list given:
(a) The edge of the board on which T-square is made to slide is called its
(1)

working edge

(2) straight edge

(3) chisel edge.
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)
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To prevent warping of the board -·-·-·-------·-·· are cleated at its back.
(1) packings (2) wooden blocks (3) battens.
and _ _ __
The two parts of the T-square are
(1) vertical and horizontal edge (2) straight edge (3) stock (4) blade.
lines.
The T-square is used for drawing
(1) vertical (2) curve (3) horizontal.
Angles in multiples of 15° are constructed by the combined use of---·--····-·-·-and _ _ __
(1) T-square (2) set-squares (3) protractor.
To draw or measure angles, _____ is used.
(1) set-squares (2) T-square (3) protractor.
is attached to the compass.
For drawing large-size circles,
(1) straight bar (2) bow compass (3) lengthening bar.
Circles of small radii are drawn by means of a - - - - ·
(1) lengthening bar (2) bow divider (3) bow compass.
Measurements from the scale to the drawing are transferred with the aid
of a _ _ _ _ .
(1) scale (2) compass (3) divider.
The scale should never be used as a ______ for drawing straight lines.

(1) set-squares (2) working edge (3) straight edge.
__________ is used for setting-off short equal distances.
(1) compass (2) bow divider (3) scale.
(I)
For drawing thin lines of uniform thickness the pencil should be sharpened
in the form o f - - - - ·
(1) chisel edge (2) conical (3) pointed.
_ grade sharpened in the form of
is used for
(m) Pencil of
sketching and lettering.
(1) soft (2) low (3) conical point (4) chisel.
(n) - - - - - · are used for drawing curves which cannot be drawn by a compass.
(1) bow compass (2) protractor (3) French curves.
(o) To remove unnecessary lines
_ is used.
(1) duster (2) chalk (3) sand box (4) eraser.
(p) Uses of the T-square, set-squares, scale and protractor are combined in
the _ _ __

(k)

(q)
(r)
(s)

(1) set-squares (2) drafting machine (3) compass.
Circles and arcs of circles are drawn by means of a _ _ __
(1) lengthening bar (2) divider (3) compass.
Inking pen is used for drawing _____ in ink.
(1) writing (2) curves (3) straight lines.
and
Set-squares are used for drawing
(1) horizontal (2) vertical (3) inclined (4) parallel.

lines.

a-·1, b-3, c-3 and 4, d-3, e-1 and 2, f-3, g-3, h-3, i-3, j-3, k-2, 1-1, m-1 and 3, n-3,
p-2, q-3, r-3, s-2, 3 and 4.

(1) Sheet sizes: The preferred sizes of the drawing sheets recommended by
the Bureau of Indian Standards (B.I.S.) are given below as per SP: 46 (2003). Refer
fig. 1-30:
TABLE 2-1

A1

X

841

625

X

A2

594
420

X

594

450

X

A3

297

X

420

330

A4

210

X

297

AS

148

X

210

240
165

625
450

X

330

X

240

The layout of the drawing on a drawing sheet should be done in such a manner
as to make its reading easy and speedy. Fig. 2-1 (a) and fig. 2-1 (b) shows an A 1 size
sheet layout. All dimensions are in millimetres.
(2) Margin: Margin is provided in the drawing sheet by drawing margin lines
[fig. 2-1 (a)]. Prints are trimmed along these lines. After trimming, the prints would
be of the recommended trimmed sizes of the trimmed sheets.
lines: Clear working space is obtained by drawing border lines as
(3)
shown in [fig. 2-1 (a)]. More space is kept on the left-hand side for the purpose
of filing or binding if necessary. When prints are to be preserved or stored in a
cabinet without filing, equal space may be provided on all sides (fig. 2-3).
(4) Borders and frames: SP: 46 (2003) recommends the borders of 20 mm
width for the sheet sizes AO and A 1, and 10 mm for the sizes A2, A3, A4 and AS.
Frame shows the clear space available for the drawing purpose.
(5) Orientation mark: Four centring marks are drawn as shown in fig. 2-1 (b)
to facilitate positioning of the drawing for the reproduction purpose. The orientation
mark will coincide with one of centring marks which can be used for the orientation
of drawing sheet on the drawing board.
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(6) Grid reference
(zones system): The grid reference system is drawn
on the sheet to permit easy location on the drawing such as details, alterations or
additions. The rectangle of grid along the length should be referred by numerals
1, 2, 3 ... etc. and along the width by the capital letters A, B, C, D etc. as shown
in fig. 2-1 (b).
10

40

UNTRIMMED
SHEET
MARGIN LINE

MARGIN
TITLE BLOCK
185

FIG.

TRIMMED SIZE

2-1 (a)

MINIMUM WIDTH
(20 mm FOR AO and A1, 10 mm FOR A2, A3 and A4)
A
B

EDGE

UNIT MEASURMENT REFERENCE MARK
ORIENTATION MARK

CENTERING MARK

DRAWING SPACE

BORDER
FIG.

2-1 (b)

Title
Space for the title block must be provided in the bottom
right-hand corner of the drawing sheet as shown in fig. 2-1 (a) and fig. 2-1 (b). The
size of the title block as recommended by the B.I.S. is 185 mm x 65 mm for
all designations of the drawing sheets. Fig. 2-2 shows the simplest type of a title
block. All title blocks should contain at least the particulars as shown in table 2-2.

Sheet Layout and free-hand Sketching
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10

NAME

DATE
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~
NAME OF THE FIRM
DESIGNED
DRAWN

CHECKED
STANDARD
APPROVED

SCALE

DRAWING NO.

TITLE

-El-@

SHEET3 OF 12

FIG.

2-2

TABLE 2-2
PARTICULARS Of TITLE BLOCK

Name of the firm.
Title of the drawing.
Scale.
Symbol for the method of projection,
Drawing number.
Initials with dates of persons who have designed, drawn, checked, standards
and approved.
No. of sheet a.nd total number of sheets of the drawing.._.of the object.
(8) list of
or the bill of materials: When drawings of a number of
constituent parts of an object are drawn in a single drawing sheet, a list of these
parts should be placed above or beside the title block in a tabular form. It should
provide the following minimum particulars for each part:
Part no., name or description, no. off i.e. quantity required, material and sometime
stock size of raw material, remarks.
Additional information such as job and order number, instructions regarding
finish, heat-treatment, tolerances (general) and references pertaining to jigs, fixtures,
tools, gauges etc. may be, if necessary included in the title block or given separately
in tabular form.
Revisions of
For locating a portion of the drawing for the purpose of
revision etc., the sides of the three larger sizes of the drawing sheets viz. AO, A1 and A2
are divided into a number of equal zones.
fig. 2-3 shows an A1 size sheet with zones marked on it. The zones along the
length l are designated by numerals, while those along the width w are designated
by letters. The location D8 is a rectangle formed by the intersection of the zones
D and 8. The number of zones suggested by the B.I.S. for AO, A1 and A2 sizes
of drawing sheets along the lengths l are 16, 12 and 8 respectively, while those
along the widths w are 12 1 8 and 6 respectively.
A revision panel is drawn either attached to the title block above it or in the
top right-hand corner of the sheet. The revisions are recorded in it giving the
revision number, date, zone etc. and also the initials of the approving authority.
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FIG. 2-3

(10) Folding marks: Folding marks are made
in fig. 2-1 (a). They are helpful in folding of prints
methods of folding of prints are in general use.
which are to be filed or bound. It allows prints to
removing them from the files.

in the drawing sheet as shown
in proper and easy manner. Two
Method I is suitable for prints
be unfolded or refolded without

Fig. 2-4(i) shows the folding diagram for folding an A 1 size sheet by
method I. It is folded in two stages, viz. lengthwise [fig. 2-4(ii)] and crosswise
[fig. 2-4(iii)].

"'/· >.!

~· _y·

"-//1

I

I

-/ +----VOLD.~----t---t

••_g_.j_g_.'
21 21__g
21. .j--g2"'~:::;;:_:!
....

8,C\J I

l

hTLEBLOCK
(ii)

(i)

(iii)

FIG. 2-4

When prints are to be stored and preserved in cabinets they are folded by
method II. The folding diagram for folding an A1 size sheet by method II is shown
in fig. 2-5. The two stages of folding are similar to those for method I.
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FIG. 2-5

Dimensions for folding of various sizes of drawing sheets by the two methods are
given below:
Method I
Method II

A1

4

A2

116+ 96 X3

A3

125

+ 190

+ 105 + 190

297

1

297+12j

3

297

1

The final size of the folded print in method I will be 297 mm x 190 mm, while
that in method II will be 297 mm x 210 mm. In either case the title block is visible
in the top part of the folded print.
(11) Scales and scale drawing: Sometime machine part is required to draw
larger or smaller than their actual size. For example a crankshaft of an engine
would be drawn to a reduced scale, while connecting rod's bolt is to be drawn
to enlarged scale. The scale of drawing must be indicated in the title block as
shown in fig. 2-2. When details are drawn to the different scale in the same
drawing sheet corresponding scale should be mentioned under each such detail.
Table 2-3 shows the scales recommended in SP: 46 (2003).
TABLE 2-3

Reducing scales

I

Enlarging scales
Full size scales

1 :
'1 :
f :
1 ;

2

20
200
2000

50 : 1
1

1
1 : 50

1 : 10
1 : 100
1 1000
jQ600
10

:1

1
1

1
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Machine drawings are prepared for various purposes and they are further classified as
under:
(1) Production drawing: A production drawing is legal document of company. It
is used by the technicians on the shop-floor for manufacturing the parts. It must
provide informations about part number, dimensions, tolerance, surface finish, material
and stock size, manufacturing process, special finishing process if required, and no.
off required for each assembly. It is further sub-classified as:
(i)

Part drawing or detailed drawing

(ii) Assembly drawing.
(2)
assembly drawing: It represents the details of machine in a pictorial
form as it is assembled. It helps the mechanics for dismantling machine for repairing
purpose.
drawing: This type of assembly drawing is used for
(3)
explaining working principle of any machine.
(4)
for instruction manual: This is assembly drawing without dimensions.
Each part of machine is numbered so that it can be easily dismantled or assembled
if required. This is also used for explaining working principle of each part.
(5) Drawing for installation: This is assembly drawing with overall dimensions.
It is used for the preparation of foundation for installing machine.
(6) Drawing for catalogue: Special assembly drawings are prepared for catalogues,
with overall and principal dimensions.
(7) Tabula!'
This is part drawing. It is used when components of same
shape but different dimensions are to be manufactured.

(8) Patent
It is generally assembly drawing either in pictorial form or
principal view of orthographic projection of machine. It is used for obtaining patent
of the machine.

(1) Sketching or freehand: Sketching or freehand is a first step to the preparation
of a scale-drawing, i.e., a drawing drawn with the aid of instruments. A designer
records his ideas initially in the form of sketches which are later converted into
drawings. Similarly, views of actual objects are in the first instance, sketched
freehand. Scale-drawings are then prepared from these sketches. Ideas and objects
can be described in words, but the description is made more expressive with the
aid of sketches. Thus sketching is of great importance in engineering practice.
Sketching is always done freehand. It is in fact a freehand drawing made in
correct proportions, but not to scale. A sketch should be so prepared as to give
to others a clear idea, complete information and true iryipression of the object to
be constructed. It should never be drawn too small. The size of a sketch should
be such that all the features of the object, together with their dimensions, explanatory
notes etc. are clearly incorporated in it. Proficiency in sketching can be achieved
with constant practice only.

Sheet Layout and free-hand Sketching
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(2) Sketching materials:
(i)

A soft-grade pencil, preferably HB or H sharpened to a conical point.

(ii)

A soft rubber-eraser.

(iii) A paper in form of a sketch-book or a pad.
Above the three things are absolutely essential for sketching.
Sometimes, cross-sectioned graph paper ruled with light lines is also used
instead of a plain paper. These lines and squares help in drawing straight lines and
also maintaining proportions.
As such papers may not always be readily available, it is advisable to learn
sketching without their aid.
lines: Horizontal lines are sketched with the motion of
(3) To
the wrist and the fore-arm. They are sketched from left to right [fig. 2-6(i)]. To
sketch a horizontal line, mark the end points. Hold the pencil at about 30 mm
distance from the lead point. Swing it from left to right and backwards, between
the two points and without touching the surface of the paper, till the correct
direction is achieved. Then begin to draw the line (with the wrist-motion) with
short and light strokes. Shift the hand after each stroke. Keep your eyes on the
point at which the line is to end. Finish finally with a dark and firm line. Take
proper care to maintain straightness and correct direction of the line.
B

A

ll
(i)

co

--

<;(

(ii)

()

4
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

FIG. 2-6

Vertical lines are sketched downwards [fig. 2-6(i)] with the movement of fingers.
They may also be sketched by converting them into horizontal lines by revolving
the paper as shown in fig. 2-6(ii). Vertical or horizontal I ines near the edges of
a sketch-book may be drawn by sliding fingers along those edges, thus using
them as guides. Inclined I ines, when they are nearly horizontal, are sketched from
left to right. When they are nearly vertical, they are sketched downwards [fig. 2-6(iii)].
These lines also may be sketched as horizontal lines by revolving the paper as
shown in fig. 2-6(iv) and fig. 2-6(v).
and arcs: Mark the centre and through it, draw horizontal
(4) To sketch
and vertical centre lines [fig. 2-7(i)]. Add four radial lines between them. Mark
points on these lines at radius-distance from the centre, judging by the eye or
using a slip of paper as a trammel, on which the radius-distance has been approximately
marked [fig. 2-7(i)]. Complete the circle with light strokes. The paper may be
revolved after about each quarter-circle for easy wrist motion. Erase the additional
radial lines completely. Dim all the lines before fairing the circle with a thin and
black outline [fig. 2-7(iii)]. Keep the centre lines thin and light.
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(i)

(ii)
FIG. 2-7

(iii)

(ii)

(i)

FIG. 2-8

Large circles may be sketched as described above by adding a few extra radial
lines [fig. 2-8(i)]. An easier method is to mark a number of points by means of
a trammel (at radius-distance from the centre) and to sketch the circle through
these points [fig. 2-8(ii)].
Large circles can also be drawn by making a compass of fingers and a pencil.
Keep the little finger as a pivot at the centre. Hold the pencil stationary so that
its point is at radius-distance from the centre and touches the paper. Rotate the
paper with the other hand. The pencil-point will mark the circle on the paper.
Two pencils may also be used as a compass. One pencil is held as a pivot, while
the other describes the circle as the paper is rotated.
A circle of small radius can be sketched within a square. Sketch the circumscribing
square (length of the side equal to the diameter of the circle) and mark the
diagonals [fig. 2-9(i)]. Mark the mid-points of the sides of the square and four
points on the diagonals at radius-distance from the centre [fig. 2-9(ii)]. Sketch a
neat circle through the eight points [fig. 2-9(iii)].

FIG. 2-9

FIG. 2-10

Arcs of small radii are conveniently drawn by constructing squares [fig. 2-10(i)].
Large-radii arcs may be drawn by one of the methods described above for large
circles. Radial-line and trammel methods are shown in fig. 2-10(ii) and fig. 2-10(iii)
respectively.
Sketches should never be prepared with the aid of
a scale or a straight-edge. All lines must be absolutely free-hand and their measurements
must be in proportion only. A sketch is considered to be good when its features
are shown in correct proportions. Its outlines must be black and thin but rigidly
firm. Dimension lines and centre lines should be comparatively light. Dimension
figures must be inserted with good care, as if they are printed. Lettering also
should be done in a similar manner.
in
Following are the steps in sketching three orthographic
views of a shaft-support, shown (in pictorial view) in fig. 2-11.
(i)

Determine the over-all dimensions of the views and sketch rectangles for the
same in good proportions and correct projection, keeping sufficient space
between them and from the border lines [fig. 2-12(i)J.
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(ii)
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Insert centre lines for arcs and
circles, and block-in the main shapes
[fig. 2-12(ii)].

(iii) Sketch arcs and circles, and buildup the details [fig. 2-12(iii)].
(iv) Erase all construction lines. Dim
all the lines and then make them
bold and firm [fig. 2-12(iv)] starting
with the curves. Keep the centre
lines fainter. Insert all dimensions.
Print the title.

FIG. 2-11
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(iv)

FIG. 2-12

Please also refer topic 20-7 "Procedure for preparing a scale-drawing".
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 2 for Introduction
of sheets and sheet layout.
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2
1.

Prepare, giving all details, a neat sketch of a simple title block provided in a
drawing sheet. What is its size, as recommended by the B.I.S.?

2.

Make a sketch of an A1 size drawing sheet, showing in it, the border lines, margin
lines, folding marks, zones and the title block. Give the untrimmed and trimmed
sizes of this sheet.

3.

Fill-up the blanks in the following by appropriate words or numerals selected from
those given in the list as shown below.
(i)
(ii)

The size of the title block for all sizes of drawing sheets is _ _ __
mm x ·---·-· mm.
The zones along the length of the sheet are designated by - - - - , while
those along its width by _ _ __

(iii) For locating a portion of a drawing, the sheet is divided
of _ _ __

into

a number

(iv) For A1 size sheet the number of zones suggested by B.I.S. along the length
are
while those along the width are _ _ __
(v)

The drawing sheet is so folded that the

(vi)

Horizontal lines are sketched from
to _ _ _ _ while vertical
lines are sketched from _____ to _ _ __

is always on the top.

(vii) Three things absolutely essential for sketch-work are - - - - .
and··--·--··
(viii) A sketch is considered to be good when its features are shown in correct
List of words and numerals for Ex. 3:

1. Title block

7. Proportions

13. Eraser

19. Top

2. Pencil

8. Right

14. Left

20.

3. 210

9. 85

15. 16

21. 65

4. Numerals

10. Letters

16. Position

22.

5. Paper

11. Bottom

17. Zones

23. 8

6. 12

12. 6

rn. ms

Answer to Ex. 3:

(i) 18 and 2 ·1,

(ii) 4 and 10,

(iii) 17,

(v) 1,

(vi) 14, 8, 19 and 11, (vii) 2, 13 and S,

(iv) 6 and
(viii) 7.

4.

Study chapter 7 and 20 carefully and then solve the exercises given at the end of
each, by means of sketches.

5.

What are the different types of machine drawings?

6.

Differentiate clearly production drawing and installation drawing.

7.

Prepare freehand sketches of the views given in figures 2-13 to 2-26. Assume each
unit to be of 10 mm length. Insert all dimensions.
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This chapter deals with various types of lines, lettering and dimensioning which are
used in engineering drawing.

~A:

7:..-:~

Various types of lines used in general engineering drawing are shown in fig. 3-1 as
described by SP 46:2003.
(1) line thickness: The thicknesses of lines are varied according to the drawing
and are finalized either by ink or by pencil.
(2) Inked drawings: The thicknesses of lines in various groups are shown in
table 3-1. The line-group is designated according to the thickness of the thickest
line. For any particular drawing a line-group is selected according to its size and
type. All lines should be sharp and dense so that good prints can be reproduced.
TABLE 3-1

0.1

0.8
0.5

0;3

0.2

0.2

0.3

0;1

0.1

(3) Pencil drawings: For drawings finalized with pencil, the lines can be divided
into two line-groups as shown in table 3-2. It is important to note that in the
finished drawing, all lines except construction lines should be dense, clean and
uniform. Construction lines should be drawn very thin and faint and should be
hardly visible in the finished drawing.
TABLE 3-2

Out Hnes, dotted lines, cutting plane-lines
·Centre lines, section lines, dimension lines, extension lines, construction
lines, leader lines, short-break lines and long-break lines.
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TABLE 3·3

A

Continuous thick or
Continuous wide

Visible outlines, visible edges; crests
of screw threads; limits of length of
full deph thread,lines of cuts and
section arrows; parting lines of
moulds in views; main representations
in diagrams, maps, flow charts;
system lines(structural metal engg.)

B

Continuous thin (narrow)
(straight or curved)

Imaginary lines of intersection; grid,
dimension, extension, projection,
short centre, leader, reference lines;
hatching; outlines of revolved sections;
root of screw threads; interpretation
lines of tapered features; framing of
details; indication of repetitiv details;

C

Continuous thin (narrow)
freehand

Limits of partial or interrupted views
and sections, if the limit is not a
chain thin line

Continuous thin (narrow)
with zigzags (straight)

Long-break line

Dashed thick (wide)

Line showing permissible of
surface treatment

F------

Dashed thin (narrow)

Hidden outlines; hidden edges

G -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Chain thin
Long-dashed dotted
(narrow)

Centre line; lines of symmetry;
trajectories; pitch circle of gears,
pitch circle of holes,

H

Chain thin (narrow) with
thick (wide) at the ends
and at changing of
position

Cutting planes

D

--.....JJ,----'11,-----'l.r----

THICK

THIN

THICK

Indication of lines or surfaces to
Chain thick or
Long-dashed dotted (wide) which a special requirement applies

K

Chain thin double-dashed
or long-dashed
double-dotted (narrow)

FIG. 3-1

Outlines of adjacent parts
Alternative and extreme positions of
movable parts
Centroidal lines
Initial outlines prior to forming
Parts situated in front of the cutting plane

Art. 3-1-1]
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Drawing pencils are graded according to increase in relative hardness. They are
marketed with the labelled as H, 2H, 3H, 4H, SH, 6H etc. Students are advised to use
pencils as recommended in table 3-3, for getting accurate, clean and neat drawings.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 3 for Type
of lines, lettering and dimensioning.

(1) Outlines (A): Lines drawn to represent visible edges and surface boundaries of
objects are called outlines or principal lines. They are continuous thick or wide lines
(fig. 3-2).
(2)
lines (A): They are continuous thick or wide lines along which the
prints are trimmed [fig. 2-1 (a)].
(3)
(B): These lines are continuous thin lines. They are terminated
at the outer ends by pointed arrowheads touching the outlines, extension lines or
centre lines (fig. 3-2).
(4) Extension or projection lines (B): These lines also are continuous thin lines.
They extend by about 3 mm beyond the dimension lines (fig. 3-2).
(5) Construction lines (B): These lines are drawn for constructing figures.
They are shown in geometrical drawings only. They are continuous thin light lines.
(6)
or section lines (B): These lines are drawn to make the section
evident. They are continuous thin lines and are drawn generally at an angle of 45° to
the main outline of the section. They are uniformly spaced about 1 mm to 2 mm apart (fig. 3-2).
(7)
or pointer lines (B): Leader line is drawn to connect a note with
the feature to which it applies. It is a continuous thin line (fig. 3-2).
{8)
lines (B): Perfectly rectangular working space is determined by drawing
the border lines [fig. 2-1 (a)]. They are continuous thin lines.
(9)
lines (C): These lines are continuous, thin and wavy. They are
drawn freehand and are used to show a short break, or irregular boundaries (fig. 3-3).
(1
long-break lines (D): These lines are thin ruled lines with short zigzags
within them. They are drawn to show long breaks (fig. 3-3).
(11)
or dotted lines (E or F): Interior or hidden edges and surfaces are
shown by hidden lines. They are also called dotted lines. They are of medium thickness
and made up of short dashes of approximately equal lengths of about 2 mm spaced
at equal distances of about 1 mm. When a hidden line meets or intersects another
hidden line or an outline, their point of intersection or meeting should be clearly shown (fig. 3-2).
(12) Centre lines (G): Centre lines are drawn to indicate the axes of cylindrical,
conical or spherical objects or details, and also to show the centres of circles and
arcs. They are thin, long, chain lines composed of alternately long and dot
spaced approximately 1 mm apart. The long dashes are about 9 to 12 mm. Centre
lines should extend for a short distance beyond the outlines to which they refer.
For the purpose of dimensioning or to correlate the views they may be extended
as required. The point of intersection between two centre lines must always be
indicated. Locus lines, extreme positions of movable parts and pitch circles are also
shown by this type of line (fig. 3-2 and fig. 3-3).
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© ___

LONG-BREAK LINE

FIG. 3-3

©

(13) Cutting-plane lines (H): The location of a cutting plane is shown by this
line. It is a long, thin, chain line, thick at ends only (fig. 3-2).
(14) Chain thick (J): These lines are used to indicate special treatment on the surface.
(15) Chain thick double-dots (K): This is chain thin double-dot line.
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Writing of titles, dimensions, notes and other important particulars on a drawing
is called lettering. It is an important part of a drawing. However accurate and neat
a drawing may be drawn. Its appearance is spoiled and sometimes, its usefulness
is impaired by poor lettering. Lettering should, therefore, be done properly in
clear, legible and uniform style. It should be in plain and simple style so that it
could be done freehand and speedily.
Note: Use of drawing instruments in lettering takes considerable time and
hence, it should be avoided. Efficiency in the art of lettering can be achieved by
careful and continuous practice.
(1) Single-stroke letters: The Bureau of Indian Standards (IS : 9609-2001) recommends
single-stroke lettering for use in engineering drawing. These are the simplest forms of
letters and are usually employed in most of the engineering drawings.
The word single-stroke should not be taken to mean that the letter should be
made in one stroke without lifting the pencil.
It actually means that the thickness of the line of the letter should be such as
is obtained in one stroke of the pencil. The horizontal lines of letters should be
drawn from left to right and vertical or inclined lines, from top to bottom.
Single-stroke letters are of two types:
(i) vertical and
(ii) inclined.
Inclined letters lean to the right, the slope being 75° with the horizontal. The
size of a letter is described by its height. According to the height of letters, they
are classified as:
(i) Lettering 'A' (refer to table 3-4 and fig. 3-8)
(ii) Lettering 'B' (refer to table 3-5 and fig. 3-8).
TABLE 3-4
LETTERING A ( d

h
Height .of lower-case letters

C

Spacing between characters

a

Minimum spacing of base lines

b

=

:to)

G:)

14 20

t~)

5

c~

(~~

1
h 3.5

Minimum spacing between words e

c:4) h 1.05

thickness. of. lines

(

d

5

10

1.5

3

7

10 14

1.4 2

2.8

14 20 28

4.2

6

8.4

0.5 0.7 1 1A
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TABU: 3-5

h

C~)

h 2.5

3.5

5

7

C;o)

h

2.5

3.5

5

h 0.5

0.7

1

1.4

2 2.8 4

5

7

10

14 20 28

2.1

3

4.2

6

0.7

1 1.4 2

Height of lower-case letters

C

Spacing between characters

a

Minimum spacing of base lines

b

C;)

h 3.5

Minimum spacing between words e

CG~

h

Thickness of lines

d

c~

c~

1.5

h 0.25 0.35 0.5

10 14 20
7

10 14

BA 12

In lettering 'A' type, the height of the capital letter is divided into 14 parts,
while in lettering 'B' type it is divided into 10 parts. The height of the letters and
numerals for engineering drawing can be selected from 2.5, 3.5, 5, 7, 10, 14 and
20 mm according to the size of drawing. The ratio of height to width varies but
in case of most of the letters it is 6 : 5.
Lettering is generally done in capital letters. Different sizes of letters are used for
different purposes.

The main titles are generally written in 6 mm to 8 mm size, sub-titles in 3 mm to
6 mm size, while notes, dimension figures etc. in 3 mm to 5 mm size. The drawing
number in the title block is written in numerals of 10 mm to 12 mm size.
Fig. 3-4 shows single-stroke vertical capital letters and figures with approximate
proportions.

IIIICIDIE IE IGIBIIL JIK:11 IKJtsJI
t~JF?ltJEcllSII I ILJIKJl/'v11><Jb1V:I
~~ lllkTIDSIJBgo

516

Fie. 3-4

Single-stroke inclined capital letters and figures are shown in fig. 3-5. The
lower-case letters are usually used in architectural drawings.
Vertical and inclined lower-case alphabets are shown in fig. 3-6 and fig. 3-7
respectively. The width of the majority of letters is equal to the height.
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FIG. 3-5
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FIG. 3-6

i

Jjvwxy;j
FIG. 3-7

I

--+i

r

~d

+l-a

I

I

.0

.0

11111--~

-~ k-a
FIG. 3-8

All letters should be uniform in shape, slope, size, shade and spacing. The
shape and slope of every letter should be uniform throughout a drawing. For
maintaining uniformity in size, thin and light guide-lines may first be drawn,
and lettering may then be done between them. The shade of every letter must
be the same as that of the outlines of drawings, i.e. intensely black.
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Therefore, H or HB grade of pencil is recommended for this purpose. The
spacing between two letters should not necessarily be equal. The letters should be
so spaced that they do not appear too close together or too much apart.

Judging by the eye, the back ground areas between the letters should be kept
approximately equal. The distance between the words must be uniform and at least
equal to the height of the letters. Refer to fig. 3-8.
Lettering should be so done as can be read from the front with the main title
horizontal, i.e. when the drawing is viewed from the bottom edge.
All sub-titles should be placed below but not too close to the respective views.
Lettering, except the dimension figures, should be underlined to make them more
prominent.
(2) Gothic letters: Stems of single-stroke letters, if given more thickness, form
what are known as gothic letters. These are mostly used for main titles of ink-drawings.
The outlines of the letters are first drawn with the aid of instruments and then
filled-in with ink.
The thickness of the stem may vary from

~

to

~
1

of the height of the letters.

Fig. 3-9 shows the alphabet and figures in gothic with thickness equal to

1
7

of the

height.

FIG.

3-9

Every drawing, whether a scale drawing or a freehand drawing, besides showing
the true shape of an object, must supply its exact length, breadth, height, sizes
and positions of holes, grooves etc. and such other details relating to the manufacture
of that object.
Providing this information on a drawing is called dimensioning. Lines, figures,
numerals, symbols, notes etc. are used for this purpose.
Types of dimensions (fig. 3-10): Two types of dimensions needed on a drawing are:
(i) size or functional dimensions and
(ii) location or datum dimensions (shown by letters F and L respectively).

lines, lettering and Dimensioning
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The former indicate sizes, viz. length, breadth, height, depth, diameter etc. The
latter show locations or exact positions of various constructional details within the
object. The letter F represents functional dimensions, while NF represents non-functional
dimensions.

I i!i
i

LLt i :

it

I

l

J

_)I<_:~-

_::- L

I

jj

I

.

I

.

-+-·EB·
(i)

(ii)
FIG.

3-10

y~
..

~

(1) Dimension line (fig. 3-11): Dimension line is a thin continuous line. It is
terminated by arrowheads touching the outlines, extension lines or centre lines.
(2)
drawn
gap of
object

Extension line (fig. 3-11 ): An extension line is also a thin continuous line
in extension of an outline. (Formerly, the 8.1.S. had recommended that a
about 1 mm should be kept between the extension line and an outline or
boundry.) It extends by about 3 mm beyond the dimension line.

(3) Arrowhead (fig. 3-·11 ): An arrowhead is placed at each end of a dimension line.
Its pointed end touches an outline, an extension line or a centre line. The size of an
arrowhead should be proportional to the thickness of the outlines. The length of the
arrowhead should be about three times its maximum width. It is drawn freehand
with two strokes made in the direction of its pointed end. The space between them is
neatly filled up. Different types of arrow heads are shown in fig. 3-11 (a). Generally
closed and filled arrowhead is widely used in engineering drawing.
Note (fig. 3-11 ): A note gives information regarding specific operation relating to
a feature. It is placed outside a view but adjacent to the feature concerned. It is so
written that it may be read when the drawing is viewed from the bottom edge.

(4) leader (fig. 3-11): A leader or a pointer is a thin continuous line connecting
a note or a dimension figure with the feature to which it applies. One end of the leader
terminates either in an arrowhead or a dot. The arrowhead touches the outline, while
the dot is placed within the outline of the object [fig. 2-1 (a) and fig. 3-11 (b) ].
The other end of the leader is terminated in a horizontal line at the bottom level
of the first or the last letter of the note. The leader is never drawn vertical or horizontal

or curved. It is drawn at a convenient angle of not less than 30° to the line to which
it touches. When pointing to a circle or an arc it is drawn radially. Use of common
leaders for more than one feature should never be made.
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FIG. 3-11 (a)
FIG. 3--11

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

FIG. 3--l 1

The two systems of placing dimensions are:
(1) Aligned system and
(2) Unidirectional system.
(1) Aligned system (fig. 3-·J 2): In the aligned system the dimension is placed
perpendicular to the dimension line in such a way that it may be read from the
bottom edge or the right-hand edge of the drawing sheet. The dimensions should
be placed near the middle and above, but clear of the dimension lines.
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(2)
3-1 : In unidirectional system all dimensions
are so placed that they can be read from the bottom edge of the drawing sheet.
The dimension lines are broken near the middle for inserting the dimensions. This

system is mainly used on large drawings - as of aircrafts, automobiles etc. where
it is inconvenient to read dimensions from the right-hand side.
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As far as possible all dimensions should be given in millimetres, omitting the
abbreviation mm. Even when it is not convenient to give dimensions in millimetres
and another unit is used, only the dimension figures are written. But a foot note
such as 'all dimensions are in centimetres' is inserted in a prominent place near the
title block. The height of the dimension figures (as stated earlier) should be from
3 mm to 5 mm. The decimal point in a dimension should be quite distinct and
written in line with the bottom line of the figure (fig. 3-27). A zero must always
precede the decimal point when the dimension is less than unity.

(1)

Dimensioning should be done so completely that further calculation or
assumption of any dimension, or direct measurement from the drawing is
not necessary.

(2)

Every dimension must be given, but none should be given more than once.

(3) A dimension should be placed on the view where its use is shown more clearly.
(4)

Dimensions should be placed outside the views, unless they are clearer and
more easily read inside.

(5)

Mutual crossing of dimension lines and dimensioning between hidden lines should
be avoided. Dimension lines should not cross any other line of the drawing.

(6) An outline or a centre line should never be used as a dimension line.
A centre line may be extended to serve as an extension line (fig. 3-13).
(7)

Aligned system of dimensioning is recommended.

(1)

Dimension lines should be drawn at least 8 mm
away from the outlines and from each other.

(2)

Dimensions in a series may be placed in any one of
the following two ways:
(i)

Continuous or chain dimensioning (fig. 3-14):
Dimensions are arranged in a straight line. An
overall dimension is placed outside the smaller
dimensions. One of the smaller dimensions (the
least important) is generally omitted.

(ii)

(3)

20
Fie. 3-14

Progressive or parallel dimensioning (fig. 3-15):
All dimensions are shown from a common base
line. Cumulative error is avoided by this method.
This method is preferable.

Smaller dimensions should be placed nearer the view
and the larger further away so that extension lines do
not cross dimension lines. Extension lines may cross
each other (fig. 3-16) or the outlines (fig. 3-13).

50
60
FIC. 3-15
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number of parallel
lines are to be shown
other, the dimensions
staggered (fig. 3-16).

Dimensions should be shown
where the shape is easily
identified.

(6) Arrowheads should ordinarily
be drawn within the limits of
the dimensioned feature. But
when the space is too narrow,
they may be placed outside
(fig. 3-17). A dot may also be
used to replace an arrowhead.
Due to lack of space, the
dimension figure may be written
above the extended portion of the
dimension line, but preferably on
the right-hand side (fig. 3-17).
(7)

Dimensions of cylindrical parts
should as far as possible be placed
in the views in which they are
seen as rectangles (fig. 3-18). The
dimension indicating a diameter
should always be preceded by
the symbol 0. Dimension of a

FIG. 3-16
>I

I t 25 , I 15
FIG.

Holes should be dimensioned
in the view in which they
appear as circles (fig. 3-20). They
should be located by their centre
lines.
As far as possible, all dimensions
for one particular operation,
such as diameter and depth of
a drilled hole (fig. 3-18), or size
and depth of a threaded hole
(fig. 3-29) should be given in one
view only.

3-17
012, DEEP20

Qt
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~f -~=A-----j'
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30
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50

FIG. 3-18

cylinder should not be given as
a radius.
Fig. 3-19 shows various methods
of dimensioning different sizes
of circles. Dimensions should be
shown in one view only, the same
dimension must not be repeated
in other view.

8

I~

*-@
I

FIG.

016

3-19
2 HOLES, 010
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In case of a large-size bore or a pitch circle, the dimension may be
shown by a diagonal diameter (fig. 3-21 ).

But (in aligned system) a dimension should not be placed within 30° zone of
the vertical centre line as shown by the shaded space in fig. 3-21.
PITCH CIRCLE

Holes on pitch circles when equally
spaced should be dimensioned as shown
in fig. 3-21. When holes are not equally or
uniformly spaced on the pitch circle, they
should be located by angles with one
of the two main centre lines (fig. 3-22).

Arcs of circles should be dimensioned
by their respective radii. Dimension line
for the radius should pass through the
centre of the arc. The dimension figure

·"~

/

must be preceded by the letter R.
Fig. 3-23 shows different methods of
showing the radii of arcs.

I

FIG. 3-21

R6

r

,

SQ24
1

R3

R6

FIG. 3-22

FIG. 3-24

FIG. 3-23

(8) Letters SQ should precede the dimension for a rod of square cross-section
(fig. 3-24). The word SPHERE should be placed before the dimension
(radius R or diameter 0) of a spherical part (fig. 3-25).
(9) Angular dimensions may be given by any one of the methods shown in fig. 3-26.
(10) Fig. 3-27 shows a method of dimensioning a countersunk hole. The maximum
diameter is also sometimes given.
SPHERE R20

~
(i)

Fie. 3-25

(ii)
FIC. 3-26

(iii)

~
FIG. 3-27
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(11) Methods of dimensioning a chamfer is shown in fig. 3-28.
2 X 45°
2
2 X 45°

ffi-1>1 'l.

5

or

·---'')3

(iii)

(ii)

(i)

-

2

FIG. 3-28

(12) Designation and size, along with the useful length must be given while
dimensioning an external screw thread (fig. 3-29). In case of internal
screw thread, in addition to the size and type, the depth of the drilled
hole before tapping must also be given (fig. 3-30).
(13) Left-hand thread and multiple-start thread should be dimensioned as shown
in fig. 3-31 and fig. 3-32 respectively.
(14) A slope or taper is defined as unit alteration in a specified length. The specified
length is measured along the base line in case of flat pieces and along the
SQ. 20 x 4
axis in case of shafts.
M1'

L
0

N

__I_

I
I
I

fi

n

J

DOUBLE START

LG 1:n---·-J
FIG. 3-31

lO

f=

~r1.____ ____.l~:c

!

so

, 1...

I

1

FIG. 3-29

FIG. 3-32

SLOPE 1:20 :::,

FIG. 3-30

r

(15) Fig. 3-33 shows the method of
indicating slope on a flat piece. It
is written parallel to the sloping line.
H - h
1
Flat taper = - L - =
20
(16) The taper on a shaft is indicated
along the centre line and is
accompanied by one or both the
diameters (fig. 3-34).
Taper on diameter

=

D-d
-L-

-a

•I

L
FIG. 3-33
.--""""""===--i ~

~1- __

a±_

_IA_PER 1:1,Q_. __ ~

a

0

:--===:.__!___I.

I~

60

L
FIG. 3-34

~

1

10
(17) Fig. 3-35
shows
method of
dimensioning for frustum. It is drawn
obliquely but parallel to each other.
. 3-36 s h ows met ho d s o f
(18) F1g.

dimensioning chords, arcs and angles.

FIG. 3-35

42°

fas

100

~
ANGLE

}
ARC

}
CHORD

c===3' ~ ~
FIG. 3-36
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(19) Study carefully fig. 3-3 7 for correct dimensioning.
Incorrect dimensioning is shown by cross (X) in the figure.
CORRECT

INCORRECT

ASONSFORINCORRECT
1. Arrow head not proportionate.
2. Hole dimension shown in
figure. Leader line not ends
horizontally.
3. Dimension '40' is too close.
4. Placing dimensions methods
mix.
Dimension '40' is
according to aligned method.

(i)

Dimensions should be placed outside view
30

30

l~-~~

(ii)

X

1. A key-way is shown with
dotted
line where
the
dimensions are placed.
2. Leader line for the shaft
diameter is drawn horizontal
touching the boundary line.

"'T

Dim. should be marked from visible outlines

1. Dimensions are given form
the mid-line of the object.

2. Dimensions of holes are shown
inside the figure.
3. Dimensions are shown in
vertical line.
4. Smaller dimensions (25 mm)
precedes the larger dimensions
(30 mm).

(iii)

Dimensions should be given from
the outlines (finished surface) or
a centre line of a hole

5. Fillet radius is not shown.

,f

~

h

<OX

~

50

X

ti

B

(v)

~

[VJ

. ew
~

(vii)

Section overlap the dimension
21.

The outlines of the object are
used as the extension lines.

90'

(vi)

1. Dimension lines are used as
extension.
2. Dimensions are placed inside
the view.
3. Dimension 2 7 and 50 not written
according to aligned system.

025

0101~1w

ciLW
WV
FIG.

3-37

1. Smaller circle is designated
with· radius.
2. Convention '0' for diameter
is placed after dimension.
3. Leader has arrow and it is
drawn horizontal.
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a
1.

Write freehand, in single-stroke (i) vertical capital letters and (ii) inclined capital
letters of 3 mm height, the following paragraph from page 39.

2.

'All letters should
i.e. intensely black'.
Write freehand, in single-stroke vertical lower-case letters of 3 mm height, the
following two paragraphs from page 37.

3.

'Writing of titles,
freehand and speedily'.
Write freehand, the paragraphs stated in Ex. 2 above, in single-stroke inclined
lower-case letters of 3 mm height.

4.

Print in gothic letters of 12 mm height, the titles of Chapters 1, 2 and 3.

5.

Fill-in the blanks with appropriate words selected from the list given below:
(a) Writing of titles, notes etc. on a drawing is called ·-----·----··
(b) Efficiency in the art of lettering is achieved by continuous
(c) Lettering should be in plain and simple style so that it could be done
and
(d) For maintaining uniformity in size, thin and light-·-------· may first be drawn.
(e) All letters should be uniform in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

and ---------·
The inclined letters slope to the
at an angle of
degrees.
The size of the letter is described by its - - - - - ·
Main title of inked drawing is generally written in
letters.
The two types of single-stroke letters are
and _ _ __

(j) Lettering is usually done in
letters.
(k) Lower-case letters are usually used in --···---------- drawings.
(I) Lettering should be so done as can be read from the
title -----·-·
List of words for Ex. 5:

6.

with the main

1. Inclined
6. Vertical
11. Right
16. Practice
7. Freehand
12. Front
17. Lettering
2. Shade
3. Horizontal
8. Shape
13. Guide lines
18. Spacing
H. Slope
19. Architectural
4. Speedily
9. Gothic
5. Height
10. Seventy five
15. Capital
20. Size.
Complete each statement given in A, by selecting an appropriate one from those
given in B:
A (a) Outlines or principal lines are drawn as ___ _
(b) Lines for hidden edges are drawn as _ __
(c) Thin and long chain line is made up of ··---(d) Centre lines, locus lines and pitch circles are drawn as _ __
(e) Dashed line of medium thickness is made up of -·----·-(f)
Dimension lines, hatching and extension lines are drawn as _ __
(g) The position of cutting plane is shown by __________ _
(h) Irregular boundaries and short breaks are shown by _ __
(i)
Long breaks are shown by ---·--

Exe. 3]

B

Lines, lettering and Dimensioning

(1)

long and thin chain lines

(2)
(3)
(4)

thick and long chain line, thick at ends only
thick continuous lines
short dashes of approximately equal lengths
thin continuous lines
continuous, thin and wavy lines, drawn freehand
thin ruled lines with short zigzags within them
alternately long and short dashes
dashed lines of medium thickness.

(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)

7.

49

Fill-up the blanks in the following sentences by appropriate words selected from
the list of words given below:
(a) Two types of dimensions needed on a drawing are _________ and ___ _
dimensions.
and
(b) The two systems of placing dimensions are
(c) In
system, the dimension is placed
to and near the
but clear of dimension line.
(d) In
system, all dimensions are so placed that they are readable
from the ··----·-----··· edge of the drawing sheet. Dimension lines are----·
near the middle for inserting dimensions.
(e) As far as possible dimensions should be given in one unit, preferably in
(f)

Dimension lines should be drawn at least 8 mm away from the _ _ __
and from _____ .

(g)
(h)

An
or
should never be used as a dimension line.
Mutual ---·------·-· of dimension lines and dimensioning between ----·----should be avoided.
All dimensions are shown from a common base line in -----··--·--- dimensioning.
In
dimensioning, dimensions are arranged in a straight line, and
an
dimension is placed outside the small dimensions.
When a number of parallel dimensions are to be shown near each other,
the dimensions should be _ _ __

(i)
(j)

(k)

The extension line should extend about 3 mm beyond the --------·
(m) The line connecting a view to a note is called a
by the symbol
(n) The dimension indicating a diameter should be
(I)

(o)

The symbol _ _ _ _ should be _ _ _ _ by the dimension indicating a
radius.
(p) Dimensions of cylindrical parts should as far as possible be shown in the
views in which they are seen as -·-----·
(q) Dimension of a cylinder should never be given as a _ _ __
(r) The taper on a shaft is indicated along the
(s) The specified length for taper is measured along the
in case
of a flat piece and along the
in case of a shaft.
(t) The section lines are continuous ·-----·-·-·-··-· lines and are drawn at an
_ _ _ _ of
to the main outline of the section.
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List of words for Ex. 7:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Thin
Axis
Aligned
Broken
Base line
Bottom
Centre line
Continuous

Answers to Ex.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Crossing
Dimension line
Dashed line
Each other
Followed
Location
Middle

0

17. Millimetres
18. Overall

25. Leader
26. Radius

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31 .
32.

Outlines
Outline
Perpendicular
Progressive
Rectangles
Preceded

Angle
R
45°
Size
Staggered
Unidirectional.

6 and 7:

Ex. 5. (a) 17
(b) 16
(c) 7 and 4

(d) 13
(g) 5
(e) 20, 8, 14, 2 and 18 (h) 9
(f) 11 and 10
(i) 6 and 1

Ex. 6. (a) 3
(b) 9
(c) 8

(d) 1
(e) 4
(f) 5

(g) 2
(h) 6
(i) 7.

Ex. 7. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f) 19 and 12
(g) 20 and 7
(h) 9 and 11
(i) 22
(j) 8 and 18

(k) 31
(1) 1 o
(m) 25

(p) 23

(n) 24 and 16
(o) 28 and 13

(s) 5 and 2
(t) 1, 27 and 29.

30 and 14
3 and 32
3, 21 and 15
32, 6 and 4
17

(j) 15
(k) 19
(I) 12 and 3.

(q) 26
(r) 7

8. What are the two systems of placing dimensions on a drawing? Illustrate your
answer with sketches.
9. Show by sketches the difference between (i) continuous or chain dimensioning
and (ii) progressive or parallel dimensioning. What are the advantages of one
above the other?
10. The orthographic views of the objects are drawn according to the First-angle
projection method to 1 : 2 scale size and shown below in fig. 3-38(i), fig. 3-38(ii)
and fig. 3-38(iii). Insert dimensions.

I

I

(i)

(ii)

FIG. 3-38

$m:oo
(iii)

Drawings of small objects can be prepared of the same size as the objects they
represent. A 150 mm long pencil may be shown by a drawing of 150 mm length.
Drawings drawn of the same size as the objects, are called full-size drawings. The
ordinary full-size scales are used for such drawings.
A scale is defined as the ratio of the linear dimensions of element of the object
as represented in a drawing to the actual dimensions of the same element of the
object itself.

The scales generally used for general engineering drawings are shown in table 4-1
[SP: 46].
TABLE 4-1

Reducing scales

Enlarging seal.es
Full size scales

1 :
1 :
1 :
1 :
50:
5 :

2
20.
200
2000
1
1

1
1
1
1
20

; 5

: 50
: 500
: 5000
: 1
2 : 1

1
1
1
1
10

: 10
:
:
:
:

100
1000
10000
1

1 : 1

All these scales are usually 300 mm long and sub-divided throughout their
lengths. The scale is indicated on the drawing at a suitable place near the title. The
complete designation of a scale consists of word scale followed by the ratio, i.e.
scale 1 : 1 or scale, full size.
It may not be always possible to prepare full-size drawings. They are, therefore,
drawn proportionately smaller or larger. When drawings are drawn smaller than the
actual size of the objects (as in case of buildings, bridges, large machines etc.) the
scale used is said to be a reducing scale (1 : 5). Drawings of small machine parts,
mathematical instruments, watches etc. are made larger than their real size. These
are said to be drawn on an enlarging scale (5 : 1 ).
The scales can be expressed in the following three ways:
scale: In this case, the relation between the dimension on the
(1)
drawing and the actual dimension of the object is mentioned numerically in the
style as 10 mm = 5 m etc.
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(2) Graphical scale: The scale is drawn on the drawing itself. As the drawing
becomes old, the engineer's scale may shrink and may not give accurate results.
However, such is not the case with graphical scale because if the drawing shrinks,
the scale will also shrink. Hence, the graphical scale.is commonly used in survey maps.
(3) Representative fraction: The ratio of the length of the object represented
on drawing to the actual length of the object represented is called the Representative
Fraction (i.e. R.F.).

R.F.

Length of the drawing

= --------Actual length of object

When a 1 cm long line in a drawing represents 1 metre length of the object, the
1
1
R.F. is equal to
c; =
x 1~~ cm = 1 ~O and the scale of the drawing will be
1
1

~O full size. The R.F. of a drawing is greater than unity when it is drawn
1
on an enlarging scale. For example, when a 2 mm long edge of an object is shown in
· bya 1·me 1 cm Iong, t he R..
F. 1s
• 1 mm
cm = 10 mm
mm = 5. Suc h a d rawmg
· ·1s
a d rawmg
2
2
said to be drawn on scale 5 : 1 or five times full-size.
1 : 100 or

When an unusual scale is used, it is constructed on the drawing sheet. To construct
a scale the following information is essential:
The R.F. of the scale.
(2) The units which it must represent, for example, millimetres and centimetres,
or feet and inches etc.
(3) The maximum length which it must show.
(1)

The length of the scale is determined by the formula:
Length of the scale

=

R.F. x maximum length required to be measured.

It may not be always possible to draw as long a scale as to measure the
longest length in the drawing. The scale is therefore drawn 15 cm to 30 cm long,
longer lengths being measured by marking them off in parts.

The scales used in practice are classified as under:
Plain scales

(4)

Vernier scales

(2) Diagonal scales

(5)

Scale of chords.

(1)

(3) Comparative scales
(1) Plain scales: A plain scale consists of a line divided into suitable number of
equal parts or units, the first of which is sub-divided into smaller parts. Plain scales
represent either two units or a unit and its sub-division.

In every scale,
The zero should be placed at the end of the first main division, i.e. between
the unit and its sub-divisions.

(i)

Scales

Art. 4-4]

(ii)
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From the zero mark, the units should be numbered to the right and its
sub-divisions to the left.

(iii) The names of the units and the sub-divisions should be stated clearly below

or at the respective ends.
(iv) The name of the scale (e.g. scale, 1 : 10) or its R.F. should be mentioned below
the scale.
Problem 4-1. (fig. 4-1): Construct a scale of 1 : 4 to show centimetres and long
enough to measure upto 5 decimetres.
3.7dm

10

5
CENTIMETRES

2

0

4

3

DECIMETRES

1

R.F. = 4
FIG. 4-1

(i)

Determine R.F. of the scale. Here it is

(ii)

Determine length of the scale.

..! ·
4

Length of the scale == R.F. x maximum length ==

1

4

x 5 dm == 12.5 cm.

(iii) Draw a line 12.5 cm long and divide it into 5 equal divisions, each representing
1 dm.
(iv) Mark O at the end of the first division and 1, 2, 3 and 4 at the end of each
subsequent division to its right.
(v) Divide the first division into 10 equal sub-divisions, each representing 1 cm.
(vi) Mark ems to the left of O as shown in the figure.
To distinguish the divisions clearly, show the scale as a rectangle of small width
(about 3 mm) instead of only a line. Draw the division-lines showing decimetres

throughout the width of the scale. Draw the lines for the sub-divisions slightly
shorter as shown. Draw thick and dark horizontal lines in the middle of all alternate
divisions and sub-divisions. This helps in taking measurements. Below the scale,
print DECIMETRES on the right-hand side, CENTIMETRES on the left-hand side,
and the R.F. in the middle.
To set-off any distance, say 3.7 dm, place one leg of the divider on 3 dm mark and
the other on 7 cm mark. The distance between the ends of the two legs will represent
3.7 dm.

Problem 4-2. (fig. 4-2): Draw a scale of 1 : 60 to show metres and decimetres and
long enough to measure upto 6 metres.
3.7M

IH@M@i

10
5
0
DECIMETRES

•

2

FIG. 4-2

I

3

i

I

5

4

METRES

R.F. = ~
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1
Determine R.F. of the scale, here R.F. =
60
Determine length of the scale.
1
Length of the scale =
x 6 m = 1 metre = 10 cm.
10
60
(iii) Draw a line 10 cm long and divide it into 6 equal parts.
(iv) Divide the first part into 1 O equal divisions and complete the scale as shown.
The length 3.7 metres is shown on the scale.

(i)
(ii)

Problem 4-3. (fig. 4-3): Construct a scale of 1.5 inches
and long enough to measure upto 4 feet.
2 FT.10 IN

=

1 foot to show inches

,I
3
2

12 9 6 3 0
INCHES

3

R.F.=t
FIG. 4-3

1.5 inches
1
. h
8
1 x 12 me es
(ii) Draw a line, 1.5 x 4 = 6 inches long.
(iii) Divide it into four equal parts, each part representing one foot.

(i)

.
Determine R.F. of the scale. R.F.

=

(iv) Divide the first division into 12 equal parts, each representing 1 ". Complete
the scale as explained in problem 4-1. The distance 2'-10" is shown measured
in the figure.
1
Prnblem 4-4. (fig. 4-4): Construct a scale of R.F.
to read yards and feet, and
60
long enough to measure upto 5 yards.
3 Y. 1 F.

3

2 1
FEET

2
YARDS

0

4

3

FIG. 4-4
(i)

Length of the scale

=

R.F. x max. length

=

1
GO

=

1~ yd

X

5 yd

=

3 inches.

(ii) Draw a line 3 inches long and divide it into 5 equal parts.
(iii) Divide the first part into 3 equal divisions.
(iv) Mark the scale as shown in the figure.
1
Problem 4-5. (fig. 4-5): Construct a scale of R.F. -to show miles and
84480
furlongs and long enough to measure upto 6 miles.
4M. 3F.

I id Al Al id

8

6 4 2 0
FURLONGS

1
FIG. 4-5

I

I

4

I

5
1
R.F. = 84480

Scales
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=

1

x 6

=

1

=

1 II
4- ·
2

(i)

Length of the scale

(ii)

Draw a line 4 ~ long and divide it into 6 equal parts. Divide the first part into

84480

14080

miles

55

11

8 equal divisions and complete the scale as shown.
The distance 4 miles and 3 furlongs is shown measured in the figure.
(2)
scales: A diagonal scale is used when very minute distances such
as 0.1 mm etc. are to be accurately measured or when measurements are required
in three units; for example, dm, cm and mm, or yard, foot and inch.
Small divisions of short lines are obtained by the principle of diagonal division, as
explained below.
of
To obtain divisions of a given short line AB in

(i)

~ its length, e.g. 0.1 AB, 0.2 AB, 0.3 AB etc. (fig. 4-6).
1
At one end, say B, draw a line perpendicular to AB and
A
along it, step-off ten equal divisions of any length, starting
from B and ending at C.

(ii)

Number the division-points, 9, 8, 7, ..... 1 as shown.

multiples of

B
9
8
7
6

(iii) Join A with C.

5
4
3
2
1
C

(iv) Through the points 1, 2 etc. draw lines parallel to AB and
cutting AC at 1', 2' etc. It is evident that triangles 1 '1 C ,
2'2C ... ABC are similar.
Since CS

=

0.5BC, the line 5'5

Similarly, 1 '1

=

0.1AB, 2'2

=

=

0.5AB.

0.2AB etc.
F1c. 4-6

Thus, each horizontal line below AB becomes progressively shorter
in length by - 1 AB giving lengths in multiples of 0.1AB.
10

Problem 4-6. (fig. 4-7): Construct a diagonal scale of 3: 200 i.e.

decimetres and centimetres and to measure
Length of the scale
10
U)

8

w

a: 6

3
= -x
200

6 m

=

6

metres.

9 cm.

FE

D

C

11

II
11

u

I

t:i

~ 4

z
~ 2
A
1086420
DECIMETRES

8

2

3
3

R.F. = 200
FIG. 4-7

4

5
METRES
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(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)
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Draw a line AB 9 cm long and divide it into 6 equal parts. Each part will show
a metre.
Divide the first part AO into 10 equal divisions, each showing a decimetre or
0.1 m.
At A erect a perpendicular and step-off along it, 10 equal divisions of any
length, ending at 0. Complete the rectangle ABCD.
Erect perpendiculars at metre-divisions 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Draw horizontal lines through the division-points on AD.
Join O with the end of the first division along AO, viz. the point 9.
Through the remaining points i.e. 8, 7, 6 etc. draw lines parallel to 09.

In .6. OFE, FE represents 1 dm or 0.1 m. Eacfi horizontal line below FE progressively
diminishes in length by 0.1 FE. Thus, the next line below FE is equal to 0.9FE and
represents 0.9 A 1 dm = 0.9 dm or 0.09 m or 9 cm.
Any length between 1 cm or 0.01 m and 6 m can be measured from this
scale. To show a distance of 4.56 metres, i.e. 4 m, 5 dm and 6 cm, place one
leg of the divider at Q where the vertical through 4 m meets the horizontal
through 6 cm and the other leg at P where the diagonal through 5 dm meets the
same horizontal.
1
Problem 4-7. (fig. 4-8): Construct a diagonal scale of R.F. ==
to show ,netres
4000

and long enough to measure upto 500 metres.
10
8

6
4

A

B

'

2
100

50

0

100

METRES

200

400

300
1

FIG. 4-8

R.F. = 4000

1
1
Length of the scale =
x 500 m =
4000
8 metre = 12.5 cm.
(i) Draw a line 12.5 cm long and divide it into 5 equal parts. Each part will show
100 metres.
(ii)

Divide the first part into ten equal divisions. Each division will show 10 metres.

(iii) At the left-hand end, erect a perpendicular and on it, step-off 10 equal divisions
of any length.
(iv) Draw the rectangle and complete the scale as explained in problem 4-6.
The distance between points A and B shows 374 metres.
Problem 4-8. (fig. 4-9): Dravv a diagonal scale of 1 : 2.5 showing centimetres and
millimetres and long enough to measure upto 20 centirnetres.
1

Scales

Art. 4-4]
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1
x 20 cm = 8 cm.
2.5

Length of the scale =
(i)

Draw a line 8 cm long and divide it into 4 equal parts. Each part will represent
a length of 5 cm.
(ii) Divide the first part into 5 equal divisions. Each division will show 1 cm.
(iii) At the left-hand end of the line, draw a vertical line and on it step-off 10 equal
divisions of any length.

Complete the scale as explained in problem 4-6. The distance between points
C and D shows 13.4 cm.
10

\

\

\

\

\ \ \ \
\ \ \ \ \
\

I

\

I \
\ Cl
\ \
\ \

\

\

\
\
\
\

\ \
\ \
\ \
\ \
\ \ \ \
I \ \ \
5
0
1
R.F. =
25

D

10
15
CENTIMETRES

5

FIG. 4-9

Problem 4-9. (fig. 4-10): Construct a diagonal scale of R.F.
feet and inches and to measure upto 4 yards.
1
1"
Length of the scale 12 D
10
8

!16

4

2

A
3

I
\

\_Q

\
\

\
\
\
\
\
2

I
\

x 4 yd

=

18 yd

= 42

E

F
\
\

\
\

\

32

~ showing yards,
3

C

\
\
\
\
\

\
\
\
\
\

p
\

\
\
\
\
1

\
\
B

0

2

FEET

3

1
R.F. = 32

FIG. 4-10
(i)

Draw a line AB 4

1 II

2

long.

Divide it into 4 equal parts to show yards. Divide the first part AO into 3
equal divisions showing feet.
(iii) At A, erect a perpendicular and step-off along it, 12 equal divisions of
any length, ending at D. Complete the scale as explained in problem 4-6.

(ii)

To show a distance of 1 yard, 2 feet and 7 inches, place one leg of the divider at P,
where the horizontal through 7" meets the vertical from 1 yard and the other leg at Q
where the diagonal through 2' meets the same horizontal.
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Problem 4-10. (fig. 4-1 ·1): Draw a scale of full-size, showing

1

100

inch and to

measure upto 5 inches.
(i)

Draw a line AB 5" long and divide it into five equal parts. Each part will show
one inch.

Sub-divide the first part into 10 equal divisions. Each division will measure
. h
- 1 inc.
10
(iii) At A, draw a perpendicular to AB and on it, step-off ten equal divisions of any
length, ending at 0.
(ii)

(iv) Draw the rectangle ABCD and complete the scale as explained in problem 4-6.
The line QP shows 2.68 inches.
C
D
10

I

p

Q

8

en

~

w

6

a:

~

:::,

4

::r:

2
A
10

B
8

6

4

2

2
INCHES

0

TENTHS

4

3

R.F. = 1
FIG. 4-·J 1

Problem 4-11. (fig. 4.·1 : The area of a field is 50,000 sq m. The length and the
breadth of the field, on the map is 10 cm and 8 cm respectively. Construct a diagonal
scale which can read upto one metre. Mark the length of 235 metre on the scale. What
is the R.F. of the scale?
10m
8
6

235m

4

2
0
100

0

100

200

300

METRES

1
R.F. = 2500

FIG. 4-12

The area of the field
The area of the field on the map

=

50,000 sq m.

= 10

cm

x 8 cm

=

80 cm2.

400m

Scales
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50000

= 80
= 25 m.

1 sq cm
1 cm

=

59

625 sq m.

1
1 cm
= 2500 .
m
25
1
Length of the scale =
x 5 oo x 1 OO = 5oooo = 20 cm
2500
1
2500
.
Take 20 cm length and divide it into 5 equal parts. Complete the scale as shown
in fig. 4-12.

=

Now representative fraction

(3) Comparative scales: Scales having same representative fraction but graduated
to read different units are called comparative scales. A drawing drawn with a scale
reading inch units can be read in metric units by means of a metric comparative
scale, constructed with the same representative fraction. Comparative scales may be
plain scales or diagonal scales and may be constructed separately or one above the other.
Problem 4-12. [fig. 4-B(i) and fig. 4-13(ii)]: A drawing is drawn in inch units

to a scale

1
8

.l inch divisions and to measure upto

full size. Draw the scale showing

8

15 inches. Construct a comparative scale showing centimetres and millimetres, and
to read upto 40 centimetres.
Cl)
(i) Inch scale:
:c
1-

:c

Length of the scale

= 2
8

=

5

X

i

15

=

C,

ijj

45

8

as s~i~w~:: ~~~:
8

= 15

X

9

6

3

0

12

INCHES
FIG. 4-13 (i)

inches.

Construct the diagonal scale
3

=2

3 2

:~:

10

i ~t~\~~

40

5 3

IIIIl II

0

10

5

15

20

25

30

35

CENTIMETRES

cm.

FIG. 4-13{ii)

Construct the diagonal scale
as shown in fig. 4-13(ii).

The line PQ on the inch scale shows a length equal to 11

f'·

Its equivalent, when

measured on the comparative scale is 28.9 cm.
Problem 4-13. (fig. 4-14): Draw comparative scales of R.F. ==

= 1.067 km.

80 kilometres and 80 versts. 1 verst

1
to read upto
485000

VERSTS

10 5

0

1::cZJ0

10 5

10

20

30

40

I

I

I

I

I

10

I

20

I

30

I

40

KILOMETRES
FIG. 4-14

50
50

60
60

70

l

70

60
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Length of kilometre scale

=

1
x 80 x 1000 x 100
485000

=

16.5 cm.

1

=

x 80 x 1.067 x 1000 x 100
485000
Draw the two scales one above the other as shown in the figure.
Length of verst scale

= 17.6 cm.

Problem 4-14. (fig. 4-15): On a road map, a scale of miles is shown. On
measuring from this scale, a distance of 25 miles is shown by a line 10 cm long.
Construct this scale to read miles and to measure upto 40 miles. Construct a
comparative scale, attached to this scale, to read kilometres upto 60 kilometres.
1 mile = 1.609 km.
(i)

Scale of miles:

1

Length of the scale --

x
O 25

40

-- 1 6 cm .

Draw a line 16 cm long and construct a plain scale to show miles.
(ii) Scale of kilometres:

R.F.

=

Length of the scale

=

10
25

X

1.609

X

1000

X

=

100

402~50 x 60 x 1000 x 100

1
402250

=

14.9 cm.

Construct the plain scale 14.9 cm long, above the scale of miles and attached to
it, to read kilometres.
10

5

10
I 1,
5
10

0

t:' :r.: §

5 3

0

20

KILOMETRES
30

~

I I

15
20
MILES

40

50

p

I I

I

25

30

35

FIG. 4-15

Problem 4-15. (fig. 4--16): The distance between Bombay and Poona is 180 km.
A passenger train covers this distance in 6 hours. Construct a plain scale to measure time

upto a single minute. The R.F.
train in 36 minutes.
Speed of the train

I( 0
5
lddddd0
10

I~

(i)

or the scale

=

180
6

=

is

1
200000

Find the distance covered by the

30 km/hour.

18 km

km SCALE

>I

5

10

I

I

10
20
36MINUTES

15

I

30

)I

20

25

I

I

40
50
MINUTE SCALE

1
R.F. = 200000

FIG. 4-16
Distance scale (kilometres scale):

Length of the scale

= R.F. x maximum distance
= 200~00 x 30 x 1000 x

100

=

15 cm.

Scales
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Time scale (minute scale):
Speed of the train

=

30 km/hour.

i.e. 30 km is covered in 60 minutes.
As length of the scale of 15 cm represents 30 km, 60 minutes which is the
time required to cover 30 km, can be represented on the same length of the
scale.
(iii) Draw a line 15 cm long and divide it into 6 equal parts. Each part represents
5 km for the distance scale and 10 minutes for the time scale.
(iv) Divide the first part of the distance scale and the time scale into 5 and 10
equal parts respectively. Complete the scales as shown. The distance covered
in 36 minutes is shown on the scale.

Problem 4-16. (fig. 4-17): On a Russian map, a scale of versts is shown. On
measuring it with a metric scale, 150 versts are found to measure 15 cm. Construct
comparative scales for the two units to measure upto 200 versts and 200 km respectively.
1 verst = 1.067 km.
(i)

Scale of verst:

15

Length of the scale --

200
x
150
-- 20 cm .

Draw a line 20 cm long and construct a plain scale to show versts.
(ii)

Scale of kilometres:

15
1.609 X 1000

R.E

=

150

Length of the scale

=

160900 x 200 x 1000 x 10

X

X

10

160900

1

= 12.4 cm.

Construct the plain scale 12.4 cm long, above the scale of versts and attached to
it, to read kilometres (fig. 4-1 7).
4020

0

40

80

160km

120

Jr§J
40

20

0

I
40

80

120
1

160
VERST

R.F. = 160900
FIG. 4-17

(4) Vernier scales: Vernier scales, like diagonal scales, are used to read to a very
small unit with great accuracy. A vernier scale consists of two parts - a primary
scale and a vernier. The primary scale is a plain scale fully divided into minor divisions.

As it would be difficult to sub-divide the minor divisions in the ordinary way,
it is done with the help of the vernier. The graduations on the vernier are derived
from those on the primary scale.
(a)
of vernier: Fig. 4-18 shows a part of a plain scale in which the
length AO represents 10 cm. If we divide AO into ten equal parts, each part will
represent 1 cm. It would not be easy to divide each of these parts into ten equal
divisions to get measurements in millimetres.
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Now, if we take a length BO
equal to 10 + 1 = 11 such equal
parts, thus representing 11 cm, and
divide it into ten equal divisions,
each of these divisions will represent

.!.:!. =
10

1.1 cm or 11 mm.

\11

---------+-t---t--+---i

B 99

The difference between one part
of AO and one division of BO will be
equal 1.1 -1.0 = 0.1 cm or 1 mm.

33

0

I

IL __ ..._...._......___.___.__.....__.,__....___,___,___.._..___...._...._-'--1

8

A

Similarly, the difference between
two parts of each will be 0.2 cm
or 2 mm.

6

4

0

2

CENTIMETRES

FIG. 4-18

The upper scale BO is the vernier. The combination of the plain scale and the vernier
is the vernier scale.
In general, if a line representing n units is divided into n equal parts, each part will
show

!2 = 1 unit. But, if a line equal to n + 1 of these units is taken and then divided
n

into n equal parts, each of these parts will be equal to n

1

+

n

=

1

+ l

n

units.

The difference between one such part and one former part will be equal to
n+1
.
- - - -n = -1 unit.

n

n

n

~

Similarly, the difference between two parts from each will be

n

unit.

(b) least count of a vernier: It is the difference of 1 primary scale division
and 1 vernier scale division. It is denoted by LC.

LC

=

1 primary scale division - 1 vernier scale division.

The vernier scales are classified as under:
(i)

Forward vernier: In this case, the length of one division of the vernier scale
is smaller than the length of one division of the primary scale. The vernier
divisions are marked in the same direction as that of the main scale.

(ii)

Backward vernier: The length of each division of vernier scale is greater
than the length of each division of the primary scale. The numbering
is done in the opposite direction as that of the primary scale.

Problem 4-17. (fig. 4-19): Draw a vernier scale of R.F.

~ to read centimetres
2
upto 4 metres and on it, show lengths representing 2.39 m and 0.91 m.
CENTIMETRES
A
C

110

i

55

1111111r

Io

Ll 1111111J
10

5
DECIMETRES

Length of the scale

=

I
0

D

j j

I 11 It
j

B

1
j

11

It I

METRES

·

j

2
j j j j

FIG. 4-19
1
x 4 x 100 = 16 cm.
25

11

j j j

Ij

I II
3

j
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(i)

Draw a line 16 cm long and divide it into 4 equal parts to show metres.
Divide each of these parts into 10 equal parts to show decimetres.

(ii)

To construct a vernier, take 11 parts of dm length and divide it into 10
equal parts. Each of these parts will show a length of 1.1 dm or 11 cm.

To measure a length representing 2.39 m, place one leg of the divider at A on
99 cm mark and the other leg at B on 1.4 m mark. The length AB will show
2.39 metres (0.99 + 1.4 = 2.39).

+

Similarly, the length, CO shows 0.91 metre (0.8

0.11

=

0.91 ).

The necessity of dividing the plain scale into minor divisions throughout its
length is quite evident from the above measurements.

Problem 4-18. (fig. 4-20): Construct a full-size vernier scale of inches and show
on it lengths 3.67", 1.54" and 0.48".
A

ilf

B

C

.99t .55t

0

U l t III If 11\j
II
1

p

.5

1.5

.5

I I I

1

I I I

j

2

I

I

2i51

I i

0

1

h

INCHES

Q

FIG. 4-20
11

Draw a plain full-size scale 4 long and divide it fully to show 0.1" lengths.
(ii) Construct a vernier of length equal to 10 + 1 = 11 parts and divide it into
11
10 equal parts. Each of these parts will
;
1 = 0.11 ".
0
The line AB shows a length of 3.67" (0.77" + 2.9" = 3.67"). Similarly, lines CO
and PQ show lengths of 1.54 11 (0.44 11 + 1.1" = 1.54") and 0.48" (0.88 11 - 0.4" = 0.48")
respectively.
(i)

°·

Problem 4-19. (fig. 4-21): Construct a vernier scale of R.F.
to measure upto 15 yards.

=

~ to read inches and
8

D

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

YARDS
10 11

FIG. 4-21

Length of the scale

=

1
x 15 yd =
80

!

3

16

yd = 6

3 II

4 ·

11

(i)

Draw the plain scale 6

long and divide it fully to show yards and feet.

(ii)

To construct the vernier, take a length of 12

+

1

=

13 feet-divisions and

divide it into 12 equal parts. Each part will represent

.:!l.

ft or 1 '-1 ".
12
Lines AB, CD and PQ show respectively lengths representing 4 yd 1 ft 9 in
(9' - 9 11 + 4'), 6 yd 2 ft 3 in (3' - 311 + 17') and O yd 2 ft 7 in (7' - 711 - 5 11 ).
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(c) Circular vernier: The circular vernier are used in surveying instruments to
measure angle to the required accuracy. In the case of mechanical engineering, it
is used in measuring instruments such as micrometer.
Problem 4-20. A theodolite has main scale plate of 240 mm diameter graduated
to 0° to 360° with the vernier scale to read degree and minute. The main scale can
read to accuracy of 0.5° and the vernier is to read one minute. Draw the scale.
VERNIER SCALE
MAIN SCALE

~

so·o·

y

y~

~V-~r

.0

I
FIG. 4-22
(i)

Draw an arc of radius 120 mm. (Diameter 240 mm)

(ii)

Mark with the protractor graduation as shown on the main scale, each division
10
is
2·
10
(iii) Now one division of the main scale will read to accuracy of
2
(iv) The vernier can read upto 1 minute

.
.
1.e.
1 minute
=

(v)

1° = (1)(1)
60
2
30
1
One vernier scale can read =
of main scale division.
30
But least count of the vernier
L. C

=

(1 m.s.d - 1 v.s.d)

1

where m.s.d.

L. C = 1 m.s.d. m.s.d.
29
30
1 v.s.d. =
m.s.d.
30
30 division of v.s.d. = 29 division of m.s.d.

=

main scale division

v.s.d. = vernier scale division

(vi) Draw clockwise arc from 150° above the main scale of the convenient radius
and arc length equal 29 divisions of m.s.d (i.e. 14° - 30').
(vii) Divide this arc (vernier) into 30 division by protractor or divider. The last division
will coincide in this case at 164° - 30'.
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(5) Scale of chords: The scale of chords is used to set out or measure angles when
a protractor is not available. It is based on the lengths of chords of different angles
measured on the same arc and is constructed as shown below.
(i)

Draw a line AB of any length (fig. 4-23).

(ii)

At B, erect a perpendicular.

(iii) With B as centre, describe an arc AC cutting the perpendicular at a point C.
Then, the arc AC (or the chord AC ) subtends an angle of 90° at the centre B.
(iv) Divide AC into nine equal parts. This may be done

(v)

(a)

by dividing the arc AC into three equal parts by drawing arcs with centres
A and C and radius AB, and then

(b)

by dividing each of these parts into three equal parts by trial and error
method. Each of the nine equal parts subtends an angle of 10° at the
centre B.

Transfer each division-point from the arc to the straight line AB-produced, by
taking A as centre and radii equal to chords A -10, A -20 etc.

(vi) Complete the scale by drawing a rectangle below AD. The divisions obtained
are unequal, decreasing gradually from A to 0. It is quite evident that the
distance from A to a division-point on the scale is equal to the length of
the chord of the angle subtended by it at the centre B. It may be noted
that the chord A-60 is equal to the radius AB.
The scale may be fully divided, i.e. each division divided into ten equal parts to
show degrees. In the figure, degrees are shown in multiples of 5.

Q

T

10
A t-r-t--r-ic-r"t-".-t:...+i=-+-i-t-r+,--,

30

0

60
90
DEGREES

B

A
p

R

s

FIG. 4-24

FIG. 4-23

Problem 4-21. (fig. 4-24): Construct angles of 47° and 125° by means of the scale
of chords.

(i)

Draw any line AB.

(ii)

With any point P on it as centre and radius equal to 0-60 (from the scale of
chords), draw an arc cutting AP at a point R.

(iii) With R as centre and radius equal to 0-47 (chord of 47°) cut the arc at a
point T.
(iv) Draw a line joining P with T. Then L RPT

=

47°.
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As the scale of chords gives angles upto only 90°, angle of 125° may be set-off in
two parts viz. 60° + 65° or 90° + 35° as shown in the figure.
It may also be obtained by setting-off a chord SQ of 55° (180° - 125°) from the
right side.
Problem 4-22. (fig. 4-25): Measure the given angle
PQR by means of the scale of chords.
(i)

With Q as centre and radius equal to 0-60,
draw an arc cutting PQ at A and RQ at B.

(ii)

Take the chord length AB and apply it to the
scale of chords which shows the angle to be
of 37°.

'-p-'------'------>-Q

A

FIG. 4-25

YA;
1.

Fill-up the blanks in the following sentences, using appropriate words, selected
from those given in the brackets:
(a)

The ratio of the length of the drawing of the object to the actual length of the
object is called
(resulting fraction, representative figure, representative
fraction).

(b)

When the drawing is drawn of the same size as that of the object, the scale
used is _______ (diagonal scale, full-size scale, vernier scale).

(c)

For drawings of small instruments, watches etc.
used (reducing, full-size, enlarging).

(d)

Drawings of buildings are drawn using -------·----- (full-size scale, reducing
scale, scale of chords).

(e)

The R.F. in case of (b), (c) and (d) above would be, ----·---·--·--·--, -----------,
and
respectively (equal to 1, less than 1, greater than 1).

(f)

When measurements are required in three units --·-·-···-·--·--- scale is used
(diagonal, plain, comparative).

(g)

The scale of chords is used to set out or measure ·---------···-···-· (chords, lines,
angles).

scale is always

Answers to Ex. (I):

a-3, b-2, c-3, d-2, e-1, 3 and 2, f-1, g-3.
2.

Construct a scale of 1 :5 to show decimetres and centimetres and to read upto
1 metre. Show the length of 7.6 dm on it.

3.

Construct a scale of 1.5 cm
of 0.6 metre.

4.

Draw a diagonal scale of R.F. = ~O , showing metres, decimetres and centimetres,
1
and to measure upto 5 metres. Show the length of 3.69 metres on it.

5.

Draw a scale of 1 :50 showing metres and decimetres, and to measure upto
8 metres.

=

1 dm to read upto 1 metre and show on it a length

Scales
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6. A 3.2 cm long line represents a length of 4 metres. Extend this line to measure
lengths upto 25 metres and show on it units of metre and 5 metres. Show the
length of 1 7 metres on this line.
7.

Construct a diagonal scale of R.F. = ~ to read upto 1 kilometre and to read
62 0
metres on it. Show a length of 653 metres on it.

8. On a map, the distance between two points is 14 cm. The real distance between them
is 20 km. Draw a diagonal scale of this map to read kilometres and hectametres,
and to measure upto 25 km. Show a distance of 17.6 km on this scale.
9. An area of 144 sq cm on a map represents an area of 36 sq km on the field.
Find the R.F. of the scale for this map and draw a diagonal scale to show
kilometres, hectametres and decametres and to measure upto 10 kilometres.
Indicate on the scale a distance of 7 kilometres, 5 hectametres and 6 decametres.
10. Construct the following scales and show below each, its R.F. and the units
which its divisions represent:
1 II
(a) Scale of 1
= 1 foot, to measure upto 5 feet and showing feet and inches.

4

(b) Scale of
(c)

3"

4 = 1 yard, to measure upto 10 yards and showing yards and feet.

Scale of 1

3"
8 =

1 mile, to measure upto 4 miles and showing miles and

furlongs.
11.

Construct a scale of 1"
length.

= 1 foot to read upto 6 feet and show on it, 4' - 7"

12. The R.F. of a scale showing miles, furlongs and chains is
~ · Draw a scale
50 88
to read upto 5 miles and show on it, the length representing 3 m 5 f 3 ch.
13. Draw a 4" long diagonal scale of 1" = 1" and show on it, the length of 2.14" and
3.79".
14. The distance between two points on a map is 5

i

11
•

The points are actually 20 miles

apart. Construct a diagonal scale of the map, showing miles and furlongs and to
read upto 25 miles.
15. Construct comparative diagonal scales of metres and yards having R.F. =
~
27 0
to show upto 400 metres. 1 metre = 1.0936 yards.
16. Define simple and comparative scales. What is the R.F. of a scale which measures
2.5 inches to a mile? Draw a comparative scale of kilometres to read upto 10 km.
1 mile = 1.609 km.
17. On a map showing a scale of kilometres, 60 km are found to equal 4.5 inches.
What is the R.F.? Construct a comparative scale of English miles. 1 km = 1093.6
yards.
18. On a Russian map, a scale of versts is shown. On measuring it with a metric
scale, 120 versts are found to measure 10 cm. Construct comparative scales
for the two units to measure upto 150 versts and 150 km respectively.
1 verst = 1.067 km.
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19.

Prepare a scale of knots comparative to a scale of 1 cm
suitable lengths. 1 knot = 1.85 km.

20.

Draw a full-size vernier scale to read
of 5

1 11

8

and

1

64

II

=

5 km. Assume

lengths and mark on it lengths

7 II
51 II
29 II
, 2
and
·
32
64
64

=

1

21.

_ to show decimetres and centimetres and by a
2 5
vernier to read millimetres, to measure upto 4 decimetres.

22.

Construct a vernier scale to show yards, the R.F. being

Construct a scale of R.F.

representing 2 furlongs 99 yards.

~ . Show the distance
33 0

23.

Construct a scale of chords showing 5° divisions and with its aid set-off angles
of 25°, 40°, 55° and 130°.

24.

Draw a triangle having sides 8 cm, 9 cm and 10 cm long respectively and
measure its angles with the aid of a scale of chords.

25.

The distance between Vadodara and Surat is 130 km. A train covers this distance
in 2.5 hours. Construct a plain scale to measure time upto a single minute. The

~
· Find the distance covered by the train in 45 minutes.
260 00
On a building plan, a line 20 cm long represents a distance of 10 m. Devise a
diagonal scale for the plan to read upto 12 m, showing metres, decimetres and
R.F. of the scale is

26.

centimetres. Show on your scale the lengths 6.48 m and 11.14 m.
27.

A room of 1728 m3 volume is shown by a cube of 216 cm3 volume. Find
R.F. and construct a plain scale to measure upto 42 m. Mark a distance of
22 m on the scale.

28.

An old plan was drawn to a scale of 1 cm = 24 m. It has shrunk so that
actual length of 100 m at site now works out to 96 m as per scale on plan.
Find out the shrinkage factor and the corrected R.F. of the plan. (Hint: Shrinkage
factor = present length on scale/original length on scale.)

29.

The actual length of 500 m is represented by a line of 15 cm on a drawing.
Construct a vernier scale to read upto 600 m. Mark on the scale a length of
549 m.

30.

Draw a vernier scale of R.F.

= 5 to

read

J

cm and

5 cm. Mark on the scale distances of 2.12 cm.

31.

1
cm and to measure upto
25

A car is running at a speed of 50 km/hour. Construct a diagonal scale to
show 1 km by 3 cm and to measure upto 6 km. Mark also on the scale the
distance covered by the car in 5 minutes 28 seconds.

In this chapter, we shall deal with problems on geometrical construction which are
mostly based on plane geometry and which are very essential in the preparation of
engineering drawings. They are described as under:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Bisecting a line
draw perpendiculars
draw parallel lines
divide a line

(11) To construct squares
(12) To construct regular polygons
(13) Special methods of drawing
regular polygons

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

divide a circle
To bisect an angle
To trisect an angle
To find the centre of an arc
To construct an ogee or
reverse curve

(14) Regular polygons inscribed in circles
(15) To draw regular figures using
T-square and set-squares

To
To
To
(5) To

(10) To construct equilateral triangles

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

To draw tangents
Lengths of arcs
Circles and lines in contact
Inscribed circles.

Problem 5-1. To bisect a given straight line (fig. 5-1).
(i)

Let AB be the given line. With centre A and radius greater than half AB, draw
arcs on both sides of AB.
C
C

900
A

E

E
B

B

A

D
D
FIG. 5-·J

0
FIG. 5-2
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(ii) With centre B and the same radius, draw arcs intersecting the previous arcs
at C and D.
(iii) Draw a line joining C and D and cutting AB at E.
Then AE

=

EB

= 21

AB.

Further, CD bisects AB at right angles.
Problem 5-2. To bisect a given arc (fig. 5-2).
Let AB be the arc drawn with centre O. Adopt the same method as shown in
problem 5-1. The bisector CD, if produced, will pass through the centre 0.

YA;"
Problem 5-3. To draw a perpendicular to a given line from a point within it.

E
D

C

A

B
FIG. 5-3

A
FIG. 5-4

FIG. 5-5

Method l (fig. 5-3):

(a)

When the point is near the middle of the line.
Let AB be the given line and P the point in it.
(i)

With Pas centre and any convenient radius R1 , draw an arc cutting AB at
C and D.

(ii)

With any radius R2 greater than R1 and centres C and D, draw arcs
intersecting each other at 0.

(iii) Draw a line joining P and 0.
Then PO is the required perpendicular.
(b) When the point is near an end of the line.
Let AB be the given line and P the point in it.
Method ii (fig. 5-4):
With any point O as centre and radius equal to OP, draw an arc greater
than the semi-circle, cutting AB at C.
(ii) Draw a line joining C and 0, and produce it to cut the arc at Q. Draw
a line joining P and Q.
Then PQ is the required perpendicular.
Method Ill (fig. 5-5):
(i)

(i)

With P as centre and any convenient radius, draw an arc cutting AB at C.

(ii) With the same radius cut (from the arc) two equal divisions CD and DE.
(iii) Again with the same radius and centres D and E, draw arcs intersecting
each other at Q. Draw a line joining P and Q.
Then PQ is the required perpendicular.
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Problem 5-4. To draw a perpendicular to a given line from a point outside it.
(a)

When the point is nearer the centre than the end of the line (fig. 5-6).
Let AB be the given line and P the point.
(i)

With centre P and any convenient radius, draw an arc cutting AB at C and D.

(ii)

With any radius greater than half CD and centres C and D, draw the arcs
intersecting each other at £.

(iii) Draw a line joining P and E and cutting AB at Q.
Then PQ is the required perpendicular.
p

C

B

A

A

E

F

(b)

D

FIG. 5-7

Fie. 5-6

When the point is nearer the end than the centre of the line (fig. 5-7).
Let AB be the given line and P the point.
(i)

With centre A and radius equal to AP, draw an arc ff cutting AB or
AB-produced, at C.

(ii)

With centre C and radius equal to CP, draw an arc cutting ff at D.

(iii) Draw a line joining P and D and intersecting AB at Q.
Then PQ is the required perpendicular.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject.
are requested to refer Presentation module 4 for the
following problem.

Problem 5-5. To draw perpendicular to a given line from a point outside it (fig. 5-8).

E

E

p

P•

B

A
(i)

(iii)

(ii)

FIG. 5-8

(iv)
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When the point is nearer the centre than the end of the line.
Let AB be the given line and P the point.
(i)

Using compass and with P as centre draw an arc of any radius R1
cutting the line AB at points C and 0.

(ii)

With points C and O as centres, and with a larger radius R2 (> R1 ),
draw arcs to cut on the side of the line AB in which perpendicular is
to draw. The arcs intersect in point E.

(iii) Now join points E and P. (If required) Line EP may be extended to meet
the line AB at point Q. Line EPQ will be perpendicular to line AB.
(iv) Verify the an angle AQP or BQP using a protractor. The angle AQP or
BQP is the required perpendicular.

Y£

.. ~

~

5-6. To draw a line through a given point, parallel to a given straight line
(fig. 5-9).
Let AB be the given line and P the point.
(i)

With centre P and any convenient radius, draw an arc CO cutting
AB at E.

(ii)

With centre E and the same radius, draw an arc cutting AB at F.

(iii) With centre E and radius equal to FP, draw an arc to cut CO at Q.
(iv) Draw a straight line through P and Q. Then this is the required line.

C

A
A

FIG. 5-9

FIG. 5-10

5-7. To draw a fine parallel to and at a given distance from a given
straight line (fig. 5-10).
Let AB be the given line and R the given distance.
(i)

Mark points P and Q on AB, as far apart as convenient.

(ii)

With P and Q as centres and radius equal to R, draw arcs on the same side
of AB.

(iii) Draw the line CO, just touching the two arcs. CD is the required line.

Art. 5-4 J
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This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 5 for the
following problem.

Problem 5-8. To divide a given straight line into any number of equal parts (fig. 5-11 ).
C
7'

2'
1'

A...__ _..,__ __,_2_ __,3~--~4---~5----6--_.,.7 8
FIG. 5-11

Let AB be the given line to be divided into say, seven equal parts.
(i)

Draw the line AB of given length.

(ii)

Draw another line AC making an angle of less than 30° with AB.

(iii) With the help of dividers mark 7 equal parts of any suitable length on line AC

and mark them by points 1 ', 2', 3', 4', 5', 6' and 7' as shown.
(iv) Join the last point 7' with point B of the line AB.
(v)

Now, from each of the other marked points 6', 5' 4', 3', 2' and 1 ', draw lines
parallel to 7'8 cutting the line AB at 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 respectively.

(vi) Now the line AB has been divided into 7 equal parts. You can verify this by
measuring the lengths.
Problem 5-9. To divide a given straight line into unequal parts (fig. 5-12).
Let AB be the given line to be divided into unequal parts say
(i)

(ii)

l, i, ~, ~

and

~·

Draw a line AB of given length, say, 120 mm.
Erect perpendicular AD and BC at the ends A and B. Complete rectangular
ABCD.

(iii) Join diagonals AC and BO intersecting at

£.

(iv) Draw perpendicular from £ on AB as shown.
1
(v) Then AF =
AB.

2

(vi) Join D and F. The line FD intersects the diagonal AC at G. Drop perpendicular
1
from G to AB. Then AH =
3 AB.
1
(vii) Similarly make construction in figure, for obtaining - AB, ..:!. AB and ..! AB as
4
5
6
shown.
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D

C

B

AJ=fAB

FIG. 5-12

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 6 for the
following problem.

Problem 5-10. To divide a circle of a given radius into N equal parts

5-'13).

C

R
B

D

Fie. 5-13

Given a circle of radius R, to divide it into 12 equal parts along its circumference,
the geometric construction procedure is as follows.
(i)

Draw two diagonals AB and CD at right angles to each other cutting the
circle at A, B and C, D.
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With A as centre, and radius equal to the given radius of the circle, draw
arcs cutting the circle at 2 and 7.

(iii) Similarly, with B as centre, and with the given circle radius, draw arcs to

cut the circle at 3 and 6.
(iv) Similarly, from points C and D as centre, and with the given radius of circle,
draw arcs to cut the circle at 1, 4 and 5, 8 respectively.
(v)

Thus dividing it at the cuts are the required twelve equal parts of the circle.

··'r~
/,~
Problem 5-11. To bisect a given angle (fig. 5-14).
Let ABC be the given angle.
(i)

A

With B as centre and any
radius, draw an arc cutting
AB at D and BC at £.

A

With centres D and E and
the same or any convenient
E
C
B
E
radius, draw arcs intersec- B
ting each other at F.
FIG. 5-14
(iii) Draw a line joining B and F. BF bisects the angle ABC, i.e. L ABF

(ii)

C

= L FBC.

Problem 5-12. To draw a line inclined to a given line at an angle equal to a
given angle (fig. 5--15).
Let PQ be the given line and AOB the
given angle.
(i)

(ii)

With O as centre and any radius,
draw an arc cutting OA at C
and OB at D.
With the same radius and centre P,
draw an arc ff cutting PQ at F.

R

p

F

A

L

O

Q

D

B

FIG. 5--l 5

(iii) With F as centre and radius equal to CD, draw an arc cutting the arc ff at G.
(iv) From P, draw a line passing through G. This is the required line.

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 7 for the
following problem.
A

Problem 5-13. To trisect a given right angle (fig. 5-16).

D

Let ABC be the given right angle.
(i)

With centre B and any radius, draw an arc cutting
AB at D and BC at £.

(ii)

With the same radius and centres D and £, draw arcs
cutting the arc DE at points Q and P.

E
FIG.

5-16

C
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(iii) Draw lines joining B with P and Q. BP and BQ trisect the right angle ABC.
Thus, L. ABP

=

L. PBQ

=

= -}

L. QBC

L. ABC.

Problem 5-14. To find the centre of a given arc (fig. 5-1 7).
Let AB be the given arc.
(i)

In AB, draw two chords CD and ff of any lengths.

(ii)

Draw perpendicular bisectors of CD and ff intersecting
each other at 0. Then O is the required centre.

A

Problem 5-15. To draw an arc of a given radius, touching
a given straight line and passing through a given point (fig. 5-18).

0
FIG. 5-17

Let AB be the given line, P the point and R the radius.
(i)

Draw a line CD parallel to and at a distance equal to R from AB (Problem 5-7).

(ii) With P as centre and radius equal to R, draw an arc cutting CD at 0.
(iii) With O as centre, draw the required arc.
C
p
Q

D

A

B

p

A

B

FIG. 5.·J 9

FIG. 5-18

Problem 5-16. To draw an arc of a given radius touching two given straight lines
at right angles to each other (fig. 5-19).
Let AB and AC be the given lines and R the given radius.
With centre A and radius equal to R, draw arcs cutting AB at P and AC at Q.
With P and Q as centres and the same radius, draw arcs intersecting each
other at 0.
(iii) With O as centre and radius equal to R, draw the required arc.

(i)

(ii)

Problem 5-17. To draw an arc of a given radius touching two given straight
lines which make any angle between them (fig. 5-20 and fig. 5-21 ).
C

C
F
Q
Q

A

B
FIG. 5-20

F

a:

B

A
FIG. 5-21
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Let AB and AC be the given lines and R the given radius.
(i)

Draw a line PQ parallel to and at a distance equal to R from AB.

(ii)

Similarly, draw a line ff parallel to and at a distance equal to R from AC,
intersecting PQ at 0.

(iii) With O as centre and radius equal to R, draw the required arc.

5-18. To draw an arc of a given radius touching a given arc and a given

straight line.
Case !: (fig. 5-22): Let AB be the given line, CD the given arc drawn with centre
0 and radius equal to R1 , and R2 the given radius.
(i)

(ii)

With O as centre and radius equal to (R1 - R2 ), draw an arc ff.
Draw a line parallel to and at a distance equal to R2 from AB and intersecting

ff at a point P.
(iii) With P as centre and radius equal to R2 , draw the required arc.

FIG. 5-22

FIG. 5-23

Case II: (fig. 5-23): Let AB be the given line, CD the given arc drawn with centre
0 and radius equal to R1 , and R2 the given radius.

(i)
(ii)

With O as centre and radius equal to (R 1

+ R2 },

draw an arc ff.

Draw a line parallel to and at a distance equal to R2 from AB and intersecting

ff at a point P.
(iii) With P as centre and radius equal to R2 , draw the required arc.

Problem 5-19. To dravv an arc of a given radius touching
two given arcs.
Let AB be the given arc drawn with centre O and
radius equal to R1 ; CD the arc drawn with centre P
and radius equal to R2 , and R3 the given radius.
Case I (fig. 5-24):
(i)
(ii)

With O as centre and radius equal to (R1
draw an arc ff.

D

E

+

C

R3 ),

-'"x

-:5)
<V

With O as centre and radius equal to (R 2 + R3 ),
draw an arc intersecting ff at a point Q.

(iii) With Q as centre and radius equal to R3 , draw the
required arc.

B

~

R1____:,, 0
A

FIG. 5-24
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Case II (fig. 5-25):

(i)
(ii)

With O as centre and radius equal to (R1 - R3 ), draw an arc ff.
With P as centre and radius equal to (R2 + R3 ), draw an arc intersecting ff
at a point Q.

(iii) With Q as centre and radius equal to R3 , draw the required arc.

8

FIG. 5-25

FIG. 5-26

Case Ill (fig. 5-26):
(i)

With O as centre and radius equal to (R 3 - R1 ), draw an arc ff.

(ii)

With P as centre and radius equal to (R 3
a point Q.

-

R2 ), draw an arc intersecting ff at

(iii) With Q as centre and radius equal to R3 , draw the required arc.

Problem 5-20. To draw an arc passing through
points not in a straight fine (fig. 5-2 7).

Let A, B and C be the given points.
(i)

Draw lines joining B with A and C.

(ii)

Draw perpendicular bisectors of AB and BC intersecting
each other at a point 0.

(iii) With O as centre and radius equal to QA or OB or

A

FIG. 5-27

OC, draw the required arc.
Problem 5-21. To draw a continuous curve of circular arcs
number of given points not in a straight fine (fig.

Q

FIG. 5-28

through any

Art. 5-9]
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Let A, B, C, D and E be the given points.
(i)

Draw lines joining A with B, B with C, C with D etc.

(ii)

Draw perpendicular bisectors of AB and BC intersecting at 0.

(iii) With O as centre and radius equal to OA, draw an arc ABC.
(iv) Draw a line joining O and C.
(v)

Draw the perpendicular bisector of CD intersecting OC or OC produced, at P.

(vi) With P as centre and radius equal to PC, draw an arc CD.
(vii) Repeat the same construction. Note that the centre of the arc is at the
intersection of the perpendicular bisector and the line, or the line-produced,
joining the previous centre with the last point of the previous arc.

An ogee curve or a reverse curve is a combination of two same curves in which
the second curve has a reverse shape to that of the first curve. In other words,
any curve or line or mould consist of a continuous double curve with the upper
part convex and lower part concave, to some extent having shape of "5".

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 8 for the
following problem.

Problem 5-22. To draw an ogee shaped arc tangent between two parallel lines
(fig. 5-29).
,Q
A

B

OGEECURVE

s
p

C

D

R

Ogee shaped arc tangent to two parallel lines
FIG. 5-29
(i)

Let AB and CD be the two given parallel lines which are to be connected
by an ogee curve.

(ii)

Join points B and C. Bisect the line BC and obtain its centre point T.

(iii) Bisect line segment BT and draw the bisector line PQ. Similarly, bisect

segment CT and draw the bisector line RS.
(iv) From point B, draw a perpendicular line to cut the bisector line PQ at E.
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(v)

Similarly, from point C, draw a perpendicular line to cut the bisector line
RS at F.

(vi) Points E and F are the centre points of the ogee curve. With £ as centre
draw an arc BT. With F as centre draw another arc CT. Arc BTC is the
required ogee curve.

Problem 5-23. To construct an equilateral triangle, given the length of the side
(fig. 5-30 and fig. 5-3·J).
(a)

With T-square and set-square only (fig. 5-30).
(i)

With the T-square, draw a line AB of given length.

(ii)

With 30°-60° set-square and T-square, draw a line through A making
60° angle with AB.

(iii) Similarly, through B, draw a line making the same angle with AB and
intersecting the first line at C.
Then ABC is the required triangle.

FIG. 5-30
(b)

FIG. 5-31

With the aid of a compass (fig. 5-31 ).
(i)

With centres A and B and radius equal to AB, draw arcs intersecting
each other at C.

(ii)

Draw lines joining C with A and B.

Then ABC is the required triangle.

Problem 5-24. To construct an equilateral triangle of a given altitude (fig. 5-32
and fig. 5-33).
(a)

With T-square and set-square only (fig. 5-32).
(i)

With the T-square, draw a line AB of any length.

(ii)

From a point P in AB, draw with a set-square, the vertical PQ equal
to the given altitude.

Geometrical Construction
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(iii) With T-square and 30°-60° set-square, draw lines through Q on both
sides of and making 30° angles with PQ and cutting AB in R and T.
Then QRT is the required triangle.
(b)

With the aid of a compass (fig. 5-33).
(i)

Draw a line AB of any length.

(ii)

At any point P in AB, draw the perpendicular PQ equal to the given
altitude (Problem 5-3).

(iii) With centre Q and any radius, draw an arc intersecting PQ at C.
(iv) With centre C and the same radius, draw arcs cutting the first arc at E
and F.
(v)

Draw bisectors of CE and CF to intersect AB at R and T respectively.

Then QRT is the required triangle.
Q

A R

Q

p

A R

FIG. 5-32

FIG. 5-33

Problem 5-25. To construct a square, length of a side given (fig. 5-34 and
fig. 5-35).
(a)

With T-square and set-square only (fig. 5-34).
(i)

With the T-square, draw a line AB equal to the given length.

(ii)

At A and B, draw verticals AE and BF.

(iii) From point A draw a line inclined at 45° to AB, cutting BF at C.
(iv) From point B draw a line inclined at 45° to AB, cutting AE at 0.
(v)

Draw a line joining C with 0.

Then ABCO is the required square.
F
C

A

B

F1c. 5-34

DE

IC

A

B

Fie. 5-35
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(b)

With the aid of a compass (fig. 5-35).
(i)

Draw a line AB equal to the given length.

(ii)

At A, draw a line AE perpendicular to AB. (Refer problem 5-3, Method Ill,
fig. 5-5).

(iii) With centre A and radius AB, draw an arc cutting AE at D.
(iv) With centres B and D and the same radius, draw arcs intersecting at C.
(v)

Draw lines joining C with B and D.

Then ABCD is the required square.

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 9 for the
following problem.
5-26. To construct a regular polygon, given the length of its side.
Let the number of sides of the polygon be seven (i.e. heptagon).
Method I: (fig. 5-36 and fig. 5-3 7):
(i)

Draw a line AB equal to the given length.

(ii)

With centre A and radius AB, draw a semi-circle BP.

(iii) With a divider, divide the semi-circle into seven equal parts (same as the

number of sides). Number the division-points as 1, 2, etc. starting from P.
(iv) Draw a line joining A with the second division-point 2.

E

E

2

C

p

FIG.

(a)

5-36

FIG.

5-3 7

Inscribe circle method (fig. 5-36).
(i)

Draw perpendicular bisectors of A2 and AB intersecting each other at 0.

(ii)

With centre O and radius OA, describe a circle.

(iii) With radius AB and starting from B, cut the circle at points, C, D ..... 2.
(iv) Draw lines BC, CD etc. thus completing the required heptagon.
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Arc method (fig. 5-3 7).
(i)

With centre B and radius AB, draw an arc cutting the line A6-produced
at C.

(ii)

With centre C and the same radius, draw an arc cutting the line
AS-produced at D.

(iii) Find points

E and F in the same manner.

(iv) Draw lines BC, CD etc. and complete the heptagon.
Method II: General

for drawing any polygon (fig. 5-38):

(i)

Draw a line AB equal to the given length.

(ii)

At B, draw a line BP perpendicular and equal to AB.

(iii) Draw a line joining A with P.

(iv) With centre B and radius AB, draw the quadrant AP.
(v)

Draw the perpendicular bisector of AB to intersect the straight line AP
in 4 and the arc AP in 6.

(a)

A square of a side equal to AB can be inscribed in the circle drawn with
centre 4 and radius A4.

(b)

A regular hexagon of a side equal to AB can be inscribed in the circle
drawn with centre 6 and radius A6.

(c)

The mid-point 5 of the line 4-6 is the centre of the circle of the radius

AS in which a regular pentagon of a side equal to AB can be inscribed.
(d)

To locate centre 7 for the regular heptagon of side AB, step-off a division 6-7
equal to the division 5-6.
(i)

With centre 7 and radius equal to A7, draw a circle.

(ii)

Starting from B, cut it in seven equal divisions with radius equal to AB.

(iii) Draw lines BC, CD etc. and complete the heptagon.
Regular polygons of any number of sides can be drawn by this method.
E

*
FIG. 5-38

X'

FIG. 5-39

FIG. 5-40
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(i)

On AB as diameter, describe a semi-circle.

(ii)

With either A or B as centre and AB as radius, describe an arc on the same
side as the semi-circle.

(iii)

Draw a perpendicular bisector of AB cutting the semi-circle at point 4 and the
arc at point 6.

(iv)

Obtain points 5, 7, 8 etc. as explained in method II.

Fig. 5-40 shows a square, a regular pentagon, a regular hexagon and a regular
octagon, all constructed on AB as a common side.

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module ·10 for the
following problem.

Problem 5-27. To construct a pentagon, length of a side given.
Method I: (fig. 5-41 ):

(i)

Draw a line AB equal to the given length.

(ii)

With centre A and radius AB, describe
a circle-1.

(iii)

With centre B and the same radius,
describe a circle-2 cuttting circle-1 at
C and D.

(iv)

With centre C and the same radius, draw
an arc to cut circle-1 and circle-2 at f
and f respectively.

(v)
(vi)

Draw a perpendicular bisector of the
line AB to cut the arc ff at G.
Draw a line EC and produce it to cut
circle-2 at P.

Q

2

E

F
FIG.

5-41
Q

(vii) Draw a line FG and produce it to cut
circle-1 at R.
(viii) With P and Ras centres and AB as radius,
draw arcs intersecting each other at Q.
(ix) Draw lines BP, PQ, QR and RA, thus
completing the pentagon.
Method II: (fig. 5-42):

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

B

Draw a line AB equal to the given length.
Bisect AB in a point C.
Draw a line BD perpendicular and equal
to AB.

1
Fie. 5-42

E
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(iv)

With centre C and radius CD, draw an arc to intersect the line AB-produced at E.

(v)

Then AE is the length of the diagonal of the pentagon.

(vi)

Therefore, with centre A and radius AB, draw an arc intersecting the arc
drawn with centre B and radius AE at R.

(vii) Again with centre A and radius AE, draw an arc intersecting the arc drawn
with centre B and radius AB at P.
(viii) With centres A and B and radius AE, draw arcs intersecting each other
at Q.
(ix)

Draw lines BP, PQ, QR and RA, thus completing the pentagon.

Problem 5-28. To construct a hexagon, length of a side given (fig. 5-43 and

fig. 5-44).
(a)

With T-square and 30°-60° set-square only (fig. 5-43).
(i)

Draw a line AB equal to the given length.

(ii)

From A, draw lines A1 and A2 making 60° and 120° angles respectively
with AB.

(iii) From B, draw lines 83 and 84 making 60° and 120° angles respectively
with AB.
(iv) From O the point of intersection of A1 and 83, draw a line parallel
to AB and intersecting A2 at F and 84 at C.
(v)

From F, draw a line parallel to BC and intersecting 83 at E.

(vi) From C, draw a line parallel to AF and intersecting A1 at D.
(vii) Draw a line joining E and D.
Then ABCDEF is the required hexagon.

F

FIG. 5-43
(b)

C

FlG. 5-44

With the aid of a compass (fig. 5-44).
(i)

With Point O as centre, draw a circle of radius equal to the given side
length of the required polygon.

(ii)

Draw a horizontal line passing through the centre of the circle and
cutting the circle at opposite ends, say at points F and C. Mark the
centre of circle as 0.
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(iii) Starting with either F or C as centre and side as length, go on marking
the points on the circumference, A, B, D and E.
(iv) Join points A-B-C-0-E-F. You will get the required Hexagon (6 sided polygon).
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 11 for the
following problem.

Problem 5-29. To inscribe a regular octagon in a
given square (fig. 5-45).
(i)

Draw the given square ABCD.

(ii)

Draw diagonals AC and BO intersecting each
other at 0.

(iii) With centre A and radius AO, draw an arc
cutting AB at 2 and AD at 7.
(iv) Similarly, with centres B, C and D and the
same radius, draw arcs and obtain points 1,
3, 4 etc. as shown.

7

4

8

3

2
FIG. 5-45

Draw lines 2-3, 4-5, 6-7 and 8-1, thus completing the octagon.

Problem 5-30. To inscribe a regular polygon of any
number of sides, say 5, in a given circle (fig. 5-46).
(i)

With centre 0, draw the given circle.

(ii)

Draw a diameter AB and divide it into five
equal parts (same number of parts as the
number of sides) and number them as shown.

p

(iii) With centres A and B and radius AB, draw
arcs intersecting each other at P.
(iv) Draw a line P2 and produce it to meet the
circle at C. Then AC is the length of the
side of the pentagon.
(v)

Starting from C, step-off on the circle, divisions
CD, DE etc., equal to AC.

(vi) Draw lines CO, DE etc., thus completing the
pentagon.

FIG. 5-46

C

Problem 5-31. To inscribe a square in a given circle
(fig. 5-47).
(i)

With centre 0, draw the given circle.

(ii)

Draw diameters AB and CD perpendicular to
each other.

(iii) Draw lines AC, CB, BO and DA, thus completing
the square.

D
FIG. 5-47
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Problem 5-32. To inscribe a regular pentagon in a given circle (fig. 5-48).
(i)

With centre 0, draw the given circle.

(ii)

Draw diameters AB and CD perpendicular to each other.

(iii) Bisect AO in a point P. With centre P and radius PC, draw an arc cutting OB
in Q.
(iv) With centre C and radius CQ, draw an arc cutting the circle in E and f.
(v)

With centres f and
and H respectively.

f

and the same radius, draw arcs cutting the circle in C

(vi) Draw lines Cf, EC, CH, HF and FC, thus completing the required pentagon.

(i)
FIG.

5-48

FIG.

5-49

Problem 5-33. To inscribe a regular hexagon in a given circle (fig. 5-49).
Apply the same method as shown in Problem 5-28(b).
Note: (a) When two sides of the hexagon are required to be horizontal the starting point
for stepping-off equal divisions should be on an end of the horizontal diameter.
. (b) If they are to be vertical, the starting point should be on an end of the vertical
diameter.

In either case, to avoid inaccuracy, the points should be joined with the aid of
T-square and 30°-60° set-square.
Problem 5-34. To inscribe a regular heptagon in a
circle (fig.
(i)

With centre 0, draw the given circle.

(ii)

Draw a diameter AB. With centre A and radius
AO, draw an arc cutting the circle at E and f.

4

(iii) Draw a line ff, cutting AO in C.
Then EC or FC is the length of the side of the
heptagon.
Therefore, from any point on the circle, say A, step-off
divisions equal to EC, around the circle. Join the
division-points and obtain the heptagon.

3

FIG.

5-50
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C

Problem 5-35. To inscribe a regular octagon
in a given circle (fig. 5-51 ).
(i)

With centre 0, draw the given circle.

(ii)

Draw diameters AB and CO at right angles
to each other.

(iii) Draw diameters ff and CH bisecting
angles AOC and COB.
(iv) Draw lines AE, EC etc. and complete
the octagon.

D
FIG. 5-51

G

Problem 5-36. To describe an equilateral triangle
about a given circle (fig. 5-52).
(i)

With centre 0, draw the given circle.

(ii)

Draw a vertical radius QA.

(iii) Draw radii OB and OC with a 30°-60°
set-square, such that LAOB = LAOC = 120°.
(iv) At A, B and C, draw tangents to the circle,
i.e. a horizontal line ff through A, and lines
FG and GE through B and C respectively with
a 30°-60° set-square.
Then EFG is the required triangle.

E
FIG. 5-52

E.------,,,..-c,.....,,::--_--,F

Problem 5-37. To draw a square about a given
circle (fig. 5-53).
(i)

With centre 0, describe the given circle.

(ii)

Draw diameters AB and CO at right angles
to each other as shown.

(iii) At A and B, draw vertical lines, and at C and
0, draw horizontal lines intersecting at E, F,
G and H.

EFGH is the required square.

0
A1------+-----1 B

H

D
FIG. 5-53

G

Problem 5-38. To describe a regular hexagon about a given circle (fig. 5-54).
(i)

With centre 0, draw the given circle.

(ii)

Draw horizontal diameter AB, and diameters CO and ff making 60° angle with AB.

(iii) Draw tangents at all the six ends, i.e. verticals at A and B, and lines with
a 30°-60° set-square at the remaining points intersecting at 1, 2, ..... 6.
A hexagon with two sides horizontal can be drawn by drawing a vertical
diameter AB and the other lines as shown in fig. 5-55.
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D

6
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Problem 5-39. To describe a regular octagon about a given circle (fig. 5-56).
(i)

With centre 0, describe the given circle.

(ii)

Draw a horizontal diameter AB, a vertical diameter CD and diameters ff
and CH at 45° to the first two.

(iii) Draw tangents at the eight points A, B..... H intersecting one another at
1, 2 ..... 8. Then 1, 2 ..... 8 is the required octagon.

Problem 5-40. (fig. 5-57): To draw a tangen,t to
a given circle at any point on it.
'
(i)

With centre 0, draw the given circle and mark
a point P on it.

(ii)

Draw a line joining O and P.

(iii) Produce OP to Q so that PQ

=

OP.

(iv) With centres O and Q and with any convenient
radius, draw arcs intersecting each other at R.
(v)

Draw a line through P and R. Then this
line is the required tangent.

FIC.

5-57

Problem 5-41. (fig. 5-58): Ti:J draw a tangent to
a given circle from any point outside it.
(i)

With centre 0, draw the given circle.

(ii)

Mark a point P outside it.

(iii) Draw a line joining O and P.
(iv) With OP as diameter, draw a semi-circle
cutting the given circle at R and R1 .
(v)

Draw
line is
P and
drawn

a line through P and R. Then this
the required tangent. The line through
R1 is the other tangent which can be
from the same point.

Fie. 5-58
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Problem 5-42. (fig. 5-59): To draw a tangent

E

to a given arc of inaccessible centre at any point
on it.
Let AB be the given arc and P the point on it.
(i)

(ii)

*

R
A

With centre P and any radius, draw arcs cutting
the arc AB at C and D. Draw EF, the bisector
of the arc CD. It will pass through P.

F

B

FIG. 5-59

Through P, draw a line RS perpendicular to ff.
RS is the required tangent.

Problem 5-43. (fig. 5-60): To draw a tangent to a
given circle and parallel to a given line.

B

The circle with centre O and the line AB are given.
(i)
(ii)

From 0, draw a line perpendicular to AB and
cutting the circle at a point P or Q.

A

Through P or Q, draw the required tangent
CD or C1 D 1 (problem 5-40).

Problem 5-44. To draw a common tangent to two
circles of equal radii (fig. 5-61 ).
Draw the given circles with centres O and P.
(a)

5-60

External tangents (fig. 5-61):
(i)

Draw a line joining O and P.

(ii)

At O and P, erect perpendiculars to OP on the same side of it and
intersecting the circles at A and 8.

(iii) Draw a line through A and 8. This line is the required tangent. A 1 8 1 is
the other tangent.

FIG. 5-61

FIG. 5-62

(b) Internal tangents (fig. 5-62):
(i)

Draw a line joining O and P.

(ii)

Bisect OP in R. Draw a semi-circle with OR as diameter to cut the circle
at A.

R and radius RA, draw an arc to intersect the other circle on
the other side of OP at B.

(iii) With centre

(iv) Draw a line through A and 8. This line is the required tangent.
The other tangent through A 1 and 8 1 can also be similarly drawn.

Art. 5-17]
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Problem 5-45. To draw a common tangent to two given circles of unequal
radii (fig. 5-63 and fig. 5-64).
Draw the given circles with centres
0 and P, and radii R1 and R2 respectively,
of which R1 is greater than R2 •
(a)

External tangents (fig. 5-63):
(i)
(ii)

Draw a line joining centres
0 and P.
With centre O and radius
equal to (R1 - R2 ), draw
a circle.

(iii) From P, draw a tangent PT
to this circle (Problem 5-41 ).

FIG.

5-63

(iv) Draw a line OT and produce it to cut the outer circle at A.
(v)

Through P, draw a line PB parallel to OA, on the same side of OP
and cutting the circle at B.

(vi) Draw a line through A and B. Then this line is the required tangent.
The other similar tangent will
pass through A 1 and 8 1 .
(b)

Internal tangents (fig. 5-64):
(i)

Draw a line joining the
centres O and P.

(ii)

With centre O and radius
equal to (R 1 + R2 ), draw
a circle.

(iii) From P, draw a line PT

tangent to this circle.
(iv) Draw a line OT cutting
the circle at A.
(v)

F!G.

5-64

Through P, draw a line PB parallel to OA, on the other side of OP
and cutting the circle at B.

(vi) Draw a line through A and B. Then this line is the required tangent.
The second tangent will pass through A 1 and 8 1 .

Problem 5-46. To determine the length of a given arc (fig. 5-65).
Let AB be the given arc drawn with centre 0.
(i)

At A, draw a tangent to the arc.

(ii)

Draw the chord AB and produce it beyond A to a point C such that AC

=~

AB.

(iii) With centre C and radius equal to CB, describe an arc cutting the tangent at D.
(iv) Then the length AD is approximately equal to the length of the arc AB.

This method is satisfactory for arcs which subtend at the centre, angles smaller than 60°.
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Fie. 5-65

2

C

Fie. 5-66

Problem 5-47. To determine the length of the circumference of a given circle (fig. 5-66).
Let the circle with centre O be given.
(i) Draw a- diameter AB.
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

At A, draw a tangent AC equal to 3 times AB.
Draw a radius OD making an angle of 30° with OB.
From D, draw a line DE perpendicular to OB.
Draw a line joining E and C. Then EC is approximately equal in length to the
circumference of the circle.

Problem 5-48. To draw a circle passing through

a given point and tangent to a given fine at a given
point on it (fig. 5-6 7).
A point P and a line AB with a point Q in it are
given. At Q, draw a line perpendicular to AB.

B

Draw a line joining P and Q.
(ii) Draw a perpendicular bisector of PQ to
intersect the perpendicular from Q at 0.
(iii) With centre O and radius OP or OQ, draw
the required circle.
(i)

A

Fie. 5-67

Problem 5-49. To draw a circle passing

through a given point and touching a given
circle at a given point on it (fig. 5-68).

P'

A point P, a circle with centre A and a
point Q on the circle are given.
Draw a line joining P and Q.
(ii) Draw a perpendicular bisector of PQ,
to intersect the line through A and
Q at 0.
(iii) With centre O and radius OP, draw
the required circle.
The required circle includes the given circle
when the point is in a position such as P'.
(i)

Fie. 5-68
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Problem 5-50. To draw a circle to
touch a given line and a given circle
at a given point on it (fig. 5-69).
A line AB, a circle with centre C
and a point Pon the circle are given.
From P, draw a tangent to the
circle intersecting AB in 0.
(a)

(b)

Draw a bisector of L POB,
to intersect the line through
C and P at 0. With centre
0 and radius OP, draw the
required circle.

FIG. 5-69

Draw a bisector of L POA to meet the line through C and P at O'.
Then O' is the centre of another circle which will include the given circle
within it.

Problem 5-51. To draw a circle to touch a given circle and a given line at a
point on il (fig. 5-70).
O'

A circle with centre C and a line AB
with a point P in it are given.
Through C, draw a line perpendicular to
AB and cutting the circle in f or F.
(a)

Draw a line joining P and F and
intersecting the circle at G.
At P, draw a perpendicular to AB
intersecting the line through C and
G at 0. With centre O and radius
OP, draw the required circle.

(b)

p

FIG. 5-70

Draw a line through P and f
and obtain centre O' for another
circle in the same manner. It will
include the given circle within it.

Problem 5-52. To draw a circle touching
two given circles, one of them at a given
point on it (fig. 5-71 ).
Circles with centres A and B, and a
point P on the circle A are given (fig. 5-71 ).
FIG. 5-71

(i)

Draw a line joining A and P.

(ii)

Through B, draw a line parallel to AP and intersecting the circle in C.

(iii) Draw a line PC and produce it (if necessary) to cut the circle (with centre B )
in 0.
(iv) Draw a line through O and B to intersect AP or AP-produced, at 0.
(v)

With centre O and radius OP, draw the required circle.
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Problem 5-53. To draw a circle touching two given circles, one of them at a
given point on it [fig. 5-72).
(i)

Circles with centres A and B, and a point P on the circle A are given.

(1i)

Draw a line joining centre A and the point P.

(iii) Through B, draw a line parallel to AP (if extended) and intersecting circle
B in C" and D'.
(iv) Join PC" and extend to intersect circle
Bat D".
(v)

Draw a line through D" and B to intersect
the line AP at O".

(vi) Join PD' which intersect circle B at C'.
Join C'B and extend to intersect AP at O'.
Draw a circle with O' as centre and O'P
as radius. It is the circle (1).
(vii) Draw another circle with centre as O" and
the radius O"P. It is the circle (2).
Circle-(1) which includes one of the given
circles, and circle-(2) which includes both of them
(fig. 5-72).

FIG. 5-72

C

Problem 5-54. To inscribe a circle in given
triangle (fig. 5-73).
Let ABC be the triangle.
(i)

Bisect any two angles by lines intersecting
each other at 0.

(ii)

Draw a perpendicular from O to any one
side of the triangle, meeting it at P.

(iii) With centre O and radius OP, describe
the required circle.

Problem 5-55. To draw a circle touching three
lines inclined to each other but not forming a triangle
(fig. 5-74).
Let AB, BC and AD be the given lines.
(i)

Draw bisectors of the two angles intersecting
each other at 0.

(ii)

From 0, draw a perpendicular to any one
line intersecting it at P.

(iii) With centre O and radius OP, draw the
required circle.

A

F1c. 5-74
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D

Problem 5-56. To inscribe a circle in a regular
polygon of any number of sides, say a pentagon
(fig. 5-75).
Let ABCDE be the pentagon.
(i)

Bisect any two angles by lines intersecting
each other at 0.

(ii)

From 0, draw a perpendicular to any
one side of the pentagon cutting it at P.

E

(iii) With centre O and radius OP, draw
the required circle.

C

FIG. 5-75

Problem 5-57. To draw in a regular polygon
the same number of equal circles as the sides
of the polygon, each circle touching one side
of the polygon and two of the other circles
(fig. 5-76).
(i)

Let ABCD be the given square.

(ii)

Draw bisectors of all the angles of
the square. They will meet at 0, thus
dividing the square into four equal
triangles.
FIG. 5-76

In each triangle inscribe a circle
(Problem 5-54). Each circle will touch a side
of the square and two other circles as required.

D

Fig. 5-77 shows five equal circles inscribed
in a regular pentagon in the same manner.

E

C

Problem 5-58. To draw in a regular polygon,
the same number of equal circles as the sides
of the polygon, each circle touching two adjacent
sides of the polygon and two of the other
circles (fig. 5-78).
Let ABCDEF be the given hexagon.
(i)

Draw the perpendicular bisectors of
all sides of the hexagon. They will
meet at O and will divide the hexagon
into six equal quadrilaterals.

(ii)

Inscribe a circle in each quadrilateral
as shown in case of A1 02 and as
explained below.

FIG. 5-77

C

F

(iii) Bisect any two adjacent angles with
bisectors intersecting each other at P.
(iv) From P, draw a perpendicular to any
one side of the quadrilateral, meeting
it at Q. With centre P and radius
PQ, draw one of the required circles.
(v)

Draw other circles in the same manner.

FIG. 5-78
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'"'''""'"'"'"" 5-59. To draw in a given regular
hexagon, three equal circles, each touching
one side and two other circles (fig. 5-79).
(i)

Draw the given hexagon.

(ii)

Draw perpendicular bisectors of its
two alternate sides, to intersect each
other at O and to meet the middle
side produced on both sides at 1 and 2.

(iii) Inscribe a circle in triangle O 1 2.
Similarly, draw the other two required
circles.

Problem 5-60. To draw in a given circle,
any number of equal circles, say four, each
touching the given circle and tvvo of the other
circles (fig. 5-80).
(i)

Divide the given circle into four equal
parts by diameters AB and CO.

(ii)

Draw a tangent to the circle at 0.
Draw lines bisecting LAOD and L.BOD
and meeting the tangent at 1 and 2.

Q

2

FIG. 5-79

C

(iii) Inscribe a circle in the triangle O 1 2.
Draw the other circles in the same manner.
The centres for the remaining circles may
also be determined by drawing a circle with
centre O and radius OP to cut the diameters
at the required points.

D
FIG. 5-80

Problem 5-61. To draw outside a given
regular polygon, the same number of equal
circles as the sides of the polygon, each circle
one side and two of the other circles
5-81 ).
(i)

Let ABCOE be the given pentagon.

(ii)

Draw bisectors of two adjacent angles,
say LA and LB, and produce them
outside the pentagon.

(iii)

Draw
a
circle
touching
the
extended bisectors and the side AB
(Problem 5-55). Obtain the other four
required circles in the same manner.

FIG. 5-81

Problem 5-62. To draw outside a given circle any number of equal circles, say
each touching the given circle and two other circles (fig. 5-82).
(i)

Draw the given circle and describe a regular hexagon about it.

(ii)

Draw the required six equal circles outside the hexagon as shown in the
previous problem.

Geometrical Construction
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F

E

FIG. 5-82

A

A

N

B

FIG. 5-83

Problem 5-63. To draw a circle touching two converging lines and passing through
a given point between them (fig. 5-83).
Lines AB and CD, and the point P are given.
Produce lines AB and CD to intersect at a point E. Draw the bisector ff of LAEC.
Mark any point Q on ff and from it draw a perpendicular QR on AB.
With Q as centre and QR as radius draw a circle which will touch the line
CD also.
(v) Draw a line joining P with E, cutting the circle at a point C.
(vi) Draw the line QC.
(vii) From P, draw a line parallel to QC intersecting ff at a point 0.
(viii) From 0, draw a perpendicular ON to either AB or CD.
(ix) With O as centre and ON as radius, draw the required circle.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Problem 5-64. To draw two circles touching each other and two converging lines,
the smaller circle being of given radius (fig. 5-84).
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Lines AB and CD and radius R of the ~ D
smaller circle are given.
Produce lines AB and CD to intersect
o
F
at a point E. Draw the bisector ff of
C
O'
Q'l'
L.AEC.
Draw a line parallel to and at distance R E
A
S'
P
S
B
from AB to intersect ff in a point Q.
FIG. 5-84
Draw the perpendicular QP on the line AB.
With Q as centre and QP as radius, draw the smaller circle.
Mark points T and N at which the circle cuts ff.
Draw the line joining T with P. Draw a line NS parallel to TP intersecting AB
in the point S.

From S, draw the perpendicular to AB cutting ff in the point 0. With O as centre
and OS as radius, draw the required circle.
O' is the centre of smaller circle, obtained in the same manner, touching the two
given lines and the given circle.
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5
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
8.

7.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

Draw a line 125 mm long and quadrisect it.
Draw a line AB 80 mm long and divide it into five parts, one of them 20
mm long and the remaining each 15 mm long, by the method of bisection.
With centre O and radius equal to 50 mm, draw two arcs of any lengths on
opposite sides of 0. Bisect the two arcs and produce the bisectors till they meet.
Draw a line AB 75 mm long. At B, erect a perpendicular BC 100 mm long.
Draw a line joining A and C, and measure its length. Construct a square on
each line as a side.
Draw a line PQ 100 mm long. At any point O in it near its centre, erect a
perpendicular OA 65 mm long. Through A, draw a line parallel to PQ.
Mark any point 0. Draw a line AB, such that its shortest distance from
0 is 50 mm.
Draw a line AB 75 mm long. Mark a point C, 65 mm from A and 90 mm
from B. Join C with A and B. Through the points A, B and C, draw lines
(i) perpendicular and (ii) parallel to their opposite lines.
Construct a rectangle of sides 65 mm and 40 mm long.
Construct a square of 75 mm side. Draw the diagonals intersecting at 0. From 0,
draw lines perpendicular to the sides of the square.
Draw a circle of 50 mm radius. Divide it (i) into 8 equal parts by continued
bisection and (ii) into 12 equal parts by bisection of a line and trisection of
a right angle methods.
Draw two lines AB and AC making an angle of 75°. Draw a circle of 25 mm
radius touching them.
Construct a right angle PQR. Describe a circle of 20 mm radius touching the
sides PQ and QR.
Draw a line AB of any length. Mark a point O at a distance of 25 mm from
AB. With O as centre, draw a circle of 40 mm diameter. Describe another
circle (i) of 20 mm radius, touching the circle and AB; (ii) of 35 mm radius,
touching AB and the circle, and including the circle within it.
Draw two circles of 20 mm and 30 mm radii respectively with centres 65 mm
apart. (i) Describe a third circle of 50 mm radius touching the two circles
and (a) outside them; (b) including 20 mm circle; (c) including 30 mm
circle. (ii) Describe a circle of 75 mm radius, touching both circles and
including both of them within it.
Mark points A and B, 50 mm apart. Mark a third point 75 mm from both A and B.
Describe a circle passing through the three points.
Draw the machine handle shown in fig. 5-85. All dimensions are in millimetres.
I

J
FIG. 5-85
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17.

The distance between the centres of two circles of 65 mm and 90 mm diameters
is 120 mm. Draw an internal and an external common tangent to the two circles.

18.

Draw a circle with centre O and radius equal to 30 mm. From a point P, 75 mm
from 0, draw a line joining P and 0, and produce it to cut the circle at Q. From
P and Q draw tangents to the circle.

19.

Two shafts carry pulleys of 900 mm and 1350 mm diameters respectively. The
distance between their centres is 2 700 mm. Draw the arrangement showing the
two pulleys connected by (i) direct belt (ii) crossed belt. Take 1 mm = 20 mm.

20.

An arc AB drawn with 50 mm radius subtends an angle of 45° at the centre.
Determine approximately the length of AB.

21.
22.

Determine the length of the circumference of a 75 mm diameter circle.
A point P is 25 mm from a line AB. Q is a point in AB and is 50 mm from P.
Draw a circle passing through P and touching AB at Q.

23.

Construct an equilateral triangle ABC of 40 mm side. Construct a square, a
regular pentagon and a regular hexagon on its sides AB, BC and CA respectively.

24.

The centre O of a circle of 30 mm diameter is 25 mm from a line AB. Draw a
circle (i) to touch the given circle and the line AB at a point P, 50 mm from O;
(ii) to touch AB and the given circle at a point Q, 20 mm from AB.

25.

Two circles of 40 mm and 50 mm diameters have their centres 60 mm apart.
Draw a circle to touch both circles and (i) to include the bigger circle, the
point of contact on it being 75 mm from the centre of the other circle;
(ii) to include both the circles, the point of contact being the same as in (i).

26.
27.

Construct a regular pentagon of 30 mm side by three different methods.

28.

Construct a regular octagon of 40 mm side. Inscribe another octagon with its
corners on the mid-points of the sides of the first octagon.

29.

Construct the following regular polygons in circles of 100 mm diameter, using
a different method in each case: (i) Pentagon (ii) Heptagon.

30.

Draw the following regular figures, the distance between their opposite sides
being 75 mm: (i) Square; (ii) Hexagon; (iii) Octagon.

31.
32.
33.

Construct a regular octagon in a square of 75 mm side.

34.
35.
36.

On a line AB 40 mm long, construct a regular heptagon by two different methods.

Describe a regular pentagon about a circle of 100 mm diameter.
Construct a triangle having sides 25 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm long. Draw three
circles, each touching one of the sides and the other two sides produced.
Inscribe a circle in a triangle having sides 50 mm, 65 mm and 75 mm long.
Construct a regular heptagon of 25 mm side and inscribe a circle in it.
Construct a regular hexagon of 40 mm side and draw in it, six equal circles,
each touching one side of the hexagon and two other circles.

37.

Construct a square of 50 mm side and draw in it, four equal circles, each
touching two adjacent sides and two other circles.

38.

In a regular octagon of 40 mm side, draw four equal circles, each touching one
side of the octagon and two other circles.

39.

Draw a circle of 125 mm diameter and draw in it, five equal circles, each touching
the given circle and two other circles.
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40.

Construct a square of 25 mm side. Draw outside it four equal circles, each
touching a side of the square and two other circles.

41.

Outside a circle of 25 mm diameter, draw five equal circles, each touching the
given circle and two other circles.

42.

Two lines converge to a point making an angle of 30° between them. Draw three
circles to touch both these lines, the middle circle being of 25 mm radius and
touching the other two circles.

43.

Two lines converge to a point making an angle of 30° between them. A point P
is between these lines 15 mm from one line and 25 mm from the other. Draw
a circle to touch both the lines and pass through P.

44.

Draw a series of four circles, each touching the preceding circle and two
converging lines which make an angle of 25° between them. Take the radius
of the smallest circle as 10 mm.

45.

A vertical straight line AB is at a distance of 90 mm from the centre of a circle
of 75 mm diameter. A straight line PQ passes through the centre of the circle and
makes an angle of 60° with the vertical. Draw circles having their centres on PQ
and to touch the straight line AB and the circle. Measure the radius of each circle.

46.

Draw a semi-circle of 125 mm diameter and inscribe in it the largest equilateral
triangle having a corner at the centre. The semi-circle is the development of
a cone and the triangle that of a line on its surface. Draw the projections of
the cone resting on its base on the ground showing the line in both views.

47.

Construct a lever as shown in fig. 5-86.
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FIG. 5-86

48.

FIG. 5-87

Construct a special spanner as shown in fig. 5-87.
[Hint:

The method of drawing curve is shown on left-hand side. The same is to be
followed on the right-hand side. This curve is known as ogee (reverse) curve.]

49.

Two shafts, 1200 mm apart are connected by flat belt. The flat belt pulleys
of 300 mm diameter and 600 mm diameter are fixed on the shafts. Draw the
arrangement and determine approximately length of the belt.

50.

Draw plan-view of a hexagonal nut of 20 mm using standard dimensions.

51.

(i)

Draw a number '8' of height 105 mm and 15 mm thick.

(ii)

Draw an alphabet 'S' of height 105 mm and 15 mm thick.

Y4
The profile of number of objects consists of various types of curves. This chapter
deals with various types of curves which are commonly used in engineering practice
as shown below:

1.
2.

Conic sections

4.

Evolutes

Cycloidal curves

Spirals

3.

Involute

5.
6.

Helix.

We shall now discuss the above in details with reference to their construction and
applications.

The

HYPERBOLA

Conic sections
FIG. 6-1
(i)

When the section plane is inclined to the axis and cuts all the generators on
one side of the apex, the section is an ellipse [fig. 6-1 ].
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When the section plane is inclined to the axis and is parallel to one of the
generators, the section is a parabola [fig. 6-1 ].
(iii) A hyperbola is a plane curve having two separate parts or branches, formed
when two cones that point towards one another are intersected by a plane
that is parallel to the axes of the cones.
The conic may be defined as the locus of a point moving in a plane in such a way
that the ratio of its distances from a fixed point and a fixed straight line is always
constant. The fixed point is called the focus and the fixed line, the directrix.
(ii)

distance of the point from the focus
The ratio distance of the point from the directrix is called eccentricity and is
denoted by e. It is always less than 1 for ellipse, equal to 1 for parabola and greater
than 1 for hyperbola i.e.
(i) ellipse
e < 1
(ii)

parabola

: e

=

1

(iii) hyperbola : e > 1.
The line passing through the focus and perpendicular to the directrix is called
the axis. The point at which the conic cuts its axis is called the vertex.

~/
c~~
Use of elliptical curves is made in arches, bridges, dams, monuments, manholes, glands and stuffing-boxes etc. Mathematically an ellipse can be described by

x2

equation aZ

y2

+ b 2 = 1.

Here 'a' and 'b' are half the length of major and

minor

axes of the ellipse and x and y co-ordinates.
(1) General method of construction of an ellipse:

"!il"'"""-·--'"'-

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 12 for the
following problem.

Problem 6-1. (fig. 6-2): To construct an ellipse when the distance of the focus from

the directrix is equal to 50 mm and eccentricity is ~ ·
3

Draw any vertical line AB as directrix.
At any point C on it, draw the axis perpendicular to the AB (directrix).
Mark a focus F on the axis such that Cf = 50 mm.
Divide Cf into 5 equal divisions (sum of numerator and denometer of the
eccentricity.).
(v) Mark the vertex V on the third division-point from C.
. .
VF
2
Th us, eccentricity, e = VC
3
(vi) A scale may now be constructed on the axis (as explained below), which
will directly give the distances in the required ratio.
(vii) At V, draw a perpendicular VE equal to VF. Draw a line joining C and E.
.
.
I C
VE
VF
2
T hus, in tnang e VE, VC
VC =
3

(i)
(ii)
· (iii)
(iv)

Curves Used in Engineering Practice
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(viii) Mark any point 1 on the axis and through it, draw a perpendicular
to meet CE-produced at 1 '.
(ix)

With centre F and radius equal to 1-1 ', draw arcs to intersect the perpendicular
through 1 at points P1 and P' 1 .
These are the points on the ellipse, because the distance of P1 from AB
is equal to C1,

P1 F = 1-1'
1-1'
VF
2
and
C1 - vc = 3
Similarly, mark points 2, 3 etc. on the axis and obtain points P2 and P' 2 ,
P3 and P' 3 etc.
(x)

Draw the ellipse through these points. It is a closed curve having two foci
and two directrices.
DIRECTRIX

3'

DIRECTRIX
~A'

F'

V'

AXIS

C'

T

B'

B
T

Directrix and focus
FIG. 6-2

of ellipse

(2)

other methods:

Ellipse is also defined as a curve traced out by a point, moving in the same
plane as and in such a way that the sum of its distances from two fixed points
is always the same.
(i)

Each of the two fixed points is called the focus.

(ii)

The line passing through the two foci and terminated by the curve, is called
the major axis.

(iii)

The line bisecting the major axis at right angles and terminated by the curve,
is called the minor axis.

Conjugate axes: Those axes are called conjugate axes when they are parallel to the
tangents drawn at their extremities.
In fig. 6-3, AB is the major axis, CD the minor axis and F1 and F2 are the foci. The
foci are equidistant from the centre 0.
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The points A, P, C etc. are on the curve and hence, according to the definition,
(Af1

But

(Af1

+
+

Af2 )
Af2 )

=
=

(Pf 1

+

Pf2 )

AB.

=

(C f 1

:. (PF 1

+

+

C f 2 ) etc.

PF2 )

=

AB, the major axis.

Therefore, the sum of the distances of any point on the curve from the two foci is
equal to the major axis.
Again,

(C f 1

But

+

C f 2)
C F1

=
=

AB.
C f2

:. C F1

=

C Fz

1

= 2

AB.

Hence, the distance of the ends of the minor axis from the foci is equal to half the
major axis.

U)

~
A - - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - , B er:
0

M

z
:E

D
MAJOR AXIS

Conjugate axes
FIG. 6-3

Problem 6-2. To construct an ellipse, given the major and minor axes.
The ellipse is drawn by, first determining a number of points through which it is
known to pass and then, drawing a smooth curve through them, either freehand or
with a french curve. Larger the number of points, more accurate the curve will be.
Method I:

Arcs of circles method (fig. 6-4).

C

(i)

Draw a line AB equal to the
major axis and a line CO equal
to the minor axis, bisecting each
other at right angles at 0.

(ii)

With centre C and radius equal A1---1-~:e---2___3+--+=-------=t-,--t 8
to half AB (i.e. AO ) draw arcs
cutting AB at F1 and F2 , the
foci of the ellipse.

(iii) Mark a number of points

1, 2,

3 etc. on AB.

(iv) With centres F1 and F2 and
radius equal to A1, draw arcs
on both sides of AB.

D

Arc of circle method
FIG. 6-4

Art. 6-1-1]
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(v)

With same centres and radius equal to 81, draw arcs intersecting the
previous arcs at four points marked P1 .
(vi) Similarly, with radii A2 and 82, A3 and 83 etc. obtain more points.
(vii) Draw a smooth curve through these points. This curve is the required ellipse.

Method U:

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 13 for the
following method II.
Concentric circles method (fig. 6-5).
3

Concentric circle method
FIG. 6-5
(i) Draw the major axis AB and the minor axis CD intersecting each other at O.
(ii) With centre O and diameters AB and CD respectively, draw two circles.
(iii) Divide the major-axis-circle into a number of equal divisions, say 12 and
mark points 1, 2 etc. as shown.
(iv) Draw lines joining these points with the centre O and cutting the minor-axis-circle
at points 1 ', 2' etc.
(v) Through point 1 on the major-axis-circle, draw a line parallel to CD, the minor axis.
(vi) Through point 1' on the minor-axis-circle, draw a line parallel to AB, the major
axis. The point P1, where these two lines intersect is on the required ellipse.
(vii) Repeat the construction through all the points. Draw the ellipse through A,
P1 , P2 .•• etc.

Method JU:

Loop of the thread method (fig. 6-6).

This is practical application of the first method.
(i)
(ii)

Draw the two axes AB and CD intersecting at 0. Locate the foci F1 and F2 •
Insert a pin at each focus-point and tie a piece of thread in the form of
a loop around the pins, in such a way that the pencil point when placed
in the loop (keeping the thread tight), is just on the end C of the minor axis.
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(iii) Move the pencil around the
foci, maintaining an even
tension
in
the
thread
throughout and obtain the
ellipse.
It is evident that PF1 + PF2
= C f1 + C F2 etc.

C

D

Loop of the thread method
FIC. 6-6
Method IV:

Oblong method (fig. 6-7).

E~--3'
2'
1'

D
Oblong method
Fie. 6-7

(i)

Draw the two axes AB and CD intersecting each other at 0.

(ii)

Construct the oblong EFGH having its sides equal to the two axes.

(iii) Divide the semi-major-axis AO into a number of equal parts, say 4, and AE
into the same number of equal parts, numbering them from A as shown.
(iv) Draw lines joining 1 ', 2' and 3' with C.
(v)

From D, draw lines through 1, 2 and 3 intersecting C' 1 , C' 2 and C' 3 at points
P1, P2 and P3 respectively.

(vi) Draw the curve through A, P1 ..... C. It will be one quarter of the ellipse.
(vii) Complete the curve by the same construction in each of the three remaining
quadrants.
As the curve is symmetrical about the two axes, points in the remaining quadrants
may be located by drawing perpendiculars and horizontals from P1 , P2 etc. and
making each of them of equal length on both the sides of the two axes.
For example, P2x

=x

P11 and P2y

=

yP5.

Art. 6-1-1]
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An ellipse can be inscribed within a parallelogram by using the above method as
shown in fig. 6-8.
R

FIG. 6-8

Lines PQ and RS, joining the mid-points of the opposite sides of the parallelogram
are called conjugate axes.
Method V: Trammel method (fig. 6-9).
R

D
Trammel method
FIG. 6-9

(i)

Draw the two axes AB and CD intersecting each other at 0. Along the edge
of a strip of paper which may be used as a trammel, mark PQ equal to half
the minor axis and PR equal to half the major axis.

(ii)

Place the trammel so that R is
on the minor axis CD and Q
on the major axis AB. Then P
will be on the required ellipse.
By moving the trammel to new
positions, always keeping R on
CD and Q on AB, obtain other
points. Draw the ellipse through
these points.

Problem 6-3. (fig. 6-10): ABC is a
mo mm, AC =
triangle such that AB
80 mm and BC = 60 mm. Draw an ellipse
passing through points A, B and C.

8

Q

D

Fig. 6-10
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(i)

Draw horizontal line AB = 100 mm. Take A as centre draw an arc of
80 mm. Similarly B as centre and the radius equal to 60 mm, draw the arc
such that it intersects previously drawn arc at the point C. Join ABC to
complete triangle.

(ii)

Mark the mid point of AB such that OA
CO such that CO = OD.

=

OB

= 50

mm. Join OC and extend

(iii) Draw parallel lines from C and D to the line AB. Similarly draw parallel lines
from A and B to the line CD and complete the rhombus (PQRS).
(iv) Divide AO into convenient number of equal parts A1 = 12 = 23 = 34 = 40
and AQ to same number of equal parts A1' = 1' 2' = 2' 3' = 3' 4' = 4' Q. Join
A, 1 ', 2', 3', 4' with D. Join C1 and extend it to intersect line 01 '. Similarly join
C2, C3, C4 and extend it to intersect 02', 03', 04' respective. Draw smooth
curve passing through all intersection.
(v)

Complete the ellipse by above method for the remaining part.

(3) Normal and
to an ellipse: The normal to an ellipse at any point
on it bisects the angle made by lines joining that point with the foci.

The tangent to the ellipse at any point is perpendicular to the normal at that point.
Problem 6-4. (fig. 6-3): To draw a normal and a tangent to the ellipse at a
point Q on it.
Join Q with the foci f 1 and F2 •
(i) Draw a line NM bisecting L F1 QF2 • NM is the normal to the ellipse.
(ii)

Draw a line ST through Q and perpendicular to NM. ST is the tangent to
the ellipse at the point Q.

Problem 6-5. (fig. 6-11): To draw a curve parallel to an ellipse and at distance

R from it.
This may be drawn by two methods:
(a)

A large number of arcs of radius
equal to the required distance R,
with centres on the ellipse, may
be described. The curve drawn
touching these arcs will be parallel
to the ellipse.

(b)

It may also be obtained by drawing
a number of normals to the ellipse,
making them equal to the required
distance R and then drawing a
smooth curve through their ends.

flG.6-11

6-6. (fig. 6-12): To find the major axis and minor axis of an ellipse whose
conjugate axes and angle between them are given.
Conjugate axes PQ and RS, and the angle a between them are given.
(i)

Draw the two axes intersecting each other at 0.

(ii)

Complete the parallelogram and inscribe the ellipse in it as described in
problem 6-2, method (iv).

Curves Used in Engineering Practice
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(iii) With O as centre and OR as radius, draw the semi-circle cutting the ellipse
at a point E.
(iv) Draw the line RE.
(v)

Through O draw a line parallel to RE and cutting the ellipse at points C and
D. CD is the minor axis.

(vi) Through 0, draw a line perpendicular to CD and cutting the ellipse at points
A and 8. AB is the major axis.

FIG.

6-12

Problem 6-7. (fig. 6-13): To find
the centre, major axis and minor axis
of a given elfipse.
(i)

Draw any two chords 1-2 and
3-4 parallel to each other.

(ii)

Find their mid-points P and
Q, and draw a line passing
through them, cutting the ellipse
at points R and 5. Bisect the
line RS in the point O which
is the centre of the ellipse.

With O as centre and any conFIG. 6-13
venient radius, draw a circle cutting
the ellipse in points E, F, G and H. Complete the rectangle EFGH. Through 0, draw
a line parallel to ff cutting the ellipse in points A and 8. Again through 0, draw
a line parallel to FG cutting the ellipse at points C and D. AB and CD are respectively
the major axis and the minor axis.

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 14 for the
following problem.
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Use of parabolic curves is made in arches, bridges, sound reflectors, light
reflectors etc. Mathematically a parabola can be described by an equation y2 =4 ax or
x2 = 4a y.

(1) General method of construction of a parabola:
Problem 6-8. (fig. 6-14): To construct a parabola, when the distance of the Focus
A
N
(i) Draw the directrix AB and the axis CD.

from the directrix is 50 mm.
(ii)

Mark focus Fon CD, 50 mm from C.

(iii) Bisect CF in V the vertex (because eccentricity

= 1 ).

(iv) Mark a number of points 1, 2, 3 etc. on the axis
and through them, draw perpendiculars to it.

M

With centre F and radius equal to C1, draw C 1---+-~t---i---+'i'-='-'r---1-- 0
arcs cutting the perpendicular through 1 at P1
and P' 1 .
T
(vi) Similarly, locate points P2 and P' 2 , P3 and P' 3
etc. on both the sides of the axis.

(v)

(vii) Draw a smooth curve through these points.
This curve is the required parabola. It is an
open curve.
Problem 6-9. (fig. 6-15): To find the axis of a given
parabola.

B

Directrix and focus
FIG. 6--14

(i)

Draw any two chords AB and CD across the parabola, parallel to each other
and any distance apart.

(ii)

Bisect AB and CD in points E and F respectively and draw a line CH passing
through them. The line CH will be parallel to the axis.

(iii) Draw a chord PQ, perpendicular to CH.
(iv) Bisect PQ in the point O and through it draw a line XY parallel to CH.
Then XY is the required axis of the parabola.
D

Q

C

H

0

p
FIG. 6-15

D
FIG. 6--16
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Problem 6-10. (fig. 6-"l 6): To find the focus and the directrix of a parabola whose

axis is given.
Mark any point P on the parabola and draw a perpendicular PA to the axis.
Mark a point B on the axis such that BV = VA.
(ii) Draw a line joining B with P.
(iii) Draw a perpendicular bisector ff of BP, intersecting the axis at a point F.
Then F is the focus of the parabola.
(iv) Mark a point O on the axis such that OV = VF. Through 0, draw a line CO
perpendicular to the axis. Then CO is the directrix of the parabola.
(i)

(2) Construction of

other methods:

Method I: Rectangle method (fig. 6-17).
Problem 6-11. To construct a parabola given the base and the axis.
Draw the base AB.
At its mid-point E, draw the axis ff at right angles to AB.
Construct a rectangle ABCD, making side BC equal to ff.
Divide AE and AD into the same number of equal parts and name them as
shown (starting from A).
(v) Draw lines joining F with points 1, 2 and 3. Through 1 ', 2' and 3', draw
perpendiculars to AB intersecting F1, F2 and F3 at points P1 , P2 and P3 respectively.
(vi) Draw a curve through A, P1 , P2 etc. It will be a half parabola.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Repeat the same construction in the other half of the rectangle to complete the
parabola. Or, locate the points by drawing lines through the points P1 , P2 etc.
parallel to the base and making each of them of equal length
c
on both the sides of ff, e.g. P1 0 = OP' 1 . AB and EF are
called the base and the axis respectively of the parabola.
D

F

C

E

B

3

2

A

1'

2'

3'

Rectangle method
FIG. 6-17

Parallelogram method
FIG. 6-18

Fig. 6-18 shows a parabola drawn in a parallelogram by this method.

Method II: Tangent method (fig. 6-19).
(i)
(ii)

Draw the base AB and the axis ff. (These are taken different from those in
method I.)
Produce ff to O so that EF = FO.
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(iii) Join O with A and 8. Divide lines OA and OB into the same number of equal
parts, say 8.
(iv) Mark the division-points as shown in the figure.
(v)

Draw lines joining 1 with 1 ', 2 with 2' etc. Draw a curve starting from A and
tangent to lines 1-1 ', 2-2' etc. This curve is the required parabola.
0

A

E

B

Tangent method
FIG. 6-19

y~

..

~

Use of hyperbolical curves is made in cooling towers, water channels etc.
Rectangular hyperbola: It is a curve traced out by a point moving in such a
way that the product of its distances from two fixed lines at right angles to each
other is a constant. The fixed lines are called asymptotes.
V

This curve graphically represents the Boyle's Law, viz. P x V = a, P = pressure,
volume and a is constant. It is also useful in design of water channels.

=

General method of construction of a hyperbola:
Mathematically, we can describe a hyperbola by
2

x2

a2

-

~

2

=

1. (Fig. 6-20 and fig. 6-21.)

Problem 6-12. (fig. 6-20): Construct a hyperbola, when the distance of the focus

from the directrix is 65 mm and eccentricity is

f

(i)

Draw the directrix AB and the axis CD.

(ii)

Mark the focus F on CD and 65 mm from C.

(iii) Divide CF into 5 equal divisions and mark V the vertex, on the second division

from C.
Thus, eccentricity

VF

= vc

3
2

Curves Used in Engineering Practice
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To construct the scale for the ratio

~

draw a

line VE perpendicular to CD such that VE
VF. Join C with E.
Thus, in triangle CVE, :~

VF

= vc
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(iv) Mark any point 1 on the axis and through it, draw
a perpendicular to meet CE-produced at 1 '.
(v)

With centre F and radius equal to 1-1 ', draw
arcs intersecting the perpendicular through 1
at P1 and P'1·

(vi) Similarly, mark a number of points 2, 3 etc.
and obtain points P2 and P' 2 , P3 and P' 3 etc.
(vii) Draw the hyperbola through these points.

Problem 6-13. (fig. 6-21 ): To draw a hyperbola when
its foci and vertices are given, and to locate its asymptotes.
(i)

Draw a horizontal line as axis and on it, mark
the given foci F and F1 , and vertices V and V1 .

(ii)

Mark any number of points 1, 2, 3 etc. to the
right of F1 .

(iii) With F and F1 as centres and radius, say V2,
draw four arcs.

FIG. 6-20

(iv) With the same centres and radius V1 2, draw four more arcs intersecting
the first four arcs at points P2 • Then these points lie on the hyperbola.
(v)

Repeat the process with the same centres and radii V1 and V1 1, V3 and V1 3
etc. Draw the required hyperbola through the points thus obtained.

(vi) With FF1 as diameter, draw a circle.
(vii) Through the vertices V and V1 , draw lines perpendicular to the axis, cutting
the circle at four points A. From 0, the centre of the circle, draw lines
passing through points A. These lines are the required asymptotes.
C

F

FIG. 6-2·1

Problem 6-14. (fig. 6-22): To locate the directrix and asymptotes of a hyperbola
when its axis and foci are given.
From the focus F1 , draw a perpendicular to the axis intersecting the hyperbola at
a point A.
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(i)

Draw a line joining A with the other focus F. Draw the bisector of L FAF1 ,
cutting the axis at a point B.
(ii) Through B, draw a line CD perpendicular to the axis. CD is the required directrix.
(iii) With O the mid-point of FF1 as centre and OV1 as radius, draw a circle cutting
CD at points E and G.
(iv) Lines drawn from O and passing through E and Gare the required asymptotes.
(v) The asymptotes will also pass through the points of intersection (R and 5)
between the circle of radius OF1 and the vertical through V1 .

Problem 6-15. (fig. 6-23): To draw a rectangular hyperbola, given the position of a
point P on it.
E

"I

0

A

F

FIG. 6-23

(i)

Draw lines OA and OB at right angles to each other.

(ii)

Mark the position of the point P.

(iii) Through P, draw lines CD and ff
parallel to OA and OB respectively.
(iv) Along PD, mark a number of
points 1, 2, 3 etc. not necessarily
equidistant.
(v)

Draw lines 01, 02 etc. cutting
PF at points 1 ', 2' etc.

(vi) Through point 1, draw a line parallel
to OB and through 1', draw a
line parallel to OA, intersecting
each other at a point P1 .

FIG. 6-24

(vii) Obtain other points in the same manner.
For locating the point, say P6 , to the left of P, the line 06 should be extended to
meet PE at 6'. Draw the hyperbola through the points P6 , P, P1 etc.
A hyperbola, through a given point situated between two lines making any angle
between them, can similarly be drawn, as shown in fig. 6-24.

Art. 6-1-4 J
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method:
The common rule for drawing tangents and normals:
When a tangent at any point on the curve is produced to meet the directrix, the
line joining the focus with this meeting point will be at right angles to the line joining
the focus with the point of contact.
The normal to the curve at any point is perpendicular to the tangent at that point.

6-16. To draw a tangent at any point Pon the conics (fig. 6-2, fig. 6-14
and fig. 6-20).
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Join P with F.
From F, draw a line perpendicular to PF to meet AB at T.
Draw a line through T and P. This line is the tangent to the curve.
Through P, draw a line NM perpendicular to TP. NM is the normal to the curve.

(2) Other methods of drawing tangents to conics:
I:

6-17. (fig. 6-25): To draw a tangent to an ellipse at any point P on it.
(i)

(ii)

With 0, the centre of the ellipse as centre, and one half the major axis as
radius, draw a circle.
From P, draw a line parallel to the minor axis, cutting the circle at a point Q.

~1~
I

R

A

FIG.

6-25

(iii) Draw a tangent to the circle at the point Q cutting the extended major axis
at a point R.
From R, draw a line RS passing through P. RS is the required tangent to the ellipse.

Method II: When an axis of parabola is given.

Problem 6-18. To draw a tangent to a parabola at any point P on it.
(i)

From P, draw a perpendicular PA to the axis, intersecting it at a point A
(fig. 6-26).
Mark a point B on the axis such that BV = VA. Draw a line from B passing
through P.
Then this line is the required tangent.
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(ii) Through P, draw a line PQ parallel to the axis (fig. 6-27).
Draw two lines AB and CD parallel to, equidistant from and on opposite
sides of PQ, and cutting the parabola at points A and C. Draw a line
joining A with C.
Through P, draw a line RS parallel to AC. RS is the required tangent.

Ill: When the focus and the directrix are given (fig. 6-28).

B

B
Fie. 6-26

F1e. 6-27

Fie. 6-28

(i)

From P draw a line PE perpendicular to the directrix AB, meeting it at a point f.

(ii)

Draw a line joining P with the focus F.

(iii) Draw the bisector RS of angle EPF.
Then RS is the required tangent.
6-19. (fig. 6-21): To draw a tangent to a hyperbola at a point P on
it when the axis and the foci are given.

Draw lines joining P with foci F and F1 • Draw the bisector RS of L FPF 1 • RS
is the required tangent to the hyperbola.

Note: In fig. 6-22, the line AB is the tangent to the hyperbola at the point A.

These curves are generated by a fixed point on the circumference of a circle, which
rolls without slipping along a fixed straight line or a circle. The rolling circle is
called generating circle and the fixed straight line or circle is termed directing line
or directing circle. Cycloidal curves are used in tooth profile of gears of a dial gauge.

Cycloid is a curve generated by a point on the circumference of a circle which
rolls along a straight line. It can be described by an equation,

y = a (1 - cos0) or x = a (0 - sin0).
6-20. (fig. 6-29): To construct a cycloid, given the diarneter of the
generating circle.
(i)

With centre C and given radius R, draw a circle. Let P be the generating
point.

Art. 6-2· 1 J
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Draw a line PA tangential to and equal to the circumference of the circle.

(iii) Divide the circle and the line PA into the same number of equal parts, say 12,

and mark the division-points as shown.
(iv) Through C, draw a line CB parallel and equal to PA.
(v) Draw perpendiculars at points 1, 2 etc. cutting CB at points C1 , C2 etc.
6'

B

2

3

4

5

6

7 0 8

9

10

11

A

Cycloid
FIG. 6-29

Assume that the circle starts rolling to the right. When point 1' coincides with 1,
centre C will move to C1 • In this position of the circle, the generating point P will
have moved to position P1 on the circle, at a distance equal to P' 1 from point 1.
It is evident that P1 lies on the horizontal line through 1' and at a distance R from C1 .
Similarly, P2 will lie on the horizontal line through 2' and at the distance
R from C2 •

Construction:
(vi) Through the points 1 ', 2' etc. draw lines parallel to PA.
(vii) With centres C1 , C2 etc. and radius equal to R, radius of generating circle,
draw arcs cutting the lines through 1 ', 2' etc. at points P1 , P2 etc. respectively.
Draw a smooth curve through points P, P1 , P2 ••••A. This curve is the required
cycloid.
Normal and tangent to a cycloid c1.m1e: The rule for drawing a normal to all

cycloidal curves:
The normal at any point on a cycloidal curve will pass through the corresponding
point of contact between the generating circle and the directing line or circle.
The tangent at any point is perpendicular to the normal at that point.
Problem 6-21. (fig. 6-29): To draw a normal and a

to a

at a given

point N on it.
With centre N and radius equal to R, draw an arc cutting CB at M.
Through M, draw a line MO perpendicular to the directing line PA and cutting
it at 0.
0 is the point of contact and M is the position of the centre of the generating
circle, when the generating point P is at N.
(iii) Draw a line through N and 0. This line is the required normal.
(iv) Through N, draw a line ST at right angles to NO. ST is the tangent to the
cycloid.
(i)

(ii)
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Problem 6-22. (fig. 6-30): A thin circular disc of 50 mm diameter is allowed to roll
without slipping from upper edge of sloping plank which is inclined at 15° with the
horizontal plane. Draw the curve traced by the point on the circumference of the disc.
6

7

9

FIG.

6-30

Draw a line AB of length 157 mm (i.e. nO) at angle of 15° with the horizontal.
Draw a circle of 50 mm diameter at upper edge B as shown and divide the
circumference of the circle in twelve equal parts. Name 1, 2, 3, 4 to 11.
Draw parallel lines from 1, 2, 3, 4 to 11 to the AB. Take B as generating
point on the circumference.
(iii) Draw a parallel line from the centre of circle O to line AB and equal to
length of AB. Divide this line in 12 parts. Name 0 1 to 0 12 as shown.
(iv) As the disc rolls from position B, the centre of disc simultaneously moves
from O to 0 1 . Draw an arc with radius as 25 mm and centre as 0 1 to
intersect the line drawn from the point 1 parallel to AB. Mark intersection
point as 8 1 . This point is on the cyloid.
(v) Similarly draw arc from the points 0 2 to 0 12 such that it intersects each
line drawn from 2 to 11 respectively. Join the points by smooth curve. This
curve is the cycloid.
(i)
(ii)

Trochoid is a curve generated by a point fixed to a circle, within or outside its
circumference, as the circle rolls along a straight line.
When the point is within the circle, the curve is called an inferior trochoid and when
outside the circle, it is termed a superior trochoid.
Problem 6-23. (fig. 6-31, fig. 6-32 and fig. 6-33): To draw a trochoid, given the

rolling circle and the generating point
(a)

Inferior trochoid:
Let Q be the point within the circle and at a distance R1 from the centre C.
(i)
(ii)

Draw the circle and mark a point Q on the line CP and at a distance
R1 from C.
Draw a tangent PA equal to the circumference of the circle and a line CB
equal and parallel to PA.

(iii) Divide the circle and the line CB into 12 equal parts.

Curves Used in Engineering Practice
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Method I: (fig. 6-31 ): Determine the positions P1 , P2 etc. for the cycloid as
shown in problem 6-20. Draw lines C1 P1 , C2 P2 etc. With centres C1 , C2 etc. and
radius equal to R1 , draw arcs cutting C1P1 , C2 P2 etc. at points 0 1 , 0 2 etc. respectively.

Draw a curve through these points. This curve is the inferior trochoid.
SUPERIOR

Trochoids
FIG. 6-31

Method II: (fig. 6-32): With centre C and radius equal to R1 , draw a circle and
divide it into 12 equal parts.

Through the division-points, draw lines parallel to PA. With centres C1, C2 etc.
and radius equal to R1, draw arcs to cut the lines through 1 ', 2' etc. at points 0 1 ,
0 2 etc. Draw the trochoid through these points.
Os
Cg

A

Inferior trochoid
FIG. 6-32
(b) Superior trochoid:

Let S be the point outside circumference of the circle and at a distance R2 from
the centre.
s6
,
6

Superior trochoid
FIG. 6-33
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Method I: (fig. 6-31 ): Adopt the same method as method I used for inferior trochoid.
Point 5 will lie on the line CP-produced, at distance R2 from C. Points 5 1 , 5 2 etc. are
obtained by cutting the lines C1P1 -produced, C2 Pi-produced etc. with arcs drawn with centres
C1 , C2 etc. and radius equal to R2 . 5, 5 1 , 52 etc. are the points on the superior trochoid.
Method II: (fig. 6-33): Same as method II for inferior trochoid. Note that the radius
of the circle is equal to R2 • A loop is formed when the circle rolls for more than one revolution.
~

.

/~A;
The curve generated by a point on the circumference of a circle, which rolls
without slipping along another circle outside it, is called an epicycloid. The epicycloid

can be represented mathematically by
x

= (a + b)

cose - a cos ( a : b e) ,

y

= (a + b)

sine - a sin ( a : b e)

where a is the radius of rolling circle.
When the circle rolls along another circle inside it, the curve is called a hypocyc/oid.
It can be represented by mathematically x = a cos38, y = a sin38.

Problem 6-24. To draw an epicycloid and a hypocyc/oid, given the generating
and directing circles of radii r and R respectively.
Epicycloid (fig. 6-34): With centre O and radius R, draw the directing circle (only
a part of it may be drawn). Draw a radius OP and produce it to C, so that CP = r.
T

P5

B

0

Epicycloid
FIG. 6-34
With C as centre, draw the generating circle. Let P be the generating point.
In one revolution of the generating circle, the point P will move to a point A,
so that the arc PA is equal to the circumference of the generating circle.
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The position of A may be located by calculating the angle subtended by the arc PA
at centre 0, by the formula,
r
LPOA
= 22 TCTC Rr = R
360°
circumference of directing circle
r
L POA = 360° X R.
(i)

Set-off this angle and obtain the position of A.

(ii)

With centre O and radius
equal to OC, draw an arc
intersecting QA-produced at
B. This arc CB is the locus
of the centre C.

M

(iii) Divide CB and the generating
circle into twelve equal parts.
(iv) With centre 0, describe arcs
through points 1\ 2', 3' etc.
(v)

With centres C1, C2 etc. and
radius equal to r, draw arcs
cutting the arcs through 1 ',
2' etc. at points P1 , P2 etc.

o
Hypocycloid
FIG. 6-35

Draw the required epicycloid through the points P, P1 , P2 •..••• .A.
Hypocycloid (fig. 6-35): The method for drawing the hypocycloid is same as for
epicycloid. Note that the centre C of the generating circle is inside the directing circle.

9'

Hypocycloid
FIG. 6-36

When the diameter of the rolling circle is half the diameter of the directing circle,
the hypocycloid is a straight line and is a diameter of the directing circle (fig. 6-36).
Normal and tangent to an epicycloid and a hypocydoid:
Problem 6-25. (fig. 6-34 and fig. 6-35): To draw a normal and a tangent to an
epicycloid and a hypocycloid at a point N in each of them.
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With centre N and radius equal tor, draw an arc cutting the locus of the centre
Cat a point D.
(ii) Draw a line through O and D, cutting the directing circle at M.
(iii) Draw a line through N and M. This line is the normal. Draw a line ST through
N and at right angles to NM. ST is the tangent.

(i)

FIG.

Epitrochoid is a curve generated by a point fixed to a circle (within or outside its
circumference, but in the same plane) rolling on the outside of another circle.
Ss
SUPERIOR

B

a
0

Epitrochoids
FIG. 6-37
S5

0

Superior epitrochoid
FIG. 6-38
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.YA4
When the circle rolls inside another circle, the curve is called a hypotrochoid.
The curve is termed inferior or superior, according to the position of the point
being inside or outside the rolling circle.
EPITROCHOID

0

Inferior epitrochoid and hypotrochoid
FIG. 6-39
Problem 6-26. To draw an epitrochoid and a hypotrochoid, given the rolling and
directing circles and the generating points.
These curves are drawn by applying the methods used for trochoids. Note that arcs
are drawn instead of horizontal lines.

Epitrochoids:
Method I:

Superior and inferior
- see fig. 6-3 7

Method II: Superior - see fig. 6-38
Inferior

- see fig. 6-39

Hypotrochoids:
Method I:

Superior and inferior
- see fig. 6-40

Method II: Superior - see fig. 6-41
Inferior

- see fig. 6-39

Note: When the diameter of the rolling circle is half the diameter of the directing

circle, the hypotrochoid will be an ellipse.
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Hypotrochoids
FIG. 6-40

0

Superior hypotrochoids
FIG. 6-41

The involute is a curve traced out by an
a circle or a polygon, the thread being
curve traced out by a point in a straight
circle or a polygon. Involute of a circle
Mathematically it can be described by x
where "r" is the radius of a circle.

end of a piece of thread unwound from
kept tight. It may also be defined as a
line which rolls without slipping along a
is used as teeth profile of gear wheel.
= rcos8 + r8sin8, y = rsin8 - r8cos8,

Problem 6-27. (fig. 6-42): To draw an involute of a given circle.

With centre C, draw the given circle. Let P be the starting point, i.e. the end of
the thread.
Suppose the thread to be partly unwound, say upto a point 1. P will move to a
position P1 such that 1 P1 is tangent to the circle and is equal to the arc 1P. P1 will be
a point on the involute.

Construction:
(i)
(ii)

Draw a line PQ, tangent to the circle and equal to the circumference of the circle.
Divide PQ and the circle into 12 equal parts.
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(iii) Draw tangents at points 1, 2, 3 etc. and mark on them points P1, P2 , P3 etc.

such that 1P1

=

P1', 2P2

=

P2', 3P 3

=

P3' etc.

Draw the involute through the points P, P1 , P2 •... etc.

Normal and
to an involute:
The normal to an involute of a circle is tangent to that circle.
6-28. (fig. 6-42): To draw a normal and a tangent to the involute of a circle

at a point N on it.

Involute
6-42

FIG.

(i)

Draw a line joining C with N.

(ii)

With CN as diameter describe a semi-circle cutting the circle at M.

(iii) Draw a line through N and M. This line is the normal. Draw a line ST,
perpendicular to NM and passing through N. ST is the tangent to the involute.
6-29. (fig. 6-43): To draw an involute of a given square.

let ABCD be the given square.
(i)

With centre A and radius AD, draw·~~ arc to cut the line BA-produced at a
point P1 .

(ii)

With centre B and radius BP 1 (i.e. BA + AD) draw an arc to cut the
line CB-produced at a point P2 . Similarly, with centres C and D and radii
CP2 (i.e. CB + BA + AD) and DP 3 (i.e. DC + CB + BA + AD =
perimeter) respectively, draw arcs to cut DC-produced at a point P3 and
AD-produced at a point P4 .
The curve thus obtained is the involute of the square.

6-30. (fig. 6-44): Trace the paths of the ends of a straight line Af
100 mm long, when it rolls, without slipping, on a semi-circle having its
diameter AB, 75 mm long. (Assume the line AP to be tangent to the semi-circle in
starting position.)
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A'

P3
I

t

B

P2

Al

t/

I/
D---1

P4

I
I

P1
FIG. 6-43

FIG. 6-44

(i)

Draw the semi-circle and divide it into six equal parts.

(ii)

Draw the line AP and mark points 1, 2 etc. such that A1 = arc A1 ', A2 = arc
A2' etc. The last division SP will be of a shorter length. On the semi-circle,
mark a point P' such that S'P' = SP.

(iii) At points 1 ', 2' etc. draw
tangents and on them,
mark points P1 , P2 etc. such
that 1' P1 = 1P, 2' P2 =
2P .... and 5' P5 = 5' P6 =
SP. Similarly, mark points
A 1, A 2 etc. such that A 1 1'
= A 1 , A2 2' = A2 .... and A'p'
= AP. Draw the required P6 - - - - - - - - ; ; . - r - - . \
curves through points P,
P1 ...• and P', and through
points A, A 1 .... and A'.
If AP is an inelastic string with
the end A attached to the semicircle, the end P will trace out
the same curve PP' when the string
is wound round the semi-circle.

6

12

9

14 P

FIG. 6-45

Fig. 6-45 shows the curve traced out by the end of a thread which
than the circumference of the circle on which it is wound.

is

longer

Note that the tangent 1 'P 1 = 1P, 2'P2 = 2P etc. and lastly 2'P' = 2'P 14 = 14P.

Problem 6-31. AP is a rope 1.50 metre long, tied to peg at A as shown in fig. 6-46.
Keeping it always tight, the rope is wound round the pole. Draw the curve traced out
by the end P. Use scale 1:20.
(i)

Draw given figure to the scale.
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From A, draw a line passing through 1. A as centre and AP as radius, draw
the arc intersecting extended line A1' at P0 . Extend the side 1-2, 1 as centre
and 1 'Po as radius, draw the arc to intersect extended line 1-2 at P 1 .

(iii) Divide the circumference of the semicircle into six equal parts and label it
as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
(iv) Draw a tangent to semicircle from 2 such that 2'-P1 = 2'-P2 . Mark 8' on this
tangent such that 2'-8' = nR. Divide 2'-8' into six equal parts.
(v)

Similarly draw tangents at 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 in anti-clockwise direction such
that 3-P 3 = 3'-9', 4-P4 = 4'-9', 5-P 5 = 5'-9', 6-P 6 = 6'-9', 7-P 7 = 7'-9',
8-P8 = 8'-9' and 8-P 9 = 8'-9' respectively.

(vi) Join P1 , P2 , ....•, P9 with smooth curve.

A

B

150
P2,9•
8'

7'

t

Po

6'

5'

a::
to!

I

P5

_________
15_0_ _ _ _ _ ____, p

Fig. 6-46

Problem 6-32. A thin semi-circular plate with C as centre and radius equal to
32 mm is fixed. OP is the inelastic rope of 140 mm horizontal length. End O of the
rope is fixed. The end O is 20 mm above and 20 mm on the left of C. The rope is wound
in anti-clockwise direction around the circumference of the plate. Draw the locus of free
end P of the rope.
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140

P.--------------------ll

P1

Fig. 6-47
(i)

Taking C as centre, draw the semicircle of radius 32 mm as shown in
fig. 6-47. Draw the horizontal line 20 mm above C. Mark 0, 20 mm on left
of C. Draw OP parallel to the diameter of the plate equal to 140 mm.

(ii)

Divide the semi-circle into six equal parts and !able it 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Join all points with C. Now rotate the line OP about 0, till it touches the
semicircular plate at point 1. Mark the point 1 as point 1' on the rope.

(iii) Mark 7' on line 1'P0 from 1' such that 1'-7' = nR = 100.48 mm. Divide 1 '-7'
into six equal parts and name it as 1 ', 2', 3', 4', 5', 6' and 7'.
(iv) Draw tangents on semicircular plate at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 in anticlockwise
direction such that 1-P1 = 1 '8', 2-P2 = 2'8', 3-P 3 = 3'8', 4-P4 = 4'8', 5-P 5
= 5'8', 6-P6 = 6 18 1, and 7-P 7 = 7'8' respectively.
(v) Join points P1 , P2 ,

..... ,

P7 by smooth curve. It is involute.

Problem 6-33. (fig. 6-48): A thin triangular equilateral plate of 20 mm side is pinned
at its centroid 0. An inelastic string circumscribes complete perimeter of the plate. One
end of the string is attached to one of the apex of the plate. Draw the curve traced
out by other end of the string keeping it tight, when the string is unwounded.
(i) Draw an equilateral triangle of 20 mm sides. Determine its centroid by
drawing perpendicular at mid point of each sides.
(ii)

Consider starting point P. Taking PR = 20 mm as radius and R as centre,
draw the arc to intersect the extended line QR at point 1, of 40 mm as radius.

(iii) At the point Q, extend the line PQ equal to 2 QR

=

40 mm. Q as centre

draw the arc to cut at the point 2.
(iv) Extend line RP equal to 3 PQ = 60 mm P as centre, 60 mm as radius draw
the arc to intersect the extended line RP at 3.
(v)

Thus the curve obtained is involute.
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FIG. 6-48

Problem 6-34. A regular pentagonal plate of 20 mm side is fixed at its centre. An
inelastic rope is circumscribed along the perimeter of the pentagonal. Draw the path of
free end of the rope when it is unwounded keeping, tight for one complete tum.

FIG. 6-49
(i)

Construct pentagon of 20 mm side as shown fig. 6-49

(ii)

Name the corners (apex) as A, B, C, D, and E.
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(iii) Consider starting point E. Extend line BA through A. A as centre, AE as
radius draw an arc starting from E and intersecting the extended line BA at 1.
(iv) Similarly at 8, C, and D extend lines. At 8 as centre and 81 = (AE + AB)
as radius, draw the arc cutting extended line CB at 2. At C and C3 = 3 A1
as radius draw arc cutting extended line CB at 3. Similarly draw arcs for
extended line ED and AE cutting at 4, 5 respectively.
(v)

Thus the curve obtained is involute.

y~
.

~

APB is a given curve (fig. 6-50). 0 is the centre of a circle drawn through three
points C, P and D on this curve. If the points C and D are moved to converge
towards P, until they are indefinitely close together, then in the limit, the circle
becomes the circle of curvature of the curve APB at P. The centre O of the circle
of curvature lies on the normal to the curve at P. This centre is called the centre
of curvature at P. The locus of the centre of curvature of a curve is called the
evolute of the curve. A curve has only one evolute.
Problem 6-35 (fig. 6-s·i ): To determine
the centre of curvature at a given point on
a conic.
Let P be the given point on the conic
and F, the focus.
(i)

Join P with F.

(ii)

At P, draw a normal PN, cutting
the axis at N.

(iii) Draw a line NR perpendicular to PN
and cutting PF or Pf-produced at R.

0

0

FIG. 6-50

FIG. 6-51

(iv) Draw a line RO perpendicular to PR and cutting PN-produced at 0. Then 0
is the centre of curvature of the conic at the point P.
The above construction does not hold good when the given point coincides with
the vertex. As the point P approaches the vertex, the points R, N and O move
nearer to one another, so that when P is at the vertex, the three points coincide
on the axis.
In a parabola, PF will be equal to FR. Hence, when P is at V the vertex, the
centre of curvature O is on the axis so that OF = VF.
In an ellipse or a hyperbola, the ratio of the distances of P from the foci is
.
PF
NF
equal to the ratio of focal distances of N, i.e. PF1 = NF1 .
Hence, when P coincides with V the vertex, the ratio becomes

VF
VF1

=

OF
Of1

Similarly, when P coincides with the other vertex V1 , the ratio becomes
V1 f1
V1 F

=

01 f1
01F
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6-36. To determine the centre of
curvature 0, when the point P is at the vertex
V of a conic.
(a)

(fig. 6-52): Mark the centre
of curvature O on the axis such that
OF = VF.
(fig. 6-53 ):

(b)

FIG. 6-52

FIG. 6-53

Method I:
(i)

(ii)

Draw a line F1 G inclined to the axis and equal to VF 1 •
Produce F1 G to H so that CH = VF. Join H with F.

(iii) Draw a line GO parallel to HF and intersecting the axis at 0. Then O is

the required centre of curvature.
Method II: (fig. 6-54):
(i)

(ii)

Draw a rectangle AOC£ in which

AO

=

CO

=

1
major axis and
2

0

1

minor axis.
2
Join A with C.

FIG. 6-54

FIG. 6-55

(iii) Through £, draw a line perpendicular to AC and cutting the major axis at

0

1 and the minor axis 0 2 . Then 0 1 and 0 2 are the centres of curvature
when the point P is at A and C respectively.

(fig. 6-55):

(c)
(i)

Draw a line F1 G inclined to the axis and
equal to FV1 .

(ii)

On F1 G, mark a point H such that
HG

=

VF. Join H with F.

(iii) Draw a line GO parallel to HF and cutting
the axis at 0. Then O is the centre of
curvature at the vertex V.

6-37. (fig. 6-56 and fig. 6-57): To draw

FIG. 6-56

the evolute of an ellipse.
The ellipse with major axis AB and minor axis CD
is given.
(i)

Mark a number of points on the ellipse.

(ii)

Determine the centres of curvatures at these
points (as shown at the point P) and draw a
smooth curve through them. This is the evolute
of the ellipse. The evolute may sometimes
go outside the ellipse as shown in fig. 6-57
The centres of curvature at points A and C
are shown by method II of problem 6-36.

02
FIG. 6-57
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Problem 6-38. (fig. 6-58): To draw the evolute of
a parabola.

(i)

Mark a number of points on the parabola
and determine the centres of curvature at
these points (as shown at the point P).

(ii)

Draw the evolute through these centres.
Note that PF = FR.

Problem 6-39. (fig. 6-59): To draw the evolute of
a hyperbola.
(i)

(ii)

Mark a number of points on the hyperbola
and determine the centres of curvature at
these points (as shown at the point P).

FIG. 6-58

Draw the evolute through these centres. To
obtain the centre of curvature at the vertex,
the position of the other focus F1 must be
found.

It is determined by making use of the following
rule:
The tangent at any point on the curve bisects the
angle made by lines joining that point with the two
foci, i.e. L F,Qc = L FQC.
Problem 6-40. (fig. 6-60): To draw the evolute of
a cycloid.

FIG. 6-59

(i)

Mark a point P on the cycloid and draw
the normal PN to it (Problem 6-21 ).

(ii)

Produce PN to Op so that NOP =
PN. OP is the centre of curvature at _ _ __,_____,,,.___..,..____,_-+--_,..__-++-the point P.

(iii) Similarly, mark a number of points
on the cycloid and determine centres
of curvature at these points. The curve
drawn through these centres is the
evolute of the cycloid. It is an equal
cycloid.

o

Problem 6-41. (fig. 6-61 ): To draw the evolute
of an epicycloid.

FIG. 6-60

(i)

Mark a point P on the epicycloid and draw the normal PN to it
(Problem 6-,24 and problem 6-25).

(ii)

Draw the diameter PQ of the rolling circle. Join Q with 0, the centre of the
directing circle.

(iii) Produce PN to cut QO at Op, which is the centre of curvature at the point P.
(iv) Mark a· number of points on the epicycloid and similarly, obtain centres of
curvature at these points. The curve drawn through these centres is the
evolute of the epicycloid.
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Through Op, draw a line perpendicular to POP and intersecting the line joining
C (the centre of the rolling circle) with O at a point R. The evolute is the
epicycloid of the circle of diameter NR, rolling along the circle of radius OR.

0
FIG. 6-6·1

0
FIG. 6-62

Problem 6-42. (fig. 6-62): To draw the evolute of a hypocycloid.
Mark a point P on the hypocycloid and draw the normal PN to it
(Problem 6-24 and problem 6-25).
(ii) Draw the diameter PQ of the rolling circle. Join Q with 0, the centre of
the directing circle.
(iii) Produce PN to cut OQ-produced at Op, which is the centre of curvature
at the point P.
(iv) Mark a number of points on the hypocycloid and similarly, obtain centres
of curvature at these points. The curve drawn through these centres is the
evolute of the hypocycloid.

(i)

Through Op, draw a line perpendicular to POP and intersecting QC-produced at
a point R. The evolute is the hypocycloid of the circle of diameter NR rolling along
the circle of radius OR.

Problem 6-43. (fig. 6-42): To draw the evolute of an involute of a circle.
In the involute of a circle, the normal NM at any point N is tangent to the
circle at the point of contact M. M is the centre of curvature at the point N.
Hence, the evolute of the involute is the circle itself.

If a line rotates in a plane about one of its ends and if at the same time, a point
moves along the line continuously in one direction, the curve traced out by the
moving point is called a spiral. The point about which the line rotates is called a pole.
The line joining any point on the curve with the pole is called the radius vector and
the angle between this line and the line in its initial position is called the vectorial angle.
Each complete revolution of the curve is termed the convolution. A spiral may make
any number of convolutions before reaching the pole.
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It is a curve traced out by a point moving in such a way that its movement
towards or away from the pole is uniform with the increase of the vectorial angle
from the starting line.
The use of this curve is made in teeth profiles of helical gears, profiles of cams etc.

Problem 6-44. (fig. 6-63): To construct an Archemedian spiral of IL convolutions,
2

given the greatest and the shortest radii.
Let O be the pole, OP the greatest radius and OQ the shortest radius.
(i)

With centre O and radius equal to OP, draw a circle. OP revolves around
0 for 1~ revolutions. During this period, P moves towards 0, the distance
equal to (OP - OQ) i.e. QP.

(ii)

Divide the angular movements of OP, viz 1~ revolutions i.e. 540° 1 and the
line QP into the same number of equal parts, say 18 (one revolution
divided into 12 equal parts).
When the line OP moves through one division, i.e. 30°, the point P will
move towards O by a distance equal to one division of QP to a point P1 .

(iii) To obtain points systematically draw arcs with centre O and radii 01, 02,
03 etc. intersecting lines 01', 02', 03' etc. at points P1 , P2 , P3 etc.

respectively.
In one revolution, P will reach the 12th division along QP and in the next
half revolution it will be at the point PQ on the line 18'-0.
(iv) Draw a curve through points P, P1 , P2 , PQ. This curve is the required
Archemedian spiral.
and
to an Archemedian
The normal to an Archemedian
spiral at any point is the hypotenuse of the right-angled triangle having the other
two sides equal in length to the radius vector at that point and the constant of the
curve respectively.

The constant of the curve is equal to the difference between the lengths of any
two radii divided by the circular measure of the angle between them.

OP and OP 3 (fig. 6-63) are two radii making go 0 angle between them. In
1t

circular measure in radian, go 0 =
= 1. 5 7. Therefore, the constant of
2
__ OP - OP3
the curve, C
1.57
Problem 6-45. (fig. 6-63): To draw a normal to the Archemedian spiral at a

point N on it.
(i)

Draw the radius vector NO.

(ii)

Draw a line OM equal in length to the constant of the curve C and
perpendicular to NO.

(iii) Draw the line NM which is the normal to the spiral.
(iv) Through N, draw a line ST perpendicular to NM. ST is the tangent to the
spiral.

Art. 6-5-1]
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3', 15'

9'

Archemedian spiral
FIG. 6-63
0
Problem 6-46. (fig. 6-64): A link 225 rnm
long1 swings on a pivot O from its vertical
position of rest to the right through an angle
of 75° and returns to its initial position at
uniform velocity. During that period, a point
P moving at uniform speed along the centre
line of the link from a point at a distance of
25 mm from 0, reaches the end of the link.
Draw the locus of the point P.
(i)

Draw a vertical line OA, 225 mm long.

(ii)

With centre O and radius equal to
OA, draw an arc.

B

(iii) Draw a line OB making L AOB equal
to 75° and cutting the arc at B.
(iv) Mark a point P along OA and at a distance of 25 mm from 0.
(v)

Divide the angular movement of the link and the line PA into the same
number of equal parts, say 8.
The end A of the link moves to B and returns to its original position.
Hence, the arc AB must be divided into four equal parts.
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(vi) With centre O and radii 01, 02, 03 etc., draw arcs intersecting lines
01 ', 02 ', 03' etc. at points P1 , P2 , P3 etc. respectively. Draw a curve
through P, P1 ••• .P4 •••• A. This curve is the locus of the point P.
3

Problem 6-47. (fig. 6-65): A straight

link PQ of 60 mm length revolves one
complete revolution with uniform motion
in anti-clockwise direction about hinged
P. During this period an insect moves along
the link from P to Q and Q to P with
uniform linear motion. Draw the path of
the insect and name the curve.
(i)

Draw circle of 60 mm radius at
P as centre and divide into twelve
equal parts. Name in anticlockwise direction 1, 2, 3, 4,
5 ..... 12.

(ii)

Divide line PQ into six equal
part and mark as 1 ', 2', 3', 4', 5'
and 6' and from Q as 7' to 12'.

4

2

9
FIG.

6-65

(iii) Mark 1 ", 2", 3", 4", 5" and 6" along radius P1, P2, P3, P4, PS and P6
respectively increasing each division of the line PQ as shown in fig 6-65.
(iv) Bottom portion is the mirror image of top portion. So drop the respective
point on bottom radii.
(v) Join them with the smooth curve. The curve is archemedian spiral.

In a logarithmic spiral, the ratio of the lengths of consecutive radius vectors enclosing
equal angles is always constant. In other words the values of vectorial angles are
in arithmetical progression and the corresponding values of radius vectors are in

geometrical progression.
The logarithmic spiral is also known as equiangular spiral because of its property
that the angle which the tangent at any point on the curve makes with the radius
vector at that point is constant.

Problem 6-48. (fig. 6-66): To construct a logarithmic spiral of one convolution,
given the length of the shortest radius and the ratio of the lengths of radius vectors
enclosing an angle e.

°·

1
9
The lengths of radius vectors are determined from the scale which is constructed
as shown below:
Assume the shortest radius be 1 cm long, 8 equal to 30° and the ratio

(i)

Draw lines AB and AC [fig. 6-66(ii)J making an angle of 30° between
them.

(ii)

On AB, mark AD, 1 cm long. On AC, mark a point £ such that
AE

10

= 9

x 1 cm =

10

9

cm.
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(iii) Draw a line joining D with E.
(iv) With centre A and radius AE,
draw an arc cutting AB at a
point 1. Through 1, draw a T
Ii ne 1,1' para I lel to DE and
cutting AC at 1 '. Again, with
centre A and radius A1' draw
an arc cutting AB at 2.
Through 2, draw a line 2-2'
parallel to DE and cutting AC
at 2'. Repeat the construction
and obtain points 3, 4 ..... 12.
A1, A2 etc. are the lengths
of consecutive radius vectors.
(v)

Draw a horizontal line OQ
and on it, mark OP, 1 cm
long [fig. 6-66(i)]. Through
0, draw radial lines making
30° angles between two
consecutive lines. These are
the radius vectors.

I

Pg
(i)
B

A

6'

C

(ii)

FIG. 6-66

(vi) Mark points P1 , P2 .......... P12 on consecutive radius vectors such that OP1

=

A1, OP 2

=

=

A2 .......... 0P 12

A12.

(vii) Draw a smooth curve through P1 , P2 ...... P12 . This curve is the required
logarithmic spiral.
The equation to the logarithmic spiral is r
is the vectorial angle and a is a constant.
Hence,
If

log r
8

When

8

=
=
=

log a =

i.e

8 log

=

ae where r is the radius vector, 8

a.

0, log r

30°

=

~

log

=

1t

6

0

:. r

=

radians, r -

i :.

1

a

1.

10
10
10
1t
x 1 = 9 :. log 9 =
log a
9
6

= 1.22.

6-49. [fig. 6-66(i) ]: To draw a normal and a tangent at a given point Non
the logarithmic spiral in problem 6-48.

The value of the tangent to the constant angle is obtained by the formula given
below:
loge
tan a = - - ,
where
e = 2.718
log a
log 2.718
:. a = 78° - 38'.
i.e.
tan a =
6
10
- logn
9
(i) Draw a line joining N with 0.
(
(ii)

Draw a line NT making an angle of 78° - 38' with NO. NT is the required
tangent. NR drawn perpendicular to NT is the normal to the spiral.
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Helix is defined
a right circular
advance, i.e. its
is uniform with

as a curve, generated by a point, moving around the surface of
cylinder or a right circular cone in such a way that, its axial
movement in the direction of the axis of the cylinder or the cone
its movement around the surface of the cylinder or the cone.

The axial advance of the point during one complete revolution is called the

pitch of the helix. If the pitch is say 20 mm and the point starts upwards from
the base of the cylinder, in one-fourth of a revolution, the point will move up a
distance of 5 mm from the base. We shall now learn in the articles to follow:
1.

A method of drawing a helical curve

2.

Helical springs

3.

Screw threads

4.

Helix upon a cone.

6-50. (fig. 6-67): To draw a helix of one convolution, given the pitch and the
diameter of the cylinde1: Also to develop the surface of the cylinder showing the helix in it.

D

1tD
P12

12'

Pg

-r

9'
6'

:c

(.)

P5

I-

a:

3'

P1

p

3

6

9

12

(ii)

FIG. 6-67

(i)

Draw the projections of the cylinder (fig. 6-67(i)]. Divide the circle (in the
top view) into any number of equal parts, say 12.

(ii)

Mark a length P - 12' equal to the given pitch, along a vertical side of the rectangle
in the front view and divide it into the same number of equal parts, viz. 12.

(iii) Assume the point P to move upwards and in anti-clockwise direction.
When it has moved through 30° around the circle, it will have moved up
by one division. To locate this position, draw a vertical line through the
point 1 and a horizontal line through the point 1 ', both intersecting each
other at a point P1 , which will be on the helix.

Curves Used in Engineering Practice
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(iv) Obtain other points in the same manner and draw the helix through them.
The portion of the curve from P6 to P12 will be on the back side of the
cylinder and hence it will not be visible.
Fig. 6-67(ii) shows the development of the surface of the cylinder. The helix is
seen as a straight line and is the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle having base
equal to the circumference of the circle and the vertical side equal to the pitch of
the helix. The angle e which it makes with the base, is called the helix angle. The
pitch
f
f h circle
helix angle can be expressed as tane = .
crrcum erence o t e

In a spring having a wire of square cross-section, the outer two corners of the
section may be assumed to be moving around the axis, on the surface of a cylinder
having a diameter equal to the outside diameter of the spring. The inner two corners
of the section will move on the surface of a cylinder having a diameter, equal to
the inside diameter of the spring. The pitch in case of each corner will be the same.
(1)

Helical spring of a wire of square cross-section.

(2)

Helical spring of a wire of circular cross-section.

(1) Helical

of a wire of

cross-section.

Problem 6-51. (fig.
of a wire of
pitch
60 mm.

Draw the projections of two complete turns of a spring
section of 20 mm side. Outside diameter of the spring = 110 mm;

~~
~
~

Instead of full circles, semi-circles of
110 mm and 70 mm diameters for the outside
and the inside diameters of the spring may
be drawn in the top view.
(·1)

(ii)

(iv) Divide these distances into 12 equal
parts and plot the helices traced out
by P and R on the outer surface
and by Q and 5 on the inner surface,
as shown. The outer helices will be
parallel to each other. Note carefully
the visible and the hidden parts of
the curves.
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6 equal parts.

(iii) In one revolution, the point P will
move to P' so that PP' = 60 mm.
Similarly, RR', QQ' and 55' will each
be equal to 60 mm.
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Project up the division-points as lines
in the front view. Let PQ5R be the
square section of the wire.
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Helical spring of a wire of circular cross-section.

When the wire is of circular cross-section, a helical curve for the centre of the
cross-section is first traced out. A number of circles of diameter equal to that of
the cross-section are then drawn with a number of points on this curve as centres.
Curves, tangent to these circles, will give the front view of the spring.

6-52. (fig. 6-69): Draw two complete turns of a helical spring of
circular cross-section of 20 mm diameter. Spring index and pitch are 6 and 60 mm
respectively.
Spring index
(a) Mean diameter of a coil

=

Mean diameter of a coil
Diameter of wire

= Spring
=

6

20

X

= 120

index x Diameter of wire

mm.

(b) Outside diameter of a coil== Mean diameter
== 120 mm

+

+

Diameter of wire

20 mm

== 140 mm.

(c) Inside diameter of a coil

= Mean
=

diameter - Diameter of wire

120 mm - 20 mm

== 100 mm.
(i)

Draw the three concentric circles of
diameters 140 mm, 120 mm and
100 mm representing the outside, mean
and the inside circles of coil of the
spring respectively in the top view.

(ii)

Divide the circles into 12 divisions.
Mark the divisions on the circle
of the mean diameter as 1, 2, 3 etc.

(iii) Draw the projectors passing through
these divisions in the front view. Mark
the pitch length along one of the
projectors which is parallel to the axis
of the spring.
(iv) Divide the pitch length into 12 divisions
and name these division points as
1', 2', 3' etc. Draw the horizontal lines
intersecting the previously drawn
projectors from 1, 2, 3 etc.
(v)

With the intersection point as centre
and radius equal to 10 mm, draw
circles. Draw the curve touching the
top and bottom of circle of the wire
as shown in fig. 6-69. Repeat the
process for one more pitch length.

FIG.

6-69
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These are also constructed on the principle of the helix.
In a screw thread, the pitch is defined as the distance from a point on a thread
to a corresponding point on the adjacent thread, measured parallel to the axis. The
axial advance of a point on a thread, per revolution, is called the lead of the screw.
In the single-threaded screws, which are most commonly used in practice, the
pitch is equal to lead. Therefore, the pitch of the screw is equal to the pitch of
the helix. Unless stated otherwise, screws are always assumed to be single-threaded.
Problem 6-53. (fig. 6-70): Project two complete turns of a square thread having
outside diameter 120 mm and pitch 45 mm.
In a square thread, the thickness of the thread = the depth of the thread
0.5 x pitch. Hence, the section of the thread will be a square of 22.5 mm side
and the diameter at the bottom of the thread will be 75 mm.
Project the threads in the same manner as the spring in problem 6-51. The screw
differs from the spring in having a solid cylinder inside, which completely hides the
back portions of the curves.
In double-threaded screws, two threads of the same size run parallel to each
other. The axial advance per revolution, viz. the lead, is made twice the lead of the
single-threaded screw, the pitch of the thread being kept the same in both cases.
Hence, in double-threaded screws,
Pitch of the helix = Lead = Twice the pitch of the screw.
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Fig. 6-71 shows a double-threaded screw, having the same cross-section and the
same pitch of the screw as in problem 6-53.
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This curve is traced out by a point which, while moving around the axis and on
the surface of the cone, approaches the apex. The movement around the axis is
uniform with its movement towards the apex, measured parallel to the axis. The
pitch of the helix is measured parallel to the axis of the cone.
As the whole surface of the cone is visible in its top view, the helix will be fully
seen in it.

..ni-,,,,.,,.... 6-54. (fig. 6-72): Draw
a helix of one convolution upon a
cone, diameter of base 75 mm, height
100 mm and pitch 75 mm. Also
develop the surface of the cone,
showing the helix on it.
(i)

(ii)

Draw the projections of the
cone as shown. Divide the
circle into twelve equal parts
and join points 1, 2 etc.
with o. Project these points
to the base-line in the front
view and join them with o'.

6

Mark a point A on the axis
at a distance of 75 mm from
the base. Draw a horizontal
line through A to cut the
ger1erators o' P at A'. Divide
PA' into twelve equal parts.

(iii) Let P be the starting point.

When it has moved around
through 30°, it will have
moved up through one
division to a point p' 1 on
the generator o' 1 ', obtained
by drawing a horizontal line
through 1 ". p' 1 will be a
point on the helix in the
front view. Its projection to
p 1 on o1, will be the position
of the point in the top view.
(iv) Obtain all the points in this
manner and draw smooth
curves through them in both
the views.
(v)

FIG. 6-72

Draw the development of the surface of the cone and locate points p 1 , p 2
etc.
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Problem 6-55. (fig. 6-73): A conical spring of a
bicycle's seat has foflowing specifications. Draw the
front view and the top view of the spring. Only oneturn is sufficient.
(i)

Outer diameter of the coil
at the bottom ................. 72 mm
(ii) Outer diameter of the coil
at the top ..................... 42 mm
(iii) Wire diameter ................. 10 mm
(iv) Pitch ......................... 60 mm.
(a) Draw a circle of mean diameter of 72 mm
in the top view.
(b) Divide the circle into 12 divisions. Mark the
divisions 1, 2, 3 etc. as shown in fig. 6-73.
(c) Draw the front view of the cone with the
base length 72 mm.
(d) Draw pitch length 60 mm along the line
parallel to the axis of the cone. Divide this
pitch length into 12 divisions and number
them as 1', 2', 3' etc.
(e) Draw the vertical projectors from these points
1, 2, 3 etc. to intersect the horizontal lines
from the points 1 ', 2', 3' etc. With the
intersection point as centre and radius equal
to 5 mm, draw the circles and the smooth
curve touching to the top and bottom of
the circles as shown in fig. 6-73.
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A cam is a machine-part which, while rotating at uniform velocity, imparts reciprocating
linear motion or oscillating motion to another machine-part called a follower. The motion
imparted may be either uniform or variable, depending upon the shape of the cam profile.
The shape of the cam to transmit uniform linear motion is determined by the
application of the principle of Archemedian spiral, as shown in problem 6-44.
The cams are widely used in automates, printing machines, an I.C. engines etc.
The shape of cam depends upon the motion required for the followers. The terminology
of the cam and follower is shown in fig. 6-74.
Problem 6-56.
6-74): Draw the shape of a cam to give a uniform rise and
fall of 50 mm to a point, during each revolution of the cam. Diameter of the
shaft = 50 mm; least radius of the cam = 50 mm.
(i)

Draw a circle (for the shaft) with centre 0. With the same centre and radius
OB equal to 50 mm (the least radius of the cam), draw another circle.

(ii)

Produce OB to C making BC equal to 50 mm (the rise of the point). The
point is to be uniformly raised during 1h revolution of the shaft.

(iii) Therefore, divide BC and angle 180° into the same number of equal parts, say 6.
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Obtain points P1 , P2 etc. as in the Archemedian spiral and draw the curve
through them.
The point is to fall the same distance during the same period. Hence, the curve
will be exactly of the same shape as for the rise.
The followers are generally provided with rollers to give smooth working. In
such cases, the profile of the cam is designed initially, to transmit motion to a
point (the centre of the roller) and then, a parallel curve is drawn inside it at a
distance equal to the radius of the roller. This is done by first drawing a number
of arcs with points on the curve as centres and radius equal to radius of the
roller, and then drawing a smooth curve touching these arcs, as shown in fig. 6-74.

050SHAFT

6'

R50 BASE CIRCLE
\ CAM PROFILE

CAM PROFILE WITH KNIFE EDGE FOLLOWER

CAM PROFILE WITH ROLLER FOLLOWER

Cam and follower
FIG. 6-74

6
1.

Draw a straight line AB of any length. Mark a point F, 65 mm from AB. Trace
the paths of a point P moving in such a way, that the ratio of its distance
from the point F, to its distance from AB is (i) 1; (ii) 3:2; (iii) 2:3. Plot at least
8 points. Name each curve. Draw a normal and a tangent to each curve at a
point on it, 50 mm from F.

2.

A fixed point is 75 mm from a fixed straight line. Draw the locus of a point P
moving such a way that its distance from the fixed straight line is (i) twice its
distance from the fixed point; (ii) equal to its distance from the fixed point.
Name the curves.

3.

The vertex of a hyperbola is 65 mm from its focus. Draw the curve if the
eccentricity is ~ · Draw a normal and a tangent at a point on the curve,
75 mm from the directrix.

Exe. 6]

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
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The major axis of an ellipse is 150 mm long and the minor axis is 100 mm
long. Find the foci and draw the ellipse by 'arcs of circles' method. Draw a
tangent to the ellipse at a point on it 25 mm above the major axis.
The foci of an ellipse are 90 mm apart and the minor axis is 65 mm
long. Determine the length of the major axis and draw half the ellipse by
concentric-circles method and the other half by oblong method. Draw a curve
parallel to the ellipse and 25 mm away from it.
The major axis of an ellipse is 100 mm long and the foci are at a distance
of 15 mm from its ends. Find the minor axis. Prepare a trammel and draw
the ellipse using the same.
Two fixed points A and B are 100 mm apart. Trace the complete path of a point
P moving (in the same plane as that of A and B) in such a way that, the sum of
its distances from A and B is always the same and equal to 125 mm. Name the
curve. Draw another curve parallel to and 25 mm away from this curve.
Inscribe an ellipse in a parallelogram having sides 150 mm and 100 mm long
and an included angle of 120°.
Two points A and B are 100 mm apart. A point C is 75 mm from A and
60 mm from B. Draw an ellipse passing through A, B and C.
Draw a rectangle having its sides 125 mm and 75 mm long. Inscribe two
parabolas in it with their axis bisecting each other.
A ball thrown up in the air reaches a maximum height of 45 metres and
travels a horizontal distance of 75 metres. Trace the path of the ball, assuming
it to be parabolic.
A point P is 30 mm and 50 mm respectively from two straight lines which
are at right angles to each other. Draw a rectangular hyperbola from P within
10 mm distance from each line.
Two straight lines OA and OB make an angle of 75° between them. P is a
point 40 mm from OA and 50 mm from OB. Draw a hyperbola through P,
with OA and OB as asymptotes, marking at least ten points.
Two points A and B are 50 mm apart. Draw the curve traced out by a
point P moving in such a way that the difference between its distances from
A and B is always constant and equal to 20 mm.
A circle of 50 mm diameter rolls along a straight line without slipping. Draw
the curve traced out by a point P on the circumference, for one complete
revolution of the circle. Name the curve. Draw a tangent to the curve at a
point on it 40 mm from the line.
Two points Q and S lie on a straight line through the centre C of a circle
of 50 mm diameter, rolling along a fixed straight line. Draw and name the
curves traced out by the points Q and S during one revolution of the circle.
CQ = 20 mm; CS = 35 mm.
A circle of 50 mm diameter rolls on the circumference of another circle of 175 mm
diameter and outside it. Trace the locus of a point on the circumference of the
rolling circle for one complete revolution. Name the curve. Draw a tangent and
a normal to the curve at a point 125 mm from the centre of the directing circle.
Construct a hypocycloid, rolling circle 50 mm diameter and directing circle
1 75 mm diameter. Draw a tangent to it at a point 50 mm from the centre
of the directing circle.
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19.

A circle of 115 mm diameter rolls on another circle of 75 mm diameter with
internal contact. Draw the locus of a point on the circumference of the rolling
circle for its one complete revolution.

20.

A circle of 50 mm diameter rolls on another circle of 175 mm diameter. Draw
and name the curves traced out by two points Q and 5 lying on a straight
line through the centre C of the rolling circle and respectively 20 mm and
35 mm from it, when it rolls (i) outside and (ii) inside the other circle.

21.

Show by means of a drawing that when the diameter of the directing circle
is twice that of the generating circle, the hypocycloid is a straight line. Take
the diameter of the generating circle equal to 50 mm.

22.

A circle of 50 mm diameter rolls on a horizontal line for a half revolution and
then on a vertical line for another half revolution. Draw the curve traced out
by a point P on the circumference of the circle.

23.

Draw an involute of a circle of 40 mm diameter. Also, draw a normal and
a tangent to it at a point 100 mm from the centre of the circle.

24.

An inelastic string 145 mm long, has its one end attached to the circumference
of a circular disc of 40 mm diameter. Draw the curve traced out by the other
end of the string, when it is completely wound around the disc, keeping the
string always tight.

25.

Draw a circle with diameter AB equal to 65 mm. Draw a line AC 150 mm
long and tangent to the circle. Trace the path of A, when the line AC rolls
on the circle, without slipping.
2s
I
AB is a rope 1.6 metres long, tied to a
peg at B (fig. 6-75). Keeping it always
tight, the rope is wound round the pole
0. Draw the curve traced out by the
160
end A. Scale ~ full size.
1
A
B
Draw an Archemedian spiral of two
FIG. 6 - 75•
convolutions, the greatest and the least
radii being 115 mm and 15 mm respectively. Draw a tangent and a normal to
the spiral at a point, 65 mm from the pole.

26.

27.

28.

29.

,-,--

A point P moves towards another point 0, 75 mm from it and reaches it
while moving around it once, its movement towards O being uniform with its
movement around it. Draw the curve traced out by the point P.
A link OA, 100 mm long rotates about O in anti-clockwise direction.
A point P on the link, 15 mm away from 0, moves and reaches the end A,
while the link has rotated through

~

of a revolution. Assuming the movements

of the link and the point to be uniform, trace the path of the point P.
30.

Draw a cam to give the following uniform motions to a point: Rise 40 mm
in 90°. In upper position for 75°. Fall the same distance in 120°. In lower
position for the remaining period of the revolution. Diameter of shaft =
50 mm. Least metal = 20 mm.

31.

A circle of 40 mm diameter rolls on the inside of a circle of 90 mm diameter.
A point P lies within the rolling circle at a distance of 15 mm from its centre.
Trace the path of the point P for one revolution of the circle.

Curves Used in Engineering Practice
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32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

37.

38.

39.

40.
41.

The distance between the foci of an ellipse is 100 mm and the minor axis is
65 mm long. Draw the evolute of the ellipse.
Draw the evolutes of the two curves, the data of which is given in Ex. 2.
Construct the evolute of the hyperbola whose data is given in Ex. 3.
Draw the evolute of the cycloid obtained in Ex. 15.
Draw the epicycloid and hypocycloid, when the generating circle and the
directing circle are of 50 mm and 175 mm diameters respectively. Construct
the evolutes of the two curves.
In a logarithmic spiral, the shortest radius is 40 mm. The length of adjacent
radius vectors enclosing 30° are in the ratio 9.8. Construct one revolution of
the spiral. Draw a tangent to the spiral at any point on it.
Draw a triangle ABC with AB = 30 mm, AC = 40 mm and L BAC = 45°.
B and C are the points on an Archemedian spiral of one convolution of which
A is the pole. Find the initial line and draw the spiral.
ABC is an equilateral triangle of side equal to 70 mm. Trace the loci of the
vertices A, B and C when the circle circumscribing ABC rolls without slipping
along a fixed straight line for one complete revolution.
Draw the shape of the cam to give the same motions as in Ex. 30 to a roller
of 25 mm diameter.
A point is raised by a cam uniformly 25 mm in
same height for

~

in

43.

i

~

of a revolution; kept at the

of the revolution; then allowed to drop through 10 mm height

and remain there for

42.
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~

of the rev of ution; lowered uniformly to its original position

of the revolution and kept there for the rest of the revolution. Draw the

shape of the cam. Diameter of shaft = 40 mm. Least metal = 25 mm.
Two pegs A and B are fixed on the ground 6 metres apart. A string, 8 metres
long has its one end tied to the peg A, while the other end is passed through
a small ring C and tied to the peg B. A link CD of 1 metre length is fixed
to the ring C. The link with the ring slides along the string. Draw the
boundary of the area of the ground beyond which D cannot reach, as C slides
along the string AB.
Fill in the blanks in the following with appropriate words selected from the
I ist given below:
(a) When a cone is cut by planes at different angles, the curves of intersection
are called ------·-·
(b) When the plane makes the same angle with the axis as do the generators,
the curve is a
(c) When the plane is perpendicular to the axis, the curve is a _ _ __
(d) When the plane is parallel to the axis, the curve is a -------·
(e) When the plane makes an angle with the axis greater than what do the
generators, the curve is a - - · - - - ·
(f) A conic is a locus of a point moving in such a way that the ratio of its
and its distance from the _ _ _ _ is always
distance from the
constant. This ratio is cal led the --·---·-·-------····· It is ·-·---·------· in case of
parabola,
in case of hyperbola and ______ in case of ellipse.
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(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

(k)

(I)

(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)
(t)
(u)
(v)

[Ch. 6

In a conic the line passing through the fixed point and perpendicular
to the fixed line is called the _ _ __
The vertex is the point at which the
cuts the _ _ __
The sum of the distances of any point on the
from its two
foci is always the same and equal to the _ _ __
The distance of the ends of the_
of an ellipse from the _ _ __
is equal to half the
In a ____________ --------·--· the product of the distances of any point on
it from two fixed lines at right angles to each other is always constant.
The fixed lines are called ---------·
Curves generated by a fixed point on the circumference of a circle rolling
along a fixed line or circle are called
The curve generated by a point on the circumference of a circle, rolling
along another circle inside it, is called a _ _ __
The curve generated by a point on the circumference of a circle rolling
along a straight line is called a
The curve generated by a point on the circumference of a circle rolling
along another circle outside it, is called
The curve generated by a point fixed to a circle outside its circumference,
as it rolls along a straight line is called _________ - - - - - ·
The curve generated by a point fixed to a circle inside its circumference,
as it rolls along a circle inside it, is called _____ - - - - - ·
The curve generated by a point fixed to a circle outside its circumference
as it rolls along a circle outside it, is called
The curve traced out by a point on a straight line which rolls, without
slipping, along a circle or a polygon is called
The curve traced out by a point moving in a plane in one direction,
towards a fixed point while moving around it is called a - - - - ·
The line joining any point on the spiral with the pole is called _ _ __
In
the ratio of the lengths of consecutive radius
vectors enclosing equal angles is always constant.

List of words for Ex. 43:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Asymptotes
Axis
Cycloidal
Conic
Circle
Cycloid
Directrix
Epicycloid

9.
10.
1 ·1.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Equal to 1
Epitrochoid
Ellipse
Eccentricity
Focus
Greater than 1
Hyperbola
Hypocyc!oid

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Hypotrochoid
Involute
Inferior
Logarithmic
Minor axis
Major axes
Parabola
Radius vector

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Rectangular
Smaller than 1
Superior
Spiral
Trochoid
Conics
Curves

Answers to Ex. 43:

- 30 (b) -23 (c) - 5 (d) -15 (e)-11 (f) -13, 7, 12, 9, 14 and 26 (g) 2 (h) - 4 and 2 (i) - "l'l and 22 (j) - 21, 13 and 22 (k) - 25, 15 and 1 (I) - 3
and 3·1 (m)
16 (n) - 6 (o) - 8 (p) - 27 and 29 (q) - 19 and 17 (r) - 27 and
10
- 18 (t)- 28 (u) - 24 (v) - 20 and 28.
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Curves

Miscellaneous problems:
44. ABC is an equilateral triangle of side equal to 70 mm. Trace the loci of the
vertices A, B and C, when the circle circumscribing ABC rolls without slipping
along a fixed straight line for one half revolution.
45. The major-axis AB of an ellipse is 140 mm long with P as its mid-point. The
foci F1 and F2 of the ellipse are 48 mm away from the mid-point P. Draw the
ellipse and find the length of the minor axes.
46.

Draw an ellipse by 'concentric circles method' and find the length of the
minor axis with the help of the following data: (i) Major axes = 100 mm.
(ii) Distance between foci 80 mm.

47.

PQ is a diameter of a circle and is 75 mm long. A piece of string is tied
tightly round the circumference of the semi-circle starting from P and finishing
at Q. The end Q is then untied and the string, always kept taut, is gradually
unwound from the circle, until it lies along the tangent at P. Draw the curve

traced by the moving extremity of the string.
48. A half-cone is standing on its half base on the ground with the triangular face
parallel to the V.P. An inextensible string is passed round the half-cone from
a point on the periphery and brought back to the same point. Find the
shortest length of the string. Take the base-circle diameter of the half-cone as
60 mm and height 75 mm.
49.

One end of an inelastic thread of 120 mm length is attached to one corner
of a regular hexagonal disc having a side of 25 mm. Draw the curve traced
out by the other end of the thread when it is completely wound along the
periphery of the disc, keeping the thread always tight.

50. A circus man rides a motor-bike inside a globe of 6 metres diameter. The
motor-bike has the wheel of 1 metre diameter. Draw the locus of the point
on the circumference of the motor-bike wheel for one complete revolution.
Adopt suitable scale.
51. A fountain jet discharges water from ground level at an inclination of 45° to
the ground. The jet travels a horizontal distance of 7.5 metre from the point
of discharge and falls on the ground. Trace the path of the jet. Name the curve.
52. A coin of 35 mm diameter rolls over dinning table without slipping. A point
on the circumference of the coin is in contact with the table surface in the
beginning and after one complete revolution. Draw the curve traced by the
point. Draw a tangent and a normal at any point on the curve.
53.

Draw a rectangle of 130 mm x 85 mm. Draw two parabolas in it with their
axes bisecting each other.

54. Two concentric discs of 40 mm and 50 mm diameters roll on the horizontal
line AB 150 mm long. Both discs start at the same point and roll in the same
direction. Plot the curves for the movement of the points lying on their
circumferences.
55.

Draw a path of the end of string when it is wound on a circle of 40 cm
diameter without slipping. The length of the string is 150 cm long. Name the
curve and write practical applications.
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56.

A circle of 60 mm diameter rolls on a horizontal line for a half revolution and
then on a vertical line for' another half revolution. Draw the curve traced out
by a point P on the circumference of the circle.

57.

Draw the path traced out by a point on a circumference of circle when it
rolls, without slip, on vertical surface, for the distance equal to the perimeter
of the circle of diameter of 40 mm.

58.

Draw a helix of pitch equal to 50 mm upon a cylinder of 75 mm diameter
and develop the surface of the cylinder. Assume the starting point to be on
the vertical centre line in the top view.

59.

Draw the projections of a helix having a helix-angle of 30°, on a cylinder of
75 mm diameter.

60.

A spiral is made of a wire of rectangular cross-section 25 mm x 20 mm.
Draw two complete turns of the spring. Outside diameter 100 mm, inside
diameter 50 mm and pitch 50 mm.

61.

Project one complete turn of a helical spring of outside diameter 75 mm and
pitch 50 mm, the cross-section of wire being a circle of 20 mm diameter.

62.

Draw the projections of three coils of a helical spring of steel wire 20 mm
diameter. Outside diameter of the spring 100 mm and pitch 50 mm.

63.

Project two complete turns of a triangular thread, outside diameter 125 mm,
pitch 25 mm and angle 60°.

64.

A screw having triple-start square thread has outside diameter 150 mm, lead
120 mm and pitch 40 mm. Draw its projections.

65.

Draw a helix of one convolution upon a cone, diameter of the base 75 mm,
axis 100 mm long and pitch 75 mm. Take apex as the starting point for the curve.

66.

A point P, starting from the base-circle of a cone, reaches the apex, while
moving around the axis through two complete turns. Assuming the movement
of P towards the apex (measured parallel to the axis) to be uniform with its
movement around the axis, draw the projections and the development of the
surface of the cone showing the path of P in each. Diameter of the base of
the cone 75 mm; axis 100 mm long.

67.

A propeller screw of 20 mm diameter has a helical blade welded on its
surface. The diameter of the helix is 80 mm and the pitch is 50 mm. Project
two complete turns of the screw with the blade.

68.

Two objects A and B, 10 m above and 7 m below the ground level respectively, are
observed from the top of a tower 35 m high from the ground. Both the objects
make an angle of depression of 45° with the horizon. The horizontal distance
between A and B is 20 m. Draw to scale 1 :250, the projections of the objects and
the tower and find (a) the true distance between A and B, and (b) the angle of
depression of another object C situated on the ground midway between A and B.

69.

An ant is travelling on a cylindrical surface in a circumferential direction at a
uniform angular speed in the clockwise direction as observed from the top
and simultaneously advances at a uniform rate in the axial direction. If the
diameter of the cylinder is 60 mm and the ant moves 80 mm in the axial
direction during one turn, trace the path of the ant and name the curve.

A machine is made of the various types of mechanisms for transmitting motions. These
mechanisms consist of interrelated links moving on the required path. Dimensions
(generally lengths) of the links of the mechanism can be determined by plotting the
path of required points. This chapter deals with problems of plotting path of points on
the links of different mechanisms.

A locus (plural loci) is the path of a point which moves in space.
(i)

The locus of a point P moving in a plane about another point O in such a way
that its distance from it is constant, is a circle of radius equal to OP (fig. 7-1 ).

(ii)

The locus of a point P moving in a plane in such a way that its distance from a
fixed line AB is constant, is a line through P, parallel to the fixed line
(fig. 7-2).

(iii) When the fixed line is an arc of a circle, the locus will

A

be another arc drawn through P with the same centre·
(fig. 7-3).

0
FIG. 7-1

p
p

8

C

FIG. 7-4
A

8

FIG. 7-2

FIG. 7-3

(iv) The locus of a point equidistant from two
fixed points A and B in the same plane, is
the perpendicular bisector of the line joining
the two points (fig. 7-4).
(v)

The locus of a point equidistant from two
fixed non-parallel straight lines AB and CD
will be a straight line bisecting the angle
between them (fig. 7 -5).

D

C

FIG. 7-5
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Problem 7-1. (fig. 7-6): To draw the locus of a point
equidistant from a fixed straight line and a fixed point.

Let AB be the given line and C the given point.
(i) From C, draw a line CD perpendicular to AB.
The mid-point P of CD is equidistant from AB
and C, and hence, it lies on the locus.
(ii) To obtain more points, mark a number of points
1, 2 etc. on PC and through them, draw lines
parallel to AB.
(iii) With centre C and radius 01, draw an arc
cutting the line through 1 at points P1 and P' 1 .
(iv) Similarly, obtain more points and through them, draw
a smooth curve which will be the required locus.

A

B

FIG. 7-6

Problem 7-2. (fig. 7-7): To draw the locus of a point equidistant from a fixed circle
and a fixed point.

A circle with centre O and a point C are given.
(i)

Draw a line joining O and C and cutting the circle at a point A. The
mid-point P of the line AC will lie on the locus.

(ii)

Mark a number of points 1, 2 etc. on PC and through them, draw arcs with
0 as centre.

(iii) With centre C and radius equal to A1, draw an arc cutting the arc through
1 at points P1 and P' 1 .
Similarly, obtain more points and draw the required curve through them.

D

0

A

p

I
I

sl
FIG. 7-7

FIG. 7-8

Problem 7-3. (fig. 7-8): To draw the locus of a point equidistant from a fixed
straight fine and a fixed circle.

A line AB and a circle with centre O are given.
(i)

From 0, draw a line OD perpendicular to AB and cutting the circle at C.

(ii)

Find the mid-point P of the line DC. It will lie on the curve.

Art. 7-2-1]
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(iii) Mark any point 1 on PC and through it, draw a line parallel to AB.
(iv) With centre O and radius equal to (OC + 01 ), draw an arc cutting the line
through 1 at P1 and P' 1 .
(v) Similarly, obtain more points and draw the curve through them.

Problem 7-4. (fig. 7-9): To draw the locus of a point equidistant from two given circles.
Circles with centres A and B are given.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Draw a line joining A and B and cutting the circles at points C and D.
Find the mid-point P of the line CD.
Mark any point 1 on PD and through it, draw an arc with centre A.
With centre B and radius equal to (BO + C1 ), draw an arc, cutting the arc
through 1 at points P1 and P' 1 .
Similarly, locate more points and draw the curve through them.

The curves obtained in the above four problems
are also the loci of centres of circles which will
touch the given line, point or circles as the case
may be.
Problem 7-5. (fig. 7-9): To draw a circle touching
two given circles and a given straight line.

B

The circles with centres A and B and the line ff
are given.
Draw the locus of a point equidistant from one
of the circles, say the smaller circle, and the line ff.
The point of intersection of this curve, with the
locus of the point equidistant from the two given
circles, viz. 0 is the centre of the required circle.

E

FIG. 7-9

In simple mechanisms, it is often necessary to know the paths of points on their
moving parts. These are determined by assuming a number of different positions of the
moving parts and then locating the corresponding positions of the points.

~£'.

P~.

The slider crank mechanism shown diagrammatically in fig. 7-10 is one of the
simplest mechanisms and it is used in internal combustion engine, sewing-machine
and printing press etc. The end A of the connecting rod AB is connected to the
crank OA which rotates about 0. The other end B is attached to a slider which
slides along a straight line. The locus of A will be a circle and that of the end B
will be a straight line. The locus of any other point, say P, on the connecting rod
will be neither a circle nor a straight line and may be determined:
(i)

by assuming various positions of the crank-end A,

(ii)

by obtaining the corresponding positions of the end B and finally

(iii) by locating the positions of P on the lines joining the first two positions.
A smooth curve drawn through the points thus located will be the locus of P.
Such curves are known as coupler curves.
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(1) Simple slider crank mechanism:
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 15 for the
following problem of simple slider crank mechanism.

7-6. (fig. 7-10): In a simple slider crank mechanism, the connecting
rod AB is 750 mm long and the crank OA is 150 mm long. The end B moves along
a straight line passing through 0. Trace the focus of a point P, 300 mm from A
along the rod, for one revolution of OA.

7

10
FIG. 7-'IO
(i)

Divide the circle (path of A) into 12 equal parts.

(ii) With centre 1 and radius AB, cut the path of B at a point B1 .
(iii) Draw a line joining 1 and 8 1 . Again, with centre 1 and radius PA, cut the line
1B1 at a point P1 .
(iv) Obtain other points in similar manner and draw a smooth curve through these
points. Then this curve is the locus of the point P.
Note that the distance B1 B7 is the travel of the slider and is equal to twice the
length of the crank. This distance is known as stroke length. But the movement of the
slider is not uniform with that of the crank-end A.
(2)

crank mechanism:
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module ·16 for the
following problem of offset slider crank mechanism.

Problem 7-7. (fig. 7-11 ): In the offset slider crank mechanism shown in fig. 7-11 1
the slider-end B moves in guides along the line CD, 225 mm below the axis O of the
crank-shaft. Plot the locus of a point P, 450 mm from A along AB and of a point Q
along the extension of the rod, 300 mm beyond 13. Determine also the travel of the slider.
(i)

Divide the circle into 12 equal parts and obtain the positions of the end B on
its path, and of the point P as shown in problem 7-6.

(ii)

Produce lines 1B, 28 etc. 300 mm further and mark positions Q 1 , Q2 etc.
In addition to the above 12 points, it is also necessary to determine the
limiting positions of the end B. They will occur when the connecting rod
and the crank are in a straight line.

loci of Points
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(iii) These are found by drawing arcs with centre O and radii (i) (AB - AO)
and (ii) (AB + AO), and cutting the path of B at points B' and B". The
travel of the slider is shown by the distance B" B'. The corresponding
positions of the end A for the limiting positions of B, viz. A' and A" will
be on the lines B'O-produced and B"O respectively. The positions of P and
Q, viz. P', P" and Q', Q" are obtained as already explained.
7-8. (fig. 7-12): In the mechanism shown in fig. 7-'/2, the connecting
rod is constrained to pass through the guide at D. Trace the locus of the end B and
of a point P on AB For one complete revolution of the crank. AB = 1800 mm, AO
= 375 mm and AP = 750 rnrn.
4

A'

1

1200

FIG. 7-12
(i)

Divide the circle into 12 equal parts.

(ii)

Draw a line from the point 1, passing through D and obtain a point 8 1
such that 181 = AB.

(iii) Similarly, locate other positions of the end B and draw a curve through
them. The locus of P is drawn in the same manner as explained in the

previous problem. The limiting positions B' and B" (of the end B) are found
by drawing a line through O and D and making OB' equal to (AB - AO) and
OB" equal to (AB + AO).
Note that A'B'

=

A"B"

=

AB.
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This mechanism consists of four links. It is widely used in locomotive, steering
mechanism of the car, pantograph and straight-line mechanisms.
7-9.
7-13): Two equal cranks AB and CO connected by the link BO,
Draw the focus of a point P on BO and of Q along
one revolution of AB.
AB

= CO = 450 mm; AC = BO = 1SOO mm;
PO

=

300 mm; BQ

300 mm.

FIG. 7(i)

Divide one of the circles (say path of B), into 12 equal parts.

(ii)

Determine the position of O on its path (the other circle), for every position
of B and find the corresponding positions of P and Q for these positions
as shown. It will be found that there is a wide gap between the points for
positions 6, 7 and 8 of the end B. A few more positions such as AB' and AB"
etc. may be taken and points P', P", Q', Q" etc. may be located.
cranks

AO and BQ oscillate about O and Q
P of the connecting link AB. AO = 450 mm;

The limiting positions of the ends A and B will be when the link and each of
the cranks are in straight lines. They are found as shown below:

+

(i)

With centre Q and radius (BQ
points A' and A".

(ii)

With centre O and radius (AO + AB), draw arcs cutting the path of B at
points B' and B".

AB), draw arcs cutting the path of A at

Assume A to be moving downwards. Then B will move towards B'. After B has
reached B', if A moves further towards A', B will begin its return-motion. A will
go upto A' and then move backwards. The movement will be repeated in a similar
manner at B" and A" also.

loci of Points
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(i)

To draw the locus of P, mark a number of points on the path of A

(ii)

With centre A 1 and radius AB, draw an arc cutting the path of B at 8 1 .

(iii) Mark a point P1 on A1 8 1 such that A1P1

=

AP.

(iv) Similarly, locate other points during the complete oscillation of the crank
OA, from A' to A". It is not necessary to draw the cranks in various positions.

FIG. 7-14

Problem 7-11. (fig. 7-15): Two cranks AB and CD are connected
AB rotates about A, while CD oscillates about C. Trace the locus of
of the link BO during one complete revolution of the crank AB. AB =
= 750 mm, BO = 1050 mm. Distance between A and C is equal

by a link BO.
the mid-point
450 mm, CD
to 900 mm.

D'

10
FIG. 7-15
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(i)

Divide the circle into 12 equal parts. With centre 1 and radius BO, cut the path
of D at 0 1 .

(ii)

Locate P1 , the mid-point of 101 . Similarly, find other points.

(iii) In addition, find points P' and P" for limiting positions, when AD'
AD" = (BO - AB).

= (BO + AB) and

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 17 for the
following problem.

Problem 7-12. (fig. 7-16): The end A of a rod AB rotates about 0, while the end
B slides along a straight line. A crank CQ oscillates about Q. Draw the locus of the
mid-point P of the connecting link CD for one revolution of the crank OA. AB = 1500 mm,
CD = 750 mm, OA = 450 mm and CQ = 1200 mm.
4

Q

2250
FIG. 7-16

(i)
(ii)

Determine points 0 1 , 0 2 etc. for various
positions of the crank OA.
With centres 0 1 , 0 2 etc. and radius CD, draw
arcs cutting the path of C at C1 , C2 etc.

(iii) Locate the mid-points P1 , P2 etc. of lines
D1C1, D2C2 etc. and draw the required curve
through them.

Problem 7-13. (fig. 7-17): A circular disc of 100 mm
diameter, revolves clockwise about its centre with
uniform angular velocity. A point P is situated initially
at the end A of the chord AB (60 mm long), travels
along the chord towards the end B, with uniform
velocity. As the disc completes one revolution, the
point P reaches to the end B. Trace the path of the
point P for one complete revolution of the disc.

4
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Draw a circle of 100 mm diameter and divide into 5 equal parts. Mark 1,

2, ..... 5.
(ii)

Draw a chord AB 60 mm long from the point 1. (The point 1 coincides with
the point A.) Divide it into 5 equal parts and number P1 , P2 ..•••. P6 . (The point
P6 coincides with the point B.)

(iii) When the line OA moves through one division i.e. arc AB, the point P1 will
move towards B by a distance equal to one division of the chord AB (or P1 P6 ).
(iv) To obtain points systematically, draw arcs with centre O and radii OP2 , OP3 ,
OP4 etc. intersecting lines OP"2 , OP" 3 , OP" 4 etc. at points P"' 2 , P'" 3 , P'" 4 etc.
respectively. Draw a curve through points P1 , P'" 2 ••• B.
Problem 7-14. (fig. 7-18): A mechanism as used on cup-board door is in fully
open position. Draw the path of end A of the mechanism as the door moves to the
fully closed position. Take AB = 7 75 mm.

(i)

Draw the mechanism to full size scale. Divide L120° into equal divisions.

(ii)

Mark the successive position of the door. Mark the points B1 , B2 , etc. at
10 mm away on the perpendicular line to the door position as shown. Draw
lines B2 0 2 , B3 0 2 , ..... 8 9 0 2 passing through 0 2 .

(iii) With a centre as B1 , B2 , ... B9 and the radius equal to AB, draw arcs intersecting
lines B1 0 2 , B2 0 2 , ..... B9 0 2 at points A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , •.••. A 9 •
(iv) Join the points A 1 , A 2 , ... A 9 by smooth curve.

DETAIL 'X'

FIG. 7-18
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Problem 7-15. (fig. 7-19): A link of shaping
machine mechanism is shown in fig. 7-19.
A sliding block moves towards 0 4 along the
oscillating link with the uniform motion.
Draw the path of the sliding block when the
link 0 4 0 rotates 40° in anti-clockwise direction.
Use following data 0 4 0
160 mm. 0 4 8 =
113 mm. The movement of the slidng block along
the link = 67 mm.

The construction of path of the sliding block
is shown in fig. 7-19.
11.> ..,,h1,,...... 7-16. (fig. 7-20): A link PQ 100 mm
long carries a circular disc of 30 mm diameter
having centre Q. The link PQ oscillates about
the hinged P from left to right and vie-versa
(i.e. right to left) to maximum amplitude of
45° on either side from the vertical.

At the same time the disc rotates uniforrnly
through one revolution in clockwise direction.
Draw the path of point on the circumference
the disc.

F1c. 7-20

(i)

Mark the point P. Draw vertical line from P. Draw the link PQ at angle of
45° with the vertical on the left side as well as on the right side.

(ii)

Draw circle of radius 15 mm at Q and divide the circle into twelve equal parts.
Number as 0, 1 to 11 from the division of extended PQ in anticlockwise
direction as shown.

loci of Points
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(iii) The disc rotates as well as oscillates with the link PQ from left to right and
then right to left for completing one cycle of oscillation. The angle moved
by the link PQ is (2 x 90 = 180°). Divide half cycle (i.e. 90°) into six equal
parts described by the link. Each division will be of 15°.
(iv) Now draw the arc joining initial position and left extreme position. Mark the
intersection of radial lines drawn from P and this arc as Q, Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , Q 4 ,
Os, Q 6 and for return cycle on the same arc Q 7, Q 8, Q 9 , Q 10, Q 11 •
(v)

When the disc rotates from O to 1, the rod moves PQ to PQ 1 . Therefore
the centre of disc moves to Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 ...... Q 11 successive position, the
rod (radii) will occupy the position PQ 1 , PQ 2 ••.••• PQ 6 and PQ 7 to PQ 11 .

(vi)

01, 02, Q 3 , Q 4 , Os, Q 6 as centre, draw the circle for successive position
of the disc. Take point O on its circumference of the circle for the initial
position as shown.

(vii) Now 1 P as radius, draw arc intersecting the circle drawn from centre Q 1 .
Name this point as,1 '. Similarly Pas centre and radii 2P, 3P, 4P, SP, 6P ..... 11 P
obtain other the intersection points. Join with all points by the smooth curve.
(viii) Fig. 7-20 is drawn to half scale.
9'

Problem 7-17. (fig. 7-21): A
rod PQ 40 mm long rotates about
R with a speed of 60 rprn, while
Q moves along a straight line QI?
towards I? with a speed
108 mm
per second (i.e. QR = 708 mm).
Draw to full size scale the path
traced out by the end P for one
complete revolution of the rod. Assume
that intial position of the rod PQ
is along the extension of the line RQ.
(i)

=
(ii)

3'

Draw a line PQR of length

148 mm, (PQ

FIG. 7-2'!

+ QR = 40 + 108 mm)
P Q = 40 mm as radius, draw

Now Q as centre
the circle and divide circle
into twelve equal parts, label them P, P1 ....... P11 . Each part of the circle is
covered by the rod in

° = 12°)

36
~ second. (
30
1

Similarly the line QR is

also divide in twelve parts. Mark division as Q, 1, 2 ....... 11, R.
(iii) From 1 draw a parallel line to QP 1 . Now 1 as centre and QP1 as radius,
cut the parallel line at 1'. Similarly from 2, 3, 4, 5 ....... 11, R, draw parallel
lines to the respective radii of the circle QP2 , QP 3 , QP 4 ...... QP 11 .
(iii) Draw parallel lines from P1 , P2 , P3 ....... P11 to PR. Take radius equal to PQ
and centre as 1, intersect the line drawn parallel to PQ from P1 . Similarly
with same radius and successive centres say 2, 3 ..... R, intersect the line
drawn parallel to PQ from P2 , P3 .•.•• R.
(iv) Note that QP6 will be along the line QR.
(v) Join points with the smooth curve.
(vi) Scale adopted is half.
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Problem 7-18. (fig. 7-22): The crank 0 1P-1 turns about 0 1 and the connecting rod
P1 Q 1 slides in the same plane on the curved surface of a shaft (with centre 0 2) of 30 mm
diameter. Trace the loci of the point 0 1 and R1 which is extension of P1 0 1 at 30 mm
from the P1 when 0 1 P1 revolves one revolution. Take 0 1 P1 = 30 mm. P1 0 1 = 100 mm
and 0 1 0 2 = 70 mm. Take scale 10 mm = 1 mm

FIG. 7-22

(i)
(ii)

Draw a circle of 30 mm radius and centre 0 1 •
Mark 0 1 0 2 = 70 mm and draw the circle of radius 15 mm and the centre
as 0 2 the representing shaft.

0 1 P1 . Mark line P1 0 1 = 100 mm making
tangent to the circle of the shaft. Extend 0 1P1 to left side to R1 such that
P1R1 = 30 mm.

(iii) Mark any point P1 on the circle of

(iv) Divide the circle of radius 0 1 P into twelve divisions and number them P0 ,
P 1 , P2 ••••• P11 . From P0 , P 1 , P2 .•..• P11 draw tangent on the same side to
the circle of the shaft. On each extended tangent OP mark the points P0 R0 ,
P1 R1 ....... P 11 R11 as shown in fig. 7-22. Similarly from P0 , P1 ..•... P11 mark
the length 100 mm each tangent showing end 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 ..... 011.
(v) Join all R points and O points by the smooth curve.

Problem 7-19. (fig. 7-23): A mechanism 0 1A rotates clockwise direction about
fixed point 0 1 . (0 1AB) is an offset slider crank mechanism. Link 0 2 £ oscillates about
fixed point 0 2 . AB and CE are connecting links. Draw the loci of the points C and D
for one complete revolution of the link (0 1A).
(i)

(ii)

First mark the points 0 1 and 0 2 2000 mm apart to some suitable scale.
0 1 and 0 2 as centres, draw the circle showing path of point A and point E.
Mark the points A and E above and below 0 1 0 2 .

(iii) Draw a line parallel to 0 1 0 2 at a distance of 1700 mm above as shown.
A as centre and AB as radius, mark arc intersecting to parallel line drawn
at 8. Mark points C and O with given distances on AB and CE respectively.

Art. 7-2-2]
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(iv) Divide the circle of 0 1 A into twelve parts. Number them as A1 , A 2 ,
A 3 •••••. A11 . Now A1 as centre and AB distance as radius, draw intersection
on the horizontal line MN at 8 1 . From 8 1 mark the distance of CB on
A 1 B 1 from B1 at 1400 mm. This is new position of C call as C1 . C
as centre CE as radius, cut the arc at E2 drawn from 0 2 • 0 2E as
radius, mark the point D at given distance from E (680 mm). From A2 ,
A 3 ...... A 11 taking AB as radius draw arcs intersecting the path MN at
B2, 83 .... B11. Join A 1 B1 , A2B2 upto A 11 B11. On these lines mark B1 C 1
= B2 C2 = B3 C3 = B11 C11 . Join the points C, C1 , C2 ....... C11 by
smooth curve. Similarly from C1 , C2 , C3 ...... C 11 , draw arc of radius
CE intersecting points E1 , E2, E3 ....... E11. Join C1E1 , C2E2, C3E3 .......
C11 E11. Along the lines C1 E11 C2E2, C3E3...... C11 E11 , mark DE respectively.
Let these points be 0 1 , 0 2, 0 3 ...... 0 11 . Join the points by smooth
curve.
Data:
0 1A = 400

E02 = 680

= 680

AB = 2800

DE

BC = 1400

01 ~ = 2000

CE = 1600 OFFSET = 1700

81
';:::1

"" '\
\
\
J

I
/
/

FIG. 7-23
7-20. (fig. 7-24): PQ and PR 1 are fastened rigidly at P at angle of 90°
to each other. The ends P and R are sliding in the guides vertically and horizontally
respectively. Dravv the loci of the points Q and mid-point of the link PR when the
link PR moves from vertically to the horizontal. Name the curve trace by the midpoint. Take PQ = 40 mm and PR = 70 mm.

(i)

Draw two links PQ and PR 1 of 40 mm and 70 mm respectively at right
angle.
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(ii)
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Make slotted link of 10 mm of width and at P and R. Construct sliders
of the convenient length at P and R1 .

(iii) Mark the mid point of PR 1 , say 5 1 .

(iv) Assume that the slider P moves vertically downward while R1 will moves
horizontally.
(v)

Divide vertical line PR1 into equal division and number them as 1, 2, 3, 4 ..... 14,
R1 as shown (P, 1 are coinciding).

(vi) Now 1 as centre and PR 1 as radius, draw arc to cut the horizontal line passing
through R1 . Let us call this point as R1. Join P1 R1, P1 as centre mark the midpoint of P1 R1, say this point 51, similarly from the point 2, 3 ....... 14, draw
arc cutting the horizontal line and number them respectively R2, R3 ...... R14.
Join all points Q and 5 respective respectively. Mark on these lines the midpoints 52 , 53 , 5 4 •...... 5 14 • Join them with smooth curve. The curve is quater
portion of ellipse. The mechanism is known as trammel mechanism.
(vii) The path of Q is simple to trace as shown in the fig. 7-24.

SLIDER
GUIDE

---x
r+-r.i+--,,,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.____,,_R.....
1s

FIG. 7-24

~1
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Problem 7-21. The rod PQ as shown in fig. 7-25 is hinged (pinned) to the
crank AO at A. OA rotates about O and the rod PQ is constrained to pass through
the point R. Draw the loci of the ends P and Q for one complete revolution of OA.
PQ = 1 WO mm, OA = 220 mm, AP = 300 mm and OR = 500 mm.
Scale 100 mm = 10 mm.

P11

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
A2I
A1 1 ---T--....As/
/1
I
/
I
I
/ '- IA
\
I
4

r, /

Pa

I I r11 I

Ps
I
I
I
'/

I

I

I
II
I
0 I
I ;As /
I
I; I//
I I; I I
I I; /7-As
I 11 11
I L -1;
-,--1o/A-71
I/
I I;/

I f;;,1
\\~ \ 1 I;;/
\\~ \
~ \

d/

'/I

I If

Os
Fie. 7-25
(i)

Draw a mechanism to scale 100 mm = 10 mm for given dimensions.
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(ii)

Divide circle described by the crank OA into 12 equal divisions. Say these
division A, A 1 , A2 ...... A11,

(iii) From each points of A 1 , A 2 ...... A 11 , draw lines passing through R and mark
length AP and RQ on respective lines. Say these points are P, P1 , P2 ...... P11
and Q, Q 1 ...... Q 11 • Join respective points by smooth curves.

1.

P, Q and R are the centres of three circles of diameters 75 mm, 45 mm and
30 mm respectively. PQ = 95 mm, QR
a circle touching the three circles.

=

50 mm and PR

=

75 mm. Draw

2.

In a slider-crank mechanism, the crank OA is 450 mm long, and the connecting
rod AB, 1050 mm long. Plot the locus of (i) the mid-point P of AB, and
(ii) a point 600 mm from A on BA extended, for one revolution of the crank.

3.

The end P of a 100 mm long line PQ (fig. 7-26) slides vertically downwards.
The end Q moves along the line AB towards A and then back to B. Plot
the locus of the point O on PQ and 40 mm from P.
p

B

A

B

FIG. 7-26

FIG. 7-27

FIG. 7-28

4.

The rod BC (fig. 7-27) is attached to the crank AO at A. OA rotates about 0
and the rod BC is constrained to pass through the point Q. Draw the loci of
the ends B and C for one complete revolution of OA. BC = 1200 mm, OA = 225 mm,
AB = 300 mm and OQ = 525 mm.

5.

The cranks OA (fig. 7-28) rotates about O and the connecting rod AB slides
in the same plane on the curved surface of a shaft (with centre Q) of 450 mm
diameter. Trace the locus of (i) the end B and (ii) the point P beyond AB and
300 mm from A for one revolution of OA. OA = 375 mm, AB = 1200 mm
and OQ = 700 mm.

6.

PO is a rod 50 mm long. It rotates about its end O with a speed of one
revolution per second, while O moves along a straight line OB towards B with

a speed of 120 mm per second. Draw to full-size scale the path traced out by
the end P for one complete revolution of the rod. In the starting position
assume the rod PO to be lying along the extension of the line BO. Show all
construction lines.

Exe. 7]

7.
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Two equal cranks AB and CO (fig. 7-29) rotate in opposite directions about
A and C and are connected by the rod BO. Plot the locus of the end P of
the link PQ attached at right angles to BO at its mid-point Q for one complete
revolution of the cranks. AB = 300 mm; BO = AC = 1050 mm; PQ = 225 mm.

C

FIG. 7-29

FIG. 7-30

8.

Two cranks AB and CO (fig. 7-30) are connected by a link BO. The end B
moves round the circumference of the circle with centre A, while the end D
oscillates on an arc about C as centre. Plot the locus of the point P on BO,
450 mm from B, for one complete revolution of AB. AB = 450 mm, CD =
1050 mm, BO = 1350 mm and AC = 1650 mm.

9.

Two equal links AB and CO (fig. 7-31) connected by a rod BO, oscillate about
their ends A and C. Plot the locus of (i) the mid-point P of BO and (ii) the
point Q on BO. AB = CD = 1200 mm; BO = 900 mm; BQ = 225 mm.
A

A

45°

D
FIG. 7-31

C
FIG. 7-32

10.

The link AB (fig. 7-32) is 120 mm long and carries a circular disc of 40
mm radius. The end A is hinged while the disc can revolve about its
centre B. The link turns uniformly to the right through 90° and at the
same time the disc revolves uniformly in clockwise .;> direction through
one complete revolution. Plot the locus of the point P situated on the
circumference of the disc.

11.

A thin rod AB, 100 mm long revolves uniformly about its centre 0. During
its one revolution a point P moves along AB at uniform speed from A to B.
Draw the locus of P.

12.

Two cranks AB and CO are connected by a link BO. AB rotates about A,
while CB oscillates about C. Trace the locus of the mid-point P of link BO
during one complete revolution of the link AB. Assume that the points B and
D are opposite sides of AC. AB = 450 mm, CD = 750 mm, DB = 1050 mm,
AC = 900 mm. L.CAB = 120°.

[Ch. 7
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13.

In a slider-crank mechanism, the crank 0 2 P is 600 mm long and the connecting
rod PQ, 1400 mm long. Plot the path of a point 600 mm from P on QP
extended for one revolution of the crank.

14.

A link AB 120 mm long rotates about fixed pivot A in an anti-clockwise
direction. An ant is situated at 20 mm from the pivot point moves towards

.

the end B with uniform velocity, while the lrnk has rotated through
revolution. Trace the path of an ant.

1

6

of a

Practical solid geometry or descriptive geometry deals with the representation of
points, lines, planes and solids on a flat surface (such as a sheet of paper), in
such a manner that their relative positions and true forms can be accurately determined.

If straight lines are drawn from various points on the contour of an object to meet
a plane, the object is said to be projected on that plane. The figure formed by joining,
in correct sequence, the points at which these lines meet the plane, is called the
projection of the object. The lines from the object to the plane are called projectors.

In engineering drawing following four methods of projection are commonly used,
they are:
(1)

Orthographic projection

(3)

Oblique projection

(2)

Isometric projection

(4)

Perspective projection.

In the above methods (2), (3) and (4) represent the object by a pictorial view
as eyes see it. In these methods of projection a three dimensional object is
represented on a projection plane by one view only. While in the orthographic
projection an object is represented by two or three views on the mutual perpendicular
projection planes. Each projection view represents two dimensions of an object.
For the complete description of the three dimensional object at least two or three
views are required.

When the projectors are parallel to each other and also perpendicular to the plane,
the projection is called orthographic projection.
Step : Imagine that a person looks at the block [fig. 8-1 (i)] from a theoretically
infinite distance, so that the rays of sight from his eyes are parallel to one another
and perpendicular to the front surface F. The view of this block will be the shaded
figure, showing the front surface of the object in its true shape and proportion.
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Step 2: If these rays
of sight are extended further
to meet perpendicularly al
vertical plane (marked V.P.)
set up behind the block.

PLANE
PROJECTORS

Step 3: The points at
which they meet the plane
are joined in proper
sequence, the resulting
figure (marked f) will also
be exactly similar to the
front surface and this is
known as an elevation or
front-view. This figure is the
projection of the block. The

{ii)

lines from the block to the
plane are the projectors. As
the projectors are perpendicular to the plane on
which the projection is A
obtained,
it
is
the
orthographic projection.
The projection is shown
separately in fig. 8-1 (ii). It
shows only two dimensions
of the block viz. the height
H and the width W. It does
not show the thickness.
Thus, we find that only one
projection is insufficient for
complete description of the
block.

1

1

I

!

I

. V.P.

-0
.
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1 1---+-W-+---+---1
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±I
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xl-:__~.1-=++=+--l Y

- -1-: -i---+--+--1

_ ....____._P.....___.

Ir

_ - TOP VIEIJI!- H.P.

(ii)

Let us further assume
Fie. a-2
that another plane marked
H.P. (horizontal plane) [fig. 8-2(i)] is hinged at right angles to the first plane,
so that the block is in front of the V.P. and above the H.P. The projection on the
H.P. (figure P) shows the top surfaces of the block. If a person looks at the block
from above, he will obtain the same view as the figure P and is known as a plan
or top-view. It shows the width W and the thickness T of the block. It however
does not show the height of the block.
One of the planes is now rotated or turned around on the hinges so that it lies
in extension of the other plane. This can be done in two ways:
(i)

by turning the V.P. in direction of arrows A

(ii)

by turning the H.P. in direction of arrows 8.

The H.P. when turned and brought in line with the V.P. is shown by dashed
lines. The two projections can now be drawn on a flat sheet of paper, in correct
relationship with each other, as shown in fig. 8-2(ii).

Orthographic Projection
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When studied together, they supply all information regarding the shape and the
size of the block. Any solid may thus be represented by means of orthographic
projections or orthographic views.

~~·
-.~~
The two planes employed for the purpose of orthographic projections are called

reference planes or principal planes of projection. They intersect each other at right
angles. The vertical plane of projection (in front of the observer) is usually denoted
by the letters V.P. It is often called the frontal plane and denoted by the letters F.P.
The other plane is the horizontal plane of projection known as the H.P. The line
in which they intersect is termed the reference line and is denoted by the letters
xy. The projection on the V.P. is called the front view or the elevation of the object.
The projection on the H.P. is called the top view or the plan.

When the planes of projection are
extended
beyond
the
line
of
intersection, they form four quadrants
or dihedral angles which may be
numbered as in fig. 8-3. The object
may be situated in any one of
the quadrants, its position relative
to the planes being described as
"above or below the H.P." and
"in front of or behind the V.P."
The planes are assumed to be
transparent. The projections are
obtained by drawing perpendiculars
from the object to the planes, i.e.
by looking from the front and from
above. They are then shown on a
flat surface by rotating one of the
planes as already explained. It should

ABOVE

r--:::

t/,

A

v.P·
ALWAYS
FiRsfcfUADRANT
TO BE OPENED

I

'5;i

tJ

BELOW H.P.
BEHIND V.P.

O~

<?

FIG. 8-3
be remembered that the first and the
third quadrants are always opened out while rotating the planes. The positions of the

views with respect to the reference line will change according to the quadrant in which
the object may be situated. This has been explained in detail in the next chapter.

We have assumed the object to be situated in front of the V.P. and above the H.P.
i.e. in the first quadrant and then projected it on these planes. This method of
projection is known as first-angle projection method. The object lies between the
observer and the plane of projection. In this method, when the views are drawn
in their relative positions, the top view comes below the front view. In other
words, the view seen from above is placed on the other side of (i.e. below) the
front view. Each projection shows the view of that surface (of the object) which
is remote from the plane on which it is projected and which is nearest to the observer.
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TABll: 8-1
DIFHRENCI: BHWHN FIRST-ANGLE PROJECTION METHOD
AND IHIRD-ANGU: PROJECTION METHOD

1.

The object is kept inthe first quadrant.

The object is assumed to be kept in the third
quadrant.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The object .lies between the observ.er and
the plane or projection.
the plane of projection is assumed to be
non-transparent.
In this method, when the views are drawn
in their relative positions,· the plan tomes
below the elevation, the view of the object
as observed from the left-side is drawn to
the right of elevation.
This method of projection is now recommended by the "Bureau of Indian Standards'
from 1991.

The plane of projection lies between the observer .
arid the object.
The plane of projection is assumed to be
transparent.

In this method, when the views are drawn in
their relative positions, the plan, comes above
the elevation, left hand side view is drawn to the
left hand side of the elevation.
This method of projection is used in U.S.A. and
also in other countries;

~/
"~~·
In this method of projection, the object is assumed to be situated in the third
quadrant [fig. 8-4(i)]. The planes of projection are assumed to be transparent. They
lie between the object and the observer. When the observer views the object from
the front, the rays of sight intersect the V.P. The figure formed by joining the
points of intersection in correct sequence is the front view of the object. The top
view is obtained in a similar manner by looking from above. When the two planes
are brought in line with each other, the views will be seen as shown in fig. 8-4(ii).
The top view in this case comes above the front view.
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-
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FIG. 8-4
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In other words, the view seen from above the object is placed on the same side
of (i.e. above) the front view.
Each projection shows the view of that surface (of the object) which is nearest to
the plane on which it is projected.
On comparison, it is quite evident that the views obtained by the two methods of
projection are completely identical in shape, size and all other details. The difference
lies in their relative positions only.

Studying the projections independently, it can be seen that while considering the
front view (fig. 8-5 and fig. 8-6), which is the view as seen from the front, the
H.P. coincides with the line xy. In other words, xy represents the H.P.

"'H.P.
y

X

FRONT VIEW

FRONT VIEW

x------,--~y
H.P.

i

j

'.8

V.P.

FIRST-ANGLE PROJECTION

THIRD-ANGLE PROJECTION

Fie. 8-5

Fie. 8-6

Similarly, while considering the top view (fig. 8-7 and fig 8-8), which is the
view obtained by looking from above, the same line xy represents the V.P. Hence,
when the two projections are drawn in correct relationship with each other (fig. 8-9),
xy represents both the H.P. and the V.P. This line xy is called the reference line.
The squares or rectangles for individual planes are thus unnecessary and are therefore
discarded.
Further, in first-angle projection method, the H.P. is always assumed to be so
placed as to coincide with the ground on or above which the object is situated.
Hence, in this method, the line xy is also the line for the ground.
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V.P.

.--,. ---.-1---,
,

H.P. =

x~~----~y

TOP VIEW

TOP VIEW

- _I.....__._Il__l ~
X'---------~y

H.P.

V.P/

FIRST-ANGLE PROJECTION

THIRD-ANGLE PROJECTION

FIG. 8-7

FIG. 8-8

In third-angle projection method, the
H.P. is assumed to be placed above the
object. The object may be situated on or
above the ground. Hence, in this method,
the line xy does not represent the ground.
The line for the ground, denoted by letters
GL, may be drawn parallel to xy and x
below the front view [fig. 8-9(ii)].

In brief, when an object is situated
on the ground, in first-angle projection
method, the bottom of its front view
will coincide with xy; in third-angle
projection method, it will coincide with
CL, while xy will be above the front
view and parallel to Ground line.

-

-

-

FRONT VIEW

TOP VIEW
y

X --+----!--+---+-

y

FRONT VIEW
G-====--L

TOP VIEW

(ii)

(i)
FIG.

8-9

Symbols for methods of projection: For every drawing it is absolutely essential
to indicate the method of projection adopted. This is done by means of a symbolic
figure drawn within the title block on the drawing sheet.
The symbolic figure for the first-angle projection method is shown in fig. 8-10,
while that for the third-angle projection method is shown in fig. 8-11 which are
self expanatory. These symbolic figures are actually the projections of a frustum of
cone of convenient dimensions according to the size of drawing.
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v.P·

FIRST ANGLE PROJECTION

THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION

H~D--9 I~ D-4___

....__P._P·_......

P_.P_._~~~

RELATION BETWEEN OBSERVER, OBJECT AND P.P.

F.V.

L.H.S.V.

IDENTIFYING GRAPHICAL SYMBOL OF
FIRST ANGLE PROJECTION

FIG. 8-10

RELATION BETWEEN OBSERVER, OBJECT AND P.P.

L.H.S.V.

F.V.

IDENTIFYING GRAPHICAL SYMBOL OF
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION

FIG. 8-11

Six views of an Object: There are three important elements of this projection
system, namely
(a)

an object

(b)

plane of projection

(c)

an observer.

Very often, two views are not sufficient to describe an object completely. The
planes of projection being imaginary, following six views are obtained:
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(1)

Front view

(4)

Right hand side view

(2) Top view

(5)

Back view

(3)

(6)

Bottom view

Left hand side view

These projections are shown projected on the respective planes, placed by the
methods of first-angle projection and third-angle projection as shown in fig. 8-12
and fig. 8-13 respectively.
Ordinarily, two views - the front view and top view are shown. Two other
views i.e. L.H.S.V. or R.H.S.V. may be required to describe an object completely.
Only in exceptional cases, when an object is of a very complex nature, five or six
views may be found necessary.

~

I TOPVIEW

R.H.S.V.

FRONT VIEW

L.H.S.V.

BACK VIEW

L.H.S.V.

I

~

R.H.S.V. = RIGHT HAND SIDE VIEW
L.H.S.V. =LEFTHAND SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW

FIRST ANGLE PROJECTION

F1c. l:l-12

IFRONT VIEW

w

R.H.S.V.

BACK VIEW

BOTTOM VIEW
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION
Fie. 8-13
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The method of first-angle projection is the British standard practice. The third-angle
projection is the standard practice followed in America and in the continent of Europe.
In our country, the first-angle projection method was formerly in use. The
Indian Standards Institution (LS.I.) now Bureau of Indian Standards (B.I.S.), in its
earlier versions of Indian Standard (IS:696) 'Code of Practice for General Engineering
Drawing' published in 1955 and revised in 1960 had recommended the use of
third-angle projection method.
In the second revised version of this standard published in December 1973, the
committee responsible for its preparation left the option of selecting first-angle or
third-angle projection method to the users.
The committee again reviewed the position and finally recommended revised
SP:46-1988 and SP:46-2003 for implementation of first-angle method of projection in
our country, by replacing earlier IS:696 drawing standard.
Persons engaged in engineering profession may come across drawings from
industries and organizations following any one method. It is therefore necessary for
them to be perfectly conversant with both the methods.
In this book, the method of first-angle projection has been generally followed.
Third-angle projection method is also adequately treated in the form of illustrative
problems and set exercises.
Conventions employed: In this book, actual points, ends of lines, corners of
solids etc., in space are denoted by capital letters A, B, C etc. Their top views are
marked by corresponding small letters a, b, c, etc., their front views by small
letters with dashes a', b', c', their side views by a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , and their auxiliary views
by a' 1 , b' 1, c' 1, etc. In pictorial views, the projectors from the points in space to
the planes are shown by dashed lines.
The lines from the projections to the reference line xy (which are also called
projectors, though they are the projections of the projectors) are shown as dash
and dot lines. In orthographic views, the projectors and other construction lines
are shown continuous, but thinner than the lines for actual projections.

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module ·15 for the
following problem.

Problem 8-1. (fig. 8-14): AL-shaped solid object having dimentions of length
width (W) and height (HJ in the fig. 8-14. Assuming that this object is lying in the first
quadrant. Draw it's front view, top view and side view.
When the given object is in the first quadrant, its front view appears in the
imaginary vertical plane V.P. behind it while its top view appears in an imaginary
horizontal plane, H.P. below. The side view appears to the right or left of the front view
depending on from which side the object is being viewed.

(i)

Mark the visible corners of the given block as shown
front
view:
Assume that you are viewing the object in the direction of the arrow towards
the imaginary V.P. What you will see is a rectangle of height H and width W
on V.P. This will be the front view. To draw this view:
(ii) Draw a reference line xy, which represents the intersecting line of the planes
V.P. and H.P. Draw a rectangle as shown W and H, above xy make sure that
the width is parallel to the I ine xy. The rectangle is the front orthogonal view
of the object.
(iii) Draw a line parallel to and thickness of h to the line 1-2. The rectangle 1-2-4-3
is the front view of the horizontal L-shaped stem of the object.

M

FRONT VIEW
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12

tHu
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11

7

4
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5
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L

LEFT SIDE VIEW

10

~

L

4

TOP VIEW

1

+- -L--J>-

y
10'

""

12

N

3

12'

~.

~

FIG. 8-14

view:
Now, if you look the object from the top, you will see a rectangle of
Length L and width W on the horizontal plane. This is the top view of plan
of the object. To draw this view:
(iv) Draw vertical projectors from 1 and 2 and extend them beyond the line xy.
Draw a line 9-10 below and parallel to the reference line xy. Draw the
lines 9-3 and 10-4 equal to the length L of the object. Join line 3-4. The
rectangle 9-10-3-4 is the top view of the object.
(v) Draw a line 11-12 parallel to and below 9-10 of thickness h. The rectangle
9-11-12-10 is the view of the vertical stem of the object.

the side

view:

Now if you look at the object from the left side, what you will see is an
L-shaped image having a length of Land height of Hon the auxiliary plane, AP.
This view appears adjacent and to the right of front view. To draw this view:
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(vi) Draw a reference vertical line MN at right angles to xy cutting it at P.
From P draw a construction line at 45° in the fourth quadrant.
(vii) Project lines from the points 10, 12 and 4 of the top view to meet this
inclined line at 1 O', 12' and 4'.
(viii) Project lines from points 2, 4 and 12 from the front view parallel to line
xy. From points 1 O', 12' and 4' project lines vertically upwards to meet
these horizontal projections.
(ix) Join points 5-1-3-7-11-9. This will be the side view of the object.
(x)

Finally draw the symbol of first angle projection at the right bottom corner
of the drawing.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested
to refer Presentation module 19
for the following problem.

8-2. (fig. 8-1 5 and fig. 8-16):
A pictorial view of a machine bracket is
shown in the figure. Draw using the first
angle projection method front view, top
view and right end side view.

10

Assume that you are viewing the object
in the direction of the arrow towards the
imaginary V.P. What will you see? It is a
rectangle of height 70 mm and width
100 mm on V.P. This will be the front view.
To draw this view:
(i)

(ii)

Draw a Reference line xy,
which represents the intersecting line of the planes V.P.
and H.P.
Draw rectangular block of size
1 00 x 70 and the thickness
is 15 mm each on the two
parallel portions of the slot.

(iii) Now on the top of this
rectangular block draw a
rectangle of size 60 mm x
20 mm. This rectangle
represents a boss of 060
on the rectangular block.
(iv) Draw a hole of 050 in the
above boss. Note carefully
that the lines are dashed lines
as they are invisible from
the front side. The 030 hole
is in the rectangular block.

8-15

FIG.
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Draw the two holes on the parallel edges of the rectangular block. These
holes are represented by dotted lines in the front view as they are hidden.
This completes the front view construction.

(vi) To draw the top view, project all the details from front view.
(vii) Draw a vertical centre line form the centre of the rectangular block.
(viii) The top view of the rectangular block appears as a rectangle of size 100 x 80.
(ix) Draw the holes in the centre of the rectangle. These holes are drawn
taking the common centre point on vertical centre line.
(x)

The two holes of 040 on the lobes are not visible, so they are projected
as dashed lines. This completes the top view.

(xi) To draw the side view, draw projectors from all the points in front view and
top view to side view. Join the intersection points. This completes the side view.
Cl l ARU/1\Jf

This book is
animation presented
Readers are
following problem.

a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
visualization and understanding of the
to
Presentation module 20 for the

8-3.
8-17 shows the pictorial view of the
view, top view and left hand side view.

FIC. 8-17

Dravv the front
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(i)

To draw F.V. in the direction of X, L.H.S.V. and T.V.

(ii)

As the L.H.S.V. is to be drawn, fix the position of xy at centre of page
and x 1y1 to the left side as L.H.S.V. will come to the right of F.V.

(iii) Draw the rectangles for the F.V. (170 x 115), project it down to locate
T.V. (170 x 55) and take the projections of F.V. to left to draw L.H.S.V.,
complete the rectangle of L.H.S.V. by taking the projections from T.V.
(iv) First we will start with F.V. (fig. 8-18).
(a)

Draw the rectangle for base plate 1 70 x 15

(b)

Draw vertical centre lines at 20 mm and 75 mm and 40 mm
(consecutive distance) from left.

C)
(0

~1

--~>-j

---r---'----1-f
~1
..._......_..,_.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _'--+_...._ _ _- + - - - - - ' --1.
,-,:;::;.._;._..,....,.._ ___,....,,.-,---+-..........

t .1.
20

75

170

.1.

35

j

Front view
FIG. 8-'l 8
(c)

Draw hidden lines for 5 mm depth for two 030 spot face holes, draw
dotted lines for 2 holes of 015 (Inside these holes).

(d)

Draw horizontal centre line at 35 mm from base, in semi-circle.

(e)

Referring third centre line and this horizontal line draw the circle of
10 mm radius and semicircle of 20 mm radius.

(f)

Draw vertical lines from end of this semi-circle. Till it touches to base.

(g)

Draw another horizontal centre line at 60 mm above previous horizontal
centre line.

(h) With this as centre, draw circles of 010 and 025.
(i)

Also draw the arc of radius 20 mm, join this to base with inclined
line to represent rib.

(j)

Draw two lines at 3 mm to both the sides, vertical centre lines of the
circles to represent the rib.

(k) From third centre point, draw centre line at 30°.
(I)

Draw arcs of 50 mm, 73 mm, 57 mm, 80 mm.
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(m) Draw an arc of centre line pattern of 65 mm radius. (Draw centre line
for an arc)
(n) Taking intersection of this as reference and horizontal centre line draw
semi-circle of radius 15 mm and 8 mm.

(v)

(o)

Also draw same arcs, where this line intersects with 30° inclined line.

(p)

Erase unwanted arcs if any.

(q)

Draw inclined line at 15° from left end of block.

(r)

Show the required dimensions.

(s)

Now project all the required line to draw T.V.

Now draw the top view (fig. 8-19).
030

t ~ L -----,...--.

Top view
FIG. 8-19
(a)

Complete the rectangle of the top view (170 x 55)

(b)

Project the centre lines. (Vertical at 20, 75
and 40 consecutive distances from left and
at 20 above base)

(c)

Draw the two circles of 030 and 015 to

represent spot holes.
(d) Draw projection of inclined rib 10 thick and
circular slot 15 thick.
(e)

Draw hidden lines for inner circular slot.

(f)

Draw rectangle for semicircular projection from
F.V. projections

(g)

Draw hidden lines for hole of 020 in it.

(h)

Show the projections of bosse holes.

(i)

Draw hidden lines for hole of 010.

(j)

Show the required dimensions.

(vi) Take projections from F.V. and T.V. to complete
L.H.S.V. (fig. 8-20).
(a)

Complete the base rectangle of 55 mm x
15 mm. To represent the base.

·== ·

~f----~
C)
(0

I.
L.H.S.V.
FIG. 8-20
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
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Complete the rectangle at left side in L shape of 1 O mm thick.
Show the projections of projected semi-circle.
Show hidden lines of hole in it.
Show projection of projected slot and show hidden lines in it.
Draw projection of boss and show hole in it by dotted line.
Show inclined line for the rib.
Draw front view, top view and L.H.S.V. in their relative position.

8
1.
2.

Define orthographic projection. Describe briefly the method of obtaining an
orthographic projection of an object.
Write short notes on:
Reference planes; Reference line; Projector; Front view; Ground line.

3.

Sketch neatly the symbols used for indicating the method of projection adopted
in a drawing. State where this symbol is drawn on a drawing sheet.

4.

Explain briefly how the reference line represents both the principal planes of
projection.

5.

Explain clearly the difference between the first-angle projection method and the
third-angle projection method.

6.

Fill-up the blanks in the following with appropriate words selected from the list
of words given below:
(a) In
projection, the
of projection.

are perpendicular to the _ _ __

(b) In first-angle projection method,
(i) the _____ comes between the
(ii) the

view is always

and the
the

view.

(c) In third-angle projection method,
(i) the
comes between the
and the _ _ __
(ii) the __
view is always _________ the
view.
List of words for Exercise (6):

1.

2.
3.

4.

Above
Below
Front
Left

5.
6.
7.
8.

Object
Orthographic
Observer
Right

9.
10.
1 "I.
12.

Projectors
Plane
Side
Top.

Answer to Exercise (6):

(a)
(b)
(b)
(c)
(c)

6, 9 and
(i) 5, 7 and
(ii) - 12, 2 and
(i) - 10, 5 and
(ii) - 12, 1 and

10,
10,

3,
7,
3.

7. Why second and fourth quadrants are not used in practice?
8.

What is the convention of representing first-angle projection method?
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The pictorial view of different types of objects are shown in fig. 8-21. Sketch,
looking from arrow, elevation, plan and end-view using first-angle projection
method.

FIG. 8-21

[Draw orthographic projections of each object and then compare your answer
with the solution given in fig. 8-26.]
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What dimensions of an object are given by
(i)

Front view or elevation?

(ii)

Plan or top view?

(iii)

Left-hand side view and right-hand side view?

Fig. 8-22 and fig. 8-23 show the orthographic projections of the objects in the
first-angle projection method.

11.

Draw them in the third-angle projection method.
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FIG. 8-22

12.

I

50

FIG. 8-23

Fig. 8-24 and fig. 8-25 show the orthographic projections of the objects in the
third-angle projection method.
Redraw them in the first-angle projection method.
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FIG. 8-25

What are the important elements of the projection system? Draw any simple
object and obtain its six views, projected on imaginary planes by the methods
of first angle proection and third angle projection.
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[Answer to Exercise (9), fig. 8-21] (Continued ... )
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[Answer to Exercise (9), fig. 8-21]
FIG. 8-26

A point may be situated, in space, in any one of the four quadrants formed by the
two principal planes of projection or may lie in any one or both of them. Its
projections are obtained by extending projectors perpendicular to the planes.
One of the planes is then rotated so that the first and third quadrants are
opened out. The projections are shown on a flat surface in their respective positions
either above or below or in xy.
This

contains an audiovisual
and understanding of the
Presentation module 21 for the

animation
subject.
projections of

The pictorial view [fig. 9-1 (i)] shows
a point A situated above the H.P.
and in front of the V.P., i.e. in the
first quadrant. a' is its front view
and a the top view. After rotation
of the plane, these projections will
be seen as shown in fig. 9-1 (ii).
The front view a' is above xy
and the top view a below it. The
line joining a' and a (which also is
called a projector), intersects xy at
right angles at a point o. It is quite
evident from the pictorial view that
a'o = Aa, i.e. the distance of the
front view from xy = the distance
of A from the H.P. viz. h. Similarly,
ao = Aa', i.e. the distance of the
top view from xy = the distance
of A from the V.P. viz. d.

v.P·

J

(i)

(ii)

Fie. 9-1
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,Y4
A point B (fig. 9-2) is above the H.P. and behind the V.P., i.e. in the second
quadrant. b' is the front view and b the top view.

=

When the planes are rotated, both the views are seen above xy. Note that b'o
Bb and bo = Bb'.

b

ill
I

d

X

O

FIG.

y

9-2

~/

/~

A point C (fig. 9-3) is below the H.P. and behind the Y.P., i.e. in the third
quadrant. Its front view c' is below xy and the top view c above xy. Also c'o =
Cc and co = Cc'.

X----'0-+--+--y

h
c' _i
FIG.

9-3

Projections of Points
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A
A point f (fig. 9-4) is below the H.P. and in front of the V.P., i.e. in the fourth
quadrant. Both its projections are below xy, and e'o = Ee and eo = Ee'.

xTTTY
Lfd
e
FIG. 9-4

m'

X

1r

O~O'

n

1lm
FIG. 9-5

Referring to fig. 9-5, we see that,
(i)

A point M is in the H.P. and in front of the V.P. Its front view m' is in

xy and the top view m be! ow it.
(ii)

A point N is in the V.P. and above the H.P. Its top view n is in xy and
the front view n' above it.

(iii) A point O is in both the H.P. and the V.P. Its projection o and o' coincide
with each other in xy.

(i)

The fine joining the top view and the front view of a point is always
perpendicular to xy. It is called a projector.
(ii) When a point is above the H.P., its front view is above xy; when it is
below the H.P., the front view is below xy. The distance of a point from
the H.P. is shown by the length of the projector from its front view to
xy, e.g. a'o, b'o etc.
(iii) When a point is in front of the V.P., its top view is below xy; when it is behind
the V.P., the top view is above xy. The distance of a point from the V.P. is
shown by the length of the projector from its top view to xy, e.g. ao, bo etc.
(iv) When a point is in a reference plane, its projection on the other reference
plane is in xy.

Problem 9-1. (fig. 9-1): A point A is 25 rnm above the H.P. and 30 mm in front
of the V.P. Draw its projections.
(i)

Draw the reference line xy [fig. 9-1 (ii)].
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(ii)

Through any point o in it, draw a perpendicular.
As the point is above the H.P. and in front of the V.P. its front view will
be above xy and the top view below xy.

(iii) On the perpendicular, mark a point a' above xy, such that a'o = 25 mm.
Similarly, mark a point a below xy, so that ao = 30 mm. a' and a are the
required projections.
9-2. (fig. 9-6): A point A is 20 mm
below the H.P. and 30 mm behind the V.P. Dra,v
its projections.

As the point is below the H.P. and behind
the V.P., its front view will be below xy and the
top view above xy.

! ' a'

Draw the projections as explained in problem
9-1 and as shown in fig. 9-6.

a'
FIG. 9-6

9-3. (fig. 9-7): A point P is in the first quadrant. Its shortest distance
from the intersection point of H.P., V.P. and Auxiliary vertical plane, perpendicular to
the H.P. and V.P. is 70 mm and it is equidistant from principal planes (H.P. and V.P.).
Draw the projections of the point and determine its distance from the H.P. and V.P.
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FIG. 9-7

Note: 0 represents intersection of H.P., V.P. and A.V.P.
(i)

(ii)

Draw xy and x 1 y 1 perpendicular reference lines.
0 represents intersection of H.P., V.P. and A.V.P.

(iii) Draw from O a line inclined at 45° of 70 mm length.
(iv) Project from P" on xy line and x 1 y1 . The projections are n and m respectively
as shown in figure. From O draw arc intersecting x 1 y1 .
(v)

Draw a parallel line at convinent distance from x1 y 1 . Extend P"m to intersect
a parallel line at p' and p as shown.

(vi) Measure distance from xy line, which is nearly 49.4974 mm say 49.5 mm.
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Projections on auxiliary
Sometime projections of object on the principal
(H.P. and V.P.) are insufficient. In such situation, another projection plane perpendicular
to the principal planes is taken. This plane is known as auxiliary plane. The projection
on the auxiliary plane is known as side view or side elevation. Refer fig. 9-8.
j1
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FIG. 9-8

The A.V.P. can be also taken right side also. For more details on projection on
auxiliary plane, refer chapter 11 .

1.

Draw the projections of the following points on the same ground line, keeping
the projectors 25 mm apart.
A, in the H.P. and 20 mm behind the V.P.

8, 40 mm above the
C, in the V.P. and 40
D,25 mm below the
£, 15 mm above the

H.P.
mm
H.P.
H.P.

and 25 mm in front of the V.P.
above the H.P.
and 25 mm behind the V.P.
and 50 mm behind the V.P.

F, 40 mm below the H.P. and 25 mm in front of the V.P.
G,in both the H.P. and the V.P.
2.

A point P is 50 mm from both the reference planes. Draw its projections in
all possible positions.

3.

State the quadrants in which the following points are situated:
(a)
(b)

A point P; its top view is 40 mm above xy; the front view, 20 mm below
the top view.
A point Q, its projections coincide with each other 40 mm below xy.
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4. A point P is 15 mm above the H.P. and 20 mm in front of the V.P. Another
point Q is 25 mm behind the V.P. and 40 mm below the H.P. Draw projections
of P and Q keeping the distance between their projectors equal to 90 mm.
Draw straight lines joining (i) their top views and (ii) their front views.
5. Projections of various points are given in fig. 9-9. State the position of each
point with respect to the planes of projection, giving the distances in centimetres.
e'
C

r•I

NL,+ ~t
b

X

N

"<I"

,q

d'

e
y

c'

a•__r

b'
FIG.

9-9

6. Two points A and B are in the H.P. The point A is 30 mm in front of the V.P.,
while B is behind the V.P. The distance between their projectors is 75 mm and
the line joining their top views makes an angle of 45° with xy. Find the
distance of the point B from the V.P.
7. A point P is 20 mm below H.P. and lies in the third quadrant. Its shortest
distance from xy is 40 mm. Draw its projections.
8. A point A is situated in the first quadrant. Its shortest distance from the
intersection point of H.P., V.P. and auxiliary plane is 60 mm and it is equidistant
from the principal planes. Draw the projections of the point and determine its
distance from the principal planes.
9. A point 30 mm above xy line is the plan-view of two points P and Q. The
elevation of P is 45 mm above the H.P. while that of the point Q is 35 mm
below the H.P. Draw the projections of the points and state their position with
reference to the principal planes and the quadrant in which they lie.
10. A point Q is situated in first quadrant. It is 40 mm above H.P. and 30 mm
in front of V.P. Draw its projections and find its shortest distance from the
intersection of H.P., V.P. and auxiliary plane.

A straight line is the shortest distance between two points. Hence, the projections
of a straight line may be drawn by joining the respective projections of its ends
which are points.
The position of a straight line may also be described with respect to the two
reference planes. It may be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Parallel to one or both the planes.
Contained by one or both the planes.
Perpendicular to one of the planes.
Inclined to one plane and parallel to the other.
Inclined to both the planes.
Projections of lines inclined to both the planes.
Line contained by a plane perpendicular to both the reference planes.
True length of a straight line and its inclinations with the reference planes.
Traces of a line.
Methods of determining traces of a line.
Traces of a line, the projections of which are perpendicular to xy.
Positions of traces of a line.

(a)

Line AB is parallel to the H.P.
a and b are the top views of the ends A and B respectively. It can be
clearly seen that the figure ABba is a rectangle. Hence, the top view ab is
equal to AB.
a'b' is the front view of AB and is parallel to xy.
Line CD is parallel to the V.P.
The line c'd' is the front view and is equal to CD; the top view cd is
parallel to xy.
Line ff is parallel to the H.P. and the V.P.
ef is the top view and e'f' is the front view; both are equal to ff and
parallel to xy.

(b)

(c)
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Hence, when a line is parallel to a plane, its projection on that plane is equal to its
true length; while its projection on the other plane is parallel to the reference line.

a'

e'

b'
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e

FIG. 10-1
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Line AB is in the H.P. Its top view ab is equal to AB; its front view a' b' is
in xy.
Line CD is in the V.P. Its front view c'd' is equal to CO; its top view cd is
in xy.
Line ff is in both the planes. Its front view e' f' and the top view ef coincide
with each other in xy.

Hence, when a line is contained by a plane, its projection on that plane
is equal to its true length; while its projection on the other plane is in the
reference line.

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 22 for the
line perpendicular to one of the planes.
When a line is perpendicular to one reference plane, it will be parallel to the other.

H 1 · ·,.
X-

a

y

i:

(FIRST-ANGLE PROJECTION)

a,

I'

,+:---ti\
I

d'

b'
(THIRD-ANGLE PROJECTION)

FIG. '10-3

(a)

Line AB is perpendicular to the H.P. The top views of its ends coincide in
the point a. Hence, the top view of the line AB is the point a. Its front
view a' b' is equal to AB and perpendicular to xy.

(b)

Line CO is perpendicular to the V.P. The point d' is its front view and the
line cd is the top view. cd is equal to CO and perpendicular to xy.

Hence, when a line is perpendicular to a plane its projection on that plane is
a point; while its projection on the other plane is a line equal to its true length and
perpendicular to the reference line.
In first-angle projection method, when top views of two or more points coincide,
the point which is comparatively farther away from xy in the front view will be
visible; and when their front views coincide, that which is farther away from xy in
the top view will be visible.
In third-angle projection method, it is just the reverse. When top views of two
or more points coincide the point which is comparatively nearer xy in the front
view will be visible; and when their front views coincide, the point which is nearer
xy in the top view will be visible.
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This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 23 for the
line inclined to one plane and parallel to the other.

The inclination of a line to a plane is the angle which the line makes with its
projection on that plane.
(a)

Line PQ 1 [fig. 10-4(i)] is inclined at an angle 8 to the H.P. and is parallel
to the V.P. The inclination is shown by the angle 8 which PQ 1 makes with
its own projection on the H.P., viz. the top view pq 1 •
The projections [fig. 10-4(ii)] may be drawn by first assuming the line to
be parallel to both the H.P. and the V.P. Its front view p'q' and the top
view pq will both be parallel to xy and equal to the true length. When the
line is turned about the end P to the position PQ 1 so that it makes the
angle 8 with the H.P. while remaining parallel to the V.P., in the front view
the point q' will move along an arc drawn with p' as centre and p'q' as
radius to a point q' 1 so that p'q' 1 makes the angle 8 with xy. In the top
view, q will move towards p along pq to a point q 1 on the projector
through q' 1 • p'q' 1 and pq 1 are the front view and the top view respectively
of the line PQ 1 .

e

~~---;-----+-+-Y

p

(ii)

(i)

FIG. 10-4

(b)

Line R5 1 [fig. 10-S(i)] is inclined at an angle 0 to the V.P. and is parallel
to the H.P. The inclination is shown by the angle 0 which R51 makes with
its projection on the V.P., viz. the front view r's' 1 . Assuming the line to be
parallel to both the H.P. and the V.P., its projections r's' and rs are drawn
parallel to xy and equal to its true length [fig. 10-S(ii)].
When the line is turned about its end R to the position R5 1 so that
it makes the angle 0 with the V.P. while remaining parallel to the H.P., in
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the top view the point s will move along an arc drawn with r as centre
and rs as radius to a point s1 so that rs 1 makes the angle 0 with xy. In
the front view, the point s' will move towards r' along the line r's' to a
point s' 1 on the projector through s1 . rs 1 and r's' 1 are the projections of the
line R5 1 .

X ~~-l-----l--+-

y

0

(i)

FIG. 10-5

Therefore, when the line is inclined to the H.P. and parallel to the V.P., its top
view is shorter than its true length, but parallel to xy; its front view is equal to
its true length and is inclined to xy at its true inclination with the H.P. And when
the line is inclined to the V.P. and parallel to the H.P., its front view is shorter
than its true length but parallel to xy; its top view is equal to its true length and
is inclined to xy at its true inclination with the V.P.

Hence, when a line is inclined to one plane and parallel to the other, its
projection on the plane to which it is inclined, is a line shorter than its true length
but parallel to the reference line. Its projection on the plane to which it is parallel,
is a line equal to its true length and inclined to the reference line at its true
inclination.
In other words, the inclination of a line with the H.P.
is seen in the front view and that with the V.P. is seen in
the top view.
Problem 10-1. (fig. 10-6): A line PQ, 90 mm long, is
in the H.P. and makes an angle of 30° with the V.P. Its
end P is 25 mm in front of the V.P. Draw its projections.
As the line is in the H.P., its top view will show the
true length and the true inclination with the V.P. Its front
view will be in xy.

q

FIG. 10-6

(i)

Mark a point p, the top view 25 mm below xy. Draw a line pq equal to
90 mm and inclined at 30° to xy.

(ii)

Project p to p' and q to q' on xy.

pq and p'q' are the required top view and front view respectively.
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10-2. (fig. 10-7): The length of the top view
of a line parallel to the V.P. and inclined at 45° to the H.P.
is SO mm. One end of the line is 12 mm above the H.P.
and 25 mm in front of the V.P. Draw the projections of
the line and determine its true length.

b'

As the line is parallel to the V.P., its top view will be
parallel to xy and the front view will show its true length
and the true inclination with the H.P.
(i)

Mark a, the top view, 25 mm below xy and a',
the front view, 12 mm above xy.

(ii)

Draw the top view ab 50 mm long and parallel to
xy and draw a projector through b.

a - - - 5.....
o_ _ b
FIG. 10-7

a' draw a line making 45° angle with xy and cutting the projector
through b at b'. Then a'b' is the front view and also the true length of the
line.
55

(iii) From

10-3. (fig. ·10-8): The front view of a 75 mm
long line measures 55 mm. The line is parallel to the H.P.
and one of its ends is in the V.P. and 25 mm above the
H.P. Draw the projections of the line and determine its
inclination with the V.P.

··1
X

b'

~

II

a

y

As the line is parallel to the H.P., its front view will
be parallel to xy.
(i)

Mark a, the top view of one end in xy, and a', its
front view, 25 mm above xy.

(ii)

Draw the front view a'b', 55 mm long and parallel to xy. With a as centre and
radius equal to 75 mm, draw an arc cutting the projector through b' at b.

FIG. 10-8

b

Join a with b. ab is the top view of the line. Its inclination with xy, viz. 0 is
the inclination of the line with the V.P.

1.

Draw the projections of a 75 mm long straight line, in the following positions:
(a)

(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(b)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(c)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Parallel to both the H.P. and the V.P. and 25 mm from each.
Parallel to and 30 mm above the H.P. and in the V.P.
Parallel to and 40 mm in front of the V.P. and in the H.P.
Perpendicular to the H.P., 20 mm in front of the V.P. and its one end
15 mm above the H.P.
Perpendicular to the V.P., 25 mm above the H.P. and its one end in
the V.P.
Perpendicular to the H.P., in the V.P. and its one end in the H.P.
Inclined at 45° to the V.P., in the H.P. and its one end in the V.P.
Inclined at 30° to the H.P. and its one end 20 mm above it; parallel to
and 30 mm in front of the V.P.
Inclined at 60° to the V.P. and its one end 15 mm in front of it; parallel
to and 25 mm above the H.P.
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2.

A 100 mm long line is parallel to and 40 mm above the H.P. Its two ends are
25 mm and 50 mm in front of the V.P. respectively. Draw its projections and
find its inclination with the V.P.

3.

A 90 mm long line is parallel to and 25 mm in front of the V.P. Its one end
is in the H.P. while the other is 50 mm above the H.P. Draw its projections
and find its inclination with the H.P.

4.

The top view of a 75 mm long line measures 55 mm. The line is in the V.P.,
its one end being 25 mm above the H.P. Draw its projections.

5.

The front view of a line, inclined at 30° to the V.P is 65 mm long. Draw the
projections of the line, when it is parallel to and 40 mm above the H.P., its
one end being 30 mm in front of the V.P.

6.

A vertical line AB, 75 mm long, has its end A in the H.P. and 25 mm in front
of the V.P. A line AC, 100 mm long, is in the H.P. and parallel to the V.P.
Draw the projections of the line joining B and C, and determine its inclination
with the H.P.

7.

Two pegs fixed on a wall are 4.5 metres apart. The distance between the pegs
measured parallel to the floor is 3.6 metres. If one peg is 1.5 metres above
the floor, find the height of the second peg and the inclination of the line
joining the two pegs, with the floor.

8.

Draw the projections of the lines in Exercises 1 to 6, assuming them to be in
the third quadrant, taking the given positions to be below the H.P. instead of
above the H.P., and behind the V.P., instead of in front of the V.P.

cH,\«OT,{<

(a)

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 24 for the
line inclined to both the planes.

A line AB (fig. 10-9) is inclined at e to the H.P. and is parallel to the V.P.
The end A is in the H.P. AB is shown as the hypotenuse of a right-angled
triangle, making the angle e with the base.

FIG. 10-9
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The top view ab is shorter than AB and parallel to xy. The front view a'b'
is equal to AB and makes the angle 0 with xy.
Keeping the end A fixed and the angle 0 with the H.P. constant, if the
end B is moved to any position, say 8 1 , the line becomes inclined to the
V.P. also.
In the top view, b will move along an arc, drawn with a as centre and
ab as radius, to a position b 1 . The new top view ab 1 is equal to ab but
shorter than AB.
In the front view, b' will move to a point b' 1 keeping its distance from xy
constant and equal to b'o; i.e. it will move along the line pq, drawn
through b' and parallel to xy. This line pq is the locus or path of the end
8 in the front view. b' 1 will lie on the projector through b 1 • The new front
view a'b' 1 is shorter than a'b' (i.e. AB) and makes an angle a with xy. a
is greater than 0.
Thus, it can be seen that as long as the inclination 0 of AB with the H.P.
is constant, even when it is inclined to the V.P.
(i)

(ii)

its length in the top view, viz. ab remains constant; and
the distance between the paths of its ends in the front view,
viz. b'o remains constant.

(b) The same line AB (fig. 10-10) is inclined at 0 to the V.P. and is parallel
to the H.P. Its end A is in the V.P. AB is shown as the hypotenuse of a
right-angled triangle making the angle 0 with the base.

FIG. 10-10

The front view a'b' 2 is shorter than AB and parallel to xy. The top view
ab 2 is equal to AB and makes an angle 0 with xy.
Keeping the end A fixed and the angle 0 with the V.P. constant, if B is
moved to any position, say 8 3, the line will become inclined to the H.P. also.
In the front view, b' 2 , will move along the arc, drawn with a' as centre
and a'b' 2 as radius, to a position b' 3 • The new front view a'b' 3 is equal to
a'b' 2 but is shorter than AB.
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In the top view, b 2 will move to a point b 3 along the line rs, drawn
through b 2 and parallel to xy, thus keeping its distance from the path of
a, viz. b 2 o constant. rs is the locus or path of the end B in the top view.
The point b 3 lies on the projector through b' 3 . The new top view ab 3 is
shorter than ab 2 (i.e. AB) and makes an angle ~ with xy. ~ is greater than 0.
Here also we find that, as long as the inclination of AB with the V.P.
does not change, even when it becomes inclined to the H.P.
(i)

its length in the front view, viz. a'b' 2 remains constant; and

(ii)

the distance between the paths of its ends in the top view, viz.
b 2 o remains constant.

Hence, when a line is inclined to both the planes, its projections are shorter
than the twe length and inclined to xy at angles greater than the true inclinations.
These angles viz. a and {3 are called apparent angles of inclination.

From Art. 10-S(a) above, we find that as long as the inclination of AB with the
H.P. is constant
(i)

its length in the top view, viz. ab remains constant, and

(ii)

in the front view, the distance between the loci of its ends, viz. b'o remains
constant.

In other words if
(i)

its length in the top view is equal to ab, and

(ii)

the distance between the paths of its ends in the front view is equal to b'o,
the inclination of AB with the H.P. will be equal to e.

Similarly, from Art. 10-S(b) above, we find that as long as the inclination of

AB with the V.P. is constant
(i)

its length in the front view, viz. a'b' 2 remains constant, and

(ii)

in the top view, the distance between the loci of its ends, viz. b2 o remains
constant.

The reverse of this is also true, viz.
(i)

if its length in the front view is equal to a'b' 2 , and

(ii)

the distance between the paths of its ends in the top view is equal to b 2 o, the
inclination of AB with the V.P. will be equal to 0.

Combining the above two findings, we conclude that when AB is inclined at
to the H.P. and at 0 to the V.P.

e

(i)

its lengths in the top view and the front view will be equal to ab 2 and a'b' 2
respectively, and

(ii)

the distances between the paths of its ends in the front view and the top view
will be equal to b' 2 o and b 2 o respectively.

The two lengths when arranged with their ends in their respective paths and
in projections with each other will be the projections of the line AB, as illustrated
in problem 10-4.
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Problem 10-4. Given the line AB, its inclinations 8 with the H.P. and 0 with
the V.P. and the position of one end A. To draw its projections.
Mark the front view a' and the top view a according to the given position of A (fig. 10-12).
Let us first determine the lengths of AB in the top view and the front view and
the paths of its ends in the front view and the top view.
(1)

(i)

Assume AB to be parallel
to the V.P. and inclined
at 8 to the H.P. AB is
shown in the pictorial view
as a side of the trapezoid
ABba [fig. 10-11(i)]. Draw
the front view a'b' equal
to AB [fig. 10-12(i)] and
inclined at 8 to xy. Project
the top view ab parallel
to xy. Through a' and b',
draw lines cd and pq
respectively parallel to xy.
ab is the length of AB
in the top view and, cd
and pq are the paths of
A and B respectively in
the front view.

(ii)

10-11
(2) Again, assume AB 1 (equal to AB) to
be parallel to the H.P. and inclined
at 0 to the V.P. In the pictorial view
[fig. 10-11 (ii)], AB 1 is shown as a
side of the trapezoid AB 1b' 1a'. Draw
the top view ab 1 equal to AB
[fig. 10-12 (ii)] and inclined at 0 to
xy. Project the front view a'b'1 parallel
to xy. Through a and b 1 , draw lines
ef and rs respectively parallel to xy.
a'b' 1 is the length of AB in the front
view and, ef and rs are the paths
of A and B respectively in the top
view.
FIG.

We may now arrange
(i)

b'

c-·a'

1 d

·-··-··-··-··

b2

b2

··-· - s
b1

(ii)

(i)
FIG.

10-12

ab (the length in the top view) between its paths ef and rs, and

(ii) a'b' 1 (the length in the front view) between the paths cd and pq,
keeping them in projection with each other, in one of the following
two ways:
(a)

In case (1) [fig. 10-11 (i)], if the side Bb is turned about Aa, so that b
comes on the path rs, the line AB will become inclined at 0 to the V.P. Therefore,
with a as centre [fig. 10-12(i)] and radius equal to ab, draw an arc cutting
rs at a point b 2 • Project b 2 to b' 2 on the path pq.

Art. 10-7]
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Draw lines joining a with b 2 , and a' with b' 2 • ab 2 and a'b' 2 are the required
projections. Check that a'b' 2 = a'b' 1 •
(b) Similarly, in case (2) [fig. 10-11 (ii)], if the side B1b' 1 is turned about Aa' till
b 1 ' is on the path pq, the line AB1 will become inclined at e to the H.P.
Hence, with a' as centre [fig. 10-12 (ii)] and radius equal to a'b' 1 , draw
an arc cutting pq at a point b' 2 . Project b' 2 to b 2 in the top view on the
path rs.
Draw lines joining a with b 2 , and a' with b' 2 . ab 2 and a'b' 2 are the required
projections. Check that ab 2 = ab.
Fig. 10-13 shows (in pictorial and orthographic views) the projections obtained
with both the above steps combined in one figure and as described below.
First, determine
(i) the length ab in the top view and the path pq in the front view and
(ii) the length a'b' 1 in the front view and the path rs in the top view.
Then, with a as centre and radius equal to ab, draw an arc cutting rs at
a point b 2 • With a' as centre and radius equal to a'b' 1 , draw an arc cutting pq at
a point b' 2 •
Draw lines joining a with b 2 and a' with b' 2 • ab 2 and a'b' 2 are the required
projections. Check that b 2 and b' 2 lie on the same projector.
It is quite evident from the figure that the apparent angles of inclination a and
are greater than the true inclinations e and 0 respectively.

~

b'

P-··2

FIG.

10-13

As the two reference planes are at right angles to each other, the sum total of the
inclinations of a line with the two planes, viz. e and 0 can never be more than
90°. When El + 0 = 90°, the line will be contained by a third plane called the
profile plane, perpendicular to both the H.P. and the V.P.
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A line ff (fig. 10-14), is inclined at
8 to the H.P. and at 0 [equal to (90° - 8)]
to the V.P. The line is thus contained
by the profile plane marked P.P.

e'

The front view e'f' and the top view
ef are both perpendicular to xy and shorter
than ff.
Therefore, when a line is inclined
to both the reference planes and contained
by a plane perpendicular to them, i.e.
when the sum of its inclinations with
the H.P. and the V.P. is 90°, its projections
are perpendicular to xy and shorter than
the true length.

I'

FIG. 10-14

When projections of a line are given, its true length and inclinations with the planes
are determined by the application of the following rule:

When a line is parallel to a plane, its projection on that plane will show its true
length and the true inclination with the other plane.
The line may be made parallel to a plane, and its true length obtained by any one
of the following three methods:
fU!l<:>TYilfl.N

I:

Making each view parallel to the reference line and projecting the other view
from it. This is the exact reversal of the processes adopted in Art. 10-5 for
obtaining the projections.
Method II:

Rotating the line about its projections till it lies in the H.P. or in the V.P.
Method

m:

Projecting the views on auxiliary planes parallel to each view.
(This method will be dealt with in chapter 11 ).
The following problem shows the application of the first two methods and
problem 10-29 and problem 10-31 show application of third method.
10-5. The top vievv ab and the front view a'b' of a line AB are given.
To determine its true length and the inclinations with the H.P. and the V.P.
Method I:

Fig. 10-1 S(i) shows AB the line, a'b' its front view and ab
trapezoid ABba is turned about Aa as axis, so that AB becomes
in the top view, b will move along an arc drawn with centre
to ab, to b 1 , so that ab 1 is parallel to xy. In the front view,
its locus pq, to a point b' 1 on the projector through b 1 .

its top view. If the
parallel to the V.P.,
a and radius equal
b' will move along
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b'
P-·-··
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C
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(i)

-s

(ii)

FIG. 10-15

(i)

Therefore, with centre a and radius equal to ab [fig. 10-1 S(ii)], draw an arc
to cut ef at b 1 .

(ii)

Draw a projector through b 1 to cut pq (the path of b') at b' 1 .

(iii) Draw the line a'b' 1 which is the true length of AB. The angle 8, which it
makes with xy is the inclination of AB with the H.P.
Again, in fig. 10-16(i) AB is shown as a side of a trapezoid ABb'a'. If the
trapezoid is turned about Aa' as axis so that AB is parallel to the H.P., the new
top view will show its true length and true inclination with the V.P.

b'

2

C

d

e

(i)

(ii)

FIG. 10-16

(i)

With a' as centre and radius equal to a'b' [fig. 10-16(ii)], draw an arc to
cut cd at b'2 .

(ii)

Draw a projector through b' 2 to cut rs (the path of b ) at b 2 •

(iii) Draw the line ab 2 , which is the true length of AB. The angle 0 which it
makes with xy is the inclination of AB with the V.P.
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Fig. 10-1 7(i) shows the above two steps
combined in one figure.

____a'g__

b'

b'

The same results will be obtained by
keeping the end B fixed and turning the
end A [fig. 10-17(ii)], as explained below.
(i)

With centre b and radius equal to
ba, draw an arc cutting rs at a 1 (thus
making ba parallel to xy).

(ii)

Project a 1 to a' 1 on cd (the path
of a') a' 1 b' is the true length and
is the true inclination of AB with
the H.P.

q

d
x--1"------H----++--+--~y

e

e
b s

b

(iii) Similarly, with centre b' and radius
equal to b'a', draw an arc cutting pq
at a2 '.

(ii)

(i)
FIG.

10-17

(iv) Project a2 ' to a2 on ef (the path of a). a2 b is the true length and 0 is the true
inclination of AB with the V.P.

Method II:
Referring to the pictorial view in fig. 10-18(i) we find that AB is the line, ab its top
view and a'b' its front view.
In the trapezoid ABb'a' (i) a'A and b'B are both perpendicular to a'b' and are respectively
equal to ao 1 and bo 2 (the distances of a and b from xy in the top view), and
(ii) the angle between AB and a'b' is the angle of inclination 0 of AB with the V.P.
Assume that this trapezoid is rotated about a'b', till it lies in the V.P.
B1

b'

X

'

"'

a

'

"'

"'
(i)

b

(ii)

Fie. 10-"18

In the orthographic view [fig. 10-18(ii) ], this trapezoid is obtained by drawing
perpendiculars to a'b', viz. a'A 1 (equal to ao 1 ) and b'B 1 (equal to bo 2 ) and then
joining A 1 with 8 1 . The line A 1 B1 is the true length of AB and its inclination
0 with a' b' is the inclination of AB with the V.P.
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Similarly, in trapezoid ABba in fig. 10-19(i), AB is the line and ab its top
view. Aa and Bb are both perpendicular to ab and are respectively equal to a'o 1
and b'o 2 (the distances of a' and b' from xy in the front view). The angle 8
between AB and ab is the inclination of AB with the H.P.
b'

a'

"'

FIG.

x-------0-Y
0i
2

10-19

This figure may now be assumed to be rotated about ab as axis, so that it lies
in the H.P.
In the orthographic view [fig. 10-19(ii)], this trapezoid is obtained by erecting
perpendiculars to ab, viz. aA 2 equal to a'o 1 and bB 2 equal to b'o 2 and joining A 2
with 8 2 . The line A 2 B2 is the true length of AB and its inclination 8 with ab is the
inclination of AB with the H.P.
Note: The perpendiculars on ab or a'b' can also be drawn on its other side assuming
the trapezoid to be rotated in the opposite direction.

When a line is inclined to a plane, it will meet that plane, produced if necessary.
The point in which the line or line-produced meets the plane is called its trace.
The point of intersection of the line with the H.P. is called the horizontal trace,
usually denoted as H.T. and that with the V.P. is called the vertical trace or V.T.
Refer to fig. 10-20.
A line AB is parallel to the H.P. and the V.P. It has no trace.
A line CD is inclined to the H.P. and parallel to the V.P. It has only the
H.T. but no V.T.
(iii) A line ff is inclined to the V.P. and parallel to the H.P. It has only the
V.T. but no H.T.
Thus, when a line is parallel to a plane it has no trace upon that plane.
Refer to fig. 10-21.
(i)

(ii)

(i)

A line PQ is perpendicular to the H.P. Its H.T. coincides with its top view
which is a point. It has no V.T.

[Ch. 10
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(ii) A line RS is perpendicular to the V.P. Its V.T. coincides with its front view
which is a point. It has no H.T.

p'
p'
NOV.T.

q'
e'

a',-----,b'

s' V.T.

X--+---+-y

f'

p H.T.

a

b
NO TRACE
(i)

d

C

NO V.T.
(ii)
FIG.

NOH.T.

H.T.

e

s

(iii)

10-20

FIG.

10-21

Hence, when a line is perpendicular to a plane, its trace on that plane coincides
with its projection on that plane. It has no trace on the other plane.
Refer to fig. 10-22.

FIG.

10-22

(i)

A line AB has its end A in the H.P. and the end B in the V.P. Its H.T.
coincides with a the top view of A and the V.T. coincides with b' the front
view of B.

(ii)

A line CD has its end C in both the H.P. and the V.P. Its H.T. and V.T.
coincide with c and c' (the projections of C) in xy.

Hence, when a line has an end in a plane, its trace upon that plane coincides
with the projection of that end on that plane.

PAS NH MAT
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YA;
Mt~n1oa I:

Fig. 10-23(i) shows a line

AB inclined to both the reference
planes. Its end A is in the H.P.
and 8 is in the V.P.

b'

V.T.

a'b' and ab are the front
view
and
the
top
view
respectively [fig. 10-23(ii)].
The H.T. of the line is on
the projector through a' and
coincides with a. The V.T. is
on the projector through b and
coincides with b'.

(ii)

(i)
FIG. 10-23

Let us now assume that AB
is shortened from both its ends,
its inclination with the planes
remaining constant. The H.T.
and V.T. of the new line CD
are still the same as can be
seen clearly in fig. 10-24(i).

d'

c'd' and cd are the projections of CD [fig. 10-24(ii)]. Its
traces may be determined as
described below.
(i)

Produce
the
front
view c'd' to meet xy
at a point h.

(ii)

Through h, draw a
projector to meet the
top view cd-produced,
at the H.T. of the line.

"'

(i)

(iii) Similarly, produce the top view cd to meet

h

V.T.

X -+---1----+--,,V~

H.T.

y

(ii)

FIG. 10-24

xy at a point v.

(iv) Through v, draw a projector to meet the front view c'd'-produced, at the
V.T. of the line.
Method II:

c'd' and cd are the projections of the line CD [fig. 10-25(ii)]. Determine
the true length C1 D 1 from the front view c'd' by trapezoid method. The
point of intersection between c'd'-produced and C1 D 1 -produced is the V.T. of
the line.
Similarly, determine the true length C2 D 2 from the top view ed. Produce them
to intersect at the H.T. of the line.
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The above is quite evident from the pictorial view shown in fig. 10-25(i).

(i)

(ii)
FIG. 10-25

1

1

When the projections of a line are perpendicular to xy, i.e. when the sum of its
inclinations with the two principal planes of projection is 90°, it is not possible to find the
traces by the first method. Method II must, therefore, be adopted as shown in fig. 10-26.
V.T.

x

o-··- .. -··-Y

H.T.
FIG. 10-26

Although the line may be situated in the third quadrant, its both traces may be
above or below xy, as shown in problem 10-6 and in fig. 10-2 7 and fig. 10-28.
When a line intersects a plane, its traces on that plane will be contained by its
projection on that plane as shown in problem 10-7.
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q'

y

q

FIG. 10-27

Problem 10-6. Projections of a line PQ are given. Determine the positions of

its traces.
Let pq and p'q' be the projections of PQ (fig. 10-27 and fig. 10-28).
Produce the top view pq to meet xy at v. Draw a projector through v to
meet the front view p'q'-produced at the V.T.
(ii) Through h, the point of intersection between p'q'-produced and xy, draw a
projector to meet the top view pg-produced at the H.T.

(i)

Note that in fig. 10-27, the traces are below xy while in fig. 10-28 they are
above it.

y

X

q

FIG. 10-28

Problem 10-7. A point A is 50 mm below the 1--f.P. and 12 mm behind the V.P.
A point B is 10 mm above the H.P. and 25 mm in front of the V.P. The distance

between the projectors of A and B is 40 mm. Determine the traces of the line
joining A and B.
Draw the projections ab and a'b' of the line AB.
Method I: (fig. 10-29):

(i)

Through v, the point of intersection between ab and xy, draw a projector
to meet a'b' at the V.T. of the line.

(ii)

Similarly, through h, the point of intersection between a'b' and xy, draw a
projector to cut ab at the H.T. of the line.
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FIG. '10-29
Method II: (fig. 10-30):

At the ends a' and b', draw perpendiculars
to a'b', viz. a'A 1 equal to ao 1 and b'B1 equal
to bo 2 on its opposite sides (as a and b
are on opposite sides of xy).
Draw the line A1 B1 intersecting a'b' at
the V.T. of the line.
Similarly, at the ends a and b, draw
perpendiculars to ab, viz. aA 2 equal to Af~~~~~~-l----+--/-~~.l...-4~r;;?"B2
a'o 1 and bB 2 equal to b'o 2 , on its opposite
sides (as a' and b' are on opposite sides
of xy). Join A2 with 8 2 cutting ab at the
H.T. of the line.
Note that A1B1 = A2B2 = AB and that
e and 0 are the inclinations of AB with the
H.P. and the V.P. respectively.
FIG. 10-30

In the following problems, the ends of the lines should be assumed to be in
the first quadrant, unless otherwise stated.
Problem 'I0-8.
'10<31 ): A iine
50 mm long, has its end A in both the
f-1.P. and the V.P. It is inclined at 30' to the f-1.P. and at 45" to the V.P. Draw its

projections.

b',,_ .. _,, _______ ,,_,, b'2 .. _q

As the end A is in both the planes,
its top view and the front view will
coincide in xy.
(i)

Assuming AB to be parallel
to the V.P. and inclined at
e (equal to 30°) to the H.P.,
draw its front view ab' (equal
to AB) and project the top
view ab.

r - .. -

..

b1
(i)

(ii)

Fie. 10-31
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Again assuming AB to be parallel to the H.P. and inclined at 0 (equal
to 45°) to the V.P., draw its top view ab 1 (equal to AB). Project the
front view ab' 1 .

ab and ab' 1 are the lengths of AB in the top view and the front view
respectively, and pq and rs are the loci of the end B in the front view and
the top view respectively.
(iii) With a as centre and radius equal to ab' 1 , draw an arc cutting pq in b'2 .
With the same centre and radius equal to ab, draw an arc cutting rs in b 2 .
Draw lines joining a with b' 2 and b 2 • ab' 2 and ab 2 are the required projections.

FIG.

10-32

Fig. 10-32 shows in pictorial and orthographic views, the solution obtained
with all the above steps combined in one figure only.
Problem 10-9. (fig. 10-33): A line PQ 75 mm long, has its end P in the V.P.
and the end Q in the H.P. The line is inclined at 30° to the H.P. and at 60° to
the V.P. Draw its projections.

a-··-.. p' .. ____ .. ____ .. _

n'

·l"C2 -·-b
p1q'1

q'p

c---- .. (i)

.. - · q1
(ii)

FIG.

.. -

q2

.. -

.. -d

(iii)

10-33

The top view of P and the front view of Q will be in xy. As shown in the
previous problem, determine
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(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

the length of PO in the top view, viz. q'p and the path ab of the end P
in the front view;
the length p 1 q' 1 in the front view and the path cd of the end O in the top view.
Mark any point p 2 (the top view of P) in xy and project its front view p' 2 in ab.
With p' 2 as centre and radius equal to p 1q' 1, draw an arc cutting xy in q' 2 .
It coincides with pz.
With p2 as centre and radius equal to q'p, draw an arc cutting cd in q2 .
p2 q2 and p' 2 q' 2 are the required projections. They lie in a line perpendicular
to xy because the sum of the two inclinations is equal to 90°.

Problem 10-10. (fig. 10-34): A fine PQ
100 mm long, is inclined at 30° to the H.P.
and at 45° to the V.P. Its mid-point is in the
V.P. and 20 mm above the H.P. Draw its
projections, if its end P is in the third quadrant
and Q in the first quadrant.

q~

01 ··-d

1..

··-··-h

The front view and the top view of P will
be below and above xy respectively, while those
of O will be above and below xy respectively.
(i)

(ii)

Mark m, the top view of the midpoint in xy and project its front view
m', 20 mm above xy.
Through m', draw a line making an angle

g--·

q3 02

·10-34

FIG.

e

(equal to 30°) with xy and

~

PO, cut it at P1
below xy and at 0 1 above xy. Project P10 1 to p 1 q1 on xy. p 1q 1 is the
length of PO in the top view. ab and cd are the paths of P and 0

with the same point as centre and radius equal to

respectively in the front view.
(iii) Similarly, through m, draw a line making angle 0 (equal to 45°) with xy
and cut it with the same radius at P2 above xy and at 0 2 below it.
(iv) Project P2 0 2 to p' 2 q' 2 on the horizontal line through m'. p' 2 q' 2 is the
length of PO in the front view and ef and gh are the paths of P and
O respectively in the top view.
b'
(v) With m as centre and radius equal to mp 1
' --- d
or mq 1 , draw arcs cutting ef at p 3 and gh
at q3 . With m' as centre and radius equal
to m'p' 2 or m'q' 2 , draw arcs cutting ab at
b'
1
X-=-i"'--'-~-+-~~--1-~1-+~-y
p 3 and cd at q' 3 . p3q 3 and p' 3q' 3 are the
required projections.
Problem 10-11. (fig. 10-35): The top view of
a 75 mm long line AB measures 65 mrn, while the
length of its front view is 50 mm. Its one end A
is in the H.P. and 12 mm in front of the V.P.
Draw the projections of AB and determine its
inclinations with the H.P. and the V.P.
(i)

Mark the front view a' and the top view
a of the given end A.

FIG.

·10-35
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Assuming AB to be parallel to the V.P., draw a line ab equal to 65 mm
and parallel to xy. With a' as centre and radius equal to 75 mm, draw an
arc cutting the projector through b at b'. The line cd through b' and
parallel to xy, is the locus of B in the front view and 8 is the inclination
of AB with the H.P.

(iii) Similarly, draw a line a'b' 1 in xy and equal to 50 mm. With a as centre
and radius equal to AB, draw an arc cutting the projector through b' 1 at b 1 .
ef is the locus of B in the top view and 0 is the inclination of AB with
the V.P.
(iv) With a' as centre and radius equal to a'b' 1 , draw an arc cutting cd in b' 2 .
With a as centre and radius equal to ab, draw an arc cutting ef in b 2 •
a'b' 2 and ab 2 are the required projections.

Problem 10-12. (fig. 10-36): A line AB, 65 mm long1 has its end A 20 mm
above the H.P. and 25 mm in front of the V.P. The end B is 40 mm above the H.P.
and 65 mm in front of the V.J~ Draw the projections of AB and show its inclinations
with the H.P. and the V.P.
(i)

(ii)

As per given positions, draw the loci
cd and gh of the end A, and ef and jk
of the end B in the front view and the
top view respectively.

d

Mark any point a (the top view of A) in

gh and project it to a' on ed. With a' as

·----++--+----t- y

centre and radius equal to 65 mm, draw
an arc cutting ef in b'. Join a' with b'.
8, the inclination of a'b' with xy, is the
inclination of AB with the H.P. Project
b' to b on gh. ab is the length of AB
in the top view.
(iii) With a as centre and radius equal to
65 mm, draw an arc cutting jk in b 1 .
Join a with b 1 . 0, the inclination of ab 1

FIG. ·10-36

with xy, is the inclination of AB with the V.P. Project b 1 to b' 1 on ed.
a'b' 1 is the length of AB in the front view.
Arrange ab and a'b' 1 between their respective paths as shown. a'b' 2 and ab 2 are
the required projections of AB.
Problem 10-13. (fig. 10-3 7 and fig. "l0-38): The projectors of the ends of a line
AB are 50 mm apart. The end A is 20 mm above the H.P. and 30 mm in front
of the V.P. The end B is 70 mm below the H.P. and 40 mm behind the V.P.
Determine the true length and traces of AB, and its inclinations with the two planes.

Draw two projectors 50 mm apart. On one projector, mark the top view a and
the front view a' of the end A. On the other, mark the top view b and the front
view b' of the end B, as per given distances. ab and a'b' are the projections of AB.
Determine the true length, traces and inclinations by any one of the following
two methods:
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Method I:
By making the line parallel to a plane (fig. 10-37):
(i)

Keeping a fixed, turn ab to a position ab 1 , thus making it parallel to xy.
Project b 1 to b' 1 on the locus of b'. a'b' 1 is the true length of AB and e
is its true inclination with the H.P.

(ii)

Similarly, turn a'b' to the position a' 1b' and project a' 1 to a 1 on the path
of a (because the end a has been moved). a1b is the true length of AB and
0 is its inclination with the V.P.

Traces:
(i)

Through v the point of intersection of the top view ab with xy, draw a
projector to cut a'b' at the V.T.

(ii)

Through h the point of intersection of the front view a'b' with xy, draw a
projector to cut ab at the H .T. of the line.

,--B,-~]

b
-·-··-··-··y-

b

1

~+-~__:,,.~--l-+-----0-1--y

··-··-·· ~L

b'

50
FIG.

10-37

FIG.

. I

10-38

Method II:
By rotating the line about its projections till it lies in H.P. or V.P. (fig. 10-38):
(i)

At the ends a and b of the top view ab, draw perpendiculars to ab, viz.
aA 1 equal to a'o 1 and bB 1 equal to b'o 2 , on opposite sides of it (because
a' and b' are on opposite sides of xy). A 1 B1 is the true length of AB. e
(its inclination with ab) is the inclination of AB with the H.P. and the point
at which A 1 B1 intersects ab is the H.T. of AB.

(ii)

Similarly, at the ends a'
to a'b', viz. a'A 2 equal
of it. A2 B2 is the true
inclination of AB with
a'b' is the V.T. of AB.

and b' of the front view a'b', draw perpendiculars
to ao 1 and b'B 2 equal to bo 2 , on opposite sides
length of AB. 0 (its inclination with a'b') is the
the V.P. and the point at which A2 B2 intersects

Problem 10-14. (fig. 10-39): A line AB, 90 mm long, is inclined at 45° to the
H.P. and its top view makes an angle of 60° with the V.P. The end A is in the H.P.
and 12 mm in front of the V.P. Draw its front view and find its true inclination with
the V.P.

(i)

Mark a and a', the projections of the end A.
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Assuming AB to be parallel to the V.P. and inclined at 45° to the H.P.,
draw its front view a'b' equal to AB and making an angle of 45° with xy.
Project b' to b so that ab the top view is parallel to xy. Keeping the end
a fixed, turn the top view ab to a position ab 1 so that it makes an angle
of 60° with xy. Project b 1 to b' 1 on the locus of b'. Join a' with b' 1 . a'b' 1
is the front view of AB.

(iii) To find the true inclination with the V.P., draw an arc with a as centre and
radius equal to AB, cutting the locus of b 1 in b 2 . Join a with b 2 . 0 is the
true inclination of AB with the V.P.
b'1

b'

p'
p'

LO

y

X

LO
.....

b

p

+
p·-1-l

q

(ii)

(i)
FIG. 10-39

FIG. 10-40

10-15. (fig. HJ-40): Incomplete projections
a line PQ, inclined at
30° to the H.P. are given in fig. 10-40(i). Compfete the projections and determine
the true length of PQ and its inclination v·,1ith the V.P.
(i)

Turn the top view pq [fig. 10-40(ii)] to a position pq 1 , so that it is parallel
to xy. Through p', draw a line making an angle e (equal to 30°) with xy
and cutting the projector through q 1 at q' 1 . p'q' 1 is the front view of PQ.

(ii)

Through q' 1 , draw a line parallel to xy and cutting the projector through
q at q'. p'q' is the front view of PQ.

(iii) With p as centre and radius equal to p' q' 1 , draw an arc cutting the locus

of

q at q2 .

(iv) Join p with q2 . 0 is the inclination of PQ with the V.P.
10--16. (fig. 10-41): The end A of a line AB is 25 mm behind the V.P.
is below the 1--1.P. The end B is 72 mm in front of the V.J~ and is above the
The distance between the projectors is 65 rnm. The fine is inclined at 40° to
H.P. and its H.T. is 20 mm behind the V.P. Drairv the projections of the line
determine its true length and the V. T.

p,.,,11,1,<>n--.

and
H.P.
the
and

Draw the top view ab and mark the H.T. on it, 20 mm above xy.
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We have seen that the line representing the true length obtained by the trapezoid
method, intersects the top view or the top view-produced, at the H.T. at an angle
b'
equal to the true inclination of the line with the V.P.
(i)

(ii)

Hence, at the ends a and b, draw perpendiculars to ab on its opposite sides (as
one end is below the H.P. and the other
end above it). Through the H.T., draw a
line making angle O (equal to 40°) with
ab and cutting the perpendiculars at A 1 and
B1 , as shown. A 1B1 is the true length of
AB. aA 1 and bB 1 are the distances of the
ends A and B respectively from the H.P.

81

A1
y

a'

FIG.

10-41
b1

b'

Project a and b to a' and b', making a'o 1
equal to aA 1 and b'o 2 equal to bB 1 • a'b'
is the front view of AB. Through v, the
point of intersection between ab and xy,
draw a projector cutting a'b' at the V.T.
of the line.

Problem 10-17. (fig. 10-42): A line AB, 90 mm
long is inclined at 30° to the H.P. Its end A is
12 mm above the H.P. and 20 mm in front of the V.P.
Its front view measures 65 mm. Draw the top view
of AB and determine its inclination with the V.P.
(i)

Mark a and a' the projections of the end

A. Through a', draw a line ab' 90 mm
long and making an angle of 30° with xy.
(ii)

With a' as centre and radius equal to 65 mm,
draw an arc cutting the path of b' at b'1 ·
a'b' 1 is the front view of AB.

FIG.

b
1
10-42

b

2

(iii) Project b' to b, so that ab is parallel to xy. ab is the length of AB in the top view.
(iv) With a as centre and radius equal to ab, draw an arc cutting the projector
through b' 1 at b 1 . Join a with b 1 . ab 1 is the required top view.
Determine 0 as described in problem 10-14.

Problem 10-18. (fig. 10-43): The ends of a line
The end P is 30 mm below the H.P. and 12 mm
55 mm above the H.P. and 45 mm in front of the
and traces of PQ and its inclinations with the two

PQ are on the same projector.
behind the V.P. The end Q is
V.P. Determine the true length
planes.

Note: When the ends of a line are on the same projector or sum of angles of inclinations
of a line with xy is 90°, use Method II only.

Draw the projections pq and p' q' as per given positions of the ends P and Q. They
will partly coincide with each other.
(i)

At the ends p and q of the top view pq,
equal to p'o, and qQ1 equal to q'o and on
the true length of PQ. e is the inclination
point of intersection between P1 Q 1 and pq

erect perpendiculars, viz. pP1
opposite sides of pq. P1 Q1 is
of PQ with the H.P. and the
is the H.T. of PQ.

Projections of Straight Lines
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Similarly, draw perpendiculars to p'q'. viz. p'P2 equal to po and q'Q 2
equal to qo and on opposite sides of p'q'. P2 Q 2 is the true length. 0 is
the true inclination of PQ with the V.P. and the point where P2 Q 2 cuts p'q'
is the V.T. of PQ.
q'

q'

FIG. ·10-43

10-19. (fig. 10-44): A line AB, inclined at 40° to the V.P., has its ends
50 mm and 20 mm above the H.P. The length of its front view is 65 mm and its
V.T. is rn mm above the H.P. Determine the true length of AB, its inclination with
the H.P. and its H. T.
(i)
(ii)

Draw the front view a'b' as per given positions of A and B and the given length.
Draw a line parallel to and 10 mm above xy. This line will contain the V.T.
Produce a'b' to cut this line at the V.T. Draw a projector through V.T. to
v on xy.
a' 2
a'

a' V.T. to be the front
view of a line which makes 40°
angle with the V.P. and whose one
end vis in the V.P., let us determine
its true length.
(iv) Keeping V.T. fixed, turn the end
a' to a' 1 so that the Ii ne becomes x --;--,..--------1-r-~---~~
parallel to xy. Through v, draw
a line making an angle of 40°
with xy and cutting the projector
through a' 1 at a1 . The line through
a1 , drawn parallel to xy, is the
locus of A in the top view. Project
a' to a on this line. av is the
top view of the line, whose front
view is a' V.T. and whose true
a1
length is equal to a1 v.
Fie. 10-44
(v) But a'b' is the given front view of AB. Therefore, project b' to b on av.
ab is the top view of AB. Obtain the inclination e with the H.P. by making
the top view ab parallel to xy, as shown.

(iii) Assuming
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Produce a'b' to meet xy at h. Draw a projector through h to cut ab-produced, at
the H.T. of the line.
Problem 10-20. (fig. 10-45): The front view a'b' and the H.T. of a line AB, inclined
at 23" to the f-1.P. are given in fig. 10-45(i). Determine the true length of AB, its
inclination with the V.P. and its V. I

b'

H.T.

~

~l 50

y

(i)
FIG.

10-45

Consider that hb' is the front view of a line inclined at 23° to the H.P. and the top
view of whose one end is in H.T.
(i)

Through h [fig. 10-45(ii)], draw a line making an angle of e = 23° with
xy and cutting the locus of B in the front view in b' 1 . hb' 1 is the true
length of the line whose length in the top view is H.T. b 1 .

(ii)

With H.T. as centre and radius equal to H.T. b 1 , draw an arc cutting the
projector through b' at b. H.T. b is the top view and hb' is the front view
of a line which contains AB.

(iii) Therefore, through a', draw a projector cutting H.T. b at a. ab is the top
view of AB.
Obtain the true length ab 2 (of AB) and its inclination 0 with the V.P. by
making a' b' parallel to xy.
(iv) Produce ba to meet xy in v. Draw a projector through v to cut b'a'-produced,
at the V.T. of the line.
Problem 10-21. (fig. 10-46): A tripod stand rests on the floor. One of its legs
is 150 mm long and makes an angle of 70° with the floor. The other two legs are
763 mm and 175 mm long respectively. The upper ends of the legs are attached to
the corners of a horizontal equilateral triangular frame of 50 mm side, one side of
which is parallel to the V.P. In the top view, the legs appear as lines 120° apar(
which if produced, would meet in a point. Draw the projections of the tripod and
determine the angle which each of the other two legs makes with the floor. Assume
the thickness of the frame and of the legs to be equal to that of the line.

(i)

At any point Pon xy, draw a line PA, 150 mm long and making 70° angle with

xy. h is the height of the tripod and PA 1 is the length of the leg in the top view.
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a'

b'
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c'

Draw an equilateral triangle
abc of 50 mm side with
one side parallel to and
below xy. Project the front
view a'b'c' at the height h
above xy. Determine the
lengths of the other two
legs in the top view as
described below.
x~~~-:-~~~~-t---t--;-~~~-;f-.-~~r' y
1

(iii) With b' as centre and
radius equal to 163 mm,
draw an arc cutting xy in
q' 1 . Similarly with a' and c'
as centre and radius equal
to 150 mm and 175 mm,
draw an arc cutting xy in
p' 1 and r' 1 respectively ap 1 ,
bq 1 and cr1 are the lengths
of the three legs in the
top view and a and 13
respectively are their inclinations with the floor (H.P.).

q
FIG. 10-46

(iv) The legs in the top view are to be inclined at 120° to each other and to
meet at a point, if produced. Therefore, draw lines bisecting the angles of
the triangle, making ap equal to PA 1 , bq equal to bq 1 and er equal to cr 1 ,
thus completing the top view.
(v)

Project p,q and r to p',q' and r' respectively on xy. Complete the front view
by drawing lines a'p', b'q' and c'r'.

Problem 10-22. (fig. 10-47): A straight road going uphill from a point A, due
east to another point B, is 4 km long and has a slope of 15°. Another straight road
from B, due 30° east of north, to a point C is also 4 km long but is on ground
level. Determine the length and slope of the straight road joining the points A and C.
Scale, 10 mm = 0.4 km.
b'
c'

C

\

\
\I

b
FIG. 10-47
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(i)

Mark any point a'. Draw a line a'b', 100 mm long, to the right of a' and inclined
upwards at 15° to the horizontal (to represent the road from A to 8). Project
its top view ab keeping it horizontal.

(ii)

As the road from B to C is on ground level, the top view be will be equal
to 100 mm and inclined at (90° + 30°) i.e. 120° to ab.

(iii) From b, draw a line be, 100 mm long and making 120° angle with ab.
Project c to c' making b'c' horizontal. a'c' and ac are the front view and
the top view respectively of the road from A to C,
Determine the true length a'c' 1 and the
angle 0 as shown, which are respectively the
length and slope of the road from A to C.
Problem 10-23. (fig. 'I0-48): Two lines
AB and AC make an angle of ·120° between
them in their front view and top view. AB
is parallel to both the H.P. and the V.P.
Determine the real angle between AB and AC.
Draw any line b'a' parallel to and above x - + - - - - - - + - - - - + - - - - + - - - a - y
and another line a'c' of any length making
120° angle with b'a'. Join b' with c'.
b-------,,.....;,----------+-+.c---1c 1

xy,

(i)

Project the top view ba parallel to

xy and the top view ac, making 120°
angle with ba. Join b with c. b'a' or
ba is the true length of AB. Determine
the true lengths of AC and BC, viz.
a'c' 1 and b'c'2 , as shown.

}

C

FIG. 10-48

Draw a triangle a'b'c' 3 making a'c' 3 equal to a'c' 1 and b'c' 3 equal to b'c' 2 •
L b'a'c' 3 is the real angle between AB and AC.
d'
3.6
c'
Problem 10-24. (fig. 10-49): An object O is placed
1.2 m above the ground and in the centre of a room
4.2 m x 3.6 m x 3.6 m high. Determine graphically its
distance from one of the corners between the roof and
two adjacent walls. Scale, 10 mm = 0.5 m.
(ii)

(i)

(ii)

Draw the front view (of the room) a'b'c'd' as
seen from the front of, say 3.6 m wall. a'b' is the
width of the room and a'd' is the height. The
front view o' of the object will be seen 1.2 m
above the mid-point of a'b'. c' and d' are the top
corners of the room. o'c' is the front view of
the line joining the object with a top corner.

FIG. ·10-49

Draw the top view of the room. It will be a rectangle of sides equal to
3.6 m and 4.2 m. The top view o of the object will be in the centre of the
rectangle. oc is the top view of the line joining the object with the top corner.

Determine the true length o'c' 1 , which will show the distance of the object from
one of the top corners of the room.
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10-25. The straight line AB is inclined at 30° to H.P., while its top
view at 45" to a line xy. The end A is 20 mm in front of the V.P. and it is below
the H.P. The end B is 75 mm behind the \~P. and it is above the H.P. Draw the
projections of the line when its V.T. is 40 mrn below. Find the true length of the
portion of the straight line which is in the second quadrant and locate its H. T.
Refer to fig. 10-50.

T.L.

=

50 mm. LV.P.,
FIG. 10-50

e=

37°

Mark the points a (top view of A) and b (top view of B) at the distances
of 20 mm and 75 mm below and above xy respectively.
(ii) Through the point a, draw a line at 45° intersecting xy and the path of b
at v and b respectively as shown.
(iii) Construct a line containing V.T. 40 mm below xy. Draw perpendicular
from v to the line V.T.
(iv) With a as centre and radius equal to ab, draw an arc which intersects at b 1
a line drawn from a parallel to xy. From V.T. draw a line at 30° intersecting
the projector of b 1 at b". From b", draw b"b'" parallel to xy to intersect
projector of b at b"'. Join V.T. b"'. Produce it to meet the projector from a at
a". a" b"' is the required projection. a"b"' intersects line xy at h. From h draw
the perpendicular to meet ab. The intersection point represents H.T.
(v) With h as centre and radius equal to hb"', draw an arc intersecting at b 3 .
Draw projector from b 3 to cut the path of b at b 2 . Join H.T. b 2 • Measure
the angle H.T. b2 with xy. This is an angle made by the line with the V.P.
(i)

Problem 10-26. (fig. ·10-51.): The front view of
line PQ makes an
of
30° with xy. The H. T. of the line is 45 mrn behind the V.P. v\!hi!e its V.T. is 30 mm
above the H.P. The end P of the line is 10 mm below the H.P. and the end Q
is in the first quadrant. The line is 150 mm
Draw the projections of the line
and determine the
of the portion
line which is in the second
quadrant. Also find the
of the line with the l-1.P.
V.P.
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(i)

Draw lines containing H.T.
and V.T. at 45 mm and
30 mm above xy respectively. Mark point p' at
10 mm below line xy.
Draw p'q' at 30° from p'
intersecting xy at h and
line V.T. at V.T. From h,
draw perpendicular to line x---+-'+-hs-r--.:.:-~-'-----'-cc-"I~---+---\--- Y
q"
H.T. to locate H.T.
(ii) Draw perpendicular from
V.T. to intersect xy at v.
Join v H.T. and produce
to intersect the projector
q2
of p' at p 1 . Draw p 1 q1 T.L. = 25 mm. LV.P., 0 1 = 37° LV.P., 0 2 = 22°
of 150 mm representing
FIG. 10-51
true length of the line in top view. From p', draw line parallel to xy
representing front view of the line PQ. Draw projector from q 1 to cut the
line drawn from p' at q".
(iii) Keeping p' fixed, turn p'q" such that it cuts the line drawn from p' at q'.
From q 1 draw line parallel to xy which intersects the vertical projector
drawn from q' at q 2 • Join P1q 2 • This is the required projection.
(iv) Keeping h fixed, rotate hp' and make it parallel to xy. From P" draw
projector intersecting the path of p 1 at p 2 . H.T. p 2 is true-length of the
line. Similarly keeping H.T.' fixed, turn H.T.' p 1 to make it parallel to xy
as shown. From P3 , draw projector to intersect the horizontal line drawn
from P'P' 1 • Measure angle xhp' 1 • This is the required angle with H.P.

Problem 10-27. (fig. rn-52): The end P of a line PQ 130 mm long, is 55 mm
in front of the V.P. The H. T. of the line is 40 mm in front of the V.P. and the V.T.
is 50 mm above the H.P. The distance betvveen H. T. and V.T. is 1 'JO mm. Draw the
projections of the line PQ and determine its angles with the H.P. and the V.P.
V.T. LINE

V.T.

LH.P., 0 1

=

25.5°; LV.P., 0 2
FIG. 'l 0-52

=

21°
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Mark p below xy at a distance of 55 mm. Draw lines containing H.T. and V.T.
at 40 mm below and 50 mm above xy respectively. Construct projectors
through H.T. and V.T. 110 mm apart intersecting xy at h and v respectively.
Draw perpendiculars from h and v intersecting the lines containing H.T. and
V.T. Join H.T. v and produce to cut the line drawn from point P as shown.
Join h V.T. and extend further to intersect the projector drawn from Pat P" 2 •

(iii) Mark true length 130 mm on H.T.v. Let it be pq. Draw projector from q
cutting xy at q' 1 . With p' 1 as centre and radius equal to p' 1 q' 1 , draw an arc
cutting a horizontal line drawn from q" 2 at q"' 3 . Join pq 1 and p" 2 q"' 3 , are
the required projections. 0 1 = 25.5° and 0 2 = 21 ° are the measured angles.

Problem 10-28. (fig. 10-53): The distance between the end projectors of a line
AB is 70 mm and the projectors through the traces are 110 mm apart. The end of
a line is 10 mm above H.P. If the top view and the front view of the line make
30° and 60° with xy line respectively, draw the projections of the line and determine
(i) the traces, (ii) the angles with the H.P. and the V.P., (iii) the true length of the line.
Assume that the line is in the first quadrant.

V.T. • 191 mm ABOVE xy LINE
H.T. - 64 mm BELOW xy LINE
110
FIG. 10-53
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(i)

Draw two vertical lines 110 mm apart representing projectors through the
traces of the line. Mark intersection of these projectors h and v on xy as shown.

(ii)

From v and h, draw lines at 30° and 60°.

(iii) Mark p', 10 mm above xy. Draw two vertical projectors at 70 mm apart
keeping equal distance from the projectors through traces. p'q' and pq
represent front view and top view of the line as shown.
(iv) Keeping p fixed, turn pq to position pq 1 • From q 1 , draw a vertical projector
intersecting the path of q' at q' 1 . Join p'q' 1 • This is the true length of the
line. Measure angle q"p'q' 1 with the horizontal line as shown. This is the
angle made by the line with the H.P. Similarly rotate p'q' making it parallel
to xy as shown.
Draw a vertical projector from q" to intersect the path of q at q2 • Measure
the angle q 1pq 2 with the horizontal line. This is the angle made by the line
with V.P.
Note: Problem 10-29 and problem 10-31 are solved by using auxiliary plane method.

Problem 10-29. Two pipes PQ and RS seem to intersect at a' and a in front view and
top view as shown in fig. 10-54. The point A is 400 mm above H.P. and 300 mm in
front of a wall.

Neglecting the thickness of the pipes, determine the clearance between the pipes.
Refer to fig. 10-54.
r'

0

g

X

f

'\'1,

s'

8N

0
0
C\I

~I

8

r (')

Lp

Y1

~

0
0

r-

-\-'1,

q-1

I(

300

• I(

p'

I

s
300

.1

FIG.

10-54

(i)

Draw the projections of pipes treating them as lines.

(ii)

Draw x1y1 perpendicular to the line xy and project auxiliary top view. Note
that the distances of p 1 , q 1 , r1 and s 1 from x1 y1 are equal to the distances
of p, q, r and s from xy.
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(iii) Mark an auxiliary reference line x 2y2 perpendicular to the line r 1s1 for
obtaining the point view of the line. Draw an auxiliary front view as
shown. Note that the distances of p", q", r" and s" from x 2 y2 are equal
to the distances of p', q', r' and s' from x 1y1 •
(iv) a" n' represents clearance between two pipes which is approximately 130 mm.
Problem 10-30. The end projectors of line AB are 22 mm apart. A is 12 mm
in front of the V.P. and 12 mm above the H.P. The point B 6 mm in front of the
V.P. and 40 mm above the H.P. Locate the H. T. and the V.T. of the line and also
determine its inclinations with the V.P. and the H.P.

If the line AB is shifted to II, Ill and IV quadrants as shown in fig. 10-55 (assume
that the distances of A and B from the projection-planes are same as the first quadrant),
draw the projections of line and locate the traces.
The solution of first part of problem is shown in pictorial view. For the second
part of the problem, the locations of the line in the respective quadrants are shown
in fig. 10-55.

FIG.

10-55

Students are advised to draw the orthographic projections of the line for the
respective quadrants.
Problem 10-31. The end projectors of line PQ are 80 mm apart. The end P is
15 mm in front of the V.P. and 60 mm above the H.P. While Q is 50 mm in front
the V.P. and 10 mm above the H.P. A point R is situated on the projector at a distance
of 31 mm from the projector through P measured towards the projector of Q. The point
R is 70 mm in front of the V.P. and above the H.P. A perpendicular is drawn from R on
PQ. Draw its projections.

Refer to fig. 10-56.
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(i)

Draw two end projectors of the line PQ at 80 mm apart.

(ii)

Mark the front view p' and the top view p at 60 mm and 15 mm from
xy on the end projector of P. Similarly mark q' and q at 10 mm and 50 mm
from xy on the end projector of Q.

(iii) Draw a vertical line at 31 mm away from p'p towards q'q. Mark the position
of R in the top view r and the front view r' at 70 mm from xy as shown.
(iv) Draw x 1y1 perpendicular to xy as shown. Draw projectors from p', q' and r'
on x 1y1 . Transfer the distances 15 mm, 50 mm and 70 mm of p, q and r
from xy to the new top view p 1 , q 1 and r 1 from x 1y 1 .
(v)

Draw another reference line x 2y2 for the new front view parallel to p 1 q 1 .
Transfer the distances 60 mm, 10 mm and 70 mm of p', q' and r' from xy to
the new front view p", q" and r" from x 2 y2 •

(vi) From r", draw perpendicular to p"q" intersecting at n" as shown which is
measured as 23 mm.

q

n"r"

=

FIG.

23 mm
·10-56

Problem 10-32. The end projectors of a line PQ are 65 mm apart. P is 25 mm
behind the V.P. and 30 mm below the H.P. The point Q is 40 mm above the H.P. and
15 mm in front of the V.P. Find the third point C in the H.P. and in front of the V.P.
such that its distance from a point P is 45 mm and that from Q is 60 mm. Determine
inclinations of PQ with the H.P. and the V.P.
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Refer to fig. 10-5 7.
(i)

Draw the end projectors of the
line PQ 65 mm apart. Mark the
projection of ends P and Q
according to given distances. p'q'
and pq are the front view and
the top view respectively.

(ii)

Mark the front view of point c in
the line xy because it is lying in
the H.P. Extend the projection line
from c' to c on the top view pq.
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Q

65

I

x--+-----=+--+---,----J£c--"~.c------+-+---1--y

(iii) Keeping c fixed, turn cp to cp 2
making parallel to xy.

FIG. 10-57

(iv) Project p 2 top". Join c'p". This is the true distance of the line cp. Similarly
turn cq to cq 2 making it parallel to xy. Project q 2 to q" join c'q". This
represents the true distance of the line cq.
(v)

Measure angles 8 and 0 as shown.

Problem 10-33.
: The distance between the end-projectors of a
line PQ is SO rnm. A
P is 29 mm above H.P. and 20. 71 mm behind V.P.
While a
Q is 42 mm below J-/.P. and 30 mm in front of V.P.
Draw the
inclinations

of the
and determine the true length and the true
fine with H.P. and V.P.

(i)

Draw the end-projectors 50 mm apart. Mark p' and p, the front view and
the top view of the end P at 29 mm and 20.71 mm respectively. Similarly
mark q and q' at 42 mm and 30 mm on the end-projector Q as shown.
Join p'q' and pq. They are intersecting xy at r. Mark paths of p', q', p and
q parallel to xy.

(ii)

With centre r and radius rp', draw an arc intersecting xy at p". Through
p", draw projector cutting the path of p at p 2 • Similarly with the same
centre and radius rq', draw an arc intersecting xy at q". Through q", draw
projector cutting the path of
q at q 2 • Join p 2 q 2 which
represents true length. Measure
0 angle made by p 2 q 2 with xy
at r. This is an angle made
by the line with V.P.

(iii) Similarly centre as r and radii
rp and rq, draw arcs intersecting
xy at P1 and q 1 respectively.
Through p 1 and q 1 draw
projectors to intersect the
paths of p' and q' at p'" and q"'.
Join p"'q'". Measure 8 angle
made by it with xy. This is
an angle by line with H.P.

Q

L. 8 = 45°; L. 0 = 30°,
true length

=

100 mm

FIG. 10-58
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Problem 10-34. (fig. rn-59): Two pipes emerge from a common tank. The pipe
PQ is 150 metre long and bears S 58° E on a downv,;ard slope of 20°. The pipe
PR is 120 metre long and bears N 65° E on a downward slope of 10°. Determine
the length of pipe required to connect Q and R. Take scale 1 mm
1 m.

p'

r'3

V.P.
H.P.

s
q2

T.L. of QR

=

135 m. S 13 E at downward slope of 13°
FIG. 10-59

(i)

Mark position of P in the top view and the front view as shown.

(ii)

At P, draw a line pq 150 mm at 58° with the vertical measuring
anti-clockwise as the angle is required to measure from south to east.
Similarly draw a line pr 120 mm at 25° measured from east to north.

(iii) Draw the horizontal lines from q and r.
(iv) From point p', draw a line p'q' 150 mm and p'r' 120 mm at 20° and 10° with
the horizontal lines. Draw horizontal lines from r' and q'.
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Draw a projector from q to intersect the horizontal line drawn from p' at
q". p'q" is the front view of PQ. With p' as centre and radius equal to p'q",
draw an arc intersecting the path of q' at q'". Join p'q'" and draw a
projector from q"' cutting the path of q at q 1 . Then p'q'" and pq 1 are
required projection. Similarly obtain the projection of p'r"' and pr1 for the
line PR as shown. Join r'"q"' and r 1 q 1 . With centre q"' and a radius q'"r"',
draw an arc intersecting the path of q'" at r' 2 . Draw a projector from r' 2
cutting the path of r at r 2 . Join q1r 2 and measure its true length and angle.

(vi) With centre q 1 and radius q 1 r 1 , draw an arc intersecting the path of q at
q2 . Draw a projector from q 2 cutting the path of r' at r' 3 . Join q"'r' 3 and
measure its true length and angle.
(vii) QR = 135 m is the measured true length and 5 13 f at downward slope
of 13° is the measured angle.
Note:

Depression or front view angles are seen in front view while bearing angles
are seen in top view.

Problem 10-35. (fig. 10-60): The projectors of two points P and Q are 70 mm
apart. The point P is 25 mm behind the V.P. and 30 mm below the H.P. The
point Q is 40 mm above the H.P. and 'I 5 mm infront of the V.P. Find the third
point S which is in the H.f~ and infront of the V.P. such that its distance from point
P is 90 mm and that from Q is 60 mm.

xy line.

(i)

Draw

(ii)

Draw the projectors of P and Q
70 mm apart.

(iii) Mark on the projector of the
point p the front view and top
view of the point p at 25 mm
and 30 mm from xy respectively,
say p' and p. Similarly on the
projector of the point Q, mark
the front view q' and the top
view q for given distance from
the xy.
(iv) Join p'q' and pq. They are the
front view and the top view of
the line PQ.
(v)

p

Q

70

~1

I

n

+y

p'

FIG.

10-60

The front view p'q' intersects xy line at m'. Taking m' as centre, m'p' and
m'q' as radii rotate so that p'q' becomes parallel to the xy line or intersect
xy line at l and n.

(vi) Draw the projectors from l and n to intersect path of the point p and
the point q at p 1 and q 1 • Join p 1 and q1, it represents true length of the
line PQ.
(vii) Now p 1 as centre and 90 mm radius, draw the arc. Take q 1 as
centre and 60 mm as radius, draw the another arc so that it intersects
previous arc at s. From s draw the projector to intersect xy line at s',
which is front view of s.
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10-36. (fig. 10-61 ): Two unequal

Iines PQ and PR meeting at P makes an angle
of 130° between them in their front view and
top view. Line PQ is parallel and 6 mm away
from both the principal planes. Assume the
front view length of PQ and PR 50 mm and
q'
60 mm respectively. Determine real angle x--1--1---,----~r---------t-Y
between them.
q
(i)

Mark reference line xy. Draw at
convinent distance above and below
two parallel lines to the xy representing
the front view and top view of PQ as
shown. At the point P' construct angle
of 130° with the length of p'q' and
p'r' of 50 mm and 60 mm respectively.

(ii)

Draw projector from r' to intersect
the line at angle of 130° at p in the
top view of pq.

pr and qr parallel to xy line
and project above xy to intersect the
path of r' at r" and r"' respectively.

(iii) Make

P

50
FIG. -J0-6'1

Join p'r"' and q'r". They are true length
of the line PR and the line QR.
(iv) Construct triangle with sides PQ =
50 mm, PR = p'r'" and QR = q'r" as
shown. Measure angle L.QPR equal
and it is 120° approximately.

A

80

B

10-37. (fig. 10-62): The distance
between end projectors of a straight line AB is
80 mm. The point A is 75 mm below the H.P.
and 20 mm infront of the V.P. B is 60 mm
behind the V.P. Draw projections of the line if x-,---.-+---h<----~r---t--~-Y
it is inclined at 45" to V.P. Determine also true 0
N
b'
length and inclination with the /-J.P.
a
(i)
Draw xy line and two vertical parallel
FIG. 10-62
lines 80 mm apart showing the end
projectors of the line AB.
(ii)

Mark the point a' and the point a 15 mm and 20 mm below xy line on the
projector of A.

(iii) Mark the point b above xy line at distance of 60 mm on the projector of 8.
Join the point a and the point b.
(iv) If we measure angle of ab with xy line it is 45° which is also inclination of
the line AB with V.P.
(v)

Therefore ab shows true length. From a' draw parallel line to xy to intersect
the projector of B at b'. It is front view of the line AB. Measure angle of
a' b with xy line. It is 43° with xy line.
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Problem 10-38. (fig.10-63): Two mangoes on
a tree are respectively 2.0 m and 3.5 m above the
ground and 1.5 m and 2.0 m away from 0.2 m
thick compound wall, but on the opposite sides of
it. The distance between the mangoes, measured
along the ground and parallel to the wall is 2. 7 m.
Determine the real distance between the mangoes.
Take scale 1 m = 10 mm.
(i)

Pictorial view is shown for understanding
purpose.

(ii)

Draw reference line (ground line) xy. Mark
two parallel lines as end-projectors at
2.7 m (27 mm) apart.

I<

2.7 , I

P

a,

(iii) Let P be mango behind the wall and Q be
infront of the wall.
(iv) Mark P' and P along projector P to given
distances. Similarly mark q' and q for given
distances on the projector Q.
(v)

q
FIG. 10-63

Join the point p and the point q, the point
p' and the point q'. Then pq and p'q' are
projections of PQ.

(vi) Rotates pq taking q as centre, make it
parallel to the ground line xy, intersecting
at the poin P1 . Draw the projector from
p 1 . Draw line parallel to the ground line
xy from p', intersecting at p".
(vii) Join p"q'. The line p"q' is true distance
between mangoes P and Q. It is approximately 4.8 m.

0

N

Problem 10-39. (fig. 1 0-64): The front view
of straight line AB is 60 mm long and is inclined
at 60° to the reference line xy. The end point A
is 15 mm above H.P. and 20 mm in front of V.P.
Draw the projections of a line AB if it is inclined
at 45° to the V.P. and is situated in the first quadrant
(Dihedral angle). Determine its true length. and
inclination with the H.P.

b2

See fig. 10-64 which is self explanatory.

Problem 10-40. (fig. 10-65): A room 6 m x 5 m x 4 m high has a light-bracket
above the centre of the longer wall and 1 m below the ceiling. The light bulb is 0.3 m
away from the wall. The switch for the light is on an adjacent wall, 1.5 m above the
floor and 1 m from the other longer wall. Deterrnine graphically the shortest distance
between the bulb and the switch.

=

(i)

Draw to scale 1 m

10 mm front view and a top view of the room.

(ii)

Mark mid point of longer wall (i.e. 6 m), say 6 mm.
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(iii) Mark the point in the V.P. at distance 1 m
(= 10 mm) from midpoint m. It is the front

view of the light bulb, say b'.
(iv) From xy line at 0.3 m (i.e. 3 mm) on the projector
passing through b' mark the point b (top view).
(v)

Consider adjacent wall right side. Mark s' front
view of the switch at 1 .5 m (i.e. 15 mm)
above xy line and on the same line mark s
(top view of switch) at 4 m away from xy.

PICTORIAL VIEW

m

(vi) Join b's' and bs which are the front view and
the top view of the line.
(vii) s as centre and bs as radius, draw the arc to
intersect a parallel line passing through s at
b 1 . From b 1 , draw projector to intersect a
parallel line to xy drawn from b' at b". Join s'b".

lO

(viii) Line s'b" shows shortest distance between the
switch and the bulb. Here it is approximately

s~
b1 (H.P.)

5 m.
10-41. (fig. 10-66): The distance
between end projectors of a line AB are 60 mm
apart, while the projectors passing from H. T. and
V. T. are 90 mm apart. The /-I. T. is 35 mm behind
the V.P., the V.T. is 55 mm below the H.P. The
point A is 7 mm behind the V.P. Find graphically
true length of the line and inclinations with the
H.P. and the V.P.

I~

FLOOR

~

6
FIG.

10-65
V.T.

H.T.

90
-----B

H.T.

60

A

See fig. 10-66 which is self-explanatory.

Problem 10-42. (fig. 10-6 7): A line CD is inclined
at 30° to the H.P. and it is in the first quadrant.
The end C is 15 mm above the H.P. while the end
D is in the V.P. The mid point M of of the line is
40 mm above H.P. The distance between the end
projectors of the line is 70 mm. Draw the projections
of the line CD and the mid point M. Determine
graphically the length of front view and top view
and true length of the line. Also determine inclination
of the fine with the V.P.
(i)

Draw xy line.

(ii)

Draw two projectors 70 mm, apart.

True length = 74;
Angle with H.P. = 30°;
Angle with V.P. = 20°
FIG. 10-66

(iii) On the projector of C, mark c' at 15 mm above

(iv) Draw a line parallel to
(v)

xy line.

xy at 40 mm, to represent the path of mid-point M.

From c' draw a 30° inclined line t cut the path of mid-point at m'. c'm' is half
true length. With m' as centre and radius equal to c'm', draw an arc cutting
the 30° inclined line at d'. c'd' is true length. From d', draw a line parallel to
xy, to represent path of O in front view.

Exe. 10(b)]
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C
(vi) The path of O will intersect
70
the projector of D at d".
Join c'd". It is front view
of CD.
(vii) With c' as centre and radius
equal to c'd", draw an arc
cutting a line drawn parallel
to xy from c' at d'". Project
d"' to cut a line drawn with
lO
c as centre and c'd' (true
length) as radius, at d 3 •
From d 3, draw a line parallel
to xy, repressenting path
of D in top view.
(viii) Project d" to cut path of TRUE LENGTH
= 100 mm
0 in top view at d4, Join LENGTHOFELEVATION c'd"=86mm
cd4 • It is top view of CD. LENGTHOFPLANcd4
=87mm

(ix) The

results

are shown in fig. 10-67.

FIG.
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10-67

1 . A line AB, 75 mm long, is inclined at 45° to the H.P. and 30° to the V.P. Its
end B is in the H.P. and 40 mm in front of the V.P. Draw its projections and
determine its traces.
2. Draw the projections of a line AB, 90 mm long, its mid-point M being 50 mm
above the H.P. and 40 mm in front of the V.P. The end A is 20 mm above
the H.P. and 10 mm in front of the V.P. Show the traces and the inclinations
of the line with the H.P. and the V.P.
3. The front view of a 125 mm long line PQ measures 75 mm and its top view
measures 100 mm. Its end Q and the mid-point M are in the first quadrant,
M being 20 mm from both the planes. Draw the projections of the line PQ.
4. A line AB, 75 mm long is in the second quadrant with the end A in the H.P. and
the end B in the V.P. The line is inclined at 30° to the H.P. and at 45° to the V.P.
Draw the projections of AB and determine its traces.
5. The end A of a line AB is in the H.P. and 25 mm behind the V.P. The end
B is in the V.P. and 50 mm above the H.P. The distance between the end
projectors is 75 mm. Draw the projections of AB and determine its true
length, traces and inclinations with the two planes.
6. The top view of a 75 mm long line CD measures 50 mm. C is 50 mm in
front of the V.P. and 15 mm below the H.P. D is 15 mm in front of the V.P.
and is above the H.P. Draw the front view of CO and find its inclinations
with the H.P. and the V.P. Show also its traces.
7. A line PQ, 100 mm long, is inclined at 45° to the H.P. and at 30° to the V.P.
Its end P is in the second quadrant and Q is in the fourth quadrant. A point
R on PQ, 40 mm from P is in both the planes. Draw the projections of PQ.
8. A line AB, 65 mm long, has its end A in the H.P. and 15 mm in front of
the V.P. The end B is in the third quadrant. The line is inclined at 30° to the
H.P. and at 60° to the V.P. Draw its projections.
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The front view of a line AB measures 65 mm and makes an angle of 45° with

xy. A is in the H.P. and the V.T. of the line is 15 mm below the H.P. The

10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

line is inclined at 30° to the V.P. Draw the projections of AB and find its true
length and inclination with the H.P. Also locate its H.T.
A room is 4.8 m x 4.2 m x 3.6 m high. Determine graphically the distance
between a top corner and the bottom corner diagonally opposite to it.
A line AB is in the first quadrant. Its end A and B are 20 mm and 60 mm
in front of the V.P. respectively. The distance between the end projectors is
75 mm. The line is inclined at 30° to the H.P. and its H.T. is 10 mm above
xy. Draw the projections of AB and determine its true length and the V.T.
Two oranges on a tree are respectively 1.8 m and 3 m above the ground, and
1.2 m and 2.1 m from a 0.3 m thick wall, but on the opposite sides of it.
The distance between the oranges, measured along the ground and parallel to
the wall is 2.7 m. Determine the real distance between the oranges.
Draw an isosceles triangle abc of base ab 40 mm and altitude 75 mm with
a in xy and ab inclined at 45° to xy. The figure is the top view of a triangle
whose corners A, B and C are respectively 75 mm, 25 mm and 50 mm above
the H.P. Determine the true shape of the triangle and the inclination of the
side AB with the two planes.
Three points A, B and C are 7.5 m above the ground level, on the ground level
and 9 m below the ground level respectively. They are connected by roads with
each other and are seen at angles of depression of 10°, 15° and 30° respectively
from a point O on a hill 30 m above the ground level. A is due north-east, B is
due north and C is due south-east of 0. Find the lengths of the connecting roads.
A pipe-line from a point A, running due north-east has a downward gradient of 1 in
5. Another point Bis 12 m away from and due east of A and on the same level. Find
the length and slope of a pipe-line from B which runs
due 15° east of north and meets the pipe-line from A.
The guy ropes of two poles 12 m apart, are attached
to a point 15 m above the ground on the corner of a
building. The points of attachment on the poles are
7.5 m and 4.5 m above the ground and the ropes
make 45° and 30° respectively with the ground. Draw
the projections and find the distances of the poles
from the building and the lengths of the guy ropes.
A plate chimney, 18 m high 0.9 m diameter is
supported by two sets of three guy wires each, as
shown in fig. 10-68.
One set is attached at 3 m from the top and anchored
6 m above the ground level. The other set is fixed
to the chimney at its mid-height and anchored on
the ground. Determine the length and slope with
the ground, of one of the wires from each set.
FIG. 10-68
The projectors drawn from the H.T. and the V.T. of a straight line AB are
80 mm apart while those drawn from its ends are 50 mm apart. The H.T.
is 35 mm in front of the V.P., the V.T. is 55 mm above the H.P. and the end
A is 10 mm above the H.P. Draw the projections of AB and determine its
length and inclinations with the reference planes.
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19.

Three guy ropes AB, CD and ff are tied at points A, C and E on a vertical post
15 m long at heights of 14 m, 12 m and 10 m respectively from the ground. The
lower ends of the ropes are tied to hooks at points B, D and F on the ground
level. If the points B, D and F lie at the corners of an equilateral triangle of 9 m
long sides and if the post is situated at the centre of this triangle, determine
graphically the length of each rope and its inclination with the ground. Assume
the thickness of the post and the ropes to be equal to that of a line.

20.

A line AB, 80 mm long, makes an angle of 60° with the H.P. and lies in an
auxiliary vertical plane (A.V.P.), which makes an angle of 45° with the V.P. Its
end A is 10 mm away from both the H.P. and the V.P.
Draw the projections of AB and determine (i) its true inclination with the V.P.
and (ii) its traces.

21.

A line PQ is 75 mm long and lies in an auxiliary inclined plane (A.LP.) which
makes an angle of 45° with the H.P. The front view of the line measures 55 mm
and the end P is in the V.P. and 20 mm above the H.P.
Draw the projections of PQ and find (i) its inclinations with both the planes
and (ii) its traces.

22.

A line AB, 80 mm long, makes an angle of 30° with the V.P. and lies in a
plane perpendicular to both the H.P. and the V.P. Its end A is in the H.P. and
the end B is in the V.P. Draw its projections and show its traces.

23.

The front view of a line makes an angle of 30° with xy. The H.T. of the line is
45 mm in front of the V.P., while its V.T. is 30 mm below the H.P. One end of
the line is 10 mm above the H.P. and the other end is 100 mm in front of the V.P.
Draw the projections of the line and determine (i) its true length, and
(ii) its inclinations with the H.P. and the V.P.

24.

A room is 6 m x 5 m x 3.5 m high. An electric bracket light is above the
centre of the longer wall and 1 m below the ceiling. The bulb is 0.3 m away
from the wall. The switch for the light is on an adjacent wall, 1.5 m above
the floor and 1 m away from the other longer wall. Find graphically the
shortest distance between the bulb and the switch.

25.

Three lines oa, ob and oc are respectively 25 mm, 45 mm and 65 mm long,
each making 120° angles with the other two and the shortest line being vertical.
The figure is the top view of the three rods OA, OB and OC whose ends A,
B and C are on the ground, while O is 100 mm above it. Draw the front view
and determine the length of each rod and its inclination with the ground.

26.

The projectors of the ends of a line PQ are 90 mm apart. P is 20 mm above
the H.P. while Q is 45 mm behind the V.P. The H.T. and the V.T. of the line
coincide with each other on xy, between the two end projectors and 35 mm
away from the projector of the end P. Draw the projections of PQ and
determine its true length and inclinations with the two planes.

2 7.

A person on the top of a tower 30 m high, which rises from a horizontal
plane, observes the angles of depression (below the horizon) of two objects
H and K on the plane to be 15° and 25°, the direction of H and K from the
tower being due north and due west respectively. Draw the top view to a
scale of 1 mm = 0.5 m showing the relative positions of the person and the
two objects. Measure and state in metres the distance between H and K.
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Two pegs A and B are fixed in each of the two adjacent side walls (of a
rectangular room) which meet in a corner. Peg A is 1.5 m above the floor,
1.2 m from the side wall and is protruding 0.3 m from the wall. Peg B is
2 m above the floor, 1 m from the other side wall and is also protruding 0.3 m
from the wall. Find the distance between the ends of the pegs.
29. Two objects A and B, 10 m above and 7 m below the ground level respectively, are
observed from the top of a tower 35 m high from the ground. Both the objects
make an angle of depression of 45° with the horizon. The horizontal distance
between A and B is 20 m. Draw to scale 1 :250, the projections of the objects and
the tower and find (a) the true distance between A and B, and (b) the angle of
depression of another object C situated on the ground midway between A and B.
30. A room measures 8 m long, 5 m wide and 4 m high. An electric point hangs
in the centre of the ceiling and 1 m below it. A thin straight wire connects
the point to a switch kept in one of the corners of the room and 2 m above
the floor. Draw the projections of the wire, and find the length of the wire
and its slope-angle with the floor.
31. A rectangular tank 4 m high is strengthened by four stay rods one at each
corner, connecting the top corner to a point in the bottom 0.7 m and 1.2 m
from the sides of the tank. Find graphically the length of the rod required and
the angle it makes with the surface of the tank.
32. Three vertical poles AB, CD and ff are respectively 5, 8 and 12 metres long.
Their ends B, D and F are on the ground and lie at the corners of an
equilateral triangle of 10 metres long sides. Determine graphically the distance
between the top ends of the poles, viz. AC, CE and EA.
33. The front view of a line AB measures 70 mm and makes an angle of 45° with xy.
A is in the H.P. and the V.T. of the line is 15 mm below the H.P. The line is
inclined at 30° to the V.P. Draw the projections of AB, and find its true length,
inclination with the H.P. and its H.T.
34. A line AB measures 100 mm. The projectors through its V.T. and the end A
are 40 mm apart. The point A is 30 mm below the H.P. and 20 mm behind
the V.P. The V.T. is 10 mm above the H.P. Draw the projections of the line
and determine its H.T. and inclinations with the H.P. and the V.P.
35. A horizontal wooden platform is 3.5 m long and 2 m wide. It is suspended
from a hook by means of chains attached at its four corners. The hook is
situated vertically above the centre of the platform and at a distance of 5 m
above it. Determine graphically the length of each chain and the angle which
it makes with the platform. Assume the thickness of the platform and the
chain to be equal to that of a line. Scale: 10 mm = 0.5 m.
36. A picture frame 2 m wide and 1 m high is to be fixed on a wall railing by
two straight wires attached to the top corners. The frame is to make an angle
of 40° with the wall and the wires are to be fixed to a hook on the wall on
the centre line of the frame and 1.5 m above the railing. Find the length of
the wires and the angle between them.
37. The top view of line AB measures 60 mm and inclined to reference line at
60°. The end point A is 15 mm above the H.P. and 30 mm infront of the V.P.
Draw the projections of the line when it is inclined at 45° to the H.P. and
is situated in the first quadrant. Find true length and inclination of the line
with the V.P. and traces.

Two views of an object, viz. the front view and the top view (projected on the
principal planes of projection), are sometimes not sufficient to convey all the information
regarding the object. Additional views, called auxiliary views, are therefore, projected
on other planes known as auxiliary planes. These views are often found necessary
in technical drawings. Auxiliary views may also be used for determining
(i)

the true length of a line,

(ii)

the point-view of a line,

(iii) the edge-view of a plane,
(iv) the true size and form of a plane etc.
They are thus very useful in finding solutions of problems in practical solid geometry.
This chapter deals with the following topics:
1.

Types of auxiliary planes and views.

2.

Projection of a point on an auxiliary plane.

3.

Projections of lines and planes by the use of auxiliary planes.

4.

To determine true length of a line.

5.

To obtain point-view of a line and edge-view of a plane.

6.

To determine true shape of a plane figure.

Auxiliary planes are of two types:
(i)
(ii)

auxiliary vertical plane or A.V.P., and
auxiliary inclined plane or A.LP.

(i)

Auxiliary vertical plane is perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined to the V.P.
Projection on an A.V.P. is called auxiliary front view.

(ii)

Auxiliary inclined plane is perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined to the H.P.
Projection on an A.LP. is called auxiliary top view.

The orthographic views of the auxiliary projections are drawn by rotating the
auxiliary plane about that principal plane to which it is perpendicular.
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This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 25 for the
projection of a point on an auxiliary plane.
(1)

Projection of a point on an auxiliary vertical plane:

A point A [fig. 11-1(i)] is situated in front of the V.P. and above the H.P. A.V.P.
is the auxiliary vertical plane inclined at an angle a to the V.P. The H.P. and the
A.V.P. meet at right angles in the line x1y1 .
a' and a are respectively, the front view and the top view of the point A. a' 1 is
the auxiliary front view obtained by drawing a projector Aa' 1 perpendicular to the A.V.P.
It can be clearly seen that a' 1 o 1 (the distance of the auxiliary front view a' 1 from
x1y 1 ) = a'o (the distance of the front view a' from xy) = Aa (the distance of the
point A from the H.P.).

V.P. iiI

a'

a'

X

a1

y

X

1"'.t,:
;.()

\

a

\,,,..
(i)

(iii)

FIG.11-1
Fig. 11-1 (ii) shows the V. P.
and the A.V.P. rotated about the
H.P. to which they are perpendicular. The line of intersection x 1y1
between the A.V.P. and the H.P.,
is inclined at the angles a to xy.
The line joining the top view a
with the auxiliary front view a' 1 , is
at right angles to x1y1 and intersects
it at q 1 . Note that a' 1 o 1 = a'o.
To draw the orthographic views
[fig. 11-1(iii)], start with the
reference line xy and mark the
front view a' and the top view a.

I

a'

Y3

X

X2

\

a2
y

0

I

\Y2

X3

;01

04\

\/
X4 Y1

a1

FIG. 11-2
Draw a new reference line x 1y1 , making the angle a with xy. Through the top
view a, draw a projector aa' 1 perpendicular to and intersecting x1 y 1 at o 1 and such
that a' 1 o 1 = a'o. a' 1 is the required auxiliary front view.
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The new reference line making the angle a with xy, can be drawn in four
different positions, as shown in fig. 11-2 by lines x 1y1 , x 2y2 etc. All the front views
are projected from the top view a and their distances from their respective reference
lines are equal, i.e. a' 1 o 1 = a' 2 o 2 ..... = a'o.

(2) Projection of a point on an auxiliary inclined plane:
A point P [fig. 11-3(i)J is situated above the H.P. and in front of the V.P. A.LP.
is an auxiliary inclined plane making an angle 13 with the H.P. It meets the V.P. at
right angles and in a line x1 y1.
p' and p are respectively the front view and the top view of the point P. p 1 is the
auxiliary top view obtained by drawing the projector Pp 1 perpendicular to the A.LP. It
can be seen that p 1 o 1 (the distance of the auxiliary top view p 1 from x 1 y 1 ) = po (the
distance of the top view p from xy) = Pp' (the distance of the point P from the V.P.).

X

0

p

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

FIG. 11-3
The H.P. and the A.LP. are then rotated about the V.P. to
perpendicular [fig. 11-3(ii)]. x1 y 1 , the line of intersection between
A.LP. makes the angle 13 with xy. The line joining the front view p'
top view p 1 is at right angles to x 1y1 and intersects it at o 1 . Note

which they are
the V.P. and the
and the auxiliary
that p 1 o 1 = po.

xy and mark p' and p.

To draw the orthographic views [fig. 11-3(iii) ], draw
Draw x 1y 1 making the angle 13 with xy.
Through the front view p',
draw a projector p'p 1 perpendicular to and intersecting x1y1 at
o 1 and such that P101 = po. P1
is the required auxiliary front view.
In this case also, the new
reference line can be drawn in
four different positions as shown
in fig. 11-4 by lines X1Y1, X2Y2
etc., each inclined at 13 to xy.
All the top views are projected
from the front view p' and their
distances from their respective
reference lines are equal, i.e. p 101

=

P20z .....

=

po.

x2

y3

x--~---~---,,-1----r-~--~'---Y
\

/
Y4

x1

p
FIG.

11-4
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If the inclination of the A.V.P. with the V.P. is increased so that a = 90°, the
A.V.P. will be perpendicular to both the planes. Similarly, if the inclination of the
A.LP. with the H.P. is increased so that 13 = 90°, it will also be perpendicular to
both the H.P. and the V.P. This plane is called the profile plane (P.P.). It may be
rotated about any one of the two principal planes. The view on this plane can,
therefore, be projected from either the top view or the front view and named
accordingly.

(3) Projection of a point on an auxiliary plane perpendicular to both
principal planes:
In fig. 11-S(i), A is a point. P.P. is an auxiliary plane perpendicular to the H.P.
and the V.P. a 1 is the auxiliary view projected on the P.P. It can be seen that a 1o 2
= a'o = Aa (the distance of A from the H.P.). Also a 1 o 1 = ao = Aa' (the distance
of A from the V.P.).
Fig. 11-S(ii) shows the P.P. rotated about the V.P. a 1 lies on the projector drawn
through the front view a' and perpendicular to the line of intersection between the
V.P. and the P.P.
Y1
V.P.

f

a'

ijl

I

X1

a

H.P.

a1

t"-\90'
I
X1

X

y

--

-

(i)

!

CJ

!
i

11

!

!j

=

a'

a1

!
01

X

P.R

I

1)

y

a

=
(ii)

(iii)

FIG. 11-5

It is thus projected from the front view and hence, called the auxiliary top
view. In technical drawings, this view is generally termed as the side view, end
view or end front view. Note that a 1 o 1 = ao.
Note that, when seen from the left,
V.P.
~
the new reference line and the side view
'
c
f
are placed to the right of the front view.
~!
I
When seen from the right, they would be
11
X1 y
placed to the left of the front view. Thus, x
X
u
I
the view seen from any side of the front
l
!
:
view is placed on its other side.
!
a'1
-=- a 02
I
::u
Fig. 11-6 shows the P.P. rotated about
l
::u
H.P.
the H.P. The view on the P.P. now lies on
Y1
the projector drawn through the top view
(i)
a. Hence, it is called the auxiliary front
FIG. 11-6
view. In this case, a' 1 o 2 = a'o.

.

-5:.':!-

a'
X1

y

.

a

2.

a'1

i
Y1

(ii)

The orthographic views [fig. 11-S(iii) and fig. 11-6(ii)] in both cases
self-explanatory.

are
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General conclusions:
(i)

The auxiliary top view of a point lies on a line drawn through the front view,
perpendicular to the new reference line (x 1y1 ) and at a distance from it,
equal to the distance of the first top view from its own reference line (xy).

(ii)

The auxiliary front view of a point lies on a line drawn through the top view,
perpendicular to the new reference line (x 1y1 ) and at a distance from it,
equal to the distance of the first front view from its own reference line (xy).

(iii) The distances of all the front views of the same point (projected from the
same top view) from their respective reference lines are equal.
(iv) The distances of all the top views of the same point (projected from the
same front view) from their respective reference lines are equal.
Problem 11-1. (fig. 11-7
and fig. 11-8): The projections
of a line AB are given. Draw
(i) an auxiliary front view of
the fine on an A. V.P. inclined
at 60° to the V.P. and (ii) an
auxiliary top view on an A.I.P.
making an angle of 75° with
the H.P.
Let ab and a'b' be the given
projections.
(i)

(ii)

Draw a new reference
line x 1y1 , inclined at
60° to xy to represent
the A.V.P. (fig. 11-7).

FIG.11-7

Project the auxiliary front view a' 1b' 1 from the top view ab, by making
a' 1o' 1 equal to a'o 1 , and b' 1 o' 2 equal to b'o 2 •

(iii) Similarly, draw x2y2 for the A.LP. inclined at 75° to xy (fig. 11-8).
(iv) Project the auxiliary top view a2 b 2 from the front view a'b', making a2 o" 1
equal to ao 1 and b 2 o" 2 equal to bo 2 •

.r
FIG. 11-8

b'
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Projections of lines and planes at given inclinations to one or both the planes may
also be obtained by the use of auxiliary planes. The method adopted is called the

alteration or change-of-reference-line method.
The line, in its initial position, is assumed to be parallel to both the planes of
projection. Then, instead of making the line inclined to one of the planes, an
auxiliary plane inclined to the line is assumed, i.e. a new reference line is drawn
and the view is projected on it.
In case of a plane, it is kept parallel to one of the planes of projection in the
initial stage, the required views being obtained by projecting it on new reference lines.

Problem 11-2. (fig. 11-9): A line AB, 50 mm long, is inclined at 30° to the
H.P. and its top view makes an angle of 60° with the V.P. Draw its projections.
(i}

Draw the projections ab and a'b', assuming AB to be parallel to both the planes.

Project a new top view a1b 1 on a new reference line x 1 y1 inclined at 30°
to a'b'. a1b 1 is still parallel to x 1 y1 .
(iii) Draw the another reference line x 2 y2 to represent an A.V.P. inclined at 60°
to the top view a1b 1 .

(ii}

(iv) Project the required front view a' 1 b' 1 on x 2 y2 • Note that a1 o 1
= a'o 1 etc.

=

ao, a' 1o 2

a',--------.b'

a
FIG. 11-9

FIG. 11-10

Problem 11-3. (fig. 11-10): An equilateral triangle of 40 mm long sides has an
edge on the ground and inclined at 60° to the V.P. Its plane makes an angle of 45°
with the H.P. Draw its projections.
(i)

Draw the top view abc and the front view a'b', assuming the triangle to
be lying on the ground and one side perpendicular to the V.P.

(ii)

Draw x 1y 1 inclined at 45° to a'b' (the front view) and passing through a'
(because the triangle has its edge on the ground).
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(iii) Project the new top view a1b 1 c1 . Again draw a new reference line x 2y 2
inclined at 60° to the line a 1 c 1 (which is to make 60° angle with the V.P.).
(iv) Project the final front view a' 1b' 1 c' 1 on x 2 y2 . Note that a' 1 c' 1 is in x 2y 2 .

_yA;-

we have seen that the true length of a line and its inclinations with the planes of
projection can be determined by making each of its projections parallel to xy (chapter 10).
Instead of changing the position of the projection, that of the plane may be
altered, i.e. a new reference line representing an auxiliary plane may be drawn
parallel to the projection. The auxiliary projection on that reference line will show
the true length and true inclination of the line with the other plane.
Problem 11-4. (fig. 11-·11 ): The projections of a line AB are given. To determine
its true length and true inclinations with the reference planes.

let ab and a'b' be the given projections of AB.

FIG. '11-'f 1

Draw a reference line x,y 1 to represent an A.V.P.
Project the auxiliary front view a' 1 b' 1 which is
its inclination with the H.P.
(iii) Similarly, draw x 2y2 parallel to the front view a'b'
view a 1b 1 . It is the true length of AB and 0 is its

(i)

(ii)

parallel to ab, the top view.
the true length of AB. e is
and project the auxiliary top
true inclination with the V.P.

11-5. (fig. 11-12): The projections of a fine AB viz. ab and a'b' are on
the same projector as shown in fig. 11-12(ii). Find the true length, inclinations 1Nith
the H.P. and the V.P. and the traces of AB.
(i)

Draw a reference line x 1 y 1 parallel to the projections. It will be
perpendicular to xy and will represent an auxiliary plane at right angles
to both the H.P. and the V.P. as shown in fig. 11-12(i).

(ii)

Project the side view a' 1b' 1, which will be the true length of AB.
are its true inclinations with the H.P. and the V.P. respectively.

e and

0
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(iii) Produce a' 1 b' 1 to meet xy at v and x 1y1 at h. The H.T. will be on the
top view ab-produced, so that oH.T. = o 1 h. The V.T. is on the front view
a'b'-produced, so that oV.T. = o 1 v.

V.T. , - - - t - a' i - - - - i - - -

b't---..,__
X---

0

·-~·---:01

y

a1----1--+-----f.

b
H.T.

Y1

(i)

(ii)

FIG. 11-12

The distances of the ends of the line from x 1y1 are kept equal to their respective
distances above xy by drawing lines inclined at 45° as shown.

We have seen in chapter 10 that when a line is perpendicular to a reference
plane, its projection on that plane is a point; while its projection on the other
reference plane shows its true length. In other words, the projection of the view
of a line showing its true length, on an auxiliary plane perpendicular to that view
will be a point.
Similarly, a plane will be seen as a line, when it is projected on a plane,
perpendicular to the true length of any one of its elements. The projection of the
line-view or edge-view of a plane on an auxiliary plane parallel to it, will show the
true shape and size of the plane.
Uses of the point-view of a line and edge-view of a plane on auxiliary planes
are illustrated in problems 11-6 and 11-7 respectively.
Problem 11-6. (fig. 11-13): The projections of a
(i)

the distance of its mid-point from

(ii)

the shortest distance of

are

Determine

xy, and

line from

'

Let pq and p'q' be the given projections of PQ.
(i)

Draw a new reference line x1 y1 perpendicular to xy and project the side
view p' 1 q' 1 on it.
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When considering the side view, x 1y 1 is the edge-view of the V.P. and xy is
that of the H.P. The point o is the side view or the point-view of the line
of intersection of the V.P. and the H.P., i.e. x 1y1 and xy. The line joining
any point on p' 1 q' 1 , with o will show the shortest distance of that point
from xy.
(ii)

Find the mid-point a' 1 of p' 1 q' 1 and join it with o. oa' 1 is the distance of
the mid-point of PQ from xy.

(iii) From o, draw a line ob perpendicular to p' 1 q' 1 . ob is the shortest distance
of PQ from xy. It will be perpendicular to both PQ and xy.

F1c. ·1·1-·13

FIG. 11-14

Problem 11-7.
'l1-"l4): An isosceles
ABC, base 60 mm and altitude
40 mm has its base AC in the HP. and inclined at 30" to the V.P. The corners A
and B are in the V.P. Draw its
Assume the triangle to be lying in the H.P. with the base AC inclined at 30°
to the V.P. and A in the V.P. Its true shape will be seen in the top view.
(i)

Therefore, in the top view, draw ac 60 mm long and inclined at 30° to xy
and complete the triangle abc.

(ii)

Project c to c' on xy. When the triangle is tilted about the edge AC, so
that the corner B is in the V.P., in the top view the point b will move
along a line perpendicular to ac, to a point b 1 in xy. The distance of the
front view of B below xy may now be determined by means of an auxiliary
plane.

(iii) Draw a reference line x 1 y 1 perpendicular to ac.
(iv) Project an auxiliary front view of the triangle abc. It will be a line b'a' 1 ,
showing the edge-view of the triangle. a' 1 is the point-view of the line ac.
When b moves to b 1, b' will move along the arc drawn with a' 1 as centre
and radiu~ equal to a' 1 b' to b' 1 on the line through b 1 drawn perpendicular
to x 1r,. ob' 1 is the required distance.
(v)

Therefore, through b 1 , draw a line perpendicular to xy and on it, mark a
point b' 2 such that b 1b' 2 = ob' 1 .

(vi) Join a and c' with b' 2 • ab' 2 c' and ab 1 c are the required projections.
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The true shape of any plane figure may be determined by means of its projections
on auxiliary planes, as illustrated in problems 11-8 and 11-9.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 26 for the
following problem.
c'

Problem 11-8. (fig. 11-15):
Projections of a pentagon resting on
the ground on one of its sides are
given. Determine the true shape of
the pentagon.

b'

X

a'

ae is the true length of the side
because it is parallel to the H.P.
(i)

(ii)

Draw a reference line x 1y 1
perpendicular to ae. Project
an auxiliary front view on
it. It will give a point-view
a'1 and e'1 of ae and an edgeview a' 1 c' 1 of the pentagon.
Draw another reference line
x2y2 parallel to a' 1 c' 1 and
project an auxiliary top view
a1b1c1d1e1, which will be the
true shape of the pentagon.

FIG. 11-15

Problem 11-9. Fig. 71-16 shows the top
view abed and front view a'b'c'd' of a quadrilateral.
Determine its true shape.

a

FIG. 11-16

Art. 11-6]
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Through any corner, say a', draw a line parallel to xy and meeting b'c' at e'.
(ii) Project e' to e on the line be in the top view. ae is the true length of the
element AE.
(iii) Draw a reference line x1y1 perpendicular to ae. Project a new front view
from the top view. It is a line d' 1 b' 1 .
(iv) Again, draw another reference line x2 y2 parallel to the line-view d' 1b' 1 and
project on it a new top view a 1 b 1 c 1d 1 which will show the true shape of
the quadrilateral.
(i)

Note that b' 1o 1

= b'o,

b' 1 o 2

=

bo 1 etc.

Problem 11-10. (fig. 11-1 7): The projections of a triangular plate PQR appear

as under:

FIG. 11-17
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Top view

makes 30° vvith xy.

qr= 95 mm.
80 mm;

Front view

corner q is 5 mm in front of the V.P.
0

-= 45

mrn and r'p' = BO mm.

p'q'
an angle of 45° with xy. The corner P of the plate is
5 mm above the H.P.
Draw the projections of

and determine true shape of the triangular plater

(i)

Mark xy. Draw top view and front view from the given dimensions.

(ii)

Mark a line pm in the top view parallel to xy. Draw the projection of pm in
the front view p'm' as shown.

(iii) Select x1y1 perpendicular to p'm' and project new top view taking the
distances o 1p, o 4r and o2 q from the top view.

(iv) Select x2y2 and draw new front view as shown in fig. 11-17.
(v) Measure angle 0.
Problem 11-11. A regular pentagon of 50 mm side is resting on one of its sides on
the H.P. having that side parallel to and 25 mm in front of V.P. It is tilted about that
side so that its highest corner rests in the V.P. Draw the projections of the pentagon.
(i)

Keep the plane of pentagon parallel to V.P. Draw the front view and top
view as shown in fig. 11-18.

(ii)

Project a'b'c'd'e' on the line parallel to and 25 mm behind x 1y1 . Taking a"
as a center, tilt a"d" such that d" touches x1y1 at d"' Complete the projections
as shown in fig. 11-18.

FIG. '11-18

Note that the points e"' and c"' should be transferred in the top view correctly
as shown.

Problem
twice
of the others.
its projection and

ff

with 60 mm side stands on one of its
comer is raised so that one of its diagonals is
one of the
is parallel to both the planes, draw
an inclination of the plane of the plate with H.P.
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s'
x-P+,-'--+----"'+-q~.----r+--Y~1-~y
$

I

s"

p

q"

q

FIG. "J'l-19

(i)

Assuming that the square plate is equally inclined with a vertical plane,
draw its top view and front view as shown in fig. 11-19.

(ii)

Raise r' so that the diagonal qs becomes twice the diagonal pt. Draw the
top view p, q 1 , t and s1 . Measure angle e.

(iii) Draw new reference line x 1y1 parallel to s1q 1 . Project new front view,
keeping the same distances of points p', q', r' and s' from xy.
(iv) Measure angle

e.

Solve the following exercises by applying the method of projections on auxiliary
planes:
1.

Determine the true length, inclinations with the H.P. and the V.P., and the
traces of the line PQ in problem 10-15 of chapter 10.

2.

Find the true length and the distance of the mid-point from xy of the line
whose projections are given in problem 10-13 of chapter 10.

3.

Draw the projections of the various plane figures as required in Exercises 1,
2 and 3 of chapter 12.

4.

abc is an equilateral triangle of altitude 50 mm with ab in xy and c below
it. abc' is an isosceles triangle of altitude 75 mm and c' is above xy. Determine
the true shape of the triangle ABC, of which abc is the top view and abc' is
the front view.
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5.

Determine the true shape of the figure, the top view of which is a regular
pentagon of 35 mm sides, having one side inclined at 30° to xy and whose
front view is a straight line making an angle of 45° to xy.

6.

An equilateral triangle ABC of sides 75 mm long has its side AB in the V.P.
and inclined at 60° to the H.P. Its plane makes an angle of 45° with the V.P.
Draw its projections.

7.

An isosceles triangle PQR having the base PQ 50 mm long and altitude
75 mm has its corners P, Q, and R 25 mm, 50 mm and 75 mm respectively
above the ground. Draw its projections.

8.

A thin regular pentagonal plate of 60 mm long edges has one of its edges in the
H.P. and perpendicular to the V.P. while its farthest corner is 60 mm above the
H.P. Draw the projections of the plate. Project another front view on an A.V.P.
making an angle of 45° with the V.P.

9.

A thin composite plate consists of a square of 70 mm long sides with an
additional semi-circle constructed on CO as diameter. The side AB is vertical
and the surface of the plate makes an angle of 45° with the V.P. Draw its
projections. Project another top view on an A.LP. making an angle of 30° with
the side AB.

10.

A 60° set-square of 125 mm longest side is so kept that the longest side is in
the H.P. making an angle of 30° with the V.P. and the set-square itself inclined at
45° to the H.P. Draw the projections of the set-square.

11.

A plane figure is composed of an equilateral triangle ABC and a semi-circle on
AC as diameter. The length of the side AB is 50 mm and is parallel to the
V.P. The corner B is 20 mm behind the V.P. and 15 mm below the H.P. The
plane of the figure is inclined at 45° to the H.P. Draw the projections of the
plane figure.

12.

An equilateral triangle ABC having side length as 50 mm is suspended from
a point O on the side AB 15 mm from A in such a way that the plane of
the triangle makes an angle of 60° with the V.P. The point O is 20 mm below
the H.P. and 40 mm behind the V.P. Draw the projections of the triangle.

13.

A hexagonal plate of side 40 mm, is resting on a corner in V.P. with its
surface making an angle of 30° with the V.P. The front view of the diagonal
passing through that corner is inclined at 45° to the line xy. Draw the projections
of the hexagonal plate.

14.

A rectangular plate 50 mm x 70 mm stands on one of its shorter edges in H.P.
and is raised about this edge so that the top view becomes a square of 50 mm.
Determine an inclination of the plate with the horizontal plane.

Plane figures or surfaces have only two dimensions, viz. length and breadth. They
do not have thickness. A plane figure may be assumed to be contained by a plane,
and its projections can be drawn, if the position of that plane with respect to the
principal planes of projection is known.
In this chapter, we shall discuss the following topics:
1.
2.

Types of planes and their projections.
Traces of planes.

Planes may be divided into two main types:
(1) Perpendicular planes.
(2) Oblique planes.
(1)

These planes can be divided into the following sub-types:

(i)

Perpendicular to both the reference planes.
(ii) Perpendicular to one plane and parallel to the other.
(iii) Perpendicular to one plane and inclined to the other.
to both
reference
(fig. 12-1 ): A square ABCD
is perpendicular to both the planes. Its H.T. and V.T. are in a straight line
perpendicular to xy.
(i)

b'

c'

'---f--'
a

b

FIG. 12-1
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The front view b'c' and the top view ab of the square are both lines coinciding with
the V.T. and the H.T. respectively.
(ii)

(a)

to one

and parallel to the other plane:

Plane, perpendicular to the H.P. and parallel to the V.P. [fig. 12-2(i)].
A triangle PQR is perpendicular to the H.P. and is parallel to the V.P. Its
H.T. is parallel to xy. It has no V.T.
The front view p'q'r' shows the exact shape and size of the triangle. The
top view pqr is a line parallel to xy. It coincides with the H.T.

(b)

Plane, perpendicular to the V.P. and parallel to the H.P. [fig. 12-2(ii)].

A square ABCD is perpendicular to the V.P. and parallel to the H.P. Its V.T.
is parallel to xy. It has no H.T.
The top view abed shows the true shape and true size of the square. The front
view a'b' is a line, parallel to xy. It coincides with the V.T.
q'
NOV~

p'!

I

·1

to one
(a)

b

(

(i)
FIG.

V.T.

(ii)

12-2

and inclined to the

Plane, perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined to the V.P. (fig. 12-3).
A square ABCD is perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined at an angle 0 to
the V.P. Its V.T. is perpendicular to xy. Its H.T. is inclined at 0 to xy.

Its top view ab is a line !inclined at 0 to xy. The front view a'b'c'd' is
smaller than ABCD.
a'

b'
i-:

>
c'

d'
X

0

y,>·
a

FIG.

12-3

b

'--y
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Plane, perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined to the H.P. (fig. 12-4).
A square ABCD is perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined at an angle e to
the H.P. Its H.T. is perpendicular to xy. Its V.T. makes the angle e with
xy. Its front view a'b' is a line inclined at e to xy. The top view abed is
a rectangle which is smaller than the square ABCD.
a'

~b'
'- ..

e

X-+----t-~----y

FIG. '12-4

i--:

::c
b

p

H.T.
q

X

lb'
i--:

>

c'

~=o
I a
d

a

'CJ

( a

-~/

a,>Yl

b

0

l_a·I

q'

NOV.T.

b

V.T.
a'

b'

e
b'

~_,D.

C

b
y

I

a'

~l:
b'

FIG. 12-5

Fig. 12-5 shows the projections and the traces of all these perpendicular planes
by third-angle projection method.
(2)
Planes which are inclined to both the reference planes are
called oblique planes. Representation of oblique planes by their traces is too advanced
to be included in this book.
A few problems on the projections of plane figures inclined to both the reference
planes are however, illustrated at the end of the chapter. They will prove to be of
great use in dealing with the projections of solids.

1
A plane, extended if necessary, will meet the reference planes in lines, unless it is
parallel to any one of them.
These lines are called the traces of the plane. The line in which the plane meets
the H.P. is called the horizontal trace or the H.T. of the plane. The line in which
it meets the V.P. is called its vertical trace or the V.T. A plane is usually represented
by its traces.
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1
(1) Traces:

(a)

When a plane is perpendicular to both the reference planes, its traces lie
on a straight line perpendicular to xy.

(b) When a plane is perpendicular to one of the reference planes, its trace
upon the other plane is perpendicular to xy (except when it is parallel to
the other plane).
(c)

When a plane is parallel to a reference plane, it has no trace on that
plane. Its trace on the other reference plane, to which it is perpendicular,
is parallel to xy.

(d) When a plane is inclined to the H.P. and perpendicular to the V.P., its
inclination is shown by the angle which its V.T. makes with xy. When it
is inclined to the V.P. and perpendicular to the H.P., its inclination is
shown by the angle which its H.T. makes with xy.
(e)

When a plane has two traces, they, produced if necessary, intersect in xy
(except when both are parallel to xy as in case of some oblique planes).

(2) Projections:
(a)

When a plane is perpendicular to a reference plane, its projection on that
plane is a straight line.

(b) When a plane is parallel to a reference plane, its projection on that plane
shows its true shape and size.
(c)

When a plane is perpendicular to one of the reference planes and inclined
to the other, its inclination is shown by the angle which its projection on
the plane to which it is perpendicular, makes with xy. Its projection on the
plane to which it is inclined, is smaller than the plane itself.

Problem 12-1. Show

means of traces, each of

planes:

(a)

Perpendicular to the H.P. and the V.P.

(b)

Perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined at 30" to the V.P.

(c)

Parallel to and 40 mm away from the V.P.

(d)

Inclined at 45° to the H.P. and

(e)

Parallel to the H.P. and 25 mm away from it.

to the VP.

Fig. 12-6 and fig. 12-7 show the various traces.
(a)

The H.T. and the V.T. are in a line perpendicular to xy.

(b) The H.T. is inclined at 30° to xy; the V.T. is normal to xy; both the traces
intersect in xy.
(c)

The H.T. is parallel to and 40 mm away from xy. It has no V.T.

(d) The H.T. is perpendicular to xy; the V.T. makes 45° angle with xy; both
intersect in xy.
(e)

The V.T. is parallel to and 25 mm away from xy. It has no H.T.
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V.T.

i--:

>

>
NOV.T.

y

X

NOH.T.

i--:

i--:

:c

:c

H.T.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(First-angle projection)
FIG. 12-6
H.T.
t-,'.

:c

NOH.T.

l

+--y----,-j--f----

NOV.T.

I

V.T.

-·

y

I

t-,'.

>
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(Third-angle projection)
FIG. 12-7

r~

~·~.

~~~~ ~...

The projection of a plane on the reference plane parallel to it will show its true shape.
Hence, beginning should be made by drawing that view. The other view which will be
a line, should then be projected from it.
(1) When
is
to
first and the front view projected from it.

H.P.: The top view should be drawn

Problem 12-2. (fig. 12-8): An equilateral triangle of 50 mm side has its V.T.
parallel to and 25 rnm above xy. ft has no H. T. Draw its projections when one of
iis sides is inclined at 45° to the V.P.

i~
X

(i)
(ii)

Draw an equilateral triangle abc of 50 mm side,
keeping one side, say ac, inclined at 45° to xy.

V.T. c'

a'

As the V.T. is parallel to xy and as there is no H.T.
the triangle is parallel to the H.P. Therefore, begin with the
top view.

I

I

ITY

Project the front view, parallel to and 25 mm above

xy, as shown.
is
to the V.P.: Beginning
(2) When the
should be made with the front view and the top view
projected from it.

b'

FIG. 12-8
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Problem 12-3. (fig. 12-9): A square ABCD of 40 mm
side has a corner on the H.P. and 20 mm in front of the V.P.
All the sides of the square are equally inclined to the H.P. and
parallel to the V.P. Draw its projections and show its traces.

b'

c'

As all the sides are parallel to the V.P., the surface of
the square also is parallel to it. The front view will show
the true shape and position of the square.
(i)

(ii)

Draw a square a'b'c'd' in the front view with one
corner in xy and all its sides inclined at 45° to xy.
Project the top view keeping the line ac parallel to
it. The top view is its H.T. It has no V.T.

a------H-.T-.~c
FlG. 12-9

xy and 30 mm below

When a plane is inclined to a reference plane, its projections may be obtained in
two stages. In the initial stage, the plane is assumed to be parallel to that reference
plane to which it has to be made inclined. It is then tilted to the required inclination
in the second stage.

(1)
to
H.P. and
to the V.P.: When the
plane is inclined to the H.P. and perpendicular to the V.P., in the initial stage, it
is assumed to be parallel to the H.P. Its top view will show the true shape. The
front view will be a line parallel to xy. The plane is then tilted so that it is inclined
to the H.P. The new front view will be inclined to xy at the true inclination. In
the top view the corners will move along their respective paths (parallel to xy).
Problem 2-4. (fig. ·12-·10): A regular pentagon of 25 mm side has one side on
the ground. Its plane is inclined at 45° to the H.P and perpendicular to the V.!~
Dravv its projections and show its traces.

c'

Assuming it to be parallel to the H.P.
(i)

Draw the pentagon in the top
view with one side perpendicular
to xy [fig. 12-10(i)]. Project the
front view. It will be the line
a'c' contained by xy.

(ii)

Tilt the front view about the point a',
so that it makes 45° angle with xy.

(iii) Project the new top view ab 1 c1d 1 e
upwards from this front view and
horizontally from the first top view.
It will be more convenient if the
(ii)
front view is reproduced in the
Fie. 12-10
new position separately and the
top view projected from it, as shown in fig. 12-10(ii). The V.T. coincides
with the front view and the H.T. is perpendicular to xy, through the point
of intersection between xy and the front view-produced.
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(2) Plane, inclined to the V.P. and perpendicular to the H.P.: In the initial
stage, the plane may be assumed to be parallel to the V.P. and then tilted to the
required position in the next stage. The projections are drawn as illustrated in the next
problem.
Problem 12-5. (fig. 12-11): Draw the projections of a circle of 50 mm diamete1~
having its plane vertical and inclined at 30° to the V.P. Its centre is 30 mm above the
H.P. and 20 mm in front of the V.P. Show also its traces.
A circle has no corners to project one view from another. However, a number of
points, say twelve, equal distances apart, may be marked on its circumference.
(i)

(ii)

Assuming the circle to be parallel
to the V.P., draw its projections.
The front view will be a circle [fig.
12-11 (i)], having its centre 30 mm
above xy. The top view will be a line,
parallel to and 20 mm below xy.

4•

_

4•1

,
1

0

C'")

Divide the circumference into twelve
equal parts (with a 30°-60° set- x
square) and mark the points as ?;l
shown. Project these points in the
top view. The centre O will coincide
with the point 4.

2

6
3

5

7
6 7

(i)

(ii)

(iii) When the circle is tilted, so as
FIG.12-11
to make 30° angle with the V.P.,
its top view will become inclined at 30° to xy. In the front view all the
points will move along their respective paths (parallel to xy). Reproduce the
top view keeping the centre o at the same distance, viz. 20 mm from xy
and inclined at 30° to xy [fig. 12-11(ii)].
(iv) For the final front view, project all the points upwards from this top view
and horizontally from the first front view. Draw a freehand curve through
the twelve points 1 '1 , 2'1 etc. This curve will be an ellipse.

1
When a plane has its surface inclined to one plane and an edge or a diameter or
a diagonal parallel to that plane and inclined to the other plane, its projections are
drawn in three stages.
(1)

If the surface of the plane is inclined to the H.P. and an edge (or a diameter
or a diagonal) is parallel to the H.P. and inclined to the V.P.,
(i)

in the initial position the plane is assumed to be parallel to the H.P.
and an edge perpendicular to the V.P.

(ii)

It is then tilted so as to make the required angle with the H.P. As
already explained, its front view in this position will be a line, while
its top view will be smaller in size.

(iii) In the final position, when the plane is turned to the required inclination with
the V.P., only the position of the top view will change. Its shape and size will
not be affected. In the final front view, the corresponding distances of all
the corners from xy will remain the same as in the second front view.
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If an edge is in the H.P. or on the ground, in the initial position, the plane
is assumed to be lying in the H.P. or on the ground, with the edge perpendicular
to the V.P. If a corner is in the H.P. or on the ground, the line joining that corner

with the centre of the plane is kept parallel to the V.P.
(2) Similarly, if the surface of the plane is inclined to the V.P. and an edge
(or a diameter or a diagonal) is parallel to the V.P. and inclined to the H.P.,
(i)

in the initial position, the plane is assumed to be parallel to the V.P.
and an edge perpendicular to the H.P.

(ii)

It is then tilted so as to make the required angle with the V.P. Its top view
in this position will be a line, while its front view will be smaller in size.

(iii) When the plane is turned to the required inclination with the H.P.,
only the position of the front view will change. Its shape and size will
not be affected. In the final top view, the corresponding distances of
all the corners from xy will remain the same as in the second top view.
If an edge is in the V.P., in the initial position, the plane is assumed to be
lying in the V.P. with an edge perpendicular to the H.P. If a corner is in the V.P.,

the line joining that corner with centre of the plane is kept parallel to the H.P.
12-6. (fig. 12-'12): A square ABCO of 50 mm side has its corner A in
the H.P., its diagonal AC inclined at 30° to the H.P. and the diagonal BO inclined
at 45° to the V.P. and parallel to the H.P. Draw its projections.
c'

b1
(ii)

(iii)

FIG. 12 -'12

In the initial stage, assume the square to be lying in the H.P. with AC parallel to
the V.P.
(i)

Draw the top view and the front view. When the square is tilted about the
corner A so that AC makes 30° angle with the H.P., BO remains perpendicular
to the V.P. and parallel to the H.P.

(ii)

Draw the second front view with a'c' inclined at 30° to xy, keeping
a' or c' in xy. Project the second top view. The square may now be turned
so that BO makes 45° angle with the V.P. and remains parallel to the H.P.
Only the position of the top view will change. Its shape and size will
remain the same.
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(iii) Reproduce the top view so that b 1 d 1 is inclined at 45° to xy. Project the
final front view upwards from this top view and horizontally from the
second front view.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 2 7 for the
following problem.

Problem 12-7. (Fig. 12-13): A rectangular plane surface of size L x Wis positioned
in the first quadrant and is inclined at an angle of 60° with the H.P. and 30° with the
V.P. Draw its projections.

b'
c'

a'
d'

d'1
y

X

C

d

r

d1

C1
d1

w

b1

1-a
1--<

L

b

b1

a1

a1

STEP 1

STEP2

STEP3

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

FIG. '12-13

(i)

The plane is first assumed to be parallel to H.P. with its shorter edge perpendicular to
V.P. In this position, true shape and size of the plane is given by its projection
on H.P. The front view will be a true line parallel to the reference line xy.

(ii)

Rotate the front view projection by 60° (the angle of inclination of plane with
H.P.) as shown in Step 2 of fig. 12-13(ii). Draw vertical lines from the ends
of line a'd' and b'c' to intersect horizontal lines drawn from the top view abed
(step 1) at points b 1 , c 1 , d1 and a 1 . Join a 1 b 1c 1d1 to obtain the top view of the
plane in this inclined position.

(iii) Now rotate the edge d 1 c 1 of the top view (step 2) by 30° (the angle of
inclination of plane with V.P.) and reproduce it as shown in step 3 of the
fig. 12-13(iii). Draw projections from a 1 , b 1 , c1 and d 1 to intersect the horizontal
projections from a'd' and b'c' to get the points a' 1 , b' 1, c' 1 and d' 1 . Join the lines
a' 1b' 1 c' 1 d' 1 to obtain the final front view of the given plane surface.

12-8. (fig. 12-14): Draw the projections of a regular hexagon of
25 mm side, having one of its sides in the H.P. and inclined at 60° to the V.P.,
and its surface making an angle of 45° with the H.P.
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(i)

Draw the hexagon in the top view with one side perpendicular to xy.
Project the front view a'c' in xy.

Draw a'c' inclined at 45° to xy keeping a' or c' in xy and project the second
top view.
(iii) Reproduce this top view making al1 inclined at 60° to xy and project the
final front view.

(ii)

FIG. 12-14

Problem 12-9. (fig. ·12-15): Draw the projections of a circle of 50 mm diameter
resting in the H.P. on a point A on the circumference, its plane inclined at 45° to
the H.P. and
(a)
(b)

the top view of the diameter AB making 30° angle with the V.P.;
the diameter AB making 30° angle with the V. P.

/"
)'

(i)

(iii)

(ii)

(iv)

FIG. '12-15

Draw the projections of the circle with A in the H.P. and its plane inclined at
45° to the H.P. and perpendicular to the V.P. [fig. 12-15(i) and fig. 12-15(ii)].
(a)

In the second top view, the line a 1b 1 is the top view of the diameter AB.
Reproduce this top view so that a1b 1 makes 30° angle with xy [fig. 12-15(iii)].
Project the required front view.
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If the diameter AB, which makes 45° angle with the H.P., is inclined at 30°
to the V.P. also, its top view a 1 b 1 will make an angle greater than 30° with
xy. This apparent angle of inclination is determined as described below.

Draw any line a1b 2 equal to AB and inclined at 30° to xy [fig. 12-15(iv)]. With
a 1 as centre and radius equal to the top view of AB, viz. a 1 b 1 , draw an arc cutting
rs (the path of B in the top view) at b 3 . Draw the line joining a1 with b 3 , and
around it, reproduce the second top view. Project the final front view. It is evident
that a 1b 3 is inclined to xy at an angle 0 which is greater than 30°.
Problem 12-10. (fig. 12-16): A thin 30°-60° set-square has its longest edge in
the V.P. and inclined at 30° to the H.P. Its surface makes an angle of 45° vvith the
V.P. Draw its projections.

In the initial stage, assume the set-square to be in the V.P. with its hypotenuse
perpendicular to the H.P.

X

a

b

C

a1
a1

a
C

C1

45°

y

b
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
FIG.

12-16

Draw the front view a'b'c' and project the top view ac in xy.
Tilt ac around the end a so that it makes 45° angle with xy and project
the front view a' 1b' 1c',.
(iii) Reproduce the second front view a' 1b' 1 c' 1 so that a' 1b' 1 makes an angle of
30° with xy. Project the final top view a 1b 1 c1 .
Problem 12-11. (fig. 12-1 7): A thin rectangular plate of sides 60 mm x 30 mm
has its shorter side in the V.P. and inclined at 30° to the H.P. Project its top view
if its front view is a square of 30 mm long sides.
As the front view of the plate is a square, its surface must be inclined to the
V.P. Hence, assume the plate to be in the V.P. with its shorter edge perpendicular
to the H.P.
(i) Draw the front view a'b'c'd' and project the top view ab in xy [fig. 12-17(i)].
(ii) The line ab should be so inclined to xy that the front view becomes a
square. Therefore, draw the square a' 1 b' 1 c' 1 d'1 of side equal to a'd'. With
a as centre and radius equal to ab draw an arc cutting the projector
through b' 1 at b. Then ab is the new top view.
(iii) Reproduce the second front view in such a way that a' 1 d' 1 makes 30° angle
with xy. Project the final top view as shown.
(i)
(ii)
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a'1
b'1
b'
..---------,----.----,

a'

a' 1
d'P----------1c'-d'11----1c'1

(i)

(ii)

FIG. '12-17

Problem 12-12. (fig. "12-18): A circular plate of negligible thickness and 50 mm
diameter appears as an ellipse in the front view, having its major axis 50 mm long and minor
axis 30 mm long. Draw its top view when the major axis of the ellipse is horizontal.

As the plate is seen as an ellipse in the front view, its surface must be inclined
to the V.P.

d1
a
X

C

b

d

y

b\
c'1

a'

d'1

a\
(i)

d1
(ii)

(iii)

(Third-angle projection)
FIG. 12-18
(i)

Therefore, assume it to be parallel to the V.P. and draw its front view and the
top view.

(ii)

Turn the line ab so that its length in the front view becomes 30 mm, and
project the front view. It will be an ellipse whose major axis is vertical.

(iii) Reproduce this view so that the major axis c' 1 d' 1 is horizontal, and project the
required top view.
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Problem 12-13. Fig. 12-19 shows a thin plate
of negligible thickness. It rests on its PQ edge
with its plane perpendicular to V.P. and inclined
40° to the H.P. Draw its projections.

p' z' I'

s'

a'

d'
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v"
c"

c'

v' p"

400

x~q,-r,-,,.,.k'---,-n-,-,---,.,..,..--,---,-f-+--"--,,---+--t---,--+--y

FIG. 12-19
(i)

Keep the plane of plate in the H.P. and draw the projections as shown.

(ii)

Tilt front view at p" making an angle of 40°.

(iii) Project p", a", d", c", v" etc. in the top view. Draw horizontal projectors
intersecting previously drawn projectors from the front view. Join by smooth
curve to complete the top view.

12-14. (fig. 12-20): A pentagonal plate of 45 mm side has a circular hole
of 40 mm diameter in its centre. The plane stands on one of its sides on the H.P. with

its plane perpendicular to V.P. and 45° inclined to the H.P. Draw the projections.
(i)

Keep the plane of plate
in the horizontal plane.

(ii)

Draw top view and
front view as shown.

d"

(iii) Tilt the front view a"

..... d" at a" making an
angle of 45°. Draw the
projectors from various
points a" .... d".
(iv) Draw horizontal projectors from the top
view abed as shown.
Join the intersection
points and complete
new top view a1 , b 1 ,
c1 , d 1 , e 1 , as shown.

FIG. 12-20
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Problem 12-15. (fig. 12-2·1 ): A thin circular plate of 70 mm diameter is resting on
its circumference such that its plane is inclined 60° to the H.P. and 30° to the V.P. Draw
the proiections of the plate.

5" 1"

FIG. 12-21

(i)

Draw the projection of the plate keeping its plane parallel to the V.P. as
shown in fig. 12-21.

(ii)

Mark a reference line x1y 1 perpendicular to xy line to represent the auxiliary
plane which is at right angle to both the H.P. and the V.P.

(iii) Divide the front view in eight parts and mark the points 1 ', 2' .... 8'.
Project these points on the side view as 1 ", 2" .... 8".
(iv) Tilt the side view 3" 7" such that it touches the x 1y 1 line and also makes
60° with the xy line.
(v)

Complete the projection as shown in fig. 12-21.

Problem 12-16. (fig. 12-22): PQRS is a rhombus having diagonal PR = 60 mm
and QS = 40 mm and they are perpendicular to each other. The plane of the
rhombus is inclined with H.P. such that its top view appears to be square. The top
view of PR makes 30° with the V.P. Draw its projections and determine inclination
of the plane with the H.P.
(i)

Assume that the rhombus is lying in H.P. with its longest diagonal parallel
to xy line.

(ii)

Draw the plans of diagonals PR = 60 mm and QS
perpendicular each other as shown.

=

40 mm (true length)

(iii) Join points p, q, r and s. It is top view of the rhombus. Project the points
p, q, r and s in the xy line. It is front view of the rhombus points p', q',
r' and s' in the xy line as the plane of rhombus is perpendicular to the V.P.
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(iv) PR and QS are lying in H.P. pr and qs are true length. As the plane of the
rhombus is inclined to H.P., the top view of the rhombus is going to be a square.
But diagonal qs does not change in the length as it is perpendicular to V.P.
(v)

Draw the projectors from the points p, q and r, s parallel to the xy. From
q1 and s1 draw square p 1 q1 r 1 s1 such that s1 q1 = p 1 r 1 as shown in
fig. 12-22.

(vi) Draw vertical projectors from p 1 , q 1 , r 1 and S1.
(vii) Projector of p 1 intersects at p" in xy line. Taking p" as centre and the
radius equal to 60 mm (p' r'), draw the arc to intersect the vertical projectors
of r 1 at r". Join p" r". Measure angle of p" r" with xy line.
(viii) Tilt diagonal p 1r 1 at 30° with xy and reproduce square p 2 q 2 r 2 s2 . Draw
vertical projectors from p 2 , q 2 , r 2 and s2 to intersect the horizontal projectors
from p", q", r" and s" at p"', q"', r"' and s"'. Join the points p"', q'", r"' and
s"' as shown.

Q1

FIG. 12-22

1.

Draw an equilateral triangle of 75 mm side and inscribe a circle in it. Draw
the projections of the figure, when its plane is vertical and inclined at 30° to
the V.P. and one of the sides of the triangle is inclined at 45° to the H.P.

2.

A regular hexagon of 40 mm side has a corner in the H.P. Its surface is
inclined at 45° to the H.P. and the top view of the diagonal through the
corner which is in the H.P. makes an angle of 60° with the V.P. Draw its
projections.

3.

Draw the projections of a regular pentagon of 40 mm side, having its surface
inclined at 30° to the H.P. and a side parallel to the H.P. and inclined at an
angle of 60° to the V.P.

4.

Draw the projections of a rhombus having diagonals 125 mm and 50 mm
long, the smaller diagonal of which is parallel to both the principal planes,
while the other is inclined at 30° to the H.P.
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5.

Draw a regular hexagon of 40 mm side, with its two sides vertical. Draw a
circle of 40 mm diameter in its centre. The figure represents a hexagonal
plate with a hole in it and having its surface parallel to the V.P. Draw its
projections when the surface is vertical and inclined at 30° to the V.P. Assume
the thickness of the plate to be equal to that of a line.

6.

Draw the projections of a circle of 75 mm diameter having the end A of the
diameter AB in the H.P., the end B in the V.P., and the surface inclined at 30°
to the H.P. and at 60° to the V.P.

7.

A semi-circular plate of 80 mm diameter has its straight edge in the V.P. and
inclined at 45° to the H.P. The surface of the plate makes an angle of 30°
with the V.P. Draw its projections.

8.

The top view of a plate, the surface of which is perpendicular to the V.P. and
inclined at 60° to the H.P. is a circle of 60 mm diameter. Draw its three
views.

9.

A plate having shape of an isosceles triangle has base 50 mm long and
altitude 70 mm. It is so placed that in the front view it is seen as an
equilateral triangle of 50 mm sides and one side inclined at 45° to xy. Draw
its top view.

10.

Draw a rhombus of diagonals 100 mm and 60 mm long, with the longer
diagonal horizontal. The figure is the top view of a square of 100 mm long
diagonals, with a corner on the ground. Draw its front view and determine
the angle which its surface makes with the ground.

11.

A composite plate of negligible thickness is made-up of a rectangle 60 mm x
40 mm, and a semi-circle on its longer side. Draw its projections when the
longer side is parallel to the H.P. and inclined at 45° to the V.P., the surface
of the plate making 30° angle with the H.P.

12.

A 60° set-square of 125 mm longest side is so kept that the longest side is
in the H.P. making an angle of 30° with the V.P. and the set-square itself
inclined at 45° to the H.P. Draw the projections of the set-square.

13.

A plane figure is composed of an equilateral
AC as diameter. The length of the side AB
V.P. The corner B is 20 mm behind the V.P.
plane of the figure is inclined at 45° to the
plane figure.

14.

An equilateral triangle ABC having side length as 50 mm is suspended from
a point O on the side AB 15 mm from A in such a way that the plane of
the triangle makes an angle of 60° with the V.P. The point O is 20 mm below
the H.P. and 40 mm behind the V.P. Draw the projections of the triangle.

15.

PQRS and ABCD are two square thin plates with their diagonals measuring
30 mm and 60 mm. They are touching the H.P. with their corners P and A
respectively, and touching each other with their corresponding opposite corners
R and C. If the plates are perpendicular to each other and perpendicular to
V.P. also, draw their projections and determine the length of their sides.

triangle ABC and a semi-circle on
is 50 mm and is parallel to the
and 15 mm below the H.P. The
H.P. Draw the projections of the

~/

../ ~

A solid has three dimensions, viz. length, breadth and thickness. To represent a
solid on a flat surface having only length and breadth, at least two orthographic
views are necessary. Sometimes, additional views projected on auxiliary planes become
necessary to make the description of a solid complete.
This chapter deals with the following topics:
1.

Types of solids.

2.

Projections of solids in simple positions.
(a) Axis perpendicular to the H.P.
(b) Axis perpendicular to the V.P.
(c) Axis parallel to both the H.P. and the V.P.

3.

Projections of solids with axes inclined to one of the reference planes and
parallel to the other.
(a) Axis inclined to the V.P. and parallel to the H.P.
(b) Axis inclined to the H.P. and parallel to the V.P.

4.

Projections of solids with axes inclined to both the H.P. and the V.P.

5.

Projections of spheres.

YA;

1

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are
to refer Presentation module 28 for the
types of
Solids may be divided into two main groups:
(1)

Polyhedra

(2)

Solids of revolution.

(1)
When all

A polyhedron is defined as a solid bounded by planes called faces.
faces are equal and regular, the polyhedron is said to be regular.

There are seven regular polyhedra which may be defined as stated below:
(i) Tetrahedron
3-·1): It has four equal faces, each an equilateral triangle.
(ii)

Cube or hexahedron

·1 3-2): It has six faces, all equal squares.
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(iii) Octahedron (fig. 13-3): It has eight equal equilateral triangles as faces.

Tetrahedron
FIG. 13-1

Cube

Octahedron

FIG. 'J 3-2

FIG. 13-3

(iv) Dodecahedron (fig. 13-4): It has twelve equal and regular pentagons as faces.
(v)

Icosahedron (fig. 13-5): It has twenty faces, all equal equilateral triangles.

Dodecahedron
FIG. 'l 3-4

Icosahedron
FIG. '13-5

(vi) Prism: This is a polyhedron having two equal and similar faces called its
ends or bases, parallel to each other and joined by other faces which are
parallelograms. The imaginary line joining the centres of the bases is called
the axis.
A right and regular prism (fig. 13-6) has its axis perpendicular to the
bases. All its faces are equal rectangles.

i

i
~i
~i
i
i

-----~Triangular

Square

Pentagonal

Hexagonal

Prisms
FIG. 13-6

(vii) Pyramid: This is a polyhedron having a plane figure as a base and a
number of triangular faces meeting at a point called the vertex or apex.
The imaginary line joining the apex with the centre of the base is its axis.
A right and regular pyramid (fig. 13-7) has its axis perpendicular to the
base which is a regular plane figure. Its faces are all equal isosceles triangles.

Projections of Solids
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Oblique prisms and pyramids have their axes inclined to their bases.
Prisms and pyramids are named according to the shape of their bases, as
triangular, square, pentagonal, hexagonal etc.

APEX

TRIANGULAR

SQUARE

PENTAGONAL

HEXAGONAL

Pyramids
FIG. 13-7
(2) Solids of revolution:
(i)

Cylinder (fig. 13-8): A right circular cylinder is a solid generated by the
revolution of a rectangle about one of its sides which remains fixed. It has
two equal circular bases. The line joining the centres of the bases is the
axis. It is perpendicular to the bases.

(ii)

Cone (fig. 13-9): A right circular cone is a solid generated by the revolution
of a right-angled triangle about one of its perpendicular sides which is
fixed.
It has one circular base. Its axis joins the apex with the centre of the
base to which it is perpendicular. Straight lines drawn from the apex to
the circumference of the base-circle are all equal and are called generators
of the cone. The length of the generator is the slant height of the cone.

Cylinder
FIG. 13-8

Cone
FIG. 13-9

Sphere
FIG. 13-10

(iii) Sphere (fig. 'l 3-10): A sphere is a solid generated by the revolution of a
semi-circle about its diameter as the axis. The mid-point of the diameter is
the centre of the sphere. All points on the surface of the sphere are
equidistant from its centre.

Oblique cylinders and cones have their axes inclined to their bases.
(iv) Frustum: When a pyramid or a cone is cut by a plane parallel to its base,
thus removing the top portion, the remaining portion is called its frustum
(fig. 13-11).
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Truncated: When a solid is cut by a plane inclined to the base it is said
to be truncated.
In this book mostly right and regular solids are dealt with. Hence, when a
solid is named without any qualification, it should be understood as being
right and regular.

Frustums
FIG. 13-11

A solid in simple position may have its axis perpendicular to one reference plane
or parallel to both. When the axis is perpendicular to one reference plane, it is
parallel to the other. Also, when the axis of a solid is perpendicular to a plane,
its base will be parallel to that plane. We have already seen that when a plane is
parallel to a reference plane, its projection on that plane shows its true shape and size.

Therefore, the projection of a solid on the plane to which its axis is perpendicular,
will show the true shape and size of its base.
Hence, when the axis is perpendicular to the ground, i.e. to the H.P., the top view
should be drawn first and the front view projected from it.
When the axis is perpendicular to the V.P., beginning should be made with the
front view. The top view should then be projected from it.
When the axis is parallel to both the H.P. and the V.P., neither the top view nor
the front view will show the actual shape of the base. In this case, the projection
of the solid on an auxiliary plane perpendicular to both the planes, viz. the side view
must be drawn first. The front view and the top view are then projected from the
side view. The projections in such cases may also be drawn in two stages.

(1) Axis perpendicular to the H.P.:
Problem 13-1. (fig. 13-12): Draw
the projections of a triangular prism, base
40 mm side and axis 50 mm long, resting
on one of its bases on the H.P. with a
vertical face perpendicular to the V.P.
(i) As the axis is perpendicular to
the ground i.e. the H.P. begin
with the top view. It will be
an equilateral triangle of sides
40 mm long, with one of its

a'r.-:----,c'
b'

FIG. 13-12
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sides perpendicular to xy. Name the corners as shown, thus completing
the top view. The corners d, e and fare hidden and coincide with the top
corners a, b and c respectively.
(ii)

Project the front view, which will be a rectangle. Name the corners. The line

b'e' coincides with a'd'.
Problem 13-2. (fig. 13-13): Draw the projections of a pentagonal pyramid, base
30 mm edge and axis 50 mm long, having its base on the H.P. and an edge of
the base parallel to the V.P. Also dravv its side view.
X1

FIG. 13-13

(i)

Assume the side DE which is nearer the V.P., to be parallel to the V.P. as shown
in the pictorial view.

In the top view, draw a regular pentagon abcde with ed parallel to and nearer
xy. Locate its centre o and join it with the corners to indicate the slant edges.
(iii) Through o, project the axis in the front view and mark the apex o', 50 mm
(ii)

above xy. Project all the corners of the base on xy. Draw lines o'a', o'b'
and o'c' to show the visible edges. Show o'd' and o'e' for the hidden edges
as dashed lines.
(iv) For the side view looking from the left, draw a new reference line x 1y 1
perpendicular to xy and to the right of the front view. Project the side
view on it, horizontally from the front view as shown. The respective
distances of all the points in the side view from x 1y 1 , should be equal to
their distances in the top view from xy. This is done systematically as
explained below:
(v)

From each point in the top view, draw horizontal lines upto x 1y1 . Then
draw lines inclined at 45° to x 1y1 (or xy) as shown. Or, with q, the point
of intersection between xy and x 1y1 as centre, draw quarter circles. Project
up all the points to intersect the corresponding horizontal lines from the
front view and complete the side view as shown in the figure. Lines o 1d 1
and o 1 c 1 coincide with o 1 e1 and o 1 a1 respectively.

Problem 13-3. (fig. 13-14): Draw the projections of (i) a cylinder, base 40 mm
diameter and axis 50 mm Jong, and (ii) a cone, base 40 mm diameter and axis 50 mm
long, resting on the H.P. on their respective bases.
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(i)

Draw a circle of 40 mm diameter in the top view and project the front view
which will be a rectangle [fig. 13-14(ii)].

(ii)

Draw the top view [fig. 13-14(iii)]. Through the centre o, project the apex o', 50 mm
above xy. Complete the triangle in the front view as shown.

(i)

(iii)

(ii)

FIG. 13-14

In the pictorial view [fig. 13-14(i)], the cone is shown as contained by the cylinder.
13-4. (fig. 13-15): A cube of 50 mm long edges is resting on the H.P.

with its vertical faces equally inclined to the V.P. Draw its projections.
b'
d'

a'
I

c'

I

C

X

h'
e'

f'

d

g'

y

b

FIG. 13-15

Begin with the top view.
(i)

Draw a square abed with a side making 45° angle with xy.

(ii)

Project up the front view. The line d' h' will coincide with b' f'.

Problem 13-5. (fig. 13-16): Draw the projections of a hexagonal pyramid, base
30 mm side and axis 60 mm long, having its base on the H.P. and one of the
edges of the base inclined at 45° to the V.P.
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(i)

In the top view, draw a line af 30 mm long and inclined at 45° to xy.
Construct a regular hexagon on af. Mark its centre o and complete the top
view by drawing lines joining it with the corners.

(ii)

Project up the front view as described in problem 13-2, showing the line o'e'
and o'f for hidden edges as dashed lines.
o'

I

a
d

C

FIG.

13-16

FIG.

13-17

Problem 13-6. (fig. 13-17): A tetrahedron of 5 cm long edges is resting on the f-1.P.
on one of its faces, with an edge of that face parallel to the V.P. Draw its projections
and measure the distance of its apex from the ground.
All the four faces of the tetrahedron are equal equilateral triangles of 5 crn side.
(i)

Draw an equilateral triangle abc in the top view with one side, say ac, parallel
to xy. Locate its centre o and join it with the corners.

(ii)

In the front view, the corners a', b' and c' will be in xy. The apex o' will
lie on the projector through o so that its true distance from the corners
of the base is equal to 5 cm.

(iii) To locate o', make oa (or ob or oc) parallel to xy. Project a1 to a' 1 on xy.
With a' 1 as centre and radius equal to 5 cm cut the projector through o in

o'. Draw lines o'a', o'b' and o'c' to complete the front view. o'b' will be the
distance of the apex from the ground.
(2) Axis perpendicular to

the V.P.:

Problem 13-7. (fig. 13-18): A hexagonal prism has one of its rectangular
faces parallel to the H.P. Its axis is perpendicular to the V.P. and 3.5 cm above
the ground.

Draw its projections when the nearer end is 2 cm in front of the V.P. Side of
base 2.5 cm long; axis 5 cm long.
(i)

Begin with the front view. Construct a regular hexagon of 2.5 cm long
sides with its centre 3.5 cm above xy and one side parallel to it.

(ii)

Project down the top view, keeping the line for nearer end, viz. 1-4, 2 cm
below xy.
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FIG. 13-18

Problem 13-8. (fig. 13-19): A square pyramid, base 40 mm side and axis 65 mm
long, has its base in the V.P. One edge of the base is inclined at 30° to the H.P. and
a corner contained by that edge is on the H.P. Draw its projections.
(i)
Draw a square in the front view with the corner d' in xy and the side d'c'
inclined at 30° to it. Locate the centre o' and join it with the corners of the
square.
(ii)

Project down all the corners in xy (because the base is in the V.P.). Mark the
apex o on a projector through o'. Draw lines for the slant edges and complete
the top view.
b'

0

FIG. 13--19

(3) Axis

to

the H.P. and the V.P.:

Problem 13-9. (fig. 13-20): A triangular prism base 40 mm side and height 65 mm
is resting on the H.P. on one of its rectangular faces with the axis parallel to the V.P.
Draw its projections.
1

Art. 13-3]
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As the axis is parallel to both the
planes, begin with the side view.

e'

(i)

Draw an equilateral triangle
representing the side view, with
one side in xy.
(ii) Project the front view horizontally
from this triangle.
(iii) Project down the top view from
the front view and the side view,
as shown.

p'
a1

279

b'

·-·-·-·-·

o'
c' a'

~----~~-t-------~Y

X-'-1

This problem can also be solved
in two stages as explained in the next
article.

d' f'

~1--------....,c
eP

a

d

FIG.

13-20

Draw the projections of the following solids, situated in their respective positions,
taking a side of the base 40 mm long or the diameter of the base 50 mm long
and the axis 65 mm long.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A hexagonal pyramid, base on the H.P. and a side of the base parallel to and
25 mm in front of the V.P.
A square prism, base on the H.P., a side of the base inclined at 30° to the V.P. and
the axis 50 mm in front of the V.P.
A triangular pyramid, base on the H.P. and an edge of the base inclined at 45° to
the V.P.; the apex 40 mm in front of the V.P.
A cylinder, axis perpendicular to the V.P. and 40 mm above the H.P., one end
20 mm in front of the V.P.
A pentagonal prism, a rectangular face parallel to and 10 mm above the H.P., axis
perpendicular to the V.P. and one base in the V.P.
A square pyramid, all edges of the base equally inclined to the H.P. and the axis
parallel to and 50 mm away from both the H.P. and the V.P.
A cone, apex in the H.P. axis vertical and 40 mm in front of the V.P.
A pentagonal pyramid, base in the V.P. and an edge of the base in the H.P.

~4

~~

When a solid has its axis inclined to one plane and parallel to the other, its
projections are drawn in two stages.
(1)

In the initial stage, the solid is assumed to be in simple position, i.e. its
axis perpendicular to one of the planes.

If the axis is to be inclined to the ground, i.e. the H.P., it is assumed
to be perpendicular to the H.P. in the initial stage. Similarly, if the axis is to
be inclined to the V.P., it is kept perpendicular to the V.P. in the initial stage.
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Moreover
(i) if the solid has an edge of its base parallel to the H.P. or in the H.P.
or on the ground, that edge should be kept perpendicular to the V.P.;
if the edge of the base is parallel to the V.P. or in the V.P., it should
be kept perpendicular to the H.P.
(ii) If the solid has a corner of its base in the H.P. or on the ground,
the sides of the base containing that corner should be kept equally
inclined to the V.P.; if the corner is in the V.P., they should be kept
equally inclined to the H.P.
(2) Having drawn the projections of the solid in its simple position, the final
projections may be obtained by one of the following two methods:
(i) Alteration of
The position of one of the views is altered as
required and the other view projected from it.
(ii) Alte!'ation of
line or
A new reference line is
drawn according to the required conditions, to represent an auxiliary plane and the
final view projected on it.

In the first method, the reproduction of a view accurately in the altered position
is likely to take considerable time, specially, when the solid has curved surfaces or
too many edges and corners. In such cases, it is easier and more convenient to
adopt the second method. Sufficient care must however be taken in transferring the
distances of various points from their respective reference lines.
After determining the positions of all the points for the corners in the final view,
difficulty is often felt in completing the view correctly. The following sequence for
joining the corners may be adopted:
(a)

Draw the lines for the edges of the visible base. The base, which (compared
to the other base) is further away from xy in one view, will be fully visible in
the other view.
(b) Draw the lines for the longer edges. The lines which pass through the figure
of the visible base should be dashed lines.
(c) Draw the lines for the edges of the other base.
It should always be remembered that, when two lines representing the edges
cross each other, one of them must be hidden and should therefore be drawn as
a dashed line.

This book is accompanied by a
CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation
for better visualization and understanding of the
subject Readers are
to refer Presentation module 29 for the
following problem.

13-10.
13-21 ): Oravv the
of a pentagonal prism, base
25 mm side and axis 50 rnm
on one of its
faces on the
1-f.P. 1 with the axis inclined at 45c to the V.P.
In the simple position, assume the prism to be on one of its faces on the
ground with the axis perpendicular to the V.P.
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Draw the pentagon in the front view with one side in xy and project the top
view [fig. 13-21(i)J.
The shape and size of the figure in the top view will not change, so long as
the prism has its face on the H.P. The respective distances of all the corners in
the front view from xy will also remain constant.

{i)

{ii)

FIG. 13-2 l

Method I: [fig. 13-21 (ii)]:
(i) Alter the position of the top view, i.e. reproduce it so that the axis is
inclined at 45° to xy. Project all the points upwards from this top view and
horizontally from the first front view, e.g. a vertical from a intersecting a
horizontal from a' at a point a' 1 .
(ii) Complete the pentagon a' 1b' 1 c' 1d' 1 e' 1 for the fully visible end of the prism.
Next, draw the lines for the longer edges and finally, draw the lines for the
edges of the other end. Note carefully that the lines a' 1 1 '1 , 1 '1 2' 1 and 1 '1 5' 1 are
dashed lines. e' 1 5' 1 is also hidden but it coincides with other visible lines.
Method II: [fig. 13-21 (iii)]:
(i) Draw a new reference line x 1y1 , making 45° angle with the top view of the
axis, to represent an auxiliary vertical plane.
(ii) Draw projectors from all the points in the top view perpendicular to x 1y1 and
on them, mark points keeping the distance of each point from x 1y 1 equal to
its distance from xy in the front view. Join the points as already explained. The
auxiliary front view and the top view are the required projections.
Problem 13-11. (fig. 13-22): Dra\cv the projections of a cylinder 75 mm diameter
and 100 rnm long, lying on the ground with its axis inclined at 30" to the V.P. and

parallel to the ground.
Adopt the same methods as in the previous problem. The ellipses for the ends
should be joined by common tangents. Note that half of the ellipse for the hidden
base will be drawn as dashed line.
Fig. 13-22(iii) shows the front view obtained by the method II.
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b'

7

b
(iii)

C

(i)

t
(ii)

FIG. ·J 3-22

~A;-~~
Problem 13-12. (fig. 13-23): A hexagonal pyramid, base 25 mm side and axis
50 mm long, has an edge of its base on the ground. Its axis is inclined at 30° to
the ground and parallel to the V.P. Draw its projections.
In the initial position assume the axis to be perpendicular to the H.P.
Draw the projections with the base in xy and its one edge perpendicular to the V.P.
[fig. 13-23(i)].
If the pyramid is now tilted about the edge AF (or CD) the axis will become inclined
to the H.P. but will remain parallel to the V.P. The distances of all the corners from
the V.P. will remain constant.
The front view will not be affected except in its position in relation to xy. The new
top view will have its corners at same distances from xy, as before.
Method I: [fig. 13-23(ii)]:
(i) Reproduce the front view so that the axis makes 30° angle with xy and the
point a' remains in xy.
(ii) Project all the points vertically from this front view and horizontally from the
first top view. Complete the new top view by drawing (a) lines joining the apex
o' 1 with the corners of the base and (b) lines for the edges of the base.
The base will be partly hidden as shown by dashed line a 1b 1, e/1 and f1a1 .
Similarly o/1 and o 1 a1 are also dashed lines.
Method II: [fig. 13-23(iii)]:
(i) Through a' draw a new reference line x 1 y1 inclined at 30° to the axis, to
represent an auxiliary inclined plane.
(ii) From the front view project the required top view on x 1y 1 , keeping the
distance of each point from x1y 1 equal to the distance of its first top view
from xy, viz. e 1 q = eb' etc.

Art. 13-3·2]
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FIG. 13-23

13-13. (fig. 13-24): Draw the projections of a cone, base 75 mm
diameter and axis 100 mm long, lying on the H.P. on one of its generators with
the axis parallel to the V.P.
(i)

Assuming the cone to be resting on its base on the ground, draw its
projections.

(ii)

Re-draw the front view so that the line o'7' (or o'1 ') is in xy. Project the
required top view as shown. The lines from o1 should be tangents to the
ellipse.

1'

'

4'

(iii)

4
(i)

FIG. 13-24

(ii)
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The top view obtained by auxiliary-plane method is shown in fig. 13-24(iii). The
new reference line x 1y1 is so drawn as to contain the generator o'1' instead of o'7'
(for sake of convenience). The cone is thus lying on the generator o'1 '. Note that
1 '1 1 = 1'1, o'o 1 = 4'o etc. Also note that the base is fully visible in both the methods.
Problem 13-14. The projections of a cylinder resting centrally on a hexagonal
prism are given in fig. 7 3-25(i). Draw its auxiliary front view on a reference line
inclined at 60° to xy.
See fig. 13-25(ii) which is self-explanatory.

FIG. 13-25

FIG. 13-26

FIG. 13-27
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Problem 13-15. (fig. 13-26 and fig. 13-2 7): A square-headed bolt 25 mm diameter,
125 mrn long and having a square neck has its axis parallel to the H.P. and inclined at
45° to the V.P.
All the faces of the square head are equally inclined to the H.P. Draw its
projections neglecting the threads and chamfer.
See fig. 13-26. The projections are obtained by the change-of-position method.
The length of the bolt is taken shorter.
Fig. 13-27 shows the views in third-angle projection, obtained by the auxiliaryplane method.

Problem 13-16. (fig. 13-28): A hexagonal prism, base 40 mm side and height
40 mm has a hole of 40 mm diameter drilled centrally through its ends. Draw its
projections when it is resting on one of its comers on the H.P. with its axis inclined
at 60° to the H.P. and two of its faces parallel to the V. P.

(i)

(ii)
FIG.

13-28

(i)

Begin' with the top view and project up the front view assuming the axis
to be vertical.

(ii)

Tilt the front view, and project the required top view. Note that a part of
the E:llipse for the lower end of the hole will be visible.
!

Problem /13-17. (fig. 13-29): The projections of a hopper made of tin sheet are
given. Projed another top view on an auxiliary inclined plane making 45° angle with
the H.P.
(i)

Draw a new reference line x1y1 inclined at 45° to xy and project the
required top view on it, from the front view.

(ii)

Show carefully, the visible ellipses for the outer as well as the inner parts
of the hopper rings.
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FIG. 13-29

The projections of a solid with its axis inclined to both the planes are drawn in
three stages:
(i)

Simple position

(ii)

Axis inclined to one plane and parallel to the other

(iii) Final position.
The second and final positions may be obtained either by the alteration of the
positions of the solid, i.e. the views, or by the alteration of reference lines.

Problem 13-18. A square prism, base 40 rnm side and height 65 mm, has its
axis inclined at 45° to the H.P. and has an edge of its base, on the H.P and
inclined at 30° to the V.P. Draw its proJections.
-~unnn I: (fig. 13-30):
(i)

Assuming the prism to be resting on its base on the ground with an edge
of the base perpendicular to the V.P., draw its projections.
Assume the prism to be tilted about the edge which is perpendicular to the
V.P., so that the axis makes 45° angle with the H.P.

(ii)

Hence, change the position of the front view so that the axis is inclined at 45°
to xy and f' (or e') is in xy. Project the second top view.

Projections of Solids
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Again, assume the prism to be turned so that the edge on which it rests,
makes an angle of 30° with the V.P., keeping the inclination of the axis with
the ground constant. The shape and size of the second top view will remain
the same; only its position will change. In the front view, the distances of
all the corners from xy will remain the same as in the second front view.
(iii) Therefore, reproduce the second top view making f1g 1 inclined at 30° to xy.
Project the final front view upwards from this top view and horizontally from the
second front view, e.g. a vertical from a1 and a horizontal from a' intersecting at a' 1 .
As the top end is further away from xy in the top view it will be fully visible in
the front view. Complete the front view showing the hidden edges by dashed lines.
(iv) The second top view may be turned in the opposite direction as shown. In this
position, the lower end of the prism, viz. e'l' 1g' 1 h' 1 will be fully visible in the
front view.
a'
a'

X

0'

e

b'

p'

f'

g

dh

C

+o
a

e

f

b

(i)

b1
(iii)

(ii)

FIG. 13-30

Method II: (fig. 13-31):
(i)

Draw the top view and the front
view in simple position.

Through f', draw a new reference
line x 1Y1 making 45° angle with
the axis. On it, project the
auxiliary top view.
(iii) Draw another reference line
x2y2 inclined at 30° to the line
f1g 1 . From the auxiliary top view,
project the required front view,
keeping the distance of each
point from x 2y2 , equal to its
distance (in the first front view)
from x1y1 i.e. a' 1q 1 = a'q etc.
The problem is thus solved by
change-of-reference line method
only.

'- a'
, ·...----,"-.....,._

(ii)

b'1

X

Yi

e·1
d

h

+o
a

e

~

FIG. 13-31
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Note: The new reference line satisfying the required conditions may be drawn in various
positions, as explained in chapter 11.

Problem 13-19. (fig. 13-32): Draw the projections of a cone, base 45 mm
diameter and axis 50 mm long, when it is resting on the ground on a point on its
base circle with (a) the axis making an angle of 30° with the H.P. and 45° with the
V.P.; (b) the axis making an angle of 30° with the H.P. and its top view making 45°
with the V.P.

(i)

(iii)

(ii)

(iv)

FIG. 13-32

(i)

Draw the top view and the front view of the cone with the base on the
ground.

(ii)

Tilt the front view so that the axis makes 30° angle with xy. Project the
second top view.

(a)

In order that the axis may make an angle of 45° with the V.P., let us
determine the apparent angle of inclination which the top view of the axis,
viz. o 1p 1 should make with xy and which will be greater than 45°.

(iii) Mark any point p 1 below xy. Draw a line p 1 o 2 equal to the true length of
the axis, viz, o'p', and inclined at 45° to xy. With p 1 as centre and radius
equal to p 1o 1 (the length of the top view of the axis) draw an arc cutting
the locus of o 2 at o 1 . Then f:3 is the apparent angle of inclination and is
greater than 45°. Around p 1 o 1 as axis, reproduce the second top view and
project the final front view as shown.
Note that the base of the cone is not visible in the front view because it is nearer xy
in the top view.
(b) When the top view of the axis is to make 45° angle with the V.P., it is
evident that p 1 o 1 should be inclined at 45° to xy. Hence, reproduce the top
view accordingly and project the required front view [fig. 13-32(iv)].
Problem 13-20. (fig. 13-33): A pentagonal pyramid, base 25 mm side and axis
50 mm long has one of its triangular faces in the V.P. and the edge of the base
contained by that face makes an angle of 30° with the H.P. Draw its projections.
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(i)

In the initial position, assume the pyramid as having its base in the V.P. and
an edge of the base perpendicular to the H.P. The front view will have to be
drawn first and the top view projected from it.

(ii)

Change the position of the top view so that the line o1 (for the face o1 5) is
in xy. Project the second front view.

(iii) Tilt this front view so that the line 1 '1 5' 1 makes 30° angle with xy. Project
the final top view. Note that the base is not visible in the top view as it
is nearer xy in the front view.

X

(iii)

(ii)
FIG. 13-33

Problem 13-21. (fig. 13-34): A square pyramid, base 38 mm side and axis 50 mm
long, is freely suspended from one of the comers of its base. Draw its projections, when
the axis as a vertical plane makes an angle of 45° with the V.P. When a pyramid is
suspended freely from a corner of its base, the imaginary line joining that corner with
the centre of gravity of the pyramid will be vertical.

(i)

(ii)
FIG. 13-34

(iii)
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The centre of gravity of a pyramid lies on its axis and at a distance equal to
of the length of the axis from the base.
Assume the pyramid to be suspended from the corner A of the base.

b

1/4

FIG. 13-35

In the initial position, the pyramid should be kept with its base on the ground
and the line joining A with the centre of gravity G, parallel to the V.P. In the top
view, g will coincide with o the top view of the axis.
(i)

Draw a square abed (in the top view) with ag, i.e. ao parallel to xy. Project the
front view. Making g' at a distance equal to

(ii)

V4 of the axis from xy. Join a' with g'.

Tilt the front view so that a'g' is perpendicular to xy and project the top view.
The axis will still remain parallel to the V.P.

(iii) Reproduce this top view so that o 1p 1 (the top view of the axis) is inclined at
45° to xy. The axis as a vertical plane will thus be making 45° angle with the
V.P. Project the final front view.
Fig. 13-35 shows the projections obtained by the change-of-reference-line method.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 30 for the
following problem.
Problem 13-22. (fig. 13-36): A hexagonal pyramid, base 25 mm side and axis

55 mm long, has one of its slant edges on the ground. A plane containing that edge
and the axis is perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined at 45° to the V.P. Draw its
projections when the apex is nearer the V.P. than the base.
Assume the pyramid to be resting on the ground on its base with a slant edge
parallel to the V.P.
(i) Draw the top view of the pyramid with a side of the hexagon parallel to
xy. The lines ao and do for the slant edges will also be parallel to xy.
Project the front view.
(ii) Tilt this front view so that a'o' or d'o' is in xy. Project the second top view.
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(iii) Draw a new reference line x 1y1 making 45° angle with o 1d 1 (the top view
of the axis) and project the final front view.

'

o'

(iii)
C1

(i)

/

(ii)
FIG. 13-36

The problem is thus solved by combination of the change-of-position and changeof-reference-line methods.
Problem 13-23. (fig. 13-37): Draw the projections of a cube of 25 mm long edges
resting on the H.P on one of its corners with a solid diagonal perpendicular to the V.P.

(i)

(ii)

FIG. 13-37

Assume the cube to be resting on one of its faces on the H.P. with a solid
diagonal parallel to the V.P.
(i)
Draw a square abed in the top view with its sides inclined at 45° to xy.
The line ac representing the solid diagonals AG and CE is parallel to xy.
Project the front view.
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Tilt the front view about the corner g' so that the line e'c' becomes parallel
to xy. Project the second top view. The solid diagonal CE is now parallel
to both the H.P. and the V.P.

(iii) Reproduce the second top view so that the top view of the solid diagonal, viz.
e1 c 1 is perpendicular to xy. Project the required front view.

Problem 13-24. (fig. 13-38):

I

A triangular prism, base 40 mm
side and axis 50 mm long, is
lying on the H.P. on one of its
rectangular faces with the axis
perpendicular to the V.P. A cone,
base 40 mm diameter and axis 50
mm long, is resting on the H.P.
and is leaning centrally on a face
of the prism, with its axis parallel
to the V.P. Draw the projections
of the solids and project another
front view on a reference line making
60° angle with xy.

f

It will first be necessary to
draw the cone with its base on
the H.P. to determine the length
of its generator and to project
the top view.

a

C

13-38
Next, draw a triangle a'b'c' for the prism and a triangle o'1 '7' for the cone as
shown by the construction lines. Project the top view. Draw a reference line x 1y 1
and project the required front view as shown.
FIG.

Problem 13-25. A pentagonal prism is resting on one of the corners of its base
on the H.P. The longer edge containing that corner is inclined at 45° to the H.P.
The axis of the prism makes an angle of 30° to the V.P. Draw the projections of
the solid.
Also, draw the projections of the solid when the top view of axis is inclined at 30°
to xy. Take the side of base 45 mm and height 70 mm.
(i)

Assuming the prism to be resting on its base on the horizontal plane,
draw its projections keeping one of the sides of its base perpendicular to xy.

(ii)

Redraw the front view so that the edge c'3' is inclined at 45° to xy. Project
the required top view as shown in fig. 13-39(i).

(iii) Determine the apparent angle of inclination which the top view of the axis

should make with xy when the axis makes an angle of 30° with the V.P.
(iv) Mark any point p 1 below xy. Draw a line p 1o 2 equal to the true length of
the axis (70 mm) and inclined at 30° to xy. With p 1 as centre and radius
equal to p 1o 1 (the length of the top view of the axis) draw an arc cutting
the locus of o 2 at o 1 . Then ~ is the required apparent angle of inclination.
Considering p 1o 1 as axis, reproduce the second top view and project the
final front view as shown in fig. 13-39(i).
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1"

21

FIG. 13-39(i)

(v)

When the top view of axis makes an angle of 30° with the V.P., it is
evident that p 1 o 1 is inclined at 30° to xy. Hence, reproduce the top view
and the front view as shown in fig. 13-39(ii).
1'

r

1'
5'

o' 2'
4'

5"

1"

3'

0

r-.

X

d'

e'
a'

p b'

y

c'

21

FIG. 13-39(ii)
Problem 13-26 (fig 13-40): A square prism, with the side of its base 40 mm
and axis 70 mm long is lying on one of its base edges on the H.P. in such a way
that this base edge makes an angle of 45° with the V.P. and the axis is inclined at
30° to the H.P. Draw the projections of the solid using the 'auxiliary plane method'.
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(i)

In the initial position assume the axis of the prism to be perpendicular to
the H.P. Draw the projections as shown.

(ii)

Draw a new reference line x 1y1 making an angle of 30° with the front view
of the axis, to represent an auxiliary horizontal plane. Draw projectors
from a', b' c', d' and 1 ', 2', 3', 4' perpendicular to x 1y1 and on them, mark
these points keeping the distance of each point from x 1 y1 equal to its
distance from xy in the top view. Join the points as shown.

(iii) Draw another reference line x2 y2 inclined at 45° to the line a1

(or b2).
From the auxiliary top view, project the required new front view, keeping
the distance of each point from x 2y 2 , equal to its distance from x 1y 1, i.e.
q'1" = q1' etc. Join the points as shown. Note that the view is obtained
by observing the auxiliary top view from the top, along the projectors.

'1'

4'

d'

X

a'
d

t:

Y2

a

4"
FIG.

Problem 13-27.
height of 70 mm is
in such a way that,
H.P. Draw to scale

A hexagonal prism,
resting on the H.P.
the edge is at 60°
1:1, the view from

13-40

with the side of the hexagon 30 mm and
on one of the edges of its hexagonal base
to the V.P. and the base is at 30° to the
the front and the view from the top.

Refer to fig. 13-41.
(i)

Draw the top view and the front view in simple position keeping the
axis perpendicular to the H.P.

(ii)

Draw a new reference line x 1y 1 making 60° angle with the axis. On it,
project the auxiliary top view.
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(iii) Draw another reference line x2 y2 inclined at 60° to the edge of base c 1d 1 .
From the auxiliary top view, project the required new front view, keeping
the distance of each point from x2 y2 , equal to its distance from x1y 1
i.e. q3' = q'3" etc. Join the points as shown. It should be noted that the
edge of base away from x2y2 will be observed as full lines and nearest
lines from x2y2 will be dotted lines. i.e. c"d", d"e" and e"f" are full
lines while f"a", a"b" and b"c" are dotted lines. Note that the view is
drawn by observing the auxiliary top view from the top along the projectors.

'

6"

FIG. 13-41

1"
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Problem 13-28. A regular pentagonal prism lies with its axis inclined at 60° to
the H.P. and 30° to the V.P. The prism is 60 mm long and has a face width of
25 mm. The nearest corner is '/0 mm away from the V.P. and the farthest shorter
edge is 100 mm from the H.P. Draw the projections of the solid.

(i)

Draw initial position of the prism as shown in fig. 13-42.

(ii)

With A-' as centre and radius equal to 100 mm, draw an arc. Mark tangent
to the arc making 60° with the axis as shown. This is a new reference line
x1y 1 . Project the required new top view.

(iii) Draw another reference line x 2 y 2 inclined at 30° angle to the axis of new
top view. Project the various points to obtain new front view as shown in
fig. 13-42. Observe the auxiliary top view from the top along the projectors.

FIG.

13-42

Problem 13-29. A square pyramid of 50 mm side of base and 50 mm length
of axis is resting on one of its triangular faces on the H.P. having a slant edge
containing that face parallel to the V.P. Dra1v the projections of the pyramid.
(i)

Assuming the axis of pyramid perpendicular to the H.P., draw the front
view and the top view as shown in fig. 13-43.

(ii)

Draw new reference line x 1y 1 coinciding with o'c' in the front view. Project
new top view, keeping the distance of a 1 , b 1 ... o 1 from x 1y1 equal to the
distance of a, b, ... o from xy. Join these points.
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(iii) Draw another reference line x2 y2 parallel to the slant edge o 1 c 1 or o 1b 1 .

Project new front view as shown. Observe auxiliary top view from the base
~

a, b, c, d, o along projectors.

FIG. 13-43

Problem 13-30. A regular pentagonal pyramid, base 30 mm side and height 80 mm
rests on one edge of its base on the ground so that the highest point in the base is
30 mm above the ground. Oravv its projection when the axis is parallel to the V.P.

.......
FIG. 13-44
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Draw another front view on a reference line inclined at 30° to the edge on
which it is resting so that the base is visible.
(i)

Draw top view and front view in simple position assuming the axis of the
pyramid perpendicular to the H.P.
(ii) Draw a parallel line at a distance of 30 mm from xy. Mark the point c' on the
line xy and reproduce the front view as shown fig. 13-44.
(iii) Project points a', b', c' etc. and obtain new top view keeping distance of points
a 1 , b 1 , c 1 etc. from xy equal to distance of a, b, c, etc. from the line xy.
(iv) Draw another reference line x1y1 making an angle of 30° with the side of
base c 1d 1 and obtain a new front view as shown. Note that the base is
visible. Observe from the base a, b, c, d, e along the projectors.

Problem 13-31. A regular pentagonal pyramid with the sides of its base 30 mm
and height 80 mm rests on an edge of the base. The base is tilted until its apex
is 50 mm above the level of the edge of the base on which it rests. Draw the
projection of the pyramid when the edge on which it rests, is parallel to the V.P.
and the apex of the pyramid points towards V.P.

- - - - o'

g

FIG.

13-45

Draw top view and front view assuming the axis of the pyramid perpendicular
to the H.P. as shown in fig. 13-45.
(ii) Draw a parallel line at a distance of 50 mm from xy. Reproduce the front
view as shown. Draw projectors from points a', b', c' etc. vertically from
the front view and horizontally from the points a, b, c etc. from the
previous top view. Complete the new top view, joining the intersection of
the projectors in the correct sequence as shown.

(i)
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(iii) Redraw the top view keeping c 1 d 1 parallel to xy. Project the points
a1 , b 1 , c 1 etc. vertically from the new top view and horizontal projectors
from the points a', b', c' etc. of the front view. Join the intersection points
of both the projectors in the correct sequence as shown.

Problem 13-32. A right regular pentagonal pyramid, with the sides of the base
30 mm and height 65 mm rests on the edge of its base on the horizontal plane,
the base being tilted until the vertex is at 60 mm above the H.P. Draw the projections
of the pyramid when the edge on which it rests, is made parallel to FRP. Assuming
the pyramid to be resting on its base on the horizontal plane, draw its projections
keeping one of the sides of the base perpendicular to xy.
Method I: Changing position of reference line [fig. 13-460)]:

(i)

With o' as centre and radius equal to 60 mm, draw an arc. Draw the tangent
to the arc passing through c' or d'. This is a new reference line x1y1 . Project
the required top view.

(ii)

Draw another reference line x 2y2 parallel to c 1 d 1 • Project new front view
as shown. Observe auxiliary top view from the base a, b, c, d, e along
the projectors.
o'

R60

'IJ
I

~I

o"

b
FIG.

13-46(i)

Method II: Changing positions of solid [(fig. 13-46(ii)]:

(i)

Draw a line 60 mm parallel to xy. Mark point c' or d' on xy. With c' as
centre and the radius equal to o'c', draw an arc cutting the above line at o'.
With o' and c' as centre and radius equal to o'c' and a'c' draw an arc
cutting each other at the point a'. Join a', o' and c' as shown. Project the
required top view as shown.

(ii)

Redraw the top view keeping side of base c'd' parallel to xy. Project new
front view as shown.
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FIG. 13-46(ii)

Problem 13-33. The front view, part top view and part auxiliary view of a
casting are given in fig. 13-47(i). Project its side view.
See fig. 13-47(ii).
The construction for the ellipse for 38 mm diameter circle has been shown in
detail. Horizontal distances are taken from the auxiliary view. Other ellipses are
drawn in the same manner.

(ii)

(i)
FIG. 13-47

~~
~

..•~

The projection of a sphere in any position on any plane is always a circle whose
diameter is equal to the diameter of the sphere (fig. 13-48). This circle represents
the contour of the sphere.
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A flat circular surface is formed when a sphere is cut by a plane. A hemisphere
(i.e. a sphere cut by a plane passing through its centre) has a flat circular face
of diameter equal to that of the sphere.
When it is placed on the ground on its flat face, its front
view is a semi-circle, while its top view is a circle [fig. 13-49(i)].
When the flat face is inclined to the H.P. or the ground
and is perpendicular to the V.P. it is seen as an ellipse
(partly hidden) in the top view [fig. 13-49(ii)], while the
contour of the hemisphere is shown by the arc of the
circle drawn with radius equal to that of the sphere.
Fig. 13-50 shows the projections of a sphere, a small portion
of which is cut off by a plane. Its flat face is perpendicular to
the H.P. and inclined to the V.P. An ellipse is seen in the front
view within the circle for the sphere.

(i)

(ii)

FIG. 13-48

1

FIG. 13-49

FIG. 13-50

When the flat face of a cut sphere is perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined to
the H.P., its projections can be drawn as described in problem 13-34.
Problem 13-34. (fig. 13-51 ): A brass
flower-vase is spherical in shape with
flat, circular top 35 cm diameter and
bottom 25 cm diameter and parallel to
each other. The greatest diameter is 40
cm. Draw the projections of the vase
when its axis is parallel to the V.P. and
makes an angle of 60? with the ground.

(i)

(ii)

Draw the front view of the vase
resting on its bottom with its
axis vertical. Project the top view.
Tilt the front view so that the
axis makes 60° angle with xy
and project the top view. Note
that a part of the ellipse for
the bottom is also visible.

x

y

FIG. 13-51
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(1) Spheres in contact with each other: Projections of two equal spheres resting
on the ground and in contact with each other, with the line joining their centres parallel
to the V.P., are shown in fig. 13-52.

FIG. 13-52

FIG. 13-53

As the spheres are equal in size, the line joining their centres is parallel to the
ground also. Hence, both ab and a'b' show the true length of that line (i.e. equal
to the sum of the two radii or the diameter of the spheres). The point of contact
between the two spheres is also visible in each view.
If the position of one of the spheres, say sphere B, is changed so that the line
joining their centres is inclined to the V.P., in the front view, the centre b' will
move along the line a'b' to b' 1 . The true length of the line joining the centres and
the point of contact are now seen in the top view only.
When the sphere B is so moved that it remains in contact with the sphere A and
the line joining their centres is parallel to the V.P., but inclined to the ground (fig. 13-53),
the true length of that line and the point of contact are visible in the front view only.

Problem 13-35. (fig. 13-54): Three equal spheres of 38 mm diameter are resting
on the ground so that each touches the other two and the line joining the centres
of two of them is parallel to the V.P.
A fourth sphere of 50 mm diameter is placed on top of the three spheres so
as to form a pile. Draw three views of the arrangement and find the distance of
the centre of the fourth sphere above the ground.

As the spheres are resting on the ground and are equal in size, the lines joining
their centres will be parallel to the ground. In the top view, the centres will lie at the
corners of an equilateral triangle of sides equal to the sum of the two radii, i.e. 40 mm.
Draw (in the top view) an equilateral triangle abc of 40 mm long sides with one
side, say ab, parallel to xy. At its corners, draw three circles of 40 mm diameter.
Project the front view. The centres will lie on a line parallel to and 20 mm above xy.
When the fourth sphere is placed on top, its centre d in the top view will be
in the centre of the triangle. In the front view, it will lie on a projector through d.
The true distance between the centre of the top sphere and that of any one of the bottom
spheres will be equal to the sum of the two radii, viz. 20 mm + 25 mm, i.e. 45 mm.
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FIG. 13-54

But as none of the lines da, db or de is parallel to xy, their front views will
not show their true lengths. Therefore, to locate the position of the centre of the
top sphere in the front view,
(i)

make one of the lines, say da, parallel to

xy;

(ii)

project a 1 to a' 1 on the path of a' and
(iii) with a' 1 as centre and radius equal to 45 mm, draw an arc cutting the
projector through d at the required point d'. With d' as centre and radius
equal to 25 mm, draw the required circle which will be partly hidden as
shown. h is the distance of the centre of the sphere from the ground.
(iv) Project the side view. As c'd' is parallel to the new reference line, c"d"
will be equal to 45 mm and the point of contact p' between the spheres
having centres c and d will be visible.
(2) Unequal spheres: When two unequal spheres are on the ground and are in
contact with each other, their point of contact and the true length of the line joining
their centres will be seen in the front view if that line is parallel to the V.P. In the top
view, the length of the line will be shorter but will remain constant even when it is
inclined to the V.P.
Problem 13-36. (fig. 13-55): Three spheres A, B and C of 75 mm, 50 mm and
30 mm diameters respectively, rest on the ground each touching the other two.
Draw their projections and show the three points of contact when the line joining
the centres of the spheres A and B is parallel to the V.P.
(i) With centre a' and radius equal to 37.5 mm, draw a circle of sphere A,
mark a' at 37.5 mm above xy in front view. With a'b' equal to 62.5 mm,
mark point b' 25 mm above xy. With b' as centre and radius equal to
25 mm, draw a circle of sphere B in front view.
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FIG. 13-55

(ii)

Project the centres and obtain points a and b on a line parallel to xy in top
view. With a as centre and radius equal to 37.5 mm of sphere A, and with b
as centre and radius equal to 25 mm of sphere B, draw circles in the top view.

(iii) Similarly, draw the views of sphere C
in contact with spheres A and 8.

a'

b'

(iv) With a as centre and radius equal to
ac, and with b as centre and radius
equal to bc 1 , draw arcs intersecting
each other at c 2 . With c 2 centre draw
top view of the sphere C.
(v)

Draw the projector through c 2 to cut
the path of c' at c' 2 . Then c' 2 is the
required centre of the sphere C in
the front view. p, q 1 and r 1 , and p',
q' 1 and r' 1 are the points of contact
in the top view and the front view
respectively.

Problem 13-37. (fig. 13-56): A square
prism, base 20 mm side and axis 50 mm
long, is resting on its base on the ground
with two faces perpendicular to the V.P.
Determine the radius of four equal spheres
resting on the ground, each touching a face
of the prism and other two spheres. Draw
the projections of the arrangement.

FIG. 13-56
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(i)

Draw the front and top views of the prism. In the top view, draw
diagonals of the square (intersecting each other at o) and produce them on
both sides.

(ii)

Draw the bisectors of angles bee and cbf intersecting each other at p.
From p, draw a perpendicular pq to be. Then pq is the required radius of
the sphere and p is the centre of the circle for the sphere.

(iii) Obtain the other three centres in the same manner. Or, with o as centre
and radius equal to op, draw a circle to cut the centre lines through o at
the required centres. Draw the four circles.
(iv) Draw a bisector of angle b'2'y intersecting the projector through p at p'.
Then p' is the centre of the sphere in the front view. The centres for the
other circles will lie on the horizontal line through p'. Project their exact
positions from the top view and draw the circles.
Problem 13-38. (fig. 13-57): Six equal spheres are resting on the ground, each
touching other two spheres and a triangular face of a hexagonal pyramid resting on
its base on the ground.
o'

Draw the projections of the solids when a
side of the base of the pyramid is perpendicular to
the V.P.
Determine the diameter of each sphere. Base of
the pyramid 20 mm side; axis 50 mm long.
(i)

Draw the projections of the pyramid in
the required position. Assuming the solid
to be a prism, locate the positions of
the centre of one sphere (viz. p and p')
in the two views.

(ii)

Draw a line joining p' with a' (the centre
of the base) which coincides with 2'. The
centre of the required sphere will lie
on this line. Draw a bisector of angle
o'3'y cutting a'p' at c'. Draw a line c'q'
perpendicular to xy.

*

(iii) With c' as centre and radius c'q', draw one
FIG. 13-5 7
of the required circles. Project c' to c on
op in the top view. Then c is the centre of the circle in the top view.
Other centres may be located in the top view as shown and projected
down in the front view.
(iv) Draw the six circles in the top view and four in the front view as shown
in the fig. 13-57.

Problem 13-39. The projections of a paper-weight with a spherical knob are given
in fig. 13-58(i). Draw the two views and project another top view when its flat base
makes an angle of 60° with the H.P.
See fig. 13-58(ii) which is self-explanatory.
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(ii)

(i)

FIG. 13-58

Problem 13-40. (fig. 13-59): A vertical hexagonal prism of base side 20 mm and
thickness 15 mm has one side of hexagon perpendicular to the V.P. A right cone of
34 mm diameter and height 40 mm is placed on the top face of prism such that the
base of cone touches top surface of prism while the axes of both coincide. Draw the
front view and top view of the combined object. Draw also projections when axes of
combined solid is inclined at 35° with auxiliary plane.
(i)

Draw the top view of hexagonal prism keeping one of sides perpendicular to
xy. (i.e. ab or ed). Project above xy line and draw the front view of prism of
height 15 mm.

(ii)

Inscribe circle in the top view touching sides of the prism. Project it in the
front view and mark the height of the cone as shown.

(iii) Draw auxiliary x 1y1 inclined at 35° with the axes of the combined solids.

(iv) Draw the projectors from the various points of combined solids in the front view.
(v)

Taking distance of various points from the top view of combined solids from

xy and mark same distances along the respective projectors.
(vi) Complete auxiliary top view as shown.
Problem 13-41. (fig. 13-60): A vertical cylindrical disc of thickness 10 mm and
diameter 50 mm is resting on the ground. A vertical frustum of pentagonal pyramid,
having bottom of 20 mm sides, top face of 40 mm sides with 60 mm height is resting
on the top surface of the disc so that axes of the both solids coincide. Take one of sides
of the base of pentagon is perpendicular to V.P. Draw the projections of combined solid
when the axis of combined solids is inclined to 30° with the H.P.
(i)

Draw the top view of frustum of pyramid (pentagon) keeping one of the sides
perpendicular to xy as shown.
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Project the front view marking height of cylindrical disc and frustum of the
pyramid 10 mm and 60 mm respectively.

(iii) Draw a line at angle of 30° with

xy. (As axis is inclined with H.P., its inclination

observed in the front view).
(iv) Reproduce the front view considering inclined line as axes of the combined
solids.
(v)

Draw the vertical projectors from various points of the front view.

(vi) Draw horizontal projectors to intersect respective vertical projectors. Obtain
the auxiliary top view as shown.

o'

C

FIG. 13-59

Problem 13-42. (fig. 13-61 ): A right hexagonal prism of side 25 mm and 20 mm
thick with one side of the base is perpendicular to the V.P. resting on the ground. A
vertical frustum of square pyramid of base 20 mm sides and top face side 30 mm and
height 50 mm is resting on the prism such that one side of square makes 45° with the
V.P. Assume that axes of both solids are coinciding. Draw the projections of the combined
solids when top corner of the square pyramid is 70 mm above the ground (H.P.).
Determine angle of combined solids with the H.P.
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FIG. 13-60
6'
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FIG. 13-61
(i)

Draw the top view and front view as shown in figure. Keep one side of the
hexagonal perpendicular to the xy.

(ii)

Project the front view as shown.

(iii) Draw a parallel line at distance 70 mm away from
of the combined solids as shown.
(iv) Draw the projectors from the new front view.

xy. Reproduce the front view
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(v)

Draw from the top view horizontal projectors to intersect respective projectors
drawn from the new front view.
(vi) Complete the top view as shown.

1
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1O.

11.

12.

A rectangular block 75 mm x 50 mm x 25 mm thick has a hole of 30 mm
diameter drilled centrally through its largest faces. Draw the projections
when the block has its 50 mm long edge parallel to the H.P. and perpendicular
to the V.P. and has the axis of the hole inclined at 60° to the H.P.
Draw the projections of a square pyramid having one of its triangular faces
in the V.P. and the axis parallel to and 40 mm above the H.P. Base 30 mm
side; axis 75 mm long.
A cylindrical block, 75 mm diameter and 25 mm thick, has a hexagonal hole
of 25 mm side, cut centrally through its flat faces. Draw three views of the
block when it has its flat faces vertical and inclined at 30° to the V.P. and two
faces of the hole parallel to the H.P.
Draw three views of an earthen flower pot, 25 cm diameter at the top, 15
cm diameter at the bottom, 30 cm high and 2.5 cm thick, when its axis
makes an angf e of 30° with the vertical.
A tetrahedron of 75 mm long edges has one edge parallel to the H.P. and
inclined at 45° to the V.P. while a face containing that edge is vertical. Draw
its projections.
A hexagonal prism, base 30 mm side and axis 75 mm long, has an edge of
the base parallel to the H.P. and inclined at 45° to the V.P. Its axis makes an
angle of 60° with the H.P. Draw its projections.
A pentagonal prism is resting on a corner of its base on the ground with a
longer edge containing that corner inclined at 45° to the H.P. and the vertical
plane containing that edge and the axis inclined at 30° to the V.P. Draw its
projections. Base 40 mm side; height 65 mm.
Draw three views of a cone, base 50 mm diameter and axis 75 mm long,
having one of its generators in the V.P. and inclined at 30° to the H.P., the
apex being in the H.P.
A square pyramid, base 40 mm side and axis 90 mm long, has a triangular
face on the ground and the vertical plane containing the axis makes an angle
of 45° with the V.P. Draw its projections.
A frustum of a pentagonal pyramid, base 50 mm side, top 25 mm side and
axis 75 mm long, is placed on its base on the ground with an edge of the
base perpendicular to the V.P. Draw its projections. Project another top view
on a reference line parallel to the line which shows the true length of the
slant edge. From this top view, project a front view on an auxiliary vertical
plane inclined at 45° to the top view of the axis.
Draw the projections of a cone, base 50 mm diameter and axis 75 mm long,
lying on a generator on the ground with the top view of the axis making an
angle of 45° with the V.P.
The front view, incomplete top view and incomplete auxiliary top view of a
casting are given in fig. 13-47. Draw all the three views completely in the
third-angle projection.
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13.

A line sketch (in two views) of a shed with a curved
roof is given in fig. 13-62. Draw its front view on an
auxiliary vertical plane inclined at 60° to the V.P. All
dimensions are in metres. Scale, 10 mm = 0.5 m.

14.

The front view of a hexagonal pyramid [base 25 mm
side] having one of its triangular faces resting centrally
on a triangular face of a square pyramid [base 50 mm
side and axis 50 mm long] is given in fig. 13-63. The
plane containing the two axes is parallel to the V.P.
Draw the top view of the solids. From this top view,
project a front view on a reference line x 1y1 inclined at
30° to xy; (ii) from the given front view, project another
top view on a reference line x 2 y2 inclined at 45° to xy.

15.

A cube of 50 mm long edges is resting on the ground
with its vertical faces equally inclined to the V.P. A
hexagonal pyramid, base 25 mm side and axis 50 mm
long, is placed centrally on top of the cube so that
their axes are in a straight line and two edges of its
base parallel to the V.P. Draw
the front and top views of the
solids. Project another top view
on an A.LP. making an angle
of 45° with the H.P. From this
top view project another front
view on an auxiliary vertical
plane inclined at 30° to the top
view of the combined axis.
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16.

Four equal spheres of 25 mm
diameter are resting on the
ground, each touching the other
two spheres, so that a line
FIG. 13-63
joining the centres of two
touching spheres is inclined at 30° to the V.P. A fifth sphere of 30 mm
diameter is placed centrally on top of the four spheres, thus forming a pile.
Draw the projections of the spheres and measure the height of the centre of
the top sphere above the ground.

17.

Three spheres of 25 mm, 50 mm and 75 mm diameter respectively are resting on
the ground so that each touches the other two. Draw their projections when the
top view of the line joining centres of any two of them is perpendicular to the V.P.

18.

Three equal cones, base 50 mm diameter and axis 75 mm long, are placed on
the ground on their bases, each touching the other two. A sphere of 40 mm
diameter is placed centrally between them. Draw three views of the arrangement
and determine the height of the centre of the sphere above the ground.

19.

Five equal spheres are resting on the ground each touching the other two spheres
and a vertical face of a pentagonal prism of 25 mm side. Determine the diameter
of the spheres and draw the projections when a side of the base of the prism is
perpendicular to the V.P.

Exe. 13(b)J
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20.

Four equal spheres are resting on the ground, each touching the other two
spheres and a triangular face of a square pyramid, having base 25 mm side and
axis 50 mm long. Draw their projections and find the diameter of the spheres.

21.

One of the body diagonals of a cube of 45 mm edge is parallel to the H.P.
and inclined at 45° to the V.P. Draw the front view and the top view of the cube.

22.

A pentagonal pyramid, base 40 mm side and height 75 mm rests on one edge of
its base on the ground so that the highest point in the base is 25 mm above the
ground. Draw its projections when the axis is parallel to the V.P. Draw another
front view on a reference line inclined at 30° to the edge on which it is resting,
and so that the base is visible.

23.

A thin lamp shade in the form of a frustum of a cone has its larger end 200 mm
diameter, smaller end 75 mm diameter and height 150 mm. Draw its three views
when it is lying on its side on the ground and the axis parallel to the V.P.

24.

A bucket made of tin sheet has its top 200 mm diameter and bottom 125 mm
diameter with a circular ring 40 mm wide attached at the bottom. The total
height of the bucket is 250 mm. Draw its projections when its axis makes
an angle of 60° with the vertical.

25.

A hexagonal pyramid, side of the base 25 mm long and height 70 mm, has one
of its triangular faces perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined at 45° to the V.P.
The base-side of this triangular face is parallel to the H.P. Draw its projections.

26.

A pentagonal pyramid has an edge of the base in the V.P. and inclined at 30° to
the H.P., while the triangular face containing that edge makes an angle of 45° with
the V.P. Draw three views of the pyramid. Length of the side of the base is 30
mm, while that of the axis is 80 mm.

27.

A square pyramid, base 40 mm side and axis 75 mm long is placed on the
ground on one of its slant edges, so that the vertical plane passing through that
edge and the axis makes an angle of 30° with the V.P. Draw its three views.

28.

A hexagonal prism, side of base 40 mm and height 50 mm is lying on the
ground on one of its bases with a vertical face perpendicular to the V.P. A
tetrahedron is placed on the prism so that the corners of one of its faces
coincide with the alternate corners of the top surface of the prism. Draw the
projections of the solids. Project another top view on an auxiliary inclined
plane making 45° with the H.P.

29.

A square duct is in the form of a frustum of a square pyramid. The sides
of top and bottom are 150 mm and 100 mm respectively and its length is
150 mm. It is situated in such a way that its axis is parallel to the H.P. and
lies in a plane inclined at 60° to the V.P. Draw the projections of the duct,
assuming the thickness of the duct-sheet to be negligible.

30.

A pentagonal pyramid, base 30 mm edge and axis 75 mm long, stands upon
a circular block, 75 mm diameter and 25 mm thick, so that their axes are
in a straight line. Draw the projections of the solids when the base of the
block is inclined at 30° to the ground, an edge of the base of the pyramid
being parallel to the V.P.

31.

The body diagonal of a cube is 75 mm long. The cube has a central 25 mm square
hole. The faces of the hole make 45° with the side faces of the cube. Draw the
projections of the cube when a body diagonal is perpendicular to the H.P.
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32.

A bucket, 300 mm diameter at the top and 225 mm diameter at the bottom has
a circular ring 225 mm diameter and 50 mm wide attached at the bottom. The
total height of the bucket is 300 mm. Draw the projections of the bucket when
its axis is inclined at 60° to the H.P. and as a vertical plane makes an angle of
45° with the V.P. Assume the thickness of the plate of the bucket to be equal to
that of a line.

33.

The vertex-angle of the cone just touching the edges of a vertical hexagonal
pyramid 125 mm in height is 45°. Draw the projections of the pyramid on a 45°
inclined plane when the former is truncated by a plane making 45° with the axis
and bisecting the axis.

34.

A knob of a machine handle consists of 15 mm diameter x 150 mm long
cylindrical portion and 40 mm diameter spherical portion. The centre of the
sphere lies on the axis of the cylindrical portion. Draw the projections if its
axis is inclined at 45° to the horizontal plane.

35.

Six equal spheres rest on the ground in contact with each other and also with the
slanting faces of a regular upright hexagonal pyramid, 25 mm edge of base and
125 mm length of axis. Draw the projections and find the diameter of the sphere.

36.

A cylinder, 100 mm diameter and 150 mm long, has a rectangular slot 50 mm
x 30 mm cut through it. The axis of the slot bisects the axis of the cylinder at
right angles and the 50 mm side of the slot makes an angle of 60° with the base
of the cylinder. Draw three views of the cylinder.

37.

A very thin glass shade for a table lamp is the portion of a sphere 125 mm
diameter included between two parallel planes at 15 mm and 55 mm from the
centre, making the height 70 mm. If the axis of the shade is inclined at 30° to
the vertical, obtain the projections of the shade.

38.

A cone frustum, base 75 mm diameter, top 35 mm diameter and height 65 mm
has a hole of 30 mm diameter drilled through it so that the axis of the hole
coincides with that of the cone. It is resting on its base on the ground and is
cut by a section plane perpendicular to the V.P., parallel to an end generator and
passing through the top end of the axis. Draw sectional top view and sectional
side view of the frustum.

39.

Three vertical poles AB, CD and ff are respectively 5, 8 and 12 metres long.
Their ends B, D and F are on the ground and lie at the corners of an
equilateral triangle of 10 metres long sides. Determine graphically the distance
between the top ends of the poles, viz. AC, CE and EA.

40.

Two cylinders of 80 mm diameter each meet each other at right angles. The axis
of one of the cylinders is parallel to both the reference planes and is 40 mm in
front of the axis of the other cylinder. Draw three views of the cylinders showing
lines of intersection in them. Take any suitable lengths of the cylinders.

41.

A tetrahedron of side 40 mm rests on the top face of a hexagonal prism of
base and height 25 mm such that their apex coincide. Draw the projections
when the combination rests with one of the sides of the prism on the H.P.,
is perpendicular to the V.P., and the axis is inclined at 30° to the H.P.

42.

A pentagonal pyramid, base 30 mm side and axis 70 mm long, has one of
its slant edges in the H.P. and inclined at 30° to the V.P. Draw the projections
of the solid when the apex is towards the observer.

1
Invisible features of an object are shown by dotted lines in their projected views.
But when such features are too many, these lines make the views more complicated
and difficult to interpret. In such cases, it is customary to imagine the object as
being cut through or sectioned by planes. The part of the object between the
cutting plane and the observer is assumed to be removed and the view is then
shown in section.
The imaginary plane is called a section plane or a cutting plane. The surface
produced by cutting the object by the section plane is called the section. It is
indicated by thin section lines uniformly spaced and inclined at 45°.
The projection of the section along
with the remaining portion of the object
is called a sectional view. Sometimes, only
the word section is also used to denote
a sectional view.
(1) Section
Section planes
are generally perpendicular planes. They
may be perpendicular to one of the
reference planes and either perpendicular,
parallel or inclined to the other plane.
They are usually described by their traces.
It is important to remember that the
projection of a section plane, on the plane
to which it is perpendicular, is a straight
line. This line will be parallel, perpendicular
or inclined to xy, depending upon the
section plane being parallel, per-pendicular
or inclined respectively to the other
reference plane.
As per latest 8.1.S. convention
(SP: 46-2003), the cutting-plane line should
be drawn as shown in fig. 3-2 which is
reproduced here in fig. 14-1 for ready
reference.
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(2) Sections: The projection of the section on the reference plane to which the
section plane is perpendicular, will be a straight line coinciding with the trace of
the section plane on it. Its projection on the other plane to which it is inclined
is called apparent section. This is obtained by
(i)

projecting on the other plane, the points at which the trace of the section
plane intersects the edges of the solid and

(ii)

drawing lines joining these points in proper sequence.

(3) True shape of a section: The projection of the section on a plane
to the section plane will show the true shape of the section. Thus, when the
plane is parallel to the H.P. or the ground, the true shape of the section
seen in sectional top view. When it is parallel to the V.P., the true shape
visible in the sectional front view.

parallel
section
will be
will be

But when the section plane is inclined, the section has to be projected on an
auxiliary plane parallel to the section plane, to obtain its true shape. When the
section plane is perpendicular to both the reference planes, the sectional side view
will show the true shape of the section. In this chapter sections of different solids
are explained in stages by means of typical problems as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections
Sections

of
of
of
of
of

prisms
pyramids
cylinders
cones
spheres.

1
These are illustrated according to the position of the section plane with reference
to the principal planes as follows:
(1)
(2)

Section
Section
(3) Section
(4) Section

(1) Section

plane
plane
plane
plane

parallel to the V.P.
parallel to the H.P.
perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined to the V.P.
perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined to the H.P.

to the V.P.

Problem 14-1. (fig. '14-2): A cube of 35 mm long edges is resting on the H.P.
on one of its faces with a vertical face inclined at 30° to the V.P. It is cut by a
section plane parallel to the V.P. and 9 mm away from the axis and further away
from the V.P. Draw its sectional front view and the top view.
In fig. 14-2 (i), the section plane is assumed to be transparent and the cube is
shown with the cut-portion removed. It can be seen that four edges of the cube
are cut and hence, the section is a figure having four sides.
Draw the projections of the whole cube in the required position [fig. 14-2(ii)].
As the section plane is parallel to the V.P., it is perpendicular to the H.P.;
hence, the section will be seen as a line in the top view coinciding with the H.T.
of the section plane.
(i)

Draw a line H.T. in the top view (to represent the section plane) parallel
to xy and 9 mm from o.

Art. 14-1]

(ii)
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Name the points at which the edges are cut, viz. ab at 1, be at 2, gf at
3 and fe at 4.

(iii) Project these points on the corresponding edges in the front view and join
them in proper order.
As the section plane is parallel to the V.P., figure 1' 2' 3' 4' in the front
view, shows the true shape of the section.
Show the views by dark but thin lines, leaving the lines for the cut-portion
fainter.
(iv) Draw section lines in the rectangle for the section.

a' 1'

d'

b

(i)

(ii)

t

FIG. 14-2

(2) Section plane parallel to the H.P.
Problem 14-2. (fig. 14-3): A triangular prism, base 30 mm side and axis 50 mm
long, is lying on the H.P. on one of its rectangular faces with its axis inclined at
30° to the V.P. It is cut by a horizontal section plane, at a distance of 12 mm above
the ground. Draw its front view and sectional top view.

FIG. 14-3

Draw the projections of the prism in the required position.
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As the section plane is horizontal, i.e. parallel to the H.P., it is perpendicular
to the V.P. Hence, the section will be seen as a line in the front view, coinciding
with the V. T. of the section plane.
(i)

Therefore, draw a line V.T. in the front view to represent the section plane,
parallel to xy and 12 mm above it.

(ii)

Name in correct sequence, points at which the edges are cut viz. a'b' at
1', a'c' at 2', d'f' at 3' and d'e' at 4'.

(iii) Project these points on the corresponding lines in the top view and complete
the sectional top view by joining them in proper order.
As the section plane is parallel to the H.P., the figure 1 2 3 4 (in the top view) is
the true shape of the section.
(3) Section plane perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined to the V.P.
Problem 14-3. (fig. 14-4): A cube in the same position as in problem 14-1, is
cut by a section plane, inclined at 60° to the V.P. and perpendicular to the H.P.,
so that the face which makes 60° angle with the V.P. is cut in two equal halves.
Draw the sectional front view, top view and true shape of the section.

1"

FIG. 14-4

The section will be seen as a line in the top view coinciding with the H.T. of
the section plane.
(i)

Draw the projections of the cube. Draw a line H.T. in the top view inclined
at 60° to xy and cutting the line ad (or be) at its mid-point.

(ii)

Name the corners at which the four edges are cut and project them in the
front view. As the section plane is inclined to the V.P., the front view of
the section viz. 1' 2' 3' 4' does not reveal its true shape. Only the vertical
lines show true lengths, while the true lengths of the horizontal lines are
seen in the top view.

Art. 14-1 J
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The true shape of the section will be seen when it is projected on an
auxiliary vertical plane, parallel to the section plane.
(iii) Therefore, draw a new reference line x 1y1 parallel to the H.T. and project
the section on it. The distances of the points from x 1y 1 should be taken
equal to their corresponding distances from xy in the front view. Thus 4"
and 3" will be on x 1y 1 . 1" 4" and 2" 3" will be equal to 1' 4' and 2' 3'
respectively. Complete the rectangle 1" 2" 3" 4" which is the true shape of
the section and draw section lines in it.
(4) Section plane perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined to the H.P.
Problem 14-4. (fig. 14-5): A cube in the same position as in problem 14-1 is
cut by a section plane, perpendicular to the V.P., inclined at 45° to the H.P. and

passing through the top end of the axis. (i) Draw its front view, sectional top view
and true shape of the section. (ii) Project another top view on an auxiliary plane,
parallel to the section plane.

FIG.

14-5

The section will be seen as a line in the front view.
(i)

Draw a line V.T. in the front view, inclined at 45° to xy and passing
through the top end of the axis. It cuts four edges, viz. a' e' at 1 ', a' b'
at 2', c'd' at 3' and d'h' at 4'.

(ii)

Project the top view of the section, viz. the figure 1 2 3 4. It does not
show the true shape of the section, as the section plane is inclined to the H.P.
To determine the true shape, an auxiliary top view of the section should
be projected on an A.LP. parallel to the section plane.

(iii) Assuming the new reference line for the A.LP. to coincide with the V.T.,

project the true shape of the section as shown by quadrilateral 11 2 1 3 1 41 .
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The distances of all the points from the V.T. should be taken equal to
their corresponding distances from xy in the top view, e.g. 11 1' = e'1,
4 1 4' = h'4 etc.
(iv) To project an auxiliary sectional top view of the cube, draw a new reference
line x1 y1 , parallel to the V.T. The whole cube may first be projected and the
points for the section may then be projected on the corresponding lines for
the edges. Join these points in correct sequence and obtain the required top view.
(v)

Draw section lines in the cut-surface, in the views where it is seen. Keep
the lines for the removed edges thin and fainter.

Additional problems on sections of prisms:
Problem 14-5. (fig. 14-6): A square prism, base 40 mm side, axis 80 mm long,
has its base on the H.P. and its faces equally inclined to the V.P. It is cut by a
plane, perpendicular to the V.P., inclined at 60° to the H.P. and passing through a
point on the axis, 55 mm above the H.P. Draw its front view, sectional top view
and another top vievv on an A.I.P. parallel to the section plane.
The problem is similar to problem 14-4 and needs no further explanation. The
true shape of the section is seen in the auxiliary top view.
L-

\

FIG. 14-6

Problem 14-6. (fig. 14-7): A hexagonal prism, has a face on the H.P. and the
axis para/lei to the V.P. It is cut by a vertical section plane, the H. T. of which makes
an angle of 45° with xy and which cuts the axis at a point 20 mm from one of
its ends. Draw its sectional front view and the true shape of the section. Side of
base 25 mm long; height 65 mm.
(i)

Draw the front view and the top view of the prism and show the H.T. of
the section plane in the top view. Name in proper sequence, the points at
which the lines are cut.
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Project them on the corresponding lines in the front view. The positions of
points 4 and 5 cannot be located directly. Hence, project them on the first
top view to 4 1 on ef and 5 1 on ed. From this top view, obtain their
1
positions 4' 1 and 5 1 on the
a' 4•1 b' s·1 c'
corresponding lines in the
f'
e' d'
first front view. As the two
front views are identical,
these points can now be
transferred to the second
front view by making e'4'
equal to e'4' 1 and e'5' equal
to e'5' 1 • 4' and 5' are the
projections of points 4 and
5 respectively. Complete
the sectional front view as
shown.

(iii) Obtain the true shape of
the section on x 1 y 1 as
explained in problem 14-3,
making o"1" equal to o'1 ',
etc.

3"

2"

14-7
Problem 14-7. (fig. 14-8): A pentagonal prism, base 28 mm side and height
65 mm has an edge of its base on the H.P. and the axis parallel to the V.P. and
inclined at 60° to the H.P. A section plane, having its H. T. perpendicular to xy, and
the V. T. inclined at 60° to xy and passing through the highest corner, cuts the prism.
FIG.

Draw the sectional top view and true shape of the section.
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(i)
(ii)

Draw the projections of the prism in the required position.
Draw the line V.T. passing through the highest corner 3' and inclined at
60° to xy. A perpendicular to xy through V will be the H.T. of the section plane.
(iii) Project the sectional top view and the true shape of the section, as shown
in the figure.

Problem 14-8. (fig. 14-9): A hollow square prism, base 40 mm side (outside),
height 65 mm and thickness 8 mm is resting on its base on the H.P. with a vertical
face inclined at 30° to the V.P. A section plane, inclined at 30° to the H.P., perpendicular
to the V.P. and passing through the axis at a point 12 mm from its top end, cuts
the prism. Draw its sectional top view, sectional side view and true shape of the section.
(i)

Draw the projections of the prism in the given position, showing the hidden
edges by dashed lines.
(ii) Draw a line V.T. for the cutting plane and mark points at which the inside
and outside edges are cut.
(iii) Project the sectional top view, true shape of the section and the sectional
side view as shown.

FIG.

14-9

The following cases are discussed in details.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Section
Section
Section
Section

plane
plane
plane
plane

parallel to the base of the pyramid.
parallel to the V.P.
perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined to the H.P.
perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined to the V.P.
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Section

to the

of
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pyramid.

14-9. (fig. 14-10): A pentagonal pyramid, base 30 mm side and axis
65 mm long has its base horizontal and an edge of the base parallel to the V.P.
A horizontal section plane cuts it at a distance of 25 mm above the base. Drmv
its· from view and sectional top view.
o'

Fie. 14-10
(i)

Draw the projections of the pyramid in the required position and show a
line V.T. for the section plane, parallel to and 25 mm above the base.
All the five slant edges are cut.

(ii)

Project the points at which they are cut, on the corresponding edges in the
top view. The point 2' cannot be projected directly as the line ob is
perpendicular to xy. But it is quite evident from the projections of other
points that the lines of the section in the top view, viz. 3-4, 4-5 and 5-1
are parallel to the edges of the base in their respective faces and that the
points 1, 3, 4 and 5 are equidistant from o.

(iii) Hence, line 1-2 also will be parallel to ab and o2 will be equal to o1, o3
etc. Therefore, with o as centre and radius o1, draw an arc cutting ob at
a point 2 which will be the projection of 2'. Complete the sectional top
view in which the true shape of the section, viz. the pentagon 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
is also seen.

(iv) Hence, when a pyramid is cut by a plane parallel to its base, the true
shape of the section will be a figure, similar to the base; the sides of the
section will be parallel to the edges of the base in the respective faces and
the corners of the section will be equidistant from the axis.
(2) Section

to the V.P.

Problem 14-10. (fig. 14-1 ·1): A triangular pyramid, having base
axis 50 mm long, is lying on the H.P. on one of its faces, with
parallel to the V.P. cuts the pyramid
to the V.P. A section
6 mm from the axis. Draw its sectional front view and the top

40 mm side and
the axis parallel
at a distance of
view.
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(i)

Draw the projections of the pyramid in the required position and show a
line H.T. (for the cutting plane) in the top view parallel to xy and 6 mm
from the axis.

(ii)

Project points 1, 2 and 3 (at which the edges are cut) on corresponding
edges in the front view and join them. Figure 1' 2' 3' shows the true
shape of the section.
0

b

FIG. 14-11

(3) Section plane perpendicular to the V.P.

X1

FIG. 14-12

inclined to the H.P.

Problem 14-11. (fig. 14-12): A square pyramid, base 40 mm side and axis 65
mm long, has its base on the H.P. and all the edges of the base equally inclined
to the V.P. It is cut by a section plane, perpendicular to the V.P., inclined at 45°
to the H.P. and bisecting the axis. Draw its sectional top view, sectional side view
and true shape of the section.

(i)

Draw the projections of the pyramid in the required position. The section
plane will be seen as a line in the front view. Hence, draw a line V.T.
through the mid-point of the axis and inclined at 45° to xy. Name in
correct sequence the points at which the four edges are cut and project
them in the top view. Here also, points 2' and 4' cannot be projected
directly.
Hence, assume a horizontal section through 2' and draw a line parallel to
the base, cutting o' a' at 2' 1 . Project 2' 1 to 2 1 on oa in the top view. From
2 1 draw a line parallel to ab and cutting ob at a point 2. Or, with o as
centre and radius o 2 1 , draw an arc cutting ob at 2 and ob at 4. Complete
the section 1 2 3 4 by joining the points and draw section lines in it.

(ii)

Assuming the V.T. to be the new reference line, draw the true shape of the
section. Project the side view from the two views. The removed portion of
the pyramid may be shown by thin and faint lines.
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(4) Section
perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined to the V.P.
o'
Problem 14-12. (fig. 14-13): A pentagonal
pyramid has its base on the H.P. and the
edge of the base nearer the V.P., parallel to
it. A vertical section plane, inclined at 45° to o
the V.P., cuts the pyramid at a distance of 6
mm from the axis. Draw the top view, sectional
front view and the auxiliary front view on an
A. V.P. parallel to the section plane. Base of
the pyramid 30 mm side; axis 50 mm long.
The section plane will be seen as a line in
the top view. It is to be at a distance of 6 mm
from the axis.
(i)

Hence, draw a circle with o as centre
and radius equal to 6 mm.

(ii)

Draw a line H.T., tangent to this
circle and inclined at 45° to xy. It can
be drawn in four different positions,
of which any one may be selected.

-~y·
FIG. 14-13

(iii) Project points 1, 2 etc. from the top view to the corresponding edges in the
front view. Here again, point 2 cannot be projected directly. The process
shown in problem 14-11 must be reversed. With centre o and radius o2 draw an
arc cutting any one of the slant edges, say oc at 2 1 . Project 2 1 to 2' 1 on o'c'.
(iv) Through 2' 1 , draw a line parallel to the base, cutting o' b' at 2'. Then 2'
is the required point. Complete the view. It will show the apparent section.
(v)

Draw a reference line x 1y1 parallel to the H.T. and project an auxiliary sectional
front view which will show the true shape of the section also.

Additional problems on
Problem 14-13. (fig. 14-14):

pyramids:

A hexagonal pyramid, base 30 mm
side and axis 65 mm Jong, is
resting on its base on the H.P.
with two edges parallel to the
V.P. It is cut by a section plane, 11
perpendicular to the V.P. inclined
at 45° to the H.P. and intersecting 'Ir'
the axis at a point 25 mm above
the base. Draw the front view,
sectional top view, sectional side
view and true shape of the
section.
This problem is similar to
problem 14-11. In this case,
the base is also cut and hence,
the section is a heptagon. Care
must be taken to name the
points in proper sequence.

C

Y1

FIG. 'l 4-14
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The true shape may be drawn on the V.T. as a new reference line or around
the centre line a1 d 1 , drawn parallel to the V.T. as shown.
The distances of the points 1 1 , 2 1 etc. from a 1 d 1 are taken equal to the distances
of points 1, 2 etc. from the line ad (which is parallel to xy).

Problem 14-14. (fig. 14-15): A pentagonal pyramid, base 30 mm side and axis
60 mm long, is lying on one of its triangular faces on the H.P. with the axis parallel
to the V.P. A vertical section plane, whose H. T. bisects the top view of the axis and
makes an angle of 30° with the reference line, cuts the pyramid, removing its top
part. Draw the top view, sectional front view, true shape of the section and development
of the surface of the remaining portion of the pyramid.
(i)

(ii)

Draw the H.T. of the section plane and name the points at which the
edges are cut, in correct sequence, i.e. mark the visible edges first and
then the hidden edges.
Project the sectional front view which will show the apparent section.
o'

(iii) Obtain the true shape of
the section on x 1y1 as a
new reference line drawn
parallel to the H.T.
Development (fig. 14-16): The
line o'a' shows the true length of
the slant edge.
(i) With any point O as centre
and radius o'a', draw an
arc and construct the
development of the whole
pyramid. Mark points on
it, taking the positions of
1 and 2 from the first top
view and those of other
points by projecting them
on the true-length-line o'a'.

a'

X

a'

(ii)

Problem 14-15. (fig. 14-1 7):

FIG. 14-15
0

B

B

FIG. 14-16

Draw lines joining these
points and complete the
development as shown in
the figure.

A hexagonal pyramid, base 30 mm
side and axis 60 mm long, has a
triangular face on the H.P. and the
axis parallel to the V.P. It is cut by
a horizontal section plane which
bisects the axis. Draw the front view
and sectional top view and develop
the surface of the cut-pyramid.
The V.T. cuts six edges. The
sectional top view shows the true
shape of the section also.

Art. 14-2]
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a'1

FIG. 14-17

Development: None of the edges shows the
true length of the slant edge.
(i)

Hence, determine the true length o'a' 1
and draw the development of the whole
pyramid.

(ii)

Locate positions of the points 1 and 6
by projecting them on the first top view
and positions of other points by drawing
lines through them, parallel to the base
and upto the true length line o'A.

(iii) Mark these points on the development
and complete it as shown.

Problem 14-16. (fig. 14-18): A hexagonal pyramid,
base 30 mrn side and axis 75 mm long, resting on
its base on the 1-1.P. with two of its edges parallel
to the V.P. is cut by two section planes both
perpendicular to the V.P. The horizontal section plane
cuts the axis at a point 35 mm from the apex. The
other plane which makes an angle of 45° with the
1-1.P., also intersects the axis at the same point. A
Draw the front view, sectional top view, true shape
of the section and development of the surface of
the remaining part of the pyramid.
1

C
FIG. 14-18

(i)

Draw lines V.T. and V1 T1 for the two section planes. The top view will
show the true shape of the horizontal section, the sides of which are
parallel to the respective sides of the base. The true shape of the other
section may be obtained on V1 T1 as the reference line or around a 1d1 .

(ii)

Draw the development with o' a' or o' d' as radius and locate the points
on it, as shown in the figure.
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1
We shall now learn the following three cases. They are
(1)
(2)
(3)

Section plane parallel to the base
Section plane parallel to the axis
Section plane inclined to the base.

rr.1,..,'77"'J'72rt'- - - ,

(1 ) Section plane parallel to the base:
When a cylinder is cut by a section plane
parallel to the base, the true shape of the
section is a circle of the same diameter.

(2) Section
parallel to the axis:
When a cylinder is cut by a section plane
parallel to the axis, the true shape of the
section is a rectangle, the sides of which
are respectively equal to the length of the
axis and the length of the section plane
within the cylinder (fig. 14-19). When the
section plane contains the axis, the rectangle
will be of the maximum size.
(3)

1"

X--'-~~,:U---..1-;:,

2"

FIG. 14-19

plane inclined to the base:

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
for
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 31
the following problem.
Problem 14-17. (fig. 14-20): A cylinder of 40 mm diameter, 60 mm height and having
its axis vertical, is cut by a section plane, perpendicular to the V.P., inclined at 45° to
the H.P. and intersecting the axis
.32 n,m above the base. Draw
its front view, sectional top view,
sectional side view and true shape c1,___ _
of the section.
A---C,

-+--+--t-·h4

(i)

FIG. 14-20

(ii)
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As the cylinder has no edges, a number of lines representing the generators may
be assumed on its curved surface by dividing the base-circle into, say 12 equal parts.
(i)

Name the points at which these lines are cut by the V.T. In the top view,
these points lie on the circle and hence, the same circle is the top view
of the section. The width of the section at any point, say c', will be equal
to the length of the chord cc 1 in the top view.
(ii) The true shape of the section may be drawn around the centre line ag
drawn parallel to V.T. as shown. It is an ellipse the major axis of which
is equal to the length of the section plane viz. a'g', and the minor axis
equal to the diameter of the cylinder viz. dd 1 •
(iii) Project the sectional side view as shown. The section will be seen as a
circle because the section plane makes 45° angle with xy.

Additional problems on sections of cylinders:
Problem 14-18. (fig. 14-21): A cylinder 50 mm diameter and 60 mm long, is
resting on its base on the ground. It is cut by a section plane perpendicular to the
V.P., the V.T. of which cuts the axis at a point 40 mm from the base and makes
an angle of 45° with the H.P. Draw its front view, sectional top view and another
sectional top view on an A.I.P. parallel to the section plane.
In this case, the top end of the cylinder is also cut. Hence, the true shape of
the section is a part of an ellipse as shown in the auxiliary top view.

.>

'

I
I/

I

.

b',i<

./ i '""
1.N.i·
a·I ·/
I

FIG.

14-21
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Problem 14-19. (fig. 14-22): A cylinder,
55 mm diarneter and 65 rnm long, has its axis
parallel to both the H.P. and the V.P. It is
cut by a vertical section plane inclined at 30°
to the V.P., so that the axis is cut at a point
30 mm from one of its ends and both the bases
of the cylinder are partly cut. Draw its sectional x
front view and true shape of the section.

e\

e'

Draw the projections of the cylinder and
a line H.T. for the section plane. Project
the points at which the bases and the lines
are cut. The points on the bases cannot be
projected directly. Therefore, project them
(i)

To the first top view i.e. a to a1
and e to e1 .

(ii)

Then to the first front view, i.e. a 1
to a' 1 and e 1 to e' 1 .

(iii) Finally, transfer them to the second
front view to a' and e' each, at two
places as shown.

FIG.

(iv) Draw the true shape of the section either on a new reference line or symmetrically
around the centre line and making aa equal to a'a', cc equal to c'c' etc.
Problem 14-20. (fig. 14-23): A hollow cylinder; 50 mm outside diameter~
axis 70 mm long and thickness 8 mm has its axis parallel to the V.P. and inclined

at 30° to the vertical. It is cut in two equal halves by a horizontal section plane.
Draw its sectional top view.
The figure is self-explanatory. Note that a part of the ellipse for the inside
bottom will also be visible.

FIG.

14-23
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This is discussed in details as follows:
(1)

Section plane parallel to the base of the cone.

(2)

Section plane passing through the apex of the cone.

(3)

Section plane inclined to the base of the cone at an angle smaller than the
angle of inclination of the generators with the base.

(4)

Section plane parallel to a generator of the cone.

(5)

Section plane inclined to the base of the cone at an angle greater than the
angle of inclination of the generators with the base.

cone:

(1) Section plane parallel to the base of
The cone
plane parallel
circle in the
viz. a'a'. The
of the chord

resting on the H.P. on its base [fig. 14-24(i)] is cut by a section
to the base. The true shape of the section is shown by the
top view, whose diameter is equal to the length of the section
width of the section at any point, say b', is equal to the length

bb 1 •

Problem 14-21. [fig. 14-24(ii)]: To locate the pos1t1on in the top view of any
given point p' in the front view of the above cone.
Method I:
(i)

Through p', draw a line r'r' parallel to the base.

(ii)

With o as centre and diameter equal to r'r', draw a circle in the top view.

(iii) Project p' to points p and p 1 on this circle. p is the top view of p'. p 1
is the top view of another point p' 1 on the back side of the cone and
coinciding with p'. The chord pp 1 shows the width of the horizontal section
of the cone at the point p'. This method may be called the circle method.

(i)
FIG.

14-24

(ii)
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Method II:

When the position of a point in the top view say q is given, its front view q'
can be determined by reversing the above process.
(i)

With centre o and radius oq, draw a circle cutting the horizontal centre
line at s.

(ii) Through s, draw a projector cutting the slant side o'1' at s'.
(iii) Draw the line s's' parallel to the base, intersecting a projector through q
at the required point q'.
(2) Section plane passing through the apex of the cone:
Problem 14-22. [fig. 14-25(i)]: A cone, diameter of base 50 mm and axis
50 mm long is resting on its base on the H.P. It is cut by a section plane
perpendicular to the V.P., inclined at 75° to the H.P. and passing through the apex.
Draw its front view, sectional top view and true shape of the section.

Draw the projections of the cone and on it, show the line V. T. for the section
plane.
Mark a number of points a', b' etc. on the V.T. and project them to points a,
b etc. in the top view by the circle method. It will be found that these points lie
on a straight line through o.
Thus, od is the top view of the line or generator o'd' and triangle odd1 is the
top view of the section. The width of the section at any point b' on the section
is the line bb 1 , obtained by projecting b' on this triangle. This method is called the
generator method.
Project the true shape of the section. It is an isosceles triangle, the base of
which is equal to the length of the chord on the base-circle and the altitude is
equal to the length of the section plane within the cone.

(i)
FIG.

14-25

(ii)
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Problem 14-23. [fig. 14-25(ii)]: To determine by generator method, the position
in the top view of a given point p' in the front view of the above cone.
Draw the line o'p' and produce it to cut the base at r'. Project r' to points r and
r 1 on the base-circle in the top view. Draw lines or and or 1 . Thus, or is the top view
of the generator o'r', and or 1 that of the generator (at the back) which coincides with
o'r'. Project p' to p and p 1 on or and or 1 respectively. Thus, p is the top view of p',
and p 1 is the top view of another point on the other side of the cone and coinciding
with p'. The line pp 1 is the width of the horizon-section of the cone at p'.
The position in the front view of any point in the top view, say q, may be
determined by reversing the process. Draw the line oq and produce it to cut the
base-circle at s. Project s to s' on the base in the front view. Join o' with s'.
Through, q, draw a projector to cut o's' at the required point q'.
Sectional views of cones may be obtained by applying any one of the above
two methods for locating the positions of points. The generator method is more
suitable particularly when the cone is in inclined positions.

(3) Section plane inclined to the base of the cone at an angle smaller than
the angle of inclination of the generators with the base:
Problem 14-24. A cone, base 75 mm diameter and axis 80 mm long is resting
on its base on the H.P. It is cut by a section plane perpendicular to the \~P.,
inclined at 45° to the H.P. and cutting the axis at a point 35 mm from the apex.
Draw its front view, sectional top view, sectional side view and true shape of the section.
Draw a line V.T. in the required position in the front view of the cone. The
positions of points on this line and the width of section at each point can be
determined by one of the methods explained in problem 14-21 and problem 14-23
and as described below.
(i)

Generator method [fig. 14-26(i) and
fig. 14-26(ii)]:

(a)

Divide the base-circle into a number
of equal parts, say 12. Draw lines
(i.e. generators) joining these points
with o. Project these points on the line
representing the base in the front view.

(b)

Draw lines o' 2', o' 3' etc. cutting the
line for the section at points b', c'
etc. Project these points on the
corresponding lines in the top view.
For example, point b' on o' 2', also
represents point b' 1 on o'-12' which
coincides with o'-12'. Therefore,
project b' to b on o 2 and to b 1 on
o'-12'. b and b 1 are the points on the
section (in the top view).

(c)

FIG. 14-26(i)

Similarly, obtain other points. Point d' cannot be projected directly. Hence,
the same method as in case of pyramids should be employed to determine
the positions d and d 1 , as shown. In addition to these, two more points
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for the maximum width of the section at its centre should also be obtained.
Mark m', the mid-point of the section and obtain the points m and m 1 .
Draw a smooth curve through these points.
(d) The true shape of the section may be obtained on the V.T. as a new
reference line or symmetrically around the centre line ag, drawn parallel to
the V.T. as shown. It is an ellipse whose major axis is equal to the length
of the section and minor axis equal to the width of the section at its
centre.
Draw the sectional side view by projecting the points on corresponding generators,
as shown.

4

Y1

FIG. 14-26(ii)
(ii) Circle method (fig. 14-2 7):

(a)

Divide the line of section into a number of equal parts. Determine the width
of section at, and the position of each division-point in the top view by the circle
method. For example, through c', draw a line c"c" parallel to the base.

(b) With o as centre and radius equal to half of c"c", draw an arc. Project c'
to c and c 1 on this arc. Then c and c 1 are the required points. The
straight line joining c and c 1 will be the width of the section at c'.
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(c)

Similarly, obtain all other points and draw a smooth curve through them.
This curve will show the apparent section. The maximum width of the
section will be at the mid-point e'. It is shown in the top view by the
length of the chord joining e and e 1 .

(d)

Draw a reference line x 1 y1 parallel to the V.T. and project the true shape
of the section. In the figure, the auxiliary sectional top view of the truncated
cone is shown. It shows the true shape of the section.

The sectional side view (not shown in the figure) may be obtained by projecting
all the division-points horizontally and then marking the width of the section at
each point, symmetrically around the axis of the cone.

FIG. 14-27

(4) Section plane parallel to a generator of the cone:
Problem 14-25. (fig. 14-28): The cone in same position as in problem 14-24, is cut by
a section plane perpendicular to the V.P. and parallel to and 12 mm away from one of
its end generators. Draw its front view, sectional top view and true shape of the section.
(i)

Draw a line V.T. (for the section plane) parallel to and 12 mm away from
the generator o' 1 '.
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Draw the twelve generators in the top view and project them to the front
view. All the generators except o' 1 ', o' 2' and o'-12' are cut by the section
plane. Project the points at which they are cut, to the corresponding
generators in the top view. The width of the section at the point where
the base is cut will be the chord aa 1 . Draw a curve through a .. .f... a 1 . The
figure enclosed between aa 1 and the curve is the apparent section.

(iii) Obtain the true shape of the section as explained in the previous problem.
ft will be a parabola.

FIG.

14-28

(5) Section plane inclined to the base of the cone at an angle greater than
the angle of inclination of the generators with the base:
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 32 for the
following problem.

Problem 14-26. [fig. 14-29(i) and fig. 14-29(ii)]: A cone, base 45 mm diameter
and axis 55 mm long is resting on the H.P. on its base. It is cut by a section plane,
perpendicular to both the H.P. and the V.P. and 6 mm away from the axis. Draw
its front view, top view and sectional side view.
The section will be seen as a line, perpendicular to xy, in both the front view
and the top view. The side view will show the true shape of the section. The width
of the section at any point, say c', will be equal to cc 1 obtained by the circle
method [fig. 14-29(i)J.
(i)

Draw the side view of the cone.

(ii)

Project the points (on the section) in the side view taking the widths from the
top view. For example, through c' draw a horizontal line. Mark on it points c"
and c" 1 equidistant from and on both sides of the axis so that c" c" 1 = cc 1 .

(iii) Draw a curve through the points thus obtained. It will be a hyperbola.

Art. 14-4]
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Fig. 14-29(ii) shows the views obtained by the generator method.

(i)

FIG.

14-29

Additional problems on sections of cones:
Problem 14-27. (fig. '14-30): A cone, diameter of base 50 mm and axis 65 mm
long, is lying on the H.P. on one of its generators with the axis parallel to the V.P.
It is cut by a horizontal section plane 12 mm above the ground. Draw its front view,
sectional top view, and development of its surface.
Use the generator method and project the points in the top view. The curve
will show the true shape of the section viz. a parabola.
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For development, the true lengths of the cut-generators are obtained by drawing lines
parallel to the base. Positions of points a and a 1 are determined by projecting them on the
base-circle in the first top view.

4

FIG. 14-30

Problem 14-28. (fig. !4-3.l): A cone.,
70 mm
axis 75 mm
and
resting on its base on the H.P., is cut
a vertical section
the f-1. T. of which
from the top view
makes an angle of 60° with the reference line and is 12 mm
the axis. (i) Draw the sectional front view and the true
of the section.
Also draw
the sectional front view and the top view when
same section plane is
to the V.R
d

d

....l

b

FIG. 14.3·1

(ii)
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(i)

Draw a circle with centre o and radius equal to 12 mm.

(ii)

Draw a line for the section plane, tangent to this circle and inclined at 60°
to xy [fig. 14-31(i)].

(iii) Project the front view by the generator method as shown. Note how the
point f' is obtained.
Fig. 14-31 (ii) shows the two views when the section plane is parallel to the V.P.

Problem 14-29. (fig. 14-32): A cone, base 60 mm diameter and axis 60 mm
long is lying on the H.P. on one of its generators with the axis parallel to the V.f~
A vertical section plane parallel to the generator which is tangent to the ellipse (for
the base) in the top vievv, cuts the cone bisecting the axis and removing a portion
containing the apex. Draw its sectional front view and true shape of the section.
(i)

Name in correct sequence the points at which the base and the generators
are cut and project them in the front view.

(ii)

Project the true shape of the section on the new reference line x 1 y1 drawn
parallel to the H.T.
o'

b

FIG. 14-32

4

FIG. ·14.33

Problem 14-30. (fig. 14-33): A cone, base 60 mm diameter and axis 75 mm
long, is resting on the H.P. on its base. It is cut b;1 a section plane, perpendicular
to the V.P., inclined at 45° to the H.P. and intersecting the axis 30 mm above the
base. Draw its front view and sectional top view. Also dravv its top view when it
is lying on the ground on its cut-surface with lhe axis parallel to the V.P
See the figure which is self-explanatory. Note that, when the cone is tilted so
as to lie on the cut-surface, its base is fully visible, while the section is hidden
in the top view.
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1
These are discussed in details as under.
(1) Section plane
(2) Section plane
(3) Section plane
(4) Section plane

parallel to the H.P.
parallel to the V.P.
perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined to the H.P.
perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined to the V.P.

(1) Section plane parallel to the H.P.: When a sphere is cut by a plane, the
true shape of the section is always a circle.

The sphere in fig. 14-34 is cut by a horizontal section
plane. The true shape of the section (seen in the top view) is
a circle of diameter a'a'. The width of the section at any point
say b', is equal to the length of the chord bb.

(2) Section plane parallel to the V.P.: When the sphere is
cut by a section plane parallel to the V.P. (fig. 14-35), the true
shape of the section, seen in the front view, is a circle of
diameter cc. The width of section at any point d is equal to
the length of the chord d'd'.

FIG.

•

x-

FIG.

14-34

-- y

14-35

FIG.

14-36

FIG.

14-3 7

(3) Section plane perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined to the H.P.:
Problem 14-31. (fig. 14-36): A sphere of 50 mm diameter is cut by a section
plane perpendicular to the V.P., inclined at 45° to the H.P. and at a distance of
70 rnm from its centre. Draw the sectional top view and true shape of the section.
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Draw a line (for the section plane) inclined at 45° to xy and tangent to the circle
of 10 mm radius drawn with o' as centre. Mark a number of points on this line.
Method I:
(i)
Find the width of section at each point in the top view as shown in
fig. 14-34. For example, lhe chord cc is the width of section al the point c'.
(ii) Draw a curve through the points thus obtained. It will be an ellipse. The
true shape of the section will be a circle of diameter a'g'.
Method II:
It is known that the true shape of the section is a circle of diameter equal to
a'g'. The width of section at any point say c' is equal to the chord c 1c 1 on this
circle. Therefore, project c' to points c in the top view so that cc = c 1c 1 . Similarly,
obtain other points and draw the ellipse through them.
Fig. 14-3 7 shows the sectional front view and true shape of the section when
the section plane is vertical and inclined to the V.P.

(4) Section plane perpendicular to the H.P. and inclined to the V.P.:
Problem 14-32. (fig. 14-38): The projections of a hemisphere 50 mm diameter,
placed centrally on the top of a frustum of a hexagonal pyramid, base 32 mm side,
top 20 mm side and axis 50 mm long are given. Draw the sectional front view
when the vertical section plane H.T. inclined at 45° to the V.P. and 10 mm from
the axis, cuts them. Also draw the- true shapes of the sections of both the solids.

./"'

q

a'

b'

(Third-angle projection)
FIG. 14-38
The widths of the section of the sphere at various points are obtained from the
semi-circle drawn in the top view.
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14-33. A solid cornposed of
a half-cone and a half-hexagonal pyramid
is shown in fig. 14-39. ft is cut by a
section plane, which makes an angle of
30° with the base, is perpendicular to the
V.P. and contains an edge of the base of the
pyramid. Draw its sectional top view, true
shape of the section and development of
of the remaining portion. Base
of cone 60 mm diameter; axis 70 mm long.

(i)

Draw a line V.T. inclined at 30°
to the base and passing through

a'.
(ii)

Project the sectional top view. Note
how points band b 1 are obtained.
The true shape of the section will
be partly elliptical.

(iii) Draw the development of the
half-cone and half-pyramid and
show the lines for the section
in it.
Problem 4-34. (fig. I
A cylinder,
base 50 mm diameter and axis 75 mm
square hole of 25 mm side
it so that the axis of the hole

to

on the H.P. with the axis
V.P. and the
of

inclined to the H.P.
A vertical section plane, inclined at
60° to the V.P. cuts the cylinder in
two equal halves. Project the front x-\-+++~'"%,~--lrtsiLview of the cylinder on an A.V.P. parallel
to the section plane.
1

(i)

Assuming the cylinder to be
whole, draw its auxiliary front
view.

(ii)

Project the points at which the
generators of the cylinder and
the edges of the hole are cut.
The section of the cylinder will
be a part of an ellipse. Join the
points at which the edges of
the hole are cut. The back edges

\

FIG. 14-40
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of the hole will be visible within
the section and hence, must
be shown as full lines.
(iii) Complete the view by
showing the section and the
remaining portion of the
cylinder with dark lines.
Problem 14-35. (fig. 14-41):

A square prism axis 110 mm long
is resting on its base in the H.P.
The edges of the base are equally
inclined to V.P.
The prism is cut by an A.f.P.
passing through the mid-point of
the axis in such a way that the true
shape of the section is rhombus having
diagonals of 100 mm and 50 mm.
Draw the projections and determine
the inclination of A.l.P. with the H.P.
d'

c'

4' .

'::x.

h'
e'

I

y

f'

FIG. 14-41
(i)

Draw the top view and the front
view as shown.

(ii)

Mark the mid-point of the axis
in the front view.

(iii) With the mid-point of the axis
as centre and radius equal to 50
mm (half of the longer diagonal
i.e. 100 mm), draw an arc cutting
the two opposite vertical sides
of the prism. Project the points
and complete the true shape as
shown.

FIG. 14-42

Problem 14-36. (fig. H-42): A vertical
cylinder 50 mm
is cut
an
A. V.P.
30" to the V.P. in such a
way that the true shape of the section is
a rectangle of 40 mm x 80 mm sides.
Draw the projections and the true
of the section.
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(i)

(ii)

Draw a top view and an front view of the cylinder.
Draw x 1y 1 at 30° to xy in such a way that the chord length in the top view
is 40 mm. Project points 1, 2, 3 and 4 and draw the rectangle of 40 mm x
80 mm as shown.

Problem 14-37. (fig. 14-43): A hexagonal pyramid, base 30 mm side and axis
70 mm long is resting on its slant edge of the face on the horizontal plane.
A section plane, perpendicular to the V.P., inclined to the H.P. passes through the
highest corner of the base and intersecting the axis at 25 mm from the base. Draw the
projections of the solid and determine the inclination of the section plane with the H.P.

v::.

FIG. '14-43

Draw the top view and the front view keeping one of the sides of the base
parallel to xy.
(ii) With a' and o', as centres and radii equal to a'd' and o'd' draw arcs
intersecting each other at point d'. Draw a section plane passing through
d' and point 25 mm away from the base along the axis as shown.
(iii) Measure the angle by V.T. with xy.

(i)

Problem 14-38. (fig. 14-44): A pentagonal pyramid, base side 30 mm, length of
axis 80 mm is resting on a base edge on the H.P. with a triangular face containing
that edge being perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined to the H.P. at 60°. It is cut
by a horizontal section plane whose V.T. passes through the mid-point of the axis.
Draw the front view, sectional top view and add a profile view.
Draw the top view and the front view keeping one of the sides of the base
perpendicular to xy.
(ii) Tilt the front view on the points c', d' as shown.
(iii) Draw a line parallel to xy and passing through the mid-point of the axis
representing V.T. of the section plane.
(iv) Complete the projection as shown.

(i)
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FIG. 14-44
Problem 14-39. (fig. 14-45): A

cone, diameter of the base 60 mm
and axis 70 mm long is resting on its
base on the H.P. It is cut by an A.I.P.
so that the true shape of the section
is an isosceles triangle having 50 mm
base. Draw the top view, the front
view and the true shape of the section.
When a section plane passes
through an apex of a cone and cuts
the base of the cone, the true-shape
of section is a triangle.
(i)

Draw a top view and an front
view as shown.

(ii)

Mark chord ab of 50 mm (the
base of triangle) in the top
view. Project points a and b
in the front view intersecting
base at a' or b'. Join points a'
and o'.
This represents V.T. of the
section plane.

FIG. 14-45

(iii) Considering line V.T. as new line x 1 y 1 , draw the projectors from o', a' and b'.
(iv) Construct the true shape of triangle as shown.
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Problem 14-40. (fig. 14-46): A square pyramid of 60 mm side of base and
70 mm length of axis is resting on its base on the H.P., having a side of base
perpendicular to the V.P. It is cut by two cutting planes. One is parallel to its
extreme right face and '10 mm away frorn it. While the other is parallel to the
extreme left face.

Both the cutting planes intersect each other on the axis of the pyramid. Ora1;v
the sectional top view, front view and the left hand side view.

a

6

b

Fie. 'l 4-46
(i)

Draw the top view and the front view as shown.

(ii)

Draw lines V.T. and V 1T1 representing section planes in the front view
intersecting at 2' and 3'.

(iii) Complete the projections. Note that the intersection points 2' and 3' are

transferred on the slant edge o'b' and then projected in the top view.
Problem 14-41. (fig. '14-47): A cylinder of diameter 50 mm and axial height
90 mm having 34 mm square hole centrally along the axis, rests on a point on the

circular edge of the base remaining on the H.P. The axis of the cylinder is parallel
to the V.P. and inclined at 30° to the H.P. and the rectangular faces of the square
hole remain equally inclined to the V.P. A section plane perpendicular to the V.P. and
inclined to the horizontal plane passing through the mid-point of the axis, such that
the apparent section in the top view is a circle of 50 mm diameter cuts the cylinder.
Draw the front view, section plane, true shape of the section and find the inclination
of the section plane with H.P.
Fig. 14-47 shows the projections of the solid. Note that the generators 4 and
6 cut the apparent section at the points s, q I s 1 and q 1 . These points are transferred
in the front view as shown. The required section plane must pass through the

midpoint of the axis, and s, q (s 1 and q 1 ).
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FIG. 14-47
Problem 14-42. (fig. H-48): A cylindrical disc of 46 mm diarneter is resting on the
H.P. and has height of 20 mm. A hexagonal prism of side 23 mm and height of 30 mm
is resting on the disc such that their axes are in one line and its faces are equally inclined
with the V.P.. It is cut by the auxiliary plane, offset 10 mm infront of the centre of the
disc and is inclined at 40° with xy. Draw the projection of combined solids and obtain
true shape of the section.
(i)

Draw the projections of the combined solids with given positions.

(ii)

Draw an offset circle of 10 mm radius and mark a cutting plane inclined at
40°, touching this circle.

(iii) Project various points in the front view as shown.
(iv) Draw x 1y1 parallel to the cutting plane.
(v)

Obtain true shape as shown.
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1 TRUE SHAPE OF SECTION

FIG. 14-48

Problem 14-43. (fig. 14-49): A square
TRUE SHAPE
prism of 40 mm side is resting on H.P.
and has height of 30 mm. Its faces are
equally inclined with the V.P. A frustum of
cone having base diameter 40 mm and top
30 mm diameter with height 30 mm is
kept on the prism such that axes of the
both solids are coinciding. A sectional plane
cuts the combined axes and inclined at 55° , ....
with H.P. passes through left corners of the
prism. Draw the front view and section top
view. Draw also true-shape of the section.
(i)

Draw the top view and front view
of combined solid as shown.

(ii)

In front view, draw a section plane
at angle of 55° with xy passing
through the corner of square prism.
Mark points 1 ', 2', 3', 4', 5' and
6' as shown.

(iii) Project these points in the top
view and draw section line as
shown in fig. 14-49.

FIG. 14-49
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(iv) Draw a new reference line x1y1
parallel to the section plane and
project the section on it.
(v)

The distances of the points from
x1 Y1 should be taken equal to their
corresponding distances from xy in
the top view of combined solids.

Problem 14-44. (fig. ·14-50): A horizontal
frustum of square pyramid having front square
of 20 mm side and back square of 30 mm
at length of 60 mm has axis perpendicular
to the V.P. and the side of square is inclined
to 45° with H.P. It is cut by section plane
making 40° with V.P. and passing through a
point on axis 30 mm from the swface of large
square side. Draw projections of the frustum.
Mark point b' and construct the
square a' b' c' d' with sides equally
inclined to the xy. This is a front view
of the frustum of square pyramid.
(ii) Project the top view such that the
axis remains perpendicular to xy as
shown in fig. 14-50.
(iii) Draw a section plane at distance
of 20 mm along axis from large
square at angle of 40° with xy.

(i)

(iv) Mark the points p, q, r, s and project
them in the front view. Draw section
lines in the front view for the section
and complete the view.

1
1.

A cube of 50 mm long edges is resting on the H.P. with a vertical face inclined
at 30° to the V.P. It is cut by a section plane, perpendicular to the V.P., inclined
at 30° to the H.P. and passing through a point on the axis, 38 mm above the
H.P. Draw the sectional top view, true shape of the section and development
of the surface of the remaining portion of the cube.

2.

A hexagonal prism, side of base 35 mm and height 75 mm is resting on one
of its corners on the H.P. with a longer edge containing that corner inclined
at 60° to the H.P. and a rectangular face parallel to the V.P. A horizontal
section plane cuts the prism in two equal halves.
(i) Draw the front view and sectional top view of the cut prism.
(ii) Draw another top view on an auxiliary inclined plane which makes an angle
of 45° with the H.P.

3.

A pentagonal prism, side of base 50 mm and length 100 mm has a rectangular
face on the H.P. and the axis parallel to the V.P. It is cut by a vertical section
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plane, the H.T. of which makes an angle of 30° with xy and bisects the axis.
Draw the sectional front view, top view and true shape of the section. Develop
the surface of the remaining half of the prism.
4.

A hollow square prism, base 50 mm side (outside), length 75 mm and thickness
9 mm is lying on the H.P. on one of its rectangular faces, with the axis
inclined at 30° to the V.P. A section plane, parallel to the V.P. cuts the prism,
intersecting the axis at a point 25 mm from one of its ends. Draw the top
view and sectional front view of the prism.

5.

A cylinder, 65 mm diameter and 90 mm long, has its axis parallel to the H.P.
and inclined at 30° to the V.P. It is cut by a vertical section plane in such
a way that the true shape of the section is an ellipse having the major axis
75 mm long. Draw its sectional front view and true shape of the section.

6.

A cube of 65
It is cut by a
the section is
with the H.P.

7.

A vertical hollow cylinder, outside diameter 60 mm, length 85 mm and thickness
9 mm is cut by two section planes which are normal to the V.P. and which
intersect each other at the top end of the axis. The planes cut the cylinder
on opposite sides of the axis and are inclined at 30° and 45° respectively to
it. Draw the front view, sectional top view and auxiliary sectional top views
on planes parallel to the respective section planes.

8.

A square pyramid, base 50 mm side and axis 75 mm long, is resting on the
H.P. on one of its triangular faces, the top view of the axis making an angle
of 30° with the V.P. It is cut by a horizontal section plane, the V.T. of which
intersects the axis at a point 6 mm from the base. Draw the front view,
sectional top view and the development of the sectioned pyramid.

9.

A pentagonal pyramid, base 30 mm side and axis 75 mm long, has its base
horizontal and an edge of the base parallel to the V.P. It is cut by a section
plane, perpendicular to the V.P., inclined at 60° to the H.P. and bisecting the
axis. Draw the front view and the top view when the pyramid is tilted so that
it lies on its cut-face on the ground with the axis parallel to the V.P. Show the
shape of the section by dotted lines. Develop the surface of the truncated pyramid.
A tetrahedron of 65 mm long edges is lying on the H.P. on one of its faces,
with an edge perpendicular to the V.P. It is cut by a section plane which is
perpendicular to the V.P. so that the true shape of the section is an isosceles
triangle of base 50 mm long and altitude 40 mm. Find the inclination of the
section plane with the H.P. and draw the front view, sectional top view and
the true shape of the section.

10.

mm long edges has its vertical faces equally inclined to the V.P.
section plane, perpendicular to the V.P., so that the true shape of
a regular hexagon. Determine the inclination of the cutting plane
and draw the sectional top view and true shape of the section.

11.

A hexagonal pyramid, base 50 mm side and axis 100 mm long, is lying on
the H.P. on one of its triangular faces with the axis parallel to the V.P. A
vertical section plane the H.T. of which makes an angle of 30° with the
reference line, passes through the centre of the base and cuts the pyramid,
the apex being retained. Draw the top view, sectional front view, true shape
of the section and the development of the surface of the cut-pyramid.

12.

A cone, base 75 mm diameter and axis 75 mm long, has its axis parallel to
the V.P. and inclined at 45° to the H.P. A horizontal section plane cuts the
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cone through the mid-point of the axis. Draw the front view, sectional top
view and an auxiliary top view on a plane parallel to the axis.
13.

A cone, base 65 mm diameter and axis 75 mm long, is lying on the H.P. on
one of its generators with the axis parallel to the V.P. A section plane which is
parallel to the V.P. cuts the cone 6 mm away from the axis. Draw the sectional
front view and development of the surface of the remaining portion of the cone.

14.

The cone in above problem 13 is cut by a horizontal section plane passing
through the centre of the base. Draw the sectional top view and another top
view on an auxiliary plane parallel to the axis of the cone.

15.

A hemisphere of 65 mm diameter, lying on the H.P. on its flat face, is cut
by a vertical section plane inclined to the V.P. so that the semi-ellipse seen in
the front view has its minor axis 45 mm long and half major axis 25 mm
long. Draw the top view, sectional front view and true shape of the section.

16.

The top view of a cylinder 75 mm diameter,
x--------r-Y
125 mm long, placed on top of the frustum of
30'~'\
a cone, base 100 mm diameter, top 50 mm
1
I
/
'
diameter and axis 125 mm long is shown in
1
·
\
·
/·-+·+-~-\
h
I
f ig. 14-51. Bot t he so Id
i s are cut by a vertica
\
, ,/;
/
section plane, the H.T. of which is 12 mm
, _x:+/
1
from the axis of the frustum and makes 30°
angle with xy. Draw the sectional front view
'0and true shape of the sections.
Fie. 14-51
A sphere of 75 mm diameter is cut by a section plane, perpendicular to the
V.P. and inclined at 30° to the H.P. in such a way that the true shape of the
section is a circle of 50 mm diameter. Draw its front view, sectional top view
and sectional side view.

-I~

\

·

,,,,,,.

17.

18.

A frustum of a cone, base 75 mm diameter, top 50 mm diameter and axis 75 mm
long, has a hole of 30 mm diameter drilled centrally through its flat faces. It is
resting on its base on the H.P. and is cut by a section plane, the V.T. of which
makes an angle of 60° with xy and bisects the axis. Draw its sectional top view
and an auxiliary top view on a reference line parallel to the V.T., showing clearly
the shape of the section.

19.

A hexagonal prism, side of the base 25 mm long and axis 65 mm long is
resting on an edge of the base on the H.P., its axis being inclined at 60° to
the H.P. and parallel to the V.P. A section plane, inclined at 45° to the V.P.
and normal to the H.P., cuts the prism and passes through a point on the
axis at a distance of 20 mm from the top end of the axis. Draw its sectional
front view and true shape of the section.

20.

A pentagonal pyramid, edge of base 25 mm long and height 50 mm is resting
on the H.P. on a corner of its base in such a way that the slant edge containing
that corner makes an angle of 60° with the H.P. and is parallel to the V.P.
It is cut by a section plane making an angle of 30° with the V.P., perpendicular
to the H.P. and passing through a point on the axis at a distance of 6 mm
from its base. Draw its sectional front view and true shape of the section.

21.

The distance between the opposite parallel faces of a 50 mm thick hexagonal
block is 75 mm. The block has one of its rectangular faces parallel to the H.P.
and its axis makes an angle of 30° with the V.P.. It is cut by a section plane making
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an angle of 30° with the H.P., normal to the V.P. and bisecting the axis. Draw its
sectional top view and another top view on a plane parallel to the section.
22.

PQR is an isosceles triangle having base PR horizontal and 50 mm long, and
altitude 50 mm. A point A is taken on PR at a distance of 15 mm from P
and a straight line AB is drawn parallel to PQ cutting QR at B. If AB is
regarded as the V.T. of an inclined plane perpendicular to the V.P., cutting a
cone of which PQR is the front view, draw the sectional top view, sectional
side view and true shape of the section.

23.

A cone of 55 mm diameter and 75 mm height is resting on the H.P. on one
of its generators in such a way that, the generator is parallel to the V.P. It
is cut by a plane parallel to the V.P. and inclined at 90° to the H.P. and
passing through a point 15 mm in front of its axis. Draw the sectional front
view and the top view of the cone.

24.

The true section of a vertical square prism cut by an inclined plane is a
rectangle of 75 mm x 40 mm. The plane cuts one of the side faces at a
height of 40 mm from the base. Draw three views of the cut prism when it
rests on the cut face on the H.P. with its axis remaining parallel to the V.P.

25.

An equilateral triangular prism, base 50 mm side and height 100 mm is
standing on the H.P. on its triangular face with one of the sides of that face
inclined at 90° to the V.P. It is cut by an inclined plane in such a way that
the true shape of the section is a trapezium of 50 mm and 12 mm parallel
sides. Draw the projections and true shape of the section and find the angle
which the cutting plane makes with the H.P.

26.

A horizontal cylinder, 30 mm diameter and length 60 mm, is placed centrally
on the top of a frustum of a cone, diameter of the base 45 mm, diameter
of the top 25 mm and height 45 mm. Draw a sectional front view of the two
solids on a vertical plane, distance 12 mm from the axis of the cone and making
an angle of 60° with the axis of the cylinder.

27.

A cone, base 75 mm diameter and axis 100 mm long, has its base on the
H.P. A section plane, parallel to one of the end generators and perpendicular
to the V.P., cuts the cone intersecting the axis at a point 75 mm from the
base. Draw the sectional top view and project another top view on a plane
parallel to the section plane, showing the shape of the section clearly.

28.

A solid is made up of a cylinder, 30 mm diameter and 75 mm long, which joins
another cylinder, 75 mm diameter and 25 mm long, by a fillet of 20 mm radius, the
axes of the two cylinders being in a straight line. Draw the top view of a horizontal
section of the solid made by a plane parallel to and 15 mm above the axis.

29.

A cone frustum, base 75 mm diameter, top 35 mm diameter and height
65 mm has a hole of 30 mm diameter drilled through it so that the axis of
the hole coincides with that of the cone. It is resting on its base on the H.P.
and is cut by a section plane perpendicular to the V.P., parallel to an end
generator and passing through the top end of the axis. Draw sectional top
view and sectional side view of the frustum.

30.

A cube of 25 mm edge rests on one of its corners on the H.P. so that a
solid diagonal is vertical and two of its faces are perpendicular to the V.P. A
vertical section plane parallel to the V.P. cuts the cube at a distance of 8 mm
from the solid diagonal and nearer to the V.P. Draw its sectional front view.

Imagine that a solid is enclosed in a wrapper of thin material, such as paper. If
this covering is opened out and laid on a flat plane, the flattened-out paper is the
development of the solid. Thus, when surfaces of a solid are laid out on a plane,
the figure obtained is called its development.

FIG.

15-1

Fig. 15-1 shows a square prism covered with paper in process of being opened
out. Its development (fig. 15-2) consists of four equal rectangles for the faces and
two similar squares for its ends. Each figure shows the true size and shape of the
corresponding surface of the prism. The development of a solid, thus represents
the actual shape of all its surfaces which, when bent or folded at the edges, would
form the solid.
Hence, it is very important to note that every line on the development must be
the true length of the corresponding edge on the surface.
The knowledge of development of surfaces is essential in many industries such
as automobile, aircraft, ship building, packaging and sheet-metal work. In construction
of boilers, bins, process-vessels, hoppers, funnels, chimneys etc., the plates are
marked and cut according to the developments which, when folded, form the
desired objects. The form of the sheet obtained by laying all the outer surfaces of
the solid with suitable allowances for the joints is known as pattern.
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Only the surfaces of polyhedra (such as prisms and pyramids) and singlecurved surfaces (as of cones and cylinders) can be accurately developed. Warped
and double-curved surfaces are undevelopable. These can however be approximately
developed by dividing them up into a number of parts.
This chapter deals with the following topics:
1. Methods of development.
2. Developments of lateral surfaces of right solids.
3. Development of transition pieces.
4. Spheres (approximate method).

y~
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 33 for the
methods of development of surfaces.
The following are the principal methods
of development:
(1) Parallel-line
b1
A1
A
C1
81
D1
It is employed in case of a;;..,d,,---.,.,,
1
C1
prisms and cylinders in which
stretch-out-line principle is
used. Lines A-A and A 1 -A 1
in fig. 15-2 are called the
stretch-out Ii nes.
d'
c'
(2)
It
a'
b'
C
A
A
B
D
is used for pyramids and
cones in which the true
length of the slant edge or
A
D
the generator is used as radius.

,,D,,

(3)

a1 a

b b1

PARALLEL-LINE DEVELOPMENT

This is used to develop
Fie. 15-2
transition pieces. This is simply a method of dividing a surface into a number
of triangles and transferring them into the development.
It is used to develop objects of double curved or
warped surfaces as sphere, paraboloid, ellipsoid, hyperboloid and helicoid.

The methods of drawing developments of surfaces of various solids are explained
by means of the following typical problems. Only the lateral surfaces of the solids
(except the cube) have been developed. The ends or bases have been omitted. They
can be easily incorporated if required.

The development of the surface of a cube consists of six equal squares, the length
of the side of the squares being equal to the length of the edge of the cube.

Development of Surfaces
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Problem 15-1. Draw the development of the surface of the part P of the cube,
the front view of which is shown in fig. 15-3(i).

Name all the corners of the cube and also the points at which the edges are cut.
(i) Draw the stretch-out lines A-A and E-E directly in line with the front view, and
assuming the cube to be whole, draw four squares for the vertical faces, one
square for the top and another for the bottom as shown in fig. 15-3(ii).
D

a'

2'

,~3·
'

45°!
4'

G

Ip

'h-~Jf'

e
H
ISOMETRIC VIEW

b'
c'

3

2

A

C

C

B

F

(i)CUBE

A

H

G

G

\.

D

~4

1V

E

3

E

A2=a'2'
and
C 3 = c' 3'
30x4=120

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CUBE

FIG. ·15.3

(ii)

Name all the corners. Draw a horizontal line through 1' to cut AE at 1 and
DH at 4. a' b' is the true length of the edge. Hence, mark a point 2 on
AB and 3 on CD such that A 2 = a' 2' amd C 3 = c' 3'. Mark the point
3 on CD in the top square also.
(iii) Draw lines 1-2, 2-3, 3-4 and 4-1, and complete the development as shown.
Keep lines for the removed portion, viz. A1, A2, 30, D4 and DA thin and fainter.
Problem 15-2. Draw the development of the surface of the part P of the cube
shown in two views in fig. 15-4(i).
A
D

D

A

5

E
G
H
ISOMETRIC VIEW

E

F

.....__ _.....,G

H

G
B3=b3
and
C4=c4

30 X 4: 120

FIG. 15-4

(ii) DEVELOPEMENTt OF CUBE

Name all the corners of the cube and also the points at which the edges are
cut. Draw the development assuming the cube to be whole [fig. 15-4(ii)J as explained
in problem 15-1.
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(i)

Draw horizontal lines through points 1 ', 2' and
and DH in 5 respectively. Lines b'c' and c'd' do
of the edges. The sides of the square in the top
Therefore, mark points 3 in BC and 4 in CD such

5' to cut AE in 1, BF in 2
not show the true lengths
view show the true length.
that 83 = b3 and C4 = c4.

(ii)

Draw lines joining 1, 2, 3 etc. in correct sequence and complete the required
development. Keep the lines for the removed part fainter.

Development of the lateral surface of a prism consists of the same number of
rectangles in contact as the number of the sides of the base of the prism. One
side of the rectangle is equal to the length of the axis and the other side equal
to the length of the side of the base.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 34 for the
following problem.
Problem 15-3. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of the
pentagonal prism shown in fig. 15-S(i).
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(i) PENTAGONAL PRISM
FIG.

C
D
20 X 5: 100

E

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF PRISM

15-5

,~,

Name the corners of the prism and the points at which the edges are cut. 1 ~ 2
(i) Draw the development assuming the prism to be whole [fig. 15-S(ii)].
D
E
It is made up of five equal rectangles.
(ii) Draw horizontal lines through
B
ISOMETRICVIEW
b' A
C
A
points 1', 2' etc. to cut the Ii nes T a'r-:-::-oc:.-=--,----7!;.._
_ _..,.._,_ _- .
for the corresponding edges in the
development at points 1, 2 etc.
(iii) Draw lines joining these points and
complete the development as shown.
Problem 15-4. Draw the development
of the lateral surface of the part P of
the triangular prism shown in fig. 15-60).
Draw the development of the lateral
surface of the whole prism [fig. 15-6(ii)]
and obtain points 1, 2 and 3 on it. Draw
lines 18, C1, 02, 2-3 and 30, and complete
the development as shown.
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(i) TRIANGULAR PRISM
FIG.

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF PRISM

15-6
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Problem 15-5. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of the
hexagonal prism shown in fig. 15-l(i).

Name the points at which the edges are cut and draw the development
assuming the prism to be whole [fig. 1 S-7(ii)].
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
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d1 6 = D16
AND
d15 = D15

5

(i) HEXAGONAL PRISM

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF PRISM

FIG. 15-7
(i)

Obtain all the points except 5 and 6 by drawing horizontal lines. Note that
points 3 and 8 lie on vertical lines drawn through the mid-points of BC and ff.

(ii)

Mark points 5 and 6 such that SD 1

(iii)

Draw lines joining points 1, 2, 3 etc. in correct sequence and complete the
required development as shown.

=

Sd1 and D1 6

= d 1 6.

Problem 15-6. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the truncated
prism shown in fig. 15-B(i). Also, draw the front view of the line joining the points
P and Q (whose projections p, p' and q, q' are given) along the surface of the prism
by the shortest distance.
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A

B

C

ISOMETRIC VIEW

D

~ E

F

A

-------~2~5~x~6_=~15~0~------J
b q = B q1
AND
d p = D p1

a
bq
(i) TRUNCATED PRISM

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF TRUNCATED PRISM
FIG. 15-8
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Draw the required development [fig. 15-8(ii)] as explained in problem 15-3.
Mark a point p 1 on DE and q 1 on BC such that Dp 1 = dp and Bq 1 = bq.
Draw verticals through points p 1 and q 1 , and on them, obtain points P and
O by drawing horizontal lines through points p' and q'.
(ii) Draw a straight line joining P with O. Then PO shows the shortest distance
between them. To draw this line in the front view, the process must be
reversed. Let PO cut the line 04 at R and C3 at 5.
(iii) Draw horizontals through R and 5 cutting d'4' at r' and c'3' at s'. Draw
lines p'r', r's' and s'q' which show the front view of the line PO. Note
that p'r' is a hidden line.
(i)

Problem 15-7. The projections of a square prism with a hole drilled in it are
given in fig. 15-9(i). Draw the development of the lateral surface of the prism.

C

I

D

Q'

35 X 4: 140

B
AP=ap
AND
AQ=aq

ISOMETRIC VIEW

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF PRISM
FIG. 15-9

Mark a number of points on the circle for the hole. Draw the development of
the whole prism [fig. 15-9(ii)] and locate the positions of these points on it.
(ii) For example, to locate points p' 1 and p' 2 and points q' 1 and q' 2 which
coincide with them in the front view, draw a perpendicular through them
cutting the base at p'. Project p' to p on ab and to q on ad. Mark points
P and O on AB and DA respectively such that AP = ap and AO = aq.
(iii) Draw verticals at points P and O. Draw horizontal lines through p' 1 and p'2
cutting these verticals at P1 , 0 1 , P2 and 0 2 . Locate all points in the same
manner and draw smooth curves through them, thus completing the development.
(i)

1
The development of the lateral surface of a cylinder is a rectangle having one side
equal to the circumference of its base-circle and the other equal to its length.
Problem 15-8. Develop the lateral surface of the truncated cylinder shown in
fig. 15-10(i).
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Divide the circle in the top view into twelve equal parts. Project the division
points to the front view and draw the generators. Mark points a', b' and
b' 1 , c' and c' 1 etc. in which the generators are cut.
Draw the development of the lateral surface of the whole cylinder along
with the generators [fig. 15-10(ii)]. The length of the line 1-1 is equal
to n x D (circumference of the circle). This length can also be marked
approximately by stepping off with a bow divider, twelve divisions, each
equal to the chord-length ab. (The length thus obtained is about 1 %
shorter than the exact length; but this is permitted in drawing work.)

A

A

A

C

3

4

7

3

ISOMETRIC VIEW
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7

10

nxD=141.3

12

J

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CYLINDER

(i) TRUNCATED CYLINDER

FIG. 15-10
(iii) Draw horizontal lines through points a', b' and b' 1 etc. to cut the corresponding
generators in points A, B and 8 1 etc. Draw a smooth curve through the
points thus obtained. The figure 1-A-A-1 is the required development.
Problem 15-9. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of the

cylinder shown in fig. 15-11 (i).
F
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1'1

f'

·t;

I.O
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a'
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10

ISOMETRIC VIEW

61F=61f

AND
81F1=81f1
(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CYLINDER
FIG. 15-11

12
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Draw the development as explained in problem 15-8. Positions of the points at
which the upper end of the cylinder is cut should be obtained from the top view.
Mark these points, viz. F and f 1 on the line 11 -1 1 between points 5 1 and 61 and
between 8 1 and 9 1 in such a way that 6 1 f = 6 1 f and 81 f 1 = 8 1 f 1 . Draw curves FA
and F1 A passing through these points and complete the required development as shown.
Problem 15-10. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the cylinder cut
by three planes as shown in fig. 15-12(i).
See fig. 15-12(ii}.

A
0

(0

4
rtx

4

7
40 = 125.6

12 1

)I

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CUT CYLINDER
FIG. 15-12

(i) CYLINDER CUT BY 3 PLANES

Problem 15-11. (fig. 15-13(ii): Draw the development of the lateral surface of
the cylinder having a square hole in it as shown in fig. 15-13(i).
See fig. 15-13(ii).
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
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7

8 9 10 11 ' 12 1
1tx 40 = 125.6
>I

4
(i) CYLINDER WITH SQUARE HOLE
FIG. 15-13

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CYLINDER

Problem 15-12. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the cylinder cut
as shown in fig. 15-14(i).
See fig. 15-14(ii).

Problem 15-13. Develop the surface of the three-piece cylindrical pipe elbow
shown in fig. 15-1 S(i).
The front view is drawn as shown below:
Draw a square efgh of sides equal to the diameter of the pipes (i.e. 50 mm).
Bisect angles ehf and ghf by lines Ph and Qh to intersect ef and fg at x and y
respectively. Then xy is the axis of the middle piece B.
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Parts A and C are similar and are in the form of cylinders truncated at one
end only. The part A and care as is shown in fig 15-1 S(ii) and fig. 15-1 S(iv) are
developed on a stretch-out line drawn directly in line with its base. The twelve
divisions are obtained from the semi-circle drawn on the base as diameter. The part
B is truncated at both the ends. It is developed on a stretch-out line drawn
through h and at right angles to its axis xy as shown in fig 15-1 S(iii).
As the curves of the part B are exactly similar to those of A and C, the three developments
may also be drawn combined to minimize wastage on plate as shown in fig. 15-1 S(v).

B

~

ISOMETRIC VIEW
(i) CUT CYLINDER

D

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CUT CYLINDER
FIG. 15-14
0

,._

.----.. A

p

_,.,......,,,..,,C (v) DEVELOPEMENT OF 3 CYLINDRICAL PIECES
MARKED ON PLATE TO HAVE NIL WASTAGE

p
A

1
1t

X

7

5Q: 157

(i) THREE PIECE CYLINDRICAL PIPE (ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CYLINDRICAL PIECE 'A'
FIG. 'f 5-15
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Problem 15-14. Three cylindrical pipes of 50 mm diameter form a Y-piece as
shown in the front view in fig. 75-16(i). Draw the development of the surface of
each pipe.
(i)

Draw a semi-circle on the base of pipe A as diameter and obtain twelve
divisions. Draw the development [fig. 15-16(ii)] as in the previous problem.

(ii)

Draw any convenient line at right angles to the axis of the pipe B [fig. 15-16(iii)J.
On this line as a stretch-out line, draw the development as shown. Pipes
B and C are similar and hence, their developments will also be similar.

0

1

I<
(i) Y PIECE 3 PIPES

0

7

4
1t

X

10

50: 157

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF PIPE 'A'

Fie. 15-16

The development of the lateral surface of a pyramid consists of a number of equal
isosceles triangles in contact. The base and the sides of each triangle are respectively
equal to the edge of the base and the slant edge of the pyramid
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Note: The true length of a slant edge of pyramid can be measured from the front view,

if the top view of that edge is parallel to xy; and it can be measured from the top
view, if the slant edge is parallel to xy in the front view.

Method of drawing the development of the lateral surface of a pyramid:
(i)

(ii)

With any point O as centre and radius equal to the true length of the slant
edge of the pyramid, draw an arc of the circle. With radius equal to the true
length of the side of the base, step-off (on this arc) the same number of
divisions as the number of sides of the base.
Draw lines joining the division-points with each other in correct sequence
and also with the centre for the arc. The figure thus formed (excluding the
arc) is the development of the lateral surface of the pyramid.

Problem 15-15. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of
the triangular pyramid shown in fig. 15-17(i). The line o'1' in the front view is the
true length of the slant edge because it is parallel to xy in the lop view. The true
length of the side of the base is seen in the top view.
(i)
Draw the development of the lateral surface of the whole pyramid [fig. 15-17(ii)]
as explained above. On 01 mark a point A such that OA = o'a'. o'2' (with
which o'3' coincides) is not the true length of the slant edge.
(ii) Hence, through b', draw a line parallel to the base and cutting o' a' at b".
o'b" is the true length of o'b' as well as o'c'. Mark a point B in 02 and
C in 03 such that OB = OC = o'b".
(iii) Draw lines AB, BC and CA and complete the required development as shown.
Keep the arc and the lines for the removed part fainter.
0

•

~

2

0

(i) TRIANGULAR
PYRAMID

3

15-1 7

1

2

3

0'1'1 =01 o'a" =OA
(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF
PYRAMID

o'1' = 01
(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF
TRIANGULAR PYRAMID
FIG.

B

ISOMETRIC VIEW
0

ISOMETRIC VIEW

2

\

FIG.

15-18

Problem 15-16. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the frustum of
the square pyramid shown in fig. 15-1 B(i).
(i)
Determine the position of the apex. None of the lines in the front view
shows the true length of the slant edge. Therefore, draw the top view and
make any one line (for the slant edge) horizontal, i.e. parallel to xy and
determine the true length o'1 '1 • Through a', draw a line parallel to the base
and obtain the true length o'a".
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(ii)

With O as centre and radius o'1 '1 , draw an arc and obtain the development
of the lateral surface of the whole pyramid [fig. 15-18(ii)].

(iii) With centre O and radius o' a", draw an arc cutting 01, 02 etc. at points
A, B etc. respectively.
(iv) Draw lines AB, BC, CD and DA and complete the required development.
Note that these lines are respectively parallel to lines 1-2, 2-3 etc.

Problem 15-17. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of the
square pyramid shown in fig. 15-19(i).

B~ C

4

Draw the top view of the pyramid
and determine the true length o'1 '1 of
the slant edges as explained in problem
15-16. On this line, obtain the true
lengths o'a" and o'b".
(i)

(ii)

Draw the development of the
lateral surface of the whole
pyramid [fig. 15-19(ii)].
Mark a point A in 01 and D in
04 such that OA = OD = o'a".
Similarly, mark B in 02 and C
in 03 such that OB = OC =
o'b". Draw lines AB, BC etc.
and complete the required
development as shown.

Problem 15-18. Draw the
development of the lateral surface
of the pentagonal pyramid, the
lower part of which is removed
as shown in fig. 15-200).

None of the lines in the
front view shows the true length 55
of the slant edges. Hence, draw
the top view and determine the
true length o'c' 1 . Through points
1', 2' etc., draw lines parallel
to the base and obtain the true
lengths o'1 ", o'2" etc.
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
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OB=OC=d~
(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF PYRAMID

OA=OD=d~

(i) SQUARE PYRAMID

o'

A
ISOMETRIC VIEW
0
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A

A

lc1

(i)

Draw the development
a
v,I
of the lateral surface
0 1 =o' 1"
0 2 =o' 2"
o~ the whol~ pyramid
b~
0 3 = o' 3"
0 4 =o' 4"
15
2
[fi~.
- 0(n)]. Mark (i)PENTAGONALPYRAMID
(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF PYRAMID
points 1, 2, 3 etc. on
FIG. 15-20
lines OB, OC, OD etc.
such that 01 = o'1 ", 02 = o'2", 03 = o'3" etc.

(ii)

Draw lines joining points A, 1, 2 etc. in correct sequence and complete the
required development. Note that the lines for the lower part should be fainter.

A}
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lateral surface of the part P of

5
FL_

1

A

2

ISOMETRIC VIEW

0 1 = o' 1'
0 C = o' c"

2
(i) PENTAGONAL PYRAMID

0 E = o' b"
1F = 1f

0 B = o' b"
O D = o' c"

1A = 1a

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF PYRAMID

FIG. 15-21

The line o'1' shows the true length of the slant edges. On it, obtain true
lengths o'b" and o'c". Two edges of the base are also cut.
(i)
Draw the top view and obtain the true lengths 1a and 1 f as shown. Draw the
development of the lateral surface of the whole pyramid.
(ii) Obtain points B, C, D and £ as explained in problem 15-18. Mark a point
A in 1-2 and F in 5-1 such that 1A = 1a and 1f = 1f.
(iii) Draw lines joining points A, B, C etc. and complete the required development.
Problem 15-20. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of
the hexagonal pyramid shown in fig. 15-22(i).
o'

0
0

(0

6
3

2
ISOMETRIC VIEW
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k-25~

O 1 o' 1' 0 E o' e'
0 A= 0 H = 0 Q = o' a'
0 D 0 F o' d"
0 A= 0 B = 0 R = o' a'
BC=CR HG=GQ

(i) HEXAGONAL PYRAMID

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF PYRAMID

= =

FIG. 15-22
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Lines o'1' and o'4' show the true length of the slant edges. Draw the development
of the lateral surface of the whole pyramid [fig. 15-22(ii)]. Obtain the development
of the left-half of the pyramid as explained in problem 15-16 and that of the righthalf as explained in problem 15-15.
Note that the points C and G are the mid-points of the lines BR and HQ respectively.

Problem 15-21. (fig. 15-23): A frustum of a square pyramid has its base 50 mm
side, top 25 mm side and height 75 mm. Draw the development of its lateral surface.
Also, draw the projections of the frustum (when its axis is vertical and a side of its
base is parallel to the V.P.)1 showing the line joining the mid-point of a top edge of one face
with the mid-point of the bottom edge of the opposite face, by the shortest distance.

81

ISOMETRIC VIEW

f

1.~

a1
q
b1
(i) FRUSTUM OF PYRAMID
FIG.

'15-23

Draw the development as explained in problem 15-16.
(i)

Mark the mid-point P of CD and Q of A 1B1 . Draw a line joining P and Q and
cutting CC1 at R and 88 1 at 5. Transfer these points to the front view and the
top view. For example, with o' as centre and radius o'R, draw an arc cutting
o' A 1 at R1 . Through R1 , draw a line parallel to the base and cutting c'c' 1 at r'.
Project r' to r on cc 1 in the top view. r' and r are the projections of R.

(ii)

Similarly, obtain s' and s on b'b' 1 and bb 1 respectively. Draw lines pr, rs
and sq which will show the top view of the line PQ. p'r's'q' will be the
path of the line PQ in the front view.
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1
The development of the curved surface of a cone is a sector of a circle, the radius
and the length of the arc of which are respectively equal to the slant height and
the circumference of the base-circle of the cone.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 35 for the
following problem.
Problem 15-22. Draw the development of the
of the truncated
cone shown in fig. '/ 5-24(i).
~ ~ - - - o'

0

r-

4

7

(i) TRUNCATED CONE

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF TRUNCATED CONE
FIG.

15-24

Assuming the cone to be whole, let us draw its development.
(i)
Draw the base-circle in the top view and divide it into twelve equal parts.
(ii) With any point O as centre and radius equal to o'1' or o'7', draw an arc
of the circle [fig. 15-24(ii)]. The length of this arc should be equal to the
circumference of the base circle. This can be determined in two ways.
(iii) Calculate the subtended angle 8 by the formula,
= 3600 x radius of the base circle.
8
slant height
Cut-off the arc so that it subtends the angle 8 at the centre and divide it
into twelve equal parts.
(iv) Step-off with a bow-divider, twelve equal divisions on the arc, each equal
to one of the divisions of the base-circle.
(This will give an approximate length of the circumference. Note that
the base-circle should not be divided into less than twelve equal parts.)
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(v) Join the division-points with 0, thus completing the development of the
whole cone with twelve generators shown in it [fig. ,15-24(ii)].
(vi) The truncated portion of the cone may be deducted from this development by
marking the positions of points at which generators are cut and then drawing
a curve through them. For example, generators o'2' and o'12' in the front view
are cut at points b' and b' 1 which coincide with each other. The true length of
o' b' may be obtained by drawing a line through b', parallel to the base and
cutting o'7' at b". Then o'b" is the true length of o'b'.
(vii) Mark points B and 8 1 on generators 02 and 0-12 respectively, such that
OB = 08 1 = o' b". Locate all points in the same way and draw a smooth
curve through them. The figure enclosed this curve and the arc is the
development of the truncated cone.
Problem 15-23. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of
the cone shown in fig. 15-250).

2

a1}!
a3

~ 4
(i)CONE
(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CONE
Fie. ·1 s-2s
Draw the development as explained in problem 15-22 [fig. 15-25(ii)]. For the
points at which the base of the cone is cut, mark points A and A 1 on the arcs
2-3 and 11-12 respectively, such that A2 = Ar 12 = a2. Draw the curve passing
through the points A, B, C etc. The figure enclosed between this curve and the arc
A-A 1 is the required development.

Problem 15-24, Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of the
cone shown in fig. 15-26(i).
~
0
0

0

0
<O

d 4
(i)CONE

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CONE

15-26
Draw the development as explained in problem 15-23 and as shown in fig. 15-26(ii).
FIG.
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Problem 15-25. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of
the cone shown in fig. 15-2 7(i).

Draw the development of the lateral surface of the whole cone [fig. 15-27(ii)J.
With O as centre and radius o'q', draw the arc QQ cutting 0 1 at Q.
Obtain the curve for the lower part as explained in problem 15-22. The figure
enclosed between this curve and the arc QQ is the required development.

ISOMETRIC VIEW

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF CONE
FIG.

15-27

Problem 15-26. Draw the projections of a cone resting on the ground on its
base and show on them, the shortest path by which a point B starting from a point
on the circumference of the base and moving around the cone will return to the
same point. Base of cone 61 mm diameter; axis 75 mm long.
(i)

Draw the projections and the development of the surface of the cone
showing all twelve generators (fig. 15-28). The development may be drawn
attached to o'1 '.

(ii)

Assume that P starts from the point 1 (i.e. point 1' in the front view).
Draw a straight line 1 '1' on the development. This line shows the required
shortest path.
To transfer this line to the front view the process adopted in problem 15-22
must be reversed. Let us take a point P4 at which the path cuts the generator
1
0 4. Mark a point P" 4 on o'1' such that o'P" 4 = o'P 4 . This can be done
by drawing an arc with o' as centre and radius equal to o'P 4 cutting 0 11'

at P" 4 . Through P" 4 , draw a line parallel to the base cutting o'4' at P' 4 .
Then p' 4 is the position of the point p 4 in the front view.
Similarly, transfer all the points to the front view and draw the required
curve through them. The curve at the back will coincide with the front
curve.
(iii) Project these points to the top view on the respective generators. p' 4 and
p' 10 cannot be projected directly. Hence, project p" 4 to a point q on o 1 .
With o as centre and radius equal to oq, draw an arc cutting o 4 at p 4 and
o-10 at p 10 . Thus op 4 = op 10 = oq. A curve drawn through the points
thus obtained will show the path in the top view.
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1'

0

ISOMETRIC VIEW

4
PROJECTIONS OF CONE

Fie. 15-28

Problem 15-27. (fig. ·J 5-29): Draw the development of the lateral surface of the
part of the cone, the front view of which is shown in fig. 75-29.
(i)

Draw a semi-circle on the base as a diameter and divide it into six equal
parts for positions of generators.

(ii)

Draw the development assuming the cone to be whole. Obtain points on the
generators in the development as explained in problem 15-22. Additional points
such as a' may also be marked to determine the correct shape of the curve.

(iii) Draw curves through these points and complete the development as shown.

Problem 15-28. (fig. 15-30): The development of the conical surface is a sector
of the semi-circular plane. The radius of the sector is 75 mm and the angle subtended
by the arc at the centre is 120°. Construct the cone and draw its projections when
the apex is 35 mm above the H.P. and its axis is parallel to the V.P.
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FRONT VIEW OF CONE

FIG. 15-29

1'

(i) DEVELOPEMENT OF CONE

31
(ii) CONE AND PROJECTIONS GENERATED
FROM DEVELOPEMENT OF CONE
FIG. 15-30
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Determine the radius of the base circle of the cone using following formula:
S = R. e = 2 1t r ..................................... (i)
where
S - The arc of circle
R - Radius of the arc
e - Angle subtended by the arc at the centre
r - Radius of base circle of the cone.
Substitute R = 75 mm, e = 7t x 120 radian, we obtain

180

= 25

mm.
(ii) Draw the circle of radius of 25 mm representing the top view of the cone.
(iii) Project the front view with the height equal to 75 mm.
(iv) Tilt the front view such that the apex is 35 mm above xy line.
(v) Complete the projection as shown in fig. 15-30.
r

Problem 15-29. Draw the shape of the sheet metal required for the funnel shown
in fig. 15-31.

A

10

7

4

FIG.

15-31

The funnel consists of a conical part C and two cylindrical pipes A and B, all
truncated. Draw the developments of the pipes as shown in problem 15-8, and that
of the conical piece, as shown in problem 15-22. These are the required shapes.
Problem 15-30. The projections of a solid composed of a truncated half-cylinder
and a cut half-prism are given in fig. 15-32(i). Draw the development of its lateral surface.
Assuming the solid to be whole; draw the development of its surface [fig. 15-32(ii)].
Draw a stretch-out line and on it, step-off
(i) 1A equal to the arc 1a,
(ii) AB, BC and CD, each equal to the edge ab of the base, and
(iii) 01 equal to the arc d1. Complete the rectangle.
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Draw perpendiculars at A, B etc. and at other intermediate points. Locate on them,
positions of points at which they are cut and draw the curves and straight lines as shown.

A

B

C

D

1A=1D=arc1a
AB=BC=CD=ab

ISOMETRIC VIEW

a
(i) TRUNCATED HALF
CYLINDER AND CUT PRISM

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF TRUNCATED
HALF CYLINDER AND CUT PRISM

FIG. ·15.32

Problem 15-31. Dra1v the development of the lateral surface of the solid shown
in two views (drawn in first-angle projection) in fig. 15-33(i).
The solid is made-up of portions of frusta of a cone and a hexagonal pyramid.

~--o'

0
0
~

A

ISOMETRIC VIEW

b1
(i) FRUSTA OF CONE AND
HEXAGONAL PYRAMID
FIG. 15-33

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF FRUSTA OF
CONE AND HEXAGONAL PYRAMID
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The slant height of the cone is equal to the slant edge of the pyramid.
(i)

Therefore, with any point O as centre and radii o'a' and o'a' 1 , draw arcs
[fig. 15-33(ii)].

(ii)

On the outer arc, step-off distances (i) A 1B1 equal to the arc a1b1, (ii) B1 C1 ,
C1 0 1 , 0 1 £1 and £1F1 , each equal to the side of the base, viz. b 1c1 and
(iii) F1A 1 equal to the arc f1a 1 .
(iii) Join these points with 0, cutting the inner arc at points A, B etc. Locate
positions of various points as explained in problems 15-18 and 15-22 and
complete the development as shown.

Pipes are used in many industries to convey hot or cold fluids. When two different
sizes and shapes of pipes are joined using special pipe joint which is known as
transition piece. In most cases, transition pieces are composed of plane surfaces
and conical surfaces, the latter being developed by triangulation. The procedure of
development of few transition pieces is illustrated in the following problems.
Problem 15-32. In air-conditioning system a rectangular duct of 100 mm x 50 mm
connects another rectangular duct of 50 mm x 25 mm through the transition piece
as shown in fig. 15-34(i). Neglecting thickness of a metal sheet, develop the lateral
surface of the transition piece as shown in fig. 15-34(ii).

a

If1\

a

r' ,cj''

q'~--

0

d

C

(i) RECTANGULAR DUCT

FIG. 15-34

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF DUCT
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The transition piece is a frustum of a rectangular pyramid.
(i) Determine the position of the apex of the pyramid by extending a'p' and b'q'
as shown. None of the lines in the front view shows the true length of the
slant edge. Therefore, draw the top view and make any slant line parallel to
xy and determine its true length o'b".
(ii) With O as centre and radius o'b", draw an arc and obtain the development of
a whole pyramid as shown.
(iii) With Oas centre and radius o'q", draw an arc cutting oa, ob, oc at points p, q, etc.
respectively. Join them in sequence and complete the development as shown.
Problem 15-33. (fig. 15-35): An air-conditioning duct of a square cross-section
70 mm x 70 mm connects a circular pipe of 40 mm diameter through the transition

piece. Draw the projections and develop the lateral surface of the transition piece.

a

b
ISOMETRIC VIEW

(i) LOFT DUCT (SQUARE TO CIRCULAR)

(ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF LOFT DUCT

FIG. '15-35

(i)
(ii)

Draw the front view and the top view as shown in fig. 15-35(i).
Divide the top view of circle into some convenient divisions, say 16 parts as shown.
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(iii) Note that the transition piece is composed of four isosceles triangles and

four conical surfaces. The seam is along line 1-P.
(iv) Begin the development from the seam line 1-P (1 '-P'). As shown in fig. 15-35(ii)
draw the right angle triangle 1-P-b, whose base pb is equal to half the side
ab and whose hypotenuse 1-b is equal to the true length 1'-b' of side 1-b.
(v) The conical surfaces are developed by the triangulation method as follows.
(vi) In the top view, join division of the circle 1, 2, 3 etc. with the corner a,
b, c and d. Project them in the front view as shown. Obtain the true
length of sides of each triangle as shown.
(vii) With b as centre and 2'b' (true length) radius draw an arc, cutting the
arc drawn with 1' as centre and 1 '2' as radius. Similarly, obtain the
points 3', 4', 5' etc. Join them in the proper order as shown.

Problem 15-34. A steam pipe bends at certain angle is connected by a transition
piece as shown in fig. 15-36(i). Draw the development of lateral surface of the
transition piece A.

FIG. 15-36
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Draw the top view and the front view. The transition piece is a truncated
cone. The apex of the cone is determined by extending extreme generators
4' 4" and 10' 10". The projections of the base and the top of truncated
cone are inclined to xy, therefore in the top view their projections do not
show the true shapes.
(The true-shape is an ellipse.) For approximate method of development,
these projections in the top view can be taken as the true shape.

(ii)

Draw the projections and the development of the cone showing all generators.
Obtain the true length of generators.

(iii) With O as centre and radius 010', draw an arc of circle. Similarly draw

the arcs of circle taking radii 09', 08' etc.
(iv) With 1 O' as centre and radius equal to 4-3 (a division of base circle in the
top view), draw an arc cutting the previously drawn arc. Similarly obtain
points 8 1, 7', 6' etc. Join them by smooth curve. Obtain the development
of the top circle similar way by taking 4 111 5111 radius (a division of top circle).

Problem .15-35. The orthographic projections of an exhaust pipe required for an
engine is shown in fig. 15-3 7. Draw development of the transition connector by
triangulation method.

{i) EXHAUST PIPE

31
41
{ii) DEVELOPEMENT OF EXHAUST PIPE

FIG. 15-37
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(i)

Draw the given projections. Divide the circle of base in the top view into eight
equal parts, say 1 1, 2 1 ... etc. Project them in the front view 1', 2' ... etc. as shown.

(ii)

Draw an auxiliary view of the top pipe as shown and divide it into eight equal
parts. Number them 1 ", 2" . . . etc.

(iii) Form the triangles on the lateral surface as shown.
(iv) Determine true length of each side of a triangle as shown.
(v) Mark the length of 1 "1 1 . With 1 as centre and radius equal to 1 '2" [line-(6)]
draw an arc cutting the arc drawn with radius 1 "2" (division of auxiliarly circle)
and the centre as 1 ". A half development is shown.

The surface of a sphere can be approximately developed
by dividing it into a number of parts. The divisions
may be made in two different ways:
(i)

4

in zones (ii) in lunes.

A zone is a portion of the sphere enclosed
between two planes perpendicular to the axis. A
lune is the portion between two planes which
contain the axis of the sphere.
(1) Zone method: Fig. 15-38 shows the top
half of a sphere divided into four zones of equal
width. By joining the points P, Q, R etc. by
straight lines, each zone becomes a cone frustum,
except the upper-most zone which becomes a
cone of small altitude.
Developments of these cone frusta and the
upper cone will give the development of the
half sphere. For example, take the zone C. It is
a frustum of a cone whose vertex is at c 1 . The
surface of this frustum is shown developed in
the front view. The length of the divisions on
the arc is obtained from the top view. All the
zones can be developed in the same manner.
(2) lune method: A sphere may be divided
into twelve tunes, one of which is shown in the
front view in fig. 15-39. The semi-circle qr is the
top view of the centre line of that lune. It is evident
that the length of the lune is equal to the length
of the arc qr and its maximum width is equal to gh.

10

·D

R

·-·f·-·
I

7

4

Zone method
FIG. 15-38
Divide the semi-circle into a number of equal parts say 8 and project the divisionpoints on the front view to points 1', 2' etc. With q' as centre and radii equal to q'1 ',
q'2' and q'3', draw arcs ab, cd and ef which will show the widths of the lune at points
1 and 7, 2 and 6, and 3 and 5 respectively.
Draw a line QR equal to the length of the arc qr. This may be obtained by
stepping-off eight divisions, each equal to the chord-length q1.
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Draw perpendiculars at each division-point and make AB and MN equal to ab
at points 1 and 7, CD and KL equal to cd at points 2 and 6 etc. Draw smooth
curves through points Q, A, C etc. The figure thus obtained will be the approximate
development of one-twelfth of the surface of the sphere. Development of surfaces
of some more solids cut by different planes, and solids with holes cut or drilled
through them are treated in chapters 14 and 16.

E

G

3

4

F

H

5

R

J

QR= arcq r= 117.75

DEVELOPEMENT OF SINGLE LUNE

·----~---·

4

I ~ "3

I

015

q

Lune method
FIG. 15-39

15
1.

Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of each of the solids,
the front views of which are shown in fig. 15-40 and described below.

~¥'\
~

,<\
\'e,\ \

il,il~
(a)

\9}~---L-~/

(b)
FIG.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(c)

(d)

15-40

A cube, one vertical face inclined at 30° to the V.P.
A pentagonal prism, a side of the base parallel to the V.P.
A hexagonal prism, two faces parallel to the V.P.
A square prism, length of the side of the base 20 mm and all faces equally
inclined to the V.P.
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Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of each of the cylinders,
the front views of which are shown in fig. 15-41.

~

/ ) f[TI'

~00 ,,

p/
~
0

..__;,,...·-'-'-45;;....,

!I

I

_l

.
(d)

(c)
FIG.

3.

Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of each of the pyramids,
the front views of which are shown in fig. 15-42, and described below.

FIG.

4.

15-41

15-42

(a)

A square pyramid, side of the base 20 mm long and one side of the base
inclined at 30° to the V.P.

(b)

A pentagonal pyramid, one side of the base parallel to the V.P.

(c)

A hexagonal pyramid, two sides of the base parallel to the V.P.

(d)

A square pyramid, side of the base 20 mm long and all the sides of the base
equally inclined to the V.P.

Draw the development of the lateral surface of the part P of each of the cones,
front views of which are shown in fig. 15-43.
I<

040

10

I(

040

(c)

(a)
FIG.

I(

040

~

(d)

15-43

Refer to fig. 15-44 for the following exercises and for dimensions, assume
each square to be of 10 mm side.

5.

Draw the development of the surfaces of the portions of the following prisms,
front views of which are shown in the top row:

Exe. 15]

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
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hexagonal prism having a face parallel to the V.P.
square prism, all faces equally inclined to the V.P.
pentagonal prism having a vertical face parallel to the V.P.
triangular prism having a vertical face parallel to the V.P.
hexagonal prism having two faces perpendicular to the V.P.
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6.

Draw the development of the surfaces of the portions of the following pyramids,
front views of which are shown in the second row:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

A
A
A
A
A
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square pyramid having a side of base perpendicular to the V.P.
hexagonal pyramid having a side of base parallel to the V.P.
pentagonal pyramid having a side of base parallel to the V.P.
triangular pyramid having a side of base parallel to the V.P.
square pyramid having all sides of the base equally inclined to the V.P.

7.

Draw the development of the surfaces of the portions of the cylinders shown in
the third row.

8.

Draw the development of the surfaces of the portions of the cones shown in the
fourth row.

9.

Refer to the fifth row, and
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
10.

Draw the development of the pipes forming a Tee shown at (a).
Draw the development of the cylindrical steel chimney erected on a roof
[shown at (b)], assuming the squares to be of 30 cm side.
Draw the development of the three parts of the funnel shown at (c).
Develop parts A and B of the transition piece shown at (d).

Refer to the last row, and
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Develop the surface of the conical buoy with a hemispherical top shown at (a).
Determine the shape of the tin sheet required to prepare the can shown at (b).
The development of the surface of a cylinder is given at (c). Draw the front
view of the cylinder showing the line AB in it.
The development of the surface of a cone is shown at (d). Draw the projections
of the cone showing lines AB, BC and CA in each view.

11.

A pipe 40 mm diameter and 120 mm long (along the axis) is welded to the
vertical side of a tank. Show the development of the pipe, if it makes an
angle of 60° with the side to which it is welded, the other end of the pipe
making an angle of 30° with its own axis. Neglect thickness of the pipe.

12.

The inside of a hopper of a floor mill is to be lined with tin sheet. The top
and bottom of the hopper are regular pentagons with each side equal to
450 mm and 300 mm respectively (internally). The height of the hopper is
450 mm. Draw the shape to which the tin sheet is to be cut so as to fit
in the hopper. Scale, 1:10.

13.

A 50 mm cylinderical pipe
branches off at 90° from a
75 mm cylindrical main pipe
as shown in fig. 15-45. Draw
the developments of both the
pipes at the joint. Assume
suitable lengths for the main pipe
as well as for the branch pipe.

14.

FIG.

15-45

A cone of 90 mm diameter of base and 90 mm height stands on its base
on the ground. A semi-circular hole of 50 mm diameter is cut through the
cone. The axis of the hole is horizontal and intersects the axis of the cone.
It is 30 mm above the base of the cone. The flat surface of the hole contains
the axis of the cone and is perpendicular to the V.P. Draw three views of
the cone and also develop the surface of the cone.

The intersecting surfaces may be two plane surfaces or two curved surfaces of solids.
The lateral surface of every solid taken as a whole is a curved surface. This surface
may be made of only curved surface as in case of cylinders, cones etc. or of plane
surfaces as in case of prisms, pyramids etc. In the former case, the problem is said
to be on the intersection of surfaces and in the latter case, it is commonly known as
the problem on interpenetration of solids. It may, however, be noted that when two
solids meet or join or interpenetrate, it is the curved surfaces of the two that intersect
each other. The latter problem also is, therefore, on the intersection of surfaces.
In this chapter, we shall learn about the intersection of surfaces as shown below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Line of intersection
Methods of determining the line of intersection between surfaces of two
interpenetrating solids
Intersection of two prisms
Intersection of cylinder and cylinder
Intersection of cylinder and prism
Intersection of cone and cylinder
Intersection of cone and prism
Intersection of cone and cone
Intersection of sphere and cylinder or prism.

,y4,

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 36 for the
line of intersection.
In engineering practice, objects constructed may have constituent parts, the surfaces
of which intersect one another in lines which are called lines of intersection. A
dome fitted on a boiler is one such example. The surface of the dome extends upto
the line of intersection only. For accurate development of the surface of the dome,
this line of intersection must be accurately located and shown in two orthographic
views. The shape of the hole to be cut in the boiler-shell is also determined from
the shape of the same line of intersection.
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Thus, the line of intersection of the two surfaces is a line common to both.
It is composed of points at which the lines of one surface intersect those on the
other surface. The line of intersection may be straight or curved, depending upon
the nature of intersecting surfaces.

Two plane surfaces (e.g. faces of prisms and pyramids) intersect in a straight
line. The line of intersection between two curved surfaces (e.g. of cylinders and
cones) or between a plane surface and a curved surface is a curve.
When a solid completely penetrates another solid, there will be two lines of
intersection. These lines are, sometimes, called the lines or curves of interpenetration.
The portion of the penetrating solid which lies hidden within the other solid is
shown by dotted lines.

~.".£·/·
y~
.....

~

·~~

(1) line method: A number of lines are drawn on the lateral surface of
one of the solids and in the region of the line of intersection. Points of
intersection of these lines with the surface of the other solid are then located.
These points will obviously lie on the required line of intersection. They are
more easily located from the view in which the lateral surface of the second
solid appears edgewise (i.e. as a line). The curve drawn through these points
will be the line of intersection.
(2) Cutting-plane method: The two solids are assumed to be cut by a
series of cutting planes. The cutting planes may be vertical (i.e. perpendicular
to the H.P.), edgewise (i.e. perpendicular to the V.P.) or oblique. The cutting
planes are so selected as to cut the surface of one of the solids in straight
lines and that of the other in straight lines or circles.

Each method is explained in detail while solving illustrative problems. Sound
knowledge of projections of solids in various positions is quite essential while
dealing with these problems.

1

Y4

Prisms have plane surfaces as their faces. The line of intersection between two
plane surfaces is obtained by locating the positions of points at which the edges
of one surface intersect the other surface and then joining the points by a straight
line. These points are called vertices (plural of vertex). The line of intersection
between two prisms is therefore a closed figure composed of a number of such
lines meeting at the vertices.
It is determined by locating the points at which edges of one prism intersect
edges or faces of the other prism and then joining them in correct sequence.
Problem 16-1. (fig. 16-1): A vertical square prism, base 50 mm side, is completely
penetrated by a horizontal square prism, base 35 mm side, so that their axes
intersect. The axis of the horizontal prism is parallel to the V.P., while the faces of
the two prisms are equally inclined to the V.P. Draw the projections of the solids,
showing lines of intersection. (Assume suitable lengths for the prisms.)
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Draw the projections of the prisms in the required position. The faces of the
vertical prism are seen as lines in the top view. Hence, let us first locate the
points of intersection in that view.
(ii) Lines 1-1 and 3-3 intersect the edge of the vertical prism in points p 1 and p 3
(coinciding with a). Lines 2-2 and 4-4 intersect the faces at p 2 and p 4 respectively.
The exact positions of these points along the length of the prism may now be
determined by projecting them on corresponding lines in the front view. For
example, p 2 is projected to p' 2 on the line 2'2'. Note that p' 4 coincides with p' 2 .
(iii) Draw lines p' 1 p' 2 and p'2 p' 3 • Lines p' 1 p 14
a'
b'
c'
and p' 3 p' 4 coincide with the front lines.
These lines show the line of intersection.
Lines q' 1q' 2 and q' 2 q' 3 on the other side
1'
are obtained in the same manner. Note 1'
that the lines for the hidden portion of
the edges are shown as dashed lines.
The portions p' 1 p' 3 and q' 1q' 3 of vertical
edges a'a' and c'c' do not exist and hence,
must be removed or kept fainter.
3'
D

(i)

2

4

(i)

(ii)
FIG.

16-1

Problem 16-2. (fig. 16-2): A vertical square prism, base 50 mm side is completely
penetrated by a horizontal square prism, base 35 mm side so that their axes are
6 mm apart. The axis of the horizontal prism is parallel to the V.P., while the faces
of both prisms are equally inclined to the V.P. Draw the projections of the prisms
showing lines of intersection.

Points p' 1 ...p' 4 at which edges of the horizontal prism intersect faces of the
vertical prism may be located from the top view. In addition to these points, it will
be necessary to find points at which edges of the vertical prism are cut. They will
be the points at which these edges intersect the faces of the horizontal prism.
(i)
For this purpose, draw the side view. In this view, all faces of the horizontal
prism are seen as lines. Mark points e and f at which the line a"a"
intersects the faces. Project these two points to e' and f' on the line a'a'
in the front view. Join all the points of intersection in correct sequence.
Care must be taken to determine visible and hidden lines. Only two lines
viz. p' 1 p' 2 and p' 2 p' 3 are visible.
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b'

a'

c'

4

3

c"
a"

3'

a''-----+----~c'
(ii) THIRD-ANGLE PROJECTION
a"

c"

c"
a"

2·'------>...- - , ' - - - - - ' 2
(iii) FIRST-ANGLE PROJECTION
FIG. 16-2
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(ii)

Locate points (on the other side) at which the edges come out and also the
two points g' and h' at which the edge c'c' is cut.
(iii) Draw lines joining these points. They will be exactly similar to lines p' 1 p' 2 etc.
on the left-hand side.

Problem 16-3. (fig. 16-3): A vertical square prism, base 50 mm side and height
90 mm has a face inclined at 30° to the V.P. It is completely penetrated by another

square prism, base 38 mm side and axis mo mm Jong, faces of which are equally
inclined to the V.P. The axes of the two prisms are parallel to the V.P. and bisect
each other at right angles. Draw the projections showing lines of intersection.
Adopt the same method as explained in problem 16-2.
(i)

The edges 1-1 and 3-3 enter one face of the vertical prism and come out
of its opposite face.
(ii) Obtain the points (from the top view) at which all edges intersect the
faces and also the four key points (from the side view).
Note carefully the lines for visible and hidden edges, shown as full lines and
dotted lines respectively.
Although the two axes are intersecting, the visible portions of the lines of
intersection, when the penetrating prism enters and comes out differ because the
penetrated prism has its faces inclined to the V.P.

0
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b'

c'

d'
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1'
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b"

1'
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2
2' 4'

4' 2'
f'
3'

(i)
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I
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a'

a
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I
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I
I

2

2

(ii)

(iii)
FIG.

16-3
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Lines p' 1 p' 2 and p' 2p' 3 are visible on the left side while q' 2g' and q' 2 h' are visible
on the right side. Edges a'e' and a'f' are partly hidden, while c'g' and h'c' are fully
visible.
Fig. 16-3 (b) shows the front view of the vertical prism, when the penetrating
prism has been removed. Note that the edges of the back portions of the hole are
partly visible.

Problem 16-4. (fig. 16-4): A square pipe of 50 mm side has a similar branch
of 40 mm side. The axis of the main pipe is vertical and is intersected by the axis
of the branch at an angle of 45°. All the faces of both the pipes are equally inclined
to the V.P. Draw the projections of the pipes, showing lines of intersection. Also
develop the surfaces of both the pipes.
The line of intersection between the two pipes is obtained [fig. 16-4(i)] in the
same manner as shown in problem 16-1. As the axes are intersecting, the edge a'a'
is cut by the two edges of the branch at points p' 1 and p' 3 • The other two edges
of the branch enter the faces of the main pipe at points p' 2 and p' 4 •
Developments of the surfaces of the two pipes are shown in fig. 16-4(ii).
(i)
(ii)

Heights of all the points for fig. 16-4(ii) are obtained from the front view,
e.g. P1A = p' 1 a', P1 1 = p' 1 1' etc.
The exact position of the point P2 is located from the top view by making
AE = ap 2 and then erecting a perpendicular at E. The point P4 is similarly located.
D

C

C

A

C

B

D
A
EB
C
DEVELOPEMENT OF 50 mm SQ. PIPE

P2

(i)

3

2

3

DEVELOPEMENT OF 40 mm SQ. PIPE
(ii)
FIG.

16-4

Problem 16-5. (fig. 16-5): A vertical square prism, base 50 mm side, is intersected
by another square prism, base 35 mm side, the axis of which is parallel to the V.P.
and inclined at 30° to the H.P. The axes of the two prisms are 6 mm apart and their
faces are equally inclined to the V.P. Draw the projections showing the line of intersection.
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FIG. 16-5
(i)

Obtain points of intersection of the edges of the inclined prism from the
top view. For the points at which the edge a'a' of the vertical prism is cut,
it will be necessary to project a view in which faces of the inclined prism
will be seen as lines.

(ii)

Therefore, project an auxiliary top view on a reference line x 1y1 drawn
perpendicular to the axis of the inclined prism.

(iii) Mark points e and f at which a"a" is pierced by the faces and project them
to points e' and f' on the corresponding line a'a' in the front view. Draw
straight lines joining the six points in correct sequence.
Problem 16-6. (fig. 16-6): A square pyramid is of base sides 40 mm and height 55 mm.
The sides of the base are equally inclined with the V.P. It is penetrated by a horizontal
triangular prism of sides 40 mm and 70 mm axis long. The axis is perpendicular to the
V.P. 25 mm above the base of the pyramid and 8 mm away from the axis of the pyramid.
Assume that one of the faces of the prism is vertical and passes through the pyramid.
Draw the front view, top view and side-view showing the intersection curve.
(i)

Draw the projections of the square pyramid and triangular prism in the required
position.

(ii)

In the front view, the edges 1'-1 ', 2'-2' and 3'-3' of horizontal prism, intersects the
faces of the vertical pyramid at P' 1 , P'2, q'2 , P' 3, P'4, q' 4, P's, q's, and P' 6, respectively.

(iii) Project points P' 1 , to P' 6 , in the top view and obtain intersection point P1 , P2 ,
q2, P3, P4, q4, Ps, qs, and P6.

(iv) Similarly take projections from top view and front view and complete the
side view.
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FIG. 16-6(i)
o"
2"

0
'SI'

U')
U')

1"

1"

U')

N

X

3" y

a'

Ic·
13
2

C

2'

3-FJG. 'l 6-6(ii)

Problem 16-7. (fig. 16-7): A square pyramid of base sides 50 rnm and height
60 mm. The sides of base are equally inclined with the VP. ft is penetrated by a
horizontal triangular prism of sides 30 mm and 80 mm axis long. The axes of both
solids are intersecting each other. The axis of triangular prism is 22 mm above H.P.
and perpendicular to the VP. One of faces of triangular prism is perpendicular to the
VP. Draw the top view, front view and side view showing the curve of the penetration.
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Draw the projections of the square pyramid and triangular prism in the required
position.
(ii) In the front view, draw lines
o'e', o'b', o'g' and o'h' passing
through 1 ', 2', 3' and intersecting
points respectively.
(iii) As the axes are intersecting, the
edges o'b' and o'd' are cut by
the two edges of the horizontal
prism at P' 2, q' 2 , P' 4 and q' 4 •
(iv) The third edge of the horizontal
prism enters the faces of vertical
prism at P' 3 , q' 3, P's and q's·

(i)

(v)

Project these points in the top
view and obtain the intersecting
points P1 , P2 , P3 , P4, Ps, q 1 ,
qz, q3, q4 and qs.

(vi) Take projections from front view
and top view and complete side
view.
~ - - - - - - , .o'

FIG. 16-7(i)
o"

3"

3"

0
<.O

·T·-·1 .

1"

2"

2"

lg

.__..,_,..................2....3 , - - - - - - - r

FIG. ·J 6-7(ii)
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As cylinders have their lateral surfaces curved,
the line of intersection between them will also
be curved. Points on this line may be located
by any one of the two methods. For plotting
an accurate curve, certain critical or key points,
at which the curve changes direction, must also
be located. These are the points at which
;.l~~g~:S;a:2

4

outermost or extreme lines of each cylinder
pierce the surface of the other cylinder.
In prisms, vertices are the key points.
This book is accompanied
by a computer CD, which
contains an audiovisual
animation presented for
visualization and understanding of
the subject. Readers are requested
FIG. ·1
to refer Presentation module 37 for the line of intersection.

Problem 16-8. (fig. 16-8): A
penetrated by another cylinder of 60 mm
right angles. Draw their projections
the penetrating cylinder to be parallel to

of 80 mm diameter is completely
their axes bisecting each other at
curves of penetration, assuming the axis of
\U~

a ' . - - - - - - - 1 - - - -......

12

r

;=

17 .

P1

2.---.·

FIG. 'l 6-8(ii)
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Draw the front view and the top view and show lines for twelve generators in the
horizontal cylinder in both views.

Line method:
(i) Mark points p 1 , p 2 etc. at which lines 1-1, 2-2 etc. intersect the circle (showing
the surface of the vertical cylinder) in the top view and project them to p' 1 ,
(a)

p'2 etc. on corresponding lines 1 '1 ', 2'2' etc. in the front view.
(ii)

Draw the required curves on both sides of the axis through points thus located.
Hidden portions of the curves coincide with the visible portions. Points p' 1 ,
p' 4 , p' 7 and p' 10 are the key points where the curve changes direction.
(b) Cutting-plane method: It will be seen that in this problem, there is practically
no difference between the line method and the cutting-plane method. But the latter
method proves more useful in solving problems in which none of the projections
shows a line-view of the surface of a solid. Assume a series of horizontal cutting
planes passing through the lines on the horizontal cylinder and cutting both cylinders.
Sections of the horizontal cylinder will be rectangles, while those of the vertical
cylinder will always be circles of the same diameter as its own. Points at which
sides of the rectangles intersect the circle will lie on the curve of intersection. For
example, let a horizontal section plane through points 2 and 12 [fig. 16-8(i)].
In the front view, it will be seen as a line coinciding with the line 2' 2'. The section of
the horizontal cylinder will be a rectangle of width w (i.e. the line 2-12). The section of
the vertical cylinder will be a circle. Points p2 and p12 at which the sides (2-2 and 12-12)
of the rectangle cut the circle, lie on the curve. These points are first marked in the top
view [fig. 16-8(ii)] and then projected to points p' 2 and p' 12 on lines 2' 2' and 12'-12' in
the front view. Points on the other side of the vertical axis are located in the same manner.
The problem may also be solved by assuming cutting plane~ to be vertical and
parallel to both axes. They will be seen as lines in the top view and the side view.
Sections of both cylinders will be rectangles and will be seen in their true sizes
in the front view. Points at which sides of sections of one cylinder intersect sides
of corresponding sections of the other, will lie on the curve of intersection.
Problem 16-9. (fig. 16-9): A cylindrical pipe of 30 mm diameter has a similar branch
of the same size. The axis of the main pipe is vertical and is intersected by that of the

branch at right-angles. Draw the projections of the pipes, assurning suitable lengths,
when the two axes lie in a plane parallel to the V.P. Develop the surfaces of the two pipes.
10
P10
/

1'

C

D

A

B

C

Ph1filliilhi,
P10

7

1'r:=::f:i::::11=1==1=:;Pi.

P4

10

1

(i)
FIG.

(ii)
16-9

4

7
(iii)
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Adopt the same method as explained
in problem 16-8. The curve of intersection
in the front view is seen as two straight
lines meeting at right-angles [fig. 16-9(i)].
Developments of surfaces of the pipes
are shown in fig. 16-9(ii).
Fig. 16-9(iii) shows in third-angle
projection method, projections of the
pipes of the same size joining at rightangles and forming an elbow. Note
that the curve of intersection is seen
as a straight line joining the two corners.

10

Problem 16-10. (fig. 16-10): A vertical
cylinder of 80 mm diameter is penetrated
by another cylinder of 60 mm diameter,
the axis of which is parallel to both the
FIG. 16-1 O(i)
H.P. and the V.P. The two axes are 8 mm
apart. Draw the projections showing curves of intersection.
a"

FIG. '16-1 O(ii)
(i)

(ii)

Obtain the twelve points as in problem 16-8. Two more key points at
which the extreme line a'a' of the vertical cylinder is cut, must be located.
These are found from the side view.
Mark points e and f at which the line a"a" intersects the circle.
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e' and f' on
the line a'a'.
(iv) Draw the curve passing through all
the points in correct sequence, showing
the hidden portion by dotted lines.
Plot a similar curve on the other side
of the axis.
Problem 16-11. (fig. 16-11): A vertical
cylinder of 75 mm diameter is penetrated by
another cylinder of the same size. The axis
of the penetrating cylinder is parallel to both
the H.P. and the V.P. and is 9 mm away from
the axis of the vertical cylinder. Draw the
projections showing curves of intersection.
As the cylinders are of the same size
and their axes are apart, a portion of the
surface of the penetrating cylinder will be
outside the vertical cylinder.
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(iii) Project these points to

a'

a'

.

lo ·,., I

j

j

·

·

1
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I

j '·,
·,.

~

7

FIG. 1 6-11 (i)

b'

a"
. . . . - - - - - + - - - - - ,b"

b'

a"

I
10.....-----1-'c'II",::~;- _

1

~

b"

r-__ _

l._lt·-·
·-·-r-·
.

O>

1·-·

I
4 ......._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
FIG. 16-11 (ii)

(i)

Draw the three views and project points of intersection of lines which lie
within the vertical cylinder.
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Locate key points e' and f' as shown in problem 16-10. In addition to these,
mark two more key points g and h (in the side view) where the circle cuts the
extreme line b"b" of the vertical cylinder.
(iii) Project these points tog' and
h' on the line b'b' in the front
view. Draw a curve through
all the points, showing the
hidden portion by dotted lines.
Instead of two separate curves
of intersection we have one
continuous curve. Note that
there are twelve key points
in this curve.

(ii)

Problem 16-12. (fig. 16-12): A
cylinder of 60 mm diameter, having
its axis vertical is penetrated by another
cylinder of 40 mm diameter. The axis
of the penetrating cylinder is parallel
to the V.P. and bisects the axis of the
vertical cylinde1; making an angle of
60° with it. Draw the projections showing
curves of intersection.

Fie. 16-12(i)

Draw the projections of the
cylinders in the required position and
proceed to locate the points on curves
of intersection as shown in problem
16-8. The back and front curves will
coincide with each other.

16-13. (fig. 16-13): A
vertical pipe of 60 mm diameter has
a branch of 30 mm diameter. The axis
of the branch is inclined at 45° to the
ground, paraf/ef to the V.P. and is 15 mm
away from the axis of the main pipe.
Draw the projections of the pipes
showing the curve of intersection. Also,
develop the surfaces of the two pipes,
assuming any lengths.
Apply the same method as in
7
problem 16-9. As the diameter of the
1P1
branch and the distance between the
I
two axes are respectively one-half and
one-fourth of the diameter of the main
pipe, one extreme line of the branch
(in the top view) will be tangent to
the circle. In the front view, the visible
Fie. ·1 6-12 (ii)
part of the curve will extend upto the centre line of the main pipe, while the hidden
part will just touch the line a'a'.

·-·-·-f·-·-·
I

Art. 16-4 J
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MAIN PIPE

A

B

BRANCH PIPE

4
(i)

7
(ii)

10

FiC. 16-·13

Only a part of the development of the main pipe, just sufficient to show the
shape of the hole in it, is shown in fig. 16-13(ii). Distances along the length of
the stretch-out line are taken from the top view and positions of points are projected
from the front view. In the development of the branch, the stretch-out line is
divided into twelve equal parts and heights of points are taken from the front view,
e.g. 4p 4 = 4'p' 4 etc.

Problem 16-14.

·i 6-'14): A

an angf e of 45". Draw the
the V.P., and the axis of the main
two pipes, assuming suitable

of 30 mm diameter has a similar
intersects that of the main pipe at
when the two axes lie in a plane parallel to
is vertical. Also, develop the surfaces of the

The curve of intersection in the front view is made up of two straight lines
meeting at right-angles [fig. 16-14(i)J.
Developments of surfaces of the pipes are shown in fig. 16-14(ii).
If instead of the branch, two similar pipes interpenetrate, the curves of intersection
in the front view would be seen as two straight lines joining the opposite corners
and bisecting each other at right-angles.
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a~·--b_'__,c'

MAIN
PIPE

Pio

C

C

I

B

BRANCH PIPE

I
(i)

7
10
FIG. 16-14

1

4

7

(ii)

1
Problem 16-15. (fig. 16-15): A vertical cylinder of 60 mm diameter has a square hole
of 30 mm sides cut through it. The axis of the hole is horizontal, parallel to the V.P. and
6 mm away from the axis of the cylinder.
The faces of the hole are equally inclined
to the H.P. and the V.P. Draw the projections
of the cylinder showing the hole in it.
(i)

(ii)

Draw three views of the cylinder
showing the lines for the hole in
given position. Project all the key
points, i.e. points of intersection
of the edges of the hole with the
surface of the cylinder, viz. p' 1 ,
p' 2 etc. and those of the extreme
lines of the cylinder with the
surfaces of the hole, viz. e', f'
etc. Project a few intermediate
points al so.
Draw the required curve through
these points on both sides of the
axis. Note that the back portion
of the hole is also visible. The
curves from p' 1 toe' and p' 3 to f'
bend in opposite directions.

a"

_1 __ _
I
4

a"

a''-----+------'

(Third-angle projection)
FIG. 16-15
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Problem 16-16. (fig. 16-16): A vertical cylinder of 60 mm diameter is penetrated
by a horizontal square prism, base 40 mm side, the axis of which is parallel to the
V.P. and 10 mm away from the axis of the cylinder. A face of the prism makes an
angle of 30° with the H.P. Draw their projections, showing curves of intersection.

a'
1'

b'

c'

d"

a"

b"

p'1 _ _ _ ..j... ____
h'
·e'

2'

4'
3'

a'

jb'

b"

2'----------~
FIG. 16-16
(i)

Draw the views in the required position. One longer edge of the prism will
remain outside the cylinder. Project all the key points, viz. points of intersection
of the edges of the prism with the cylinder and those of the extreme lines
of the cylinder with the surface of the prism, as shown in the figure.

(ii)

To obtain accurate shape of the curves, project few more intermediate points
also. These are omitted from the figure. Draw the required curve of intersection
through these points, taking precaution to show the hidden part by dashed lines.

Problem 16-17. (fig. 16-1 7):
A vertical square prism having
its
equally inclined to the
V.P. is completely penetrated by
a horizontal cylinde,~ the axis
of which is parallel to the V.P.
and 6 mm away from that of
the prism. Draw the projections
of the solids showing curves of
intersection. The length of the
sides of the base of the prism
is 50 mm and the diameter of
the cylinder is 40 mm.

FIG. 16-17(i)

Obtain the twelve points as explained in problem 16-10. In addition, project the
key points e' and f' and draw the curves as shown in the figure.
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a'

a"

a"

FIG. ·16-1 7(ii)

a"

7

a"

a'

(Third-angle projection)
flG.16-17(iii)

Problem 16· rn. (fig. 16-'18): A vertical square prism, base 50 mm side, has a
face inclined at 30° to the V.P. It has a hole of 65 mm diameter drilled through it.
The centre line of the hole is parallel to both the H.P. and the V.P. and is 5 mm
away from the axis of the prism. Draw the projections of the prism.
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FIG. 16-18
(i)

Draw the views and project all the key points as shown. Plot few intermediate
points (between the key points) also.

(ii)

Draw a curve joining the points in correct sequence. As it is a hole cut in the
prism, the curve at the back will also be visible. Only a small portion of the
curve will not be seen.

Problem 16-19. (fig. 16-19): A connecting rod, 50 mm diameter, has a rectangular
block 65 mm wide and 25 mm thick, forged at its end. The rod joins the block
with a turned radius of 25 mm. Draw the projections of the rod showing curve of
intersection.

The rod increases in diameter as it approaches the block. This forms what is
called a fillet of 25 mm radius. As the width of the block is not as large as the
biggest diameter of the rod, a curve of intersection is formed. Points on the curve
are found as shown below.
(i)

Assume a horizontal cutting plane passing through a line, say a'a'. The section
of the rod is a circle (see the top view) which cuts the sides of the block at
points b.

(ii)

Project these points to points b' on the line a'a'. Then the points b' lie on
the curve. Obtain more points by assuming additional sections. The highest
point on the curve will be on the line where the diameter of the section
of the rod is equal to the width of the block.

Fig. 16-20 shows the shape of the curve when the diameter of the rod is equal
to the width of the block. In this case, the highest point on the curve is on the
horizontal line through the centre of the arc for the fillet.
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a'

FIG. 16-'l 9

FIG. 16-20

Problem 16-20. Draw the front view and the side view of the forked end of
the connecting rod shown in fig. 16-21, showing the curve of intersection.

FIG. 16-2'1

In this case, a cylindrical rod meets a forked piece, the sides of which are flat
surfaces, while the top and bottom surfaces are cylindrical.
(i) Assume a series of section planes perpendicular to the axis of the rod. Points at
which circles for the sections intersect the flat faces of the fork, lie on the curve.
(ii) Take a section plane say at a'a'.
(iii) With centre o and radius equal to one-half of a'a', draw arcs cutting the sides
of the fork at points b (in the side view). Project these points to points
b' on a'a'. Obtain other points in the same manner and draw the required
curve through them.
Problem 16-21. Projections of a steel chimney erected on a roo( are· given in
fig. 16-22(i). Project its side view showing the curve of intersection. Determine the
real shape of the hole in the roof. (All dimensions are in metres.)
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1'

4'

7'

10
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4

7

1.25

a

FIG. 16-22

Draw the given views and project the side view.
(ii) To obtain points on the curve, draw lines on the surface of the chimney
by dividing the circle (in the top view) into twelve equal parts. Project
points at which these lines intersect the two lines for the roof in the front
view to corresponding lines in the side view.
(iii) Draw a curve through the points thus obtained. The upper part of the
curve will be hidden.
(i)

The real shape of the hole in the roof is shown above the side view. Horizontal
distances are taken from the front view and widths are projected from the top view.

1

~ /.

.;:r~

Problem 16-22. A vertical cone, diameter of base 75 mm and axis 100 mm Jong,
is completely penetrated by a cylinder of 45 mm diameter. The axis of the cylinder is
parallel to the H.P. and the V.P. and intersects the axis of the cone at a point 28 mm

above the base. Draw the projections of the solids showing curves of intersection.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
,,,,,,-..... -,._!ll' subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 38 for the
cutting-plane method.
(a) Cutting-plane method (fig. 16-23 and fig. 16-24):
(i)

(ii)

Draw lines dividing the surface of the cylinder into twelve equal parts.
Assume a horizontal cutting plane passing through say, point 2 (fig. 16-23).
The section of the cylinder will be a rectangle of width w (i.e. the line 2-12),
while that of the cone will be a circle of diameter ee. These two sections
intersect at points p2 and p 12 . These sections are clearly indicated in the
top view by the rectangle 2-2-12-12 and the circle of diameter ee (fig. 16-24).
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In the front view, the cutting plane is seen
as a line coinciding with 2'2'. Points p 2
and p 12 when projected on the line 2' 2'
(with which the line 12'-12' coincides) will
give a point p' 2 (with which p'12 will coincide).
Then p'2 and p' 12 are the points on the
curve of intersection.
(iii) To obtain the points systematically, draw
4
circles with centre o and diameters dd,
ee, ff etc. cutting lines through 1, 2 and
12, 3 and 11 etc. at points p 1 , p 2 and 10
P12, P3 and P11 etc.
(iv) Project these points to the corresponding
lines in the front view. Two more key
points at which the curve changes direction
FIG. 16-23
must also be located. Their positions are
determined from the side view. They are the points of nearest approach
viz. m" and n" at which, lines drawn from the centre of the circle (i.e. the
axis of the cylinder) and perpendicular to the extreme generators of the
cone, cut the circle.

1'.-----=-1..·

2' 12'

12 2'

3•1---- ..-+t-+~-+---J'-+-t-\·----1-----1¥-.
4'

21-~~~-\--'s\:w~-11-+--1---r+-~2

iE:::2::~~~=t=~~~==:.::::l
FIG.

16-24
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Project these points to m' and n' in the front view and to m and n in the
top view on the corresponding lines. Draw curves through these points in
both the views. The back curve in the front view will coincide with the front
curve. In. the top view a part of the curve will lie hidden and hence, it will be
dotted. Draw similar curves on the right-hand side of the axis of the cone.

(b) Line method (fig. 16-25): The surface of the cylinder is seen as a circle in
the side view.

FIG.

16-25

(i)

Hence, draw a number of lines (representing generators of the cone) 0 11 1 11 ,
11
0 2" etc. in the region of the circle and symmetrical on both sides of the
axis. Points where these lines intersect the circle, lie on the curve of
intersection.

(ii)

To project them in the front and top views, first project the lines in both
the views and then, locate the positions of these points on them. Let us
take the line o"3" in the side view. Locate its position o3 in the top view
as shown and project its front view o'3'. Project points a" and b" to points
a' and b' on o'3' and from there, to a and b on o3.

(iii) Project all points in the same manner and draw the required curves
through them. This method is a type of cutting-plane method in which cutting
planes pass through the apex and are parallel to the axis of the cylinder.
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Problem 16-23. (fig. 16-26): A vertical cone, base 80 mm diameter, axis 100 mm
long, is penetrated by a horizontal cylinder of 40 mm diameter, the axis of which
is 25 mm above the base of the cone, parallel to the V.P. and 6 mm away from
the axis of the cone. Draw the projections, showing curves of intersection.

1'
2' ff12~'

=====--

12' 2'

4'

7'

FIG.

16-26

Draw the three views of the solids.
(i)

(ii)

Assuming a horizontal cutting plane through the line 2'2', draw a circle in the
top view with centre o and diameter ee, cutting lines 2-2 and 12-12 at points
P2 and P12·
Project these points to p' 2 and p' 12 on the line 2'2' (with which 12'-12'
coincides). Obtain other points and the key points b' and c' in the same
manner and draw the curves as shown. As the axes do not intersect, the
back curves in the front view are different from the front curves.
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Problem 16-24. (fig. 16-2 7): A vertical cone, base 80 mm diameter and axis 110 rnm
long is penetrated by a horizontal cylinde,~ 45 mm diameter. The axis of the cylinder is
25 mm above the base of the cone, is parallel to the V.P. and is 10 mm away from the
axis of the cone. Draw the projections of the solids showing curves of intersection.

FIG. 16-27

The axis of the penetrating cylinder is so displaced that a portion of the
cylinder remains outside the cone. The curve changes direction at key points m' and n'
and becomes a single continuous curve.
Problem 16-25. (fig. 16-28): A vertical cone, base 75 mm diarneter and axis 110 mrn
long is penetrated by a horizontal cylinder of 50 mm diameter in such a way that both
the solids envelope an imaginary common sphere and their axes intersect each other.
Draw the projections of the solids when their axes fie in a plane paraf!ef to the V.P.
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FIG. 16-28
(i)

Draw the front view of the cone. Draw a line parallel to and 25 mm away from
an end generator, intersecting the axis of the cone at a point c. Then c is the
centre of the circle for the common sphere. Through c, draw the horizontal
axis and complete the front view of the cylinder.

(ii)

Draw the top and side views and determine the lines of intersection as
explained in problem 16-22. In the front view they appear as straight lines
intersecting each other at right-angles.

Problem 16-26. (fig. 16-29): A funnel is made of two constituent parts: (i) a cylindrical pipe
and (ii) a conical part, both enveloping a common sphere of 40 mm diameter, with their
axes intersecting at right-angles. The diameter at the mouth of the funnel is 80 mm and
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the total height of the funnel is 60 mm. Draw projections showing the curve of intersection
when it is placed with its mouth on the ground and the two axes parallel to the V.P.
Draw the projection of the two parts. To form the funnel, the pipe must be
extended beyond the centre line of the conical part. The points of intersection of
the upper part of the pipe with the cone will therefore be on the right-hand side
of the centre line.
The curve of intersection will be seen as a straight line in the front view and
will be elliptical in the top view.
Problem 16-27. A vertical cone, diameter of base 75 mm and axis 90 mm long
is penetrated by a cylinder of 50 mm diameter, the axis of which is parallel to and
10 mm away from that of the cone. Draw the projections showing curves of
intersection, when (i) the plane containing the two axes is parallel to the V.P.;
(ii) the plane containing the two axes is inclined at 45° to the V.P.

q'

FIG.

(i)

16-29

FIG.

16-30

FIG.

16-31

Draw the projections (fig. 16-30). The centre of the circle for the cylinder (in
the top view) will lie on the horizontal centre line and 10 mm away from the
centre of the circle for the cone. Divide the base-circle of the cone into twelve
equal parts and draw twelve generators in both the views. The surface of the
cylinder is seen as a circle in the top view. It cuts the lines on the surface of
the cone at points p 1 , p 2 etc. Project these points to p' 1, p' 2 etc. on the
corresponding lines in the front view. Draw the required curve of intersection
through these points. The curve at the back will coincide with the front curve.
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The cutting-plane method is exactly similar. Assume a series of vertical
cutting planes passing through the apex. The sections of the cone will be
triangles and those of the cylinder will be rectangles. Points of intersection
between these sections will lie on the curve. For example, take a cutting
plane coinciding with the line 2-8. In the front view, the section of the
cone will be shown by triangle o'-2'-8', while that of the cylinder will be
a rectangle of width w. Points p' 2 and p' 8 at which lines o'2' and 0 18 1 cut
the sides of the rectangle, lie on the curve of intersection.
(ii)

As the plane containing the two axes makes an angle of 45° with the V.P.,
the centre q of the circle for the cylinder will lie on a line drawn through o,
inclined at 45° to xy and 10 mm away from o (fig. 16-31 ).
Draw the projections and adopt the same method as in the case (i). In addition
to the twelve points, four key points e, f, g and h (where the extreme lines
of the cylinder intersect the cone) must be located. Plot the curve which will
be partly hidden. If a hole
q'
is drilled through the cone
instead of a cylinder pene1'
trating it, the curve will be
fully visible.

Problem 16-28. (fig. ·t 6-32): A
vertical cylinder of 75 mm diameter
is penetrated by a cone, base 75 mm
diameter and axis 110 mm long, the
two axes bisecting each other at rightangles. Draw the front view showing
lines of intersections.
(i)

7'

Divide the base circle of
the cone into twelve equal
parts and draw lines for
the generators in both
views. Assume a series of
cutting planes perpendicular
to the V.P. and passing
through the apex. They will
be seen as lines in the
front view. The sections of
the cone will be triangles
and those of the cylinder
will be ellipses.

0

FIG. 16-32
1

1
•

Take a cutting plane coinciding with a line 3 0 In the top view, the
section of the cone is shown by the triangle o-3-11 and that of the cylinder
by the circle (the top view of the cylinder). The sides of the triangle
intersect the circle at points p 3 and p 11 •
(ii)

Project these points in the front view to
11 'o' coincides. Obtain other points in the
through them. Points on the curve on the
the cylinder are obtained simultaneously

p 3 on the line 3 0 with which
1

1

same manner and draw a curve
right-hand side of the axis of
and in the same manner.
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1
Problem 16-29. (fig. 16-33): Draw an equilateral triangle of 100 mm side with one
side horizontal. Draw a square of 35 mm side in its centre with its sides inclined at 45°
to the base of the triangle. The figure shows the front view of a cone standing on its
base on the ground and having a square hole cut through it. Draw three views of the cone.

/---4[--t--+---+-~-+-~~~--f-~----i ___ _

I

FIG.

16-33

(i)

Project the top and side views from the given view. Assume the cone as
cut by a horizontal cutting plane passing through points a'. The section of
the cone will be a circle of diameter bb. The hole will be cut in two
straight lines through points a' and perpendicular to the V.P.

(ii)

Therefore, with centre o (the apex in the top view) and diameter bb, draw
a circle cutting the projectors through a' at points a. Assume additional
cutting planes, particularly those which pass through corners of the square
and find other points. Draw curves through these points.

The method of locating points a" in the side view is clearly indicated by
construction lines. Obtain all points in the same manner.

Problem 16-30. (fig. 16-34): A vertical cone, base BO mm diameter and axis
90 mm long, is penetrated by a square prism of base 35 mm side. The axis of the
prism is parallel to and 12 mm away from that of cone. Draw the projections when
the plane containing the two axes is parallel to the V.P. and the faces of the prism
are equally inclined to the V.P.
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FIG. 16-34(i)

FIG. 16-34 (ii)

(Third-angle projection)
FIG. 16-35

(Third-angle projection)
FIG. 16-36

Adopt the same method as shown in problem 16-27.
Fig. 16-35 and fig. 16-36 show two views of a cone having a square hole cut
through it. The axes of the cone and the hole are vertical and 12 mm apart. The
faces of the hole are equally inclined to the V.P. In fig. 16-35, the vertical plane
containing the two axes is perpendicular to the V.P., while in fig. 16-36 it is
inclined at 45° to the V.P.

Art. i 6-8]
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Problem 16-31. (fig. 16-3 7): A vertical cone, base 90 mm diameter and axis 90 mm
long, is penetrated by another cone of base 75 mm diameter and height 100 mm. The
axes of the two cones bisect each other at right-angles. Draw the front view showing
curves of intersection, when the axis of the penetrating cone is parallel to the V.P.
o'

FIG. 16-37

(i)

Assume a horizontal cutting plane coinciding with a line a'd'. The section of the
vertical cone will be a circle of diameter ee. The section of the horizontal cone
will be a hyperbola. The width of the hyperbola at the point a' will be equal
to twice the length of the line a'1'; that at the point b' will be twice b'2' etc.
(ii) In the top view, mark points on the projector through a' and symmetrical on
both sides of the horizontal axis, so that 1-1 = twice a'1 '. Similarly, mark
points on the projector through b' so that 2-2 = twice b'2' etc. Draw the
hyperbola through the points thus obtained.
(iii) Draw a circle with centre o and radius c'e', cutting the hyperbola at points p 1
and q 1 . Project p 1 to p' 1 and q1 to q' 1 on the cutting-plane line a'd'.
Then p 1 , q 1 , p' 1 and q' 1 are the points on the curves in the two views. Similarly,
assume additional sections, preferably at equal distances on both sides of the axis (so
that the sections will be the same). Draw the hyperbolas and circles in the top view
and determine the points of intersection. Draw curves in both the views and on both
sides of the vertical axis. The curves can be determined in the same manner even when
the axes do not intersect.
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16-32. (fig. 16-38): A hole of 50 mm diameter is drilled through a
sphere of 75 mm diameter. The axis of the hole is 70 mm away from the centre
of the sphere. Draw three views of the sphere when a vertical plane containing the
centre of the sphere and the axis of the hole is inclined at 60° to the V.P.

FIG.

16-38

Draw the top view of the sphere and show the circle for the hole in the
required position.
(ii) Project the front view and the side view. Divide the circle for the hole into
twelve equal parts.
(iii) Assume a number of cutting planes parallel to the V.P. The sections of the
sphere will be circles, while the hole will be cut in straight lines. Intersection
of the circles with corresponding lines will give points on the curves.
(iv) Let us take a section plane passing through points 3 and 5. The section of the
sphere will be a circle of diameter aa. The lines through 3 and 5 intersect this
circle at points 3' and 5' which lie on the curve. Obtain the twelve points in
the same manner. Also plot the key points at which the section through the
centre of the sphere is cut by the lines of the hole. Draw curves through all
the points. Project the points on the side view horizontally from the front view
on corresponding lines of the hole and draw curves through them.
(i)

Prnblem 16-33. (fig. 16-39): A sphere of 80 mm diameter is penetrated by a
square prism, base 45 mm side, the axis of which passes through its centre. Draw
lhe front view of the solids showing curves of intersection when the axis of the
prism is parallel to both the planes and the faces are equally inclined to the V.P.

Art. 16-9]
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16-39

(i)

Draw the front view and project the side view. Assume a vertical cutting
plane passing through, say points a. The section of the sphere will be a
circle of diameter bb. It is cut by the section of the prism (a rectangle of
width aa) at points a' as shown in the front view. Then points a' are on
the curve of intersection.

(ii)

Obtain more points together with the key points in the same manner and
draw curves through them.

Problem 16-34. (fig. 'l 6-40): Draw the development of a portion of the surface
of the cone given in problem 16-22, showing the hole in it.
In fig. 16-40(i), the positions of points are taken from fig. 16-24, while in
fig. 16-40(ii) they are obtained from fig. 16-25. In each case, distances along the arc
are measured from the top view, while the distances of points (on the generators)
from o are taken from the front view, after projecting them on the true length line.
0

A

0

B

1

(i)

(ii)
FIG.

16-40

2
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1.

A vertical square prism, base 50 mm side has its faces equally inclined to the
V.P. It is completely penetrated by another square prism of base 30 mm side,
the axis of which is parallel to both the planes and is 6 mm away from the
axis of the vertical prism. The faces of the horizontal prism also are equally
inclined to the V.P. Draw the projections of the solids showing lines of intersection.

2.

Two equal prisms whose ends are equilateral triangles of 40 mm side and
axes 100 mm long, intersect at right angles. One face of each prism is on
the ground. The axis of one of the prisms makes 30° with the V.P. Draw
three views of the solids.

3.

A square prism of base 50 mm side and height 125 mm stands on the
ground with a side of the base inclined at 30° to the V.P. It is penetrated by
a cylinder, 50 mm diameter and 125 mm long, whose axis is parallel to both
the H.P. and the V.P. and bisects the axis of the prism. Draw the projections
showing fully the curves of intersection.

4.

A cylindrical boiler is 2 m in diameter and has a cylindrical dome 0.8 m
diameter and 0.6 m high. The axis of the dome intersects the axis of the
boiler. Draw three views of the arrangement. Develop the surface of the
dome. Scale 1 cm = 0.2 m.

5.

A vertical pipe, 75 mm diameter and 150 mm long, has two branches, one
on each side. The horizontal branch is of 60 mm diameter while the other is
of 50 mm diameter and inclined at 45° to the vertical. Assume the axis of
50 mm branch and the main pipe to be in the same plane, and that of
60 mm branch at 6 mm from the axis of the main pipe and parallel to the
V.P. Draw the views of the pipe showing curves of intersection. Draw the
developments of three pipes, assuming suitable lengths.

6.

A cylinder of 75 mm diameter and 125 mm height, stands on its base on the
ground. It is penetrated centrally by a cylinder, 50 mm diameter and 125 mm
long, whose axis is parallel to the H.P. but inclined at 30° to the V.P. Draw
the projections showing curves of intersection. Draw also the development of
the penetrated cylinder.

7.

A right circular cylinder of 75 mm diameter penetrates another of 100 mm diameter,
their axes being at right angles to each other but 10 mm apart. Draw the projections
of the curves of intersection on a plane parallel to the axes of the cylinders.

8.

Two circular pipes of 75 mm and 50 mm diameters (inside) meet at 30°. The
axes of both the pipes are in one plane and the 75 mm pipe is vertical. The
thickness of the pipes is 6 mm in both cases. Draw the projections showing
curves of intersection.

9.

A square hole of 35 mm side is cut in a cylindrical shaft 75 mm diameter
and 125 mm long. The axis of the hole intersects that of the shaft at right
angles. All faces of the hole are inclined at 45° to the H.P. Draw three views
of the shaft when the plane of the two axes is parallel to the V.P.

10.

A cylinder of 50 mm diameter, branches off another cylinder of 75 mm diameter.
The axis of the smaller cylinder is vertical and that of the other is horizontal. If
the distance between the two axes is 10 mm, draw three views of the cylinders.

Exe. 16]

11.

12.
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A cone frustum is 125 mm high, 85 mm diameter at the top and 115 mm
diameter at the bottom. It is vertically placed and is completely penetrated by a
horizontal cylinder 75 mm diameter and 125 mm long, the axis of which bisects
the axis of the frustum. Draw the projections of the solids showing curves of
intersection.
A conical funnel, 150 mm diameter at the mouth and 125 mm high has a pipe
of 40 mm diameter attached at its apex. The length of the pipe is 100 mm and
its axis is at right-angles to the axis of the funnel and in the same plane, with the
outer side of the pipe in line with the apex of the funnel. Draw full size, the
arrangement with sufficient number of views to show the joint.

13.

A cone, 90 mm diameter of base, axis 110 mm long, stands on the ground and
is completely penetrated by a cylinder, 50 mm diameter and 110 mm long. The
axis of the cylinder is horizontal, parallel to the V.P. and passes through the axis
of the cone, 75 mm from the apex. Draw the projections of both curves of
intersection. Develop the surface of the cone.

14.

A hole of 25 mm diameter is drilled in a cone having 75 mm diameter of base
and 60 mm height. The axis of the hole is parallel to that of the cone and 6 mm
away from it. Draw three views of the cone when a vertical plane containing the
two axes is perpendicular to the V.P.
A conical hopper is fitted in vertical position on a horizontal pipe, 75 mm in
diameter and 150 mm in length. The diameter of the hopper at the top is 110 mm
and changes by 25 mm in every 25 mm of vertical distance. Draw the projections
showing the curves of intersection if the top of the hopper is 70 mm above the
axis of the pipe. Develop the surfaces of the hopper and the pipe.

15.

16.

17.

A cylinder, 50 mm diameter of base and 100 mm height is centrally penetrated
by a cone, 50 mm diameter of base and 75 mm height. The axis of the cylinder
which is vertical, cuts the axis of the cone which is horizontal at 30 mm from the
base of the cone. Draw the front view and the side view, showing curves of
penetration.
A cone, base 75 mm diameter and axis 100 mm long, has an equilateral triangular
hole of 40 mm side cut through it. The axis of the hole coincides with the axis
of the cone. Draw three views of the cone when it is resting on its base on the
ground with a face of the hole parallel to the V.P. Develop the surface of the cone.

18.

A vertical cone, base 100 mm diameter and height 125 mm is penetrated by
another cone, 50 mm diameter and axis 100 mm long. The axis of the penetrating
cone is parallel to the H.P. and the V.P., 40 mm above the base and 10 mm from
the axis of the vertical cone. It comes out equally on both sides of the cone. Draw
the projections showing curves of intersection.

19.

A sphere of 100 mm diameter is penetrated vertically by a triangular prism of
base 40 mm side. Their axes coincide with each other. Draw the curves of
penetration when two faces of the prism are equally seen in the front view.

20.

A cylinder, 50 mm diameter and axis vertical, penetrates a pentagonal pyramid
having its base on the ground and one side of the base parallel to the V.P. The
diameter of the circumscribing circle of the base of the pyramid is 75 mm and
its height is 100 mm. The two axes are 10 mm apart. Draw the projections
showing curves of intersection, when the plane containing the two axes is parallel
to the V.P. Develop the surface of the pyramid.
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21.

A rectangular slot for a cotter is cut in the tapering
portion of a piston rod as shown in fig. 16-41.
Draw three views of the rod, showing the curves of
penetration in each view.

22.

A frustum of a cone appears in the front view as a
trapezium of 50 mm and 75 mm parallel sides, 90
mm apart. A cylindrical pipe joins the frustum and
in the side view, the circle representing the pipe is
found to touch the 50 mm side and the sides of the
frustum. Draw three views of the frustum and the
portion of the pipe joined as stated.

[Ch. 16

FIG.

16-41

23.

In a circle of 50 mm radius, draw a square of 30 mm side symmetrically around
its centre. The figure is the top view of a sphere completely penetrated by a 75
mm long square prism. From this top view, project a front view on a reference
line xy parallel to a diagonal of the square. From this front view, project another
top view on a reference line making 45° angle with the axis of the prism.

24.

A square prism of 50 mm side of a base and 100 mm length of axis is resting
on its base on the ground having a side of base at 30° to the V.P. It is completely
penetrated by a horizontal square prism of 40 mm side of a base and 100 mm
length of axis; the axis of which is parallel to the V.P. and bisects the axis of the
vertical prism at right-angle. Draw the projections of the solids showing the lines
of intersection when a face of the penetrating solid is at 30° to the H.P.

25.

A vertical cylinder of 60 mm diameter is penetrated by a square prism of 35 mm
side, the axis of which is inclined at 30° to the ground but parallel to the V.P. The
faces of the prism are equally inclined to the V.P. and the axis of the prism is 10
mm in front of the axis of the cylinder. Draw the projections of the solids
showing the curves of interpenetration.

26.

A cone, diameter of base 70 mm and axis 70 mm long is kept on the ground on
its base. A vertical hole of 50 mm is drilled through the cone in such a way that
the axis of the hole is 10 mm away from that of the cone. The plane containing
both axes is parallel to the V.P. Draw three views of the solids.

Isometric projection is a type of pictorial projection in which the three dimensions
of a solid are not only shown in one view, but their actual sizes can be measured
directly from it.
If a cube is placed on one of its corners on the ground with a solid diagonal
perpendicular to the V.P., the front view is the isometric projection of the cube. The
step-by-step construction is shown in fig. 1 7-1.
a'

(i)

(ii)

FIG. 17-1

To draw the projections of a cube of 25 mm long edges resting on the ground
on one of its corners with a solid diagonal perpendicular to the V.P., assume the
cube to be resting on one of its faces on the ground with a solid diagonal parallel
to the V.P.
(i) Draw a square abed in the top view with its sides inclined at 45° to xy.
The line ac representing the solid diagonals AG and CE is parallel to xy.
Project the front view.
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Tilt the front view about the corner g' so that the line e' c' becomes parallel
to xy. Project the second top view. The solid diagonal CE is now parallel
to both the H.P. and the V.P.
(iii) Reproduce the second top view so that the top view of the solid diagonal,
viz. e1 c 1 is perpendicular to xy. Project the required front view.

(ii)

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 39 for the
introduction.
Fig. 17-2 shows the front view of the cube in the above position, with the corners
named in capital letters. Its careful study will show that:
P
(a)

All the faces of the cube are equally inclined
to the V.P. and hence, they are seen as
similar and equal rhombuses instead of squares.
(b) The three lines CB, CD and CG meeting at C
and representing the three edges of the solid
right-angle are also equally inclined to the
V.P. and are therefore, equally foreshortened.
They make equal angles of 120° with each
other. The line CG being vertical, the other
two lines CB and CD make 30° angle each,
with the horizontal.
H
F
(c) All the other lines representing the edges
of the cube are parallel to one or the
other of the above three lines and are also
G
equally foreshortened.
FIG. 17-2
(d) The diagonal BO of the top face is parallel to the V.P. and hence, retains
its true length.
This chapter deals with various topics of isometric projection as shown below:
1. Isometric axes, lines and planes
2. Isometric scale
3. Isometric drawing or isometric view
4. Isometric graph.

1

~4

The three lines CB, CD and CG meeting at the point C and making 120° angles with
each other are termed isometric axes. The lines parallel to these axes are called isometric
lines. The planes representing the faces of the cube as well as other planes parallel to
these planes are called isometric planes.

~*

As all the edges of the cube are equally foreshortened, the square faces are seen
as rhombuses. The rhombus ABCD (fig. 17-2) shows the isometric projection of
the top square face of the cube in which BO is the true length of the diagonal.
Construct a square BQDP around BO as a diagonal. Then BP shows the true
length of BA.

Art. 17-3]

Isometric Projection

In triangle ABO,

BA
BO

=

1
cos 30°

In triangle PBO,

BP
BO

=

1
cos 45°

2

BA
BP
The ratio,

= -J3

isometric length

=

true length

BA
BP
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2

=

-J3
= Ji
1

1
Ji
Ji = -J3 = 0.815
9
= Ji = 0.815 or 11
-J3
X

(approx.).

Thus, the isometric projection is reduced in the ratio

Ji: -J3, i.e. the isometric lengths are 0.815 of the true lengths.
Therefore, while drawing an isometric
projection, it is necessary to convert true

p

lengths into isometric lengths for measuring
and marking the sizes. This is conveniently
done by constructing and making use of
an isometric scale as shown below.
(a)

(b)

A

Draw a horizontal line BO of any
length (fig. 17-3). At the end B,
draw lines BA and BP, such that
L OBA = 30° and L OBP = 45°.
Mark divisions of true length
on the line BP and from each
division-point, draw verticals to
BO meeting BA at respective points.
The divisions thus obtained on BA
give lengths on isometric scale.
The same scale may also
be drawn with divisions
of natural scale on a
horizontal
line AB
(fig. 17-4). At the ends
A and B, draw lines AC
and BC making 15° and
45° angles with AB
respectively, and intersecting each other at C.

FIG. 17-3

N1£1?-\C

,so
0
A

NG1r\S
2

'-e

1

TRUE LENGTHS
2

10 mm 0
20 mm
30 mm
40 mm
50 mm

450
't

3

IB

I

I

i

I

FIG. 17-4

From division-points of true lengths on AB, draw lines parallel to BC and meeting
AC at respective points. The divisions along AC give lengths to isometric scale.
The lines BO and AC (fig. 17-2) represent equal diagonals of a square face of
the cube, but are not equally shortened in isometric projection. BO retains its true
length, while AC is considerably shortened. Thus, it is seen that lines which are
not parallel to the isometric axes are not reduced according to any fixed ratio.
Such lines are called non-isometric lines. The measurements should, therefore, be
made on isometric axes and isometric lines only. The non-isometric lines are drawn
by locating positions of their ends on isometric planes and then joining them.
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If the foreshortening of the isometric lines in an isometric projection is disregarded
and instead, the true lengths are marked, the view obtained [fig. 17-S(iii)] will be
exactly of the same shape but larger in proportion (about 22.5%) than that obtained
by the use of the isometric scale [fig. 17-5(ii)]. Due to the ease in construction
and the advantage of measuring the dimensions directly from the drawing, it has
become a general practice to use the true scale instead of the isometric scale.
To avoid confusion, the view drawn with the true scale is called isometric
drawing or isometric view, while that drawn with the use of isometric scale is
called isometric projection.
Referring again to fig. 17-2, the axes BC
and CD represent the sides of a right angle
in horizontal position. Each of them together
with the vertical axis CG, represents the right
angle in vertical position. Hence, in isometric
view of any rectangular solid resting on a
face on the ground, each horizontal face will
have its sides parallel to the two sloping
axes; each vertical face will have its vertical
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
sides parallel to the vertical axis and the
Ftc. 17-5
other sides parallel to one of the sloping axes.
In other words, the vertical edges are shown by vertical lines, while the horizontal
edges are represented by lines, making 30° angles with the horizontal. These lines are
very conveniently drawn with the T-square and a 30°-60° set-square or drafter.

D

1
An isometric graph as shown in fig. 17-6 facilitates the drawing of isometric view
of an object. Students are advised to make practice for drawing of isometric
view using such graphs. See fig. 17-55 and fig. 17-56 of problem 17-33.

Ftc. 17-6

Art. 17-6-1 J

Isometric Projection
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1
The procedure for drawing isometric views of planes, solids and objects of various
shapes is explained in stages by means of illustrative problems.
In order that the construction of the view may be clearly understood, construction
lines have not been erased. They are, however, drawn fainter than the outlines.
In an isometric view, lines for the hidden edges are generally not shown. In
the solutions accompanying the problems, one or two arrows have been shown.
They indicate the directions from which if the drawing is viewed, the given orthographic
views would be obtained. Students need not show these arrows in their solutions.

This book is
by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation
for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are
to refer Presentation module 40 for the
fol

Problem 17-1. The front view of a square is given in fig. 17-l(i). Draw its
isometric view.

As the front view is a square, the surface of the square is vertical. In isometric
view, vertical lines will be drawn vertical, while horizontal lines will be drawn
inclined at 30° to the horizontal.
(i)

Through any point d, draw a vertical line da

(ii)

Again through d, draw a line de
and at 60° to da.

=

= DA [fig. 17-7(ii)].

DC inclined at 30° to the horizontal

(iii) Complete the rhombus abed which is the required isometric view. The

at]:

view can also be drawn in direction of the other sloping axis as shown in
fig. 17-7(iii).
b
Problem 7-2. If
17i, the
A
B a
b
b
view of a square, draw its isome;ric ~iew.
c d
a~c
As the top view is a square, the surface
~
d""-._
/
C
a"""'of the square is horizontal. In isometric D C
view, all the sides will be drawn inclined
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
at 30° to the horizontal.
FIG. 17-7

DO

t

(i)

From any point d [fig. 17-7(iv)J, draw two lines da and de inclined at 30°
to the horizontal and making 120° angle between themselves.

(ii)

Complete the rhombus abed which is the required isometric view.

Problem 17-3. The top view of a
rectangle, the surface of which is horizontal is
shown in fig. l
Draw its isornetric vie.v.

P

O

O

or S0
P

q

P

t

q

s

""-._

/

Draw the required view as explained s
R
r
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
in problem 17-2 and as shown in either
fig. 1 7-8(ii) or fig. 17-8(iii).
FIG. 1 7-8
Problem 17-4. The front view of a
having its surface parallel to the V.P.
is shown in fig. 17-9(i). Draw its isometric view.
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The surface of the triangle is vertical and the base ab is horizontal. ab will be
drawn parallel to a sloping axis. The two sides of the triangle are inclined.
Hence they will not be drawn parallel to
any isometric axis. In an isometric view, angles do
C Q
not increase or decrease in any fixed proportion. p
They are drawn after determining the positions
of the ends of the arms on isometric lines.
a
b
B
Therefore, enclose the triangle in the rectangle A
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
ABQP. Draw the isometric view abqp of the
FIG. 17-9
rectangle [fig. 17-9(ii)].
Mark a point c in pq such that pc = PC. Draw the triangle abc which is the required
isometric view. It can also be drawn in the other direction as shown in fig. 17-9(iii).
Problem 17-5. The front view of a
·
q e

~

rt2: :~

quadrilat?ral whos~ su~face is pa_.rallel to
~ cP
f t
the V.P. 1s shown tn fig. 17-70(1). Draw F D Q E f
~
its isometric view.
~P
ba
Cl
Enclose the quadrilateral in a rectangle

ABEF.

ll.__J

A

B a

Pe

""'--

/

b

Draw lines CP and CQ parallel to
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
the sides FE and BE respectively.
FIG. 1 7-10
(ii) Draw the isometric view of the rectangle [fig. 17-1 O(ii)J and obtain the
point d in fe as explained in problem 17-4. Draw the isometric view cpeq
of the rectangle CPEQ.
(iii) Draw the quadrilateral abed which is the required isometric view.
If the given view is the top view of a quadrilateral whose surface is horizontal,
i.e. parallel to the H.P., its isometric view will be as shown in fig. 17-10(iii).
(i)

D

Problem 17-6. If the view given in fig. 17-1 J(i) i s a
(a) the front view of a hexagon whose
surface is parallel to the V.P. or
(b) the top view of the hexagon whose
surface is horizontal, draw its
""'-isometric views.
(i)
(ii)

0

t

/
(iii)

(a) fig17-11(ii).(b)fig17-11(iii).
FIG. "17-11
In both cases, the views can be drawn in the other direction also.
Problem 17-7. Fig. 17-12(i) shows the front view of a circle whose surface is parallel
to the V.P. Draw the isometric view of the circle.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 41 for the
following problem.
I. Method of points:
(i)
Enclose the circle in a square, touching it in points 1, 2, 3 and 4. Draw
the diagonals of the square cutting the circle in points 5, 6, 7 and 8.
(ii) Draw the isometric view of the square [fig. 17-12(ii) and [fig. 17-12(iii)J
and on it mark the mid-points 1, 2, 3 and 4 of its sides. Obtain points
5, 6, 7 and 8 on the diagonals as explained in problem 17-5.

-=-·---
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Or, after determining the position of one point, draw through it, lines parallel
to the sides of the rhombus and obtain the other three points. Draw a neat and
smooth curve passing through the eight points viz. 1, 6, 2, 7 etc. The curve is
the required isometric view. It is an ellipse.

4

(ii)

(iii)
FIG. 17-12

(iii)

(ii)
FIG. 17-13

If the view given in fig. 17-12(i) is the top view of a circle whose surface is
horizontal, its isometric view will be as shown in fig. 17-12(iv).
As the isometric views have been drawn with the true scale, the major axis of
the ellipse is longer than the diameter of the circle.
Fig. 17-13(ii), fig. 17-13(iii) and fig. 17-13(iv)
show the isometric projection of the circle drawn
with isometric scale. Note that when the length
of the side of the rhombus is equal to the isometric
diameter of the circle, the length of the major
axis of the ellipse is equal to the true diameter of 4
the circle.
II. four-centre method:
Draw the isometric view of the square
[fig. 17-14(i)]. Draw perpendicular bisectors of the
sides of the rhombus, intersecting each other on
(i)
(ii)
the longer diagonal at points p and q, and which
meet at the 120°-angles b and d.
FIG. ·1 7-14
Or, draw lines joining the 120°-angles b and d with the mid-points of the opposite
sides and intersecting each other on the longer diagonal at points p and q. Two of these
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lines will be drawn horizontal, while the other two will make 60°-angles with the
horizontal. With centres b and d, draw arcs 3-4 and 1-2 respectively. With centres p
and q, draw arcs 1-4 and 2-3 respectively and complete the required ellipse. Fig. 17-14(ii)
shows the ellipse obtained in the rhombus drawn in the direction of the other sloping
axis. Fig. 17-14(iii) shows the isometric view of the circle when its surface is horizontal.
The ellipse obtained by the four-centre method is not a true ellipse and differs
considerably in size and shape from the ellipse plotted through points. But owing
to the ease in construction and to avoid the labour of drawing freehand neat
curves, this method is generally employed.

Problem 17-8. To draw the isometric view of a circle of a given diameter, around
a given point.

Let O be the given point and D the diameter of the circle.
(a)

When the surface of the circle is vertical [fig. 17-14(i)].
(i)

Through 0, draw a vertical centre line and another centre line inclined at
30° to the horizontal, i.e. parallel to a sloping isometric axis. On these
lines, mark points 1, 2, 3 and 4 at a distance equal to O.SD from 0.

(ii)

Through these points, draw lines parallel to the centre lines and obtain the
rhombus abed of sides equal to D.

(iii) Draw the required ellipse in this rhombus by the four-centre method.
By drawing the second centre line parallel to the other sloping axis, the
isometric view is obtained in another position as shown in fig. 17-14(ii).
(b) When the surface of the circle is horizontal [fig. 17-14(iii)].
Through 0, draw the two centre lines parallel to the two sloping
isometric axes, i.e. inclined at 30° to the horizontal. Draw the required
ellipse as explained in (a) above.
Note: This construction is very useful in drawing isometric views of circular holes in solids.

Problem 17-9. Fig. 17-1 S(i) shows the front view of a semi-circle whose surface
is paraflel to the V.P. Draw its isometric view.
(i)

Enclose the semi-circle in a rectangle. Draw the isometric view of the
rectangle [fig. 1 7-1 S(ii) and [fig. 1 7-1 S(iii)].

(ii)

Using the four-centre method, draw the half-ellipse in it which is the
required view. The centre for the longer arc may be obtained as shown or
by completing the rhombus.

If the view given in fig. 17-1 S(i) is the top view of a horizontal semi-circle,
its isometric view would be drawn as shown in
17-16(i) and
17-16(ii).

(i)

(ii)
FIG. 17-'l 5

(iii)

(i)
FIG. 17-16

Problem 17-10. Fig. 17-17(i) shows the front view of a semi-circle whose surface
is paraflel to the V.P. Draw the isometric view of the semi-circle.

Isometric Projection

Art. 17-6-2]
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See fig. 17-17(ii) and fig. 17-17(iii).

(i)

(ii)

(i)

(iii)

FIG. 17-17

FIG. 17-18

If the view shown in fig. 17-17(i) is the
surface is horizontal, its isometric view will
fig. 17-18(ii).
R
Problem 17-11. Fig. 1 7-19(i) shows
the front view of a plane parallel to the
V.P. Draw its isometric view.

R

~p

Q

(i)

The upper two corners of the
plane are rounded with quarter
circles. Enclose the plane in a
rectangle.

(ii)

FIG. 17-19 (ii)
Draw the isometric view of the
rectangle. From the upper two corners of the parallelogram, mark points
on the sides at a distance equal to R, the radius of the arcs. At these
points erect perpendiculars to the respective sides to intersect each
other at points p and q. With p and q as centres, and radii p1 and
q3, draw the arcs and complete the required view.

(i)

It is interesting to note that although the arcs are of the same radius, they are
drawn with different radii in their isometric views.

1
We have seen that the isometric view of a cube is determined from its orthographic
view in a particular position. The three edges of the solid right-angle of the cube
are shown by lines parallel to the three isometric axes. A square prism or a
rectangular prism also has solid right-angles. Hence, lines for its edges are also
drawn parallel to the three isometric axes.
While drawing the isometric view of any solid, the following important points
should be carefully noted:
(i)

The isometric view should be drawn according to the given views and in
such a way that maximum possible details are visible.

(ii)

At every point for the corner of a solid, at least three lines for the edges
must converge. Of these, at least two must be for visible edges.
Lines for the hidden edges need not be shown, but it is advisable to check
up every corner so that no line for a visible edge is left out.

(iii) Two lines (for visible edges) will never cross each other.
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Problem 17-12. Draw the isometric view of a square prism, side of the base
20 mm long and the axis 40 mm long, when its axis is (i) vertical and (ii) horizontal.
(i)

When the axis is vertical, the ends of the prism will be horizontal. Draw the
isometric view (the rhombus 1-2-3-4) of the top end [fig. 17-20(i)]. Its sides
will make 30°-angles with the horizontal. The length of the prism will be
drawn in the third direction, i.e. vertical. Hence, from the corners of the
rhombus, draw vertical lines 1-5, 2-6 and 3-7 of length equal to the length
of the axis. The line 4-8 should not be drawn, as that edge will not be
visible. Draw lines 5-6 and 6-7, thus completing the required isometric view. Lines
7-8 and 8-5 also should not be drawn. Beginning may also be made by drawing
lines from the point 6 on the horizontal line and then proceeding upwards.

(ii)

When the axis is horizontal, the ends will be vertical. The ends can be
drawn in two ways as shown in fig. 17-20(ii) and fig. 17-20(iii). In each
case, the length is shown in the direction of the third isometric axis.
4
7

8

6

2

(i)

(iii)

(ii)

FIG. 17-20

Problem 17-13. Three views of a block are given in fig. 17-21 (i). Draw its
isometric view.

The block is in the form of a
rectangular prism. Its shortest edges
are vertical. Lines for these edges will
be drawn vertical. Lines for all other
edges which are horizontal, will be drawn
inclined at 30° to the horizontal in
direction of the two sloping axes as
shown in fig. 17-21(ii).

B

D

Q

Methods of drawing non-isometric lines.

C
R

Al

IB

p
D

Q
C

D

A

d

a
p

q

B

(i)

(ii)

FIG.17-21

When an object contains inclined edges which in the isometric view would be
shown by non-isometric lines, the view may be drawn by using any one of the
following methods:
(i)

box method or

(ii)

co-ordinate or offset method.

(i) Box method: This method is used when the non-isometric lines or their
ends lie in isometric planes. The object is assumed to be enclosed in a rectangular
box. Initially, the box is drawn in isometric. The ends of the lines for the inclined
edges are then located by measuring on or from the outlines of the box.

Art. 17-6-2]
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Problem 17-14. Three views of a
block are given in fig. 77-220). Draw
its isometric view.

lkss2fNR

Enclose the block in a rectangular
box.

(ii)

Draw the isometric view of the
box [fig. 17-22(ii)].
such that be

= BE

and fc

=

F C

Q

(i)

(iii) Mark points e and f on the line
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be

FC.

q

(i)

(ii)

FIG. 17-22

...___.___.II.....__

__.I

ca

(iv) Complete the required view as
shown.

Problem 17-15. Draw the isometric
view of the plate shown in three views
(ii)
(i)
tn fig. 17-23(i).
FIG. 17-23
Obtain the required view as explained in problem 17-14 and as shown in fig. 17-23(ii).
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 42 for the
following problem.

17-16. Draw the isometric
view of the frustum of the hexagonal
pyrarnid shown in fig. 17-24(i).
(i)

Enclose the front view and the
top view in rectangles.

(ii)

Draw the isometric view of the
rectangular box [fig. 17-24(ii)J.
Locate the six points of the base
of the frustum on the sides of
the bottom of the box. The upper
six points on the top surface
of the box are located by drawing
isometric lines, e.g. P1 and Q1
intersecting at a point 1.

(iii) Join the corners and complete the

isometric view as shown.

b'

C

(ii)

(i)

FIG. 17-24

(ii) Co-ordinate or
This method is adopted for objects in which
neither non-isometric lines nor their ends lie in isometric planes.

Perpendiculars are dropped from each end of the edge to a horizontal or a
vertical reference plane. The points at which the perpendiculars meet the plane, are
located by drawing co-ordinates or offsets to the edges of the plane.
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 43 for the
following problem.

Problem 17-17. Draw the isometric view of the pentagonal pyramid, the projections
of which are given in fig. 7 7-25(i).
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(i)

Enclose the base (in the top view) in an oblong.

(ii)

Draw an offset oq (i.e. pq) on the line ab.

(iii) Draw the isometric view of the oblong and locate the corners of the base in

it [fig. 17-25(ii)J.
(iv) Mark a point Q on the line AB such that AQ = aq. From Q, draw a line
QP equal to qo and parallel to 2C. At P, draw a vertical OP equal to o'p'.
(v)

Join O with the corners of the base, thus completing the isometric view
of the pyramid.

Fig. 17-25(iii) shows the isometric view of the same pyramid with its axis in
horizontal position.
o'

0

e' a

d'
d

a

q
(i)

m,/
1

b 2

(ii)

FIG. 'f 7-25

Problem 17-18. Draw the isornetric view of the truncated triangular pyramid
shown in fig. 17-26(i).
(i)

(ii)

Draw the perpendiculars d x', e' y' and f
z' the front view and
the offsets dq, er and
fc in the top view.

o'
0

Draw the isometric view
of the whole pyramid
[fig. 17-26(ii)J.
a'

B

(iii) Transfer the offsets

and the verticals to
this view and obtain
points D, E and F on
the lines OA,
OB
and OC respectively.
(iv) Draw lines DE, EF and
FD and complete the
required isometric view.

(i)

CP=cp
OX=qx RY= ry CZ=cz
XD= x'd' YE =y'e' ZF=z'f'
b
(ii)
Fie. 7-26

Isometric Projection

Art. 1 7-6-41

1
Problem 17-19. Draw the isometric view
of the cylinder shmvn in fig. 17-27(0.
The axis of the cylinder is vertical,
hence its ends are horizontal. Enclose the
cylinder in a square prism.
Method I:
Draw the isometric view of the prism
[fig. 17-27(ii)]. In the two rhombuses, draw
the ellipses by the four-centre method. Draw
two common tangents to the two ellipses.
Erase the inner half of the lower ellipse
and complete the required view.
Method II:

(ii)

(i)

Draw the rhombus for the upper end of
the prism [fig. 17-27(iii)] and in it, draw the
ellipse by the four-centre method. From the
centres for the arcs, draw vertical lines of
length equal to the length of the axis, thus
determining the centres for the lower ellipse.
Draw the arcs for the half ellipse. Draw common
tangents, thus completing the required view.
When the axis of the cylinder is horizontal, its
isometric view is drawn by method I as shown in
fig. 1 7-28(i).
Fig. 17-28(ii) shows the view drawn by method II,
but the axis is shown sloping in the other direction.
Fig. 17-29 and fig. 17-30 respectively show
the isometric views (drawn by method II) of a
half-cylindrical disc with its axis in vertical and
horizontal positions.

(iii)

FIG.17-27

(i)

FIG. 17-28

FIG. 17-30

17-20. Draw the isometric
view of a cone, base 40 mm diameter
and axis 55 mm long (i) when its axis is
vertical and (ii) when its axis is horizontal.
(i)

Draw the ellipse for the base [fig.
17-31 (i)]. Determine the position
of the apex by the offset method.
(ii) Draw tangents to the ellipse from
the apex. Erase the part of the
ellipse between the tangents and
(i)
complete the view as shown.
(iii) See fig. 17-31 (ii) which is self-explanatory.

(ii)

FIG. ·J 7-31
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Problem 17-21. Draw the isometric
view of the frustum of a cone shown
in fig. 17-32(i).
(i)

Draw the ellipse for the base
[fig. 17-32(ii)J. Draw the axis.

(ii)

Around the top end of the axis,
draw the ellipse for the top.

(iii) Draw common tangents, erase

the unwanted part of the
ellipse and complete the view
as shown.

(ii)

(i}
FIG. 17-32

~~

_p' .. ~

The orthographic view of a sphere seen from any direction is a circle of diameter
equal to the diameter of the sphere. Hence, the isometric projection of a sphere
is also a circle of the same diameter as explained below.
The front view and the top view of a sphere resting on the ground are shown
in fig. 17-33(i). C is its centre, D is the diameter and P is the point of its contact
with the ground.

>

p

I

·-·+·-·
I

I

/ ISOMETRIC RADIUS

(i)

(ii)
FIG. 17-33

Assume a vertical section through the centre of the sphere. Its shape will be
a circle of diameter D. The isometric projection of this circle is shown in fig. 17-33(ii)
by ellipses 1 and 2, drawn in two different vertical positions around the same
centre C. The length of the major axis in each case is equal to D. The distance
of the point P from the centre C is equal to the isometric radius of the sphere.

Isometric Projection

Art. 17-71
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Again, assume a horizontal section through the centre of the sphere. The
isometric projection of this circle is shown by the ellipse 3, drawn in a horizontal
position around the same centre C. In this case also, the distance of the outermost
points on the ellipse from the centre C is equal to O.SD.
Thus, it can be seen that in an isometric projection, the distances of all the
points on the surface of a sphere from its centre, are equal to the radius of the sphere.
Hence, the isometric projection of a sphere is a circle whose diameter is equal
to the true diameter of the sphere.
Also, the distance of the centre of the sphere from its point of contact with
the ground is equal to the isometric radius of the sphere, viz. CP.
It is, therefore, of the utmost importance to note that, isometric scale must
invariably be used, while drawing isometric projections of solids in conjunction with
spheres or having spherical parts.

ISOMETRIC RADIUS

(i)

(ii)
FIG.

17-34

Problem 17-22. Draw the isometric projection of a sphere resting centrally on
the top of a square prism, the front view of which is shown in fig. 17-34(i).
(i)

Draw the isometric projection (using isometric scale) of the square prism
and locate the centre P of its top surface [fig. 17-34(ii)].

Draw a vertical at P and mark a point C on it, such that PC = the
isometric radius of the sphere.
(iii) With C as centre and radius equal to the radius of the sphere, draw a circle
(ii)

which will be the isometric projection of the sphere.

1
The solutions given in the following typical problems are mostly self-explanatory.
Explanations are however given where deemed necessary. Construction lines are left
intact for guidance. Dotted lines for hidden edges have been shown in some views
to make the construction more clear. Unless otherwise stated, all dimensions are
given in millimetres.

Problem 17-23. A hexagonal prism having the side of base 26 mm and
the height of 60 mm is resting on one of the comer of the base and its axis
is inclined to 30° to the H.P. Draw its projections and also prepare the isometric
view of the prism in the above stated condition.
(i)
(ii)

Draw the projections of the prism as shown in figure 17-35.
Construct the isometric view as shown in fig. 17-36.
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FIG. 17-37
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FIG. 17-38
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Problem 17-24. (fig. 17-37): A cylindrical block of base, 60 mm diameter and height
80 mm, standing on the H.P. with its axis perpendicular to the H.P. Draw its isometric view.

The method shown in fig. 17-38 is self-explanatony.
Problem 17-25. The projection of pentagonal pyramid is shown in fig. 17-39.
Draw its isometric view.

See fig. 17-40.

- - - o'
0

M

K

FIG. 17-40

Problem 17-26. The projection of the frustum of the cone is shown in fig. 17-41.
Draw its isometric view.

See fig. 17-42.

x--------Y

M

K

FIG. 17-41

FIG. 17-42
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Problem 17-27. The orthographic projections of the object is shown in fig. 17-43.
Draw the isometric view of the object.

See fig. 17-44.

20

)I

60
1-<_.?_Q_l>-J

1
FIG.

17-43

n

FIG.

17-44

Problem 17-28. Draw the isometric view of the casting shown in two views in
fig. 17-45.

See fig. 17-46. Lines for the visible lower edges of the rectangular hole should
be shown.
22
I<
>-!

I Ii

l

I~

~----75_ _ _+1,.I

FIG.

17-45

FIG.

17-46

Problem 17-29. Draw the isometric view of the block, two views of which are
shown in fig. 17-47.

See fig. 17-48. Centres for the arcs for lower circular edges are obtained by
drawing vertical lines from the centres for the upper arcs.
Problem 17-30. Draw the isometric view of the casting, shown in three views
in fig. 17-49.

See fig. 17-50.
Problem 17-31. Draw the isometric view of the casting, two views of which are
shown in fig. 17-51.

See fig. 17-52.

Art. 17-7]
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FIG. 17-50

FIG. 17-49
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FIG. 17-51

FIG. 17-52
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Problem 17-32. The front view of a board fitted with a letter H and mounted
on a wooden post is given in fig. 17-53. Draw its isometric view, assuming the
thickness of the board and of the letter to be equal to 3 cm. Scale, half full size.
(All dimensions are given in centimeters.)
See fig. 1 7-54.

f-<-

8

j
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FIG.

17-53

FIG.

17-54

17-33. Draw the isometric view of the casting shown in two views in
fig. 17-55.

See fig. 17-56.

I~

80
FIG.

17-55

~I
FIG.

17-56
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Problem 17-34. Draw the isometric view of the model of steps, two views of
which are shown in fig. 17-57.

See fig. 17-58.
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FIG. 17-57

FIG. 17-58

Problem 17-35. Two pieces of wood joined together by a dovetail joint are
shown in two views in fig. 17-59. Draw the isometric view of the two pieces
separated but in a position ready for fitting.

See fig. 1 7-60.

t

FIG. 17-59

FIG. 17-60

Problem 17-36. The outside dimensions of a box made of 4 cm thick planks
are 90 cm x 60 cm x 60 cm height. The depth of the lid on the outside is
12 cm. Draw the isometric view of the box when the lid is
90° open and
(b) 120° open.

Draw the orthographic view of the box with the lid in required positions as
shown in fig. 17-61.
(a) This position is simple to draw in isometric view. Care must, however,
be taken to deduct the thickness of the wood for the bottom and the
top, when showing in the lines for the inside of the box and the lid
(fig. 17-62).
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(b) In this position, points P, Q, R etc. for the lid are located by enclosing
the lid in the oblong and transferring the same on the isometric view as
shown in fig. 17-62. The view is left incomplete to avoid congestion.

B

PC!

!

I

L______ J
I( 60 .1
FIG.

j
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17-61

FIG.

17-62

Problem 17-37. Tivo views of a cast-iron block are shown in fig. 17-63. Draw its
isometric view.

See fig. 17-64.

-1-_ _
12 _ _ _I -1
( _4_a__I
FIG.

17-63

FIG.

17-64

The slope of the lines for the grooves on the outer surface on all the four
sides is different and is obtained as· shown by construction lines. The depth is
measured along vertical lines.

Problem 17-38. Draw the isometric view of the casting shown in two views in
fig. 17-65.

See fig. 17-66.

Problem 17-39. Draw the isometric view of the simple moulding shown in
fig. 17-67.

See fig. 1 7-68.

Isometric Projection
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The points on the curve are located by co-ordinate method. The parallel curve
is obtained by drawing lines in the third direction and equal to the thickness of
the moulding.

63

50

FIG. 17-65

I

!I

i'

I

a

FIG. 17-67

FIG. 17-66

1111

FIG. 17-68

Problem 17-40. The front view of three solids placed one above the other,
with their axes in a straight line is shown in fig. 17-69. Draw the isometric view
of the arrangement.
See fig. 17-70.
In this problem, isometric lengths must be taken for all dimensions except for the
radius of the circle for the sphere.
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The centre C of the sphere is at a distance equal to the isometric radius
from the centre P of the top face of the cone frustum. The circle for the sphere
is drawn with the true radius.
The ellipse for the section of the sphere is drawn within the rhombus constructed
around the point Q on the axis.
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FIG. ·17-70

Problem 17-41. Draw the isometric view of the clamping piece shown in
fig.

17-71.

See fig. 17-72.
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Problem 17-42. (fig. 17-73): Draw the
isometric view of a hexagonal nut for a
24 mm diameter bolt, assuming approximate
dimensions. The threads may be neglected
but chamfer must be shown.

~mo
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24

See fig. 17-74.

Problem 17-43. Draw the isometric view
of the paper-weight with spherical knob
shown in fig. 17-75.
See fig. 17-76. Isometric scale should
be used for all dimensions except for the
radius of the circle for the sphere.
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FIG. 17-74
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FIG. 17-75

FIG. 17-76
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Problem 17-44. (fig. 17-77): Draw t1tie isometric view of a square-headed bolt
24 mm diameter and 70 mm long, with a square neck 18 mm thick and a head,
40 mm square and 18 mm thick.
See fig. 17-78.

FIG. 17-77

FIG. 17-78
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Problem 17-45. Draw the isometric view of the casting shown in fig. 17-79.

See fig. 17-80.
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Problem 17-46. The projections
of a casting are shown in fig. 17-81.
Draw its isometric view.
See fig. 17-82.

FIG. 17-81

FIG. 1 7-82

Art. 17-7)

Isometric Projection
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Problem 17-47. Draw the isometric view of the bracket shown in two views in
fig. 17-83.

See fig. 17-84.
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Problem 17-48. Draw the isometric view of the machine-handle shown in
fig.

17-85.

See fig. 17-86.
All measurements must be in isometric lengths except those for the diameters
of spherical parts.
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FIG. 17-85

FIG. 17-86

Draw an axis and mark on it the positions of points A, B etc.
(ii) At points B, C, E and F, draw ellipses for circular sections of the conical handle.
Ellipses at B and E will be completely hidden.
(iii) With points A, D and G as centres, draw circles for the spheres, with their
respective true radii.
(iv) Mark points H and J on the vertical axes through O and G respectively and
draw ellipses for the respective sections of the spheres.
(v) Around H, draw a rhombus for the square hole.
(vi) The dotted lines for the depth of the holes are omitted.
(i)

Problem 17-49. The front view of a stool having a square top and four legs is
shown in fig. 17-87. Draw its isometric view.
The legs lie along the slant edges of a frustum of a square pyramid (fig. 17-88).
Positions of the connecting horizontal strips between the legs at the top and
at the bottom are determined by marking the heights along the axis and then
drawing isometric lines upto the line AB, which shows the slope of the face of
the frustum.
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Projections of castings of various shapes are given in figs. 17-39 to 17-115.
Draw the isometric view of each casting.
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Assuming unit length to be equal to 10 mm, draw the isometric views of
objects shown in figs. 17-116 to 17-125.

(Third-angle projection)
FIG.17-116

FIG. 17-117
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FIG. H-119
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(Third-angle projection)

F1c. 17-125

FIG. '17-124

3.

Assuming simple graph of 10 mm grid, draw the isometric views of objects
shown in fig. 17-126 and fig. 17-127.
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Orthographic views of 35 objects with either (i) a line or (ii) lines or (iii) a view
missing are given in fig. 17-128. Complete the given views. Also draw freehand,
the isometric view of each object.
[For answer see fig. 17-194.]
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(EX. 1. FIG. 17-89)
FIG. 17-129
(EX. 1. FIG. 1 7-90)
FIG. 17-130

(Ex. 1. FIG. 17-91)
FIG. 17-131

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-92)
FIG. 17-132

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-93)
FIG. 17-'133
(EX. 1. FIG. 17-94)
FIG. 'l 7-134

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-95)
FIG. 17-135

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-96)
FIG. 17-136
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(Ex. 1. FIG. 17-97)
FIG. 17-137

(EX. 1. FIG. 1 7-98)
FIG. 17-138

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-99)
FIG. 17-139

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-100)
FIG. 17-140

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-101)
FIG. 17-141

(EX. 1. FIG. 1 7-102)
FIG. 17-142
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(EX. 1. FIG. 17-103)
FIG. 17-143

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-105)
FIG. -17-145

(Ex. 1. FIG. 17-107)
FIG. 17-147
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(EX.1. FIG.17-104)
FIG. 17-144

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-106)
FIG. 17-146

(Ex. 1. FIG. 17-108)
FIG. 17-148

Sol. to Exe. i 7]

(EX. 1. FIG. 1 7-109)
FIG. 17-149

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-112)
FIG. 17-152

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-114)
FIG. 17-154
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(EX. 1. FIG. 17-110)
FIG. 17-150
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(EX. 1 . FIG. 1 7-111)
FIG. 17-151

(EX. 1. FIG. 17-113)
FIG. 17-153

(Ex. 1. FIG. 17-115)
FIG. 17-155
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(EX. 2. FIG. 17-116)
FIG. 17-156

(Ex. 2. FIG. 17-117)
FIG. H-157

(Ex. 2. FIG. 17-118)
FIG.17-158

(EX. 2. FIG. 1 7-119)
FIG. 17--159

(EX. 2. FIG.17-120)
FIG. 17-160

(EX. 2. FIG. 17-121)
FIG. 17-161

(EX. 2. FIG. 17-122)
FIG. 17-162

(Ex. 2. FIG. 17-123)
FIG. 1 7--l 63
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(Ex. 2. FIG. 17-124)
FIG. 17-164

(EX. 2. FIG. 17-125)
FIG. 17-165

[Ex. 3. FIG. 17-126(1)]
FIG. 17-166

[Ex. 3. FIG. 17-126(2)]
FIG. 17-167

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-126(3)]
FIG. 17-168

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-126(4)]
FIG. 17-169
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[EX. 3. FIG. 17-126(5)]
FIG. 17-170

[Ex. 3. FIG. 17-126(6)]
FIG. 17-171

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-126(7)]
FIG. 17-172

[Ex. 3. FIG. 17-126(8)]
FIG. 17-173

[Ex. 3. FIG. 17-126(9)]
FIG. 17-174

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-126(10)]
FIG. 17-175
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[EX. 3. FIG. 1 7-126(11)]
FIG. 17-176

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-126(12)]
FIG. 17-177

[Ex. 3. FIG. 17-126(13)]
FIG. 17-178

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-126(14)]
FIG. 17-179

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(1)]
FIG. 17-180

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(2)]
FIG. 17-181

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(3)]
FIG. '17-182

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(4)]
FIG. 17-183
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[Ex. 3. FIG. 17-127(5)]
FIG. 17-184

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(6)]
FIG. 17-185

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(7)]

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(8)]

FIG. 17-186

FIG. '17-187

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(9)]
FIG. 17-188

[Ex. 3. FIG. 17-127(10)]
FIG. 17--189
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[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(11 )]
FIG. 17-190

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(12)]
FIG. 17-"l 91

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(14)]
FIG. 17-'193

[EX. 3. FIG. 17-127(13)]
FIG. '17-192
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Pictorial projections are becoming popular due to the use of a computer in a
modern drawing office. An oblique projection like isometric projection is another
method of pictorial projection. The oblique projection represents three dimensional
object on the projection plane by one view only. This type of drawing is useful
for making an assembly of an object and provides directly a production drawing
(working drawing) of the object for the manufacturing purpose.
This chapter deals with the following topics of oblique projection:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Principle of the oblique projection
The oblique projection and the isometric projection
Receding lines and receding angles
Types of the oblique projection
Rules for the choice of position of an object
Steps for drawing the oblique projection
Oblique projection of pyramid
Oblique projection of circle
Oblique projection of cylinder
Oblique projection of prism.

When an observer looks towards an object from infinity, the lines of sights (projectors)
will be parallel to each other and inclined to the plane of projection, the resulting
projection is known as the oblique projection.
Imagine that a cuboid is placed in front of a vertical plane as shown in
fig. 18-1. In orthographic projection, the visual rays (edges) are perpendicular to
the plane of projection and in oblique projection, the visual rays (edges) makes an
angle of 60° with the plane of projection.
The face PQRS which is parallel to the plane of projection, is projected in its
true shape and size. The faces which are perpendicular to the plane of projection,
are distorted in shape. The edges of perpendicular faces are inclined with the
horizontal and projected to their true length.
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ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

OBLIQUE PROJECTION

FIG. 18-1

Y4
~~

The difference between the oblique projection and the isometric projection is given in
table 18-1.
TABLE 18-1

Projectors from an object are parallel (i) Projectors from an ·object. are parallel·.·
to each other and inclined to the
to each other and perpendicular to
plane of projection,
the plane of picture.
(ii} The object is placed in such a way
The object is kept in such a way that
that one of its prominent faces
its three mutual perpendicular edges
(axes) make equal an~les with the plane
remains parallel to the plane of
projection. The object rests on one
of projection. The obJect standson .one
of its. faces.
of ,ts corners.
(iii) The object is drawn with the actual (iii) The object is drawn with the reduced
(about 82%) dimensions:
dimensions.
(iv) The faces of object which are perpen- (iv) All the faces of the object are distorted
dicular to the plane of pro1ection
in the shape and size.
will be distorted in the shape and size.
(v) The choice of position of the object (v) The choice of position of the object
depends upon the shape and size.
depends upon the shape and size.
{i)

467

A.rt. 18-5]

In oblique projection, the faces of object which are perpendicular to the plane of
projection are projected in the distorted shapes. The perpendicular edges of such
planes are drawn at an angle of 30° or 45°
RECEDING LINES
or 60° with the horizontal. These inclined
UPWARDS
lines are known as the receding lines and
their inclinations to the horizontal is known
as receding angles.
The appearance of distortion of an object
can be improved by shortening the length
of the receding lines. Refer to fig. 18-3.
The receding lines may be inclined either
upwards or downwards, or to the left or
right depending upon the necessity to show
the details of an object effectively. Refer
fig. 18-2.
Fie. 18-2

The oblique projection is based on scales by which the receding lines are drawn.
(1)
When the receding lines are drawn to full size scale
and the projectors inclined at an angle of 30° or 45° or 60° to the plane of
projection, such oblique projection is known as cavalier projection. Refer to fig. 18-3(i).
(2) Cabinet projection: If the receding lines are drawn to half size scale such
oblique projection is known as the cabinet projection. Refer to fig. 18-3(ii).
RECENDING LINE

~1~][23
l
1.

),I
60

,o

,I

60

(i) CAVALIER PROJECTION

FIG. 'l 3-3

(ii) CABINET PROJECTION
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In oblique projection, the object is assumed
to be placed with one face parallel to the
plane of projection. /-fence, that face appears
in its true shape and size (fig. 18-4).
This gives two main dimensions of the
object. The third dimension is shown by lines
drawn at a convenient angle, generally 30° or
45° with the horizontal. To give a natural

t i

or
appearance, these lines are drawn
the actual lengths. Thus, in an oblique projection
also, there are three axes - a vertical, a
horizontal and a third, inclined at an angle of
30° or 45° with the horizontal.
Rectangular surfaces and circles parallel
Fie. l 8-4 ,-----,,
to the third axis are shown parallelograms
and ellipses respectively. When an object has
curved surfaces or long edges, the face containing
such surfaces or edges is usually so placed
that it may appear in its true shape. By
doing so, the drawing is simplified and the
amount of distortion is considerably reduced.
Fig. 18-5 shows the guide with its longer
edges parallel to the inclined axis. Comparing
fig. 18-4 with this view, it can be seen that
the former gives a clear idea of the shape of
the guide. The choice of the position of an
FIG. ·1 8-5
object should be such that minimum distortions of the object can occur. This can be
achieved by observing the following rules:
Rule I.

Keep the longest dimension parallel to the plane of projection. This
may reduce the distortion effect of the object (fig. 18-6).

Rule II.

The face of an object containing
essential contours (i.e. circles
and irregular shapes etc.) must
be kept parallel to the plane of
projection (fig. 18-7).
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The steps for preparing an oblique projection from orthographic projections are illustrated
in the following problem.
Problem 8-1. (fig. H.l-8 and
·1
: The
are given in fig. 18-8. Draw the oblique projection when
an angle of 30° to the horizontal.

of a
receding axis is inclined at
y

STEP 1

{

~'
R15

X•

0

(i)

I
I

0
LO

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

z

I
I
1~_____9o_____) I
I

I

FIG.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(ii)

18-8

Mark the point o and draw
ox and oy mutually perpendicular
axes. Draw receding axis oz
at an angle of 30° with the
axis ox (horizontal). Fig. 18-9(i).
Construct a box by marking
distances of 90 mm, 40 mm and
50 mm along the axes ox, oy
and oz respectively as shown in
fig. 18-9(ii).
Mark a centre c of semi-circle
along the axis ox at a distance
of 65 mm from the point o.
With the point c as centre and [
radius equal to 15 mm, draw
a semi-circle. Mark a distance ~
of 50 mm on the line parallel
to ox and draw an angle of
30° as shown in fig. 18-9(iii).

(iv) Complete the oblique view as
shown in fig. 18-9(iv).

(iii)

~------=65'-----++

e...l

(iv)

FIG. 1 fJ-9
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Problem 18-2. (fig. 18-10): A frustum of a square pyramid has its base 30 mm,
top 20 mm, side and height 40 mm. Draw the oblique projection of the pyramid
when it rests on its base on the H.P. with one of the sides of the base perpendicular
to the V.P.
(i)
Draw the front view and the top view of the frustum
of the pyramid as per given conditions.

(ii)

Draw axes ox, oy and oz as explained in problem 18-1
[steps (i) and (ii)].

(iii)

Complete the projection as shown in fig. 18-1 O(ii).

/
/
/

.!..~+-----+~

Is

/

20
30

/

/

/

(i)
FIG. 18-10

1
(1) Offset

(fig. 13-11 ):

(i)

As shown in fig. 18-11, draw
square to enclose circle in the
front plane and divide the circle
into 12 divisions.

(ii)

Through division points draw
vertical and horizontal lines.

(iii) Create rhombus in the side and
top plane and transfer horizontal
and vertical lines to get 12
intersection points.
(iv) Join these points with smooth
curve to get ellipse which
represents the circle in the oblique
projection.

Stt-l---3Jic:---t--+-.

p
(i)

FIG. '18-11
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(2) four centre approximate method (fig. 18-12):
(i)

Draw the rhombus ABCD in top and side plane with the length of side equal
to the diameter of a circle.

(ii)

Mark P, Q, R and S as the mid points of the respective sides.

(iii) From P and Q, draw line perpendicular to AB and BC respectively, such
that they intersect at C1 .

(iv) Similarly draw perpendiculars from R and S to get C2 .
(v)

Also mark C3 and C4 as the intersection points of perpendicular lines.

(vi) With C1 and C2 as centre and C1P and C2R as radius draw arc PQ and arc RS
respectively.
(vii) Similarly with C3 and C4 as centre and
C3P and C4 R as radius draw arc PS and
arc RQ respectively.
(viii) These four arcs forms the ellipse, which
represents the circle in the oblique
projection.

C
(iii)

D

R

s

p
(i)

(ii)
FIG.

18-12

Problem 18-3. (fig. 18-13): A cylinder of diameter of base 40 mm and height
50 mm rests with its base on the H.P. Draw the oblique projection using the cavalier
method.
Construct the box of 40 mm x 40 mm and height 50 mm.
Using four centre approximate method, construct oblique circle on top and
bottom face of box.
(iii) Complete the projection as shown in fig. 18-13(ii).
(i)
(ii)
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(ii)
FIG. 18-13

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 44 for the
following problem.

Problem 18-4. A hexagonal prism, base 50 mm side and axis 100 mm long,
resting on its base on H.P. is cut by a section plane perpendicular to V.P. and makes
the angle of 45° with the H.P., passes through a point on the axis 20 mm from
it's top. Draw the oblique projection of the prism by the cavalier method with
receding axis inclined at 45° with the horizontal when, (a) Two rectangular faces of
the prism are equally inclined with V.P. (b) One rectangular face of the prism is
parallel to V.P.
(i)

Draw the front view and top view of the hexagonal prism as shown in
fig. 18-14 and fig. 18-17.
(ii) Enclose the top views in rectangular box.
(iii) Draw oblique projection as shown in fig. 18-15 and fig. 18-18 using box
method as explained in problem 17-14, problem 17-15 and problem 17-16.
(iv) Similarly using the Box method, draw sectional oblique projection as shown in
fig. 18-16 and fig. 18-19.

Oblique Projection
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FIG. 18-18
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FIG. 18-19

Problem 18-5. (fig. 18-20): Draw the development of an oblique square prism
whose cross-section is a regular square of 20 mm side and the top and the bottom
bases are parallel to each other. The axis is 50 mm long. It is inclined at an
angle of 60" to the base. The edges of base are equally inclined with the V.P.

(i)

Draw the top view and the front view of the oblique prism as shown in

fig. 18-20(i).
(ii)

From the points a', b', c' and d' and 1 ', 2', 3' and 4', draw the projectors. Mark
80 mm (the perimeter length of the square) along the projector of the point a'. Divide
this length (80 mm) into four equal parts. Draw the edges of prism a1, b2, c3 and d4.
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(iii) Complete the development as shown in fig. 18-20(ii).

ri·,

(i)

(ii)
FIG. 18-20

1
Problem 18-6. (fig. 18-21 and fig. 18-22): The orthographic projections of a
casting are shown in fig. 18-21. Draw the oblique projection when the receding axis
is inclined at an angle of 30° with the horizontal.
See fig. 18-22.
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Problem 18-7. (fig. 18-23 and fig. 18-24): The font view and sectional side view
of a casting is shown in fig. 18-23. Draw the oblique projection when the receding axis
is inclined at an angle of 45() with the horizontal.

See fig.
I~ 38 > I

18-24.

095
FIG.

18-23

FIG.

18-24

1.

Differentiate clearly between the oblique projection and the isometric projection.

2.

Explain the terms receding lines and receding angles.

3.

Explain the rules pertaining to the choice of position for drawing oblique projection
with minimum distortions.

4.

Draw the oblique projection of a regular hexagonal prism, 25 mm side of the
base and height 60 mm. When it rests on its base in the horizontal plane, the
receding axis is inclined at an angle of 45°.

5.

A right cylinder of 60 mm diameter and an axis 70 mm long has a co-axial
through square hole of 20 mm side. Draw the oblique view when the cylinder
rests on its base on the horizontal plane.

6.

A cone of base 50 mm diameter and 60 mm long rests on its base on
the H.P. A section plane perpendicular to the V.P. and inclined at 75° to the
H.P., cuts the axis at a point 20 mm above the base. Draw the oblique
projection of the cone. Assume that the receding axis is inclined at an
angle of 30° with the horizontal.

7.

Draw the oblique projection of two pieces of a mitre faced bridle joint made
from the two wooden pieces of 160 mm x 65 mm x 75 mm by the cabinet
method. The thickness of grooves is 18 mm.

8.

Two pieces of wood joined together by a dovetail joint are shown in two views in
fig. 17-48. Draw the oblique projection of the two pieces separated but in a
position ready for fitting.
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9. Draw the oblique view of a square with a square pyramid placed on its top.
10. A frustum of a hexagonal pyramid of 25 mm side of the top and 30 mm side
of the base, and height 60 mm rests with one of its base corners on the
H.P. such that two of the base edges passing through the corner on which
it rests make equal angle with the H.P. The axis of the pyramid is parallel to the
H.P. and perpendicular to V.P. Draw the oblique projection by the cabinet method.
11. The orthographic projections of few objects are shown in fig. 18-25, fig. 18-26
and fig. 18-27. Draw the oblique projections.
1~
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Perspective projection or perspective drawing is the representation of an object on
a plane surface, called the picture plane, as it would appear to the eye, when
viewed from a fixed position.
It may also be defined as the figure formed on the picture plane when visual
rays from the eye to the object cut the picture plane. Perspective is mainly used
in architecture. By means of perspective, the architect is able to show how an
object would appear when constructed.
It is essential to have full knowledge of the principles of orthographic projection
(third-angle method) before the theory of perspective drawing can be studied.
In this chapter, we shall deal with the topics of perspective drawing as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Principle of perspective projection 6.
Definitions of perspective elements 7.
Station point
8.
Angle of vision
9.
Picture plane
10.

Methods of drawing perspective view
Types of perspective
Distance points
Measuring line or line of heights
Perspectives of circles and solids.

In perspective projection, the eye is assumed to be situated at a definite position
relative to the object. The vertical plane, which (in perspective) is called the picture
plane, is placed between the object and the eye.
Visual rays from the eye to the object converge to a point in the eye and are,
therefore, inclined to the picture plane. The rays pierce the picture plane and form
an image on it. This image is the perspective of the object.

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 45 for the
definitions
perspective elements.
Various elements used in obtaining the perspective view are defined below. Refer
fig. 19-1.
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(1) Gwum:!

(GP): It is a horizontal plane on which the object is assumed

to be situated.
Station
: It is the point where the eye of the observer is located
while viewing the object.
Picture
(PP): It is a vertical transparent plane located between the
station point and the object which is to be viewed. It is the plane on which the
perspective is formed. The front view of perspective elements and of the object
(if necessary) is also projected on this plane.
Horizontal
P): This imaginary plane is at the level of the eye, i.e.
the station point. It is a horizontal plane, above the ground plane and at right
angles to the picture plane.
(AGP): It is a horizontal plane placed above the
horizon plane. The top view of the object and of the perspective elements is
projected on this plane.
Ground
The line of intersection of the picture plane with the
ground plane is called the ground line.
Horizon line
L): It is the line in which the horizon plane intersects the
picture plane. It is parallel to the ground line.
axis
: It is the line drawn through the station point,
perpendicular to the picture plane. It is, sometimes called the Line of sight or Axis
of vision.
of vision
: The point in which the perpendicular axis pierces the
picture plane is called the centre of vision. It lies on the horizon line.
Central
(CP): It is an imaginary vertical plane, which passes through
the station point and the centre of vision. It contains the perpendicular axis. It is
perpendicular to both, the picture plane and the ground plane.
AUXILIARY GROUND
PLANE-AGP
CENTRE OF
VISION-C
PERPENDICULAR
AXIS-PA
CENTRAL
PLANE-GP
OBJECT

STATION POINT· S
(EYE)

X

ic

pp

l

a:I

w

(.)

z

L

t;
15
~
w
w
>

TOP VIEW

z
z

- -r-~j;
GL

GROUND LINE • GL

FRONT VIEW
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Fig. 19-2 shows the projections of the perspective elements. In the top view,
the picture plane PP is seen as a horizontal line. The object X is above PP, while
S the station point is below PP. The line SC is the perpendicular axis and represents
the central plane also. The ground plane, the horizon plane and the auxiliary ground
plane will be seen as rectangles, but are not shown. In the front view, lines GL
(ground line) and HL (horizon line) represent respectively the ground plane and the
horizon plane. The station point s' and the centre of vision c' coincide with each
other on HL. The central plane CP is seen as a vertical line through s'. The picture
plane will be seen as a rectangle, but is not shown. The perspective view (when
drawn) will be seen above or around GL.

The position of the station point is of great importance. Upon its position, the
general appearance of the perspective depends. Hence, it should be so located as
to view the object in the best manner.
For large objects such as buildings, the station point is usually taken at the eye
level of a person of normal height as shown in fig. 19-1 i.e. about 1.8 metres.
For small objects, the station point should be fixed at such a height as would give
a good view of the top surface as well as side surfaces.
The distance of the station point from the picture plane, when taken equal to
about twice the greatest dimension of the object, usually gives good view in the
perspective.
For objects having heights and widths more or less equal, the location of the
station point may be so fixed that the angle between the visual rays from the
station point to the outer-most boundaries of the object is approximately 30°.
The station point should be so situated in front of the object that the central
plane passes through the centre of interest of the object. It may not, necessarily,
be placed in front of the exact middle of the object. Refer fig. 19-1.

1
Angle of vision is angle subtended by eye in horizontal or vertical direction in
which one can visualize the things clearly. Horizontal and vertical angle of vision
is generally 60° and 45° respectively. Refer fig. 19-3.
I

HORIZONTAL ANGLE OF VISION

FIG. 19-3

1
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The position of the picture plane relative to the object, determines the size of the
perspective view. The perspective will show the object reduced in size when it is
placed behind the picture plane. If the object is moved nearer the picture plane,
the size of the perspective will increase. When the picture plane coincides with the
object, the perspective of the object will be of its exact size. When the object is
placed in front of the picture plane, its perspective, when projected back, will show
the object enlarged in size.
In fig. 19-4(i), the line AB is behind the picture plane. Its
shorter than AB. In fig. 19-4(ii), AB is in the picture plane; its
equal to AB and coincides with it. Fig. 19-4(iii) shows the line
of the picture plane; when projected back on the picture plane,
is longer than AB.
·

perspective A'B' is
perspective A'B' is
AB placed in front
its perspective A 'B'

I

A

s

k
B'

(i)

(ii)

s
B'
(iii)

FIG. 'l 9-4

The perspective view of an object may be obtained by either
(1) Visual-ray method
(2) Vanishing-point method.
In the visual-ray method, points on the perspective are obtained by projecting
(i)

the top view and

(ii)

either the front view or the side view of the visual rays.

Vanishing-point method is comparatively simple. In addition to the top view of
the visual rays, use of vanishing points of straight lines is made in this method.
A front view or a side view of the object is also required to be drawn, for
determining the heights.

Perspective Projection
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This method is explained by means of the following three illustrative problems:
Problem 19-1. {fig. 19-5): A point A is situated 15 mm behind the picture
plane and 10 mm above the ground plane. The station point S is 25 mm in front
of the picture plane, 20 mm above the ground plane and lies in a central plane 10
mm to the right of the point. Draw the perspective view of the point A.
The pictorial view of the ground plane, the picture plane, the given point
the station point in their respective positions is given in fig. 19-S(i). The visual
AS from the station point S to the point A is also shown. It passes through
picture plane. To mark the perspective of A, the point A' at which AS pierces
picture plane should be located.

and
ray
the
the

In fig. 19-5(ii), an auxiliary ground plane (AGP) is shown placed above the
point A, and the visual ray AS is shown projected on it, as is the top view of AS
and a 1 is the top view of the point A' at which AS pierces the picture plane. a 1
shows the position of the point A' along the length of the picture plane. When the
auxiliary ground plane is revolved and brought in the same plane as that of the
picture plane, the view will be as shown in fig. 19-S(iii).

(i)

(iii)

(ii)

(iv)

a

15----:f
1

~i

pp

o.."'
0..

a.:

0..

s"

.-r
I

25

15

I

lo!
(Ni

~ - - ~___ GL_t
(v)

(vi)

(vii)
FIG.

19-5

To obtain the height of A' above the ground plane, an auxiliary vertical plane
(AVP) perpendicular to both the picture plane and the ground plane is placed to the
left of A and the side view of AS is projected on it [fig. 19-5(iv)J. a" s" is the side
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view of AS and a2 is the side view of A'. It shows the height of A' above the
ground plane. Fig. 19-5(v) shows the orthographic view (side view) when AVP is
revolved and brought in the same plane as that of the picture plane.
Fig. 19-5(vii) shows the top view [fig. 19-5(iii)] and the side view [fig. 19-5(v)]
combined together. A horizontal line drawn through a2 and intersecting the vertical line
through a1 gives the point A' which is the perspective view of the point A. It is quite
clear from the pictorial view [fig. 19-5(vi)] that A' lies in the picture plane on the line AS.

Steps in drawing the perspective view of the point A [fig. ·19-S(vii)]:
(i)

Draw a horizontal line PP representing the picture plane in the top view.

(ii)

Mark a, the top view of A, 15 mm above PP.

(iii)

Draw a line (representing the central plane) perpendicular to PP and 10 mm
to the right of a. On this line, mark s, the top view of the station point,
25 mm below PP.

(iv)

Draw a line joining a with s and intersecting PP at a point a1 .

(v)

At any convenient distance below PP, draw a horizontal line GL. It is the
ground line and also represents the ground plane in the front view.

(vi)

Draw a line HL parallel to and 20 mm above GL. It is the horizon line
and also represents the horizon plane in the front view.

(vii)

At any point on GL and to the left of a, draw a vertical line PPe (representing
the picture plane in the side view).

(viii) Mark a", the side view of A, 10 mm above GL and 15 mm to the left of PPe.
(ix)

Marks", the side view of the station point, on HL and 25 mm to the right of PPe·

(x)

Draw a line joining a" with s" and intersecting PPe at a point a2 .

(xi)

Through a 1 , draw a vertical line. Through a2 , draw a horizontal line
intersecting the vertical line at a point A'.

Then A' is the perspective view of the point A.

Alternative method: Instead of the side view of AS, its front view a's' may
be projected on the picture plane (considering it as a vertical plane of projection)
as shown in fig 19-6(i). The point A' must lie on this line a's'. It can be located
by combining the top view and the front view as shown in fig. 19-6(ii) and
fig. 19-6(iii), and as described below.
(i)

Draw the line as in the top view [steps (i) to (iv)].

(ii)

Draw the ground line GL at any convenient distance below PP and mark
a', the front view of A, 10 mm above GL and in projection with a.

(iii) Draw the horizon line HL, 20 mm above GL and on it, mark s', the front
view of 5, in projection with s.
(iv) Draw a line joining a' with s'.
(v)

Draw a vertical line through a1 intersecting a's' at a point A'.

Then A' is the perspective view of the point A.
This method is comparatively simple and is generally adopted. In case of large
objects, the perspective view often partly overlaps the front view. This, sometimes,
causes confusion.
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Perspective view of a straight line by the visual-ray method is drawn by first
marking the perspectives of its ends which are points and then joining them.
a
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FIG. 19-6

Problem

line

9-2.

40 rnm long, is parallel to and

15 mm above the ground
inclined at 30° to the picture plane. The end
A is 20 mrn behind
plane. The station
is 40 mm above the ground
plane, 50 mm in front
the picture plane
lies in a central plane which passes
through the mid-point of AB. Draw its
view.
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9-7

Draw a horizontal line PP. As AB is parallel to the ground plane, its top
view will show its true length. Therefore, draw a line ab, 40 mm long,
inclined at 30° to PP and the end a, 20 mm above PP.
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(ii)

Draw a vertical line through m, the mid-point of ab and on it mark s, the
top view of the station point, 50 mm below PP.

(iii) Draw lines joining s with a and b, and intersecting PP at points a1 and b 1
respectively.
(iv)

Draw the ground line GL at any convenient distance below PP. Draw the horizon
line HL parallel to and 40 mm above GL. Project s', the front view on HL.

(v)

From ab, project the front view a'b', parallel to and 15 mm above GL.
Draw lines joining s' with a' and b'.

(vi)

Through a1 and b 1 , draw verticals to intersect a's' and b's' at points A' and B'
respectively.

(vii) Join A' with B'. Then A'B' is the required perspective view of AB.
The perspective can also be obtained with the aid of the side view instead of the
front view. Perspective view of any solid (by visual-ray method) can similarly be drawn
by first obtaining the perspective of each corner and then joining them in correct
sequence, taking care to show the hidden edges by dashed lines.
Problem 19-3. (fig. '19-8 and fig. ·19-9): A rectangular pyramid, base 30 mm x 20 mrn
and axis 35 mm long, is placed on the ground plane on its base, with the longer
edge of the base parallel to and 30 mm behind the picture plane. The central plane is
30 mm to the left of the apex and the station point is 50 mm in front of the picture
plane and 25 mm above the ground plane. Draw the perspective view of the pyramid.
d

C

pp

GL

FIG. 19-8

Fig. 19-8 shows the perspective view of the pyramid obtained by means of its
top view and the side view. The pictorial view shows clearly that points on the
perspective lie in the picture plane on respective visual rays.
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In fig. 19-9, the perspective view is drawn by means of its top view and the
front view. It partly overlaps the front view.

pp

~L
I

cl'
FIG.

GL

19-9

These are imaginary points infinite distance away from the
station point. In practice, the point at which the visual ray from the eye to that infinitely
distant vanishing point pierces the picture plane is referred to as the vanishing point.
If we stand between the rails of a long straight stretch of a railway track, it would
appear as if the rails meet very far away at a point just at the level of the eye, i.e. on
the horizon line. Even the telegraph and telephone wires running along the track at the
sides of the track appear to meet at the same point. This point is a vanishing point.
In fig. 19-10, ab is the top view of a line AB lying on the ground plane and
inclined at angle e to the picture plane. When viewed from the station point s, its
intercept on PP is a1b1.
If the line is moved along the ground to the right, keeping the same inclination e
with the picture plane, its intercept will go on decreasing. The intercept becomes zero,
or the line vanishes in a point at v when ab and the visual ray fall in a straight line.
The point v is the top view position of the vanishing point for the horizontal line AB
and for all lines parallel to AB, irrespective of their positions. The front-view position
V of the vanishing point is obtained by projecting v, vertically on the horizon line.
Therefore, the vanishing point for any horizontal line is found by drawing a line
parallel to the top view of that line from the top view of the station point. The
point at which this line intersects the top view of the picture plane is then projected
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on the horizon line. This point on the horizon line is the front-view position of the
vanishing point.
b

b
C

doge
ae

e PP

f b

=f=

HL
V

•S

s
FIG. 19-10

FIG. 19-'l 1

FIG. 19-12

In fig. 19-11, abed is the top view of a rectangular block placed on the ground
plane so that a vertical face is inclined at angle e to the picture plane.
The vanishing point for the line ab and for lines cd, ef and gh (which are
parallel to ab) is obtained by drawing a line through s, parallel to ab and intersecting
PP at a point v2 • Through v 2 , a vertical line is drawn to meet HL at a point V2 •
Then V2 is the front-view position of the vanishing point. In perspective view
of the block, edges AB, CD, EF and CH will converge to this point V2 •
Similarly, V1 is the vanishing point to which edges AD, BC, EH and FG will converge.
Thus, perspectives of all horizontal lines, if produced, pass through their respective
vanishing points on the horizon line. Perspectives of all horizontal parallel lines
converge to a vanishing point on the horizon line.
Vanishing point for lines perpendicular to the picture plane is obtained by
drawing a line through the top view of the station point, and perpendicular to the
picture plane. It lies on the horizon line and coincides with the centre of vision.
It is the front-view position of the station point.
In fig. 19-12, V is the front-view position of the station point and the vanishing
point, at which perspectives of lines AD, BC, EH and FG will converge. Thus,
perspectives of all lines perpendicular to the picture plane converge to the centre
of vision on the horizon line.
Lines which are parallel to the picture plane will have no vanishing points. They
vanish at infinity. Therefore, perspectives of vertical lines are vertical; perspectives
of horizontal lines which are parallel to the picture plane, remain horizontal; and
perspectives of lines inclined to the ground plane and parallel to the picture plane
will be inclined in the same direction (see fig. 19-13).

This book is
a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
visualization and understanding of the
animation
subject.
to refer Presentation module 46 for the
parallel or
point
(1) Parallel perspective or
point
When an object has its one
or more faces parallel to the picture plane, its perspective is called parallel perspective
also called one point perspective as the edges converge to a single vanishing point
of the parallel faces.

Perspective Projection

Art. 19-8]

Fig. 19-1 3 shows the perspective view of a hut
having its front face in the picture plane. The front
face is seen in its true size and shape, while the
back parallel face is of the same shape but reduced
in size. As the lines AF, BG, CH, DJ and EK are
perpendicular to the picture plane, their perspectives
A' F', B' G' etc. converge to the centre of vision c'
on HL. Note that vertical lines AE, CD etc. remain
vertical in perspective. Similarly, horizontal lines ED
and KJ, and sloping lines AB, BC, FG and CH (which
are all parallel to the picture plane) remain respectively
horizontal and sloping in perspective.
This book is accompanied by a computer
CD, which contains an audiovisual animation
presented for better visualization and
understanding of the subject. Readers are
requested to refer Presentation module
47 for the angular or two point perpective.
(2) Angular perspective or two point
perpective: When an object has its two
faces inclined to the picture plane, its
perspective is called angular perspective
also called two point perspective as the
edges of the object converge to two
vanishing points.
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Problem 19-4. (fig. 19-14): A rectangular block, 30 mm x 20 mm x 15 mm,
is lying on the ground plane on one of
its largest faces. A vertical edge is in
the picture plane and the longer face
containing that edge makes an angle of
30° with the picture plane.

The station point is 50 mm in front
of the picture plane, 30 mm above the
ground plane and lies in a central plane
which passes through the centre of the
block. Draw the perspective view of the
block.

FIG. 19-14

(i)

Draw the top view abed with a in PP and the longer edge ab inclined at
30° to PP. Mark its centre o. Mark s, the top view of the station point,
on a vertical line through o and 50 mm below PP.

(ii)

Draw lines joining s with corners b, c and d, and intersecting PP at points
b 1 , c 1 and d 1 .

(iii) Draw the ground line GL at any distance below PP and the horizon line

HL, 30 mm above GL.
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(iv) Through s, draw lines parallel to ad and ab cutting PP at points v1 and
v2 respectively. Project v1 to V1 and v2 to V2 on HL. V1 and V2 are the
vanishing points. Perspectives of edges AD, EH, BC and FG will converge
to V1 and those of edges AB, CD, EF and CH will converge to V2 . Perspectives
of vertical edges AE, BF, CG and DH will remain vertical.
(v) As AE is in the picture plane, its perspective will be equal to the true length
and the end £ will lie on GL. Therefore, through a, draw a vertical line to a
point £' on GL and on it, mark A' so that A' E' = AE.
(This length may be measured directly or may be projected from the front view
as shown.)
(vi) Draw lines joining A' and £' with V1 and V2 . Through b 1, draw a vertical
line to intersect A' V2 at B' and £' V2 at f'. Similarly, draw a vertical
through d1 and obtain points D' and H'.
(vii) Draw lines joining B' and F' with
V1 and D' and H' with V2 , intersecting
at points C' and G' respectively.
Vz
They must lie on the vertical line
through c1 . Note that lines meeting
at G' are all hidden and therefore,
shown dotted.
In fig. 19-15, the ground line GL has been
so drawn that HL coincides with PP. Hence,
V1 and V2 coincide with v1 and v2 respectively
on PP. The perspective view is obtained in
s
the same manner as described above.
Fie. ·19-·15
This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 48 for the
oblique or three point perspective.
(3)
perspective or three
When an object has its
three faces inclined to the picture plane, its perspective is called oblique perspective
also called three point perspective as edges of the object converge to three vanishing
points, as shown in fig. 19-16.

Problem 19-5: Draw the perspective view of a cube of 80 mm side having its one
corner of the edge on the ground plane and the other corner of the edge resting on the
picture plane such that the edge is inclined at 30° to the picture plane. The other two
edges of the corner are equally inclined with the picture plane. The station point is
100 mm in front of the picture plane, 150 mm above the ground plane and lies in a
central plane which passes through the centre of the cube.
Refer fig. 19- 16.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)

Draw projection plane lines PP and PP e, perpendicular to each other.
Draw side view on PP e from auxiliary top view.
Draw top view on PP by taking projection from side view.
Mark the station points for F.V. and s1 for S.V. at a distance of 100 from PP
and PP e respectively and 150 from G.L.
Obtain the three vanishing points V1 , V2 and V3 and complete the perspective
view as shown.

Art. 19-9]
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Oblique perspective or three point perspective
FIC. 19-'l 6

Vanishing points for all horizontal lines inclined at 45° to the picture plane are
given special name of distance points on account of their definite positions.
They are equidistant from the centre of vision, the distance of each from the
centre of vision being equal to the distance of the station point from the picture plane.
In fig. 19-17, p 1 c' = p 2 c' = sc. Thus, perspectives of all horizontal lines
inclined at 45° to the picture plane converge to distance points on the horizon line.
19-6. (fig. 19-'l 7): Draw the perspective view of a cube of 25 mm
edge, lying on a face on the ground plane, with an edge in the picture plane and
all vertical faces equally inclined to the picture plane. The station point is 50 mm
in front of the picture plane, 35 rnm above the ground plane and lies in a central
plane which is 10 mm to the left of the centre of the cube.
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(i)

(ii)

Draw the top view of the cube and of
the station point.
Draw lines GL and HL. Obtain distance
points P1 and P2 in the same manner as
the vanishing points. Or, project s to c' on
HL and mark points P1 and P2 such that
P1 c' = P2c' = sc. Draw the perspective
view as described in the previous problem.

Problem 19-7: Fig. 19-18 shows the two point
perspective of model of steps with the base on
ground plane and vertical edge in picture plane
and inclined at 45° to
picture plane. The station
point is 2 m in front of
vertical edge and 1 m from
ground plane.

Observe that vra =
vra = s-a = 2.0.

b

FIG. 19-17

d

See fig. 19-18.

45°
pp
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We have seen that when a line is in the picture
plane, it is seen in its true length in perspective.
When a line is behind the picture plane, it is foreshortened
in its perspective view.
In fig. 19-19, ab is the top view of a rectangle
ABCD whose surface is vertical and inclined to the
picture plane, the edge DC is on the ground plane
and the edge AD is in the picture plane.
In its perspective view A'B'C'D', A'D' is equal
to the true length AD, while B'C' is shorter. A'D'
lies on a vertical line drawn through a. The length
B'C' is derived from A'D'. Let us now consider
the rectangle EBCF within the rectangle ABCD. E'B'C'F'
is its perspective view. E'F' is shorter than ff or
AD. Its length has been derived from A'D'.

V
B

C

Thus, aD' is the measuring line or the line of heights for points E, F, B and C.
It is obtained by producing be to intersect PP at the point a; through a, a perpendicular
is dropped to meet GL at a point D'. In other words, if we imagine that the
rectangle EBCF is moved along the line eb to meet the picture plane, its edge ff
will strike it at the line A'D' showing its true length.
Thus, the measuring line or the line of heights is the trace or the line of
intersection with the picture plane, of the vertical plane containing the point or points
whose heights are to be determined. Heights of points lying in different vertical
planes can be measured from their respective lines of heights. Heights on this line
may be measured directly with a scale or may be projected from the front view.
Problem 19-8. (fig. 19-20): Determine the line of heights for points lying in the line

ac which is the top view of a regular hexagon ABCDEF (the front view of which is shown
on CL) and then 1 draw its perspective view from the given position of the station point.
As ac is behind the picture plane, all the sides
of the hexagon will be foreshortened.
(i) To determine the measuring line, produce ca to
meet PP at a point h; through h, draw a vertical to
meet GL at a point H. Then hH is the measuring
line for heights of all points in the hexagon.
(ii) To draw the perspective view, determine the
vanishing point V. Project horizontally, points
A, B etc. from the front view to points a',
b' etc. on hH. Draw lines joining these points
with V. Draw lines joining s with a, b and c.
Through the points of intersection of these
lines with PP, draw verticals to meet the
corresponding lines converging to V at points
A', B' ....... F'. Join these points in correct
sequence. The resulting figure is the perspective
view of the hexagon.

pp

V

C

GL

D

F
E

H
FIG.

J 9-20
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A circle will appear as a circle in its perspective view when it is parallel to
the picture plane. In other positions its perspective will be an ellipse (except
when it lies in the central plane).
To obtain points for the ellipse, the circle is enclosed or crated in a square.
The mid-points of the sides of the square are the four points for the ellipse.
Points of intersection of the diagonals with the circle are the other four points.
Lines are drawn through these points, parallel to the sides of the square. Perspective
of the square along with the parallel lines is then drawn, locating the eight points
for drawing the ellipse.

Problem 19-9. (fig. 19-21 ): Draw the
view of a circle of 50 mm
diameter, lying on the ground plane and
the picture plane. The station
point is 80 mrn in front of the picture plane and 60 mm above the ground
plane. The central plane passes through the centre of the circle.
(i)

With o as centre, draw the circle touching PP. Enclose it in a square
abed with ab in PP. Draw the horizontal and vertical diameters and the

diagonals of the square. Mark points 1 to 8 as shown. Through the
points on the diagonals, draw lines ef and gh parallel to ad.
(ii)

Draw lines GL and HL, and mark s, the top view of the station point.
Project s to c' on HL. c' is the centre of vision to which the perspectives
of lines perpendicular to PP will converge.

(iii) Draw the perspective view of
each other at O'. Through O',
the sides at points 1 ', 2', 3'
gh, cutting the diagonals at
through points 1 ', 5', 2'.......
view of the circle.

the square. Draw the diagonals, intersecting
draw horizontal and vertical lines, intersecting
and 4'. Draw perspectives of lines ef and
points 5', 6', 7' and 8'. Draw the ellipse
8'. The ellipse is the required perspective

(iv) It may be noted that the centre of the ellipse does not coincide with
O', the centre of the perspective of the square.
Perspectives of concentric circles are not concentric ellipses as can be seen
from fig. 19-22. The circles are on the ground plane. The station point is away
to the left of the centre of the circles.
Fig. 19-23 shows perspectives of circles inscribed in the faces of a cube resting
on the ground plane with an edge in the picture plane and all vertical faces
equally inclined to the picture plane. The central plane passes through the centre
of the cube. The ground line GL has been so placed that HL coincides with
PP. Hence, distance points P1 and P2 also lie on PP.
Curve of any shape can similarly be drawn in perspective by enclosing it
in a rectangle and then drawing horizontal and vertical lines through a number
of points on the curve. Fig. 19-24 shows the perspective view of a moulding,
the front view of which is shown on the right-hand side. aH is the line of
heights.

Art. 19-11]
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s
FIG. 'l 9-24

Problems 19-1
long, in the given positions.
30 mm above
ground plane
Problem 9-10.
1
JO
A.

views of a straight line AB, 30 mm
is 40 mm in front
the
plane (Pn
in a centrai
in
positions.
AB in GP and inclined at e to
in PP; CP,

means

(1)

the

view and the front view

Draw the top view ab with a in PP.
(ii)

Draw the front view a'b' in GL. Mark s, the top view and s', the front
view of the station point.

(iii) Join s with a and b, and s' with a' and b'. As A is in PP and on GP,
its perspective A' will coincide with a'. B' will lie on s'b' on a vertical
through b 1 .
(iv) Join A' with B'. Then A'B' is the perspective view of AB.

means of the

view and the side view

Draw the top view ab and the side view a"b". Mark s, the top view
and s" the side view of the station point.
(ii) Join s with a and b, and s" with
its perspective A' will lie on GL
at the point of intersection of the
through b 2 • A'B' is the required
(i)
(ii)

a" and b". As A is in PP and on GP,
on the vertical through a. B' will lie
vertical through b 1 and the horizontal
perspective view.

[
1
l:
Draw the top view ab and mark s, the top view of the station point.
Draw sv parallel to ab. Through v, draw a vertical and mark V, the vanishing
point on HL. A' will lie on GL on a vertical through a. Join A' with V.

Perspective Projection
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(iii) Draw a vertical through b 1 and obtain B' on A' V. A' B' is the required
perspective view.
b
pp

HL

GL

A'
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

FIG. 19-25

Problem 19-11. (fig. 19-26): AB parallel
to GP and 5 mm above it; inclined at 30°
to PP; A, 70 mm behind PP; CP, 10 mm
to the right of A.
(i)

b

V

Draw the top view ab, mark s and
obtain the vanishing point V.

(ii) Join s with a and b. As A is behind
PP, the line of heights will be
necessary.
(iii) Produce ba to h on PP. Draw the
line of heights hH. Mark a point
a' on hH, 5 mm above GL. Join a'
with V. Obtain points A' and B' on
the line a' V as shown A'B' is the
required perspective view.

Problem 19-12. (fig. 19-2 7): AB, perpendicular to PP;
A, 10 mm behind PP and 5 mm above GP, CP, 20 mm
to the right of AB.
(i)

Draw the top view ab, and the front view a'.
Mark s and s'.

(ii) Join s with a and b, and s' with a'.
(iii) Obtain the perspective A'B' as shown. This is
the visual-ray method.
The same figure can be interpreted as the solution by
the vanishing-point method. As the line is perpendicular to
PP, its vanishing point will be at the centre of vision c', i.e.
at s' on HL. The vertical through a is the line of heights. a',
marked 5 mm above GL, shows the height of A and B both.
The perspective A'B' lies on a's', i.e. on a'c'.

t
FIG. 19-26

GL
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Problem 19-13. (fig. 19-28): AB, parallel to both PP
and GP; 5 mm above GP and 75 mm behind PP; CP,
75 mm to the left of A.

pp

As the line is parallel to PP, it will have no vanishing
point. The perspective view A'B' is drawn by means of
the top view and the front view (visual-ray method). It
is parallel to a'b'. (See note at the end of problem 19-15.)

HL

Problem 19-14. (fig. 19-2 9): AB, parallel to and
15 mm behind PP; inclined at 30° to GP; A, 5 mm
above GP; CP, 15 mm to the left of A.

0

M

GL

a

IO

As AB is parallel to PP, it will have no vanishing
point. The perspective A'B' is obtained by means of the
top view and the front view (visual-ray method). It is
parallel to the front view a'b'. (See note at the end of
problem 19-15.)

I

FIG. 19-28

a

b

Problem 19-15. (fig. 19-30): AB, perpendicular to
GP and 10 mm behind PP; A, 5 mm above GP; CP,
20 mm to the right of AB.
As AB is parallel to PP, it will have no vanishing
point. a is the top view and a'b' is the front view. The
perspective A'B' is obtained by visual-ray method. It is
perpendicular to GL.
Note:

Problems 19-13, 19-14 and 19-15 may also be
interpreted as solved by vanishing-point method. The
ends A and B of the line may each be assumed to
be the ends of two separate lines perpendicular to
the PP and which in perspective view would vanish
at the centre of vision c', i.e. at s'.

These problems may also be termed as cases of
parallel perspective. Horizontal, inclined and vertical lines
are each parallel to the PP. In their perspective views
they remain respectively horizontal, inclined and vertical.

Problem 19-16. (fig. 19-31): A rectangle ABCD, 30 mm
x 20 mm, has its surface parallel to and 1O mm above

HL

GL

the ground plane. Its shorter edge AD is inclined at 60°
to the picture plane which passes through the rectangle
FtG. 19-30
so that the corner A is 10 mm in front of it. The station point is 70 mm in front
of the picture plane, 40 mm above the ground plane and lies in a central plane
which passes through A. Draw the perspective view of the rectangle.
(i)

Draw the line PP and the top view abed in the given positions. Mark s
and join it with the corners a, b, c and d.

(ii)

Obtain the vanishing points V1 and V2 . Through h (the point at which PP
cuts ad), draw the line of heights hH.

(iii) Draw the front view of the rectangle. It is the line AB, parallel to and
10 mm above GL. Project the line to a point H' on hH.

Art. 19-12]
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(iv) Draw a line through H' and V1 and on it, obtain points A' and D' as shown.
(v)

Draw lines joining V2 with A' and D', and on them, obtain points B' and C'.

(vi) Join B' with C'. Then A'B'C'D' is the perspective view of the rectangle.
Note that B'C', if produced, will pass through V1 .

Vz

V2

FIG. 19-31

It may also be noted that H' can be marked directly 10 mm above H. Hence,
it is not absolutely essential to draw the front view in this particular case. (A line
of heights may also be drawn through the point of intersection of ab with PP. In
that case, H' will be joined with V2 and the point B' obtained on H' V2 .)

Problem 19-17. (fig. 19-32): Draw the perspective view of a circle of 40 mm
diameter, having its surface vertical and inclined at 45° to the picture plane. The
centre of the circle is 25 mm above the ground plane. The positions of the station
point and the horizon level are as shown in the figure.
(i)

Draw the top view of the circle.
Obtain the vanishing point V.

(ii)

Draw the front view of the circle
(on the right-hand side) with its
centre 25 mm above GL and mark
eight points on it. Mark these
points on the top view also.

3

h

pp

X

(iii) Draw the line of heights hH
and on it, project horizontally,
the eight points from the front
view. Join s with the points in
the top view, and join V with 65
the points on hH.
(iv) Draw verticals through the points
of intersection of s1, s5, etc.
with PP, and obtain points 1 ',
5' etc.

FIG. 19-32

V
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(v)

Draw the ellipse through these points. It is the perspective view of the
circle. Note that points 5', 6', 7' and 8' lie on the diagonals of the perspective
view of the square in which the circle is enclosed.

Problem 19-18. (fig. "l 9-33): Draw the perspective view of a pentagonal prism,
lying on
ground plane on one of its rectangular faces, the axis being inclined
at 30° to the picture plane, and a corner of the base touching the picture plane.
The station point is 65 mm in front of the picture plane, and lies in a central plane
which bisects the axis. The horizon is at the level of the top edge of the prism.

Vz

E

D

s
FIG. 19-33

(i)

Draw the top view and the front view of the prism. Marks and obtain the two
vanishing points V1 and V2 . Through c, draw the line X which is the line of
heights for points A, B . . . . E. Join s with all the points in the top view.

(ii)

Project horizontally, all the corners in the front view to points on the line
X and join these points with V1 . Obtain points A', B' . . . . E' on these
lines. Draw lines joining B', C' and D' with V2 and obtain points 8' 1 , C' 1
and D' 1 on these lines. Complete the perspective view as shown. The
vanishing point V2 is not shown in the figure. Hidden edges of the prism
are also not shown in the perspective view.

Problem 19-19. (fig. 19-34 ): Draw the perspective view of the frustum of a hexagonal

(top 15 mm side, base 25 mm side and axis 40 mm long), the top view of which
is given in the figure, along vvith the positions of the station point and the horizon.
(i)

Enclose the two hexagons in two rectangles as shown in the figure.
(They can be enclosed in different ways also.)

(ii)

Determine the vanishing points V1 and V2 . Draw the perspective of the
larger rectangle. Note that the corner a is projected back on PP.

hH the line of heights for points p and q. On this line, mark the
length of the axis viz. h'H. Join h' with V2 and obtain the perspective of
the line pq and the whole (small) rectangle.

(iii) Draw

Art. 19-12]
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(iv) Mark the corners of the top of the frustum and complete the perspective
view as shown. Hidden edges have not been shown.

The data in the problem on perspective view is generally given in the form of
a figure showing the top view and the front view of the object together with the
position of the station point or the observer.
In the following more advanced problems, the data of each problem along with
the solution is given in the same figure. All construction lines are shown to make
the solutions self-explanatory. Hints are given only where deemed necessary.
Students are advised to copy only the data of each object, draw its perspective
view and then compare with the given solution. Lines of heights are marked with
letter X.

FIG. 19-34
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19-20. (fig. ·19.35): Letter P.
Perspectives of semi-circles are drawn by enclosing the outer semi-circle in
a rectangle and then marking points at which the diagonals cut the semi-circles.

FIG. 19-35

19-21. (fig. 19-36): Guide-block.
This is a problem on parallel perspective. The front face is in PP and hence, it
is seen in its true shape and size. It is above the ground plane and therefore above GL.
Circles appear as circles. Lines perpendicular to PP converge to the centre of vision c'.

t
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PP AND HL

0

c.o

GL

"i 9-37

s
PP passes through the stone.
Hence, the perspective of the front
part will appear bigger. A separate
line of heights is needed for the
front vertical edge.
The station point and vanishing
points are not shown in the figure.
HL is shown coinciding with PP.
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This is also a case of parallel
perspective, but some portions
of the solids are in front of PP.
The front corners are projected
back on PP. Hence, these portions
appear bigger in size.
Two lines of heights have been
used for the prism (though even
one is sufficient). Corners of the
base of the pyramid are at the
mid-points of the sides of the
top of the prism. A separate line
of heights is needed for the apex.
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Problem 19-24. (fig. 19-39): Window-frame placed in a waif.
Two lines of heights - one for the frame and the other for the wall - have
been used.

\

0

8

C")

8

s

FIG. 19-39

19-25. (fig. ·19-40): Casting.

GL has been so placed that HL coincides with PP. It may be taken lower.
A separate line of heights is required for the central rib.
Problem 19-26. (fig. 19-41):
arch in a wall.
A number of points are marked on the arch and the curves are drawn through
the perspectives of these points.

Perspective Projection
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Note that a corner of the roof
Four lines of heights are needed.

Problem 19-27. (fig. 19-42): H
door and a side window. All dimensi
metres.
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Four lines of heights have been used. Vanishing
not shown in the figure.

Problem 19-28. (fig. '19-43): Sign-post.
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Problem 19-29. (fig. 19-44): Model of steps.
This is also a problem on parallel perspective, but the front face is behind PP.
Hence, that face will be smaller in size.
600

200

X

0
0
~

Fie. ·19.44
Problem 19-30. (fig. 19-45): Lamp-post.
All faces of the lamp casing are of glass (except the bottom). The base is cylindrical.
The back edges (of the lamp casing) which are visible through the glass are
shown thinner.
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FIG. l 9-46
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Two lines of heights are used for convenience.
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9
1.

A man stands at a distance of 5 m from a flight of four stone steps having
a width of 2 m, tread 0.3 m and rise 0.2 m. The flight makes an angle of
45° with the picture plane and touches the same at a distance of 2 m to the
right of the centre of vision. Draw the perspective view of the flight.

2.

Draw the perspective view of a square pyramid of base 100 mm side and height
of the apex 120 mm. The nearest edge of the base is parallel to and 30 mm behind
the picture plane. The station point is situated at a distance of 300 mm from the
picture plane, 60 mm above the ground plane and 200 mm to the right of the apex.

3.

Draw the perspective view of the model of steps shown in fig. 17-57. The
position of the steps relative to the picture plane is shown in fig. 19-47. The
station point is 200 mm from the picture plane. Take horizon level to be
100 mm above the ground level.

4.

Draw the perspective view of the memorial shown in fig. 19-48. The horizon
level is 8 m above the ground plane, while the observer is stationed at a
distance of 12 m from the picture plane. (All dimensions are in metres.)
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FIG. -19-47

1

FIG. 19-48

5.

Fig. 19-49 shows the top view of a square prism of
40 mm thickness with a square pyramid of 60 mm long
axis, placed centrally on it. The station point i.s 160 mm
from the picture plane and 100 mm above the ground
plane. Draw the perspective view of the solids.

6.

Draw the perspective view of the box shown in fig. 17-61.
The top view of the box with the lid 90° open, along
with the picture plane and the station point is shown in
fig. 19-50. Assume horizon level to be 200 mm above
the ground level.

7.

I

§I

11
s

FIG. 19-49

~----'r<C--~PE__

rj
s

FIG. 19-50
Draw the perspective view of a semi-circular arched opening in a wall having
the length of 4 m, thickness 0.5 m and height 3.5 m. The opening is 1.5 m
wide and the springing points are at a height of 2 m. The wall makes an angle
of 45° with the picture plane. Select a suitable position of the spector.
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8.

Draw the perspective view of the wooden cabinet shown in fig. 19-51. The
thickness of wood is 20 mm. The cabinet is placed with one edge touching the
picture plane and 1000 mm to the left of the centre of vision. The station point
is 2500 mm away from the picture plane and 1500 mm above the ground plane.
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9.

FIG. 19-51

Draw the perspective view of the pedestal for a statue (neglecting the sphere)
shown in fig. 17-127(5). The edges of the base, as shown in fig. 19-52, are
equally inclined to the picture plane.
Assume the horizon plane to be
150 mm above the ground plane.

10. The casting shown in fig. 17-127(2)
is placed behind the picture plane
as shown in fig. 19-53. Draw its
perspective view, assuming the
horizon plane to be 80 mm above
the ground plane.
11.

12.

Draw the perspective view of the
model of a memorial shown in
fig. 19-54. The station point is
200 mm in front of the picture
plane and 160 mm above the ground
plane.
Draw the perspective view of a
vertical steel cup-board 1 m x
2 m x 0.35 m deep, having four
shelves. One shutter is open. The
front of the cup-board makes an
angle of 30° with the picture plane,
with a vertical edge touching it.
Assume suitable position of the
spectator at a height of 4 m above
the ground.
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Orthographic reading is the ability to visualize the shape of an object from its
drawing in orthographic views. Every engineer or technician connected with the work
of construction should possess this ability. Without it, it would be difficult for him to
execute, independently, any work according to a given drawing.
An engineering drawing is not read aloud. It is read mentally. The whole
drawing cannot be read or interpreted at a glance. It should be read systematically
and patiently. The easiest way to learn reading such a drawing is to learn how to
prepare one.
However, it is not impossible to know how to read it without learning how to
draw. In either case, a sound knowledge of the principles of orthographic projection
is quite essential for reading the drawing without hesitation.
We studied in chapter 8 that in orthographic projection, any one view shows only
two dimensions of a three dimensioned object. Hence, it is impossible to visualize the
shape of the object from a single view. The second view shows the third dimension.
Thus, at least two views are necessary to determine its shape. Sometimes, a third view
is also necessary to completely visualize an object.

Every object may be imagined as consisting of a number of components having
forms of simple solids such as prisms, cylinders, cones, etc. with some additions or
subtractions or both. The additions may be in the form of projections, while the
subtractions may be in the form of holes, grooves, cavities, etc. It is not possible to
determine from only one view whether there is an addition or subtraction. The other
view or views must be referred to.
For example in fig. 20-1 (i), the meaning of lines AB and CD can be determined
only after referring to the other view. They might represent a projection as shown
in figs. 20-1 (ii) and (iii) or a cavity as shown in figs. 20-1 (iv) and (v) or a cavity
made by projections as shown in fig. 20-1 (vi).
Note that one front-view represents six different types of objects whose top-view
are different as shown in fig. 20-1.
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A

(i)

C

(i)I...___45---;-·~·____.

.____I___._I_.__I___.
B

D

(ii)!_ __

LJ
(iii)

I' - - - - - . ~ . - - - - 'I (iv) I.___ _....__

FIG. 20-1

__.__ ___,

FIG. 20-2

Similarly, the two circles in fig. 20-2.,1i) may either represent additions
[figs. 20-2(ii) and (iii)] or holes [figs. 20-2(iv) arlid (v)] or both [figs. 20-2(vi) and (vii)].
Thus, every point and every line in an orthographic view has a meaning. A point
may represent a corner or an edge. A line may represent an edge or a surface. The
meaning of each point or line should be interpreted by systematically referring back
and forth from one view to the other. Simultaneously, the shape of the object as
a whole should be visualized.
Practice in reading a drawing can be had by either projecting one or more
views from the given views, or by converting one or both the given views into
sectional views.

Most of the students in Engineering Drawing course find it difficult to visualize
an object from two orthographic views. To overcome this difficulty, assume the
object as basic geometrical solids such as prisms, cylinders, pyramids, cones and
so on. It is impossible to determine whether the shape is addition or subtraction
by observing only one view. Therefore, the each orthographic view of an object
must be referred systematically back and forth. Sound knowledge of projections of
points, lines, planes and solids is required in solving the problems of missing lines

Orthographic Reading and Conversion of Views
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or missing views. In orthographic views, if a line or lines are not drawn in order
to test the understanding of students, such lines are known as missing lines.
Similarly, if amongst the three views, only two views are given then third view will
be known as missing view.
Following procedure can be adopted in order to identify missing lines or missing
views.
(i)

From the given orthographic views, try to visualize an object and prepare
a pictorial view.

(ii)

From pictorial view, prepare orthographic views and compare with given views.
Read carefully each line in each view and find out corresponding projection
from another view.
Following conclusion from the projections of lines and planes will be useful for
identification of lines and planes in the given views.
(a)

When a line is perpendicular to a plane, its projection on that plane is
point, while its projection on the other plane is a line equal to its true
length.

(b) When a line is inclined to both the planes (H.P. and V.P.), its projections
are shorter than the true length in both the plane and inclinations to
xy line are greater than true inclinations.
(c)

When a line is parallel to a plane, its projection on that plane will show
its true length and true inclination with the other plane.

(d) When a plane is perpendicular to a reference (principal planes H.P. and
V.P.) plane, its projection on that plane is a straight line.
(e)

When a plane is parallel to a reference plane, its projection on that plane
shows its true shape and size.

(f)

When a plane is perpendicular to one of the reference plane and
inclined to the other, its inclination is shown by the angle which its
projection on the plane to which it is perpendicular, makes with
xy line. Its projection on the plane to which it is inclined, is smaller
than the plane it self.

(iii) Remember that each line in one view,
represents a plane in another view
depending upon the position of the
plane with reference to the plane
of projection. When a line is observed
in any two views, it will be plane
in third view.
Study carefully following problems of
missing lines or missing views.

Problem 20-1. In fig. 20-3(i) two views
are given. Draw its rnissing view and show
missing lines.
See fig 20-3(ii).

(ii)
FIG.

20-3
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Problem 20-2. In fig. 20-4(i) two views are given.
Draw its pictorial view and missing view.

See fig 20-4(ii).

X
(i)

Problem 20-3. In fig. 20-S(i) two
views are given. Draw its missing view
and show missing lines alongwith its
pictorial view.

I ( ao

See fig 20-S(ii)

FIG. 20-4

(ii)

)I

{~

X

f5r11:

_LLJ=jN
40 I 40
(i)

Problem 20-4. In fig. 20-6(i)
two views are given. Draw its
pictorial view and missing view.

See fig 20-6(ii).

(i)

(ii)

FIG. 20-6

(ii)

FIG. 20-5
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20-5. Two views (front view and top view) are given in fig. 20-7(i).
Draw third view (side view) and identify each plane.
See fig. 20-7(ii) along with pictorial view. Read each line and the plane in different
views.
f"

®

b"

(J)

(i)

(ii)

Fie. 20-7

Problem 20-6. Two views of a
are shown in fig. 20-8. Using both first
angle projection method and third angle projection method, draw the given views
and add fol lowing vie,.vs
(i)

the side view I ooking frorn the right and

(ii)

a sectional side

section A-A.

1 : The shape of the casting may be visualized by imagining it to be broken up in three
components B, C and D.
I-< 56

r=. . A ,_.,
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~r~J
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SECTION AA
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Fie. 20-9

2: After referring to both the views, it can be visualized that the part B is in the
form of a rectangular block with one corner rounded, and having a circular hole.
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The component C has a semi-circular cavity at its top, while the part D is a
wedge-shaped piece of uniform thickness. The side view of each part may be
imagined separately and then projected from the two views as shown in fig. 20-9.
Step 3: The sectional side view is obtained by imagining the block to be cut in two
parts through the line A-A. The portion that is cut is shown in section by
means of section lines. Note that the curved surface of the cavity behind
the cutting-plane line is also shown as a rectangle in the sectional view.
Dashed lines for hidden features may not be shown in the sectional view.
Fig. 20-10 shows the four views of
D
----------,
the casting drawn according to the thirdc
~
angle projection method. There is no change
in shape or size of the views. Only their
~\
\
8
positions are changed.

\t
101~
~~
-$-

SECTION AA

-...-A

•

FIG. 20-10

Problem 20-7. Two views of a shaft
(i)

are

in

20-11.

scale full

Sectional front view on A-A.

(ii) Sectional top view on B-B.
{iii) Side view from the left.

The object is composed of two cylinders and two ribs. Follow step 1, step 2
and step 3 of problem 20-6.

FIG. 20--11

FIG. 20-"i 2
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Having grasped the principles of orthographic and isometric projection, we proceed
to deal with the application of the same to conversion of pictorial views of objects,
for preparing the orthographic views.
Conversion of a pictorial view into orthographic views requires sound knowledge
of the principles of pictorial projection and some imagination. A pictorial view may
have been drawn according to the principles of isometric or oblique projection. In
either case, it shows the object as it appears to the eye from one direction only.
It does not show the real shapes of its surfaces or the contour. Hidden parts and
constructional details are also not clearly shown. All these have to be imagined.

For converting a pictorial view of an object into orthographic views, the direction
from which the object is to be viewed for its front view is generally indicated by
means of an arrow. When this is not done, the arrow may be assumed to be
parallel to a sloping axis. Other views are obtained by looking in directions parallel
to each of the other two axes and placed in correct relationship with the front
view.
When looking at the object in the direction of any one of the three axes, only
two of the three overall dimensions (viz. length, height and depth or thickness) will
be visible. Dimensions which are parallel to the direction of vision will not be
seen. Lines which are parallel to the direction of vision will be seen as points, while

surfaces which are parallel to it will be seen as lines.
While studying a pictorial view, it should be remembered that, unless otherwise

specified:
(i)

A hidden part of a symmetrical object should be assumed to be similar to
the corresponding visible part. For example, in fig. 20-49, the back rib is
assumed to be similar as the front rib.

(ii)

All holes, grooves etc. should be assumed to be drilled or cut right through.
Refer fig. 20-18 and fig. 20-19.

(iii) Suitable radii should be assumed for small curves of fillets etc.

An object in its pictorial view may sometimes be shown with a portion cut
and removed, to clarify some internal constructional details. While preparing its orthographic
views, such object should be assumed to be whole, and the views should then be
drawn as required.

~/
/~·
(i)

It is comparatively easy to prepare a drawing from an actual object. The
object is carefully examined and then placed in a suitable position for the
front view. The front view of the object is selected in such a way that the
maximum details of the object are visible so that the minimum dotted lines
are required.

(ii)

All the necessary views are then sketched freehand in a sketch book or on
a pad.
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(iii) Measurements of all its details and overall sizes are taken and inserted in
the views, along with important notes and instructions.
(iv) Finally, a scale-drawing is prepared from these sketches.
A pictorial view of a rectangular plate is given in fig. 20-13(i). Its front view
when seen in the direction of the arrow X, side view from the left, i.e. in the
direction of the arrow Y and the top view in the direction of arrow Z, are shown
in fig. 20-13(ii).

D
(i)

(ii)
FIG.

20-13

FIG.

20-14

(i)

The same plate is shown in fig. 20-14(i) with its longer edges vertical. Its front
view looking in the direction of the arrow X, side view from the left and the top
view are shown in fig. 20-14(ii). These three views are similar in shape and size
to the views shown in fig. 20-13(ii). Only their positions and conditions have
changed. Even when the front view is drawn looking in the direction of the arrow
Y [fig. 20-14(iii)J, the three views remain similar in shape and size.
The same plate is shown cut in various shapes in fig. 20-15. The front view
and the side view in each case will be the same as in fig. 20-13(ii). The changed
shapes will be seen in the top view of each plate. If these plates are kept in the
position shown in fig. 20-14(i), the front view in each case (looking in direction
of the arrow X) will show a different shape, while the side view and the top view
will be rectangles.
A plate cut in three different ways is shown in fig. 20-16. The front view in
each case is the same, viz. a rectangle with a vertical line ab for the edge AB. The
side view from the right in each case will be a rectangle with a vertical line cd
for the edge CD. The top view in each case shows the shape of the cut.
In the front view of the plate having different shapes of grooves (fig. 20-17),
two vertical lines are drawn for the edges of rectangular as well as semi-circular
grooves.
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In case of the triangular groove, three vertical lines are required. Although
edges AB and CD are cut, they are seen as continuous lines ab and ed. In the top
view, shapes of the grooves are seen. The grooves are not visible in the side view
and hence, they are shown by a hidden line.

FIG.

C

20-15

a

a

a

b

b

b

CI]
d

D

[?
FIG.
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20-16
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20-17
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II
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II

II

II
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20-18

Two plates having grooves in upper and lower surfaces are shown in fig. 20-18.
The shapes of the grooves are seen in the front views. In top views, two lines for
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the edges of rectangular as well as semi-circular grooves are drawn. For the
triangular grooves, three lines are required. The tapered groove in the bottom
surface is assumed to be cut throughout the width of the plate. It is not visible
from above and hence, its four edges are shown by four hidden lines in the top
view. In their side views, each groove should be shown by a horizontal hidden line.
Therefore the side view in this case is not necessary.
A plate having holes of different shapes
is shown in fig. 20-19. These shapes
are seen in the top view. Holes are assumed
to be cut or drilled right through. They
are shown by hidden lines in the front
and the side views. Here also the right
side view is not necessary.

I

The semi-circular groove in the block
shown in fig. 20-20 does not extend upto
the opposite surface. Therefore, although

FIG.

the edge AB is broken, ab is seen as a
continuous line in the front view. The
groove is shown by hidden lines in the
side view. In the top view it is drawn as
a rectangle.
Fig. 20-21 shows a block in the shape
of steps, along with its three views. In
fig. 20-22, its face ABCD is inclined. Hence,
in the top view, two lines ab and cd are
drawn for that face.
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FIG.

20-22

FIG.

20-23

FIG.

20-24

The front and back faces of the upper step are shown inclined in fig. 20-23.
Their inclinations are shown in the side view. In the front view, the line pq for the
edge PQ is drawn. In the top view, lines ef and gh for edges ff and CH are shown.
In fig. 20-24, all the four side-faces of
inclinations are seen in the front view and in
rectangles are seen for the upper step. Lines
the corners of the rectangles should also be

the upper step are inclined. Their
the side view. In the top view, two
(for the four sloping edges) joining
shown.
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A casting having a hollow cylinder
supported by a vertical rib is shown
in fig. 20-25. The width of the rib is
equal to the diameter of the cylinder.
Hence, in the front view, vertical lines
for the rib are tangential to the circle
for the cylinder.
In the side view, the line showing
the thickness of the rib vanishes just
at the centre line. The rib is not visible
when seen from top. Hence, it is
shown by a hidden line in the top view.
Note that the third view (top view) is
a 'necessary' view to show the shape
of rectangular slot.

FIG. 20-25

In the bearing block shown in fig. 20-26, the line for the rib is inclined and
tangent to the semi-circle in the front view. Vanishing points for the lines for the
rib in the side view and the top view are obtained by projecting the tangent-point
from the front view.
From the above discussion, the following important points are to be noted:
(i)

An object can be observed from
six sides such as
(a)

front side

(b)

back side

(c)

left-hand side

(d)

right-hand side

(e)

top side and

(f)

bottom side.

FIG. 20-26

It is not necessary to draw all the possible six views to describe completely
the shape of the object. In practice, only those views which are necessary

to describe the shape of the object should be drawn.
The view should be selected in such a way that minimum dotted
lines are necessary to show internal details. The object which has both the
right-hand side and left-hand side symmetrical shape requires only two views.
One of the views must be such that it completely describes the shape
of the object. Refer fig. 20-16, fig. 20-32, fig. 20-47 and fig. 20-48.
(ii)

Three views are necessary for the object which is not symmetrical. Refer
fig. 20-22 and fig. 20-24.

(iii) The view should not be drawn out of place. That is the side view and top
view are not aligned with the front view. This should be avoided.
(iv) Dotted lines must be drawn correctly as shown in table 20-1. Incorrect
points are indicated by circle.
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TABLE 20-1

INCORRECT
(i)

Q--I

(ii)

Q--I
I

(iii)

6---

CORRECT

L___
I
I
I
I

f....--I
I
I
I
IL ___

INCORRECT

(iv)

-$-

CORRECT

I

-·+i

M--$- $
(vi)

i
-€:!}-

INCORRECT

I

__ j___

(vii)

(viii)

I

!

I

~:1:0

CORRECT
I

I

I

ls;- . _)

t--

ft- (t-

(ix)=OO===

--------

(v) (a)

When a visible line coincides with either a dotted line or a centre line,
the visible line is shown and a centre line is extended beyond the
outlines of the view.

(b)

When a section-plane line coincides with a centre line, the centre line
is shown and the section-plane line is drawn outside the out-lines of
the object at the ends of centre line by thick dashes.

(c)

When a dotted line coincides with the centre line, the dotted line

should be shown.

~4

A scale-drawing must always be prepared from freehand sketches initially prepared
from a pictorial view or a real object. In the initial stages of a drawing, always use a
soft pencil viz. HB, and work with a light hand, so that lines are thin, faint and easy
to erase, if necessary.
1. Determine overall dimensions of the required views. Select a suitable scale
so that the views are conveniently accommodated in the drawing sheet.
2.Prepare the sheet layout as described in illustrative problem 20-8. Draw
rectangles for the views, keeping sufficient space between them and
from the borders of the sheet.
3. Draw centre lines in all the views. When a cylindrical part or a hole is seen
as a rectangle, draw only one centre line for its axis. When it is seen as a circle,
draw two centre lines intersecting each other at right angles at its centre.
4. Draw details simultaneously in all the views in the following order:
(i) Circles and arcs of circles.
(ii) Straight lines for the general shape of the subject.
(iii) Straight lines, small curves etc. for minor details.
5. After the views have been completed in all the details, erase all unnecessary
lines completely. Make the outlines so faint that only their impressions exist.
6. Fair the views with 2H or 3H pencil, making the outlines uniform and
intensely black (but not too thick). For doing this, adopt the same working
order as stated in step 4 above.
7. Dimension the views completely. Keep all centre lines.
8. Draw section lines in the view or views which are shown in section.
9. Fill up the title block and furnish all other necessary particulars.
10. Check the drawing carefully and see that it is complete in all respects.
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This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 49 for the
following problem.

Problem 20-8 [fig. 20-27(i)]. A
pictorial view of bearing block is shown
in fig. 20-2 7(i). Draw the front view,
left-hand side view and top view according
to the First-Angle projection method.
The procedure of preparing the
orthographic views is illustrated in the
following steps:

1 [fig. 20-27(ii)]:
(i)

Take a half imperial size drawing
paper of 560 mm x 380 mm.

(ii)

Draw the border lines taking A
= 30 mm and B = 10 mm as
shown in fig. 20-27(ii).

FIG. 20-27(i)

Now clear space in the drawing paper is 520 mm x 360 mm.
(iii) The scale of drawing is decided from the size of object and number of
views required to draw. Let L, W and H be the length, width and height
of the object. The spacing between two views can be calculated as under:

I (a)

for four views

I

f

(front view, top view I E = 520 - (L
and two side views):
4

I (b)

for th~ee view~

i

!

I
j

(front view, top view I E
~ d side view):
j

= 520

- (L
3

+
+

I

2 W) mm if= 360 - (H
3

!
I

.

W) mm If= 360 - (H

I

3

+

W) mm

+

W) mm

.
I
i

If these distances E and F are less than 20 mm, adopt the suitable standard
scale. In the above illustrated problem E and F are 95 mm and 75 mm respectively.
Select suitable scale approximately and draw required blocks depending
upon the number of views (three in this problem).
2 [fig. 20-27(iii)J:
(i)
(ii)

Mark centres for circles.
Draw centre lines passing through these centres and extend in other views also.

3 [fig. 20-2 7(iv)l:

(i)
(ii)

Draw circle of required diameter in the front view as well as in the top view.
Draw the other lines in the front view and project them in the side view as
well as in the top view.
(iii) Erase construction lines. Refer fig. 20-27(iv).
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Step 4 [fig. 20-2 7(v)]:
(i) Clean the drawing paper. Fair first circles. Complete the views by fairing various
lines. The thickness of different types of lines should be as suggested in
fig. 3-1, table 3-2 and table 3-3. The lines should be clean, dense and uniform.
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(ii)

Draw extension lines.

(iii) Draw dimension lines. Insert
dimensions. Observe that
the height of numerals should
not be more than 3 mm. It
should be written freehand.
Aligned method of writing
dimensions is recommended.
Follow IS:11669 (1986) for
dimensioning.
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Fair boundary lines by 2H
pencil.
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(iv) Complete title block by
unit
of
specifying
dimensions, symbol for
method of projection and
scale adopted.
(v)
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ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM

FIG. 20-2 7(v)
A

A

B

20-9. Draw

D

and

The edge AB is parallel to the
isometric axis oz and hence, it will
be seen as a horizontal line in the
front view [fig. 20-28(ii)]. The edge
CO will be seen as an inclined line.

C

;,('

x/

C

(i)

(ii)

FIG. 20-28

and

shown
It can be seen from the shape of
the circular hole that the pictorial view
is drawn according to oblique projection.
Hence, the front view [fig. 20-29(ii)]
will be similar to the front face shown
in the pictorial view.

B

);

/

D
(i)

(ii)

FIG. 20-29

It is interesting to note that the
two pictorial views [figs. 20-28(i) and
20-29(i)J look very much similar. But
from their orthographic views we find
that in fig. 20-29, the piece is in an
inverted (upside-down) position.

See fig. 20-30(ii). Note that the
bottom edge is horizontal.

(i)

D

C

FIG. 20-30

(ii)

D
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Note: The three axes are shown along with the pictorial views, only for the purpose of

explanation of the above problems No. 20-9, 20-10 and 20-11.

Problem 20-12. Draw the following views of the object shown pictorially in fig. 20-31 (i).
(i) Front view. (ii) Top view. (iii) Side view from the right.
See fig. 20-31 (ii).

(i)

(ii)
FIG.

20-3'1

Problem 20-13. Draw the fol lowing views of the block shown pictorially in
fig. 20-32(i). Use third-angle projection method. (i) Front view. (ii) Top view. (iii)
Both side views.
See fig. 20-32(ii).

II
(i)

DI I
(ii)

F!G.

20-32

Pictorial views of objects are shown in fig. 20-33 to fig. 20-70. Draw, scale full
size, views of each object as stated below. The front view in each case, should be
drawn as seen in the direction of the arrow X. Unless otherwise specified, use
first-angle projection method. Insert all dimensions in the views.
Solve each exercise independently and then, compare your answer with the
given solution.

Reading and Conversion of Views
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1.

Fig. 20-33: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view. (iii) Top view.

FIG. 20-33

2.

527

FIG. 20-34

Fig. 20-34: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view from the left. (iii) Top view. Use third-angle
projection method.

FIC. 20-35

FIG. 20-36

4.

Fig. 20-36:

(i) Front view. (ii) Side view from the left. (iii) Top view.

5.

Fig. 20-37: (i) Front view. (ii) Both side views. (iii) Top view. Use third-angle
projection method.
~

YI

6.

FIG. 20-37
FIG. 20-38
Fig. 20-38: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view. (iii) Top view.
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Fig. 20-39: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view from the left. (iii) Top view.

FIG.

FIG.

20-39

8.

Fig. 20-40: (i) Front view. (ii) Both side
views. (iii) Top view.

9.

Fig. 20-41: (i) Front view. (ii) Both side
views. (iii) Top view.
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Use third-angle projection method.
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20-41

10.

Fig. 20-42: (i) Front view. (ii) Both side
views. (iii) Top view.

11.

Fig. 20-43: (i) Front view. (ii) Both side
views. (iii) Top view. Use third-angle
projection method.

FIG.

20-42

Fie. 20-44
12.

Fig. 20-44: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view from left. (iii) Top view.

Orthographic Reading and Conversion of Views
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13.

Fig. 20-45:
(i)

Front view.

(ii)

Side view.

(iii) Top view.

14.

Fig. 20-46:
All the six views.
Use third-angle
projection method.

FIG.

15.

20-45

FIG.

Fig. 20-47:

FIG.

20-47

FIG. 20-49

FIG. 20-4B

16.

Fig. 20-48: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view. (iii) Top view.

17.

Fig. 20-49: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view. (iii) Top view.
Use third-angle projection method.

FIG. 20-50

18.

20-46

FIG. 20-5'1

and 19. Fig. 20-50 and fig. 20-51:
(i)

Front view. (ii) Side view from the right. (iii) Top view.
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20.

Fig. 20-52:
(i) Front view.
(ii) Both side views.
(iii) Top view.
Fig. 20-53:
(i) Front view.
(ii) Both side views.
(iii) Top view.

21.

FIG. 20-52
FIG. 20-53
Fig. 20-54: (i) Front view. (ii) Both side views. (iii) Top view.

22.

FIG. 20-54
23.
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FIG. 20-55

Fig. 20-55: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view from the left. (iii) Top view.
Use third-angle projection method.

24.

Fig. 20-56: All the six views.

~,I
l

FIG. 20-56
25.

FIG. 20-57

Fig. 20-57: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view from the right. (iii) Top view.

Orthographic Reading and Conversion of Views
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26.

Fig. 20-58 (i) Front view. (ii) Side view from the left. (iii) Top view.

FIG. 20-59

FIG. 20-58
27.

531

BOSSES 028 3 THICK

Fig. 20-59:
(i)

Front view.

(ii) Side view from the right.
(iii) Top view.
Use third-angle projection
method.

2 HOLES 010
2 BOSSES 025,
3THICK
FIG.

28.

20-60

Fig. 20-60:
(i)

Front view.

(ii)

Side view.

(iii) Top view.

"'f.........~

FIG.

20-61

29.

Fig. 20-61:
(i)

Front view.

(ii)

Side view from the right.

(iii) Top view.
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Fig. 20-62: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view from the right. (iii) Top view.
Use third-angle projection method.

FIG. 20-62

/l

FIG. 20-63

FIG. 20-65

33.

Fig. 20-65: (i) Front view. (ii) Left-hand side view. (iii) Top view.

Exe. 20]

34.
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Fig. 20-66: (i) Front view. (ii) Right-hand side view. (iii) Top view.

J

FIG. 20-67

35.

Fig. 20-67: (i) Front view. (ii) Left-hand side view. (iii) Top view.

36.

Fig. 20-68: (i) Front view. (ii) Side view. (iii) Top view.

FIG. 20-68

37.

FIG. 20-69

Fig. 20-69: (i) Front view. (ii) Left-hand side view. (iii) Top view.
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38.

Fig. 20-70: (i) Front view. (ii) Left-hand side view. (iii) Top view.

Fie. 20-70
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(EX. 19. FIG. 20-51)
FIG. 20-89

(EX. 20. FIG. 20-52)
FIG. 20-90

(EX. 21. FIG. 20-53)
FIG. 20-91
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(EX. 34. FIG. 20-66)
FIG. 20-104

(EX. 36. FIG. 20-68)
FIG. 20-106

(EX. 35. FIG. 20-67)
FIG. 20-105

(EX. 37. FIG. 20-69)
FIG. 20-107

(Ex. 38. FIG. 20-70)
FIG. 20-108

Centres of gravity and moments of inertia of areas of plane surfaces are frequently
used in engineering practice. Therefore, we shall study in this chapter, about these two
parameters as shown below:
(1) Centre of gravity of symmetrical and unsymmetrical areas
(2) Moment of inertia of plane surfaces.

A body consists of numerous particles on which the pull of the earth, i.e. the
forces of gravity act. The resultant of these forces acts through a point. This point
is called the centre of gravity of the body. It can also be defined as a point about
which the weights of all the particles balance. It may not necessarily lie within the body.
In case of an area, the figure is assumed to be a lamina of negligible thickness
so that its centre of gravity will be practically on the surface. As the area has no
weight this point is also called the centroid.

When an area is symmetrical about both its axes, the centre of gravity will be at
the point of intersection of these axes. Thus, the centre of gravity of a square,
rectangle, parallelogram or rhombus will be at the point of intersection of its
diagonals. The centre of gravity of a circle will be at the point of intersection of
its any two diameters, i.e. at its centre.
When an area is symmetrical about one axis, the centre of gravity will lie on
that axis.
The centre of gravity of a triangle lies at the point of intersection of its
medians (fig. 21-1). The centre of gravity of a quadrilateral is determined by
dividing it into triangles and as explained in problem 21-1.

Problem 21-1. Find the centre
(i)

of the

ABCD shown in fig. 21-2.

Draw the diagonal BD and locate the centres of gravity G1 and G2 of triangles
BCD and ABO respectively. Similarly, draw the diagonal AC and determine
the centres of gravity G3 and G4 of triangles ABC and ADC respectively.

540
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Draw lines joining G1 with G2 , and G3 with G 4 . G, the point of
intersection of lines G1 G2 and G 3G4 is the centre of gravity of the
quadrilateral ABCD.
C

FIG. 21-'f

FIG, 21-2

A simple method of finding the centre of gravity of a trapezoid is illustrated
in problem 21-2. It can also be located as explained in problem 21-3,

Problem 21-2. Determine the position
of the centre of gravity of the trapezoid
ABCD shown in fig. 21-3.
(i)

Draw a line joining the mid-points P
and Q of the parallel sides AB and
DC respectively.

(ii)

Produce AB to a point E so that BE
= DC. Similarly, produce CD to a
point F so that FD = AB.

(iii) Draw the line ff intersecting the line
PQ at a point G. Then G is the required
centre of gravity.

A

F

p

B

E

D
FIG, 21-3

For locating the position of the centre of gravity of an area of unsymmetrical
shape, it is first divided into a number of smaller areas of symmetrical shapes
such as triangles, squares, rectangles, trapezoids etc. so that the centre of gravity
of each such area is easily determined. Each small area is then treated as a force
proportional to the area and acting at the centre of gravity of the area.
A resultant of these forces acting in one direction in the plane of the area is
first determined. It will pass through the centre of gravity of the whole area.
Another resultant of the same forces acting in the same plane but in another
direction is then found out. This will also pass through the centre of gravity of the
whole area. The point of intersection of these two resultants will be the centre of
gravity of the whole area. The position of the resultant of parallel forces acting in
a plane is graphically determined by means of polar diagram and funicular polygon
or link polygon as explained in the following illustrative problems.

Art. 21-1-3]
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This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
subject. Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 50 for the
following problem.
l-'r,,h1,,,m 21-3. Find graphically the centre of gravity of the /-section shown in fig. 21-4.
As the section is symmetrical about its vertical axis yy', the centre of gravity
must lie on that axis.

0

FIG.

21-4

(i)

Draw the given section to a convenient scale. Divide it into three rectangles
viz. 1, 2 and 3 and locate their centres of gravity G1, G2 and G3 respectively at
the points of intersection of their respective diagonals. Through these points,
draw parallel lines of action of forces representing the area of each rectangle.
These lines may be drawn in any direction except vertical, as the centre of gravity
lies in the vertical axis. Name these forces as AB, BC and CO respectively
according to Bow's Notation. This figure is called the space diagram.

(ii)

Calculate the areas of the rectangles 1, 2 and 3. They will be 6000, 4000
and 2000 sq. mm respectively.

(iii) Draw a line parallel to the lines of action of forces and on it mark a

point a. Select any convenient scale, say 1 cm = 1000 sq. mm and cut-off
lengths ab = 6 cm, be = 4 cm and cd = 2 cm in the direction of the
forces. The line ad is called the load line or force diagram.
(iv) Mark a point o at any convenient position either above or below the line
ad and draw lines ao, bo, co and do. The point o is called the pole and
the whole figure is called the polar diagram.
(v)

Mark any point a' on the line of action of the force AB and draw a line parallel
to ao. Through the same point, draw a line parallel to bo to intersect the line of action
of the force BC at a point b'. Through b', draw a line parallel to co to intersect
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the line of action of the force CD at a point c'. Through c', draw a line parallel
to do to intersect the line drawn parallel to ao at a point d'. Through d', draw
a line parallel to the lines of action to intersect the axis yy' at a point G. This
line is the line of action of the resultant R of the forces and G is the centre of
gravity of the section. Figure a'b'c'd' is called the funicular polygon or link polygon.
Problem 21-4. Find graphically the centre of gravity of the channel section
shown in fig. 21-5.

0

x-

G2 G

,

·-...-...:_-·-X g

10

..... .....

..... .....

'

..... '1I

I', .....

..........

FIG. 21-5

As the section is symmetrical about its horizontal axis xx', the centre of gravity
must lie on this axis.
(i)

Draw the section to any convenient scale. Divide it into three rectangles 1,
2 and 3 and locate their centres of gravity G1 , G2 and G 3 respectively.
Through these points, draw (in any direction except horizontal) parallel
lines of action of forces representing the area of each rectangle.

(ii)

Draw the polar diagram and funicular polygon as explained in
problem 21-3 and obtain the point G where the line of action of the
resultant R of the forces intersects the axis xx'. G is the centre of gravity
of the section.

Note that the line of action of the resultant is drawn through d the point of
intersection between the lines drawn through points on the first and the last lines
of action and parallel to ao and do respectively.

Problem 21-5. Determine graphically the position of the centre of gravity of
the Z-section shown in fig. 21-6.
As the section is not symmetrical about any axis, it will be necessary to obtain

two resultants.
(i)

Draw the section to a convenient scale and divide it into three rectangles
1, 2 and 3. (The division can also be done in a different way.)

Centres of Gravity and Moments of Inertia of Areas
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(ii)
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Mark the centres of gravity G1 , G2 and G 3 of these rectangles. Through
these centres, draw lines of action of the forces in any one direction, say
vertical. Calculate the areas of the three rectangles and draw the polar
diagram and funicular polygon as explained in problem 21-3 and obtain the
position of the resultant R.

Similarly, through points G1 , G2 and G3 , draw horizontal or inclined parallel
lines of action of forces and determine the position of the resultant R1 . The point
of intersection G, between the lines of action of the resultants R and R1 is the
required centre of gravity of the section.

lO
.,...

0

0)

a
0

d
FIG.

21-6

Problem 21-6. Find graphically the centre of gravity of the plate PQRS of
negligible thickness having a circular hole in it as shown in fig. 21-7.

(i)

Draw the plate to a convenient scale. Complete the rectangle PTRS.

(ii)

Find the centres of gravity of the circle, the rectangle PTRS and
the triangle QTR and name them as G1 , G2 and G 3 respectively.
Through these points, draw vertical lines of action of forces representing
the areas.
As the areas of the circle and the triangle are removed from the area of
the rectangle, the direction of action (i.e. the sense) of the forces representing
them, viz. AB and CD will be opposite (as shown by the arrows) to that
of the force BC representing the area of the rectangle. Calculate the areas
of the circle, the rectangle and the triangle. They will be 707, 6000 and
1200 sq. mm respectively.

(iii) Draw a line parallel to the lines of action. Select a convenient scale, say
1 cm = 1000 sq. mm, and on this line mark a length ab = 0.7 cm in
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direction of the force AB, i.e. upwards. Cut-off a length be = 6 cm in
direction of the force BC, i.e. downwards. Again mark a length cd =
1.2 cm in direction of the force CD, i.e. upwards. Mark a suitable point
o and draw lines ao, bo, co and do, thus completing the polar diagram.

C

FIG. 21-7

(iv) Mark any point a' on the line of action of the force AB and through it,
draw a line parallel to ao. Through the same point, draw another line a'b'
parallel to bo and intersecting the line of action of the force BC at a
point b'. Similarly through b', draw a line b'c' parallel to co and intersecting
the line of action of the force CD at a point c'. Through c', draw a line
parallel to do and intersecting the line drawn parallel to ao at a point d'.
Through d', draw a line parallel to the lines of action. This line is the line
of action of the resultant R.
(v)

Similarly, through point G 1, G2 and G 3 , draw inclined (or horizontal)
parallel lines of action and determine the position of the line of action
of the resultant R1 as explained above. Note that this line passes through
d' 1 , the point of intersection between the lines drawn through points
on the first and the last lines of action and parallel to a1 o 1 and d 101
respectively.
G, the point of intersection between the lines of action of the resultants
is the required centre of gravity of the plate.
Note:

Instead of subtracting the triangular part QTR from the plate PTRS, the
plate PQRS may be divided into two parts, viz. a square and a triangle.

21-7. Find graphically the centre of gravity of the thin circular plate
having holes in it as shown in fig. 21-8.
Adopt the same method as explained in problem 21-6. The point G is the
required centre of gravity.

Art. 21-1-3]
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b'
FIG. 2'1-8

Problem 21-8. Determine graphically the centre of gravity of the quarter-circle
shown in

21-9.

a

Fie. 2-1-9

The centre of gravity must lie on the bisector of the quarter-circle, viz. the
line SQ.
(i)

Divide the quarter-circle into a number of equal sectors, say 8. Greater the
number, each sector will tend to become an isosceles triangle.
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Assuming the sectors to be isosceles triangles, mark the centre of gravity
(the point 1) of any one sector, say the end sector. It will lie on the
altitude, at a distance of

~

the altitude from the apex Q.

(iii) With Q as centre and Q1 as radius, draw an arc to cut the other altitudes
at the centre of gravity of each sector. Name these points as 2, 3, ... 8.
Through points 1, 2 ... 8, draw vertical lines of action of forces.
(iv) Draw the polar diagram taking ab, be etc. of equal lengths, as all the
sectors are of the same area.
(v)

Complete the funicular polygon and draw the line of action of the resultant

R through the point k'. G, the point of intersection between this line and
the line SQ is the required centre of gravity.

Problem 21-9. Find graphically the centre of gravity of the segment of the circle
shown in fig. 21-10.
(i)

Divide the chord PQ into a number of equal parts and through the division-points,
draw lines perpendicular to PQ, thus dividing the segment into a number
of smaller parts. The centre of gravity of the segment must lie on the line
ST which bisects the segment.

(ii)

Draw the mid-ordinates of each part and find the mid-point of each mid-ordinate.
These points will approximately be the centres of gravity of the respective
parts of the segment.

s

FIG. 21-10

(iii) Through these points, draw inclined parallel lines of action of forces representing
the area of each section. It is rather difficult to accurately determine the
area of each part. But it would be approximately correct if the lengths ab,
be etc. in the polar diagram are taken in a fixed proportion, say 1 :2, of
the corresponding lengths of the mid-ordinates.
(iv) Draw the polar diagram and the funicular polygon.

Art. 21 -2]

(v)
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Through the point k', draw the line of action of the resultant R. G, the point of
intersection between this line and the line ST is the required centre of gravity.

Note: This is an approximate and quick method. More accurate method would be to
(i) consider the end parts as triangles and the remaining parts as trapezoids,
(ii) determine their centres of gravity, (iii) calculate their areas and then (iv) draw
the polar diagram and funicular polygon.

Problem 21- rn. Find graphically the centre of gravity of the section of a retaining
wall shown in fig. 21-11.
Adopt the same method as explained in problem 21-5. The point G is the required
centre of gravity. The section has been divided into two triangles and one rectangle.
It can also be divided into two trapezoids and one square by drawing horizontal lines.

FIG.21-11

Moment of inertia of an area of a plane figure about an axis in the plane of the
area is a frequent requirement in engineering practice. The graphical · method of
determining the moment of inertia of areas gives fairly accurate results speedily. It
is more useful in case of areas of irregular shapes.
(1)
The moment of inertia of an area about an axis in the plane
of the area is the sum of the products of the areas of its elements and the
squares of the perpendicular distances of the centres of gravity (centroids) of these
elements from the axis.

It is obtained by multiplying the whole area by the mean value of the squares
of perpendicular distances of the centroids of its elements from the axis. An axis
passing through the centroid of the whole area is called centroidal axis.
(2)
When the area is calculated in centimetre units, i.e. in square centimetres
(cm2) and the distances are also measured in centimetres, i.e. the squares of the
distances will be square centimetres (cm2) the unit of moment of inertia (area x distance2)
will be in centimetres raised to the fourth power, i.e. cm4.
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In S.I. Units, the area is calculated in square metres (m2) and the distances
are also measured in metres. Therefore, the unit of moment of inertia (area x distance2)
will be in metres raised to the fourth power, i.e. m4.
method: The moment of inertia is graphically determined by
Culmann's method with the help of space diagrams, force diagrams, polar diagrams
and funicular polygons as explained in the following illustrative problems.

This book is accompanied by a computer CD, which contains an audiovisual
animation presented for better visualization and understanding of the
Readers are requested to refer Presentation module 51 for the
following problem.

21-11. Find graphically the moment of inertia of the rectangular section
vvide .x 20 cm deep shovvn in fig. 21-12, about the axis yy' passing through

y

20
a

A B

C

F

D

G

H

K
h'

h"
e'1

a"

®
az
y'
FIG. 21-'12
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= 2 cm and draw

(i)

Draw the given rectangle to a suitable scale, say 1 cm
the axis w' passing through its centre of gravity.

(ii)

Divide the rectangle into a number of equal strips, say 8, parallel to the
axis.

(iii) Draw lines of action of forces representing the area of each strip, parallel
to the axis and passing through the respective centres of gravity of the
strips. This is the space diagram.
Calculate the area of each strip. Select a convenient scale, say
1 cm = 20 sq. cm and draw the load line ak as explained in problem 21-3.
Lengths ab, be etc. will each be equal to 1.25 cm each. Mark the pole o
at any convenient polar distance D 1 , say 5 cm, from the line ak and
complete the polar diagram P1 by joining o with points a, b, ..... k.
(iv) Draw the funicular polygon F1 as explained in problem 21-3. Produce all
the sides of the polygon to intersect the axis at points a 1 , b 1 .... k1 . Note
that in this problem points a 1 , b 1 , c 1 and d 1 coincide with points k1 , h 1 ,
g 1 and f1 respectively.
(v)

Measure the intercepts a 1 b 1 , b 1 c 1 etc. Assuming these intercepts to be
forces and selecting a convenient scale, say 1 cm = 0.333 cm, draw the
second load line. While drawing this line it should be noted that the
intercepts for the strips on one side of the axis should be drawn in one
direction, while those for the strips on the other side of the axis should
be drawn in the opposite direction.
Thus the intercepts from a' 1 to e' 1 coincide with those from k' 1 to e' 1 .
Note that according to the selected scale, length a' 1e' 1 is three times the
length a 1e 1 . Select a pole o 1 at a suitable distance D2 , say 6 cm, and
complete the polar diagram P2 •

(vi) Draw the corresponding funicular polygon F2 • The intercept a 2 k2 of this
polygon on the axis w' is the moment of inertia of the rectangle about the
axis w' to the moment scale which is determined as shown below: If,
(i)

the scale of the space diagram is

n cm

1 cm

(ii) the area scale for the first load line is 1 cm

= n 1 cm2

(iii) the intercepts from the funicular polygon F1 are represented on the second
load line to the scale
1 cm = n 2 cm
(iv) the polar distances in polar diagrams P1 and P2 are 0 1 cm and 0 2 cm
respectively,
then the moment scale

= n2 x n 1 x n 2 x 0 1 x D 2
= 22 X 20 X 0.333 X 5 X 6
= 800 cm4.

The length of the intercept a 2k2 is 8.4 cm.
The moment of inertia = length of the intercept a2 k2 in cm
x the moment scale

= 8.4 x 800 = 6720 cm4.
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Problem 21-12. Find graphically the moment o( inertia of the isosceles triangle,
base 9 cm long and altitude 9 cm, shown in fig. 21-13, about the vertical centroidal
axis yy'.
Adopt the same method as explained in problem 21-11. The areas of the strips
are unequal. The scales and distances selected are as under:
1 cm.

1 cm

=
=

(iii) The scale for the second load line is 1 cm

=

0.2 cm.

(i)

The scale for the space diagram is

1 cm

(ii)

The scale for the first load line is

4

sq. cm.

(iv) The polar distances D 1 and D2 are each 6 cm.
The moment scale

=
=

12 x 4 x 0.2 x 6 X 6

28.8 cm4.

The length of the intercept a2g 2
The moment of inertia

=
=

= 6.3

cm.

6.3 x 28.8
181.4 cm4.

11Jd
e

J'

0

I
D~

g

a1 91
b1

y'

FIG. 21-13

Problem 21-13. Determine graphically the rnoment of inertia of the semi-circle
of 6 cm radius shown in fig. 21- 74, about the vertical axis
passing through its
centre of gravity.
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See fig. 21-14. Adopt the same method as explained in problem 21-11 and
obtain the intercept a2 g2 . The scales and distances selected are as under:
(i)

The scale for the space diagram is

1 cm

(ii)

The scale for the first load line is

1 cm

(iii) The scale for the second load line is 1 cm

= 1 cm.
= 5 sq. cm.
= 0.2 cm.

(iv) The polar distances 0 1 and 0 2 are each 6 cm.
The moment scale

=

12 x 5 x 0.2 x 6 x 6

= 36

cm4.

The length of the intercept a2 g 2 is equal to 3.9 cm.
The moment of inertia = 3.9 x 36

=

140.4 cm4.

y

a

y'

FIG. 21-14

Problem 21-14. Determine graphically the moment of inertia of the T-section
shown in fig. 21-15, about the axis yy' situated at a distance of 15 cm from the
centre of gravity of the section.
(i)

Draw the polar diagram P1 and the funicular polygon F1 and locate the position
of the centre of gravity G.
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(ii)

Draw the axis yy' at a distance of 15 cm from G.

(iii) Obtain the intercepts a1b 1 , b 1 c 1 etc. by producing the lines a'g', a'b' etc. to
intersect yy' at points a 1b 1 , etc.
(iv) Draw the polar diagram P2 and the funicular polygon f 2 as explained in
problem 21-11 and obtain the intercept aig2 on yy'. Measure its length and
calculate the moment of inertia as shown below:
The scales and distances selected in the figure are as under:
(i)

The scale for the space diagram is 1 cm

=

2 cm.

(ii)

The scale for the first load line is 1 cm

=

4 sq. cm.

(iii) The scale for the second load line is 1 cm

=

1 cm.

8

=

(iv) The distances 0 1 and 0 2 are each 8 cm.
The moment scale

=

22

X

4

1

X

8

X

X

1024 cm4.

The length of the intercept aig2 is 9 cm.
The moment of inertia

=

9

X

1024
y

T

9216 cm4.

a

I

10

I
01

=

1

91
f1
·e1
d1
C1 b
b1 C

~I

1

0

d
e
f
9
a1 a'1
.92
a" b" c"

®

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

02

b\

c;
d\
e;

q
91

a2
y'

FIG. 21-15
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1 to 12. Determine graphically the position of the centre of gravity of each area
shown in fig. 21-16 to fig. 21-27. All dimensions are in millimetres.

FIG. 2·1-17

FIG. 21-16

FIG. 21-18

80

ct

~
C)'

--=f

J~I

~+

T

!..

50

FIG. 21-19

FIG. 21-22

.1

~ 30

,!,

40

.1.

FIG. 21-20

FIG. 21-23

lQ__,_j
FIG.21-21

FIG. 21-24
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10 10

10

r

35

10

~

C>
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N

t

C>
~

:2

LO

N

FIG. 21-25

FIG. 21-26

FIG. 21-2 7

13 to 20. Find graphically the moments of inertia of areas shown in fig. 21-28 to
fig. 21-33, fig. 21 -1 7 and fig. 21-19, as stated below:
Fig. 21-28, fig. 21-29 and fig. 21-30: About the vertical centroidal axis
of each area.
Fig. 21-31 and fig. 21-32: About the horizontal centroidal axis of each area.
Fig. 21-33: About the base AB.
Fig. 21-17: About the horizontal axis situated at a distance of 100 mm
below the centroid of the area.
Fig. 21-19: About the horizontal axis situated at a distance of 60 mm
above the centre of gravity of the area.
15

15

r

N

C>
N

2
FIG. 21-28

8

~
I

~1

C>
N

.I2!.

FIG. 21-29

20
FIG. 21-30

20
15

10
21

FIG. 21-3'1

FIG. 21-32

Note: Dimensions in fig. 21-28 to fig. 21-33 are in centimetres.

A

FIG. 21-33

.1 2 1(

The term nomography is derived from the Greek words nomos (law) and graphein
(to write) which refers to the graphical representation of mathematical laws or
relationships. The law or relationship so represented is always in the form of a
mathematical equation.
The nomographs which provide quick graphical answers where numerical data
are substituted into formulae and empirical equations which are the mathematical
expressions of data plotted in the form of curves.
A working knowledge of nomographs is useful not only to engineers but also
to physicists, doctors and other scientific and professional groups. Applications of
nomographs may be found in many phases of industry, such as production, management,
sales, research and development. The nomographs are most advantageous when
only an approximate answer, say within a few per cent is needed and the same
equation is repeatedly required for several sets of values of the variables.
In this chapter, we shall learn about nomographs as shown below:
(1) Types of nomographs
(2)

Definitions of various terms

(3)

Principle of construction of nomographs of three variables

(4)

Layout of nomographs

(5)

Z-type nomographs.

Nomographs are combination of more than two straight or curved scales aligned
in a definite way so that when a straight line drawn across the scales intersects
them at values satisfying the represented equation. This straight line is known as
index line. The nomographs are classified as shown below:
(i)

Parallel scales nomographs

(ii)

Z-type nomographs

(iii) Circular nomographs
(iv) Combination of nomographs.
The discussion of last two types of nomographs is beyond the scope of this book.

Drawing
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The various terms used in the construction of nomographs are defined as under:
Constant: A constant is any quantity that always has the same value. For
example

z

=

3x + 4y, z

=

ax2 + by2 where 3, 4, a and b are constants.

A variable is any quantity that always has the different values.
For example

z

=

3x + 4y, z

=

ax2 + by2 where x, y and z are variables.

Scales: A graphical representation of physical quantity on a straight or a
curve line of a selected length. The scales are further classified as follows:
(a)

Uniform scales or linear scales or natural scales are scales on which
the spaces between division marks are constant.

(b)

Logarithmic scales or non-linear scales are scales in which the spaces
between division marks are not uniform but vary according to the
logarithms of the numbers that are represented on the scales.

(iv) Function: This is a mathematical equation which expresses the relationship
3
of a group of variables and constants. For example y = x2 +
3 · The
X

variable x and constant term 3 are related with y. In short form, we can
write as y = f (x).

modulus: This is defined as the length of the scale for a unit
value of the functional variable. Mathematically, we can write as
m

=

L
f (Xmax ) - f (Xmin )

......... .

. (22-1)

where m is the functional modulus

L

=

scale length.

Xmax and Xmin represent the values of the variable x corresponding to
the maximum and minimum values of the function respectively.

In equation (22-1 ), a convenient modulus can be chosen to simplify
the construction of the scale and the length can be determined, which
is a preferred procedure. Sometimes, it is difficult to select a functional
modulus that will result in a scale length long enough or short enough
to fit the paper size to be used. [Based on A4 (210 mm x 297 mm)
size of paper.) In such cases, a suitable scale length can be assumed.
Scale modulus (M): This is defined as the product of functional modulus
and common constant coefficient of a function variable.

i.e. Scale modulus M

=

For example

= 2x +

z

M

Constant coefficient of function x Functional modulus

=2

2y

x m.

= 2

(x

+

y)

Art. 22-3]
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In chapter 4, we have discussed how equation involving two variables can be
represented in a graphical form by a chart of two scales side by side, one for each
variable. Such a chart of two scales is also known as comparative scales or
conversion scales. (Refer to chapter 4.)
For equations containing three or more variables, a graphical solution must have
three or more scales, one for each variable. These scales are properly matched and
spaced. Such charts are known as Nomographs or Alignment charts. The construction
of nomographs for the equation with three variables, involving the sum, difference or
multiplication of two variables, is based on the following geometrical derivation.
Consider the general equation of three variables
(i)

(ii)

f (z)
f (z)

=f
=f

(x)
(x)

± f (y) ........................................ [22-2(a)]
x f (y) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [22-2(b)]

Equation of type (ii) is required to transform into type (i) by taking logarithms
of the functions.
i.e.
f (z) = f (x) x f (y)
logf (z)

=

logf (x)

+

logf (y).

The ranges of values are given for the variables x and

y.
T

:8

E
N

E

g

>,

E
II
>,

II
N

><

E
II
X

p~--~a~--~-1,,__~b--+-<>I u
FIG. 22-1

In fig. 22-1, PQ, SR and UT represent three parallel scales. The origins are
aligned by the horizontal line PU and an index line QT crosses the three scales in
any direction. Lines QV and RW are drawn parallel to the horizontal line (base line) PU.
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From similar triangles QVR and RWT

i.e.

VR
QV

=

WT
RW

SR - SV

=

UT - UW

b

a

i.e.

= UT - SR
(as SV = PQ and UW
b
a
Substituting values of PQ, SR and UT from fig. 22-1
SR - PQ

=

mz f(z) - mx f(x)

=

SR)

my f (y)-mz f(z)

a
b
where mx, my and mz are functional moduli.

b m2 f

(z) -

b mx f

(x)

b m2 f

(z) +

a m2 f

(z)

= a my
= a my

f (y) - a mz f (z)
f (y) + b mx f (x)

Divide both sides by b

a

a

mz f (z) +

b

mz f (z)

=b

1

+

L) f

=

m2

(

(z)

= f (z) only if

But f (x) + f (y)
i.e.

m2

(

1 +

my

f

(y)

+ mx f
a

+ b my f

mx f (x)

(x)
(y)

.................. (22-3)

the coefficients of the three terms in eq. (22-3) are equal.

L)

f

= mx =

my ........................... (22-4)

From equation (22-4), we have

a

b

mx
and

mx

= (1

my

i.e.

+

1) m

a

b -

my

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (22-4a)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2

(22-4b)

Substituting eq. (22-4a) in eq. (22-4b), we have

mx

=

m2

=

(

1+~)
m
mz
y
mx x my

_ ( mx +my)
mx m
. mz
y

i.e.

...........................................

(22-5)

( mx +my)
Again from equation (22-4) we have

m2

(

1

+

t) = L

my

............................... (22-5a)

Replacing value of m 2 from eq. 22-5 in eq. 22-5a, we have

mx

x

my

(

1

a)

+ b

( mx + my )

a

=b

my

mx (a + b)
a

= (

~+~

)

...........................

(22~_('>)

•

Equation (22-5) is used to determine the modulus of the centre-scale. Equation (22-6)
represents the relationship for spacing scales PQ and UT after selecting moduli for
these scales.

Nomography
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(1)

10

9

Addition of two functional values, 9
say z = x + y, where x and y vary 8
from O to 10.

(2)

y

z

For illustrations, following three types of
x
10
equations are considered here:

8

7

7

6 (.)
E

Subtraction of two functional values,
say z

=x

-

y, where both

x and

y

5~
II
4 ...J

5

variables vary from Oto 10. 4
(3)

559

3

Multiplication of two functional values, 3
and y
variables vary from Oto 10.

2

The problems of type-1 and type-2 are
in the required standard form for three
parallel scales. In such cases linear or natural
scale can be used.

~ - - - - - ~ - -----~o

say z

= x x y, where both x

1
b=5cm

a=5cm
mx = 1

)I

mz = 0.5
FIG.

my= 1

22-2 (Refer table 22-1)

While the equation z = x x y of problem 22-3 is not in the required form of
parallel scales. Therefore, it is necessary to transform in the required form by taking
logarithms of the functions. That is z = x x y, is transformed to logz = logx + logy.
Instead of, the natural scale, the logarithmic scale is used. The steps of construction
of nomographs for above three types of problems are described in table 22-1,
table 22-2, table 22-3 and corresponding fig. 22-2, fig. 22-3, fig. 22-4 respectively.
In plotting parallel scales nomographs following important points must be noted.
(i)
(ii)

When positive values of variable are laid out in one direction (upward),
negative values must be laid out in the opposite direction.
Note that a function with a negative sign has an inverted scale and the

origins are in alignment.
z

X

y

6

4

4

4 (.)
E

5

5

3

3 ";;"

4

6

3

7

2

8

1

9

8

5

.,...
II

...J

10
9
8
7
6
5

7

9

C)

y

z

X

0 10
9
8
7
2 6
3 5

10

0

a= 5cm

I<(

mx=1

...J

2

) I

my=1

Fie. 22-3 (Refer table 22-2)

2
2

10 1

)I,
m2 =0.5

C)

I(

mx= 10

a=5cm

•I

1

<I

mz=5

)I

b=5cm

my=10

Fie. 22-4 (Refer table 22-3)
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TABLE 22·1 (Fig. 22-2)

Write down values of variables
x and y
(ii)

Calculate the values of function z
substituting values .of step (i)

(Hi}

To co.11strnct nomograph, select a
suitable length of scale to flt on A4 ·
size paper
Also compute mx, my a.rid mz

14 16 18 20

For x-scafo/we ~elect the length
Using equation (22~1),

of scale,

10cm

Tpe scale modulus Mx can be determined by
multiplying
hy ·constant coefficient of
=1 x
1
.1 ""'
functron,x.
Shnilarfy, . we .can.•·. determine the .· functional
r11od~lus
and scale mod4lus Jor the yariable
by selecting same scale length (10 cm)'.

my

== 1.

my= i, My

Functional modul.us inz for the ·middle z.:scale
for variable z is determined by equation (22~5).
1

2

+my

: . ihe stale length for variable z
= rfiz 'ff timax) - 'f (z~·j~)J

= 1
2

(iv}

[20 - OJ

= 10 cm.

Compute the horizontal distance of
a and b be the distances of x-scale and
y-scale from z-scale. Using equation (.22.•6),
x-scale and y-scale from the mi,ddle
z-scale. Draw three vertical parallel lines
mx ~a + b)
of 5 cm apart from each other, denoting
a =
(mx + my)'
x-scale, z-scale. and y-scale.
assume (a + b) = 10 cm on the basis. of
available width of the paper (21 cm).
a=·

1

X

10

1 + 1

=

5

cm

b= 5 cm.
{v)

Multiply functional moduli m)v my .and
mz by the functional values. These· are
measuring lengths for the graduations
on the scale for the values of function.

1 and m 2 "".(t5

mz:z
(vi}

Lay-off the distances obtained in step
{v} on the x-scale, y-scale and z-scale.

(vii)

Denote the values of variables (not
function) at the corresponding points
determined.

(viii)

See fig. 22-2.

5

6

7

8

9 10

4

5

6

9

5

6

7
7

8

4

8

4

10
9 10
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TABU: 22-2 (Fig. 22-3)

..

Write down values of variables

0

X

2

1

4

3

5

·.

X ancl y

6

7

8

9

10

6

7

8

9

10

•.

y

1

0

4

3

2

5

•.

. Compute
Values of function .z
by substituting. values of step (ij
1n_z = x.-y

:.

.·.

X

..

= Oto10·. 0

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

,--9

-8 -7 -6 -5

.4

-3

-2

-1

0

3

·.

y :"' 10

.
·

.
..

::

.

...

x

..

·""··o

tolo !"10

'

as 'table
except _the
functional modulus of variable
will be different.

z

For x-scale and y0 scale, · select the length of scales 1O cm.
Therefore functional moduli for x-scale and y-:;cale are:

mx = 1, my= 1.
The functional modulus mz for the middle z-scale is equal to

:

..

=

mx X my
(mx +my)

.. mi.=

The scale length for variable z is
L = m2
L =

(iv)

Compute. the horizontal distances
of x-scale and y-scale from the
. centre z-scale.

M

Multiply functional moduli mx; my
and mz by the functional values,
These are measuring lengths for the
.. graduations on the scale for the
values. of function.

:

1 + 1

-21

=

[f

- f (Zminll

1
1m - HOH
2

=

-202

=

i and m 2

= 10 cm.

Same as table 22-1.

mx =,,my

1

=

2

.·

mx.x= 1.x

0

1

2

3

4

5

mry=1.y

0

1

2

3

4

s_tJ

0

0.5

1

1.5

mvz

= 1.z

2 2.5

6

3

7

8

9

10

7

8

9

10

3.5. 4 4.5

5

2

I·

..

-5 -4.5 -4 -3.5 -3 -:-2,5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0
•·

(vi}

Lay-off the distance obtained in
step (v} on the x-scale, y-scale
and z-scale;
Note that. y-scale is the inverted
scale as it is starting from top,
Same as table 22-1.

(viii)

See fig. 22-3.
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1

and.

9

4

36

25

16

64

81

100

logx

O

0.301

0.471 0.602 0.698 0.718 0.845 0.903 0.954

1

logz

0

0.602

0.954. 1.204 1.396 1.556 1.690 1.806 1.908

2

For >I-scale and y-sca!e, we select the length of the scale
Hence the functional modulus
10
1 - 0
log10 - logO
f

10 cm.

= 10.

m:,:,

Sirn/!11rly, we can have the functional modulus my
l

=

= 10.

= log10 -

f{YmruJ- f{Ymin)

logo=
The functional modulus for the z-scale is determined by
mx x my
10 X 10
= 100 = 5.
mx =
20
10
+ 10
( mx
my)

+

Same as table :22~1.

a

=

mx

<a+ b)

- - - - - , assume

(mx + my)

(a

+ b)

= 10

1

10
= 5 cm. :. b = 5 cm.
1 + 1
The length of z-scale is calculated as follows:
:. a

L

M

=

=

m2

[f(Zmaxl - f (Zm;nH

5 [log100 - logOf = 5 [2 - OJ

Draw three·. verti.cal
parallel !h1es of length of
10 cm and 5 cm• . apatt ,
representing x-scale,
m,,.logx cm 0 3.01
z-.scale and. r;sc~le'.
Multiply .. functional
mo.du Ii
my ano mz
by the fum:ticmal values.
my.logy cm 0 3.01
These are measuring length
for the graduations on
the scale for the valu.es
mz.logz cm 0 3.01
.of function.
(vi) Lay-off the distances
Qbtained in the step (VJ
on
y-scale and
z~scale.
Denote th!'! values of
variables x,, y ahd z (0 to
1 O; 0 to 10 and O to 100} at
the corresponding· points
determined In the step (vi)
{viii) Refer to fl . 22-4.

= 10, m; = 10
4.77

mx,

4,77

= 10 cm.
and mz =5

6.02

6.98

7.78

8.45

9.03

9.54 10

6.02

6.98

7.78

8.45

9.03

9.54 10

6.02

6.98

7.78

8.45

9.03

9;54

10
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Following illustrations of different types of nomographs reveal the application of
principle of construction and layout of the nomographs.

Problem 22-1. Construct the nomograph to read the velocity of
which the equation of motion is

for

Vr = V0 + gt

= velocity of free-falling body
V0 = initial velocity (0 to 10 m/sec)
g = acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/sec2)
t = time taken to attain Vf (0 to 10 sec).
Vt = V0 + gt can be expressed in the standard
Vr

where

(i)

Equation

f (Vf)
(ii)

=f

+ gf

(V0 )

form

(t).

Choose convenient lengths for parallel scales for both the variables V0 and t,
say 20 cm.

(iii) Determine the functional moduli and scale moduli, mx, my, Mx and My for V0

and t scales. Use equation (22-1 ).

(a) mx =

=
Mx

(b)

my

20
[10 - O]

=1 x
=1 X

=2

mx
2

=

2.

= g [f(Omax
=

=
My =
=
(c)

f <Volmax - f (Vo)min

- f(t)minl

20
9.81 [10-0]
0.2038.
9.81

X

my

9.81

X

0.2038

~

2

Equation (22-5) can be used to determine the functional modulus m 2 for
the variable Vf,

mx x my

M2

2 x 0.2038

= (mx + my) = 2 + 0.2038 = o. 135 .
= 1 X m 2 = 1 X 0.185 = 0.185.

(d) The maximum range of Vt is determined by substituting maximum
values of variables V0 and t in the equation

Vt

= V0 + gt =

10

+

(9.81 x 10)

=

108.1 m/sec.
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(iv) Distance of V0 -scale and t-scale from the centre scale (Vf-scale) is determined
by equation (22-6). Assume (a + b) = 10.81 cm.
a

=

mx (a
(mx

2
a

(v)

=

+ b)

+ my)
X

10.81

(2 + 0.2038)
9.81 cm and b

=
=

9.81.
1 cm;

Prepare table 22-4 as shown below:
TABLE 22-4

Vt=
Vo+ gt

Vo

f <Vol

o to

10
m/sec

2

2

20

a

b

= 9.81

x

= m, f

1

y

= my ,gf(t)

z

=m

(V0 )

·•.

t

(t)

Oto 10 sec

0.2038

2

20

Vt

f (Vf)

Oto 108.1
m/sec

0.185

0.185

20

;

2

f (Vf)

.

(vi) Calculate plotting length for each variable taking suitable values within
given ranges of the variables as shown in table 22-5:
TABLE 22-5

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

2

10

1.85

2

4

2

4

20

3.70

3

6

3

6

30

5.55

4

8

4

8

40

7.40

5

10

5

10

50

9.25

6

12

6

12

60

11.10

7

14

7

14

70

12.95

8

16

8

16

80

14.80

9

18

9

18

90

16.65

10

20

10

20

108.1

20

(vii) Draw three parallel lines of 20 cm representing V0 -scale, Vrscale and
t-scale separated at a distance of a = 9.81 cm and b = 1 crn from
Vt-scale as shown in fig. 22-5.
(viii) Mark divisions on V0 -scale, t-scale and Vt-scale, using columns 2, 4 and 6
of table 22-5.
(ix)

Complete the nomogram as shown in fig. 22-5. Note that a base line is
the horizontal line passing through origins.
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V0 -SCALE
m/sec
10

!-SCALE
sec
10

9

9

8

8

7

7

6

6
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E

(.)

5 ~

5

II
....J

V1 =V0 +gt

4

4
~\

~\)/ b.

3

\/,-

~,"'

7..b.
r.l;),

2

3

2

o__..----------0 ___,___,___o
I....<,___ _a_=_9_.8_1_cm_ _ _ _ _~)+-I__,.I..-<b = 1 cm
FIG.

22-5

Problem 22-2. Prepare a nomograph for finding moment of inertia of rectangular
cross-section for which the equation is
bd 3

I= - - ....................................................... (i)
12

where

= moment

I
b
d

=

=

of inertia of rectangular cross-section, cm4
breadth of the cross-section which varies from 1 cm to 30 cm
width of the cross-section which varies from 1 cm to 30 cm.

Above equation (i) contains the product of two functions rather than the sum of
two functions. In this form, it does not fit the parallel scales nomographs. However,
above equation can be transformed into the required form by taking logarithms.

log!

+

log12

=

logb

+

3 logd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(ii)

Equation (ii) is a standard form of three variable functions
i.e.
where
and

f (z)

f (x)
f (z)

= f (x) + f (y)
= f(logb), f (y) =
= f(logl + log12)

3 f(logd)

(i)

Choose scale length say 1 5 cm, for variables b and d.

(ii)

The minimum and maximum range of variable I can be calculated by substituting
minimum and maximum values of b and d in equation (i).

Engineering Drawing
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1
1
(1) (1 )3 = 0.0833 cm4.
bd3 =
12
12
1
1
fcmax) = 12 bd3 = 12 (30) (30)3 = 67500 cm4.
(iii) Determine the functional moduli and scale moduli for b and d.
15
15
(a) mx =
= [1.4771 - OJ
log30 - log1
[f (b)max - f (b)minl
fcmin)

=

Mx

=
=

(b)

10.155
1

mx

X

=

1

X

=

10.155

10.155.

Similarly,
[f (dlmax - f (d)minl

my -

My

=
=

15
3 log30 - 3 log1

=

=

15
4.4313 - 0

3.385
3 X my

=

3 X 3.385

=

10.155.

The functional modulus for the functional variable f (/) is determined
as under:
L
mx x my
mz =
mz = log f (])max - log f (/)min
(mx + my)
OR
15
(10.155 X 3.385)
= log 67500 - log 0.0833
(10.155 + 3.385)
= 2.5387
= 2.5387

(c)

M2 = 1

X

m2

=

1 X 2.5387 = 2.5387.

(iv) To compute the horizontal distances of b-scale and d-scale from the center
/-scale.
Let a be the distance between b-scale and /-scale
Let b be the distance between d-scale and /-scale

+

and assume (a

b)

mx (a

=
+

15 cm
b)

a=~~~~

a

(v)

=

················· ...... . (using eqation 22-6)

(mx + my)
10.155 X 15
= 11.25 cm.
10.155 + 3.385
11.25 cm, b = 3.75 cm.

Prepare table 22-6 as shown below.
TABLE 22·6

l=
12

bd3

b

logb

1 to 30 cm

d

3logd

1 to 30 cm

J

(LogJ + .0.0833 to
Log12) 67500 cm4

10.155 ·. 10.155
3.385
2.5367

10.155
2.5367

,•.

15

a= 11.25 cm

15

b:= 3.75 cm. y = fTJy 3Logd

x

= mxlogb

z = m2 (Log!+

15
..

Log12)
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Calculate plotting length for each variable taking suitable values within
given range, as shown in table 22-7.

(vii) Draw three parallel lines of 15 cm representing b-scale, I-scale and d-scale
separated at a distance of a = 11 .25 and b = 3.75 cm from I-scale as
shown in fig. 22-6.
(viii) Draw a horizontal base line through the initial marks 1, 0.0833 and 1
of b-scale, I-scale and d-scale respectively as shown in fig. 22-6.
(ix)

Mark division on b-scale, I-scale and d-scale from initial marks by taking
distances from columns 3, 5 and 7 of table 22-7, than write values as
given in columns 2, 4 and 6 of table 22-7 against the each division mark
respectively. Note that the scale generated is logarithmic scale in which
the spaces between division marks are not uniform.

(x)

Using above steps complete the nomograph as shown in fig. 22-6.

b-SCALE

I -SCALE

d • SCALE

30

30

25

25

20

20

15

15
12.5

12.5
10

10

7.5

7.5
E

(.)
LC')

5

5

2.5

II
....I

2.5

0.083

I.

.I.

a= 11.25 cm
Fie. 22-6

b =3.75 cm

I

>I
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1

1.0

0.00

1.0

0.00

0.083

0.00

2

2.5

4.04

2.5

4.04

10

5.28

3

5.0

7.10

5.0

7.10

100

7.82

4

7.5

8.89

7.5

8.89

1000

10.36

5

10.0

10.15

10.0

10.15

10000

12.89

6

12.5

11.14

12.5

11.14

20000

13.66

7

15.0

11.94

15.0

11.94

30000

14.11

8

20.0

13.21

20.0

13.21

40000

14.42

9

25.0

14;20

25.0

14.20

50000

14.67

10

30.0

15.00

30.0

15.00

67500

15.00

Certain nomographs for three variables can be plotted on non-parallel scales. For
the equation of the type

f (z) =

f(x)

f (y) or f (x) = f (y) x f (z) , in which Z is the dependent variable, a

nomograph in the shape of Z can be prepared by using non-logarithmic scales.
The equation f (x) = f (y) x f (z) can be transformed into a form similar to
equation (22-2) by taking logarithms. A method of constructing nomograph for
such equations is illustrated as follows.

Problem 22-3. Construct a
which the
is
l\il

z -where

1vt

moment
1viaxirnum

Z

to read a section modulus of beam for

2

l

stress (0 to 1.8 x

Section modulus in

metre.

Remember that in the Z-shape nomograph, the scales for the variables must
begin at zero, otherwise, a different and more complicated relationship would have
been produced. The function is expressed as

f (M)
f

(z)

= f

(crb ) .
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Select suitable length for variables M and crb, say 18 cm. The functional
moduli for variables M and O'b are determined by using the following equations:
18

[f (M)max - f (M)min]
(b)

m

(c)

Zmin

y

-

=
-

= ~ =

=

[2 x 106 - OJ
18

[f(crb)max - f (crb)minl -

[18

x 105

9 X 10·

- 1

OJ -

-

X

6

10·5

0.

2x10 6
= 1 .11 m2.
1.8x106
Before plotting final nomograph, it is necessary to prepare temporary scale
to obtain diagonal scale. The method of constructing temporary scale is
described as follows.
M
Zmax = O'b

(ii)

569

=

TEMPOTARY M • SCALE

T-7

a
UJ

"O

L

<..)

z<(

I(/)

5

>ex::

~

I-

o5

E
t.)
Cl)

co
......

ex::
<(

4

II

,-...

E
t.)

X

co

,-...
N
~

2

1.11
1
0.5
0.25
ARBITRARY DISTANCE SAY 12 cm
U
L_ 0 - - c : ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ) , - 1 - - - - - ~

Construction of the temporary scale
FIG. 22-7

(a)

The plotting equation for temporary M-scale is
mx

x'=-xdxZ
my

where

d

=

x'

=

Distance from the origin of crb-scale (3 cm selected here)
9

1

X

x

10-6
_
10 5

x 3 x Z

=

2.7Z.
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(b)

Draw two parallel lines PQ of 18.9 cm long and UT of 18 cm long
for temporary M-scale and crb-scale with arbitrary distance say 12 cm
between them. Join them by diagonal line PT to generate final scale for
z as shown in fig. 22-7.

(c)

Mark divisions on line of temporary M-scale. One unit will measure
2.7 cm. Join the division points to the L-point as shown in fig. 22-7.
Intersections of these lines with the diagonal PT gives the required
final scale for the variable Z.

(iii) Prepare table 22-8 and table 22-9 as shown below.
(iv) Redraw two parallel lines of 18 cm long for M-scale and crb-scale, 12 cm
apart. Mark divisions on M-scale and crb-scale by taking distances from
column 3 and 5 of table 22-9.
(v)

Redraw diagonal scale for z from fig. 22-7.

(vi) Complete the nomograph as shown in fig. 22-8.
TABLE 22-8

0 to 1.8 x 1Q6

z

f (Z)

1 x 1Q·6

1 x 10-s

18

0 to 1.11
TA.BU 22-9

2

0.25

X

1Q6

2.25

0.225

X

106

2.25

1.11

3

0.50

X

106

4.50

0.450

X

1Q6

4.50

1.11

4

0.75

X

106

6.75

0.675

X

106

6.75

1.11

5

1.00

X

106

9.00

0.900

X

106

9.00

1.11

X

1Q6

11.25

1.125

X

106

11.25

1.11

7

1.50

X

1Q6

13.50

1.350 X 106

13.50

1.11

8

1.75 X 106

15.75

1.575 X 106

15.75

1.11

9

2.00

106

18.00

l.800

106

18.00

1.11

6

1.25

X

X
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crb. SCALE
(N/m 2)
0 -----

M-SCALE
(Nm)
2.00 X 10 6

1.75 X 10 6

0.225 X 10 6

1.50x10 6

0.45 X 10 6

1.25x10 6

0.675 X 10 6
E
(.)

1.00 X

106

0.90 X

10 6

co
II
...J

0.75 X 10 6

1.125x10 6

0.50x 10 6

1.35 X 10 6

0.25 X 10 6

1.575 x 10

o-~-------------~

1.8x10 6

I

6

__

1

12cm
FIG. 22-8

1.

Construct a nomograph to read the velocity of free-falling body for which the
equation is

v/
where

Vf

V0

G

S
2.

= 2gs
= final

velocity, m/sec

= initial velocity (3 to 15 m/sec)
= gravitational constant = 9.81 m/sec2
= displacement of body, 2 m to 16 m.

Prepare parallel scales nomographs to read rectangular moment of inertia for
circular hollow cylinder

I
where

I
D

d

= 0.049 [D4 - d4]
= Moment of inertia, cm4
= Outside diameter (1.5 to 15 cm)
= Inside diameter (1 cm to 14 cm).

572
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Prepare parallel scales nomograph to determine voltage through transmission line

V =IR
where

4.

=
I =
R =

V

Potential (volts)
Electric current (0.1 to 10 amperes)
Resistance, 1 to 100 ohms.

A railway wagon runs at a speed of v m/sec. Its kinetic energy can be expressed as
K.E.
where

M
v

1
= 2

M. v2

= Mass
=

of wagon

Speed of wagon.

Prepare alignment chart to read kinetic energy when mass of the wagon and the
speed vary from 1000 kg to 50000 kg and 6 m/sec to 12 m/sec respectively.

5.

Construct alignment chart (Z-type) to read coefficient of friction for which the
equation is

where

µ

=

F

=
=
=

µ
N

6.

F
N
Frictional force, N
Coefficient of friction (0.15 to 0.6)
Normal force (25 N to 750 N).

Kinetic energy of rotating disk is given by
K.E.
where

I
w

= -21
=
=

I . w2

mass moment of inertia (kg-m2)
angular velocity, rad/sec.

I and co vary from 10 to 80 kg-m2 and 5 rad/sec to 30 rad/sec respectively.
Construct alignment chart.
7.

Frequency of compound pendulum is given by expression
f -

where

f
g

h

_1 / g l l
2n ~~

= frequency cycle/second
= gravitational constant = 9.81
= distance of the centre of

m/sec2
gravity from the suspension

point (0.1 m to 0.5 m)

k

=

radius of gyration (0.5 m to 1.2 m)

Prepare a nomograph to read frequency.

If a cylindrical rod is rotated at a constant speed, and simultaneously, if a pointed
tool, just touching the rod is moved parallel to the axis of the rod at a constant
speed, the cut made by the tool on the rod will be continuous and of a helical
form. A screw thread is formed by cutting a helical groove on a cylindrical surface.
The threaded rod is called a screw. It engages in a corresponding threaded hole
inside a nut or a machine part. The screws are used for joining two parts temporary.
Therefore such a joint is known as the detachable joint or temporary joint.
Threads are generally cut on a machine called a lathe. On a small-size screw,
thread is often cut by means of a tool called a die. A small-size hole is threaded
by means of a tool called a tap. Such a hole is called a tapped hole.

Various parts of a screw thread are shown in fig. 23-1 and defined below.
(1)

Crest: The crest is the outer-most part of a thread.
Root: The root is the inner-most portion of a thread.

flank: The surface between the crest and the root is called the flank of
the thread.

It is the angle between the flanks, measured on an axial plane.
The depth is the distance between the crest and the root, measured
at right angles to the axis. It is equal to half the difference between the outside
diameter and the core diameter.
diameter: It is the diameter of the cylindrical piece on which the
thread is cut. The screw is specified by this diameter.
or major diameter: It is the diameter at the crest of the thread
measured at right angles to the axis of the screw.
Core or minor
It is the diameter at the core or root of the
thread. It is the smallest diameter of the screw and is equal to the outside
diameter minus twice the depth of the thread.

[Ch. 23
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Effective diameter: It is equal to the length of the line, perpendicular to
and passing through the axis, and measured between the points where it cuts the
flanks of the thread.
(1
Pitch: It is the distance measured parallel to the axis, between a point on
one thread form and a corresponding point on the adjacent thread form, i.e. from
crest to crest or root to root. It may also be described as the reciprocal of the

number of thread forms per unit length, i.e. p

= 1n

1) lead: It is the distance measured parallel to the axis from a point on a
thread to a corresponding point on the same thread after one complete revolution.
It can also be described as the distance moved by a nut in the axial direction in
one complete revolution. The lead is equal to the pitch in case of single-start
threads. See table 23-5.
(1
The slope of a thread is equal to half the lead.

,~

OUTSIDE DIA.
ROOT OR CORE DIA > 1

SLOPE
CREST
ROOT

~ DEPIB

r

~
_I_
FLANK

PITCH

Screw thread
Fie. 23-1

The two main forms of screw threads are
(i)

triangular or V thread [fig. 23-2 (i)] and

(ii)

square thread [fig. 23-2(ii)].

Other forms are either modified forms of a square thread or a combination of the
two forms. A thread, cut on the surface of a rod, is called an external thread, while
that cut in a hole, is called an internal thread.
Threads should be cut so accurately that nuts having a particular form and size
of thread, freely engage with screws having the same form and size of thread. The
thread-cutting tool should, therefore, be shaped in an exact manner according to
the dimensions of the required thread form.

Art. 23-2-1]
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INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
(i) TRIANGULAR ORV THREAD

575

INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
(ii) SQUARE THREAD

FIG. 23-2

The figures accompanying the description of the various forms of screw threads
are shown in section and on an enlarged scale, e.g. fig. 23-4 and fig. 23-7 show,
on an enlarged scale, the sectional portions (marked X in fig. 23-2) of the V thread
and the square thread respectively.

Y.L

. :::?

~

(1) Unified thread (fig. 23-3): In 1947, the International Organization for
Standardization (1.5.0.) of which India, U.S.A., United Kingdom, Canada and a
number of other countries are members, came into being. It decided to adopt the
Unified screw thread profile as the 1.5.0. basic profile. It also decided to recognize
two separate 1.5.0. series based on inch and metric systems of measurement, with
this common basic profile for threads.

p

Oleo

+
t

J.

-010
~"':-::~-L

1y
I

Olco

Unified thread
FIG. 23-3
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In this form of thread, the external thread (on a screw) varies slightly in shape
from the internal thread (inside a nut) as can be seen from fig. 23-3. The angle
of the thread is 60°. Roots of both - internal and external threads are rounded,
while the crests are cut parallel to the axis of the screw. The root of the internal
thread is rounded within the depth of

~

as shown in the figure. See table 23-1.

TABLE 23-1

The maximum depth of engagement between the external and the internal
threads is

~

D.

Table 23-2 gives useful data of Unified screw thread based on inch system:
Metric thread (fig. 23-3): The Bureau of Indian Standards has recommended
the adoption of the Unified screw thread profile based on metric system as a
standard form for use in India, and has designated it as Metric screw thread with
I.S.O. profile. In this system, the pitch of the thread (instead of the number of
threads per unit length) is fixed.
Metric thread is designated by the letter M followed by the nominal diameter,
e.g. M 20, where 20 is the nominal diameter of the screw in millimetres. Refer
to IS: 4218:1976 and IS: 11698:1986.
Table 23-3 gives the values of pitch and core diameters for screws of 6 mm
to 39 mm diameters:
(fig.
This form of thread is also known as British
Standard Whitworth (B.S.W.) thread and has been adopted as a standard form in
the United Kingdom.
The angle is 55°. The theoretical depth
D = 0.96P, where P is the pitch of the

r--~

;----

i

thread.
of the theoretical depth is rounded
off at the top and at the bottom.
Therefore, the actual depth d

= 0.64P.

Table 23-4 gives useful data of B.S.W.
1 II
threads for screws of diameters 4 to 2":

Whitworth thread
Fie. 23-4

fine
and
These have the same Whitworth profile but their pitches are finer and hence, the
depths smaller. Thus, they have large effective and core diameters than the B.S.W.
threads. B.S.F. threads are generally used in automobile and aircraft work. B.S.P.
threads are used for gas, steam or water pipes. They are specified by the bore of
the pipe and not by the outside diameter. Thus, the outside diameter of a threaded
pipe having a bore of 1" nominal diameter is 1 .309". Pipes of 1" to 6" diameters
have the same number of threads per inch, viz. 11. The Bureau of Indian Standards
recommends pipe threads according to IS: 2643:1975.

Screw Threads
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r---!
p

Knuckle thread
FIG. 23-9

Buttress thread
FIG. 23-10
~------

r4

~"~
~-~The true form of a screw thread is helical and it would take considerable time and labour
to draw the same. In actual practice, threads are usually shown by conventional methods.
Method I:
This conventional method is recommended for use by the Bureau of Indian
Standards for Metric screw threads and square threads for which Standards have
been published.
(1) External threads: These threads in outside view [fig. 23-11 (i)] are shown
by means of two continuous thin fines drawn parallel to the axis, thus indicating the
minor or root diameter of the threads. The limit of the length of the thread is shown
by a continuous thick line drawn perpendicular to the axis and upto the major or
outside diameter of the threads. The runout of the thread is shown by lines drawn
at an angle of 30° or 45° to the axis. The runout may not be shown if there is
no likelihood of any misunderstanding.

~·-·-·-J-l$ - ¢
V
1;1

i;;i

FIG. 23-·J 2

FIG. 23-11

External thread in section (fig. 23-12) is shown in the same manner, except that
the limit of the length of the thread is shown by a medium dashed line. The section
lines (hatching) are drawn crossing the thin lines.
(2) Internal
These threads in
outside view [fig. 23-13(i)] are shown by
medium dashed lines indicating major and
minor diameters.
Internal thread in section [fig. 23-13(ii)]
is shown by continuous thick and thin lines
indicating respectively the minor and major
diameters. The section lines are drawn crossing
the thin lines.

(i)

(ii)
FIG. 23-13
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In the side view of the external thread [fig. 23-11 and fig. 23-12] the minor or root
diameter is represented by a part of a continuous thin-line circle about three quarters
of the circumference; while in the side view of the internal thread (fig. 23-13) the major
or outside diameter is shown in the similar manner.

In sectional views where threaded parts are assembled together, externally threaded
parts are always shown covering the internally threaded parts as shown in fig. 23-14.

~-,
I

I

11
FIG.

FIG.

23-15

FIG.

23-16

The method of designating and dimensioning
Metric screw threads is shown in fig. 23-15 and
fig. 23-16. In case of square thread (fig. 23-1 7),
the type, size and pitch are clearly indicated.

23-14

(i)
FIG.

23-1 7

(ii)

23-'l 8

FIG.

Metlwd U:
(1) External V
This thread in its outside view is shown by sloping
straight lines alternately thin and thick, and spaced one-half the pitch apart [fig. 23-1 B(i)].
The slope is kept equal to half the lead. The thick lines are drawn shorter than
the thin lines by a distance equal to one-half the pitch on each side, thus indicating
the roots of the thread.

(2)
V
In its outside view, this thread is shown as described
in method I. In its sectional view, it is shown by thick and thin lines [fig. 23-18(ii)],
the slope of the lines being opposite to that of the external thread, because the
other side is visible.
External square
: This thread is
represented by sloping parallel lines spaced one-half
the pitch apart as shown in fig. 23-19(i). The depth
of the thread is also equal to one-half the pitch. In
case of a square thread of large size, the back
portion of the thread is also drawn as shown in
fig. 23-20.

flBW-1
.

.

.

.

(i)

.

.

(ii)
FIG.

23-19
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(4) Internal square thread: In its outside view, this thread also is shown as
described in method I. In its sectional view [fig. 23-19(ii)] it is shown by parallel
lines sloping in opposite direction. The depth of the thread is shown at right
angles to the axis.
The present practice is to follow B.I.S. recommendations. Students must show
threads in their drawings by method I only.

In a single-start thread, the pitch is equal to the lead [fig. 23-20(i)J. Since the
depth of the thread is dependent on the pitch, greater the lead, greater will be the
depth of the thread and smaller will be the core diameter. When a nut is required
to move a considerably long axial distance in one revolution (i.e. when the lead is large),
the core diameter of the screw, in a single-start thread, will be so much reduced
as to make the screw too weak [fig. 23-20(ii)]. This is avoided by cutting what are
known as multiple-start threads, in which two or more threads having the same
pitch as in a single-start thread, but with increased lead, run parallel to one another.

L.--+-=-,

1

1

...,I

J

-r
o_

j

I

I(d> I90RE ~ j

CORE0

(ii)

(i)

(iii)

(iv)

Single-start and multiple-start threads
FIG. 23-20
The pitch being the same, the depth of the thread remains the same as in a
single-start thread and the core diameter also remains unaffected. The depth of the
thread in each case remains the same, i.e. D = ~ P, while the slope 5 is equal
to one-half the corresponding lead L. The relationship between lead and pitch is
shown in table 23-5.
TABLE 23-5
SQ. 20 x4

I DOUBLE START

Do.uble. start
Tripte start

L

= 2P

p

L

= 3P

In general, 'N' start

p

L

= N·P

1~-----J
FIG.

23-21

Conventional method of designating and dimensioning multiple-start threads is
shown in fig. 23-21.
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If a nut, when turned in clockwise :;:, direction screws on a bolt, the thread
is a right-hand thread; but if it screws off the bolt when turned in the same
direction, the thread is said to be a left-hand thread. Both these types of
threads are shown in fig. 23-22. Note that when the axis of the screw is
vertical, the lines slope downwards from right to left in case of the right-hand
thread. They slope in the reverse direction, i.e. from left to right downwards
when it is a left-hand thread. For indicating a left-hand thread, an abbreviation
L.H. is used. Unless otherwise stated, a thread should always be assumed to
be a right-hand one.
l

I

........

,_
!

!

~

I

I

RIGHT HAND

-

LEFTHAND
FIG.

23-22

Conventional method of designating and dimensioning a left-hand thread is shown
in fig. 23-23.
Practical application of these threads is made in a
coupler-nut or turn-buckle shown in fig. 23-24. The
length of a tie-bar can be adjusted by this nut. Looking
from the right, if the nut is turned in clockwise :;:,
direction, the ends of the rods will move closer to
each other. They will move further apart when the nut
is turned in anti-clockwise -:i direction.

Coupler-nut
FIG. 23-24

M20 LH

h-

j_~
FIG.

23-23

+
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Define the following terms used in connection with a screw thread:
Core diameter; outside diameter; crest; flank; depth; pitch. Show each on a
sketch of the threaded end of a screw.

2.

Sketch neatly, any three types of profiles of triangular threads. State the angle
of the thread in each case and dimension the depth, assuming a pitch of 10 mm.

3.

Give dimensioned sketches of the following forms of screw threads:
Acme, Buttress; Unified; Whitworth.

4.

Show by means of neat and dimensioned sketches, the difference in profiles of
internal and external Unified threads.

5.

State the difference between a right-hand and a left-hand thread. Illustrate by
means of a sketch, the use of both on the same piece.

6.

What is the lead in a screw thread? How does it differ from pitch in a doublestart thread? Illustrate your answer by means of a sketch of a square-threaded
screw.

7.

Show by means of neat sketches, the following threads conventionally:

8.

(a)

External V thread.

(b)

External V thread in section.

(c)

Internal V thread in section.

Show by means of sketches, conventional methods of showing the following
screw threads:
(a)

Metric thread, nominal diameter 12 mm.

(b)

Square thread, nominal diameter 20 mm and pitch 3 mm.

(c)

Left-hand square thread, nominal diameter 20 mm and pitch 3 mm.

(d)

Double-start square thread, nominal diameter 40 mm and pitch 3 mm.

9.

Prepare a neat sketch of a coupler-nut connecting a tie-bar of 25 mm diameter.

10.

Fill-up the blanks in the following sentences with appropriate words selected
from the list of words given below:
(a)

A screw thread is formed by cutting a _ _ _ _ groove on a cylindrical
surface.

(b)

The thread cut on the surface of a rod is called _ _ _ _ thread, while
that cut on the surface of a hole is called
thread.

(c)

In a small-size hole the thread is cut by a tool called

(d)

Large-size threads are cut on a machine called

(e)

The diameter of the screw at the crests is called
while that at the roots is called
diameter.

(f)

The depth of the thread is equal to half the difference between the
_ _ _ _ diameter and the
diameter.

diameter,
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(g) The slope of the thread is equal to one-half its _ _ __
(h)

In a double-start thread the lead is equal to

(i)

The angle between the flanks of Whitworth thread is
that in case of Unified thread is

(j)

The
of Unified threads are rounded while its
cut parallel to the axis of the screw.

(k) The square thread is used for
angles with the axis.
(I)

the pitch.
while
are

transmission. Its flanks make

thread is used in the lead screw of the lathe.

(m) Knuckle thread is a modified form of _ _ _ _ thread.
(n) The combination of square and V threads is made in
which is used in the screw of _ _ __

thread

List of words for Exercise 10:

Acme; Bench-vice; Buttress; Conical; Crests; Die; Drill; Effective, External; Flanks;
Half; Helical; Internal; Lathe; Lead; Major; Minor; Nominal; Pitch; Power; Roots;
Sellers; Slope; Square; Tap; Twice; Unified; V; 29°; 47.5°; 55°; 60°; 90°.

A machine is an assembly of different parts arranged in definite order and is used
to transform energy for doing some useful work. The connection between two
parts can be either temporary or permanent. The temporary joints are (i) Screwed
joints, (ii) Keys, cotter and pin joints, (iii) Pipe joints. As the parts thus connected
can be easily separated by screwing off the nut or removing the cotter or the pin,
the fastening is said to be temporary. In permanent joints, the connected parts
cannot be easily separated. They are riveted and welded joints.

BOLTED JOINT

Screw pair
FIG. 24-1
A nut and a screw or a bolt comprise what is known as a screw pair (fig. 24-1).
Such a pair is used for fastening together, parts used in engineering construction.

~A:
.··

~

Nuts are generally in the form of hexagonal or square prisms. Besides these, cylindrical
and other forms are also used to suit particular requirements.
Between the hexagonal and the square nuts, the former is generally given preference.
The spanner used for turning the nut can have better hold on a square nut than on a
hexagonal nut, but the angle through which the spanner will have to be turned to get
another hold is only 60° in case of a hexagonal shape, while it is 90° in case of a square shape.
Hence, it is more convenient to screw-on a hexagonal nut than a square nut. An
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octagonal nut would require only
turn, but there would be greater tendency for the
spanner to slip. Hence, this shape is seldom used. Nuts of forms other than the above
two are usually provided with special facilities for screwing them on or off the bolts.

The upper corners of this nut are rounded-off or chamfered. The chamfering is
generally conical. The angle of chamfer is 30° to 45° with the base of the nut. Due
to chamfering, an arc is formed on each vertical face, and a circle is formed on
the top surface of the nut.
The dimensions of the hexagonal nut cannot be expressed exactly in terms of
the nominal diameter of the bolt.
The standard proportions for nuts and bolt-heads may be obtained from the
standard tables published by B.I.S. For elementary work, the following approximately
standard dimensions may be adopted (fig. 24-2(i)]. See table 24-1.
Let O

= the

nominal diameter of the bolt.

TABLE 24-1
APPROXIMATE STANDARD DIMENSIONS

TABLE 24-2
ROUGH RULE DIMENSIONS

T = [)
2.

Width across
flats, W

T =D
Distance across
diagonally
opposite corners 20
Angle of chamfer 30°
4. Radius of chamfer
arc, R
R = 1.50 (approx.)

. 2.
W

= 1.50 + 3 mm

3.

Angle of chamfer 30°

4.

Radius of chamfer
arc, R
R

= 1 AD (approx.)

Very often, and especially when a nut is shown in one view only, the roughrule dimensions are used [fig. 24.2(ii)]. See table 24-2.

(i)

Hexagonal nut
FIG. 24-2

(ii)
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Problem 24-1. To draw three views of a hexagonal nut for a bolt diameter D,
by approximately standard dimensions (table 24-1) (fig. 24-3).
Step 1: Begin with the top view. Draw a circle of diameter W equal to 1.50 + 3 mm.
Circumscribe a regular hexagon about this circle with two sides horizontal. Project
the front view of the hexagonal prism, taking T equal to 0. Project the circle to
points A-A on the upper face. Through points A-A, draw lines AB inclined at 30° to
the upper face. Draw the line BB cutting the edges of the central face at points C-C.
Step 2: Draw the central arc passing through points C-C and touching the line M,
as shown by construction lines. Its radius R will be approximately equal to 1.40.
Similarly, draw arcs passing through points 8 and C and touching the line M. The
radius R1 and the centre for these arcs may be found by trial.
Step 3: Project the side view. Only two faces of the nut will be seen. The distance
between the outer edges will be equal to W. Project the line BB and obtain points E-E
on the vertical edges. Draw arcs in each face passing through points E-E as shown.
Step 4: Finalise the three views by adding two circles in the top view and dashed
lines for the screwed hole in the front and side views. The diameter of the inner circle
will be equal to the core diameter. The outer circle is kept thinner and partly cut,
approximately 75% according to convention.

tfl J'
W

A

B

C

r'

A

30'

_;,;."""'=.....-i,.........-,."""B-~-I

CHAMFERED CORNERS

+

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

FIG. 24-3

Note carefully that in the front view where three faces of the nut are seen, the
upper outer corners should be shown chamfered. When only two faces are visible,
as in the side view, the corners must be shown square. The remaining vertical
edges are seen terminated at the arcs on the chamfered face.
Alternative method (assuming R

=

1.40):

Draw the top view and project the three faces of the prism in the front view.
With radius R, draw an arc CC in the central face. Draw a line through points C-C,
cutting the outer lines at points 8-8. Draw arcs in each outer face, passing through
the points 8 and C and touching the upper line. Complete the front view by
drawing chamfer lines AB at an angle of 30°. Project the side view as already
described.
Problem 24-2. To draw three views of a hexagonal nut by rough-rule dimensions
(table 24-2) (fig. 24-4).
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Step 1: Draw a circle of diameter equal to 20 and inscribe a regular hexagon in
it, with two sides horizontal. Inscribe the chamfer circle inside the hexagon. Its diameter,
and the width W, across the flat sides will be equal to J3 x 0. Project the front view
and draw arcs as described in problem 24-1. The radius R will be approximately equal
to 1.50.
Step 2: Complete the three views as shown in the figure.
Alternative method (assuming R = 1.50):

As the distance across corners is equal to 20, the width of the central face
in the front view will be equal to 0.
Beginning can therefore be made with the front view taking the distance between
the outer lines to be equal to 20 and that between the inner lines to be equal to
0. Draw the central arc with radius R equal to 1.50 and then complete the front
view as explained in the alternative method of problem 24-1. Draw the top view
and the side view as shown in fig. 24-4(ii).

I

I.

D
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2D

11
11

w

>I

(ii)

(i)

FIG.

24-4

FIG.

24-5

Fig. 24-5 shows three views of the nut having 45° chamfer and drawn according
to the alternative method. Note that the radius R for the arc in the central face
is equal to 0.

The upper corners of the square nut
are also chamfered in the same manner
as those of the hexagonal nut. The
widths across flats of a square nut
and a hexagonal nut, for the same
size of bolt, are also equal.
Let O = the nominal diameter of
the bolt.
Problem 24-3. To draw the front
view and the top view of a square
nut. Use table 24-3.

TABLE 24·3
SQUARE NUT DIMENSIONS

2.
3.
4.

Width across flats, W W = i .SD +. 3. mm
Angle of chamfer
30°
Radius of chamfer
arc, .R
R = 2D (approx.)
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Step 1 : When its two faces are
equally seen in the front view [fig. 24-6(i)].
Draw a square in the top view with
a side equal to W, i.e. 1.50 + 3 mm,
and all sides equally inclined to the
horizontal. Complete the top view by
drawing the chamfer circle and circles
for the screwed hole.
Project the two faces in the front
view and complete the view as explained
in case of the hexagonal nut.
Step 2: When only one face of the
nut is seen in the front view [fig. 24-6(ii)].
The top view is the same except
that two sides of the square are
horizontal.
Project the rectangle in the front
view and draw the chamfer arc with
radius R equal to 20.

(ii)

Square nut
FIG. 24-6

The following different types of nuts are used for special purpose:
(1) Flanged nut (fig. 24-7): This is a hexagonal nut with a washer, i.e. a flat
circular disc attached to it. It is thus provided with a larger bearing surface. A bolt
can be used in a comparatively large-size hole with the help of this nut. It is
widely used in automobiles.
(2) Cap nut (fig. 24-8): It is also a hexagonal nut provided with a cylindrical
cap at the top to protect the end of the bolt from corrosion. It also prevents
leakage through the threads.
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Flanged nut
FIG. 24-7
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D

~

Cap nut
FIG. 24-8

Dome nut
FIG. 24-9

(3) Dome nut (fig. 24-9): It is a form of a cap nut having a spherical dome
at the top.
(4) Cylindrical or capstan nut (fig. 24-10): This nut is cylindrical in shape.
Holes are drilled in the curved surface, for turning it with a tommy bar. Sometimes,
holes are drilled in the upper face, for use of a pin-spanner for turning it.
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Capstan nut
FIG. 24-10

Wing nut
FIG. 24-12

Ring nut
FIG. 24-11

(5) Ring nut (fig. 24-11 ): It is in the form of a ring provided with slots in
the curved surface for a special C-spanner. These nuts are generally used in pairs,
one nut acting as a lock-nut for the other.
(6) Wing nut (fig. 24-12): This nut can be easily operated by the thumb and a finger
and is used where it is required to be adjusted frequently. It is used in a hacksaw.

~~
.~

/

A washer is a cylindrical piece of metal placed below the nut to provide smooth bearing
surface for the nut to turn on. It spreads the pressure of the nut over a greater area.
It also prevents the nut from cutting into the metal and thus, allows the nut to be
screwed-on more tightly. It is sometimes chamfered on the top flat surface.
Let D

=

the nominal diameter of the bolt.

Fig. 24-13(i) shows two views of a plain washer. A chamfered washer is shown
in fig. 24-13(ii). See table 24-4.
Washers can also be applied as locking
arrangements for nuts. Fig. 24-63 to
fig. 24-65 illustrates the spring washer
in the art. 24-7 of this book.
TABLE 24·4
APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS Of A WA.SHER

C')

+
Cl
C\J

30°

+ 3 mm

1. Diameter of washer

20

2. Thickness

0.120

3. Angle of chamfer

30"

4. Diameter of hole

O

+ 0.5 mm

(ii) CHAMFERED

(i) PLAIN

Washers
FIG. 24-'l 3
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A bolt comprises of two parts - a shank and a head. The shank is cylindrical and
is threaded at the tail end for a sufficient length so as to effectively engage with
a nut. The shape of the head depends upon the purpose for which the bolt is
required. While considering the length of the bolt, the thickness of the head is not
taken into account.
Methods of preventing rotation of a bolt while screwing a nut on or off it:
When it is not possible to hold a bolt-head by means of a spanner, the bolt is prevented
from rotating by the provision of one of the following, below the bolt-head:
(i)

a square neck

(ii) a pin

(iii) a snug.

These are shown and described below while dealing with various forms of bolts.

:r~

(1) Hexagonal-headed bolt (fig. 24-14 and fig. 24-15): This is the most common
form of a bolt. The hexagonal head is chamfered at its upper end. To prevent rotation
of the bolt while screwing the nut on or off it, the bolt-head is held by another spanner.

1•

X

~-o----

l. )1(
0

L

Hexagonal-headed bolt
- rough-rule dimensions
FIG. 24-14

B

a--+]---~
~I(

1c

L

X

>I

)!

Hexagonal-headed bolt
- approximately standard dimensions
FIG. 24-15

The dimensions of the bolt-head are the same as those of the hexagonal nut,
except for the thickness. For elementary work, the thickness is taken as 0.80 to
D. Fig. 24-14 and fig. 24-15 show two views each of a hexagonal-headed bolt
drawn according to rough-rule dimensions and approximately standard dimensions
respectively. Note that the length of the face of the bolt-head is equal to D in
fig. 24-14, while it is less than D in fig. 24-15 and X is the length of thread.

Problem 24-4. To draw three views of a hexagonal-headed bolt, 24 mm diameter
and 100 mm long, with a hexagonal nut and a washer.
(i)

Assume rough-rule dimensions (fig. 24-16).

(ii)

Determine the dimensions of the nut and the washer as shown below by
refering table 24-2, table 24-4 and fig. 24-13.

Dimensions for the nut:

Dimensions for washer:

Thickness of the nut, T .Q 24 mm
Distance across diagonally
opposite corners = 48 mm
Angle of chamfer = 30°
Radius of chamfer arc, R = 36 mm.

Diameter of the washer .Q 2D + 3 = 51 mm
Thickness .Q 0.120 = 2.88 .Q 3 mm
Diameter of the hole .Q D + 0.5 = 24.5 mm.
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Step 1: Draw the horizontal centre line and around it construct a rectangle 100
mm x 24 mm for the shank.
Step 2: Add the view of the bolt-head and the nut showing three faces. The
distance between the outer edges will be 48 mm.
Step 3: Draw the chamfer arcs etc. as explained in problem 24-2.
Step 4: Draw the rectangle for the washer, 52 mm x 3 mm, attached to the nut.
5: The end of the bolt is usually rounded. It is drawn by a radius equal to
the diameter of the bolt.
Step 6: Project the side view and the top view. The width W across the flats will
be equal to Jj x 24 mm.
(iii) When drawing the views according to approximately standard dimensions,
beginning must be made with the hexagon in the side view and the other views
must then be projected from it. The distance W between the flat sides of the
hexagon should be equal to 1.50 + 3 mm. Note that the diameter of the hole
is slightly bigger than the thickness of the bolt.
2
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Hexagonal-headed bolt with hexagonal nut and washer
FIG. 24-16

24-17):
X

L

i.

Square-headed bolt
FIG. 24-'l 7

1.so + 3 ~ 1

generally used when the head
is to be accommodated in a recess. This
recess also is made of square shape so
that the bolt is prevented from turning
when the nut is screwed on or off it.
This bolt is commonly used in bearings
for shafts. The bolt-head is chamfered
at its upper end. In fig. 24-17, X is a
length of a thread

Art. 24-5]
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Thickness of bolt-head
Width across flats

=
=

0.80 to D
1.50+3mm.

When a square-headed bolt is to be
used with its head projecting outside, it
is provided with a neck of square crosssection (fig. 24-18), which fits into a
corresponding square hole in the adjoining
part. This prevents rotation of the bolt.

,-----"'--+:-r

(iii)

Cylindrical or cheese-headed bolt
FIG. 24-19
Square-headed bolt (with square neck)
FIG. 24-18

(3)

or cheese-headed bolt

(fig. 24-·J 9): This bolt is used when the
space for accommodating the bolt-head
is comparatively limited, or where the
use of a spanner for holding it is to be
avoided. It is commonly used in big ends
of connecting rods, eccentrics etc.

, , 0.20

The rotation of the bolt is prevented
by means of a pin inserted into the shank
just below the head [fig. 24-19(ii)]. The
projecting part of this pin fits into a
corresponding groove in the adjacent piece.
This pin is very often inserted in the
bolt-head as shown in fig. 24-19(iii).

,._,,,,.,,,,,,...., or round-headed bolt
(fig. 24-20): It is provided with a snug
forged on the shank just below the head
[figs. 24-20(i) and 24-20(ii)]. It fits into
a corresponding recess in the adjacent
piece to prevent rotation of the bolt. This
bolt is often provided with a square neck
as shown in fig. 24-20(iii).

(iii)

Cup-headed bolt
FIG. 24-20
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(5) T-headed bolt (fig. 24-21): It is
used in machine-tool tables in which Tslots are cut to accommodate the T-heads.
The neck of this boit also is usually square
in section. The T-headed bolt is often
made use of in gland and stuffing box
arrangement in boiler mountings such as
stop valve, feed-check valve etc. In that
case, the square neck becomes unnecessary
and hence, it is not provided.
(6) Countersunk-headed bolt (fig. 24-22):
Where the head of a bolt must not project
above the surface of the connected piece,
this form of bolt is used. It may be provided
with a snug [fig. 24-22(ii)] or a neck of
square cross-section [fig. 24-22 (iii)].

T-headed bolt
FIG. 24-21

(7) Hook bolt (fig. 24-23): This bolt
passes through a hole in one piece only,
while the other piece is gripped by the
hook-shaped bolt-head. It is used when
it is not possible to drill a hole in the
piece adjoining the bolt-head. The square
neck prevents rotation of the bolt.

(i)

,1
~i
Cl!

l

_i
(ii)

Hook bolt
FIG. 24-23

(iii)

Countersunk-headed bolt
FIG. 24-22
(8) Headless tapered bolt (fig. 24-24):
Its shank is tapering and it has no head.
It is used mainly in marine shaft couplings.

Headless tapered bolt
FIG. 24-24
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(9) Eye-bolt (fig. 24-25): This bolt
has a circular ring of rectangular crosssection as its head, which can be
conveniently held to prevent its rotation.
(10) lifting eye-bolt (fig. 24-26):
It is used as an appliance for lifting
heavy machines. It is screwed inside
a threaded hole on the top of the
machine, directly above its centre of
gravity.
(11)
Tap-bolt or cap-screw
(fig. 24-2 7): It is a bolt used as a
screw, i.e. screwed into a threaded
hole in a casting instead of a nut. It
is used when it is not possible to
accommodate the nut. It passes loosely
through a clear hole in the piece A,
adjoining the bolt-head, and is screwed
into a threaded hole in the casting B.

1.20

Eye-bolt
FIG. 24-25

Frequent insertion or removal of the tap-bolt is likely to damage the threads in
the casting. Owing to this disadvantage, this method of fastening is employed only
when parts are not to be disconnected very often. Tap-bolts have various forms of
heads, similar to those of set-screws as shown in fig. 24-34 to 24-42. They are used
for connecting a cylinder-head with a cylinder of an internal combustion engine.

Lifting eye-bolt
FIG. 24-26

Tap-bolt or cap-screw
FIG. 24-27

(12) Stud-bolt or stud [fig. 24-28(i)]: It consists of only a cylindrical shank
threaded at both ends. The nut-end N is threaded for a length slightly more than
the thickness of a nut or nuts to be used. The other end M, called the metal-end
is threaded for a length at least equal to the diameter of the stud. The length
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of the plain part P, between the two ends, depends upon the thickness of the
piece adjoining the nut. The stud is used in place of a bolt, when there is
insufficient space to accommodate the bolt-head or to avoid use of an unnecessarily
long bolt. Studs are commonly used to connect cylinder-covers to engine cylinders.
The metal-end M is screwed into the
threaded hole in the casting B [fig. 24-28(ii)J
by means of a stud-driver which consists
of a thick hexagonal nut having a partly
threaded hole. The upper piece A has a
clear hole (of diameter 0 1 = 1.10) through
which the stud passes. The two pieces are
fastened together by a nut screwed on the
nut-end. In this case, it is not necessary
to withdraw the stud when disconnecting
the two pieces and hence, the threaded hole
does not get damaged. The disadvantage
of the tap-bolt is thus overcome by using
a stud.

(i)

(ii)

Stud-bolt
FIG. 24-28

When a stud is used for connecting a piece to a very thick block, the hole is
drilled in that block and then tapped. Fig. 24-29 shows the drilled hole in section.
The diameter d of the drill is equal to the core diameter of the stud. The end of
the hole is conical on account of the pointed end of the drill. The depth of the
hole is kept at least equal to 1.50 (where D is the diameter of the stud). The
threaded hole in section is shown in fig. 24-30. In fig. 24-31 the stud is shown
in position in the tapped hole, and the two parts are shown connected by means
of a nut and a washer.

D
I

I

·ro_-.,

....
~--1..

STUD
(i)

Drilled hole
FIG. 24-29

Tapped hole
FIG. 24-30

Stud in position
FIG. 24-31

(ii)

FIG. 24-32

Fig. 24-320) shows a stud with a collar. It is called a collar-stud. A stud with
the middle portion made square in section is shown in fig. 24-32(ii). This facilitates
gripping of the stud while screwing or unscrewing it.
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A set-screw is similar to a tap-bolt, but is threaded
practically throughout its length.
It is used to prevent relative movement between
two pieces. It is screwed into a tapped hole (fig. 24-33)
in the piece adjoining the screw-head, while its end
presses on the other piece, thus preventing relative rotation
or sliding. Heads of set-screws except those which can
be operated by spanners or wrenches are provided with
screw-driver slots.
Set-screws have heads of various forms. Hexagonal
and square heads are similar to bolt-heads. The other
forms of heads as shown in fig. 24-34 round or cup,
Set-screw
fig. 24-35 cylindrical or cheese, fig. 24-36 fillister, fig. 24-37
FIG.
countersunk, fig. 24-38 rounded countersunk (called
instrument screw) and fig. 24-39 socket. The square head is sometimes made of
smaller size as shown in fig. 24-40. The grub screw (fig. 24-41) has no head.
Fig. 24-42 shows a collar screw with a square head. Width of the slot for the
screw driver, in each case, is equal to 0.20 + 0.1 mm, while its depth is equal
to 0.250 and 0.40 in case of flat top and rounded top respectively.

Round or cup
FIG. 24-34

Cylindrical or cheese

Fil lister

FIG. 24-35

FIG. 24-36

Countersunk
Fie. 24-3

'j,

45111''I
fv

D

0.80

Rounded countersunk
FIG. 24-38

Socket
24-39

FIG.

Square head
FIG. 24-40

Grub screw
FIG. 24-41

Collar screw
Fie. 24-42

Drawing
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Ends of set-screws, particularly the grub screws are made in one of the following
shapes shown in fig. 24-43 oval, fig. 24-44 conical, fig. 24-45 flat, fig. 24-46 cup,
fig. 24-47 half dog and fig. 24-48 full dog.

m m
[f]
%00
~

~5°

)lo.Bq <
120°

Oval

Conical

Flat

Cup

Half dog

Full dog

FIG. 24-43

FIG. 24-44

FIG. 24-45

FIG. 24-46

FIG. 24-47

FIG. 24-48

y~
Owing to vibrations in moving parts of machines, there is always a tendency for
the nuts to get slack and to screw off the bolts slightly. The connected parts might
get loose, and lead to serious breakdown. It is, therefore, desirable to secure the
nut in some way so as to prevent it from gettlng loose. Methods employed to do
so are called locking arrangements for nuts, a few of which are described below.
(1) lock-nut or
This nut is used along with an ordinary nut. It is
chamfered on both the hexagonal faces. The nut A is first screwed on the bolt as
tightly as possible (fig. 24-49).

FIG. 24-49

FIG.

24-50

FIG. 24-51

FIG. 24-52

FIG. 24-53

The thread in the nut presses against the bottom side of the thread in the
bolt. Another nut B is then screwed on the bolt till it touches the top of the
nut A. The nut B is then held by one spanner, while the nut A is turned backwards
with another spanner. It will move through a very small angle. The two nuts
are thus locked or wedged tightly against each other and against the bolt. This
will prevent them from slackening. The action of the threads in the nuts upon
the thread on the bolt in this condition is shown in fig. 24-50.
The clearance between the threads has been shown exaggerated. The thread in
the nut B presses against the lower side of the thread in the bolt, while that in
the nut A presses on the upper side. The nut B, thus, carries practically the entire
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axial load on the bolt. It should therefore be of the standard size. The nut A which
is called a lock-nut, may be thinner. Its thickness is kept equal to 0.6 times the
diameter of the bolt (fig. 24-51 ). To turn the lock-nut backward, a thin spanner
would be necessary. As thin spanners are not always readily available, the lock-nut
is often placed above the standard nut (fig. 24-52). A compromise is sometimes
made by using two nuts of uniform thickness equal to 0.8 times the diameter of
the bolt (fig. 24-53).
(2) Split-pin: It is made from a steel wire of semi-circular cross-section, bent
as shown in fig. 24-54(i). It is inserted in a hole drilled in the bolt so that it bears
on the top face of the nut, thus preventing it from turning. The diameter of the
hole is kept equal to approximately 0.20. The pin is then split open at its tail-end
as shown in fig. 24-54(iii). The projecting portion of the bolt is usually turned
down to the core diameter. The split-pin is also used in conjunction with special
nuts designed for the purpose. A round tapered pin split at its thinner end is also
sometimes used [fig. 24-54(ii)].
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(i)

(iii)

(ii)

Split-pin
FIG. 24-54

(3)
nut (fig.
It is a hexagonal
nut with slots cut in the upper end and through
opposite faces. A -split-pin is inserted through the slot
which comes in line with the hole drilled in the bolt
and is then opened out at its end. The strength of the
nut is considerably reduced on account of these slots.

Slotted nut
FIG. 24-55
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(4)
nut (fig. 24-56): Slots are cut
in a cylindrical collar provided on the top of
the nut, thus overcoming the disadvantage of
the slotted nut. These nuts are widely used in
automobile and locomotive engines where they
are subjected to sudden shocks and vibrations.
It is used in a steam engine.

Sawn nut or Wiles md (fig. 24-57):
This is a hexagonal nut with a slot cut half
way across it. A cap-screw A is passed through
a clear hole in the upper part B and screwed
into a tapped hole in the lower part C. On
tightening the screw, the friction between the
thread in part B and that in the bolt increases
and prevents slackening of the nut.

(6) Simmond's lock-nut (fig. 24-58): A collar
is provided at the upper end of the hexagonal
nut and a fibre ring R is fitted inside it. The
internal diameter of the ring is less than the
core diameter of the bolt. The end of the bolt,
on reaching the ring, cuts its own thread in
the ring when the nut is screwed on. This
thread gives a greater grip over the bolt-thread
thus preventing the slackening of the nut.

Castle nut
FIG. 24-56

(7)
ring or grooved nut (fig. 24-59):
This nut has a cylindrical grooved collar at its
lower end. This collar fits into a corresponding
recess in the adjoining piece. A set-screw is
inserted through the nearest face of the piece.
The dog-end of the set-screw enters the groove
and prevents slackening of the nut. The width
W of the groove is kept equal to the diameter
of the dog-end of the screw. This arrangement
is feasible only when the bolt is placed reasonably
near a vertical face of the connected piece.

Sawn nut
24-57

FIG.

w

FIG.

24-58

FIG.

24-59
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When the bolt is considerably away from
the edge, this nut is used in conjunction with
a separate cylindrical collar (fig. 24-60). A
pin, screwed into the adjoining piece keeps
the collar in fixed position.

A small pin (fig. 24-61 ), screwed in the
piece adjoining the nut so that it touches one
of the faces of the hexagonal nut, is sufficient
to prevent its getting loose. But it becomes
an obstruction if the nut is required to be
tightened further through a small angle.

FIG. 24-60

(8) Stop-plate or locking-plate (fig.

it is a plate grooved in such a way that it
fits hexagonal nut in any position at intervals
1

of 12 th of a revolution, i.e. at 30° intervals.
It is fixed around the nut by means of a tapbolt, thus preventing its rotation.
(9) Spring-washer: A single-coiled spring
(fig. 24-63) or a double-coiled spring (fig. 24-64)
placed under the nut as a washer, offers stiff
resistance when compressed by tightening of
the nut and keeps the thread in the nut gripped
with the thread on the bolt. Fig. 24-65 shows
a single-coiled spring washer placed under a nut.

FIG. 24-61

[-==i<=::::=::::-Ic:11:::::::,a::::::,.]
Single-coiled
spring washer
FIG. 24-63

Locking plate
FIG. 24-62

~
Double-coiled
spring washer
FIG. 24-64

Single-coiled spring washer placed under a nut
FIG. 24-65
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These bolts are used for fixing machines to their foundations.
or Hoop
(fig. 24-66):
(1)
Simple forms of these bolts can be quickly
forged from a mild-steel or wrought-iron
bar. These bolts are suspended in the hole
and cement grout is then poured to fill
up the space around them. Fig. 24-66
shows two views of an eye-bolt forged
from a bar. It has a piece of mild-steel
bar passing through the eye and at right
angles to it. The stationary engines and
lathe machines are fixed on the foundation
by these bolts.
Rag bolt (fig.
: It has its
lower part rectangular in cross-section
and increasing in width only. Its edges
are indented or grooved. The bolt is freely
suspended in its position in concrete or
stone foundation and the annular space
around it is filled with molten lead or
sulphur. This bolt cannot be easily dislodged
Eye bolt
after it has been grouted.
FIG. 24-66
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Rag bolt

Lewis bolt

FIG. 24-67

FIG. 24-68

(3) lewis bolt (fig. 24-68): This bolt is fixed in position by inserting a key on
the face opposite the tapering face. It can be removed without difficulty by withdrawing
the key, which is also tapering.
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(4) Cotter bolt (fig. 24-69): It is used for fixing heavy machines. It has a

rectangular slot to receive a cotter, which is inserted through a hand-hole, previously
kept in the foundation for this purpose. A cast-iron washer provides bearing surface
for the cotter. Heavy machine-tools are fixed on the foundation by these bolts.

WASHER

Cotter bolt
FIG. 24-69

(5) Curved or bent bolt (fig. 24-70): The shank of this bolt is forged in curved
or bent form, set first in lead or sulphur around it and then set in cement concrete,
so as not to dislodged. The end is forged approximately twice the shank diameter.

I

MACHINE BASE

CEMENT CONCRETE
LEAD OR SULPHUR
SQUARE NECK

SQUARE HEAD

Curved or bent bolt

Squar-headed bolt

FIG. 24-70

FIG. 24-71
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(6) Squar-headed bolt (fig. 24-71 ): As name says, this type of bolt is having
simple square head and square neck which is carrying a square plate. Both square
head and neck locks the rotation as well as movement of the bolt where as the
square plate sets firmly in sulphur which resist the bolt from movement automatically.

YA:

A spanner is made of steel or malleable cast-iron. It is used for turning a nut or for
holding a bolt-head while the nut is being screwed on or off the bolt. An ordinary
spanner may have a single jaw or have two jaws, one at each end.
In an adjustable screw-spanner the width of the jaw can be
varied. Among other special spanners are (i) box spanner,
(ii) pin spanner and (iii) C-spanner.

·-0

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-0

Spanner
24-72

FIG.

Fig. 24-72 shows an ordinary spanner with two jaws. The width of each jaw is slightly
more than the width across the flats of the corresponding nuts. A spanner is specified
by the nominal diameter of the bolt (for the nut of which, it is used). This diameter is
usually stamped near the jaw. Jaws are usually made thicker than the body of the spanner.

Y4
Stays are used to prevent flat
ends of boiler-shells from bulging
out due to high steam pressure.
They are generally made of
wrought-iron.
Fig. 24-73 shows an end of
a bar stay. It is screwed to receive
two nuts. The end-plate of the
boiler, through which it passes,
is strengthened by a thick and
large-size washer under the outer
nut. This washer is riveted to
the end-plate.

WASHER

~,~

,

I

r--

RIVETS

END PLATE
'()FBOILER

Bar stay
24-73

FIG.
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FIG. 24-74

1.

Draw three views of a hexagonal nut for a 24 mm diameter bolt, according
to approximately standard dimensions.

2.

Sketch neatly, giving dimensions, three forms of nuts (except the hexagonal
and square types) for a 20 mm diameter bolt.

3.

Draw three views of a square-headed bolt 20 mm diameter, 120 mm long,
with a hexagonal nut, lock-nut, washer and a split-pin, using rough-rule
dimensions for the nuts. The length of the threaded part of the bolt is 40 mm.
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4. Draw neat and dimensioned sketches of any five forms of bolts showing
clearly the method used for preventing rotation in each case.
5. Explain by means of sketches, any three methods of preventing a bolt from
rotating while screwing the nut on or off it.
6. Illustrate by means of sketches, difference between a tap-bolt and a stud-bolt.
7. Draw two views of a 24 mm diameter stud, 100 mm long, with a castle nut
and a split-pin.
8. Draw the sectional front view and the top view of two 20 mm thick plates
fastened together by means of 20 mm diameter stud, a hexagonal nut and a
washer. Insert important dimensions.
9. Show by means of neat sketches, sectional views of (a) the drilled hole and
(b) the tapped hole for 24 mm dia. stud, in a block 75 mm thick. Take the
length of the metal-end of the stud to be 30 mm.
10. Give neat sketches (a) to show the difference between, and (b) to illustrate the
uses of, a set-screw and a cap-screw.
11. Show clearly with the help of neat sketches the difference between (i) bolt
and nut fastening, (ii) stud-bolt and nut fastening and (iii) tap-bolt fastening.
12. Sketch, giving dimensions, any four forms of set-screws and name them. Show
a different type of end in each case and name it. Assume the diameter to be
12 mm and length 50 mm.
13. Show by means of neat sketches, any three methods employed for preventing
nuts from ·getting loose on account of vibrations.
14. Sketch neatly two types of bolts used to secure a machine to its foundation
showing clearly how each is fixed.
15. Give by means of neat sketches, an example of each of the following methods
of locking a nut:
(i)

By a split-pin

(iii) By a washer

(ii)

By a set-screw

(iv) By a fibre-ring.

16. Sketch neatly, giving important dimensions:
(i)

Any two forms of studs

(ii)

Any three methods of locking a nut

(iii)

Any two forms of foundation bolts.

17. Give neat and dimensioned sketches of:
(i)

Castle nut

(v)

Eye-bolt

(ii)

Wing nut

(vi) Collar-stud

(iii) Rag foundation bolt

(vii) Curved or bent bolt

(iv) Fillister-headed screw

(viii) Square-headed bolt.

18. A tie bar is to be made in two parts to facilitate adjustment in length during
assembly. Sketch the arrangement.
19. Sketch in two views a two-jaw spanner for nuts for 18 mm and 20 mm
diameter bolts. The jaws are thicker than the body. Give important dimensions.
20. Show by means of neat sketches how a bar-stay is attached to the flat end of a boiler.

Rivets are used to fasten permanently two
or more plates or pieces of metal. Joints
made with rivets are called riveted joints.
They are commonly used in ship-building
and for the construction of steel buildings,
bridges, boilers, tanks etc. Plates joined
together by means of a riveted joint cannot
be disconnected without chipping-off rivetheads from one side of the joint.
Rivets are usually made of C-30. In
its initial form [fig. 25-1 (i)J. A rivet comprises
of following:
(i)
(ii)
(i)
a head,
Rivet and riveting
(ii) cylindrical body of shank and
FIG. 25-1
(iii) a slightly tapered tail.
A rivet is specified by the diameter of its shank. The length of the tail, out of
which another head is formed, is kept about 1.25 times the diameter of the rivet.

Y4
The process of forming another rivet-head, after the rivet is placed in the hole
previously drilled or punched through the plates, is called riveting. The diameter of
this hole is kept slightly larger (about 1 mm to 1.5 mm) than the diameter of the
rivet. Any burr formed at the edges of the hole due to drilling, is removed by a little
counter-sinking. The rivet is made red-hot in a charcoal furnace and then inserted
within the hole in the plates. The head of the rivet is held fast against the adjoining
plate, while the tail is hammered and another rivet-head is forged. The rough surface
of the new head is smoothened by the use of a special tool having a cavity of the
desired form of the head [fig. 25-1 (ii)]. A hot rivet is easier to work on. It also binds
the plates more closely together on cooling, on account of contraction of the metal.
Riveting is done cold (i.e. without heating the rivet) in case of rivets of small sizes
or when they are made of soft ductile metals such as copper, aluminium etc. Machine
riveting, which is a common modern practice, is employed when the work is to be
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done speedily or on a large scale. The rivet-head is formed under a steady force
applied by means of hydraulic or pneumatic pressure. Due to the steady pressure,
the hole in the plates is filled up more completely.

To prevent leakage through the joint, the plates
are firmly forced together by caulking or fullering
processes. The edges of the plates are hammered
and driven-in by a caulking tool (fig. 25-2) or
a fullering tool (fig. 25-3). The caulking tool is
in the shape of a blunt chisel. The thickness
of the fullering tool is about the same as that
of the plates. To facilitate these operations the
edges of the plates are usually machined to an
angle of about 80° before joining them together.
This angle is increased to about 85° after the
fullering process.
Leakage through the hole is prevented by
the caulking operation on the edge of the rivethead (fig. 25-2). Both these processes are generally
performed with the aid of pneumatic power.

CAULKING TOOL

Caulking
FIG. 25-2

FIG. 25-3

1.6D
a
.....
c:i

I
(i) SNAP OR CUP

r~

1.5D

~o/

w~
I

1

I

I

(iv) COUNTERSUNK

(v) ROUNDED COUNTERSUNK

(vi) ELLIPSOID

Forms and proportions of rivet-heads
FIG. 25-4

Fig. 25-4 shows some of the various forms of rivet-heads used for general work.
The proportions given are for rivets of nominal diameters between 12 mm and SO mm.
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The snap or cup head is the most common form in use. The countersunk head is
used when the surface of the plate is required to be free from projecting heads.
Conical and ellipsoid heads are generally used in boiler work.

A riveted joint may fail in any one of the following ways (fig. 25-5):
(i)

Tearing of the plate between the holes if they are very near each other
[fig. 25-5(i)].

(ii)

Tearing of the plate between the edges of the plate and the rivet-hole, if
the hole is too near the edge [fig. 25-5(ii)J.

(iii) Shearing of the rivet if the diameter of the rivet is smaller than necessary
[fig. 25-5(iii)J.
(iv) Crushing of the plate or the rivet [fig. 25-5(iv)].

I

[~IJ)
________ _
...

I

I

(ii)

(i)

(iii)

(iv)

FIG. 25-5

To prevent failure, the joint should be carefully designed. For elementary work,
suitable values of the rivet diameter, positions of holes etc. for a given thickness
of the plates, may be obtained by using the following empirical formulae:
(i)

d

(ii)

p

= 6 1i
=d

(iii)

m
t

=d
= thickness

d

=
=

diameter of rivets

p
m

=

margin, i.e. the distance between an edge of the plate and the
nearest rivet-hole.

m

= d,

where

As

of plates in mm

pitch, i.e. the distance between centres of adjoining rivets in the
same row (parallel to the edge of the plate)

the distance of the centre line of the nearest row of rivets from
the edge of the plate is equal to 1.5 d.

Approximate values of d (diameter of rivet) for different values of t (thickness
of plates) are given in table 25-1.
TABLE 25-i
8

9

10

11

12

14

16

18

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

26

20
27

22

25

28

30
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There are two types of riveted joints:
(1)

Lap joint

(2) Butt joint.
Each of the above riveted joints will now briefly described.

In a lap joint, the plates to be connected
overlap each other. When the joint is made
with only one row of rivets, it is called a

single-riveted lap joint.
Fig. 25-6 shows the sectional front view
and top view of a single-riveted lap joint
along with its pictorial view. The width of
overlap L is equal to 3d.
A joint is said to be double-riveted, tripleriveted etc. according to the number of rows
of rivets in it.
When two or more rows of rivets are
required, rivets may be arranged in one of
the following formations:

chain formation or
(ii) zigzag formation.
(i)

SECTION A-A

I

In chain arrangement shown in the doubleriveted lap joint in fig. 25-7, rivets in the
adjoining rows are placed directly opposite
each other.
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Single-riveted lap joint
FIG. 25-6

In zigzag formation they are staggered
as shown in fig. 25-8. The distance between
the rows of rivets, called the row pitch Prr
should not be less than 0.6p for zigzag
riveting, and O.Bp for chain riveting.
In terms of d, the approximate values of
Pr are 2d and 2d + 6 mm respectively. In
zigzag
centre
of the
called

arrangement,
of a rivet in
nearest rivet
the diagonal

the distance between the
one row and the centre
in the adjoining row, is

pitch.

This pitch is also often considered instead
of the row pitch and its value is obtained
by the formula:

Pd = 2p + d
3
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Double-riveted (zigzag) lap joint
FIG. 25-8

FIG. 25-7

In a butt joint, edges of the plates to be connected butt against each other and
the joint between them is covered by butt-plates or butt-straps (also called coverplates or cover-straps) on one or both sides. At least two rows of rivets, one in
each connected plate, are necessary to make the joint.
Thickness of

When only one strap is used, thickness t 1
when two straps are used,

thickness t 2

= t to 1.125t;
= 0.7t to O.Bt,

where t is the thickness of the plates to be connected.
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Single-riveted (single strap) butt joint
FIG. 25-9

Single-riveted (double straps) butt joint
FIG. 25-10

Fig. 25-9 shows two views
of a single-riveted butt joint with
one cover-strap.
The same joint with two straps
is shown in fig. 25-10.
A double-riveted butt joint with
double straps is shown in pictorial
view in fig. 25-11. Note that there
are two rows of rivets in each
of the main plates, and that the
rivets are arranged in zigzag
formation.

Double-riveted(zigzag) butt joint
FIG. 25-11
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Two rings of a steam-boiler shell are connected as shown in fig. 25-12. The
circumferential joint is a double-riveted lap joint. A triple-riveted or treble-riveted
butt joint with two cover-straps is used for the longitudinal joint.
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Boiler-shell plate joints
FIG. 25-12

2s~1
These are largely used in steel structures. The common shapes are: (i) angle,
(ii) tee, (iii) channel and (iv) H or joist.

(i}ANGLE

(ii) TEE

(iii) CHANNEL

Rolled-steel sections
FIG. 25-13

(iv) H OR JOIST
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Plates may be connected at right angles by flanging one of the plates. Fig. 25-14(i)
shows a plate bent inside. The plate may also be bent outside as shown in
fig. 25-14(ii). The radius R of the inside curve of the bent plate should not be less
than twice its thickness. Another method, in which an angle-section is used, is
shown in fig. 25-14(iii). The angle is often placed outside also.

{i)

(ii)

(iii)

Connection of plates at right angles
FIG. 25-14
SHELL-PLATES

FRONT END-PLATE

?r

FLUE-PLATES
FLUE-PLATE

Boiler joints
FIG. 25-15
These methods of connection as employed in boiler construction are shown in
fig. 25-15. The front end-plate is connected to the shell-plate by a ring of anglesection placed on the outside. The back end-plate is bent inside and flanged to the
shell-plate. Note carefully how the flue-plates are jointed to each end-plate.

···~~

It is a plate which connects the flat end and the cylindrical shell of a boiler.
Lengths of angle-section are used to make the joints. The flat ends of a boiler are
prevented from bulging out and are strengthened by means of these stays.

Riveted Joints and Welded Joints
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SHELL-PLATE

Gusset stay
FIG. 25-16

Welding is a technique of making permanent joint. It is the process of joining two
parts of metal by fusing them together. Until recently riveted joints were the main
type of permanent joint extensively used in the construction of boilers, ships, bridges,
steel structures, etc. During the last decade, however, the rapid development of
welding methods has replaced the riveted joints. Since welding is used so widely, and
for a large variety of purposes, it is essential to have an accurate method of showing
on the working drawing of machines or structures, the types, sizes, and locations
of weld desired by the machine designer.

The welding processes can be classified into the following three groups:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Pressure welding or forge welding
Fusion welding
Fusion and pressure welding.

(1) Pressure welding or
In this method of welding two metal
parts are heated at the joint upto plastic condition and then joined together by
applying external mechanical pressure.
(2) fusion welding: It is a process of welding by local fusion with or without
use of a filler metal. The most commonly used fusion welding processes are gas
welding and arc welding. In case of gas welding, the welding puddle is produced
by the effect of a flame generated by a fuel gas (generally acetylene and oxygen).
The flame temperature varies from 2600° to 3200° depending upon fuel gases.
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In case of arc fusion welding, the welding puddle is created by the effect of
an arc. The arc produce between the electrode and the work-piece. The entrance
of atmospheric gases into the arc and the welding puddle is prevented by the inert
gases or slags produced by the electrode in case of consumable coated electrode.
(3) fusion and pressure welding: In this welding heavy current (50,000A) is
passed through the joint which gets melt. The welding is completely under external
pressure. Spot welding, seam welding, flash butt welding and pressure butt are the
examples of the pressure resistance welding.

(1)
of welded joints: There are four important types of welded joints
classified according to the positions of the workpiece being joined as shown in fig. 25-17.

(i) LAP JOINT

(ii) BUTT JOINT

(iii) TEE JOINT

(iv) CORNER JOINT

Fie. 25-1 7
(2) Types of welds: There are four types of basic welds of arc and gas welds
as shown in fig. 25-18.

(i)BACK

(ii) FILLET

(iii) PLUG

(iv)SQUARE

Fie. 25-18

Similarly, the resistance welds are also of four types
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

spot weld,
projection weld,
seam weld and
flash and upset welds.

Symbolically they are represented as shown in fig. 25-19.

0
(i)

(ii)

©I
(iii)

Fie. 25-19

(iv)

Riveted Joints and Welded Joints
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A welded joint is shown on a drawing by means of (i) a symbol which specifies
the form of weld and (ii) a bent arrow and a reference line indicating the location
of the weld as shown in fig. 25-20.
FIELD-WELD SYMBOL

w
0

u5
a:
w

ALL ROUND WELD SYMBOL

5 LENGTH OF WELD

SIZE OF WELD
REFERENCE LINE

FIG. 25-20
Table 25-2 shows symbols for various forms of welded joints as recommended
by the Bureau of Indian Standards.

TABLE 25-2

No. FORM OF WELD

ILLUSTRATION

SYMBOL No.

FORM OF WELD

ILLUSTRATION

SYMBOL

(i)

'
FILLET

waL

~

(viii) SINGLE-BEVEL BUTT

~~

V

(ii)

SQUARE BUTT

~

n

(ix)

SINGLE-BEVEL BUTT
WELD WITH BROAD
ROOT FACE

~

(iii)

SINGLE-V BUTT

~~

9

(x)

DOUBLE-BEVEL BUTT

f
K

(xi)

DOUBLE-BEVEL BUTT
WELD WITH BROAD
ROOTFACE

(iv)

DOUBLE-V BUTT

(v)

SINGLE-U BUTT

(vi)

DOUBLE-U BUTT

(vii) SINGLE-J BUTT

.. z
·~
.. R
u

~w

P'

-

r

(xii) SPOT

~ 0

(xiii) SEAM

~

(xiv) EDGE

>

=@:

m

The method of showing the form and location of a fillet weld on a drawing is
shown in fig. 25-21.
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The symbol should be shown only in one of the views. When a weld is to
be on the arrow side, the symbol should be inverted and placed below the
reference line as shown in fig. 25-21 (i). When a weld is to be on the other
side, the symbol should be placed in its correct position, but over the reference
line. For welds on both the sides, a symbol is placed above as well as below
the reference line. See fig. 25-21 (ii). Note that in each case, the vertical portion
of the symbol is always kept on the left-hand side of the symbol. The size of
weld is indicated on the left-side of the weld symbol.

k;

6

I 10 I 10
(i)

(ii)

FIG. 25-21

The depth of a partially penetrated U-butt or V-butt weld is indicated by
means of a dimension placed to the left of the symbol. Fig. 25-22(i) shows a
V-butt weld partially penetrated on the top surface, while the dimensions of
the same weld, partially penetrated on both the sides are shown in fig. 25-22(ii).

/Cl
(i)

6

so

8

(ii)

FIG. 25-22

A butt-weld, when flush with the surface of the plate, is indicated by placing
a bar above the symbol as shown in fig. 25-23. An all-round weld is shown by
means of a circle drawn around the point of intersection between the arrow
and the reference lines as shown in fig. 25-24.

/
I
FIG. 25-23

6

I
Fie. 25-24

Exe. 25]
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Sometimes the welding is required to carry out at
the site or in the field. This can be indicated on a drawing
by placing a filled circle drawn around the point of
intersection between the arrow and reference lines as
shown in fig. 25-25.

FIG.

25-25

1 . Show by means of neat, dimensioned sketches the shapes of the following
rivets:
Cup head; pan head; conical head; countersunk head.
2. Explain with the aid of sketches the processes of (i) caulking and (ii) fullering,
used in riveted joints.
3. Describe the ways in which a riveted joint may fail. What steps are taken to
prevent failures? Illustrate your answer with necessary sketches.
4. Draw the sectional front view, the top view and a side view of a single riveted
lap joint for 12 mm thick plates. Show the pitch, margin and width of overlap.
5. Show by means of sketches, the difference between chain riveting and zigzag
riveting. What is the advantage of one over the other arrangement?
6. Sketch neatly, two views of a double-riveted lap joint using rivets in zigzag
arrangement. State why this arrangement is used. Thickness of plates =
10 mm. Diameter of rivets = 20 mm. Give all other dimensions.
7. Draw three views of the triple-riveted lap joint shown in fig. 25-26, taking
t = 12 mm, d = 20 mm, p = 60 mm and Pr = 40 mm.

FIG.

25-26

8. Sketch neatly, a sectional front view and top view of a single-riveted butt joint
for two 10 mm thick plates, using two butt-straps. Show all dimensions on
your sketch.
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9. Draw two views of the double-riveted butt joint shown in fig. 25-11. Take
t = 10 mm and d = 20 mm. Insert all dimensions on your drawing.
10. Draw neat sketches to show the circumferential and longitudinal joints between
two rings of shell plates in a boiler.
11. Show with the aid of sketches, three different ways in which two plates may
be connected at right angles to each other by means of rivets.
12. Sketch neatly, two views to show how two plates, each 12 mm thick can be
joined at right angles by using an angle-iron and rivets.
13. Draw neat sketches to show how the end-plates of a Cornish boiler are joined
to (i) the shell-plates and (ii) the flue-plates.
14. Draw two views of the Gusset stay shown in fig. 25-16. Take t
d = 24 mm, L = 200 mm, L1 = 100 mm, p = 60 mm.

=

16 mm,

15. Draw three dimensioned views of the riveted joint for a tie-bar shown in fig. 25-2 7.
Take the thickness of the bar as 12 mm.

+

I

I

+

:-$+·
1
I

.

I

+
FIG.

I

I

+

25-27

16. Discuss in brief various methods of welding.
17. Why welding is more popular than riveted joints?
18. Show by means of sketches the method of showing location, symbol, size and
depth of the following forms of weld:
(i)

Single V-butt weld

(ii)

Single bevel butt weld

(iii) Double J-butt weld
(iv) All-round fillet weld.

Manufacturing of a product is the main activity in engineering profession. The
design of a product may start with trial designs in the form of sketches on paper.
As the design improves and undergoes changes, the final form of design must be
the scaled manufacturing drawings with finer details included. These drawings are
two-dimensional representations of _three-dimensional objects designed.
During the process of design, the designer may have to carry out a large amount
of computations so that an optimum design is obtained. A computer with good graphic
capabilities helps the designer to
(i)

realize his ideas.

(ii)

carry out complex computations.

(iii) present the results of computations in a useful form for decision making and
possible improvement.
(iv) present the improved model for evaluation.
Interactive Computer Graphics (ICG) is the tool of the designer.

A part to be manufactured is defined first in terms of its geometry which also includes
dimensions, tolerances, surface finish, and in some cases the type of fit between two
mating parts. The two-dimensional representation of a part, called an engineering
drawing or a blueprint, shows three orthogonal views of the part. Sometimes, when
three views are not enough to define the part, additional sectional views, auxiliary views
may have to be added for conveying the right information.
Any design is finally represented in the form of orthographic views and
auxiliary views so that production can be carried out. Hence, the computer aided
drafting is an important tool for Computer Aided Design. The Computer Aided
Drafting (CAD) system is the computerization of technical, production, electronics
and architectural drawings.
This chapter is written and contributed by Prof. Pramod R. Ingle of B and B Institute
of Technology, Vallabh Vidyanagar.
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CAD is the product of computer era. Its development originated from early computer
graphics systems. CAD can find its roots to the development of Interactive Computer
Graphics (ICG). A system called Sketchpad was developed at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, U.S.A., in 1963 by Ivan Sutherland.
In the beginning, CAD systems were no more than graphics editors with some
built-in design symbols. The geometry available to the user was limited to lines, circular
arcs, and a combination of the two. The development of free-form curves and surfaces
such as Coon's patch, Ferguson's patch, Bezier's curve, and 8-splines enabled a CAD
system to be used for more sophisticated work. A 30 CAD system allows a user to
do very sophisticated design and analysis work.
Computer aided drawing and drafting system uses the computer to assist in generation
of blueprint data. CAD systems are essential in design and a large number of computer
based systems are commercially available. 20 drawing systems correspond directly to
traditional engineering drawings, and they are developed to substitute manual drafting.
The advantages offered by computerized drafting systems can be summarized as:
(a) It increases the accuracy and productivity of designer.
(b) It allows design alterations to be made easily.
(c) It offers better drawing visualization through colours.
(d) It improves the quality of drawings produced.
(e) Drawings are easier to store and retrieve.
(f) Storage space required is less.
(g) Transfer of drawings is faster and cheaper.
(h) It permits the use of library of standard symbols for more productive CAD
work (refer to art. 26-6).
Although the capital investment required in setting up a computer aided drafting
system is high, the greater capabilities offered by computers and software are making
the systems more affordable.

A computer system consists of
(a) Central Processing Unit (CPU), also known as processor
(b) Main memory
(c) Input devices
(d) Output devices
(e) Secondary storage devices.
The CPU controls and supervises the entire computer system. The actual arithmetic
and logical operations are performed by CPU with the help of main memory. The main
memory stores program instructions and processing data. Secondary storage devices
provide slow but high capacity memory for storing program and large amount of data
that is not currently being processed. Typical secondary storage devices are hard disk,
floppy diskettes, magnetic tape, C.D. (compact disk), D.V.D., pen drive, etc.
During operation, data flows between the CPU, the main memory, and the various
input/output devices. Moreover, the control information flows between these units to
tell what to do with the data. Control information is used to manage the overall
operation of the system.

Art. 26-3-2]
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FIG. 26-1
It must be remembered that the main memory is directly connected to the CPU.
The main memory stores the program instructions and all the data being used for
processing until the data are released as output under the instructions from the CPU.
A control unit inside the CPU directs and coordinates all the operations of the system
that are called for by the program. It involves control of the input and output devices,
the storage and retrieval of information from memory, and the transfer of data between
memory and ALU.
A CAD system consists of Hardware and Software. The system usually has the
following major hardware elements:

Every CAD system must have a CPU to process and store a very large amount of
graphics data. The speed and processing power of a computer is mainly decided by the
CPU speed and the amount of main memory (RAM) installed.

The most common type of display device for CAD systems is a Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT). The display device must be capable of displaying both graphical and alphanumeric
data. Although the display looks like television monitors, they have special electronics
for creating graphics images on the screen from computer processed data as per
the instructions. But, they lack the television program receiving capability. Since
both graphics and text are to be displayed simultaneously on the screen, the
graphics monitor is usually divided into graphics area and a small text display area
(see fig. 26-3).
The capabilities of display devices are evaluated in terms of resolution, colours
and picture refresh rate. Picture refresh rate is important to get a steady and
flicker free display. For a general purpose graphics system, a display with 1024
(horizontal) by 768 (vertical) pixel resolution, 0.28 mm dot pitch and 256 shades
of colours is the desirable configuration. The small dot pitch gives a high resolution
and therefore good quality picture.
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(1)
[fig. 26-2(i)J: This is the most common input device. It is preferred
for entering commands, text or value such as coordinates of a point or radius of a
circle. The 101-key keyboards have special function keys to support special graphic
functions. Whenever a key is pressed, the key character is identified by the computer
and a character is displayed on the screen. If function keys are pressed or a combination
of keys is pressed, the software takes the appropriate action.
(2) Mouse [fig. 26-2(iii)]: The mouse is a pointing device which is moved
across a flat surface (usually on a mouse pad) by hand to indicate X-Y movement.
The rotation of rubber ball underneath the device is translated and the corresponding
cursor movement on the screen provides a visual feedback. The mouse is used as
a pointing and pick-up device.
Either two-button or three-button mice are available in the market. The mouse has
become very popular with microcomputers in recent years, and it is an indispensable
pointing device. It is inexpensive, small, and convenient to use. However, fine and very
precise sketching is very difficult to obtain with the mouse.

(iv) DISPLAY

(iii) MOUSE
CAD system hardware
F!G. 26-2
(3) Tablet or Digitizer [fig. 26-2 (ii)]: This is also a very common and popular input
device for CAD. It has a flat surface on which a stylus is placed and moved. The
movement of stylus on the surface in terms of X and Y coordinates of surface is
detected by sensors embedded in the tablet. The stylus incorporates a number of
buttons for input. The parameters of a digitizer are resolution, accuracy and repeatability.
The digitizers are available in very large sizes to be used with full size engineering
drawings. They have a very high resolution. The resolution is measured in terms of
lines per inch (LPI). Digitizers with 2000 LPI resolution are commercially available.
The most common method of using digitizer is for tracing a drawing or a portion
of the drawing. The drawing to be copied is placed on the digitizer and the stylus is
used to trace the portions required. Thus, old drawings, maps, etc., can be entered
into a CAD system.
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A hard copy i.e. copy on paper of what is displayed on a graphics terminal can be
obtained by a variety of graphics printers and plotters. The computer graphic output
device may be thought of as paper and a pen or a pencil.
(1) Dot Matrix Printers (DMP) and laser Printers: Dot Matrix Printer is the most
commonly used printer for text printing. The characters are formed by printing dots
in a specific manner. The dot matrix printer [fig. 26-2(vi)] can also be used for printing
of drawings, but the quality of output is poor.
(2) Pen Plotters [fig. 26-2(v)]: Pen plotters are the simplest output devices for
CAD. A pen plotter consists of a device to hold the paper. Usually two orthogonal
motorized carriages hold a pen and move it under computer control. There are three
inputs to the pen plotter: (i) an X coordinate, (ii) a Y coordinate and (iii) a pen variable.
The pen variable can specify the pen colour by pen number, the pen to be up (nondrawing position) or down (in contact with paper in drawing position).
The two varieties of plotters are flat-bed and drum plotters. The flat-bed plotter
is limited by the paper size it can handle. The drum plotter utilizes a continuous roll
of paper which rolls over the top of the drum. The capacity and capabilities of a plotter
are evaluated by the size of paper it can handle, resolution, speed of plotting, number
of pens it can handle, etc.
(3) Ink-Jet printers/plotters: These are dot matrix printers. The drawing which is
made up of lines, arcs, characters and symbols is converted into dot form. Then the rows
of dots are printed across the width of the paper by impelling a tiny jet of ink on the
surface of paper. The jets are switched on and off at high frequency to create multicolour plots.
Typically, the resolution is 600 to 900 dots per inch, and each dot is arranged to
overlap the adjacent ones. This provides a high quality photo-realistic picture. These
plotters are quiet during operation. These plotters are used for colour plots of drawings,
shaded images, contour plots and artistic work.
(4) l..aser printers: A laser printer rapidly produces high quality text and graphics
on plain paper. The fastest colour laser printers can print over 100 pages per minute.
It can write with much greater speed than an ink jet and can draw more precisely,
without spilling any excess ink. The toner powder of laser printer is cheap and lasts
a long time compared to expensive ink cartridges.

The CAD system creates an environment to prepare drawings interactively. Most CAD
systems available commercially are menu driven. Commands can either be typed directly
with the help of a keyboard or can be picked-up from the screen menu or from toolbar
with the help of a mouse or can be selected from the digitizer menu. Some screen
menus offer pull-down menus (also referred to as pop-up menus) and dialogue boxes.
For example, a variety of hatching patterns are displayed on the screen for better
visualization and selection if a hatching command is chosen. The appropriate hatching
pattern can be selected with the help of input device. The effect of every command is
immediately displayed on the screen so that selection and corrections can be done
interactively and immediately.
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The major functions to be performed by a computer aided drafting system are:
(a)

Basic set-up of a drawing

(b)

Drawing the objects

(c)

Changing the object properties

(d) Translating the objects
(e)

Scaling the objects

(f)

Clipping the objects to fit the image to the screen

(g) Creating symbol libraries for frequently used objects
(h) Text insertion
(i)

Dimensioning

(j)

Creates various layers (Transparent sheets)

(k) Allows zoom-in and zoom-out of any components of drawing or complete
drawing
(I)

Creates different numbers of print/plot layouts.

Some of the features of CAD systems are:
(1) Modelling and Drafting: The majority of systems provide 2D and 30 modelling
capabilities. Some low cost CAD systems are dedicated to 2D drafting only.
(2) Ease of use: The users find CAD systems very easy to learn and use.
(3) flexibility: Popular CAD systems provide greater flexibility when configuring
the available hardware. Hundreds of computers, display devices, expansion boards,
input and output devices are compatible and configurable with popular softwares.
(4) Modularity: Standard input and output devices are attached to standard connectors
thereby making the system modular in nature.
(5) low maintenance cost: Little maintenance is needed to keep the system functional.
Capabilities and versatilities of the drafting system vary depending on the system
on which they are implemented. AutoCAD, VersaCAD, CADKey, DesignCAD, ZWCAD,
etc. are few popular commercially available drafting systems in use. These systems
provide a variety of features required for producing engineering drawings.
As an example of a popular, low-cost CAD software, we describe here some of the
fundamental capabilities of AutoCAD. All these or similar facilities are very much
desired in any CAD software for it to be useful.

~~
;,::::,~
AutoCAD (a product and registered trademark of Autodesk Inc., USA) is a low cost
yet very effective computer aided design and drafting software. AutoCAD is accepted
as the industry standard and it is preferred by a large community of CAD users in the
world. Although AutoCAD is available for a variety of computer systems, majority of
AutoCAD implementations are available on IBM or compatible personal computers with
various operating systems. AutoCAD comes with a very large number of user-selectable
options to support a great variety of commercially available display devices, digitizers,
mouse, printers and plotters. AutoCAD supports 2D drafting and 3D modelling.

Art. 26-5-2]
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The basic drawing entities are lines, polylines [refer to art. 26-5-4 of any width,
circles, arcs, ellipses and solids. There are many ways of defining a drawing entity, and
the software always prompts the user for all options. Each drawing entity has an
associated line-type, colour, layer [refer to art. 26-5-5(2)] and thickness. The thickness
is a property associated with 3D entities.
Before any drawing is started, the AutoCAD environment must be prepared for
proper units of measurement, line-type, drawing size, layer, etc. In AutoCAD the
drawings are always prepared at full scale, and the drawing size can be changed at any
instant of time by using LIMITS command.

(1)

P IV Intel processor and motherboard

(2)

160/320 GB Hard disk

(3)

1 GB/2 GB RAM

(4)

Microsoft Window XP Operating system software.

The default AutoCAD 2010 drawing screen can be divided into four areas such as
drawing area, command area, menu bar area and tool bar area. The various component
of Graphical User Interface (GUI) of AutoCAD 2010 is shown in fig. 26-3.

""t----

Properties tool bar

Draw toolbar

Modify tool bar
WCSicon
Command
prompt window

/ooffiinatc display
POLAR Switch

Graphic cursor

+1

Scroll bar -----)oStatus bar

t

Components of AutoCAD Classic screen of AutoCAD 2010
FIG. 26-3
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F1

Online Help

F2 Toggles between Drawing screen to text screen

F3 Toggles between OSNAP

On and Off

F4 Toggles between Tablet

On and Off

FS Switches among lsoplanes Top, Right and Left
F6 Toggles between Coordinates

On and Off

F7 Toggles between Grid

On and Off

F8 Toggles between Ortho Mode

On and Off

F9 Toggles between Snap Mode

On and Off

F10 Toggles between Polar Tracking

On and Off

F11 Toggles between Objects Snap Tracking

On and Off

(1) Une (Refer module 26-1 ): A line is specified by giving its
two endpoints. The LINE command can be used to draw a single
line or a series of lines with the end-point of one being the startpoint of the next. When a series of such lines is created, each
line is treated as a separate entity. To create a closed polygon,
the user has to type in C (close option) for the To point: prompt.
This causes the last and the first points to be joined by a line and
thus cerating a closed boundary.
Pline
module 26-9, 26-25): Polylines are interesting
drawing entities. Polylines can include both lines and arcs connected
at end-points. Thus, a polyline is a single entity with multiple
segments. The polylines can be straight or curved, can be wide
(like a TRACE) or tapered. Fillets and chamfers can be added
where needed on a polyline. Curve fitting and hatching can easily
be performed on a polyline.
(fig. 26-4) (Refer module 26-8, 26-12): A polygon
is also a polyline with equal length of sides. The regular polygon
can either be inscribed in a circle or circumscribed about the
circle. The polygon may also be constructed by specifying the
length of one side and the number of sides of polygon (called
edges). In this method a polygon is constructed in anti-clockwise
direction from the two edge end-points that have been specified.
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INSCRIBED

CIRCUMSCRIBED

EDGE

Polygon
FIG. 26-4
(5) Arc (fig. 26-5) (Refer module 26-8, 26-26, 26-27): This command is used to
draw an arc accurately. Usually there are three parameters required for drawing an arc.
Different ways of drawing circular arcs are:
(i)

3 point arc: The arc is drawn by specifying three points on the chord of arc.
The first and third points define the start and end-points of an arc respectively.

(ii)

Start, Center: This option needs start point and center point of an arc. The
third parameter may either be an end-point, included angle, or length of chord.

(iii) Start, End: This option asks the user to enter the start and end-points of an arc.
The arc is completed by either specifying radius or included angle or center point.
S.P.
Second
Point

E.P.
(1) 3-point arc: Start point, Second point,
End point
(2) Center point, Start point, End point

r

(3) Center point, Start point,
Included angle(e)

Length of chord
E.P.

R

Xe
(4) Center point, Start point
Length of chord

S.P.

S.P " ' - - - (5) Start point, End point, Radius

Arc definitions
FIG. 26-5

(6) Start point, End point,
Included angle(e)
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(6) Circle (Refer module 26-5, 26-11, 26-'13): There are many ways of drawing a
circle, the default being the centre point of circle and radius. Either on typing the
command CIRCLE or selecting it from a menu bar with the help of mouse, all circle
drawing options are displayed. The options available are:
(a) Center point and Radius
(b) Center point and Diameter
(c) 3P: This specifies 3 points on the circumference of a circle. There is a unique
circle passing through three given non-collinear points.
(d) 2P: This specifies the end-points of diameter of a circle.
(e) TTR (Tangent Tangent Radius): This command draws a circle of specified radius
that is tangent to two lines, circles or arcs.
(f) TTT (Tangent Tangent Tangent): This command draws a circle tangent to three entities.
(7) Ellipse (Refer module 26-11 ): An ellipse can be constructed by specifying the
center point, radial length of major and minor axes. An ellipse can also be constructed
by specifying end-points of one of its axis and the radial length of other axis.
(8) Donut (fig. 26-6) (Refer module 26-10): The DONUT is a
special type of polyline which is made up of arc segments. A
DONUT has two properties: it has width, and it is closed. The
width of DONUT is set by specifying inside and outside diameters.
The inside diameter may be zero thereby making it a filled circle.
(9) Hatch patterns (Refer module 26-12): The HATCH command
Donut examples
is used to fill up the area using a suitable pattern. The type of
Fie. 26-6
pattern and pattern variables can be chosen from a library of patterns available. The
hatching will be carried out inside a closed defined area.
(10) Text (Refer module 26-6): Words, messages and numbers can be inserted as
required on an engineering drawing. The alphanumeric keyboard is used extensively for
non-graphical input such as text. The text style, height, text angle, aspect ratio, colour,
etc. are some of the attributes associated with text. These attributes can be changed
as per requirements.
(11) Rectangle (Refer module 26-6, 26-10): Rectangles are drawn by three methods
(i) By specifying the co-ordinates at the "specify first corner point" prompt
and at the "specify other corner point" prompt.
(ii) By entering area of rectangle in current units and specifying length or
width of rectangle. For this select "Area" option of rectangle command.
(iii) By specifying length distance and width distance of rectangle. For this
select "Dimensions" option of rectangle command.

,~4'
(1) limits (Refer module 26-1 to 26-13): In AutoCAD, drawings are drawn in full
scale therefore limits are needed to size up a drawing area. The limits are set by
specifying X and Y co-ordinates of Lower Left Corner (L.L.C.) and Upper Right Corner
(U.R.C.) of drawing area. By default L.L.C. is set to (0, 0) and U.R.C. is set to
(12, 9) for imperial file and (420, 210) for metric file.
Note: By changing limits, the drawing display area does not change. It is
required to use all option of the zoom command to display the limits
inside the drawing area.
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(2) layer (Refer module 26-6, 26-13): A layer can be thought of as a transparent
sheet on which drawings can be prepared. Drawings can be logically divided into
different layers, and layers can be selectively displayed either individually or in any
combination. Each layer is identified by a name. If the drawing becomes too dense
or complicated, some layers can be turned off so that they do not interfere with the
work. The drawing can be edited on any one layer at a time, called current layer. The
colour, linetype and line weight are the properties associated with a layer. This
controls an entity's colour, linetype and line weight drawn on that layer.
(3) Dimensioning (Refer module 26-7): The manufacturing drawing must be dimensioned
for size and tolerances so that the right information can be conveyed. The appearance and
size of dimension arrows, size and style of dimension text with or without tolerances, and
the layer on which dimensions are placed can be controlled by setting dimension variables.
(4) Object snap (fig. 26-7) (Refer module 26-4): A very useful drawing aid, the
OSNAP identifies the points on drawing entities that are visible on the screen. For
example, the start point of an arc can be the endpoint of an existing line. This option
allows the user to pick-up the points very accurately with respect to drawing displayed.
Some of the OSNAP modes are:

z

NEArest

Closest point on an entity.

CENter

X

ENDpoint
INTersection

D

TANgent

Center of a circle or an arc.
Midpoint of a line or an arc.
Closest endpoint of a line or an arc.
Intersection of two lines, two arcs, or a line with an arc or
a circle.
Tangent to an arc or circle.

Quadrant

Quadrant points will be located for circle and ellipses.

0

.6. MIDpoint

D

<)

GJPl~.~~r
CENter

INTersection

MIDpoint

TANgent

ENDpoint

QUAdrant

OSNAP options
FIG. 26-7
(5) Zoom (Refer module 26-1 ): This is the most common method of magnifying a
portion of current drawing on the screen. The portion of drawing to be zoomed is
usually selected by a window. A window is identified by picking up the diagonal corners
of a rectangle around the area of interest. Zoom also helps improving the accuracy of
rJr;:iwinP hv pn);:lroino thP rfpt;;ifc: f'\f rlr;l\Alino :::inrl nr-rn,irlinn hn+f-n.t" h'"\nrl rn,r.. ro.-...-.. .. ,.J: ......... +; ...........
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Common drawing editing commands
FIG. 26-8
The fundamental commands to edit a drawing are:
(1) Move [fig. 26-8(i)]: Moves selected objects to another
location about a base point.
(2) Rotate [fig. 26-8(ii)J (Refer module 26-'12): Rotates selected
objects through a specified angle about a base point.

(3) Copy [fig. 26-8(iii)] (Refer module 26-6): Creates one or more copies of selected
objects at another location. The function of COPY command is similar to the MOVE
command except that it preserves a copy of the objects selected at the original location.
(4) Mirror [fig. 26-8(iv)J (Refer module 26-8): Creates a mirror image of the selected
objects about a specified line.
(5) Array (Refer module 26-10, 26-11 ): This command creates multiple copies of
selected objects in rectangular or polar form. This is a form of COPY command.
(6) Erase (Refer module 26-8): This command deletes the selected entities. A record
of entities erased is always maintained. The most recent entity can be unerased by
OOPS command.
(7) Oops (Refer module 26-14 ): This command retrieves all objects erased by the
last Erase and after executing Block or Wblock command.
(8) Break: This command erases a portion of line, arc, circle or a 20 polyline
between two selected points.
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(9) fillet (Refermodule26-5, 26-13): This command is usedtocreatearoundcornerbetween
two lines. The lines are shortened or extended to fit a tangent arc of specified radius. FILLET
works on any combination of two lines, arcs, circles, non-parallel lines, or a single polyline.
(10) Chamfer (Refer module 26-8): This command works on two lines or a single
polyline to create a bevelled edge.
(11) Extend (Refer module 26-11 ): This command extends the lines, polylines and
arcs to a boundary edge which can be a line, polyline, arc or circle. A closed polygon
cannot be extended. When you invoke this command, you will be prompted to select
the boundary edges. These edges can be lines, polylines, circles, arcs,, ellipse, xllines,
rays,splines etc. After the boundary edges are selected, you must select each object to
be extended. An object can be both a boundary edge and an object to be extended.
(12) Offset (Refer module 26-5): This command creates a parallel single copy of
line, arc, circle, rectangle, polygon, or 20 polyline at a given offset distance. Each
offset creates a new entity with the same linetype, color and layer settings.
(13) Stretch (Refer module 26-12): The STRETCH command can either lengthen
entities or shorten them, and thus alter their shapes. The centre points of arcs or
polyline arcs are adjusted accordingly.
(14) Trim (Refer module 26-5, 26-13): This command trims the objects that extend
beyond arequired point of intersection. When you invoke this command, you will be prompted to select
the cutting edges. These edges can be lines, polylines, circles, arcs, ellipse, xlines, rays,
splines, text, blocks or even viewports. After the cutting edges are selected, you must select
each object to be trimmed. An object can be both a cutting edge and an object to be trimmed.
(15) Scale (Refer module 26-12): The SCALE command allows to shrink or enlarge
the already existing drawing objects about a base point by specifying a scale factor.
(16) Pedit: A polyline is a single entity which is made up of a continuous series of line
and arc segments. The PEDIT command is exclusively used for editing of polyline properties.
The selected line, arc and polyline can be added to an existing polyline by a JOIN option.
A smooth curve passing through all vertices of a polyline can be created by using FIT option.
Similarly, a spline can also be constructed by using SPLINE option.
(17) Explode (Refer module 26-6): This command breaks a polyline into its individual
segments. These segments can then individually be edited, and rejoined again to form
an edited polyline.
(18) U (Refer module 26-8): The U command reverses the effects of a series of
previously used commands and hence allows back-stepping. The REDO command wipes
out the effect of U t:ommand.
The advanced features of AutoCAD are:
(1) Built-in programming language AutoLISP provides programming environment
so that AutoCAD commands can be called along with programs written for
computations. This is very useful for parametric design and drawing.
(2) Drawing Exchange Files (DXF) and script files can be used to interface AutoCAD
with programs written in any other higher level language such as C. DXF and IGES
file formats allow the exchange of drawing files among various drafting softwares.
(3) AutoCAD provides techniques to define and extract attributes of entities. This
feature is used in extracting information from a drawing for processing by
other programs or to transfer it to a database.
Note: The commands not explained here above are covered up in the topics 26-6,
26-7, 26-8 and 26-9 as illustrative modules with on hand explanation.
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A complete drawing or a part of a drawing can be given a specific name and then stored
as a block. A collection of such blocks form a library which is very useful for drawing
purpose. The blocks, also referred to as symbols, can be scaled, rotated or mirrored if
necessary and inserted into the drawing at the appropriate location e.g. bolt heads to be
used at different locations in a drawing. Many suppliers of CAD add-on products offer
symbol libraries of standard mechanical components, electronic components, architectural
symbols, piping symbols, etc. The block and wblock command groups a number of
selected entities together and treats them as a single object i.e. single block. Block
commands saves the group of selected entities with block name and is inserted in the
file in which it is created, but wblock command saves the group of selected entities as
a drawing file and can be inserted in any drawing file. The blocks and wblocks can be
scaled, rotated, stretched or mirrored. The explode command separates the entities of
block and wblock.
INSERT (Refer module 26-14): INSERT command is used to insert blocks and
wblocks in current drawing. Blocks will be inserted only in the drawing file in which
they created and wblocks will be inserted in any drawing files.

·,,;:;'.
.:r~
~

The following modules (26-1 to 26-14) are self interactive and self learning practice
modules to generate two dimentional drawings covering all possible 2-D commands.
The configuration of computer will be as mentioned in art. 26-5-1.
(1) Absolute coordinate method: In the absolute coordinate method, the points
are located with respect to the origin (0, 0). The syntax is X, Y.

Module 26-1. Draw a line diagram as shown in fig. 26-9. Use Absolute Coordinate

Method.
To draw a line diargram using Absolute Coordinate Method, follow the steps
mentioned below.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] <real time>: ALL (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 20,20 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 100,20 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 100,50 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 90,50 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 85,65 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 75,65 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 70,50 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 50,50 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 50,65 (.J)
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(4)

Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 30,65 (..J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 30,50 (..J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 20,50 (..J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: C (..J)
Save This File As Module 26-1.DWG

Output of Module 26-1 (fig. 26-9):
MODULE 26-1: ABSOLUTE COORDINATE METHOD
10

20

20

20

1<10>1(

3'/(

20

>I (

20

,. I (

10

i,

I

>I 5 I ( 10 >I 5 I ( 10 >I
Ps

Ps

LO

P12

P11

P7

Ps

p4

p3

LO

<O

80

50
70
75
85
90
100
ABSOLUTE COORDINATES OF POINTS P1 TO P12
P1

= 20 ,20

P2 = 100 ,20
P3=100,50

= 90, 50
Ps = 85 ,65
Ps = 75, 65
p4

= 70 ,50
Ps = 50, 50

P10= 30, 65

pg= 50 ,65

P12= 20,50

P7

P11= 30, 50

26-9
(2) Relative coordinate method: In the relative coordinate method, the displacement
along the X and Y axis are measured with refrence to the previous point. The syntax is @X, Y.
FIG.

Module 26-2. Draw a line diagram as shown in fig. 26- 10. Use Relative Coordinate
Method.
To draw a line diargram using Relative Coordinate Method, follow the steps
mentioned below.
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Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF) <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] <real time>: All (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 20,20 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo): @80,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @0,30 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @-10,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo): @-5,15 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @-10,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @-5,-15 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @-20,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,15 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo): @-20,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,-15 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @-10,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: C (.J)
Save This File As Module 26-2.DWG

Output of Module 26-2 (fig. 26-10):

I<

10

MODULE 26-2: RELATIVE COORDINATE METHOD
20
20
20
10
, I<

>I <

, I<

> I 5 I<

~1

pg

P10

P12

P11

Pa

P6

>I <

11-1

10 > I 5 I<
Ps

P7

p4

p3

RELATIVE COORDINATES OF POINTS P1 TO P12
P1 = 20,20

P4 = @-10,0

P2 = @80,0

P5

p3 = @0,30

P5 = @-10,0
Pg = @0,15
FIG. 26-'IO

= @-5,15

P1 = @-5,-15
Pa = @-20,0

P10 = @-20,0

P11 = @0,-15
P12 = @-10,0
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(3) Relative polar coordinate method: In the relative polar coordinate method a
point is located by defining the direct distance of the point from current point and the
angle that the direct distance makes with the positive X-axis in counter clockwise
direction. It's syntax is @direct distance < angle.
Module 26-3. Draw a line diagram as shown in fig. 26-11. Use Relative Polar
Coordinate Method.
Output of Module 26-3 (fig. 26-11):
MODULE 26-3. POLAR COORDINATE METHOD

~~

1~J_0_.7~~~1+~-~-2_0~-,l>-j-,(~-2_0~-~

2~

f'

P10 _ _ _ _~P9

P5

Ps

~/
Pa

I

j

P7

_120

P1 ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ P2
80

POLAR COORDINATES OF POINTS
P1
P2

= 20, 20
= @80 < 0

P3 = @30<90

P4
Ps

=
=

=

TOP12

@10 < 180

P7

@15 < 108

Pa= @20< 180

P11

Pg= @14.27 < 90

P12 = @ 10.73 < 180

Ps = @10<180

@15<252

P10 = @20 < 180

=

@14 .27 < 270

FIG. 26-11
To draw a line diargram using Polar Coordinate Method, follow the steps
mentioned below.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Command: LIMITS ( 0.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.4.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[AII/Center/Dynam ic/Extents/Previous/Scal e/Wi ndowJ < real ti me>: ALL (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 20,20 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @80<0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @30<90 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @10<180 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @15<108 (.J)
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Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @10<180 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @15<252 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @20<180 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @14.27<90 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @20<180 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @14.27 <270 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @10.73<180 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: C (.J)
Save This File As Module 26-3.DWG

Module 26-4. Draw a line diagram as shown in fig. 26- 12. Use Object-Snap
(Osnap) Method.

To draw a line diargram using Object-Snap (Osnap) Method, follow the steps
mentioned below.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] <real time>: ALL (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 20,20 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @80<0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @45<90 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @80<180 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: C (.J)
Press F3 key to Switch ON "OSNAP" if it is OFF
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Get Mouse Near To PS and CLICK When MIDPOINT magnet gets
ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Get Mouse Near To P6 and CLICK When MIDPOINT
magnet gets ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Get Mouse Near To P7 and CLICK When MIDPOINT magnet gets
ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Get Mouse Near To P8 and CLICK When MIDPOINT
magnet gets ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Get Mouse Near To P1 and CLICK When ENDPOINT magnet gets
ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Get Mouse Near To P3 and CLICK When ENDPOINT
magnet gets ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Get Mouse Near To P2 and CLICK When ENDPOINT magnet gets
ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Get Mouse Near To P4 and CLICK When ENDPOINT
magnet gets ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
Save This File As Module 26-4.DWG
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Output of Module 26-4 (fig. 26-12):
MODULE 26-4: USE OF OBJECT-SNAP (OSNAP)
80
T

P71----------3>1E-----------i Pa ~,

___________.________------"'P21
P6
USE ABSOLUTE, RELATIVE OR POLAR METHOD TO GET COORDINATES OF P1 TO P41
REST OF THE POINTS SELECT BY OSNAP MAGNETS

I

P1 = 20 ,20

I

Ps = ( Select Using MIDPOINT magnet)

P2=@80<0

P6

= @45<90
p4 = @80< 180

P7

p3

=
=

( Select Using MIDPOINT magnet)
( Select Using MIDPOINT magnet)

Pa= ( Select Using MIDPOINT magnet)
FIG.

=
=
P2 =
p4 =
P1

( Select Using ENDPOINT magnet)

p3

( Select Using ENDPOINT magnet)
( Select Using ENDPOINT magnet)
( Select Using ENDPOINT magnet)

26-12

Module 26-5. Draw a line diagram as shown in fig. 26-13. Use Circle, Offse(
Trim and Fillet cqmmands.
To draw a line diargram using circle, offset, trim and fillet commands, follow
the steps mentioned below. After executing the commands in sequence, we will get
the output as shown in fig. 26-13(i) to fig. 26-13(x).
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

{Switch ON POLAR switch by Mouse Click or press F10 key}
Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] < real time>: ALL (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 20,20 (.J)
i ..----.....
Specify next point or [Undo]: 90 (.J) (When 0° POLAR
201
is ON)
20,2V
90
L1
Specify next point or [Undo]: 20 (.J) (When 90° POLAR
is ON)
FIG. 26-13(i)

~
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Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 90 (.J) (When 180° POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: C (.J)
Command: OFFSET (.J)
Specify offset distance or [Through] <Through>: 35 (.J)
Select object to offset or <exit>: (Select Line L1)
Specify point on side to offset: (Click Mouse Above
Line L1)
FIG. 26-13(ii)
Select object to offset or <exit>: (.J)
Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan tan radius)]: (Select MIDPOINT
magnet of L3)
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter]: D (.J)
040
02
Specify diameter of circle: 40 (.J)
L3
Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan tan
radius)]: (Select MIDPOINT magnet of L3)
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter] <20.0000>: D
L1
(.J)

FIG. 26--l 3(iii)
Specify diameter of circle <40.0000>: 20 (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point:(Select 0° QUADRANT magnet Q1 of 040 Circle)
Specify next point or [Undo]:(Select PERPENDICULAR magnet on Line L2)

Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point:(Select 180° QUADRANT magnet Q2 of 040 Circle)
Specify next point or [Undo]:(Select PERPENDICULAR magnet on Line L2)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
(10) Command: OFFSET (.J)
Specify offset distance or [Through] <35.0000>: 8
(9)

L2
(.J)
L6
Select object to offset or <exit>: (Select Line L1)
~_.__,_~~~"-L7
Specify point on side to offset: (Click Mouse Above
L14
Line L1)
FIG. 26-13(iv)
Select object to offset or <exit>: (.J)
(11) Command: OFFSET (.J)
Specify offset distance or [Through] <8.0000>: 25 (.J)
Select object to offset or <exit>: (Select Line L6)
Specify point on side to offset: (Click Mouse on Right Side of Line L6)
Select object to offset or <exit>: (Select Line L7)
Specify point on side to offset: (Click Mouse on Left Side of Line L7)
Select object to offset or <exit>: (.J)
(12) Command: TRIM (.J)
L4
L2
Current settings: Projection=UCS, Edge=None

A

Select cutting edges ...
L6_/
L7
Select objects: (Select Line L4)
'--- L1
Select objects: (Select Line LS)
FIG. 26-13(v)
Select objects: (.J)
Select object to trim or shift-select to extend or [Project/Edge/Undo]: (Select Line L2
from Circle Portion)
Select object to trim or shift-select to extend or [Project/Edge/Undo]: (.J)
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uo-~

-L9

(13) Command: TRIM (.J)
Current settings: Projection=UCS, Edge=None
Select cutting edges ...
Select objects: (Select Line L9)

~L1

Select objects: (Select Line L10)

FIG. 26-13 (vi)

Select objects: (.J)
Select object to trim or shift-select to extend or [Project/
Edge/Undo]: (Select Line L1 from Arrow Head)
Select object to trim or shift-select to extend or [Project/Edge/Undo]: (.J)
(14) Command: FILLET (.J)
Current settings: Mode

=

=

TRIM, Radius

0.0000

Select first object or [Polyline/Radiu?/Trim]: R (.J)

L1o~L9

Specify fillet radius <0.0000>: 2.5 (.J)

L87

Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: (Select Line
L8 from Arrow Head)

FIG. 26-B(vii)

Select second object: (Select Line L10 from Arrow Head)
(15) Command: FILLET (.J)
Current settings: Mode = TRIM, Radius = 2.5000
Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: (Select
Line L8 from Arrow Head)

L9

L10

Select second object: (Select Line L9 from Arrow Head)
(16) Command: FILLET (.J)
Current settings: Mode = TRIM, Radius = 2.5000
Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: R (.J)
Specify fillet radius <2.5000>: 5 (.J)
Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: (Select
Line L4 from Arrow Head)
Select second object: (Select Line L11 from Arrow
Head)

L~L5
L11 ~
L2

L13

L12 _/

FIG. 2 6-13 (ix)

(1 7) Command: FILLET (.J)
Current settings: Mode

=

TRIM, Radius

=

5.0000

Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: (Select Line LS from Arrow Head)
Select second object: (Select Line L2 from Arrow Head)
(18) Command: FILLET (.J)
Current settings: Mode

=

TRIM, Radius

=

5.0000

Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: (Select
Line L11 from Arrow Head)

L11

L2

Select second object: (Select Line L12 from Arrow
Head)
(19) Command: FILLET (.J)
Current settings: Mode

= TRIM,

l13

FIG. 26-13(x)
Radius

=

5.0000

Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: (Select Line L2 from Arrow Head)
Select second object: (Select Line L13 from Arrow Head)
(20) Save This File As Module 26-5.DWG

Output of Module 26-5 (fig. 26-B):
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MODULE 26-5: USE OF CIRCLE, OFFSET, TRIM, AND FILLET COMMANDS

--------,RS

11~

RS

R2.5

I

I

90

FIG. 26-13

Module 26-6. Draw a title block as shown in fig. 26-14. Use
Explode, Text and Copy cornmands.

Rectangle,

To draw a line diargram using Circle, Offset, Trim and Fillet commands, follow
the steps mentioned below. After executing the commands in sequence, we will get
the output as shown in fig. 26-14(i) to fig. 26-14(vii).
(1)

(2)

(3)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] < real time>: ALL (.J)
Regenerating model.
REC-1
Command: - LAYER (.J)
Enter an option
@100,45
[?/Make/Set/New/ON/0 FF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/
... ]: NEW (.J)
Enter name list for new layer(s): GRID,TXT
(.J)

Enter an option
[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/
... ]:COLOR (.J)
New color [Truecolor/COlorbook] : GREEN

20,20
_10_0_ _ _ _->,-a

FIG. 26-'14(i)

(.J)

Enter name list of layer(s) for color 3 (green) <0>: GRID (.J)
Enter an option
[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/... J:COLOR (.J)
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New color [Truecolor/COlorbook] : MAGENTA (.J)
Enter name list of layer(s) for color 6 (magenta) <O>: TXT (.J)
Enter an option
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/ ... J: (.J)
Command: RECTANGLE (.J)
Specify first corner point or [Chamfer/Elevation/Fillet/Thickness/Width]: 20,20 (.J)
Specify other corner point or [Dimensions]: @100,45 (.J)
Command: EXPLODE (.J)
/REC-1
Select objects: (Select Rectangle REC-1)
10 10
~
f
l
Select objects: (.J)
JI
Use OFFSET and TRIM Command to
'
"'
complete the Drawing as shown on
Right Side
Command: -LAYER (.J)
Current layer: "O"
Enter an option
[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/
FIG. 26-'l 4(ii)
LWeight ... J: SET (.J)
Enter layer name to make current < 0 >: GRID (.J)
Enter an option

"'

~

[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/l Weight ... J: (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
L1
Specify first point: (Select B1 by ENDPOINT
81
Os nap)
82 83
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Select B6
84
by Osnap)
85Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
(9) Command: COPY (.J)
Select objects: (Select Line L1)
Select objects: (.J)
Specify base point or disp... : (Select B1 by Osnap)
Specify second point of dis..
(Select B2 by Osnap)
Specify second point of dis..
(Select B3 by Osnap)
Specify second point of dis..
(Select B4 by Osnap)
Specify second point of dis..
(Select B5 by Osnap)
Specify second point of dis..
(Select B6 by Osnap)
Specify second point of dis..
(Select B7 by Osnap)
Specify second point of dis .. : (.J)
(10) Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Select B8 by Osnap)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Select B9 by
Osnap)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
(11) Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Select B10 by Osnap)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Select B11 by
810--/
Osnap)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
(8)

86

r-87

FIG. 26-14(iii)

89

88-

811

FIG. 26--J 4(iv)
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(12) Command: LINE (.j)
Specify first point: (Select 812 by Osnap)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @70,7.5 (.J) (Point 813)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Select 89 by Osnap)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (.J)
(13) Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Select 815 by
Osnap)

70

Specify next point or [Undo]: @30,7.5
(.J) (Point 816)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Select
814 by Osnap)

814

Specify next point or [Close/Undo]:

813

(.j)

(14) Command: -LAYER (.J)
816

Current layer:

"O"
Enter an option

815

FIG. 26-14(v)

[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/
LWeight ... J: SET (.J)
Enter layer name to make current <0>: TXT (.j)
Enter an option
[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight ... J: (.J)
(15) Command: DTEXT (.j)
Current text style:

"Standard"

Text height:

0.2000

Specify start point of text or [Justify/Style]: J (.J)
Enter an option [Align/Fit/Center/Middle/Right/TL/TC/TR/ML/MC/ ... ]: MC (.J)
Specify middle point of text: (Select M1 by Osnap)
Specify height <0.2000>: 2 (.J)
Specify rotation angle of text < O>: O (.j)
Enter text: NAME (.J)
Enter text: (.j)
(16) Command: DTEXT (.J)
Current text style: "Standard" Text height:
2.0000
Specify start point of text or [Justify/Style]: J
(.J)

Enter an option [Align/Fit/Center/Middle/Right/
TL/TC/TR/ML/MC/ ... ]: MC (.J)

FIG. 26-14(vi)

Specify middle point of text: (Select M2 by Osnap)
Specify height <2.0000>: 3 (.J)
Specify rotation angle of text <O>: 0 (.J)
Enter text: CHAROTAR PUBLISHING HOUSE (.j)
Enter text: (.j)
(17) Command: DTEXT (.J)
Current text style:

"Standard"

Text height:

2.0000

Specify start point of text or [Justify/Style]: J (.J)
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Enter an option [Align/Fit/Center/Middle/Right/TL/TC/TR/MUMC/... ]: MC (..J)
Specify middle point of text: (Select M3 by Osnap)
Specify height <3.5000>: 3 (..J)
Specify rotation angle of text <0>: 0 (..J)
Enter text: SCALE (..J)
Enter text: (..J)
(18) Complete The Text Writing by DTEXT Command

DATE

tl.AME

I

""'

CHAROTAR PUBLISHING HOUSE

ll£N

THIS IS MY FIRST

TAP

AUTOCAD DRAWING

a;o

cc,,,

SCALE

(19) Command: -LAYER (..J)
Current layer: "O"
Enter an option

1:1

ORG_f.0.:ML 0071:i.«!8

FIG.

I

26-14(vii)

[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/... J: OFF (..J)
Enter name list of layer(s) to turn off or < select objects>: GRID (..J)
Enter an option
[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/ ... ]: (..J)
(20) Save This File As Module 26-6.DWG

26-1
MODULE 26-6: USE OF LAYER, RECTANGLE, EXPLODE, TEXT AND COPY COMMANDS

70

30

10

t
NAME

LO

SIGN

ORG
OSN

CHAROTAR PUBLISHING HOUSE
THIS IS MY FIRST

CHO

AUTOCAD DRAWING

TRO
LO

~L

APO

SCALE

1:1

ORG. NO. NIL 007/2009

26-l 4

on the

diagram (fig. 26-15).

To generate Dimensions on the given diagram, follow the steps mentioned
below. After executing the commands in sequence, we will get the output as shown
in fig. 26-15(i) to fig. 26-15(iv).
(1)

Open drawing file Module 26-5.DWG (fig. 26-13)

(2)

Command: DIMSCALE (..J)
Enter new value for DIMSCALE <1.0000>: 10 (..J)
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(3)

Command: DIMDEC (..J)
Enter new value for DIMDEC <4>: 0 (..J)

(4)

Command: DIMEXO (..J)
Enter new value for DIMEXO <).0625>: 0.2 (..J)

(5)

Command: DIMLINEAR (..J)

I

I

Specify first extension line origin or <select object>:
(Select 81 by OSNAP)

s2J

84-J

FIG. 26-1 S(i)

Specify second extension line origin: (Select 82 by OSNAP)
Specify dimension line location or
[Mtext/Text/Angle/Horizontal/Vertical/Rotated]: (Select Point
Below 81 or 82)
Dimension text
(6)

=

25

Command: DIMCONTINUE (..J)
Specify a second extension line origin or [Undo/Select]
<Select>: (Select 83 by OSNAP)
Dimension text

=

, 25

,-+---->+-<---40

' 25 )>--j,

FIG. 26-1 S(ii)

40

Specify a second extension line origin or [Undo/Select] <Select>: (Select 84 by
OSNAP)
Dimension text

=

25

Specify a second extension line origin or [Undo/Select] <Select>: (..J)
Select continued dimension: (..J)
(7)

Command: DIMLINEAR (..J)
Specify first extension line origin or <select object>: (Select B4 by OSNAP)
Specify second extension line origin: (Select 85 by OSNAP)
Specify dimension line location or
[Mtext/Text/Angle/Horizontal/Vertical/Rotated]: (Click on Right of 84)
Dimension text

(8)

=

20

Command: D1M8ASELINE (..J)
Specify a second extension line origin or [Undo/
Select] <Select>: (Select 86 by OSNAP)
Dimension text

=

t

35

Specify a second extension line origin or [Undo/
Select] <Select>: (..J)
Select base dimension: (..J)
(9)

Command: DIMDIAMETER (..J)

84
Fie. 26-1 S(iii)

Select arc or circle: (Select Circle C1)
Dimension text

=

40

Specify dimension line location or [Mtext/Text/Angle]: (Click Outside Cl)
(10) Command: DIMDIAMETER (..J)
Select arc or circle: (Select Circle C2)
Dimension text

=

20

Specify dimension line location or [Mtext/Text/Angle): (Click Outside C2)
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(11) Command: DIMRADIUS (.J)
Select arc or circle: (Select Arc A1)
Dimension text = 5
Specify dimension line location or [Mtext/Text/
Angle]: (Click Outside A1)
(12) Similarly complete the other dimensions.
(13) Save This File As Module 26-7.DWG

of

26• 7 (fig. 2 6-1 5):

2
~--s-i)Ml....( - - - - , . - , . + - - -

MODULE 26-7: USE OF DIMENSIONS

B4

FIG. 26-1 S(iv)

020
040
~

-------~
RS
RS

R2.S

·I
FIG. 26-15

Module 26-8. Draw a line
Arc and lvfirror

as shown in fig. 26-16. Use Polygon 1 Chamfe(

To draw a line diargram using Polygon, Chamfer, Arc and Mirror commands,
follow the steps mentioned below. After executing the commands in sequence, we
will get the output as shown in fig. 26-16(i) to fig. 26-16(v).
(1)

(2)

(3)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] < real time>: ALL (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: LINE (.J)
(30,65)
P0 1 ~
Specify first point: 30,65 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 20 (.J) (When 0° POLAR
is ON)
FIG. 26-'l 6(i)
~
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Specify next point or [Undo): 10 (.J) (When 270° POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo): 20 (.J) (When 0° POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo): 10 (.J) (When 90° POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo): 20 (.J) (When 0° POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (.J)
(4) Command: ARC (.J)
Specify start point of arc or [Center): (Click Point Pl When ENDPOINT magnet gets
ON)
Specify second point of arc or [Center/End): E (.J)
L3
Specify end point of arc: @0,-40 (.J) (Point P2)
Specify center point of arc or [Angle/Direction/Radius]:
A (.J)
Specify included angle: 180 (.J)
(5) Command: CHAMFER (.J)
(TRIM mode) Current chamfer Dist1 = 0.5000, Dist2
= 0.5000
P2
Select first line or [Polyline/Distance/Angle/Trim/Method):
D (.J)
FIG. 26-16(ii)
Specify first chamfer distance <0.5000>: 4 (.J)
Specify second chamfer distance <4.0000>: 4 (.J)
Select first line or [Polyline/Distance/Angle/Trim/Method): (Select Line L2)
Select second line: (Select Line L3)
(6) Command: CHAMFER (.J)
(TRIM mode) Current chamfer Dist1 = 4.0000, Dist2 = 4.0000
Select first line or [Polyline/Distance/Angle/Trim/Method): (Select Line L3)
Select second line: (Select Line L4)
(7) Command: MIRROR (.J)
Select objects: (Select Arc A1)
Select objects: (.J)
Specify first point of mirror line: (Click MIDPOINT
magnet of Line L3)
Specify second point of mirror line: (Click When
FIG. 26-16(iii)
270° POLAR is ON)
Delete source objects? [Yes/No] <N>: N (.J)
(8) Command: MIRROR (.J)
Select objects: (Select All Objects in Dotted BOX)
Select objects: (.J)
Specify first point of mirror line: (Click MIDPOINT
of Arc Al)
Specify second point of mirror line: (Click
MIDPOINT of Arc A2)
Delete source objects? [Yes/No] <N>: N (.J)
FIG. 26-16(iv)
(9) Command: POLYGON (.J)
Enter number of sides <4 >: 6 (.J)
CENTER Magnet
Specify center of polygon or [Edge): (Select CENTER
magnet of Arc A1)
...--~-,----, L3
Enter an option [Inscribed in circle/Circumscribed
about circle) <I>: I (.J)
Specify radius of circle: 8 (.J)
H1
(10) Command: MIRROR (.J)
Select objects: (Select Hexagon H1)
FIG. 26-16(v)
Select objects: (.J)

I

0
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Specify first point of mirror line: (Click MIDPOINT of L3)
Specify second point of mirror line: (Click When 270° POLAR is ON)
Delete source objects? [Yes/No] <N>: N (.J)
(11) Command: ERASE (.J)
Select objects: ALL (.J)
Select objects: (.J)
(12) Command: U (.J)
(13) Save This File As Module 26-8.DWG

Output of Module 26-8 (fig. 26-16):
MODULE 26-8: USE OF POLYGON, CHAMFER, ARC AND MIRROR COMMANDS

r+I
I

20

20

)i(

> j-<

20

,I

~1

~

u

-si-L
t
>I

I

4 'C 12
I

> I 41 <

I

I

;

R20

0

FIG. 26-16

Module 26-9. Draw a line diagram as shown in fig. 26-'!7. Use Polyline command.

To draw a line diargram using Polyline command, follow the steps mentioned below.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[Al I/Center/Dyn am i c/E xtents/Previ ou s/S cal e/
Window] <real time>: ALL (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: PLINE (.J)
Specify start point: 15,20 (.J)
Current line-width is 0.0000
Specify next point or [Arc/Halfwidth/Length/
Undo/Width]: WIDTH (.J)
P1(15,20)
Specify starting width <0.0000>: 0 (.J)
FIG. 26-1 7(i)
Specify ending width <0.0000>: 10 (.J)
Specify next point or [Arc/Halfwidth/Length/ ... ]: 30 (.J) (When 0° POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/Length/Undo/Width]: WIDTH (.J)
Specify starting width <10.0000>: 2.5 (.J)
Specify ending width <2.5000>: 2.5 (.J)
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Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/... ]: 50 (.J) (When 0° POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/Length/Undo/Width]: ARC (.J)
Specify endpoint of arc or
[Angle/CEnter/CLose/Direction/Halfwidth/... ]: 40 (.J) (When 90° POLAR is ON)
Specify endpoint of arc or
[Angle/CEnter/CLose/Direction/Halfwidth/Line/Radius/ ... ]: LINE (.J)
Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/ ... ]: 50 (.J) (When 180° POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/Length/Undo/Width]: WIDTH (.J)
Specify starting width <2.5000>: 10 (.J)
Specify ending width <10.0000>: 0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/ ... ]: 30 (.J) (When 180° POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/Length/Undo/Width]: (.J)
(4) Save this File As Module 26-9.DWG

of Module 26-9 (fig. 26-17):
MODULE 26-9: USE OF POLYLINE COMMAND
10WIDTH
2.5WIDTH

R20

I.

50

FIG. 26-1 7

Module 26-1 O. Draw a line diagram as shown in
Rectangular Array, commands.

26-JB. Use Donut and

To draw a line diargram using Donut and Rectangular Array commands, follow
the steps mentioned below. After executing the commands in sequence, we will get
the output as shown in fig. 26-18(i) to fig. 26-18(iii).
(1)

(2)

(3)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 {.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] <real time>: ALL (.J)
Regenerating model.
100
Command: RECTANGLE (.J)
Specify first corner point or [Chamfer/Elevation/Fillet/
Thickness/Width]: 10,20 (.J)
Specify other corner point or [Dimensions]:
@100,50 (.J)

J

(

~1o)

1

@100,

501

t50t

-----~~
FJG. 26-1
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(4)

(5)

Command: DONUT (.J)
Specify inside diameter of donut <0.5000>: 4 (.J)
Specify outside diameter of donut <1 .0000>: 6 (.J)
Specify center of donut or <exit>: FROM (.J)
Base point: (Select R1 Point by ENDPOINT magnet) <Offset>:
@10,10 (.J)
Specify center of donut or <exit>: (.J)
Command: ARRAY (.J)
Select objects: (Select Donut D1)

651

:~fDDNUT

t

L.c-10- - - - - '

-)--j--j-,t-

FIG. 26-18(ii)

LO

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

D1

Select objects: (.J)

(1) Select Rectangulaar area

(2) Click here and select object
i.e. donut
(3) Enter No. of columns= 5
(4) Enter No. of rows= 3

(5) Enter row distance= 15
(6) Enter column distance= 20
(7) Finaly click OK

FIG. 26-18(iv)

(6)

Save this File As Module 26-10.DWG

Output of Module 26-10 (fig. 26-18):
MODULE 26-10: USE OF DONUT AND RECTANGULAR ARRAY COMMANDS
100
20

20

I

-GI

ROW3

~1m
n:: u.

I

0

ROW 2

-GI

-t--1--H
11-

~II~
n:: u.
ROW 1

10
-'---1--->-1

I

COLUMN ! COLUMN I COLUMN
COLUMN
OFFSETT- OFFSET ~ ~ OFFSET
OFFSET
COLUMN 1
COLUMN 2
COLUMN 3
COLUMN 4
COLUMN 5

r--

1

FIG. 26-18
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and Polar

26-19. Use

To draw a diargram using Ellipse and Polar Array commands, follow the steps
mentioned below. After executing the commands in sequence, we will get the
output as shown in fig. 26-19(i) to fig. 26-19(iii).
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Command: LIMITS (,J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.,J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] <real time>: ALL (.J)
Regenerating model.
080
Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan
tan radius)]: 60,45 (.J)
'\
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter]: D (.J)
Specify diameter of circle: 80 (.J)
C1 \
Command: CIRCLE (.J)
-{Z60,45) )
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan
tan radius)]: (Select CENTER magnet C1 of 080
I
\
Circle)
/
./
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter] <40.0000>:
D (.J)
Specify diameter of circle <80.0000>: 60 (.J)
Command: ELLIPSE (.J)
Specify axis endpoint of ellipse or [Arc/Center]: C
(.J)

(6)

Specify center of ellipse: (Select 90° QUADRANT
Q1 magnet of 060 Circle)
Specify endpoint of axis: 6 (.J) (when 90° POLAR is
ON)
Specify distance to other axis or [Rotation]: 3 (.J)
Command: ARRAY (.J)
Specify center point of array: (Select CENTER magnet
C1)
Select objects: (Select Ellipse E1)
Select objects: (.J)

~c9\

I

(1) Click Polar Array

4

Fl(. ? r. ·1 9
'· - .,- ·

(2) Click here and select object
as Ellipse
(3) Click here and select

Center Cl
(4) Enter .\Jo. of Items i.e. 8

(5) Finaly click OK

c1

(p
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CR1

(7)

Command: DIMSCALE (..J)
Enter new value for DIMSCALE <1.0000>: 10 (.J)
(8) Command: DIMCENTER (.J)
Select arc or circle:(Select Circle CR1)
(9) Command: EXTEND
Current settings: Projection=UCS, Edge=None
Select boundary edges ...
Select objects or < select all>: (Select Circle CR1 )
Select objects: (.J)
Select object to extend or shift-select to trim or
[Fence/Crossing/Project/Edge/Undo]:(Click Right End of
Line L1)
Select object to extend or shift-select to trim or
[Fence/Crossing/Project/Edge/Undo]: (Click Left End of
Line L1)
Select object to extend or shift-select to trim or
[Fence/Crossing/Project/Edge/Undo]: (Click Topt End of
Line L2)
Select object to extend or shift-select to trim or
[Fence/Crossing/Project/Edge/Undo]: (Click Bottom End
of Line L2)
Select object to extend or shift-select to trim or
[Fence/Crossing/Project/Edge/Undo]: (.J)
(10) Save This File As Module 26-11.DWG

FIG. 26-19(iv)

o<

\

\

oz

/

FIG. 26-19(v)

Output of Module 26-11 (fig. 26-19):

MODULE 26-11: USE OF ELLIPSE AND POLAR ARRAY COMMANDS

080
060

I

I

\

I

\

CD

CD
I

\

FIG. 26-19

Module 26-12. Draw a line diagram as shown in fig. 26-20. Use of Hatch,
Rotate, Stretch and Scale commands.
To draw a line diargram using Hatch, Rotate, Stretch and Scale commands,
follow the steps mentioned below. After executing the commands in sequence, we
will get the output as shown in fig. 26-20(i) to fig. 26-20(vi).
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Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)

(2)

Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[Al 1/Center/Dyn am i c/Extents/Previ ous/Scale/Wi ndow J < real
time>: All (.J)

(3)

Command: POLYGON (.J)
Enter number of sides <4>: 5 (.J)
Specify center of polygon or [Edge]: E (.J)
Specify first endpoint of edge: 45,40 (.J)
Specify second endpoint of edge: 30 (.J) (When 0°
POLAR is ON)

(4)

30

f+---~i

Command: BHATCH (.J)

FIG.

(3) Click here to select
internal point
( 1) Click here and select
ANSI31 pattern

(2) Enter scale= IO

(4) Finally click OK

FIG.

Select internal point: (Click Inside Pentagon)
Selecting everything visible .. .
Analyzing the selected data .. .
Analyzing internal islands ...
Select internal point: (.J)
< Hit enter or right-click to return to the dialog> (.J)
(5)

Command: ROTATE (.J)
Current positive angle in UCS: ANGDIR = counterclockwise
ANGBASE=O
Select objects: (Select Pentagon)
Select objects: (Select Hatch Pattern)
Select objects: (.J)
Specify base point: (Select MIDPOINT magnet Ml)
Specify rotation angle or [Reference]: - 90 (.J)

FIG.
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Command: STRETCH (..J)
Select objects to stretch by crossing-window or crossingpolygon ...
Select objects: (Click near to S1 and then
click near to S2)
M2
Select objects: (.J)

(7)

Specify base point or displacement: (Select
ENDPOINT magnet 82)
Specify second point of displacement or < ... >:
40 (.J) (When 0° POLAR is ON)
Command: SCALE (.J)

FIG. 26-20(v)

Select objects: (Select Pentagon)
Select objects: (Select Hatch Pattern)

M2~

Select objects: (.J)
Specify base point: (Select MIDPOINT magnet M2)
Specify scale factor or [Reference]: 0.5 (.J)
(8)

~I~

Save This File As Module 26-12.DWG

43

FIG. 26-20(vi)

of Module 26-12 (fig.
MODULE 26-12: USE OF HATCH, ROTATE, STRETCH AND SCALE COMMANDS

FIG. 26-20

Module 26-13. Draw a 2D diagram as shown in fig. 26-21.
To draw a 20 diargram using the steps mentioned below. After executing the
commands in sequence, we will get the output as shown in fig. 26-21 (i) to fig. 26-21 (x).
(1)

(2)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 180,135 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/ .... ] <real time>: ALL (.J)
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Command: LTSCALE (.J)
Enter new linetype scale factor <1.0000>: 15 (.J)
(4) Command: -LAYER (.J)
Enter an option
[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/Plot/Freeze/... J: NEW (.J)
Enter name list for new layer(s): CENLIN (.J)
Enter an option
[ ?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/Plot/Freeze/... ]: COLOR (.J)
New color [Truecolor/COlorbook] : 41 (.J)
Enter name list of layer(s) for color 41 <O>: CENLIN (.J)
Enter an option
[ ?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/Plot/Freeze/... ] : LTYPE (.J)
Enter loaded linetype name or [?] <Continuous>: DASHDOT (.J)
Enter name list of layer(s) for linetype "DASHDOT" <0>: CENLIN (.J)
Enter an option
[?/Make/Set/New/ON/OFF/Color/Ltype/LWeight/Plot/Freeze/... J: (.J)
(5) Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan tan radius)]:
90,100 (.J)
~90,100
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter]: d (.J)
Specify diameter of circle: 68 (.J)
(6) Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan tan radius)]:
FIG. 26-21 (i)
90,100 (.J)
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter] <3.4000>: d (.J)
Specify diameter of circle <6.8000>: 26 (.J)
(7) Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Select QUADRANT Magnet Q2 of Circle 068)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Type 121 and press enter when 270°
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Type 40 and press enter when 0°
Polar is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (Type 34 and press enter
when 90° Polar is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (Type 80 and press enter
when 180° Polar is ON)
80
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (Type 34 and press enter
when 270° Polar is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (Select ENDpoint Magnet E1)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (.J)
(8) Command: FILLET (.J)
FIG. 26-21 (ii)
Select first object or [Undo/Polyline/Radius/ ... J:(Select Line L1
from Right end)
Select second object : (Select Line L2 from Right end)
(9) Command: FILLET (.J)
Select first object or [Undo/Polyline/Radius/... J:(Select Line L1
from Left end)
Select second object : (Select Line L2 from Left end)
(10) Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/ ... J: (Select MIDpoint
FIG. 26-21 (iii)
Magnet M1 of Line L3)
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Specify radius of circle or [Diameter] <1.7000>: d
(.J)

Specify diameter of circle <3.4000>: 16 (.J)
(11) Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/ ... J: (Select
MIDpoint Magnet M2 of Line L4)
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter] < 1. 7000>: d
(.J)

L3
M
2

M1

Specify diameter of circle <3.4000>: 16 (.J)
FIG. 26-21 (iv)
(12) Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Select MIDpoint Magnet M3 of
Arc A1)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Type 34 and press
enter when 180° Polar is ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
(13) Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Select MIDpoint Magnet M4 of
Arc A2)
A
2
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Type 34 and press
enter when 0° Polar is ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
(14) Command: OFFSET (.J)
FIG. 26-21 (v)
Specify offset distance or [Through/Erase/Layer]
<Through>: 15 (.J)
Select object to offset or [Exit/Undo] <Exit>: (Select Line L5)
Specify point on side to offset or [Exit/ .. ] <Exit>: (Click
on Right Side of Line L5)
Select object to offset or [Exit/Undo] <Exit>: (Select Line L5)
Specify point on side to offset or [Exit/.. ] <Exit>: (Click on
Left Side of Line L5)
Select object to offset or [Exit/Undo] <Exit>: (.J)
(15) Command: FILLET (.J)
Select first object or [Undo/Polyline/Radius/Trim/Multiple]: r

A1

(.J)

Specify fillet radius <0.0000>: 10 (.J)
Select first object or [Undo/Polyline/Radius/... ] : (Select
Line L6)
Select second object or shift-select to apply corner:
(select Circle CR1)
(16) Command: FILLET (.J)
Select first object or [Undo/Polyline/Radius/Trim/Multiple]:
r (.J)
Specify fillet radius <0.0000>: 10 (.J)
Select first object or [Undo/Polyline/Radius/ ... ] : (Select
Line L7)
Select second object or shift-select to apply corner:
(Select Circle CR1)
(17) Command: TRIM (.J)
Current settings: Projection=UCS, Edge=Extend
Select cutting edges ...
Select objects or <select all>: (Select Line L1)
Select objects: (.J)

FIG. 26-21 (vi)

CR1

L7

L6
L1

FIG. 26-21(vii)
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Select object to trim or shift-select to extend or
[Fence/ ....... ./Undo]: (Select Line L6 from below Line L1)
Select object to trim or shift-select to extend or
[Fence/....... ./Undo]: (Select Line L7 from below Line L1)
Select object to trim or shift-select to extend or
[Fence/Crossing/Project/Edge/eRase/Undo]: (..J)
(18) Command: TRIM (..J)
Current settings: Projection= UCS, Edge= Extend

FIG. 26-21 (viii)

Select cutting edges ...
Select objects or < select all>: (Select Line L6)
Select objects: (Select Line L7)
Select objects: (..J)
L6

Select object to trim or shift-select to extend or
[Fence/.. ]: (Select Line L1 from between Line L6 and L7)
Select object to trim or shift-select to extend or
[Fence/Crossing/Project/Edge/eRase/Undo]: (..J)
(19) Command: LINE (..J)

FIG. 26-2"1 (ix)

Specify first point: (Select QUADRANT Magnet Q1 of
Circle 068)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (Select QUADRANT Magnet
Q3 of Circle 068)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (..J)
(20) Select Line L3,L4,L5,L8, L9 and L10 by Mouse and Click
in Layer tool box and
select CENLIN Layer and Press Esc key.

FIG. 26-21 (x)

(21) Save This Fi le As Module 26-13.DWG

of Module 26-13

26-2·1 ):
068

0
,._

R17

FIG. 26-21

Module 26-14. Draw 20 diagram
shown
in
fig. 26-22(ii) and
26-22(iii). Using BLOCK and INSERT
command create assembly as shown in
fig. 26-22(vii)
(1) Use LINE command to draw the
as

two given drawings as shown in
fig. 26-22(ii) and fig. 26-22(iii).
Use start point (1, 1) and (8, 1) for
each respectively.
(2) Command: BLOCK (..J)
(1) The Dialog Box Of BLOCK will
Open as shown in fig. 26-22(i).
Enter the name 'B' in NAME
box. Type 8.4 in X box and 2
in Y box. Select Delete radio
button and finaly click Select
Objects button.
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FIG. 26-22(i)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Select objects: (Select All Objects of
1.8
PIN) Fig. 26-22(iii)
~-+j
Select objects: (+J)
(3) Finaly click OK button.
Command: OOPS (+J)
~~
Command: INSERT (+J)
BODY
PIN
(1) The Dialog Box Of INSERT will Open
FIG. 26-22(ii)
Fie. 26-22
as shown below in fig. 26-22(iv).
(2) Select 'B' block from NAME box. Enter 1 in X box. Enter O in
Rotation box. Finaly click OK button.

1:7
=lk(1,1)

"'-

J.

~ (8,1)-U::"t

~.~~-6------J

j"'1t
(8.4,1)

FIC. 26-22(iv)

(5)

(6)

(i)

(ii)

(3) Specify insertion point or [Basepoint/Scale/
Rotate]: (Select MIDpoint M1)
Similarly Insert Block 'B' at MIDpoint M2 and M3
with X value of 0.5 and Rotation angle of -45° and
45° respectively.
Save this drawing file as Module 26-14.DWG

F!G. 26-22

FIG. 26-22

FiG. 26-22

Isometric drawings are used to help visualize the shape of an object. It is just
a two dimensional represention of a 30 drawing in a 20 plane.
An isometric view is obtained by rotating the object 45° around the imaginary
vertical axis and then tilting the object upward through a 35 degree and 16
minute angle.
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(iii) As shown in fig. 26-23, the three principal axes are AB (30° inclined with
horizontal), AC (30° inclined with horizontal) and AD (90° inclined with horizontal).
They also make 120° angle with each other.
(iv) Isometric drawings have three principal planes, isoplane
right, isoplane top and isoplane left as shown in
fig. 26-23.
(1)
set
26-15, 26-16)
(i)

(ii)

Use the snap command to set the isometric grid
and snap. The isometric grid lines are displayed at
30° of the horizontal axis and also set the vertical
spacing between grid.

c

B

A

The command sequence is as below:
Command: -GRID (.J)
Specify grid spacing or [ON/OFF/ ... ] <1.0000>: 1 (.J)
Command: -GRID (.J)
Specify grid spacing or [ON/OFF/ ... ] <1.00000>: ON (.J)
Command: -SNAP (.J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/ ... /style ... J <0.5000>: 5 (.J)
Enter snap grid style [Standard/Isometric] <S>: I (.J)
Specify vertical spacing <0.5000>: 1 (.J)

FIG.

26-23

(iii) The cross hair now will be displayed at an isometric angle.
set
26-1
26-1
(i)
(ii)

There are three orientation of crosshairs, isotop, isoright and isoleft.
These orientation are set by isoplane command, the sequence is as below:
Command: ISOPLANE (.J)
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Top>: T (.J)
Current lsoplane: Top

(iii) We can also toggle among different isoplanes using the f5 function key.

module 26-1
(i) Isometric circles are drawn in three planes i.e. isotop, isoright and isoleft.
(ii) So first set the isoplane using ISOPLANE command.
(iii) Now use isocircle option of ELLIPSE command to create isometric circle. The
sequence is as below:
Command: ELLIPSE (.J)
Specify axis endpoint of ellipse or [Arc/Center/lsocircle]: I (.J)
Specify centre of isocircle: (Select a point)
Specify radius of isocircle or [Diameter]: (Enter radius value)

26-1
(i) Isometric text are created in three isoplanes.
(ii) These text are obliqued at 30° or 330° angle with rotation angle of 30° or 330°.
(iii) The oblique angle and rotation angle for isotext in three planes are given below:
lsoplane

Oblique angle

Rotation angle

Top
Right
Left

30
30
330

330
30
330

Art. 26·8]
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(iv) For this use STYLE command to create two text styles (iso 30 and iso 330)
having 30° and 330° oblique angle as shown in module 26-18.
(v) Set the isoplane and use DT (Dynamic Text) command to write text in respective
plane.
(i)

(ii)

Dimension the distance using DIMALIGNED command.
Change the oblique angle of dimension by using oblique option of DIMEDIT
command. Note: The oblique angle is determined by the angle the extension
line of the isometric dimension makes with the positive X-axis.
26-15. Draw a isometric

and
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Command: GRID (..J)
Specify grid spacing(X) or [ON/OFF/Snap/Major/aDaptive/... ] <0.5000>: 1 (..J)
Command: GRID (..J)
Specify grid spacing(X) or [ON/OFF/Snap/Major/aDaptive/ ... ] < 1.0000>: ON (..J)
Command: SNAP (..J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Aspect/Style/Type] <0.5000>: STYLE (..J)
Enter snap grid style [Standard/Isometric] <S>: ISOMETRIC (..J)
Specify vertical spacing <0.5000>: (..J)
Command: SNAP (..J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Style/Type] <0.5000>: OFF (..J)
Command: ISOPLANE (..J)
Current isoplane: Right
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Left>: RIGHT (..J)
Current isoplane: Right
Command: LINE (..J)
Specify first point: 6, 1 (..J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 4 (..J) (When 30° POLAR is
ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 4 (..J) (When 90° POLAR is
ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 4 (..J) (When 210° POLAR
is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: C (..J)
30°
(6, 1)
~
Command: ISOPLANE (..J)
Current isoplane: Right
FiG.
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Left>:
LEFT (..J)
Current isoplane: Left
Command: LINE (..J)
Specify first point: 6, 1 (..J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 4 (..J) (When 150° POLAR
is ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 4 (..J) (When 90° POLAR
is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 4 (..J) (When 330°
POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (..J)
FIG.
Command: ISOPLANE (..J)
Current isoplane: Left
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Top>: TOP (..J)
Current isoplane: Top
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(10) Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Select ENDPOINT magnet E1)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 4 (.J) (When 150°
POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 4 (.J) (When 210°
POLAR is ON)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (.J)
(11) Command: SNAP (.J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Aspect/Style/Type]
<0.5000>: STYLE (.J)
Enter snap grid style [Standard/Isometric] <S>:

STANDARD (.J)

FIG. 26-24(iii)
Specify vertical spacing <0.5000>: (.J)
(12) Command: SNAP (.J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Style/Type] <0.5000>: OFF (.J)
(13) Save this File As Module 26-15.DWG

Module 26-16. Open the file Module 26-15.DWG and create fsocircles in each
isoplane using Ellipse command.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Open The File Module 26-15.DWG
Command: GRID (.J)
Specify grid spacing(X) or [ON/OFF/Snap/Major/aDaptive/... ] <0.5000>: 1 (.J)
Command: GRID (.J)
Specify grid spacing(X) or [ON/OFF/Snap/Major/aDaptive/ ... ] <1.0000>: ON (.J)
Command: SNAP (.J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Aspect/Style/Type] <0.5000>: STYLE (.J)
Enter snap grid style [Standard/Isometric] < S>: ISOMETRIC (.J)
Specify vertical spacing <0.5000>: (.J)
Command: SNAP (.J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Style/Type] <0.5000>:
OFF (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: (Select ENDPOINT magnet E1)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (Select ENDPOINT
magnet E2)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (Select ENDPOINT
magnet E3)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (.J)
Command: ISOPLANE (.J)
Current isoplane: Left
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Top>:

TOP (.J)
(8)

Current isoplane: Top
Command: ELLIPSE (.J)
Specify axis endpoint of ellipse or [Arc/Center/Isocircle]:

I

(9)

(.J)

Specify center of isocircle: (Select MIDPOINT magnet
M1 by mouse)
Specify radius of isocircle or [Diameter]: 1.25 (.J)
Command: ISOPLANE (.J)
Current isoplane: Top
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Right>:

RIGHT (.J)
Current isoplane: Right

FIG. 26-25(ii)
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(10) Command: ELLIPSE (.J)
Specify axis endpoint of ellipse or [Arc/Center/ socircle]: I (.J)
Specify center of isocircle: (Select MIDPOINT magnet M2 by mouse)
Specify radius of isocircle or [Diameter]: 1.25 (.J)
(11) Command: ISOPLANE (.J)
Current isoplane: Right
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Left>: LEFT (.J)
Current isoplane: Left
(12) Command: ELLIPSE (.J)
Specify axis endpoint of ellipse or [Arc/Center/ socircle]: I (.J)
Specify center of isocircle: (Select MIDPOINT magnet M3 by mouse)
Specify radius of isocircle or [Diameter]: 1.25 (.J)
(13) Command: SNAP (.J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Aspect/Style/Type] <0.5000>: STYLE (.J)
Enter snap grid style [Standard/ sometric] <S>: STANDARD (.J)
Specify vertical spacing <0.5000>: (.J)
(14) Command: SNAP (.J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Style/Type] <0.5000>: Off (.J)
(15) Save this File As Module 26-16.DWG

26-17. Open the fife Module 26-15.0WG and create Aligned dimensions.
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Open the file Module 26-15.DWG
Command: DIMDEC (.J)
Enter new value for DIMDEC <4>: 1 (.J)
Command: DIMALIGNED (.J)
Specify first extension line origin or <select object>: (Select
ENDpoint E1)
Specify second extension line origin: (Select ENDpoint E2)
Specify dimension line location or
[Mtext/Text/Angle]: (Click below line L1)
Dimension text = 4.0000
FIG. 26-26(i)
Command: DIMEDIT (.J)
Enter type of dimension editing [Home/New/Rotate/Oblique]
<Home>: 0 (.J)
Select objects: (Select dimension D1)
Select objects: (.J)
Enter obliquing angle (press ENTER for none): 90 (.J)
Command: DIMALIGNED (.J)
Specify first extension line origin or <select object>: (Select
ENDpoint E3)
Specify second extension line origin: (Select ENDpoint E4)
Specify dimension line location or
FIG. 26-26(ii)
[Mtext/Text/Angle]: (Click Right of line L2)
Dimension text = 4.0000
Command: DIMEDIT (.J)
Enter type of dimension editing [Home/New/Rotate/Oblique]
<Home>: 0 (.J)
Select objects: (Select dimension D2)
Select objects: (.J)
Enter obliquing angle (press ENTER for none): 30 (.J)
Command: DIMALIGNED (.J)
Specify first extension line origin or <select object>: (Select
E5)
Specify second extension line origin: (Select ENDpoint E6)
FIG. 26-26(iii)
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(8)

(9)

Specify dimension line location or
[Mtext/Text/Angle]: (Click Left of line L3)
Dimension text = 4.0000
Enter type of dimension editing [Home/New/Rotate/Oblique]
<Home>: 0 (+J)
Select objects: (Select dimension D3)
Select objects: (+J)
Enter obliquing angle (press ENTER for none): 150 (+J)
Save this File As Module 26-17.DWG
FIG. 26-26(iv)

FIG. 26-26(v)

FIG. 26-26(vi)

Module 26-18. Open the fife Module 26-1 S.DWG and create lsotext in each
plane as shown in fig. 26-27(iii).
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

Open the File Module 26-15.DWG
Command: SNAP (+J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Style/Type] <0.5000>: S (+J)
Enter snap grid style [Standard/Isometric] <I>: I (+J)
Specify vertical spacing <0.5000>: (+J)
Command: SNAP (+J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Style/Type] <0.5000>: OFF (+J)
Command: ISOPLANE (+J)
Current isoplane: Left
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Top>: TOP (+J)
Current isoplane: Top
Command: -STYLE (+J)
Enter name of text style or [?] <IS0330>: IS030 (+J)
Specify full font name or font filename (TIF or SHX) <ROMANS.shx>: ROMANTIC
(+J)

(6)

Specify height of text or [Annotative] <0.2000>: 0.18 (+J)
Specify width factor < 1.0000>: (+J)
Specify obliquing angle <O>: 30 (+J)
Display text backwards? [Yes/No] <No>: (+J)
Display text upside-down? [Yes/No] <No>: (+J)
Vertical? [Yes/No] <No>: (+J)
"IS030" is now the current text style.
Command: DT (+J)
Current text style: "IS030" Text height: 0.1800 Annotative:
No
Specify start point of text or [Justify/Style]: J (+J)
Enter an option [Align/Fit/Center/Middle/Right/TL/TC/TR/MU
MC/MR/BL/BC/BR]: BC (+J)
Specify bottom-center point of text: (Select MIDpoint M1)
Specify rotation angle of text <0>: 330 (+J)
Enter text: CHAROTAR (+J)
Enter text: (+J)

FIG. 26-2 7(i)
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Command: ISOPLANE (..J)
Current isoplane: Top
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Right>: RIGHT
(..J)

Current isoplane: Right
Command: DT (..J)
Current text style: "IS030" Text height: 0.1800 Annotative:
No
Specify start point of text or [Justify/Style]: J (..J)
Enter an option [Align/Fit/Center/Middle/Right/TL/TC/TR/ML/
MC/MR/BL/BC/BR]: BC (..J)
Specify bottom-center point of text: (Select M1Dpoint M2)
FIG. 26-2 7(ii)
Specify rotation angle of text <330>: 30 (..J)
Enter text: HOUSE (..J)
Enter text: (..J)
(9) Command: ISOPLANE (..J)
Current isoplane: Right
Enter isometric plane setting [Left/Top/Right] <Top>: FRONT (..J)
Current isoplane: Front
(10) Command: -STYLE (..J)
Enter name of text style or [?] < IS030>: IS0330 (..J)
Specify full font name or font filename (TTF or SHX) < ROMANS.shx>: ROMANTIC

(8)

(..J)

(11)

(12)

(13)
(14)

Specify height of text or [Annotative] <0.2000>: 0.18 (..J)
Specify width factor <1.0000>: (..J)
Specify obliquing angle <30>: 330 (..J)
Display text backwards? [Yes/No] <No>: (..J)
Display text upside-down? [Yes/No] <No>: (..J)
Vertical? [Yes/No] <No>: (..J)
"IS0330" is now the current text style.
Command: DT (..J)
Current text style: "IS0330" Text height: 0.1800 Annotative:
No
Specify start point of text or [Justify/Style]: J (..J)
Enter an option [Align/Fit/Center/Middle/Right/TL/TC/TR/ML/
MC/MR/BL/BC/BR]: BC (..J)
Specify bottom-center point of text: (Select M1Dpoint M3)
Specify rotation angle of text <30>: 330 (..J)
Enter text: PUBLISHING (..J)
FIG. 26-2 7(iii)
Enter text: (..J)
Command: SNAP (..J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Style/Type] <0.5000>: S (..J)
Enter snap grid style [Standard/Isometric] <I>: S (..J)
Specify snap spacing or [Aspect] <0.5000>: (..J)
Command: SNAP (..J)
Specify snap spacing or [ON/OFF/Aspect/Style/Type] <0.5000>: OFF (..J)
Save this File As Module 26-18.DWG
~

~4

~··.

It is a process of generating 3D models for analysis, design, drafting, assembly,
drawing views, realistic look, animation of the assemblies, mass properties, manufacturing
and simulation. There are three types of 3D modeling.
(1) 3D Wireframe modelling; (2) 3D Surface modelling (3) 3D Solid modelling.
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It represents a model by it's edge only. Nothing is between the edges and so
cannot hide objects that are behind them. Fig. 26-28 shows a simple 30 Wireframe
model. It is made of 18 lines with four circles represnting the edges of a round hole.
It gives the look of 30 but it is not real 30. You
cannot apply Boolean operations on them and
cannot calculate the mass properties. It can be
used as skeleton for surface and solid modeling.
Commonly used 30 command to generate
30 wire frame model are discussed below:
(1) VPOINT
The VPOINT command
is used to set the viewpoint in 30 space for
viewing the 30 models. There are basic 4 isometric
views to set view point. They are given below
with their coordinates value to set. Enter any of
this coordinate value against the command prompt.

(i)
(ii)

South
South
(iii) North
(iv) North

West Isometric view
East Isometric view
East Isometric view
West Isometric view

FIG. 26-28

-1, -1, 1
1, -1, 1

1,
-1,

1, 1
1, 1

The command sequence is given below.
Command : VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1, -1, 1 (.J)
Regenerating model.

(2) UCS Command: The UCS command is used to set a new coordinate system
by shifting the working XY plane to the desired location. "New" option will create new
UCS by "3point" or "Zaxis" method and "Move" option will shift the UCS at desired
location by entering coordinates (X, Y, Z) or using Osnap magnet. The command
sequence is given below.
I
Command: UCS (.J)
Current ucs name: *WORLD*
Enter an option [New/Move/orthoGraphic/Prev/Restore/.. ./World] <World>:

Methods to locate Points in

to

30 Wireframe Model.

(1) 30 Absolute Coordinate Method
module 26-1
In this all the points
in space are specified by distance in X, Y and Z direction from fixed origin (0,0,0) i.e.
WCS (World Coordinate System)
Format: X, Y, Z
(2) 30 Rectangular Coordinate Method
module 26-1
This is relative
coordinate method. In this the last point in space is treated as temporary origin for the
immediate next point.
Format: @ X, Y, Z
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(3) 3D Cylindrical Coordinate Method (fig. 26-29) (Refer module 26-20): The
points for some 30 models such as helix and spirals are entered by using this method.
Format: 0 < A, Z
where

O
A

Z

=
=
=

Point's distance in XY plane from fixed origin
Point's angle on the XY plane from X axis
Point's distance from XY plane

DISTANCE FROM
XY PLANE
ALONGZAXIS

\ . LENGTH OF LINE

DISTANCE FROM
ORIGIN (WCS)

FIG. 26-29

FIG. 26-30

(4) 3D Spherical Coordinate Method (fig. 26-30) (Refer module 26-20): It uses
a distance and two angles to specify points in space.
Format: 0 < HA < VA
where

0
HA
VA

=
=

Point's straight line distance from fixed origin
Point's angle on XY plane from X axis

= Point's

vertical angle from XY plane.

Methods (1) to (4) are explained below vide self interactive module 26-19 and
module 26-20.
Module 26-19. To generate 30 Wireframe model as sh0vvn in fig. 26-31 using
30 Absolute Coordinate Method and 30 Rectangular Coordinate Method.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or
nXP), or
0,8,0~
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/ ... ] < real
5,8,0
time>: ALL (.J)
0,0,
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 0,0,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 5,0,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 5,8,0 (.J)
FIG. 26-31(i)

5,0,07
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Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 0,8,0 (.J)
(4)

Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: C (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 5,0,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @0,0,4 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @0,2,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,2,-1.5 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,2, 1.5 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,2,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,0,-4 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (.J)

(5)

Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 0,0,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @0,0,4 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: @0,2,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,2,-1.5 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,2, 1.5 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,2,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @0,0,-4 (.J)

(6)

Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: (.J)
Similarly using LINE Command and Osnap Magnet create
remaining Lines and complete the diagram.

(7)

Save This File As 3D-WF-1.DWG

26-3 ):

30
(1)

Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: O,O,O (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 8<90,0 (.J)

FIG. 26-3
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Specify next point or [Undo]: 6<90,3.461 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: 2<90,3.4641 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: C (.J)
(2)

Command: UCS (.J)
Current ucs name:

*TOP*

Enter an option [New/Move/orthoGraphic/Prev/ ... ] <World>:

FIG. 26-32

M (.J)
Specify new origin point or [Zdepth]<0,0,0>:
5,0,0 (.J)
(3)

Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 0,0,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 8<90<0 (.J)

FIG. 26-32

Specify next point or [Undo]: @4<90<120 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: @4<90<180 (.J)
Specify next point or [Close/Undo]: C (.J)
(4)

Using Line command and Osnap magnet complete the
diagram as shown in fig. 26-32

(5)

Save This File As 3D-WF-2.DWG

FIG. 26-32

In this modeling the objects are created by use of surfaces attached to 30 Wireframe
models. The attached surfaces have zero thickness so cannot calculate the mass
properties. It can hide objects that are behind them. These models are just empty
shells. The surfaces are flat, with curved and rounded surfaces approximated by
small rectangular or triangular faces.
Commands used to create 30 Surface Models:
Refer detail on page no. 666

(1)

(2) UCS: Refer detail on page no. 666
(3) SHADEMOOE
The SHAOEMOOE command generates a simple
shaded picture of the solids and surface models displayed in the current viewport. It
will hide all back portion by "Hide" option. "Realistic" and "Conceptual" option will
shade the model with current color. "30wireframe" option will get back the shaded
model to wireframe model. The command sequence is given below.
Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwi reframe/3dwireframe/3d Hidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]:
(Select option)

(4) ELEV

This command sets elevation and thickness properties for new

20 wireframe objects such as line, point, circle, polygon, arc etc. Elevation sets the
starting height of surface in Z direction from XY plane and thickness will give height
to the surface in Z direction. The command sequence is explained below vide self
interactive module 26-21.

Drawing
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Module 26-21. To
26-33.
(1)

3D Surface using ELEV command model as shown

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction:

VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass ... >: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
(2)

Command: ELEV (.J)
Specify new default elevation <0.0000>: (.J)

•

Specify new default thickness <0.0000>: 4 (.J)
(3)

Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan tan radius)]: 0,0
(.J)

FIG.

Specify radius of circle or [Diameter]: 4 (.J)
(4)

Command: ELEV (.J)

26-33(i)

Specify new default elevation <0.0000>: 4 (.J)
Specify new default thickness <4.0000>: (.J)
(5)

Command: POLYGON (.J)
Enter number of sides <4>: 6 (.J)
FIG.

Specify center of polygon or [Edge]: 0,0 (.J)

26-33(ii)

Enter an option [Inscribed in circle/Circumscribed about circle] <I>: (.J)
Specify radius of circle: 2 (.J)
(6)

Command: ELEV (.J)
Specify new default elevation <4.0000>: 8 (.J)
Specify new default thickness <4.0000>: (.J)

(7)

Command: POINT (.J)
Current point modes:

PDMODE=O

PDSIZE=0.0000

Specify a point: 0,0 (.J)
(8)

FIG.

Save This File As 3D-SURFACE-ELEV-1.DWG

26-33

3DFACE
It is used for making planar unmeshed surfaces that have
three or four sides. They can hide objects, and can be coloured during rendering and
shading. The command sequence is explained below vide self interactive module 26-22.
The edges between the faces are made invisible by invisible option given in the command.

26-22. To

surface using 3DFACE command on 3D wireframe

model as shown in
(1)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction:

VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000

P2-\
'(

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass ... >:
1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
(2)

Create 30 Wireframe as shown in fig. 26-34

(3)

Command: 3DFACE (.J)

P3,

I 1

)
P1

*PS

y-r
·~

Specify first point or [Invisible]: (Select Point P1 by Osnap
magnet)

~p4
FIG. 26-34
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Specify second point or [Invisible]: (Select Point P2 by Osnap magnet)
Specify third point or [Invisible] <exit>: (Select Point P3 by Osnap magnet)
Specify fourth point or [Invisible] <create ... >: (Select Point P4 by Osnap magnet)
Specify third point or [Invisible] <exit>: (Select Point PS by Osnap magnet)
Specify fourth point or [Invisible] <create ... >: (Select Point P4 by Osnap magnet)
Specify third point or [Invisible] <exit>: (.J)
Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: R (.J)
Save This File As 3DFACE-1.DWG

(6) PfACE command: It creates planar surfaces on more than 3 vertices of 30
wireframe model. The faces made are tied together as a single object and edges
between the faces are invisible. The surfaces generated are polyline variation called a
polyline mesh. The command sequence is explained below vide self interactive module 26-23.

Module 26-23. To generate surface using PFACE command on 30 wireframe
model as shown in fig. 26-35.
( 1 ) Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000,1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass ... >: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
(2) Create 3D Wireframe as shown in fig. 26-35
(3) Command: PFACE (.J)
Specify location for vertex 1: (Select P1 by Osnap magnet)
Specify location for vertex 2 or <define faces>: (Select
P2 by Osnap magnet)
Specify location for vertex 3 or <define faces>: (Select
P3 by Osnap magnet)
Specify location for vertex 4 or <define faces>: (Select
P4 by Osnap magnet)
FIG. 26-35
Specify location for vertex 5 or <define faces>: (Select
PS by Osnap magnet)
Specify location for vertex 6 or <define faces>: (.J)
Face 1, vertex 1 :
Enter a vertex number or [Color/Layer]: 1 (.J)
Face 1, vertex 2:
Enter a vertex number or [Color/Layer] <next face>: 2 (.J)
Face 1, vertex 3:
Enter a vertex number or [Color/Layer] <next face>: 3 (.J)
Face 1, vertex 4:
Enter a vertex number or [ Color/Layer J < next face>: 4 (.J)
Face 1, vertex 5:
Enter a vertex number or [Color/Layer] <next face>: (.J)
Face 2, vertex 1:
Enter a vertex number or [Color/Layer]: 1 (.J)
Face 2, vertex 2:
Enter a vertex number or [Color/Layer] <next face>: 4 (.J)
Face 2, vertex 3:
Enter a vertex number or [Color/Layer] <next face>: S (.J)
Face 2, vertex 4:
Enter a vertex number or [Color/Layer] <next face>: (.J)
Face 3, vertex 1:
Enter a vertex number or [Color/Layer]: (.J)
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(4)
(5)

Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/ .. ./Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: C (.J)
Save This File As PFACE-1.DWG

(7) Revolve surface command: REVSURF command creates a polygon mesh surface
by revolving 20 profile object about an axis. The profile can be open or closed and axis
will be a line, an open 20 polyline or an open 30 polyline. The command sequence
is explained below vide self interactive module 26-24. The surfaces are generated by
the matrix of number of surfaces in longitudinal and latitudunal direction. Their default
values are 6 x 6 and are controlled by the command Surftabl and Surftab2.
Module 26-24. Create revolved surface using REVSURF command as per fig. 26-36.
(1)

(2)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: UCS (.J)
Current ucs name: *WORLD*
Enter an option [New/Move/orthoGraphic/Prev/Restore/Save/ ... ] <World>: G (.J)
Enter an option [Top/Bottom/Front/BAck/Left/Right] <Top>:

FRONT (.J)
(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

Command: PLINE (.J)
Specify start point: 4,0 (.J)
Current line-width is 0.0000
Specify next point or [Arc/Halfwidth/Length/Undo/Width]:
@-2,4 (.J)
Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/Length/Undo/
Width]: @0,2 (.J)
Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/Length/Undo/
Width]: @-2,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Arc/Close/Halfwidth/Length/Undo/
Width]: (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 0,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 0,6 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
Command: SURFTAB1 (.J)
Enter new value for SURFTAB1 <6>: 24 (.J)
Command: REVSURF (.J)
Current wire frame density: SURFTAB1 =24
SURFTAB2=6
Select object to revolve: (Select Polyline PL 1)
Select object that defines the axis of revolution:
(Select Axis Line AL 1)
Specify start angle <0>: (.J)
Specify included angle (+=ccw, -=cw) <360>:
(.J)

(7)

(8)

FIG. 26-36

Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: H (.J)
Save This File As REVOLVESURFACE-1.DWG
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(8) Tabulated surfaces: TABSURF command creates a polygon mesh surface by
extruding a defining curve in a direction specified by an existing object. The first object
to be selected is a path curve (open or closed) and second to be selected is a direction
vector, must be a line, an open polyline or an open30 polyline. The path curve can be
a line, circle, arc, 20polyline, 30polyline, ellipse or spline. It uses SURFTAB1 command
to generate number of surfaces. The command sequence is explained below vide self
interactive module 26-25.

26-25. To
(1)

Surface using TABSURF command as per fig. 26-37.

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction:

VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
(2)

l

I

Command: PLINE (.J)
Specify start point: 0,0 (.J)

-.,..

Current line-width is 0.0000

I

Specify next point or [Arc/Halfwidth/Length ... ]:

-:t

ARC (.J)
Specify endpoint of arc or
[Angle/CEnter/Di rection/Halfwidth/Line/Radius/ ... ]:
0,4 (.J)

FIG. 26-37(i)

Specify endpoint of arc or
[Angle/CEnter/CLose/Direction/Halfwidth/Line/Radius/ ... ]: @0,4 (.J)
Specify endpoint of arc or
[Angle/CEnter/CLose/Di rection/Halfwidth/Line/Radi us/ ... ]: (.J)
(3)

,,.,,

Command: LINE (.J)

....

Specify first point: 0,0 (.J)

~,...,

Specify next point or [Undo]: @0,0,4 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
(4)

Command: SURFTAB1 (.J)

r-..

Enter new value for SURFTAB1 <6>: 24 (.J)
(5)

'"'"'

....

Command: TABSURF (.J)
Current wire frame density:

SURFTAB1 =24

Select object for path curve: (Select Polyline Pl 1)

(V

.,,L,'

Select object for direction vector: (Select Line l1)
(6)

Command: SHADEMODE (.J}

FIG. 26-37

Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/
Realistic/Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: H (.J)
( 7)

Save This File As TABULATEDSURFACE-1.DWG

surfaces: RULESURF command creates a surface between two existing
20 Curve. Both curve should be open or both should be closed. Curves can be
a line, 20 or 30 polyline, spline, arc, polygon, ellipse, circle, donuts or even a
point. It uses SURFTAB1 command to generate number of surfaces. The command
sequence is explained below vide self interactive module 26-26.
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Module 26-26. To generate Surface using RULESURF command as per fig. 26-38.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and
tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 0,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 0,4 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
Command: ARC (.J)
Specify start point of arc or [Center]: 0,0,4 (.J)
Specify second point of arc or [Center/End]: E (.J)
Specify end point of arc: @0,4 (.J)
Specify center point of arc or [Angle/Direction/Radius]: A

i

FIG.

26-38(i)

(.J)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

Specify included angle: -180 (.J)
Command: SURFTAB1 (.J)
Enter new value for SURFTAB1 <6>: 24 (.J)
Command: RULESURF (.J)
Current wire frame density: SURFTAB1 =24
Select first defining curve: (Select Line L1)
Select second defining curve: (Select Arc Al)
Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistid
Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: H (.J)
Save This File As RULEDSURFACE-1.DWG

FIG.

26-38

(1
Edge surfaces: EOGESURF command creates a polygon mesh surface between
four boundary 20 curves. The curves can be a lines, arcs, open 20 or 30
polylines or splines. Their ends must touch. It uses SURFTAB1 and SURFTAB2
commands to generate number of surfaces. The command sequence is explained
below vide self interactive module 26-27 and fig. 26-39.

Module 26-27. To generate Surface using EDGESURF command as per fig. 26-39.
(1)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.

(2)

Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 0,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 4,0 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
Command: LINE (.J)
Specify first point: 0,4 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: 4,4 (.J)
Specify next point or [Undo]: (.J)
Command: ARC (.J)
Specify start point of arc or [Center]: 0,4 (.J)

(3)

(4)

"q,.<'/

"'-

FIG.

26-39(i)
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Specify second point of arc or [Center/End]: E (..J)
Specify end point of arc: 0,0 (..J)
Specify center point of arc or [Angle/Direction/Radius]: A (..J)
Specify included angle: 180 (..J)
(5) Command: ARC (..J)
Specify start point of arc or [Center]: 4,0 (..J)
Specify second point of arc or
[Center/End]: E (..J)
Cv,,
Specify end point of arc: 4,4 (..J)
Specify center point of arc or [Angle/
Direction/Radius]: A (..J)
Specify included angle: 180 (..J)
(6) Command: SURFTAB1 (..J)
Enter new value for SURFTAB1 <6>:
24 (..J)
(7) Command: SURFTAB2 (..J)
Cv<
Enter new value for SURFTAB1 <6>:
24 (..J)
FIG. 26-39
(8) Command: EDGESURF (..J)
Current wire frame density: SURFTAB1 =24 SURFTAB2=24
Select object 1 for surface edge: (Select curve CV1)
Select object 2 for surface edge: (Select curve CV2)
Select object 3 for surface edge: (Select curve CV3)
Select object 4 for surface edge: (Select curve CV4)
(9) Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: H (..J)
(10) Save This File As EDGESURFACE-1.DWG

(11) 3DMESH: 3DMESH command creates a polygon mesh surface of M and N
direction. If we consider M as number of vertices in X direction then N becomes
number of vertices in Y direction. The command sequence is explained below vide self
interactive module 26-28.
Module 26-28. To generate Surface using 3DMESH command as per fig. 26-40.
(1)

(2)
(3)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1 .0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.
Create 2D wireframe as shown fig. 26-40(i)
Command: 3DMESH (..J)
Enter size of mesh in M direction: 3 (..J)
Enter size of mesh in N direction: 3 (..J)
Specify location for vertex (0,0): (Select Pl)
Specify location for vertex (0, 1 ): (Select P2)
Specify location for vertex (0,2): (Select P3)
Specify location for vertex (1,0): (Select P4)
Specify location for vertex (1, 1 ): (Select P5)
Specify location for vertex (1,2): (Select P6)
Specify location for vertex (2,0): (Select P7)
Specify location for vertex (2, 1 ): (Select P8)
Specify location for vertex (2,2): (Select P9)
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FIG. 26-40(i)
( 4)

(5)

1.

Select any line

2.

Select middle blue box so it will become

3.

Type @0,0,7 and press Enter key.

4.

Press Esc key.

FIG. 26-40

Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: H (.J)

(6)

Save This File As 3DMESH-1.DWG

(12) 3D Standard
surface: Eight numbers of standard shapes are available
in CAD to create 3D basic shaped surfaces. They are Box, Pyramid, Wedge, Dome,
Dish, Sphere, Cone and Torus. The command sequence for each shape is explained
below vide self interactive examples. (module 26-29 to module 26-36 and fig. 26-41 to
fig. 26-48.
Module 26-29. To generate Surface using BOX option of 30 command as per
fig. 26-41.
(1)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction:

VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
(2)

Command: 3D (.J)
[Box/Cone/Dlsh/D0me/Mesh/Pyramid/Sphere/Torus/Wedge]: BOX (.J)
Specify corner point of box: 0,0 (.J)
Specify length of box: 8 (.J)
Specify width of box or [Cube]: 8 (.J)
Specify height of box: 4 (.J)
Specify rotation angle of box about the Z axis or [Reference]:

0 (,.J)
(3)

Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/
Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: H (.J)

(4)

Save This File As 3DBOXSURFACE-1.DWG

FIG. 26-41
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Module 26-30. To generate Surface using PYRAMID option of 30 command as per

fig. 26-42.
(1)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1 .0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and
tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.

(2)

Command: 3D (..J)
Initializing...

3D Objects loaded.

FIG. 26-42

Enter an option
[Box/Cone/Dlsh/D0me/Mesh/Pyramid/Sphere/Torus/Wedge]: PYRAMID (..J)
Specify first corner point for base of pyramid: 0,0 (..J)
Specify second corner point for base of pyramid: 8,0 (..J)
Specify third corner point for base of pyramid: 8,8 (..J)
Specify fourth corner point for base of pyramid or [Tetrahedron]: 0,8 (..J)
Specify apex point of pyramid or [Ridge/Top]: TOP (..J)
Specify first corner point for top of pyramid: @2,2,4 (..J)
Specify second corner point for top of pyramid: @-2,2,4 (..J)
Specify third corner point for top of pyramid: @-2,-2,4 (..J)
Specify fourth corner point for top of pyramid: @2,-2,4 (..J)
(3)

Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: H (..J)

(4)

Save This File As 3DPYRAMIDSURFACE-1.DWG

26-31. To generate Surface using WEDGE option of 3D cornmand as per

fig. 26-43.
(1)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction:

VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000,1.0000

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and
tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.
(2)

Command: 30 (..J)
[ Box/Cone/D lsh/D0me/Mesh/Pyram id/Sphere/Torus/WedgeJ:

WEDGE (..J)
Specify corner point of box: 0,0 (..J)
Specify length of box: 8 (..J)

FIG. 26-43

Specify width of box or [Cube]: 8 (..J)
Specify height of box: 4 (..J)
Specify rotation angle of box about the Z axis or [Reference]: 0 (..J)
(3)

Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: H (..J)

(4)

Save This File As 3DWEDGESURFACE-1.DWG
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Module 26-32. To generate Surface using SPHERE option of 30 command as per
fig. 26-44.
(1)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)

(2)

Regenerating model.
Command: 3D (..J)
Initializing... 30 Objects loaded.
Enter an option
[ Box/Cone/Dlsh/DOme/Mesh/Pyram id/Sphere/Tor us/Wed gel: SPHERE
(..J)

FIG. 26-44

Specify center point of sphere: 0,0 (..J)
Specify radius of sphere or [Diameter]: 8 (..J)
Enter number of longitudinal segments for surface of sphere <16>: (..J)
(3)

(4)

Enter number of latitudinal segments for surface of sphere <16 >: (..J)
Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: H (..J)
Save This File As 3DSPHERESURFACE-1.DWG

Module 26-33. To generate Surface using CONE option of 30 command as per
fig. 26-45.
(1)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction:

VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.
(2)

Command: 3D (..J)
Initializing...

3D Objects loaded.

Enter an option
[Box/Cone/Dlsh/DOme/Mesh/Pyramid/Sphere/Torus/Wedge]:

CONE (..J)
Specify center point for base of cone: 0,0 (..J)
Specify radius for base of cone or [Diameter]: 4 (..J)
Specify radius for top of cone or [Diameter] <0>: (..J)
Specify height of cone: 8 (..J)
(3)

FIG. 26-45

Enter number of segments for surface of cone <16>: (..J)
Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: H (..J)

(4)

Save This File As 3DCONESURFACE-1.DWG

Module 26-34. To generate Surface using DOME or DISH option of 30 command
as per fig. 26-46.
(1)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000,1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.
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Command: 3D (..J)
Initializing...

30 Objects loaded.

Enter an option
[Box/Cone/Dlsh/DOme/Mesh/Pyramid/Sphere/Torus/Wedge]: DOME
or DISH (..J)

3DDOME

Specify center point of sphere: 0,0 (..J)
Specify radius of sphere or [Diameter]: 8 (..J)
Enter number of longitudinal segments for surface of sphere
<16>: (..J)
Enter number of latitudinal segments for surface of sphere <16>:
(..J)

(3)

30DISH

FIG. 26-46

Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/
Conceptual/Other J <Conceptual>: H (..J)

(4)

Save This File As 3DDOMESURFACE-1.DWG

Module 26-35. To generate Surface using TORUS option of 30 command as per
fig. 26-47.
(1)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction:

VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.
(2)

Command: 3D (..J)
Initializing...

30 Objects loaded.

Enter an option
[Box/Cone/Dlsh/DOme/Mesh/Pyramid/Sphere/Torus/
Wedge]: TORUS (..J)
Specify center point of torus: 0,0 (..J)
Specify radius of torus or [Diameter]: 8 (..J)
Specify radius of tube or [Diameter]: 2 (..J)

FIG. 26-47

Enter number of segments around tube circumference <16>: (..J)
Enter number of segments around torus circumference <16>: (..J)
(3)

Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: H (..J)

(4)

Save This File As 3DTORUSSURFACE-1.DWG

Module 26-36. To generate Surface using MESH option of 30 command as per
fig. 26-48.
(1)

(2)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.
Command: 30 (..J)
Initializing... 30 Objects loaded.
Enter an option
[Box/Cone/Dlsh/DOme/Mesh/Pyramid/Sphere/Torus/Wedge]: MESH (..J)
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(3)

Specify first corner point of mesh: O,O (.J)
Specify second corner point of mesh: 8,0 (.J)
Specify third corner point of mesh: 8,8 (.J)
Specify fourth corner point of mesh: 0,8 (.J)
Enter mesh size in the M direction: 4 (.J)
Enter mesh size in the N direction: 8 (.J)
Command: SHADEMODE (.J)

(4)

Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: C (.J)
Save This File As MESHSURFACE-1.DWG

FIG. 26-48

Solid modeling is the process of building objects that have all the attributes of an
actual solid object. It has mass, weight, volume, center of gravity, moment of
inertia etc, in addition to surfaces and edges. We can cut, join and create holes
and cavities. It is a single object and are used as a part to create assemblies and
interference check. It eliminates the need for building expensive prototypes and
makes the product development cycle shorter. The solid model created on the cad
software are based on a program called the ACIS Geometrical Modeler. So they are
also called ACIS solids. There are two methods to create solids.
IVf,,thr.n

I: Standard 30 shapes based solids:

In this method six types of standard shapes available in cad are used to generate
solids of different shapes. These shapes are Box, Wedge, Cylinder, Cone, Sphere and
Torus. They are also called primitives. The command sequence for each shape is
explained below vide self interactive examples (Module 26-37 to Module 26-42 and
fig. 26-49 to fig. 26-54.
Module 26-37. To generate 30 Solid box using BOX command as per fig 26-42(i).
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: ISOLINES (.J)
Enter new value for ISOLINES <4>: 16 (.J)
Command: BOX (.J)
Specify first corner or [CEnter]: 0,0,0 (.J)
Specify other corner or [Cube/Length]: L (.J)
Specify length: 8 (.J)
Specify width: 8 (.J)
Specify height or [2Point]: 4 (.J)
FIG. 26-49
Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/
Realistic/Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: H (.J)
Save This File As 3DBOXSOLID-1.DWG

26-38. To generate 30 Solid wedge using WEDGE command as per fig. 26-50.
(1)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
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(2)

Command: ISOLINES (..J)

(3)

Enter new value for ISOLINES <4>: 16 (..J)
Command: WEDGE (..J)
Specify first corner or [CEnter]: O,O,O (..J)
Specify other corner or (Cube/Length]: L (..J)
Specify length: 8 (..J)
Specify width: 8 (..J)

(4)

(5)

FIG. 26-50

Specify height or [2Point]: 4 (..J)
Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: H (..J)
Save This File As 3DWEDGES0L1D-1.DWG

Module 26-39. To generate 3D Solid cylinder using CYLINDER command as per
fig. 26-51.
(1)

(2)
(3)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or (Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.
Command: ISOLINES (..J)
Enter new value for ISOLINES <4>: 16 (..J)
Command: CYLINDER (..J)
Specify center point of base or [3P/2P/Ttr/Elliptical]:

o,o,o
(4)

co

(..J)

Specify base radius or [Diameter]: 4 (..J)
Specify height or [2Point/Axis endpoint]: 8
Command: SHADEMODE (..J)

(..J)

Enter an option (2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/
Realistic/Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: H (..J)
(5)

1
R4
FIG. 26-51

Save This File As 3DCYLINDERS0L1D-1.DWG

Module 26-40. To generate 30 Solid cone using CONE command as per fig. 26-52.
(1)

(2)
(3)

Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] < display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.
Command: ISOLINES (..J)
Enter new value for ISOLINES <4>: 16 (..J)
Command: CONE (..J)
Specify center point of base or [3P/2P/Ttr/Elliptical]: 0,0,0
(..J)

(4)

(5)

Specify base radius or (Diameter]: 6 (..J)
Specify height or [2Point/Axis endpoint/Top radius]: 8
(When cursor is above XY plane) (..J)
Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/
Realistic/Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: H (..J)
Save This File As 3DCONES0L1D-1.DWG

FIG. 26-52
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Module 26-41. To
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000,1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: ISOLINES (.J)
Enter new value for ISOLINES <4>: 16 (.J)
Command: SPHERE (.J)
Specify center point or [3P/2P/Ttr]: 3 (.J)
Specify radius or [Diameter]: 4 (.J)
Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
FIG. 26-53
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/
Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: H (.J)
Save This File As 3DSPHERESOLID-1.DWG

•

26-42. To
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

30 Solid sphere using SPHERE command as per fig. 26-53.

3D Solid torus

TO!?US comrnand

per

26-54.

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: ISOLINES (.J)
Enter new value for ISOLINES <4>: 16 (.J)
Command: TORUS (.J)
Specify center point or [3P/2P/Ttr]: O,O,O (.J)
Specify radius or [Diameter] < 1.5000>: 8 (.J)
Specify tube radius or [2Point/Diameter]
<2.0000>: 2 (.J)
Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/
FIC. 26-54
Realistic/Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: H (.J)
Save This File As 3DTORUSSOLID-1.DWG

Method II: Profile based solids:

In this method the following steps are performed.
(1) Create 20 closed profile in XY plane using 20 commands.
(2) Generate surface on this profile by using REGION command.
(3) Use EXTRUDE command to provide height to this profile in Z direction OR use
REVOLVE command to revolve this profile about X or Y axis of UCS and thus
solid will be created.
(4) Finally use SHADEMODE command to get real look of solid.

Commonly used commands to generate 30 solids are discussed below and their use
is shown in self interactive module 26-43 to module 26-49.
(1) VPOINT command: Refer details on page no. 666

UCS

Refer details on page no. 666

Shademode: Refer details on page no. 669
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(4) REGION command: Creates regions from the selected 2D closed objects. They
are the 2D objects with properties of 3D solids. All 3D commands are used on regions
to generate 3D solids. The command sequence is given below.

Command: REGION (.J)
Select objects: (Select 20 closed objects)
Select objects: (.J)
1 loops extracted.
1 Region created.
(5) EXTRUDE command: The EXTRUDE command creates solids by extruding 2D
closed single object or region in Z direction of UCS or about a specified path. The
command sequence is given below.

Command : EXTRUDE (.J)
Current wire frame density: ISOLINES=4
Select objects to extrude:
Select objects to extrude: (.J)
Specify height of extrusion or [Direction/Path/Taper angle]: (Enter height value) (.J)
(6) REVOLVE command: The REVOLVE command creates solids by revolving 2D
closed single object or region about an object or X or Y axis of UCS. It can revolve
only one object at a time. The command sequence is given below.

Command: REVOLVE (.J)
Current wire frame density: ISOLINES=4
Select objects to revolve:
Select objects to revolve: (.J)
Specify axis start point or define axis by [Object/X/Y/Z] <Object>: (Select any
option) (.J)
Specify angle of revolution or [STart angle] <360>: 360 (.J)
(7) BOOLEAN OPERATIONS:
(i)

UNION: The UNION command combines selected regions or solids by addition.
The command sequence is given below.

Command: UNION (.J)
Select objects: (Select more than one solid)
Select objects: (.J)
(ii) SUBTRACT: The SUBTRACT command subtracts one set of solids from another
set of solids to create holes, cavities etc. The command sequence is given
below.

Command: SUBTRACT (.J)
Select solids, surfaces and regions to subtract from ..
Select objects: (Select solids to subtract from)
Select objects: (.J)
Select solids, surfaces and regions to subtract ..
Select objects: (Select solids to subtract)
Select objects: (.J)
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(iii) INTERSECT: The INTERSECT command creates composite solids or regions
from the intersection of two or more solids or regions and removes the areas
outside of the intersection. The command sequence is given below.
Command: INTERSECT (.J)
Select objects: (Select more than one solid)
Select objects: (.J)

(8) 3DARRAY command: 3DARRAY can create a Rectangular array or a Polar array
of objects in 3D. In Rectangular array we have to specify number of columns (X
direction), number of rows (Y direction), and number of levels (Z direction). And in
Polar array we have to select solids and axis about which solids will be arranged. The
command sequence is given below.
(i)

Command sequence for 3D Rectangular Array
Command: 3DARRAY (.J)
Initializing ... 3DARRAY loaded.
Select objects: (Select solids)
Select objects: (.J)
Enter the type of array [Rectangular/Polar] < R>: R (.J)
Enter the number of rows (-) < 1 >: (Enter Integer value)
Enter the number of columns ( 111) <1 >: (Enter Integer value)
Enter the number of levels (... ) <1 >: (Enter Integer value)
Specify the distance between rows (-): (Enter Integer or Real value)
Specify the distance between columns ( 111 ): (Enter Integer or Real value)
Specify the distance between levels (... ): (Enter Integer or Real value)

(ii) Command sequence for 3D Polar Array
Command: 3DARRAY (.J)
Initializing... 3DARRAY loaded.
Select objects: (Select solids)
Select objects: (.J)
Enter the type of array [Rectangular/Polar] < R>: P (.J)
Enter the number of items in the array: (Enter Integer value)
Specify the angle to fill (+=ccw, -=cw) <360>: (.J)
Rotate arrayed objects? [Yes/No) <Y>: (.J)
Specify center point of array: (Select a point on axis)
Specify second point on axis of rotation: (Select another point on same axis)

(9) FlllH on 30 solids: FILLET command is used to round the edges or
corners of the 3D solid models. This command is used both in 2D and 3D. In 3D
first we have to select edge of solid to get options of 3D. The command sequence
is given below.
Command: FILLET (.J)
Current settings: Mode = TRIM, Radius = 0.0000
Select first object or [Undo/Polyline/Radius/Trim/Multiple): (Select edge of solid)
Enter fillet radius: (Enter radius value)
Select an edge or [Chain/Radius]: (Select another edge to fillet)
Select an edge or [Chain/Radius): (.J)
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(10) CHAMFER on 3D
CHAMFER command is used to create beveled
edges on edges of solids. This command is used both in 2D and 3D. In 3D first
we have to select edge of solid to get options of 3D. The command sequence is
given below.
Command: CHAMFER (.J)
(TRIM mode) Current chamfer Dist 1 = 0.0000, Dist 2 = 0.0000
Select first line or (Undo/Polyline/Distance/Angle/Trim/... ]: (Select edge of solid)
Base surface selection ...
Enter surface selection option [Next/OK (current)] <OK>: (.J)
Specify base surface chamfer distance: (Enter distance value from base surface)
Specify other surface chamfer distance <2.0000>: (Enter distance value from other
surface)
Select an edge or [Loop]: (Select edges on base surface)
Select an edge or [Loop]: (.J)

(1 ) ROTATE3D command: The ROTATE3D command is used to rotate the solids
about X, Y or Z axis of UCS or about an Object to required angle. Positive angle will
rotate in counter clock wise direction. The command sequence is given below.
Command: ROTATE3D (.J)
Current positive angle: ANGDIR=counterclockwise ANGBASE=O
Select objects: (Select solids)
Select objects: (.J)
Specify first point on axis or define axis by
[Object/Last/View/Xaxis/Yaxis/Zaxis/2points]: (Select required option for axis say Z)
Specify a point on the Z axis <0,0,0>: (Specify base point)
Specify rotation angle or [Reference]: (Enter angle value)

(1 MIRROR3D command: The MIRROR3D command is used to mirror the solids
about a specified plane in the space. The plane can be the 2D object or three planes
of UCS i.e. XY, YZ, or ZX. The command sequence is given below.
Command: MIRROR3D (.J)
Select objects: (Select solids)
Select objects: (.J)
Specify first point of mirror plane (3 points) or
[Object/Last/Zaxis/View/XY/YZ/ZX/3points] <3points>: (Select required option as mirror
plane say ZX)
Specify point on ZX plane <0,0,0>: (Select base point)
Delete source objects? [Yes/No] <N>: (.J)

SUCE command: The SLICE command is used to slice the selected solid with
the help of specified plane. Generaly 2D object or three planes of UCS i.e. XY, YZ or
ZX are selected as slicing plane from options. After slicing, the option will be given to
retain either or both solids. The command sequence is given below.
Command: SLICE (.J)
Select objects to slice: (Select solid)
Select objects to slice: (.J)
Specify start point of slicing plane or [planar Object/Surface/Zaxis/View/XY/YZ/ZX/
3points] < 3points>: (Select required option as slicing plane say ZX)
Specify a point on the YZ-plane <0,0,0>: (Select the point to slice from)
Specify a point on desired side or (keep Both sides] <Both>: (Click either side to
retain one solid or type B to retain both solids)
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Module 26-43. Draw a three dimensional diagram as shown in fig. 26-55. Use
30 commands such as Region, Extrude and Subtract.
To draw a three dimensional diargram using the steps mentioned below. After
executing the commands in sequence, we will get the output as shown in fig. 26-SS(i)
to fig. 26-SS(vii).
(1)

Command: LIMITS (..J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF) <0.0000,0.0000>: (..J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (..J)

(2)

Command: ZOOM (..J)

,. ,. ·1'1·15·1r'·1'1~;·1

Specify corner of window, enter a scale
factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/ ........ ) < real
time>: ALL (..J)
(3)

Create 2D diagram (fig. 26-SS(i)) Using
Pline command, take Coordinate of Pl as
0,0

(4)

Command: VPOINT (..J)

....__~jNt

p1~----------~
_ _ _ _ _ _10_0_ _ _ _ _
~

Specify a view point or [Rotate) <display
compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
(5)

~1

---t-CD+

Current view direction: VIEWDIR
0.0000,o.oooo, 1.oooo

t
=-r

FIG. 26-SS(i)
(

,I-

Command: REGION (..J)
Select objects: (Select any Line)
Select objects: (..J)
FIG. 26-SS(ii)

1 loop extracted.
1 Region created.
(6)

Command: SHADEMODE (..J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/
Realistic/Conceptual/Other) <Conceptual>: H (..J)

(7)

Command: EXTRUDE (..J)
Current wire frame density:

ISOLINES=4

Select objects: (Select any line)
Select objects: (..J)

FIG. 26-SS(iii)

Specify height of extrusion or [Path): 40 (..J)
(8)

Command: ROTATE3D (..J}
Current positive angle: ANGDIR = counterclockwise
ANGBASE=O
Select objects: (Select Solid S1)
Select objects: (..J)
Specify first point on axis or define axis by
[Object/Last/View/Xaxis/Yaxis/Zaxis/2points): X (..J)

SD1
FIG. 26-SS(iv)
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Specify a point on the X axis <0,0,0>: (.J)
Specify rotation angle or [Reference]: 90 (.J)
(9)

Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/ ........ ] < real time>: ALL (.-))

(1 0) Command: UCS (.J)
Current ucs name:

*TOP*

Enter an option [New/Move/orthoGraphic/ ... ] <World>: M (.J)
Specify new origin point or [Zdepth]<0,0,0>: (Select
Point SD1)
(11) Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan
tan radius)]: 12,20 ( )
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter]: D (.J)
Specify diameter of circle: 13 (.J)

F1c. 26-55

(12) Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan tan
radius)]: -64,20 (.J)
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter] <0.6500>: D (.J)
Specify diameter of circle: 13 (.-))
(13) Command: EXTRUDE (.-))
Current wire frame density:

SL1
ISOLINES=4

Select objects: (Select Circle C1)
Select objects: (Select Circle C2)
Select objects: (.J)
Specify height of extrusion or [Path]: -40 (.J)

FJC.

(14) Command: SUBTRACT (.-))
Select solids and regions to subtract from ..
Select objects: (Select Solid SL 1)
Select objects: (.J)
Select solids and regions to subtract ..
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL1)
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL2)
Select objects: (.J)
(15) Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/Realistic/Conceptual/Other]
<Conceptual>: C (.J)
(16) Save This File As Module 26-43.DWG
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I

FIG. 26-55

Module 26-44. Draw a three dimensional diagram as shown in fig. 26-56. Use
30 commands such as Region, Revolve and Fillet.
To draw a three dimensional diargram using the steps mentioned below. After
executing the commands in sequence, we will get the output as shown in fig. 26-56(i)
to fig. 26-56(iv).
(1)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 360,270 (.J)

(2)

Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] <real time>: ALL (.J)
Regenerating model.

Art. 26-10]
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(3)

Using PLINE Command Create 2D
diagram (fig. 26-56(i)), take co-ordinate
of P1 0,0

(4)

Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction:

360

VIEWDIR =

0.0000,0.0000, 1 .0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display
compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
(5)

Command: REGION (.J)
Select objects: (Select any Line)
Select objects: (.J)
1 loop extracted.
1 Region created.

(6)

Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/
3dHidden/Reafistic/ ... ] <Conceptual>: H (.J)

(7)

FIC. 26-56(ii)

Command: REVOLVE (.J)
Current wire frame density:

ISOLINES=4

Select objects to revolve: (Select any Line)
Select objects to revolve: (.J)
Specify axis start point or define axis by [Object/
X/Y/Z] <Object>: X (.J)
Specify angle of revolution or [STart angle] <360>:
360 (.J)
(8)

Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor
(nX or nXP), or

FIG. 26-56(iii)

[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/
Window] <real time>: AU (.J)
(9)

Command: FILLET (.J)
Current settings: Mode

= TRIM,

Radius

0.0000

Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: (Select
Edge E1)
Enter fillet radius: 6 (.J)
Select an edge or [Chain/Radius]: (.J)
1 edge(s) selected for fillet.
(10) Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/
3dHidden/Realistic/ ... ] <Conceptual>: C (.J)
(11) Save this File as Module 26-44.DWG

Output of Module 26-44 (fig. 26-56):

FIG. 26-56(iv)
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100

140

F1c. 26-56

dimensional
1

sucn

shown in

26-57.

Union.

To draw a three dimensional diargram using the steps mentioned below. After
executing the commands in sequence, we will get the output as shown in fig. 26-57(i)
to fig. 26-57(ix).
(1)

Command: LIMITS (..J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (..J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 600,450 (..J)

(2)

Command: ZOOM (..J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window]
<real time>: ALL (..J)

100
@100,50

Regenerating model.
(3)

Command: RECTANGLE (..J)
Specify first corner point or [Chamfer/Elevation/Fillet/
Thickness/Width]: 0,0 (..J)
Specify other corner point or [Dimensions]:
@100,50 (..J)

0,0
FIG. 26-5
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Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction:

VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass
and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (..J)
Regenerating model.
(5)

Command: FILLET (..J)

FIG. 26-57(ii)

Current settings: Mode = TRIM, Radius = 0.0000
Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: R (..J)
Specify fillet radius <0.0000>: 25 (..J)
Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: (Select l 1)
Select second object: (Select l2)
(6)

Command: FILLET (..J)
Current settings: Mode = TRIM, Radius = 25.0000

FIG. 26-57(iii)

Select first object or [Polyline/Radius/Trim]: (Select l2)
Select second object: (Select l3)
(7)

Command: CIRCLE (..J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan tan radius)]:
(Select CENTER magnet C1)
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter]: D (..J)
Specify diameter of circle: 24 (..J)

(8)

Command: EXTRUDE (..J)
Current wire frame density:

FIG. 26-57(iv)

ISOLINES=4

Select objects to extrude: (Select Rectangle Rl)
Select objects to extrude: (..J)
Specify height of extrusion or [Direction/Path/
Taper angle] <40.0000>: 40 (..J)
(9)

S2

Command: EXTRUDE (..J)
Current wire frame density:

ISOLINES=4

Select objects to extrude: (Select Circle CR1)
Select objects to extrude: (..J)
Specify height of extrusion or [Direction/Path/
Taper angle] <40.0000>: 70 (..J)
(10) Command: ZOOM (..J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX
or nXP), or

FIG. 26-57(v)

[Al I/Center/Dynam ic/Extents/Previ ou s/Scale/Wi ndow]
<real time>: ALL (..J)
Regenerating model.
(11) Command: SUBTRACT (..J)
Select solids, surfaces and regions to subtract from ..
Select objects: (Select Solid 3D Box S1)
Select objects: (..J)
Select solids, surfaces and regions to subtract ..
Select objects: (Select Solid 3D Cylinder S2)
Select objects: (..J)

FIG. 26-57(vi)
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(12) Command: UCS (.J)
Current ucs name:

*WORLD*

Enter an option [New/Move/orthoGraphic/Prev/ ... /WorldJ <World> : G (.J)
Enter an option [Top/Bottom/Front/BAck/Left/Right] <Top>: RIGHT (.J)
(13) Command: UCS (.J)
Current ucs name:

*RIGHT*

Enter an option [New/Move/orthoGraphic/Prev/.. ./World] <World>: M (.J)
Specify new origin point or [Zdepth]<0,0,0>: (Select
ENDPOINT magnet E1)
(14) Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr (tan tan radius)]:
2P (.J)
Specify first end point of circle's diameter: (Select MIDPOINT
magnet M2)
Specify second end point of circle's diameter: (Select
MIDPOINT magnet M3)

FIG. 26-5

(15) Command: EXTRUDE (.J)
Current wire
ISOLINES=4

frame

density:

Select objects to extrude: (Select Circle
CR2)
Select objects to extrude: (.J)
Specify height of extrusion or [Direction/
Path/Taper angle] <40.0000>: 150 (.J)
(16) Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale
factor (nX or nXP), or

FIG. 26-57(viii)

[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/
Scale/Window] <real time>: AU (.J)
(1 7) Command: UNION (.J)
Select objects: (Select Solid S3)
Select objects: (Select Solid S4)
Select objects: (.J)
(1 8) Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/
3dHidden/Realistic/ ... ] <Conceptual>:
C (.J)
(19) Save this File As Module 26-45.DWG

of

26-45 (fig. 26-57):

F1c. 26-57(ix)

Art. 26-10]
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FIG.

26-57

Module 26-46. Dravv a three dimensional diagram as shown in fig. 26-58. Use
30 Polar Array.

To draw a three dimensional diargram using the steps mentioned below. After
executing the commands in sequence, we will get the output as shown in fig. 26-58(i)
to fig. 26-58(vi).
(1)

(2)

(3)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
CR1
[AII/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Wi ndowJ < real
0100
time>: ALL (.J)
Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and
tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
FIG. 26-58(i)
Regenerating model.
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Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window] < real time>: ALL
Regenerating model.
Command: CIRCLE (.J)
CL1
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P(ftr (tan tan
radius)]: 0,0 (.J)
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter]: D (.J)
Specify diameter of circle: 100 (.J)
Command: EXTRUDE (.J)
Current wire frame density: ISOLINES=4
FIG. 26-53(ii)
Select objects to extrude: (Select Circle CR1)
Select objects to extrude: (.J)
Specify height of extrusion or [Direction/Path/
Taper angle]<40.0000>: -20 (.J)
CL1
Command: CIRCLE (.J)
Specify center point for circle or [3P/2P/Ttr
(tan tan radius)]: O,O (.J)
Specify radius of circle or [Diameter)
<50.0000>: D (.J)
Specify diameter of circle <100.0000>: 70 (.J)
Command: CYLINDER (.J)
FIG. 26-53(iii)
Specify center point of base or [3P/2Pfftr/
Elliptical): (Select QUADRANT Qt of 070
circle)
Specify base radius or [Diameter): D (.J)
Specify diameter: 20 (.J)
Specify height or [2Point/Axis endpoint)
<-20.0000 >: -40 (.J)
Command: 3DARRAY (.J)
CL4
Initializing... 3DARRAY loaded.
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL2)
CL1
Select objects: (.J)
Enter the type of array [Rectangular/Polar] < R>:
p (.J)
Enter the number of items in the array: 4 (.J)
Specify the angle to fill (+=ccw, -=cw) <360>:
(.J)

Rotate arrayed objects? [Yes/No) <Y>: (.J)
Specify center point of array: O,O,O (.J)
Specify second point on axis of rotation: 0,0,40 (.J)
(10) Command: SUBTRACT (.J)
Select solids, surfaces and regions to subtract from ..
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL 1)
Select objects: (.J)
Select solids, surfaces and regions to subtract ..
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL2)
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL3)
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL4)
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CLS)
Select objects: (.J)
(11) Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/ ... ) <real time>: ALL (.J)

Q1

CL2

CL3

CL2

FIG. 26-53(iv)

FIG. 26-53(v)

FIG. 26-53(vi)

(12) Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/ .. ./Conceptual/... J <Conceptual>: C (.J)
(13) Save this File As Module 26-46.DWG

MODULE 26-46: USE OF 30 POLAR ARRAY
4 NOS. 020 HOLES ON 70 P.C.D.

FIG. 26-SH

dimensional

shovvn in

26-59. Use

30
To draw a three dimensional diargram using the steps mentioned below. After
executing the commands in sequence, we will get the output as shown in fig. 26-59(i)
to fig. 26-59(vi).

(1)

(2)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000

(3)

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and
tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: ZOOM (.J)

(4)

Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[AII/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Wi ndow) < real
time>: ALL (.J)
Command: RECTANGLE (.J)

FIG.

Specify first corner point or [Chamfer/Elevation/Fillet/Thickness/Width): 0,0 (.J)
Specify other corner point or [Dimensions): 80,60 (.J)
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(5)

Command: EXTRUDE (.J)
Current wire frame density: ISOLINES=4
Select objects to extrude: (Select rectangle R1)
Select objects to extrude: (.J)
Specify height of extrusion or [Direction/Path/Taper
angle]<40.0000>: -10 (.J)
(6) Command: CYLINDER (.J)
Specify center point of base or [3P/2P/Ttr/Elliptical]: 15, 15 (.J)
Specify base radius or [Diameter]: d (.J)
Specify diameter: 10 (.J)
Specify height or [2Point/Axis endpoint]<-20.0000>:
-30 (.J)
(7) Command: 3DARRAY (.J)
Initializing... 3DARRAY loaded.
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL1)
Select objects: (.J)
Enter the type of array [Rectangular/Polar] < R>: R

FIG. 26-59(ii)

FIG. 26-59(iii)

(.J)

Enter the number of
Enter the number of
Enter the number of
Specify the distance
Specify the distance

rows (-) < 1 >: 2 (.J)
columns ( 111) < 1 >: 3 (.J)
levels (... ) <1 >: 1 (.J)
between rows (-): 30 (.J)
between columns ( 111 ): 25

CL6

(.J)
(8)

Command: SUBTRACT (.J)
Select solids, surfaces and regions to subtract
from ..
Select objects: (Select solid S1)
Select objects: (.J)
Select solids, surfaces and regions to subtract ..
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL1)
Select objects: (Select Cylinder Cl2)
Select objects: (Select Cylinder Cl3)
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL4)
Select objects: (Select Cylinder CL5)
Select objects: (Select Cylinder Cl6)

FIG. 26-59(iv)

FIG. 26-59(v)

Select objects: (.J)
(9) Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[Al 1/Center/Dynam ic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Wi ndow]
<real time>: All (.J)
FIG. 26-59(vi)
(10) Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/ .. ./Conceptual/... ] <Conceptual>: C (.J)
(11) Save This File As Module 26-47.DWG
Output of Module 26-47 (fig. 26-59):
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FIG. 26-59

Module 26-48. Draw a three dimensional diagram as shown in fig. 26-60. Use
30 Slice command.
To draw a three dimensional diargram using the steps mentioned below. After
executing the commands in sequence, we will get the output as shown in fig. 26-60(i)
to fig. 26-60(iii).
(1)

(2)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)
Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1 .0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.

(3)

(4)

Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/Window]
<real time>: All (.J)
Regenerating model.
Command: CONE (.J)
Specify center point of base or [3P/2P/Ttr/Elfiptical]:

o,o

(.J)

Specify base radius or [Diameter] <5.0000>: d (.J)
Specify diameter < 10.0000>: 80 (.J)
Specify height or [2Point/Axis endpoint/Top radius]
<-30.0000>: 90 (.J)

CN1,

FIG. 26-60(i)

[Ch. 26
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(5) Command: SLICE (.J)
Select objects to slice: (Select Cone CN1)
Select objects to slice: (.J)
Specify start point of slicing plane or [planar Object/
Surface/Zaxis/View/XY/YZ/ZX/3points] <3points>: YZ (.J)
Specify a point on the YZ-plane <0,0,0>: (.J)
Specify a point on desired side or [keep Both sides] <Both>:

CN1

B (..J)

(6) Command: ERASE (.J)
Select objects: (Select Half Cone CN2)
Select objects: (.J)
(7) Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/
Realistic/Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: C (.J)
(8) Save This File As Module 26-48.DWG

MODULE 26-48, USE OF 30 SLICE

FIG.

co/

ii)

FIG.

F!G. 26-60

in

26-67.

To Draw a three dimensional diagram using steps mentioned below. After executing
the commands in sequence, we will get the output as shown in fig. 26-61 (i) to fig. 26-61 (iii).
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(1)

Command: LIMITS (.J)
Reset Model space limits:
Specify lower left corner or [ON/OFF] <0.0000,0.0000>: (.J)
Specify upper right corner <12.0000,9.0000>: 120,90 (.J)

(2)

Command: ZOOM (.J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Previous/Scale/... ] <real time>: ALL (.J)

(3)

Regenerating model.
Command: VPOINT (.J)
Current view direction:

VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000, 1.0000

Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>: 1,-1,1 (.J)
Regenerating model.
(4)

Command: BOX (.J)
Specify first corner or [Center]: 0,0,0 (.J)
Specify other corner or [Cube/Length]: l (.J)
Specify length: 50 (.J) (When 0° polar is ON)
Specify width: 40 (.J) (When 90° polar is ON)
Specify height or [2Point]: 30 (.J)

(5)

Command: CHAMFER (.J)
(TRIM mode) Current chamfer Dist1 = 0.0000, Dist2
= 0.0000
Select first line or [Undo/Polyline/Distance/Angle/
Trim/mEthod/Multiple]: (Select Edge E1)
Base surface selection ...

FIG. 26-61 (i)

Enter surface selection option [Next/OK (current)]
<OK>: (.J)
Specify base surface chamfer distance: 20 (.J)
Specify other surface chamfer distance <20.0000>:
40 (.J)
Select an edge or [Loop]: (Select Edge E1)
(6)

Select an edge or [Loop]: (.J)
Command: MIRROR3D (.J)

FIG. 26-61 (ii)

Select objects: (Select solid)
Select objects: (.J)
Specify first point of mirror plane (3 points) or

[ 0 b ject/Last/Zaxi s/Vi ew/XY /YZ/ZX/3 points l
<3points>: YZ (.J)
Specify point on YZ plane <0,0,0>: (Select Osnap
magnet M1)
Delete source objects? [Yes/No] <N>: (.J)
(7)

Command: SHADEMODE (.J)
Enter an option [2dwireframe/3dwireframe/3dHidden/
Realistic/Conceptual/Other] <Conceptual>: C (.J)

(8)

Save This File as Module 26-49.DWG

of Module 26-49 (fig. 26-61 ):

FIG. 26-61 (iii)
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FIG. 26-61

Refer module 26-50
(i) Create 30 solid model or open file.
(ii) Set the isometric view using VPOINT command.
(iii) To set perspective view, use DVIEW command and select DISTANCE option.
(iv) To turnoff perspective view. Use OFF option of DVIEW command.

26-50.
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

file Afocfule 26-43.DWG and set perspective view.

Open File Module 26-43.DWG
Command: ZOOM (..J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP),
or
[All/Extents/Window/Previous/Object] <real time>: ALL (..J)
Command: VPOINT (..J)
Current view direction: VIEWDIR=0.0000,0.0000,1.0000
Specify a view point or [Rotate] <display compass and tripod>:
1,-1,1 (..J)
Command: DVIEW (..J)
Select objects or <use DVIEWBLOCK>: (Select 3DSolid S1)
Select objects or <use DVIEWBLOCK>: (..J)
Enter option
[CAmera/fArget/Distance/POi nts/PAn/Zoom/fWist/CLi p/H ide/Off/
Undo]: D (..J)
Specify new camera-target distance <29.3885 >: (..J)
Enter option
[CAmera/fArget/Distance/POints/PAn/Zoom/fWist/CLip/Hide/Off/
Undo): (..J)

FIG. 26-62(i)

Fie. 26-62(ii)

Exe. 26]

(5)

(6)
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Command: ZOOM (+J)
Specify corner of window, enter a scale factor (nX or nXP), or
[All/Extents/Window/Previous/Object] <real time>: ALL (+J)
Click Save from File menu

1 . Prepare a report on the computer hardware, peripherals and CAD software available
in your laboratory.
2. What are the reasons for implementing a CAD system? What are the disadvantages?
3. List the main functions of a CAD system.
4. Explain the following 20 drawing entities with the help of sketch:
Line, Arc, Polyline, Ellipse, Donut, Polygon.
5. With suitable examples explain the following transformations:
(iv) Copying an object
(i) Moving an object
(ii) Scaling an object
(v) Mirroring an object.
(iii) Rotation of an object
6. What is the difference between COPY and MOVE?
7. Make sketches of 30 solid modelling primitives and name them.
8. Explain in brief:
(i) Wireframe modelling; (ii) Surface modelling; (iii) Solid modelling.
9. With the help of suitable examples, explain the boolean operations that can be
performed on solid primitives.
1 O. Using the CAD software available in your laboratory, create the drawings of
fig. 2-13 to fig. 2-26 shown on pages 31 and 32.
11. Study modules 26-1 to 26-14 carefully. Draw Hexagonal-headed bolt with hexagonal
nut and washer as shown in fig. 26-63.
2
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FIG.

26-63
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12. Draw fig 26-64 using line, circle, rectangle, fillet, rectangular array, polar array,
dimension, hatch, layer, hidden line, center line etc., commands.
50

4 HOLES 05
040

FIG. 26-64
13. Name four UCS options that only rotates the UCS about the origin but do not
move the origin.
14. Write differences between Array and 3DArray.
15. How does the TABSURF command differ from the RULESURF command?
16. What are the use of Surftab1 and Surftab2 command?
17. Explain the use of Elev command.
18. How does shademode's flat shading option differs from 3D wireframe option.
19. List basic differences between surface models and solid models.
20. What are the requirements for profile objects of extruded and removed solids.
21. Write the name and sequence of command to create hole in solid.
22. What are the differences between the Union command and Slice command.
23. Write the uses of blocks and wblocks and write differences between them.
24. Mention the use of Insert command and explain it's scale option.
25. How layer helps in organizing the drawing objects.
26. What are the ways to assign properties to drawing objects?
27. How can we fillet edges of solids. Explain the sequence.
28. Give difference between Subtract and Intersect command.
29. List the hardware configuration required for AutoCAD 2010.
30. What is the use of VPOINT command.
31. Write the difference between Line and Polyline command.
32. Why do we use Polyline command to create solid filled arrow.

Acme thread ................... 578
Adhesive tapes ................... 14
Aligned system of dimensions ...... 42
Angle of vision ................. 479
Angular perspective .............. 487
Apparent section ................ 314
Approximate method for surface
development of spheres ...... 376
Archemedian Spiaral . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134
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